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OUTLINE
 

Techniques of Housing Site Selection
 

I. Introduction
 

In the past, land cost has often been the principal factor in selectS.on
 

of sites for lower income housing. The cheaper the site, the more
 

acceptable its use for shelter. While this approach has been appealing
 

to many governments, it has frequently led to inappropriate choices,
 

for which the total cost to government and residents alike has proven
 

extrenely high. For example, an inexpensive site at a peripheral
 

location has sometimes resulted in excessive travel time and costs to
 

places of employment. A piece of cheap land, subject to flooding,
 

landslides, or other natural disasters, has often resplted in poor
 

living environments along with excessive costs for building and re

building.
 

Site cost is only one of several factors to be evaluated in site
 

selection. The choice of site is one of the most important elements
 

in the shelter production process. It should be.regarded with
 

seriousness and should be conducted within a structured framework of
 

analysis which considersmany factors of suitability. Such a structured
 

framework should be applied to location decisions for all forms of
 

shelter effort: upgrading, sites and services, conventional new dwelling
 

units and hou-.7ng estates.
 

Site selection should be conducted in advance of project design but
 

ot a point when some general parameters of a project are known--e.g.
 

income levels to be served, type and number of units or lots to be
 

produced (project scale), range of acceptable capital costs for the
 

units and project as a whole.
 

The final choice of site will affect both project cost and project design
 

(density, utilities pattern). Therefore, it is desirable to firm un the
 

choice of site(s) prior to proceeding with a detailed use and financial
 

program.
 

http:selectS.on
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Aerial Photography
 

Land Use Mapping
 

Land Vacancy Mapping
 

Location Inventories of Roads,
 
Utilities (water, sewage, electricity, etc.)
 

Services (schools, transport, health facilities)
 

Land Plan Designations and Controls
 

Land Capability Analysie
 
.Topography
 
Soil Quality
 
Flooding
 
Landslides
 

Land Ownership Data
 

Land Cost Data
 

Community Structure and Organization
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II. The Tools
 

The first stage in a selection process is to obtain an inventory of
 

potentially suitable sites within the study area (metropolitan region,
 

city, town). Several tools are available--or can be available--to
 

assist in making this inventory. The tools are identified on the
 

accompanying chart.
 

A. Aerial Photography
 

Aerial photography is an excellent means to view the development
 

pattern of an urban coxmnunity, and from it, evaluations can be made
 

on description and such matters as existing uses, densities,
 

circulation systems, topography, etc. Vacant land can be readily
 

identified from aerial photos. (See session and background material
 

on aerial photography.) If other tools below are not available,
 

use of aerial photos can provide short cuts to site identification.
 

B. Land Use Mapping
 

Relationships of potential housing sites to existing employment and
 

commercial centers and to existing residential areas can be examined
 

through land use maps of present conditions.
 

C. Land Vcancy Mapping
 

Vacant sites which meet size criteria of the proposed housing
 

development can be identified and arrayed from photography and
 

land use maps.
 

D. Location Inventories of Utilities and Services
 

The most desirable sites are those served by present systems of
 

water, sevver, roads, schools, health facilities, etc.--or which
 

require modest extensions of s ich systems. It is important to
 

identify the locations of these systems and facilities and their
 

capacities to absorb new growth.
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E. Land Plan Designations and Controls
 

Equally important is the need to identify and map plans for new
 

land uses and &or new utilities systems. Presently, vacant sites
 

may have stipulated uses which conflict with shelter. New industrial
 

sites may provide employment opportunities for housing sites to be
 

developed in the future. Planned extensions of water and sewer
 

systems may become available to service presently undeveloped land.
 

A corollary need is to review the development controls currently in
 

place, since existing systems of zoning or building restrictions may
 

conflict with proposed densities or use patterns of housing projects.
 

F. Land Capability Analysis
 

Is a site buildable? This is the qcestion to be answered in making
 

assessments of land which may be vacant or otherwise available for
 

shelter production. Information is necessary on topography (slopes),
 

the quality of the soil and its bearing capacity, and on whether the
 

land is subject to flooding, landslides or other hazards that would
 

impede its conversion to housing sites.
 

G. Land Ownership Data
 

Who owns the land, and can it be readily mobilized for housing pro

duction? Is the ownership public, private, or tribal? Is it
 

several parcels or under consolidated control? Does the tenure
 

or lottinq situation affect the ease or difficulty of mobilization
 

for housing?
 

H. Land Cost Data
 

Land cost is an important factor, although only one of many to
 

examine. A cost analysis should be made of each site in the inventory.
 

I. Community Structure and Organization
 

These become especially important factors in assessing site priorities
 

for upgrading. If there is a strong community organization in a
 

potential area, this can be of enormous assistance in organizing
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and carrying out an effort which involves improvements, granting of
 

tenure, or rehousing of an existing population. The strength of
 

internal neighborhood organization has been a principal factor in
 

the success of the massive Kampong upgrading program in Jakarta.
 

It Ias been a factor in the selection of Mellassine for an AID
 

sponsored improvement project in Tunis. Such information can be
 

obtained from interviews.
 

ACCOMPA*YING GRAPHICS
 

Two factor maps are included to demonstrate the utility of identifying
 

and mapping key urban features as an aid in site selection.
 

1. Case Study Mbabane, Swaziland
 

The Mbabane graphic displays locations of developed areas (including
 

informal settlements), land which is undevelopable by virtue of terrain
 

or soil conditions, and land which is constrained from development by
 

virtue of its tenure status. As a result, a substantial number of
 

vacant and potentially available sites are clearly displayed, both
 

inside and outside the city limits.
 

2. Case Study, Tunis
 

The Tunis map does not show developable or vacant area, since it was
 

prepared for a different purpose. It does display several important
 

urban features which, along with an inventory of vacant land, are
 

critical to site selection: existing and proposed water systems,
 

areas served by public transportation, location of industrial employme~nt,
 

principal roads, etc. Vae-ant sites could be placed on the map to show
 

their relationship to these features.
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III. Method for Housing Site Selection
 

Once the available information has been compiled and arrayed, there
 

will be an inventory of potentially available sites--again, whether
 

the project type is sites and services, upgrading, new contractor
 

built units, etc. The inventory may--and probably will--contain several
 

locations from which to choose.
 

How can selection be made?
 

The best site is one which is better than the other alternatives. The
 

exercise leading to choice should be one which evaluates the various
 

options in relation to each other on each of several factors.
 

There are many ways in which to conduct sur.a an evaluation. To
 

demonstrate the process, however, we are displaying below one such
 

method which involves a "matrix" as the form of evaluation. The job
 

of filling in the bla. of the matrix can be performed by the housing
 

agency, an interagency committee, or by a consultant technician.
 

This matrix format allows for each site to be compared with each other
 

on the basis of 15 separate factors. In this example, each of the
 

factors is given the sa-Te relative importance. It is entirely possible,
 

however, to weight certain factors more heavily than others (e.g. land
 

cost, accessibility to employment) and devise a numerical scoring
 

system accordingly. In this example, the weighting is identical.
 

Each factor is scored on a range of 1 to 4. The most favorable
 

condition is rated "1" and the least favorable rated "4". Thus, that
 

site or sites which receive the lowest total score will appear to be
 

the most favorable for site selection.
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one which 	is better than the other alternatives.
--The best site is 


--Site cost is only one of many factors to evaluate.
 

Site selection should be a process of evaluating alternative
 
sites in relation to several factors of performance.
 

EXAMPLE: 	A matrix approach allows factors to be weighted,
 
rated, and summed for each alternative.
 

In the following case each factor is weighted equally. (Some may be
 

made more important than others and assigned differential weights
 
to give them more significance.)
 

The ratings used here are:
 

1. Excellent
 
2. Good
 
3. Fair
 
4. Poor
 

The site with the lowest total score may be judged the best for
 
selection.
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Site I Site II Site III Site IV 

A. Size (expansion potential) 

B. Accessibility to Employment 

C. Accessibility to Utilities 

D. Accessibility to Services 

E. Public Transportation 

F. Topography 

G. Soil Quality 

H. Absence of Flooding 

I. Site Cost 

J. Site Ownership 

K. Site Availability 

L. Plan Designations 

M. Mixed Use/Density Potential 

N. Acceptability to Users 

0. Acceptability to Decision 
Makers 
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Comments on the Factors to Evaluate
 

A. Site size refers to the ability of the land to acconmodate the
 

preliminary program at densities contemplated and to its ability to
 

permit project expansion at later stages.
 

B. C. D. Accessibility to employment, utilities, and services can be
 

rated along a numerical scale.
 

E. 	Public transportation. How adequate (frequency, routes, destinations,
 

travel time) are the public transportation options?
 

F. G6 H. Physical factors. How buildable is the site? Ratings can be
 

established for the ease or difficulty of these various physical
 

factors.
 

I. 	Site Cost. The sites can be rated on relative cost of land.
 

J. 	Site Ownership. Thes sites can be rated on the ease or difficulty
 

of assembly under present tenure conditions.
 

K. 	Site availability. The sites can be rated on the relative ease
 

or difficulty of preparing them to receive housing within the time
 

frame of the project.
 

L. 	Plan Designations. The sites can be rated on the relative lack of
 

conflict with existing plans, codes, and ordinances.
 

M. 	Mixed Use/Density Potential. Although not normally a factor in
 

site selection, the potential of land for a mixed project involving
 

various building types, land uses, income levels, and the oppor

tunity for cross-subsidy of lots and infrastructure, is becoming
 

increasingly important throughout the developing world. While
 

"mixing" may not be in an initial program, the potential should be
 

considered and land assessed from this standpoint.
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N. 	Acceptability to Users. Judgements should be made, based on
 

existing social and shelter conditions, on how acceptable the site
 

location will be to target groups.
 

0. 	Acceptability to Decision-Makers. Again, judgement in rating is
 

required -- this time, "political" judgement as to the ease or
 

difficulty of gaining governmental support for mobilization of the
 

alternative sites.
 

In an upgrading situation, a 16th factor to include would be Community
 

Organization within the alternative neighborhoods--the relative strengths
 

or weaknesses.
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READING MATERIAL 

AID SHELTER INSTITUTE 

TECHNIQUES OF HOUSING SITE SELECTION 

Chapter II, The Typew of Improvments Contemplated, from "A pre-

Feasibility Study for Upgrading the Spontaneous Settlments of Tunis, 

Tunisia", pp 30-40, prepared for USAID by PADCO, Inc., 1976. 

The attached section spells out the criteria and a method for selecting 

neighborhoods in Tunis as locations for an upgrading program. Although 

the subject matter deals with upgrading rather than new housing, the 

system employed spells out a priority setting process which can be
 

used in any site selection activity.
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Chapter II
 

THE TYPES OF IMPROVEMENTS CONTEMPLATED
 

Program Objectives 

Based on experience in the field and existin,- data, the
 
following list of objectives seems appropriate, given the par
ticular conditions and problems prevailing in the ZSS:
 

1. 	To maintain the existing housing stock to the
 
fullest extent possible by recognizing selected
 
spontaneous settlements as permanent communities
 
and legalizing occupancy by the sale of public
 
lands to the present illegal occupants;
 

2. 	To plan the improvement of selected areas to
 
prevent the unnecessary removal of existing
 
spontaneous housing and keep as many existing
 
units as possible;
 

3. 	To improve,in selected areas, vehicular access,
 
water supply, sewage disposal, electricity
 
supply and community facilities to raise the
 
levels of community health and public safety;
 

4. 	To evaluate the prospects of making loans avail
able to all residents of the selected areas to
 
purchase land and make house improvements or
 
replace houses;
 

5. 	To keep as many existing families as possible
 
in the selected areas, but to provide financing
 
for off-site land and housing for those families
 
that must be displaced and to provide minimum
 
road access and community facilities;
 

6. 	To require legalization of all lots by the pur
chase of public lands by residents and to try
 
to get legalization of all houses in their
 
present condition without requiring that houses
 
be improved or replaced.
 

P A 	 D C O 
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suitable
As a measure to determine which areas are most: 

for the proposed upgrading project, the following list of tenta

tive criteria has baen established in order to evaluate the
 

given areas, to make the maximum impact possible, and serve the
 

most ideal population group.
 

Firstly:
 

Only areas should be clelected in which the
 
can be given legal title
remaining residents 

to the land and the house or the land with
 
some form of guarantee that the house will
 
not be demolished by government action within
 
fo ecasted time span of at least 20-25 years;
 

CrIly areas should be selected in which previous
 

glans prepared in anticipation of a demolition
 
program can be revised according to objectives
 
and guidelines of the housing improvetent
 
program; and
 

Only project areas in which a social and eco

nomic survey will be undertaken on a 100 percent
 
sample basis should be selected.
 

Secondly: Appropriate areas should be chosen if they
 

satisfy physical, social and economic criteria which would
 

include:
 

ZSS 	Criteria of Choice for Upgrading
 

1. 	ZSS Size and Density:
 

To make the maximum impact possible given the
 

types of improvements and costs contemplated.
 

2. 	Urgency of Improvement:
 

To choose those problem areas most in need
 
in order to make the maximum possible impact.
 

3. Proximity to Existing Infrastructure: "
 

To minimize major off-site expenses and maxi
mize on-site improvements.
 

4. 	Proximity to Employment and Transportation
 
Options:
 

To insure that residential development near
 
employment be encouraged to minimize family 
transport expenses and trip time.
 

5. ZSS Topography and Physical Structure:
 

To insure ease of servicing and minimize
 
demolition and relocation of D.U.
 

PA 	 DCO 
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6. ZSS Consolidation and Social Stability:
 

To guarantee that the community concerned
 
is served and able to pay for the measures
 
contemplated.
 

7. ZSS Soil and Sub-Soil Conditions:
 

To facilitate and minimize expensive tech
nical servicing.
 

Thirdly: Based on given data and further analysis, the
 
following guidelines should be tentatively established in order
 
to assure the ultimate success of the project:
 

Criteria: 
- The required percentage of public land 

with.n the existing land area of the 
project should be determined; 

- The maximum percentage of the aggregate
 
total houses in a project that could be
 
removed off-site and still satisfy proj
ect objectives;
 

- The percent of overall project costs in
 
the initial prcject areas selected which
 
could be paid for off-.site infrastructure
 
improvements;
 

- If replacement housing loans are considered, 
an acceptable percentage should be deter
mined of the remaining housing stock in 
the project area; 

- The initial project area sizez should be 
ascertained (i.e., number of D.U. con
cerned); and 

- The average acceptable cost per house
 
should be projected.
 

Project Site Priorities for Upgrading
 

The criteria on which to base a choice for project site
 
selection are listed in the previous section and include such
 
factors as population size, proximity to employment and infra
structure, community structure, site topography and ease of
 
servicing. Figures 8-10 illustrate the location of the
 
ZSS and types of services offered. They are designed to serve
 
as a quick reference for comparisons of the sites, based on the
 
above criteria.
 

P A D C 0
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During the course of the Mission in Tunisia, relevant data,

when available, was gathered for all sites identified by the

District of Tunis as 
ZSS (see Table 5). In addition to sta
tistical information, on-site visits provided insight into the

ZSS living conditions and talks with public officials helped

to determine the degree of urgency of the problem by site.
I 

In general, it was found that the ZSS closest to the city
center are most appropriate for the type of program proposed.

They are areas with large populations, few public services and
 
a lack of land tenure.
 

Beyond the most inner ring of ZSS are numerous smaller sites
with similar characteristics in relatively close range of employ
ment possibilities. These areas, because of their size and iso
lation from view, are the most vulnerable to be ultimately displaced or ignored. However, because they are often in proximity

to vacant land, they may best be integrated intoa project which

would allow the community to expand and improve simultaneously,

rather than being strictly an improvement project.
 

A third type of site is found at the extreme limit of
employment and infrastructure opticns. These areas have, for
the most part, unrecogized title to the land and have been

built without authorization. They are in the process of trans
formation and growth and might also be best integrated into an

expanded project allowing for future controlled growth.
 

Table 6 lists the possible sites by population size and
rates each of the ZSS by its response to the criteria listed.

The matrix is useful for identifying those sites of highest

priority and is based on observations made by the Mission.

The choice of priorities of the different sites is meant to be
suggestive, since an overall upgrading program should make continual re-evaluation of the project sites in a continuing process during and after project sites are selected. Nevertheless,

those sites of first priority proposed by public officials and
 
the Mission coincide.
 

Sites of First Priority
 

Those sites of first priority are Jebel Lahmar, Saida
Manoubia and Mellassine. A detailed description of the sites,

based on available data, may be found in Chapter V. 
The sites
 were chosen because they satisfied most of the criteria of

choice. They are, incid, itally, the areas for which most

research has been done and have been most often labeled by

officials as "problem areas".
 

P A D C O 
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Table 5
 

SPONTANEOUS SETTLEMENTS
 
HABITAT SPONTANE
 

ZONE AREA D.U./HA. PERS./HA. #D.U. POP. 

SURFACE LOG./HA. HAB./HA. PARC LOG. POPUL. 

1. Dj. Lahmar 57 ha 95 1 000 5 415 57 000 

2. Saida Manoubia 42 ha 25 96 800 4 056 33 800 

3. Mellassine 51 ha 25 83 630 4 253 32 290 

4. Bortal Hayder 25 ha 75 35 800 901 20 600 

5. La Cagna 16 ha 75 95 900 1 591 15 075 

6. J. Jelloud 20 ha 80 690 1 600 13 800 

7. Fathallah 9 ha 120 1 450 1 080 13 050 

8. Ras Tabia 19 ha 75 70 600 1 382 11 850 

9. El Agba 38 ha 25 36 260 1 377 9 945 

10. Kram Ouest 22 ha 25 55 400 1 223 8 900 

11. Hrairya 14 ha 50 70 600 1 015 8 700 

12. "Hammam lif 16 ha 60 450 960 7 200 

Mathilleville 14 ha 5 45 400 652 5 800 

Dubosville 9 ha 50 80 600 760 5 700 

15. Den Den 4 ha 75 90 900 427 4 275 

6. Douar Hicher 16 ha 75 25 200 418 3 350 

.7. Afrane 2 ha 75 95 1 000 261 2 750 

38. Ariana 4 ha 25 80 600 340 2 550 

9. Bordj Ali Rais 3 ha 7 70 650 262 2 437 

20. Zahrouni 6 ha 75 40 350 270 2 362 

1. Fondouk Choucha 7 ha 25 50 400 262 2 1000 

i2. Khadra 5 ha 55 350 275 1 750 

k3. Lalla Manoubia 8 ha 75 25 200 218 1 750 

:4. Mthalith 4 ha 75 40 380 190 1 660 

|5. Ettadhamtn 6 ha 25 25 200 156 1 250 

!6. Antit 3 ha 48 410 144 1 230 

7- Manouba 5 ha 25 25 200 131 1 050 

8. Monopoles 2 ha 50 60 400 150 1 000 

•9. Bardo 2 ha 55 416 110 820 

Borgel 3 ha 25 30 250 97 812 

Rados 3 ha 25 25 180 al 585 
TOTAL/TOTAU;': 446 /m 50 30 061 275 440 
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Sites of Second Priority
 

The sites listed as second priority by population size are:
 
Bortal Hayder, Cagna, Jebel Jelloud (Garjouma), Sidi Fathallah,
 
Ras Tabia, Kram Ouest, Dubosville, Hrairia, Afrane, Borj Ali Rais,
 
Khadra, Monopoes, Bardo and Borgel.
 

Improvements for the above sites should not be programmed

in the same fashion. The types of programs envisioned may
 
vary, depending on the characteristics of each site.
 

Bortal Hayder, Ras Tabia, Kram Ouest, Khadra, Bardo and
 
Borgel are areas that have not achieved a maximum consolidation. 
They are also in proximity to either housing projects or pos
sible project sites. Rather than simply implement the types of 
infrastructure improvements foreseen in the first priority sites,
 
a structuring of the surrounding urban fabric for future housing
 
growth will be necessary.
 

On the other hand, Cagna, Jebel Jelloud, Hrairia, Borj Ali
 
Rais and.Monopoles have already achieved maximum consolidation
 
and a program approach would be similar to the first type,

providing needed services and land tenure. Dubosville has been
 
added to this category, although on-site visits reveal that,
 
on the whole, the site is not urgently in need of improvements.
 
Fringe areas, though, should be considered.
 

Afrane and Sidi Fathallah are older, unstructured ZSS
 
that have not developed in a fashion which would permit easy

servicing. Improvement projects may find it necessary to re
structure a large part of the communities. The two areas,
 
however, are in close proximity to the industrial zone and have
 
a high incidence of employment; thus, they may be able to pay
 
for more expensive measures.
 

Sites of Third Priority
 

Those classified as third priority are Agba, Den-Den,
 
Douar Hicher, Ariana, Zahrouni, Lalla Manoubia, Ettadhamen,
 
Antit, Manouba and Rades. 

All of these areas, with the exceptions of Ariana and Rades, 
are found in the west and represent a new type of ZSS growth,
which has title to the land but little access to public services. 
The reason for this is mainly that they are situated beyond 
or at the edge of existing urban infrastructure. 

Ariana, in the north, and Rades, to the east, are partic
ular cases. Ariana is a small community in proximity to a
 
large upper-income area; it does not have legal land occupancy.
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Rades is located on land close to the Lake of Tunis, which is
 
subject to flooding and undesired by other land uses.
 

The-said communities in the west are in a process of
 
transformation and growth; a project in that area woula be best
 
applied to control and planning for future growth. Rades and
 
Ariana could be improved with the advent of housing projects
 
in the area and the integration of the sites into an overall
 
project fabric.
 

Sites of Fourth Priority
 

Those sites classed as fourth priority are found in the
 
metropolitan area of Tunis but not in close proximity to the
 
growing urbanized zone. These include: Mathilleville, Hammam
 
Lif, Fondouk Choucha and Mtalith. They share many of the
 
characteristics of rural housing, with the exception of Hammam
 
Lif.
 

Hammam Lif is a particular case because of its proximity
 
to the suburb of that name. In reality, the suburb is a satel
lite village of Tunis and highly independent. The problem

should be treated separately from the ZSS in Tunis, as it pre
dominantly affects that community.
 

All of the sites should be monitored, future growth con
trolled, and services installed when means are available.
 

The rating of priority of sties for upgrading should not
 
be misinterpreted. The given priority refers to their appro
priateness for the types of improvements contemplated. All
 
areas identified should be monitored on a regular basis and
 
specific actions taken by the authorities to insure that an
 
acceptable level of urbanization is taking place. Government
 
policy concerning the ZSS and, in particular, the new areas of
 
growth will have to be modified. Not recognizing the right

of existence of the ZSS will only contribute to the irregular
 
development of the areas concerned.
 

In essence, appropriate types of programs should be
 
generated which will encourage a more systematic urban develop
ment in newer areas, and rectification of existing problems in
 
older ones.
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ALTERNATIVE FINANCING MECHANISMS
 

A. INTRODUCTION
 

The "informal" sector of an economy or of an urban
 

area may be distinguished from the "formal" sector by the
 

extent to which government regulates or is, in a functional
 

sense, cognizant of the activities carried on in the sector.
 

To illustrate, the majority of "informal" sector transac

tions tend not to be taxed or r'egistered in the national
 

income accounts; similarly, though interest rate ceilings
 

may be prescribed by law, there is no mechanism through
 

which they can be enforced in the "informal" sector.
 

The urban areas of developing countries, therefore,
 

display a dual nature that poses distinct problems for the
 

establishment of institutional mechanisms for the delivery
 

of shelter finance services to the target group.
 

First, the AID Shelter Sector Strategy implies the
 

need for "formalization" of the "informal" sector, at least
 

in the shelter dimension. Yet the "informal" sector already
 

has financial mechanisms that are based on pragmatism and/or
 

tradition, while conventional financing institutions are
 

necessarily embedded in the "formal" sector. Formalization
 

of shelter finance in the informal sector thus entails dis
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placing at least some informal sector financial practices
 

and customs as well as adapting the procedures of formal
 

sector financial institutions to the traditions of the in

formal sector. 

Second, successfully providing affordable shelter
 

financing to low-income families typically requires the
 

introduction of nonconventional financial techniques, such
 

as graduated payment mortgages, with which formal sector 

financial institutions are generally unfamiliar.
 

Third, this dualism which exists in the urban sector
 

typically necessitates the adoption of new savings mobili

zation, loan underwriting, and delinquency control pro

cedures by formal sector financial institutions.
 

Dualism in the urban sector presents clear challenges
 

to the development of shelter finance systems in Third World
 

countries. Shelter finance institutions must not only
 

establish a strong financial resource base and sound manage

ment procedures to assure their viability, they must also 

develop an understanding of two rather different markets.
 

From this understanding, they must devise financial tech

niques, organizational structures, and operational proce

dures that serve the needs of both without jeopardizing the
 

soundness of the institution.
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B. DEALING WITH SAVINGS
 

Virtually all families save in one form or another.
 

Much of this saving is not, however, recognized in the
 

national income accounts; indeed, what may be regarded as
 

saving by individual families may be recorded in the
 

national income accounts as consumption, depending on the
 

form it takes. For example, many families save by pur

chasing jewelry, which would be regarded in the national
 

income accounts as consumption. Saving in this form is, of
 

course, nonproductive--it satisfies the need of the family
 

to hold a portion of its wealth in relatively liquid form
 

but does not generally permit the idle resources that those
 

savings represent to be channelled to productive uses. One
 

of the major contributions to economic development that
 

housing finance institutions can make is that of mobilizing
 

sterile savings and putting them to productive use.
 

Not all informal sector savings are sterile, however.
 

As noted above, traditional saving and lending mechanisms do
 

exist in the informal sector. In West Africa, communal
 

rotating credit societies, known as the ton-tin, success

fully mobilize informal sector savings and provide credit to
 

the member of the society. In Egypt, gamiyas function in a
 

similar fashion; in Kenya, this type of institution is known
 

as the obilimba or harambee, in Nigeria as the esusu, and in
 

Sudan as the sanduk. These informal sector societies pro

vide ample evidence of the saving capacity of low-income
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families, yet the fact that they are small groups without
 

real credit facilities means that they do not enjoy the
 

benefit of scale economies. The adaptation of formal sector
 

techniques to these societies could, therefore, substanti

ally improve the efficiency with which savings are mobilized
 

and credit extended to families in the informal sector.
 

One such effort has been made in Mauritania with the
 

establishment of the caisse populaire; principles similar to
 

those practiced by the ton-tin are employed, but the saving
 

base is much wider than those of individual ton-tin. The
 

caisse populaire, therefore, realizes economies of scale.
 

C. ALTERNATIVE LENDING TECHNIQUES
 

1. Shelter Finance in the Informal Sector
 

There are several ways in which informal sector
 

families finance shelter, none of which can be deemed as
 

efficient as long-term credit.
 

(a) Self-financini: Self-financing follows the
 

pattern of "mattress" saving and/or saving through
 

incremental purchase of building materials, liqui

dating or borrowing against dowries, and borrowing
 

from relatives.
 

(b) Informal Sector Financial Mechanisms: The
 

rotating credit societies mentioned earlier--the
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ton-tin, gamiya, harambee, etc.--provide a source 

of shelter financing, as well as financing for 

other purposes, that is in many ways superior to 

self-financing approaches. 

(c) Contractor/Merchant Financing: In many countries,
 

building contractors and suppliers of building
 

materials accept time-payment plans, usually for a
 

maximum of no more than four or five years and 

with implicit interest charges ranging upward to 

15-20 percent, depending on the country and the 

length of the payment period.
 

The existence of such mechanisms in the informal
 

sector clearly establishes the existence of a market for
 

shelter finance services, one which formal sector institu

tions can serve if they are willing to adjust their policies
 

and procedures to accommodate the needs of the market.
 

2. Adjusting Formal Sector Activities
 

The long-term level-payment mortgage offered by depos

itory housing finance institutions has brought decent
 

housing within affordable range of middle-income families
 

because the extension of the term to maturity from, say, 5
 

years to 10, 15, or 20 years significantly lowers the
 

monthly payment required to amortize the loan and thus
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claims a sufficiently small part of the family's monthly 

income to ensure its ability to repay the loan. But it is 

well known that as the term to maturity is extended beyond
 

15 or 20 years the resulting reduction in required monthly
 

payments diminishes to insignificant amounts. Further exten

sions of maturity do not, therefore, offer much hope of
 

extending the benefits of homeownership to low- and
 

moderate-income families.
 

The reason why the level-payment mortgage is so common
 

among depository housing finance institutions is that, like
 

other depository institutions, they deppnd for loanable
 

funds on the confidence of their depositors in the safety 

and security of their savings. It follows that the institu

tions, to justify this confidence, must observe high
 

standards of prudent lending. Primary consideration is then
 

given to the mortgagor's current ability to amortize the
 

loan on the presumption that if the mortgagor can afford the
 

payment now, he can afford it in the future.
 

There are, however, alternatives to the level-payment
 

mortgage that are proving effective in extending the lending
 

frontier to low- and moderate-income families while still 

providing a sufficient degree of safety to the lending 

institutions and their depositors. 

(a) Graduated Payment Mortgages: Graduated Payment
 

Mortgages (GPM) permit a finance institution,
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within limits, to tailor the borrower's payments 

to his current and anticipated future income by 

setting the initial loan installments below the 

amount prescribed by a level-payment mortgage and 

increasing the amount of the installment periodi

cally, usually on the anniversary date of the 

loan. 

b) Blocked Compensating Balance Mortgages: Blocked
 

Compensating Balance Mortgages (BCBM), in their
 

prototypical form, provide a 100 percent mortgage
 

against the property and a pledged savings account
 

amounting to 10 percent or 20 percent of the
 

mortgage as a delinquency reserve.
 

The advantages of the blocked compensating
 

balance approach over the conventional loan out

weigh the disadvantages. First, from the home

owner's point of view, the fact that the funds he 

would ordinarily have used as a downpayment are
 

instead employed as a blocked compensating balance
 

is immaterial since he cannot liquidate either
 

without selling the house, and if his payment
 

record is good, there will be a sizable balance
 

available to him upon satisfaction of the loan
 

that is not available to him under conventional 

techniques. Second, although the homeowner pays
 

more interest over the life of the loan, it would
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under normal circumstances be no more, or very
 

little more, than interest plus the premium for
 

mortgage insurance. Furthermore, his compensating
 

balance is recoverable upon satisfaction of the
 

loan whereas the insurance premiums are not.
 

Third, should events make it impossible for a home

owner to make his mortgage payment for a few
 

months, he need not feel guilty or be subjected to
 

pressure by the lender to make up his payments.
 

Fourth, and perhaps most important, if the lender
 

accepts the blocked compensating balance as ade

quate protection against risk, the homeowner can
 

obtain a loan for which he might not otherwise
 

qualify.
 

From the point of view of the lender, more 

interest is earned over the life of the loan
 

without undue concern over delinquency control and
 

collection. Moreover, the blocked compensating
 

balance prevents any loss through delinquency for
 

a sufficiently long period to develop repayment 

experience with each borrower and to provide
 

adequate lead-time for foreclosure if that repay

ment experience is'bad, again without any loss 

through delinquency. 

These basic features are clearly subject to 

modification to recognize differences in admin

istrative cost, local custom, etc. Indeed, an
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adaptation of this approach is employed by CNEL in
 

Tunisia with its contract saving system, and
 

another variant has been developed for use in
 

Jordan.
 

3. Home Improvement Lending
 

Home improvement loans recognize two vital factors in
 

the shelter search of low-income families: (a) the evolu

tionary process of shelter construction and improvement, and
 

(b) the value of the existing stock. Home improvement loans
 

can be tailored to extremely low debt-servicing capacity.
 

They also can reach a very '.arge target population, thereby
 

giving a housing program a greater statistical impact, an
 

effect that cannot be achieved by programs reliant on raw
 

land development.
 

Home improvement loans also are flexible and may be
 

designed to fit the needs of any individual family. They
 

may be directed at infrastructure as well as at housing
 

units and construction materials.
 

D. OTHER POSSIBLE MECHANISMS
 

To preserve the greatest degree of flexibility,
 

project designers may also consider mechanisms which are
 

specifically attuned to certain characteristics of the
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project or its target population. If infrastructure is the
 

essential component of a project, user charges may offer the
 

best mechanism for recovering project costs. If community
 

organizations exist in a stable form, they may be used as
 

the borrower. Taxes may be another mechanism.
 

All such mechanisms, however, imply that an organi

zation with a capital base adequate to carry the financing
 

for a long term is available (e.g., utility company, govern

ment, cooperative). The mechanisms, therefore, do not
 

obviate the need to establish a process which lengthens the
 

term of the financing and adjusts amortization of project
 

costs to reflect the project beneficiaries' debt-servicing
 

capacity. These organizations by their intervention also do
 

not establish a process of resource mobilization except in
 

the case of cooperatives established for just that purpose.
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SITES AND SERVICES: A LOW-COST SHELTER
 
SOLUTION-THE EL SALVADOR EXPERIENCE
 

An audiovisualpresentation by Joseph Handwerger, Consultant to the Office of 
Housing, AIDIWashington, D.C. 

Squatter settlements and overcrowded inadequate housing are an international phe
nomenon resulting from rapid urban migration. population growth and inadequate re
sources. 

One solution currently in use by developing nations to meet the growing demand for 
minimum cost shelter in urban areas is the concept of "sites and services." This concept 
has become a popular means of providing shelter to the growing urban majority who 
cannot afford conventionally or publicly financed housing units except under highly 
subsidized schemes. The emphasis is placed on development of affordable shelter on a 
cost-recovery basis. The element of cost recovery enhances project replicability, sus
tained and expanded service levels over time as well as broadened distribution of limited 
public resources for greater benefit to lower-income urban populations. 

U4tder sites and services schemes, urban land is subdivided into lots which are provided 
with varying levels of public utility services and community facilities. Core units may be 
incorporated into the schemes as well as a variety of community services. Services may 
include creoIit systems for construction and building improvement loans, on-site building 
material supply centers, waste collection systems, transportation facilities, technical 
assistance for mutual and self-help construction, health and education programs. Service 
levels vary depending on residential income levels, community needs and available public 
resources. Construction is carried out primarily by local residents to maximize shelter 
production while minimizing labor costs to residents. 

Mr. Joseph Handwerger, a U.S. planner and architect experienced in the housing 
problems of developing nations, made a slide presentation to conferees which focused on 
a group of issues and concepts in the development of sites and services projects. He 
illustrated some of these concepts through slides of a sites and services program in El 
Salvador financed by the World Bank and developed by the Salvadorean Foundation for 
Development and Low-Cost Housing (FSVM)*. 

The slides covered a small group of projects, all developed by the FSVM, which 
demonstrate in a convincing way that a properly structured, implemented and managed 
sites and services project can be not only a healthy and convenient environment but an 
attractive community in which to live. 

A basic goal of these projects has been the minimizing of initial construction and 
associated costs while planning and providing for improvement and upgrading over time. 
Indigenous materials and labor-intensive construction methods have been utilized wher
ever practical. Contract work, technically aided mutual help and self-help have all been 
employed in the construction process. 

The FSVM was originally organized in 1968 to aid in resettling famnilies left homeless by the flood of the 

Acelhuate River in San Salvador. 
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FSVM sites were selected to yield between 400 and 1,000 plots per site, which is 
considered large enough to achieve economies of scale in construction, but not so large as 
to concentrate too many low-income families in a given area. 

Lot sizes are relatively small, ranging from 60 square meters in San Salvador to 120 square 
meters in secondary cities where land costs were lower. Gross densities however are 
moderate-27 to 80 plots per hectare-due in part to substantial open space requirements 
of the local codes. Roughly 50% of the sites are devoted to residential plots. Each site is 
also provided with schools, health clinics and at least one market, multi-purpose 
community center and sports field. 

The sites are layed out in efficient grids of pedestrian walkways providing access to 
each lot and containing water and sanitary sewerage pipes and storm water drainage
channels. Roads, generally a high-cost element in site development, are minimized. 
Peripheral roads serve small parking areas and cul-de-sacs, providing access for emer
gency and service vehicles. The walkway system links each lot with other lots and 
community facilities. Vehicular crossing of pedestrian walkways have been minimized for 
safety of pedestrians. Community facilities are generally located in the interior of the site 
as are small commercial zones. Larger commercial and market areas are at the site entry 
points or bus stops, providing easy service access. 

An innovative feature of the planning is the incorporation of small parks providing open 
space and social meeting places and reducing the usual monotony of large-scale grid devel
opment. 

All lots are serviced with individual water, sewerage, storm water drainage and optional 
electric iower connections. Street lighting is installed along major access roads and at 
main circulation points. 

Two service levels or options to purchasers were provided: level one consists of a 
serviced plot with an enclosed sanitary unit containing a water closet, shower and wash 
basin; level two consists of the level one elements and a basic dwelling of about 17 square 
meters. This structure consists of an asbestos cement roof, brick walls, wood frame and 
galvanized metal doors and windows and concrete floor.** Most of the initial unit 
construction is built by aided mutual help. Credit toward down payment costs is earned in 
this work. Parts of the rear and front walls and interior partitions are built by self-help. 

Units were designed to be logically and easily constructed and expanded through 
mutual and self-help labor. Resident labor took place for the most part on weekends, after 
work or on holidays with many family members purticipating. 

Bricks are an available local material in El Salvador. Good quality bricks are made by 
small-scale entrepreneurs in wood-fired kilns. To the largest degree possible, indigenous 
materials and labor intensive construction methods were employed to reduce foreign 
exchange expenditures, to benefit local employment and to provide some training in 
building trades during the technically assisted self-help activities. 

"Since El Salvador is an area susceptible to earthquakes, the units were designed with reinforced concrete 
columns, bond beams and foundations. In actual construction, a special hollow-core brick was used to 
.eliminate the need to form reinforced concrete columns. 
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The basic structural elements of community facilities, such as schools, were con
structed on contract but walls were completed through mutual help as was community 
landscaping. 

While piping was laid by contract, back-filling was performed by mutual help. The 
FSVM felt that this would give the future residents a sense of identification with these 
underground networks. 

Precast channels were used for storm water drainage. Surface drainage of storm water 
was provided as opposed to more costly piped drainage in order to reduce infrastructure 
costs. 

A precast water closet was used. While many purchasers expressed the desire for a 
tank-type flushing toilet, the FSVM provided only these precast units. They felt that the 
cheaper water closet would help keep costs low and help make units affordable. Those 
who could afford a flush toilet could have them installed, and did. This decision by FSVM 
illustrates an important conceptual principle, that of postponing all but essential elements 
for affordability by 'the lowest possible income levels. While the ideas of minimizing 
standards and eliminating elements is well understood, the principle of postponement and 
upgrading over time is equally critical. 

When a site was ready for occupancy, a lottery was held to determine who wuuld have 
first choice of unit location. Up to this point work was done by mutual help since no one 
knew which unit would be his. 

With the allocation of units, self-help improvement of units begins. At this point 
building material loans are made available. For this program individual loans were let on 
the order of US$50 to US$200. Purchasers were permitted to erect temporary shelters on 
the plots so that they could live on-site to work on their dwellings during off-work hours. 
Residents who previously lived in squatter settlements often disassemblcd and re-erected 
their squatter shacks on their new plots. 

Self-help construction and improvements on allocated units brings forth a mixture of 
modern materials and draftsmanship joined by traditional elements. Extraordinary 
individualization of windows, doors, walls and color schemes evolves, all of which enliven 
and enrich the community. 

The residents of these sites and services projects in El Salvador have major investments 
of personal time and labor committed through mutual and self-help construction. The 
method has created a true sense of "community." The economic benefits of their labor 
flows directly to themselves. And who can put a valae on the spiritual benefit of having 
been instrumental in providing with one's own hands a decent place to live for oneself and 
one's family. 
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Agency for International Development
 
Shelter Training Institute
 

Design Principles in Planning Sites and Services
 

Projects for Low Income Households
 

10 am - noon, Monday, November 19, 1979
 

Objectives of the Session:
 
Introduce principles of design of sites and services projects for low
 
income housing, particularly with respect to economy and efficiency of
 
site layout, infrastructure, and the dwelling unit itself.
 

Describe the analytic process and key design decisions which determine
 
the form of projects, their scale, and standards for utilities, services
 
and dwelling units. Discuss how priorities may be established.
 

Show how different approaches and design solutions emerge out of con
sideration of a given country's climate and culture as well as conditions
 
of a particular site such as topography or land use relationships.
 

Illustrate these points with project examples from El Salvador and
 
speaker's research findings.
 

Subjects:
 

A. Design Considerations
 

1. Densities - in relation to project scale, location (access
 
to employment and services), climate, social or culcural
 
character.stics of the people, plot sizes, dwelling Unit features,
 
size of neighborhood or social groupings; families per hectare
 
as the measure.
 

2. Nature of infrastructure - (water, sewer, drainage, electri
city, roads and footpaths), respecting range of possible

standards and acceptable alternatives, progressive development,
 
access to individual lots, connections to larger municipal
 
systems; units of measurement.
 

3. Community services and facilities (health, education, welfare,
 
recreational, religious, commercial, solid waste or garbage disposal).
 

4. Special physical issues (topography, existing amenities,
 

context, topography, views), or special climatic considerations.
 

5. Techniques for relieving monotony.
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B. Other Considerations that Bear on Design
 

1. Trade-offs and compensation (e.g. reduction in some
 
standards to save money that could go instead to some higher
 

priority services). Process cf analyzing alternatives, weighing
 

the allocation of resources, staying within project cost con

straints established on the basis of affordability, replicability.
 

2. Self-help vs. contract labor.
 

3. Maintenance requirements and indigenous materials.
 

4. Incremental staging of development infrastructure (unserviced
 

plot, partially, then fully serviced plot) and dwelling unit
 

(sanitary core, core house, house expansion and embellishment);
 

transformation of raw, untidy appearance over time; what can be
 
left "undesigned".
 

5. Acceptance issues and identification of needs for innovation
 

and bring research and development efforts to bear on such needs.
 

6. Economies of scale in construction; standardization of
 
components.
 

7. Importance of the residents' initiative as well as contri
butions of construction labor.
 



Agency for International Development
 
Shelter Training Institute
 

General Principles to Consider in Decisions on
 

The Design of the Dwelling Unit for Low Income Families
 

For a long time, shelter projects have emphasized architectural solutions.
 

Although some attractive products have resulted, it is clear that they
 

cannot continue to have a central role in shelter strategy for low
 

income households. These projects typically require major subsidies
 
for low income occupants. Given the scale of need in light of today's
 

rapid urban growth rates, a nation's limited resources must be spread
 

more widely and achieve significantly greater impact. A better approach
 
is to concentrate on basics.
 

A. Meet the target group's basic shelter requirements.
 

1. Typical living standards prevalent for the target group
 
(densities, structures, building materials, adaptation to climate,
 
accessibility to employment opportunities, shelter, utilities,
 
transportation expense).
 

2. Household size and composition, economic social and cultural
 
activities associated with the dwelling unit itself, the residential
 

environs.
 

3. Priorities respecting the dwelling, infrastructure, community
 
facilities and services, other social or economic needs.
 

B. Recognize and make full advantage of the target group's energies
 
and capacity for taking initiative in providing shelter for itself.
 

1. Ascertain most serious constraints, e.g. insecure tenure;
 
excessively restrictive land use and building codes that inhibit
 

use of local materials, gradual improvement/expansion of the dwelling
 

unit, installation of infrastructure in incremental stages over
 
time, occupation of sites in locations convenient to employment or
 
services, etc.
 

2. Establish opportunities for active participation of the target
 
group in all project phases--from initial design through construction
 
and eventual maintenance and upgrading.
 

C. Recognize the principle of target group affordability as a primary
 

cost constraint from the outset of the design process.
 

D. Fundamental decision.
 

1. Devise mix of dwelling unit design solutions most appropriate
 

for target groups (inrespect to cost, functional, staging criteria
 
and flexibility in future use).
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2. Select most suitable building materials (with regard to avail
ability, need to stimulate production of local. substitutes for imports,
 
acceptability of innovations, ease of transport and on-site
 
handling, cost to the target group family, comfort--there may be.
 
conflicts among some of these criteria and a need to weigh the
 
relative merits of the alternatives.
 

3. In conjunction with the decisions on materials, outline construction
 
system and procedures (considering availability of skills, training
 
and supervision requirements, staging).
 



Agency for International Development
 
Shelter Training Institute
 

Sites and Services Site Layout Exercise
 

2 pm - 4 pm, Monday, November 19, 1979
 

Objectives of the Session:
 

1. Simulate, in a very simplified way, the decision process in applying
 
design principles for site, infrastructure and plot layout.
 

2. Provide opportunity for course participants to study the physical
 
and cost implications (or other aspects) of alternative or incremental
 
service standards in a sites and services project.
 

3. Establish some background and preparation for the major team project
 
in the final week of the course.
 

Description of the Exercise:
 

1. Teams comprised of four to six course participants will be asked
 
to manipulate a limited number of design elements (plot densities,
 
roads, water and sanitation facilities) on a hypothetical site. The
 
object will be to minimize cost and maximize such other objectives as
 
the respective teams assign high priority.
 

2. Each team will be given a sturdy piece of cardboard, about 24" x 36",
 
representing a site of approximately 12 hectares. Colored paper, trimmed
 
to dimensions of appropriate scale (1 cm = 5 m) will also be provided,
 
representing strips of plots and community facilities such as school,
 
health clinic, community center, athletic playing field, market and open
 
space or religious institution. Flexible tapes of varying widths and
 
colors will be included to represent utilities lines and roads of
 
different dimensions. Scissors, centimeter scales, double-back cellophane
 
tape, writing equipment and paper will be available for each team as well.
 

3. Each set of materials will be organized with reference to a somewhat
 
different set of assumptions and a different density of development.
 
For example, one will be scaled for a density of 30 dwelling units per
 
hectare and lot proportions that reflect particular dwelling styles
 
and prevailing densities for low income families. Another will be
 
scaled for 45 dwelling units per hectare and different climatic or
 
cultural conditions. A third will be scaled for development as intense
 
as 60 to 80 units per hectare, again, with a brief outline of signi
ficant characteristics to establish a general context. They may be
 
more than one team working with a given density.
 

4. Participants may select the "problem" mos: similar to conditions with
 
which they deal in their respective countries.
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5. The director of the exercise (Mr. Handwerger) will direct that half
 
the members of each team concentrate on plot development (dwelling
 
design, materials, room functions and arrangement, placement of
 
sanitary unit) while the other half focuses on the site layout.
 

6. After 	introducing the exercise to the entire group, the director
 
will circulate among the teams to offer assistance, comment on the
 
approaches being tested, and respond to points that arise in the process
 
of the work.
 

7. About 90 minutes will be devoted to the individual team. For the
 
last half hour of the session the group will reconvene as a whole to
 
hear presentations of the team solutions and discuss their observations.
 

Background to the Plot Dimensions and Densities Assigned in the
 
Design Exercise
 

Team I 	 Setting: Middle Eastern city, temperate climate, moderate
 
but seasonal rainfall, moderate humidity, seasonal heavy
 

2
winds. Lot size: 6.03 m x 16.66 m = 100 m ; Lot pro
portions: 1 : 2.76. With 60% of the site in residential
 
use, it is theoretically possible to get about 720 lots of
 
this size on a 12 ha site. In this case, gross density
 
(number of lots 1 total site area) would be 60 and net
 
density, 100 lots (or households) per residential hectare.
 

Team II 	 Setting: Large Latin American capital city; temperate climate,
 
arid. Lot size: 7.07 m x 21.21 m = 150 m2 ; Lot proportions:
 

1 : 3. With 65% of the site in residential use, it would be
 
theoretically possible to get about 520 lots of this size on
 
a 12 ha site. In this case gross density would be 43.3 and
 
net density would be 66.7 plots per residential hectare.
 

Team III 	 Settinq: Southeast Asian capital city; hot, humid climate;
 
2
heavy rainfall. Lot size: 6 m x 13 m = 80 m ; Lot proportions
 

1 : 2.17. With 65% of the site in residential use, it would
 
be theoretically possible to get about 975 lots of this size
 
on a 12 ha tract. In this case gross density would be 81 plots
 
per hectare and net density, 125 plots per residential ha.
 

2 
Lot size 12 m x 27 m = 324 m2 

Team IV 	 Subsaharan African New Town; 


Lot proportions: 1: 2.25. With 60% of the site in residential
 
use, it would be theoretically possible to get about 220-225
 
lots of this size on a 12 ha tract. In this case gross density
 
would be about 18 plots per ha and net density would be
 
about 30 plots per residential hectare.
 

= 200 m2
Team V 	 Western African capital city; Lot size 13.3 m x 15 m 


Lot proportions: 1 : 1.28. With 60 % of the site in residential
 
use, it would be theoretically possible to get about 360 plots
 
on the site. Gross density, in this case would be 30 plots
 
per hectare and net residential density, about 50 plots per ha.
 



Reconnended Readings
 

on
 

Sites and Services
 

The following readings are recommended for preparation in advance of
 
the course sessions on November 19. All are reproduced in this packet.
 

Sites and Services Projects: A World Bank Paper, April 1974.
 
Introduction and pages 1-14.
 

This material provides an overview of the issues and cumulative
 
experience in the design of sites and services projects. The
 
Planning and Physical Design Annex on p. 44 is a useful checklist
 
of physical planning factors.
 

Sites and Services Projects, Survey and Analysis of Urbanization
 
Standards and On-Site Infrastructure, 1974.. Introduction and
 
pages 1-29.
 

Here is a study of physical aspects of Sites and Services based
 
on a survey and analysis of World Bank projects. It attempts to
 
develop guidelines and present them in an easily usable format.
 
Emphasis is on physical layout and aspects of on-site infrastructure
 
including water supply, sewerage, roads, surface drainage and
 
electricity. These pages alsi provide a good introduction to the
 
terminology used in sites and services work. A helpful list of
 
references on the subject appears on page 29. The Annex includes
 
illustrations of site layouts in several World Bank projects.
 





SITES ADSERVICES PROJECTS
 

A World Bank Paper
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INTRODUCTION 

The interest of the Bank 
in supporting sites and services
 

projects, providing urbanized 
land and supporting services 

for low
 

from several basic considerations 
set out
 

income communities, stems 
more detail in the Urbanization 

Sector Working Paper of June 
1972:
 

in 


Growth in urban population 
of developing countries 

is expected
 
In many cities,- decades.the next two

4% per annum forto exceed In a considerable 
population growth will exceed 

6% per annum. 

number, population will double 
and urban area triple in less 

than a decade. 
• 

To accommodate this growth by 
conventional permanent housing 

of 

- exceed available resources.farcost standards would 

even "minimum" is generally only a fractionsuch housingthe supply ofCurrently, of urban families.in numberof the increase 
developing countries, most

for the richerexcept- Put another way, subsidizedhousing unless
afford conventional

urban families cannot not possibly support
public authorities could 

on a scale that the 

beyond relatively small 
programs.
 

the urban popua third - of -- often over
A growing proportion-
lation lives in squatter settlements 

which, though overcrowded,
 
ccommodation
 

unhygienic and lacking in basic 
services, provide 


at prices that can be afforded. Self-help is central to this
 
leads to subsequent

certain conditions,underconstruction and, 
upgrading.
 

Better housing in terms of 
space and construction standards 

is
 
-

generally of lesser priority 
to these poor urban families 

than
 

better employment, education, 
water supply, health, etc.
 

and urban services 
of the supply of dwellings

The prospect 
continuing to lag far behind 

the growth in urban population, 
with con

sequent further proliferation 
of slums and squatter settlements,
 

intensified overcrowding, and 
deteriorating levels of services, 

is making
 
But
 

reconsideration of current 
urban development policies 

mandatory. 


there are other reasons of 
productivity and efficiency 

no less pressing:
 

- the present high level of 
urban unemployment represents
 

a resource which could and 
should be better utilized;
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- existing patterns of urban development, largely unplanned and
 
uncontrolled, represent an inefficient use of resources.
 
Provision of housing, transport and other services appears to
 
be much more expensive than need be. Sites of squatter dwellings,
 
in particular, often prove extremely costly to supply with ade
quate services;
 

- environmental considerations are largely neglected; 

- to reconstruct is much more costly than to ensure better
 
patterns of development in the first place.
 

In these circumstances, the provision of new tracts of urbanized
 
land in convenient locations with the basic supporting services needed to
 
produce viable low income communities can present many advantages and yet
 
fall within both general resource availabilities and the ability of reci
pients to pay. Such "sites and services" projects can provide:
 

- a greatly increased supply of building plots with urban infra
structure and services that are both economical of resources yet 
cannot readily be supplied on an unorganized basis; 

- efficient new townships within more efficient urban development 
patterns; 

- much better physical living conditions than are available in 
unplanned squatter settlements with greater opportunities for 
subsequent upgrading; 

- restraint on the growth of unplanned squatter settlements; 

- increased scope for self-help construction providing dwellings 
at minimum cost while stimulating non-monetary savings and
 
income;
 

- significantly improved employment opportunities and training;
 

- security of tenure and a basis for connunity development;
 

- more adequate social services;
 

- better general environment.
 

Upgrading schemes to improve conditions in existing squatter settlements
 
through provision of public utilities and community services can, under
 
appropriate conditions, secure similar benefits.
 

To achieve-these objectives it is necessary in the design of
 
the projects to find solutions to a series of difficult issues, involving
 
careful balancing of alternatives. The purpose of this paper is to set
 
out some of the main issues which need to be considered in designing 
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individual site and services projects 
and to suggest major components 

of
 
in


Since the experience of the Bank 
a Bank approach to these problems. 


field is very short, the guidelines 
indicated are preliminary in 

this a framework in 
The paper should accordingly 

be regarded more as 

nature. a manual providing specificthan as

consider individual projectswhich to of recent publicationIn view the 
for design or evaluation.directives 

of the Urbanization Sector Working 
Paper, the wider aspects of national
 

The no less
 are not dealt with here. 

urbanization and housing policies 


important context of the development 
of the overall urban planning 

process
 

only briefly. 1/ 
towns is similarly referred to 

cities orin individual 

As Bank financing can only provide 
a marginal contribution to
 

the total of investment in urban 
dwellings and services required 

in deve
to be made, the 

for a significant impact 
loping countries, it follows that 

repttition on a much wider 
must be capable of 

site and services projects 
This means that:assistance.scale without such 


that is widely
a package of benefitsmust provide- the projects 
accepted by potential occupants 

as well worth the charges made;
 

or mortgage payments not
 
such charges must be small, rentals 
-

exceedinZ a limited proportion, 
generally about 20%, of the
 

income of occupants;
 

must be within the 
costs not covered by the occupants 

a- any the scale ofto bear on
the public authoritiescapacity of 

large continuing program.
 

public authorities, if 
limit the burden on 

to this need to
Az a corollary 

on a wide scale, any element of subsidy
be replicablethe project is to The 

other grounds must necessarily be small. 
on welfare orintroduced 

penury of basic resource and 
financial means of the authorities 

makes
 

this inevitable. 
groups:

in this paper under three main 
are consideredThe issues 

the income groups
closely related to 

- Project design which should be 

chosen and involves problems 
of scale, scope (or coverage), 

stand

ards, location, and employment 
and self-help aspects;
 

costsnot only the division of
involves 

- Project financingE which 

between occupants and public 
authorities but also a range 

of subsi

diary questions including direct 
and indirect cross-subsidization
 

between income groups;
 

between major
costs and interrelations

analyzing comparativeI/ A paper of site and services pro
requirementsthe infrastructureelements of 
a complement to this present paper.
 

jects is under preparation as 


Other aspects may be given more 
extended treatment in subsequent 

notes.
 



- Project organization which covers the roles of authorities,
 

private enterprise and community groups; land acquisition;
 

regulations on land, construction and other activities; and
 

the management of occupant selection, revenue collection,
 

sales and eviction.
 

are closely interrelated. A
It is obvious that these groups of issues 


fourth group of issues concerns the methodology of evaluation which is,
 

:Ln part, concerned with such interrelations. The following sections deal 

with each of the three groups of issues indicated above. Problems of 
course of the discussion of themethodology are largely dealt with in the 

other issues but also in a final section.
 

PROJECT DESIGN
 

The "Design Population" and Project Scale
 

The stratum of the urban population tor wnicn the project is. to 

be designed should be considered both in relation to the needs of this 

particular stratum and the repercussions that meeting these needs-will have 

on other income groups. Typically, well over half the urban population Ond 
.sometimes more than four-fifths will have incomes below the level adequat 


Within this large section of the popufor paying for conventional housing. 

lation, there will inevitably be considerable variations not only in income
 

Those groups with relatively
levels but also in the priority of felt needs. 

high incomes, for example, will generally be more prepared to pay somewhat 

higher charges for larger sites with better amenities, and So live farther 

from their work places even if higher 'transport costs for the family are 

Among the poorest groups, incomes are likely to be inadequate to
involved. 

make regular payments for dwellings and certainly not payments large enough
 

to cover a major part of the costs of a site and services scheme. Central
 

location in the search for employment is, for these poorer groups, likely 

to be of greater significance than somewhat better living quarters. 

The first issue that arises is that if a sites and services 

project is designed to meet the needs of those who can afford to pay a 

reasonable part of the costs incurred (see below), the poorest elements 

of the population will tend to be excluded from the scheme. The greater 

level of amenities provided the smaller will be the proportion of thethe 

lower income groups that can be provided with serviced sites.
 

For several reasons, the choice of a population group represent

ing a fairly large middle stratum of the lower income groups will generally 

appear the most appropriate, at least for the start of any large scale site 

and services program. It should be possible to recover a major part, if 

not all, of the relevant costs of the project from this group where design 
a large scale ongoingis appropriate -- and hence provide the basis for 
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program. Considerab.ly greater flexibility in site location is feasible 
as compared with lower income groups. By dealing with the needs of this 
group, the pressure on existing squatter settlements, from where many of
 

the occupants will come, will be lessened. This will itself benefit the
 

poorer groups remaining in the squatter settlements since overcrowding
 

will tend to be less and rents lower than without the site and services
 
program.
 

A complementary program of upgrading of existing squatter
 

settlements can attack the problem of an equitable balance of assistance
 
to those in lower income groups. A major problem to be faced is that
 

costs of upgrading existing poor squatter settlements are likely to be
 

difficult to recover directly from the occupants. However, in view of
 

the low income groups involved, it can reasonably be held that insofar
 
as any general subsidies are considered justifiable, these should be
 

centered on improvements in existing squ:,tter settlements rather than on
 
the better conditions of the newlowering the charges on those moving to 

sites and services project. Upgrading will also usually involve destruc
tion of some dwellings in the squatter settlements with consequent pro

blems of providing for the rehousing of those evicted. However, if the 
upgrading program is conducted at the same time as the main sites and
 
services project, space will concurrently be released by some occupants
 

moving to the new sites and services area. In such circumstances, the
 

individuals evicted can, with compensation, be counted on to organize
 
their own resettlement. 

Further contributions to improving conditions of the poorest
 
income groups can be provided by arrangements permitting rental of rooms
 

in the sites and services project and/or by reserving a limited number of 
"free plots" in the project to compensate those dispossessed in existing 
settlement upgrading. Rental of rooms can both improve the supply of this
 

cheap form of accommodation and augment the funds available for dwelling
 
construction in the sites and services area. The provision of "free sites"
 
in what may well be inconvenient locations for the families involved,
 
however, appears generally less desirable than direct compensation for 
dispossessed families leaving the choice to them between remaining in 
their present area or moving. 

A second issue, closely related to the composition of the target
 

population group is that of scale, the size of the project and of the pro

gram for sites and services in relation to the target population and its
 
needs. If average conditions are to be significantly improved, the site
 
and services program as a whole should provide for both the continuing
 

growth in the population stratum for which it is designed deriving from
 

natural growth, immigration and upward mobility -- and also for the backlog
 

of effective demand reflected in existing overcrowded slum and squatter
 
settlements. Unless the program exceeds the requirements for the growth in
 
target population, conditions in existing squatter settlements will tend to
 
deteriorate as a result of increasing resident density.
 

The program should therefora be designed to reach a scale larger
 

than needed for the growth in population stratum involved and subsequently
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be reduced to that scale when the backlog has been diminished. Indivi

dual projects should be of a scale large enough to make a sizeable con

tribution to reaching this objective. This usually involves a size
 

running into the tens of thousands of inhabitants. Fortunately, the 
constructional requirements of site and services programs of this scale
 

are normally within the capacity of the domestic construction industry. 

Finance and technical assistance it Bank projects can help meet the 
problem of "getting over the initial hump", and developing an adequate 
ongoing program. Bank finance for such projects may also be of parti

cular assistance in launching first or "demonstration" projects which of 

their nature are considered more risky than established programs. 

The scale of the efforts made to improve existing squatter or 

slum areas should be closely related to that of the sites and services 
program. Upgrading of such areas raises many problems if introduced in 

isolation. Unless alternatives are provided for the continuing growth in 

population, the improvements will, as noted above, tend to be offset by 

higher densities and overcrowding. The improvements will indeed create 

pressures to increase rents sometimes leading to eviction of existing
 

tenants unless there are offsetting factors to reduce densities and rents
 

for example from increased site and services availabilities.
 

Great importance consequently attaches to conceiving sites and
 

services projects within a more general framework of housing policy for 

the urban population as a whole and, in particular, policies towards 
eradicating existing squatter settlements and slums. Under the usual 
conditions of fast population growth, a larger backlog of demand for 
dwellings and few resources, the additional pressures created by eradi
cation policies are likely to nullify much of the benefit of new projects. 
In particular, such policies may make it impossible adequately to relate 
the design of the sites and services project, the occupants, and the 
financial contributions, or to avoid complications from upgrading. 

Cessation of general policies of slum eradication so as to 
prevent the creation of additional demand for dwellings until supply is 
made more adequate by a continuing sites and services program may, 
therefore, need to be made a condition of Bank involvement in sites and 
services projects or in complementary upgrading schemes undertaken as an
 

integral part of the overall program. This does not of course exclude
 

limited slum eradication for particular central areas necessitated by
 

other schemes of sufficient priority.
 

Scope of Sites and Services Projects 

The often posed issue of how precisely to define the sites and
 

services concept appears as arid as that of whether the projects should 
be treated as a process for improving living conditions or in terms of a
 

physical, end-proJict of dwellings, comunity services, etc. Inevitably, 
since the term "sites and services" is customarily used to cover a variety 
of projects in which urban land is developed primarily for the benefit of
 

lower income groups, it must be given a wide meaning covering both the 
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process and physical product. The appropriate coverage of the package of
 
physical facilities and institutional organization provided under such
 
projects will vary according to local conditions because, inter alia:
 

- the poorest strata of populations vary greatly.in income levels,

education, and social customs from country to country and city 
to city;
 

- physical conditions of terrain and building supplies greatly

affect construction methods, costs, and potential for self-help;
 

- the degree to which employment opportunities, social services, 
and other amenities are available apart from those created by
the project varies widely between cities; 

- individual site locations and transportation facilities within
 
a city vary widely in relation to specific employment, social
 
services and other amenity opportunities.
 

It is accordingly probably best to consider the scope of sites
 
and services projects in terms of certain basic ingredients plus othir
 
additional or complementary components. It should be stressed, however,

that these other more variable components may be no less essential for
 
the achievement of the underlying objective of improving the living

conditions and productivity of the urban poor and to the success of the
 
project. In this section, physical components are considered while
 
recognizing that strong links exist with the organizational structure
 
dealt with in later sections.
 

Building plots for dwellings are an essential component whether
 
looked at from the restricted aspect of removing impediments preventing
 
poor urban families from providing more adequately for themselves, or from
 
the perhaps more positive viewpoint of providing cheaply essential faci
lities that cannot readily or so cheaply be provided by these families 
acting individually. Also basic are the provision of water supplies,

waste disposal, and access ways, both for residents and for such public
authorities as fire, police and solid waste collection services, Street
 
lighting is 
now also generally considered an essential ingredient. In
 
practice, land levelling, drainage where required by the terrain, and
 
sewage disposal tend to be three of the main components of project costs.
 
No less important than the inclusion of these basic elements, however, is 
their inclusion in a way that will facilitate upgrading as the community

develops and incomes and standards are raised (see para 32).
 

Among the variable components, the provision of social services 
is an essential aspect of preparation of sites and services projects.
Health and education facilities, community centers, police posts, and 
recreation areas all deserve consideration for inclusion. Standards of
services are considered below. Here it is only necessary to note that 
such services may be excluded after consideration either because they are
 
being provided within the site area under spparate programs or because
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they are being provided off-site in the near vicinity of the project
 

site.
 

The inclusion or exclusion of economic services 
is analogous.
 

Possible components include sites for markets and commercial activities,
 
Adequate employment
 

for small industries and handicrafts. 
and sites 

opportunities are not only an essential 

part of the purpose of the sites
 

also basic to the improvement 
of living
 

and services projects; they 
are in developing the
 

cnd the dynamics of the long-term success 
conditions 
 More bluntly,

project beyond the initial provision of serviced 

sites. 


the potential for repayment and development 
of a viable extensive long

on occupants earning sufficient income.
 term program is highly dependent 


in the case of several services, whether 
such elements are included
 

As 
on how far, and where, such facilities
in part
in the project must depend 


are available outside the project.
 

The project may also include the development 
of primary urban
 

area.
 
infrastructure necessary for the provision 

of services to the project 


Primary water supply, electric generation 
and sewerage are examples where
 

such provision of incremental primary capacity 
my be most conveniently
 

Access roads to the project site
 handled as ancillary to the project. 


boundary also need to be considered. While generally it should be possible
 

to ensure in the course of project related discussions 
that.adequate pro

vision for transport is being made outside 
the project, it may occasionally
 

local
 
be justified to include provision of transport 

facilities such as 


buses.
 

The project may include in addition to the 
building plot,
 

provision of core units comprising usually 
rudimentary sanitary and
 

There is
 
washing facilities and sometimes elementary 

cooking fixtures. 


evidence that core units generally seem to 
be consiJered costly by
 

some 
Under certain circum

occupants in relation to the amenity provided. 


stances, however, for example where 
earthquake risks are important 

or
 

where high densities have'to be accommodated, 
inclusion of core units may
 

be justified by the necessity of ensuring 
certain standards and the econo

(See also pars 29 with respect to
 mies of supervised mass construction. 


the relationship with overall living standards 
and incomes.)
 

for the
 
The possibility of inclusion of complementary 

schemes 


or slums has already been noted in
 upgrading of existing squatter areas 


r-letion to developing an integrated approach 
to overall housing p licies.
 

Apart from subsidy considerations, the appropriate 
extent and composition
 

of the upgrading effort will largely depend 
on the physical characteris

tics of the settlements, the economic-social characteristics 
of the
 

residents and the prospects for more extensive upgrading in 
the future 


the existing site characteristics my limit the 
possibility of upgrading
 

without total redevelopment.
 

u, -. ...lude the 
The bcope of the site and services projc .. 


Credit for building

provision of credit to occupants of the project 

sites. 


in certain cases, paid labor, can advance the -timing when
 materi'ls and, 
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the project becomes fully "productive" in the sense of arriving at the
 

end-product of dwellings rather than the intermediary product of serviced
 

land. Credit for small industry and handicrafts can perform a similar
 

function for employment. As facilities for such credit to individuals
 

who do not possess conventional forms of collateral are often nonexistent
 

or rudimentary, the project can justifiably include such c:edit, if other
 

conditions particularly those concerning administration are met. (See
 

below paras 80 and 114.)
 

Finally, the project may include various kinds of technical
 
assistance. Technical assistance in the management and monitoring of the
 

project may extend to assistance in self-help construction methods and
 
other ancilliary training. Technical assistance may also be required for
 
feasibility studies and institutions for supervised financing in connec
tion with small industry components of the project. Of great importance
 
where appropriate, technical assistance may be provided to the appropriate
 
national or municipal agencies in the development of an ongoing program
 
from the initial project and including the linkages with general housing
 
policy.
 

Design Standards
 

The issue of how to define appropriate design standards for
 
site and services projects does not permit of any simple solution. The
 
several objectives of site and services projects -- securing economies
 
of land development, mobilizing self-help, improving living conditions,
 
providing employment, income redistribution, control of urban growth
 
patterns, ensuring aesthetically attractive neighborhoods etc. -- are
 
not entirely consistent and there are often "trade-offs" between them.
 
Similarly, absolute statidards of services are hard to rationalize without
 
reference to local conditions, income levels and customs which affect both
 
the demand for the services and the cost of supplying them. Standards of
 
existing service networks may be more or less easy to adapt without reper
cussions on the rest of the network. A pragmatic approach to determining
 
project design standards is accordingly required.
 

The choice of standards for the facilities provided in a site
 
and services project is in practice bounded by several constraints.
 
Existing norms of dwellings, urban services, education, etc., for the
 
income group involved set a lower level of requirements that must be met 
or exceeded for the project to be an acceptable solution. These require

ments are basically performance standards rather than technical construc

tion standards. It is, moreover, the totality if *iving conditions rather
 

than each separate aspect that needs to be considered. For instance, a
 

smaller parcel of land per family than current norms may be acceptable in
 

the context of higher levels of services, employment opportunities, etc.
 

Upper limits for the standards and the facilities provided may
 

be set by either of two constraints. The first is the obvious one of the
 

maximum costs that can be afforded and is dependent on income levels of
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the 	target population and the part of project cost that can be justi

fiably borne by the public authorities (see discussion below). It is, 
however, also important to check that the standards being adopted for 

the publicly provided services are not so high as to create a demand for 

settlers' rights from higher income groups so strong that it cannot be
 

effectively contained by the procedures for settler selection.
 

In practice, standards that substantially exceed minimum
 

acceptable norms are likely also to exceed the financial/resource 

constraints imposed by the requirements of a large-scale program. In 

these circumstances, rather than attempting to define in advance what is 

the "right" service level for each component (say water supply in terms 

of desirable gallons per day or distance from a tap, ot the provision of 

an inside tap) it seems more realistic to adopt an ad hoc iterative 

approach geared to the actual physical conditions of the individual site. 

Under an iterative approach, initial planning standards for the
 

various publicly provided services, size of plots, etc., can be chosen
 

for 	costing purposes on the basis of existing norms, what is known of 

preferences of the population stratum concerned and what self-help contri

bution can be counted on. The cost of improving or reducing individual 
levels of service on the total cost can then be explored, 1/ including
 

the trade-offs between component standards. A larger unit-building plot
 

or wider frontage for example increases the costs of a given standard of
 

utility service. A higher level of water supply services may involve
 

higher sewage disposal costs. Higher densities may involve a change from
 

dess-pool to more expensive sewerage systems. By checking the impact of
 

changes in the initially selected service levels, the total costs can, by
 

trial and error, be limited to the resource availabilities. At the same
 

time, the standards of service can be adjusted so that the advantages of
 

improving any one of them would be more than offset by the reduction in
 

the others that would be entailed in keeping total costs below the ceiling.
 

The pattern of facilities to be provided can be roughly tested for realism
 

by comparison with the pattern of household budgets in the income category
 

concerned. Some variations of standards may be included in initial project
 

phases specifically to test relative acceptance.
 

Obviously, this iterative process cannot be an exact exercise
 

since many value judgments on benefits obtained or foregone will be
 

involved. It is the more important that the standards are chosen in full
 

consideration of preserving flexibility and facilitating future upgrading.
 

In the course of time, the felt needs of the initial settlers should become
 

sufficiently obvious to indicate desirable changes in the original design.
 

Even if great car( is taken in ascertaining the preferences of potextial
 

settlers, the need for subsequent modification of design standards in the
 

light of actual experience should be anticipated and projects designed,
 

phased and monitored accordingly. Similarly, design standards should
 

l/ 	The use of shadow-prices for costing purposes is discussed below
 

in paras 46-47.
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anticipate future upgrading which 
will also help offset original 

errors
 

Thus, for example, if sufficient width of right
 
in relative standards. 

of way is preserved for roadways 

and paths, it should not be of 
too much
 

concern if the initial choice 
of width of surfacing and surface 

standards
 

are somewhat below the _propriate 
balance; the priorities chosen by the
 

community in subsequent upgrading 
should provide the necessary 

correction.
 

Standards for the inputs not 
provided by the authorities 

should
 

be interrelated with the design 
standards of the basic infrastructure 

and
 

social services provided. In practice, the main element 
here is likely to
 

be the building codes which 
regulate the construction of 

dwellings by the
 

either through self-help or local 
building teams or, more often,
 

settlers --
In order to maximize the self-help 

contribution and
 

a mixture of the two. 


stimulate savings and construction, 
the emphasis here should be 

on deter
large a
 

mining minimum limits within 
which the bul.2ders'can exercise 

as 


is consistent with an economical 
use of land and
 

'degree of choice as Limits on spatial positioning, 
and on
 

socially desirable neighborhoods. 


use of certain materials, will 
however be needed to cover general 

safety
 

Where earthquake hazards are 
serious and where population
 

But the traconsiderations. 

densities are high, more severe 

limitations will be needed. 


ditional detailed building codes 
and materials specifications 

applicable
 
quite inapproare likely to'be

conventional housing
to cdntractor-built 
priate and involve far too heavy 

costs for the settler.
 

standards appears generally 
preferable
 

Control of aesthetic 

through indirect methods rather 
than through detailed specifications 

on
 

dwelling construction. The organization of provision 
of building mater

ials and technical assistance 
in self-help construction can 

provide the
 
the monotony ofavoidingexcesses while

basis for limiting building 
The street layout, design and 

placement
 
standardization of dwellings. trees for
 
of public service buildings 

in the area and the provision of 

planting by community groups 
can all help produce attractive 

surroundings
 

Monotony may also be relieved 
by the careful placing of commercial 

and
 
But it has to
 

small industrial establishments 
within the project area. 


be recognized that in the first 
years of a new site and services 

area,
 

the prolonged process of self-help 
development of sites and community
 

picturesque tidy settlement.
 
development is unlikely to produce a 


Similar considerations to those outlined above for site 
and
 

services projects apply to the selecton'of standards 
for upgrading of
 

As has already been noted, physical 
site
 

existing squatter settlements. 

As in the
characteristics may limit tne 

scope of upgrading, and this 
applies as
 

much to standards as to the types 
of improvements introduced. 


case of site and services, total 
resource availabilities in relation 

to
 

operating an adequate ongoing 
program will set upper limits 

to possible
 

Consideration has also to be 
given to not raising standards
 

standards. 

to levels at which the benefits are effectively 

quickly passed on to
 

richer income groups.
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Location
 

Closely connected with the scope of project and with standards 
is site location. For several reasons, sites and services projects have 
often been located at considerable distances from city centers. Land is 
generally much cheaper on the outskirts of cities and tracts of such land 
may already be in government possession. Moreover, squatter settlements 
often already exist in peripheral locations and to this extetnt the rele
vant population stratum is already used to living in such areas. It is 
also generally easier to assemble fairly large tracts of land in outer 
locations. But probably at least as influential as these Zactors has 
been the desire of certain authorities, from aesthetic o. social consi
derations, to keep low income settlements well away frvn the modernizing 
central business districts. 

The appropriate selection of sites is,however, of the utmost
 
importance to the success of the projects; experience demonstrates that
 
selection of isolated sitc- has been a major cause of failure resulting
 
from rejection by the tarL * population, even when other conditions have
 
been favorable. Access to employment opportunities without substantial
 
travel costs is in this context by far the most important aspect. In
 
most of the developing countries, indeed, walking or bicycling &re,
 
because of low incomes, che prevalent modes of transport of the-lower
 
income groups. Ever when significant new employment opportunities in the
 
immediate vicinity are associated with the project, accessibility to other
 
employment sources is likely to limit the locations within which appro
priate sites may be found.
 

Apart from accesa to employment opportunities, there are several
 
other site characteristics relevant to site selection. A multitude of small
 
sites is likely to be more costly to develop than a few -larger sites quite 
apart irnm bewing more difficult to administer. As total costs of construc
tion are low by comparison with conventional housing projects and land
 
preparation costs correspondingly constitute a relatively high proportion,
 
expenses of land levelling and other earth-moving assume considerable signi
ficance for total costs. The gradients and other physical land characteris
tics have accordingly a particular importance in choice of sites. The
 
availability of off-site iervices such as water supply, sewerage, electricity
 
and solid waste disposal with surplus capacity is also relevant. In certain
 
cases, a link between a siLR and services project and other new urban area
 
developments -an result in economies. For example, arranging for a slightly
 
larger di-.eter water main to the other development project may provide the 
water ca:-4city for the site and services project at relatively low cost. 

In the preceding paragraphs, location has been • nsidered primarily 
in terms of the desirable features for ensuring success of the project as
 
such while leeping development costs down to manageable levels. It is also
 
necessary to con'ider location in the context of the overall urban develop
ment programs so that the wider objectives of contributing to improved urban
 
patterns can be ensured. In many cases, outline plans for the zoning of the
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urban area by main categories will already have been drawn up. If these
 

plans are found to be competently prepared and sites are available which
 
meet the criteria outlined above while conforming to the plan zoning,
 
the limitations imposed by the plans can generally be accepted. Though
 
not necessarily conforming to the optimum location from the point of view
 
of future urban patterns -- and this is a concept in any case almost
 
impossible in practice to define closely -- the implementation of the
 
project under these conditions should nevertheless represent a significant
 
step in the efforts to improve the urban pattern and constituent institu
tions in the urban planning process.
 

In other cases, existing urban plans may be inadequate and out
dated or, while zoning of residential areas may be generally appropriate,
 
regulations on permitted densities may effectively preclude use for site
 
and services projects. In such cases, it will be necessary to secure a
 
designation or redesignation of urban areas for purposes of the site and
 
services projects. Itwould obviously be unrealistic to require detailed
 
urban plans or, more importantly, a well-developed continuing planning
 
process, as a prerequisite for choice of a limited area for a site
 
and services project -- though discussion of the site and services pro
ject and program should be designed to stimulate such planning action.
 
It should however be possible to select project areas which have a high
 
probability of being consistent with future plans for zoning and even to
 
precipitate related decisions, for example in defining industrial or
 
co-mercial zones adjacent to the areas chosen for the site and services
 
projects.
 

As in the case of selecting standards for a given site, the 
choice of site location involves so many factors with extensive inter
linkages that it is probably best dealt with by a pragmatic approach 
testing the variations that would be produced by a change in si.te. This 
approach is particularly justified where, as is generally the case, the 
number of potential sites is in fact quite limited. An initial selection 
process based on such fbcLors as accessibility and minimum size will limit 
further the number of feasIble sites. If what then seems likely to 
prove the best site or package of sites is next investigated in depth,
 
as indicated above, the trade-offs between costs and standards of moving
 
to one of the other feasible sites can be more easily evaluated. This
 
process is likely to raise the issue of the appropriate value to be
 
placed on the unimproved land constituting the alternative sites. This
 
topic is discussed below in the section on methodology.
 

Employment and Self-help Aspects
 

Improvement of employment opportunities -- or income creation 
- is a basic purpose of site and services projects. The terms, however, 
need to be interpreted widely enough to encompass self-help. Although 
rarely reflected adequately in national accounts, self-help construction
 
of dwellings and community services represent creation of capital as much
 
as if the labor and profit elements had all been monetized. The output
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of the self-help element is income in the form of savings equivalent to 
the difference between the market value of the dwellings and community
 
services less the monetized inputs of materials, paid labor, etc. The
 
resulting capital produces income in the form of housing services - to 
which a market rental value can be imputed -- and the amenities of the 
public services.
 

The design of the sites and services projects acco rdingly needs 
to take into account not only employment creation in the sanse of wage
paid employment but also the extent of stimulation of self-help output 
( - income). So far as the construction of the project infrastructure 
and self-help dwellin3s are concerned, it will often be appropriate in 
evaluating the project to use a shadow price for the real cost of labor 
involved. The reason is that in the majority of cases most of the labor 
involved does not represent a reduction in the availability of labor for 
other purposes but rather a reduction in unemployment. The opportunity
 
cost is correspondingly low.
 

Consideration of the employment and self-help creation aspects 
through, for example, use of shadow prices can influence design in two 
ways. First, any given design may be produced by more or less labor and 
self-help intensive methods. The use of shadow prices may indicate the 
desirability of a switch to more labor-intensive methods even if nominal 
costs are raised. Second, and probably more importantly, the considera
tion of these aspects may indicate the desirability of a change in layout, 
standards and architectural designs in order to facilitate the use of 
self-help and labor-intensive methods. 

PROJECT FINANCING 

Total Project Costs 

The main issue raised in the calculation of total costs of the 
project is usually that of valuation of land. It seems clear that, even 
if the land is already in possession of the public authorities, land 
values should be estimated and included in the total costs of the project. 
The value of the land is likely to be an important part of the total value 
of the project and often a major part of the government's contribution to 
the project. Not to include the value of land already government-owned,
 
moreover, makes it more difficult to place the project in the context of
 
the feasibility of an enlarged ongoing program. A market valuation based
 
on existing conditions of land use regulations and avai.ability for such
 
uses appears the most appropriate for this purpose. The fact that the 
social cost may be different can be taken into account in the. economic 
evaluation and as a considerstion in determining any subsidy policy. The 
difference between market valuation of the total site and the lower actual 
financial outlay where all or part of the land is already publicly owned
 
can be treated as an implied government or public contribution to the 
project cost. 
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A subsidiary issue is whether the Bank should include land
 
is prepared toacquisition costs among the items against which it 

disburse its contribution. Acquisition of land whether by market
 

purchase or in terns of compensation payments under preemption pro

cedures raises practical problems of valuation. It is often difficult
 
not somefor even local assessors to ensure that "market" prices are 

collusive practices and much more difficult forwhat inflated by an 

outside agency. As an adequate basis for disbursement against other 

elements of site and services projects generally exists, it is our 

present policy: 

- to exclude land costs from disbursement eligibility;
 

- to obtain assurances that land prices used are reasonably 
comparable with existing local levels; 

- to include land costs (with a comparable valuation for land
 

already held) in total project costs for purposes oF economic 
between pub' _c authoevaluation and the allocation of costs 


rities, commercial interests and settlers;
 

- to agree that reimbursement of land coats by settlers can be 
channeled into a rotating fund which may be used, inter alia, 
for future land purchases for site and services program.
 

A minor issue concerns the valuation of administrative expenses 
or at least that part which is supplied by the public administration and 

.custumarily not costed. The local administrative effort put into the 
preparation of the project and completion of the physical work can per

haps be neglected for costing purposes as analogous to similar uncosted 
inputs for preparation of other projects. However, the local adminis

trative input involved in the ongoing project should be costed as a
 

management expense to be met as a current cost under schedules for
 

charging.
 

Allocation of Proiect Costs
 

A central issue in preparation of sites and services projects
 

is the allocation of the total costs of the project, both capital I/ and
 

current, between the public authorities, private commercial interests,
 
and the settlers. A clear distinction should be made between the basic
 

allocation of costs and the division of the repayment-or current charges
 

1/ Including interest during construction.
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that is decided upon after taking into account other factors. 

Allocation of total costs between public sector, commercial 

interests, and the settlers is aimed at providing a rational 
basis for considering charges on settlers and conercial interests 

and is related to general policies for charging the costs of public 

services. The final division of the repayment of costs may, however,
 

need to take into account subsidies granted to the settlers as part
 

of special social policies related to poor income groups. 

As a general rule, public services which are supplied 
without special charge to other parts of the community are considered 
as attributable to the public authorities rather than to the settlers 
or commercial interests. Thus both the capital and current operating 
costs of primary schools and health centers are generally considered
 

as chargeable against the public budget to be met out of general 
taxation (including income and property taxes) or borrowing. 
Recreational spaces may also fall within this category. 

The provision of roads presents a somewhat more difficult 
issue. Private developers may or may not have to bear the costs of 

roads within their development areas; some roads, however, are-usually 
being provided without specific charge in other urban areas. As an 

initial guide, the rule may be followed that the settlers in site
 

and services projects should not have attributed to them costs which 
significant groups of higher income do not have to bear. Common 
practice is for the primary roads, including access roads to the 
site boundary where needed, to be attributed to the public sector 
and for paths and secondary roads within the site to be apportioned 
between the public sector, commercial interests and the-private
 
settlers in proportion to their respective areas of land use.
 

In the case of water, sewerage and electricity, capital 
costs of any extension of trunk mains to the site boundary are 
generally considered as part of the development of the basic muni

cipal system with the costs attributed to the entities concerned to 
be met through their general rate structure. The on-site infra
structure costs for provision of domestic water and sewerage to
 
settlers and commercial users is directly attributable to them, 
the on-site infrastructure costs associated with provision of
 
these utilities to schools and other public services being allocated
 

to the public sector. Differing classes of settlers will usually
 
have to be distinguished where the level of service varies signifi
cantly, e.g. some dwelling plots may have indi-idual connections and 
others rely on communal facilities. In the case of electricity, 
;treet lighting may be considered as a public outlay or as one directly 
attributable to settlers and commercial users according to local norms, 

)ut individual connections to plots will in any case be attributable to 
:he settlers connected.
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the 	land costs between theIt is customary also to allocate 
the 	basis of proportionate net land
 public sector and the settlers on 


use for the different public and private activities. 
However, there may
 

area should vary, e.g. where the 
be cases where the valuation per unit 

overall site area contains flood-land of little use 
except for recreation.
 

In many cases, project costs such as land clearance and levelling 
cannot
 

In such cases it is common
 be precisely divided among the various uses. 


practice to attribute such costs in proportion to the 
amount of land used
 

for each purpose.
 

Charging for Sites and Services 

From the primary objectives of helping the poorer urban 
groups
 

to improve their living standards but at costs which will 
allow the pro

jects to be replicated on a wide scale several parameters emerge 
for
 

charging of settlers:
 

- the settlers, provided they fall within the design group, 

should not generally be charged more than the allocated 

costs; 1/ 

they should meet as much of the costs allocated to them as is
 -

consistent with their incomes, if possible the full costs;
 

- they should not, however, be treated worse in the charging 

of services provided than other rtcher income groups; 

to increase the
 - any subsidies should not be so large as 

attraction of becoming a settler to the point where the 

selection process would be undermined and benefits trans

ferred to higher income groups;
 

to prevent extension
 - direct subsidies should not be so high as 

of the program by the authorities; and indirect subsidies (e.g. 
to create
via low interest rates) should not be so great as 


similar problems.
 

In practice, these considerations may be hard to reconcile.
 

Current public housing policies for dwellings for higher income groups
 
both direct (for example low land
 may 	 include substantial subsidies 

for 	the upper end of the group to be chargedI/ 	 *There may be a case 

rather more in order to cross-subsidize those at the lowest level
 

(see paras 67-69). It is also sometimes contended that settlers
 

generally should be charged market value rather than cost and that
 
For 	reasons disthis will automatically reduce selection problems. 

this is generally not appropriate.cussed subsequently in para 85 
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charges) and indirect (particularly low interest rates) such as to make 
it difficult in equity to charge the full allocated costs to the site 
and services tenants. Yet to accept such subsidization for site and 
services on a comparable scale might undermine the possibility of deve
loping a large-scale program. In such cases, the only solution may be 
agreement with the authorities on modifications in the existing housing 
program such as would permit appropriate site and services charging with
out offending equity. Unless subsidies are kept within sufficiently
 
narrow limits to permit repetition of the project on a large scale, the
 
project can hardly be justified for Bank financing. 

Capital costs allocated to settlers are generally recovered in
 
two parts, an initial down-payment and a charge to amortize the remainder 
and interest over a period of years. Both elements give rise to issues. 
The size of the down-payment has to take into account the savings imme
diately available, the level of incomes and the expenditures which will 
be needed for building materials, etc., for the dwelling construction. 
If pla,-ed too high, completion of dwellings will be delayed. On the 
other haid, a moderately high down-payment may help in the selection 
process while lowering later payments and the risks of default. Savings 
availability is usually underestimated and, particularly in the initial 
stages of a site and services program, it may be prudent to err on the 
high rather.than the low side. Some variation in the down-payment ratio 
may also be desirable, lower ratios being applied to smaller plots wLth 
fewer services and higher ratios to those where for instance a -ore unit 
"is supplied. In practice, down-payments tend to be in a ranve of 10-20% 
of the allocated capital costs. 

The length of the amortization period and applicable interest 
rate raise further issues. A long amortization period for repayment is 
indicated by the long life of the assets created and the poverty of the 
settlers. On the other hand, a shorter period will help the constitution 
of a revolving fund for further site and services projects and accelerate 
the time when the plot is fully owned or the lease cleared. A compromise 
between the various considerations usually indicates a repayment period 
of 15-25 years. Unless a subsidy is specifically being incorporated by 
means of a lower interest rate either on grounds of equity or because of 
the limits on incomes, the interese rate should at least equal the rate 
at which the public authorities can borrow long-term funds locally plus 
an allowance for defaults and collection costs. Ideally, the interest 
rate should be reasonably related to the general interest rate structure 
which would attract long-term savings and allocate them with due regard 
to supply and demand for credit. This implies an interest rate suffi
ciently high to give a positive rate of return after allowance for infla
tion. Generally, where subsidies are necessary it is preferable to provide 
them directly rather than through interest rates. It is recognized, 
however, that this may not always be feasible. 
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A case can be made for charging below the calculated 
recovery
 

four years while the dwelling
,ate during an initial period of three or 


.sbeing constructed and outgoings correspondingly 
high, with a compensa-


Where politically and administratively
:ory higher charge in later years. 


.easible, such a system has advantages particularly 
since it can be assumed
 

In such cases of low
 
:hat incomes of the settlers will grow over tine. 


:hen rising payments, it may be particularly appropriate 
to aim at full
 

ecovery of allocated costs.
 

Different rates of amortization and interest are 
likely to be
 

appropriate to elements of the capital cost of the 
project other than the
 

,asic dwelling site and services. Such components as credit for building
 

naterials or small industry should be aligned to comparable 
commercial
 

rates.
 

Apart from the capital costs of utility service connections
 

allocated to settlers (see above), the current costs of waP.er and sewe
to be coveredindividualrage and electricity supplies to plots will necd 

Though often combined with the amortization/interest
by a periodic charge. 

payments, this element is theoretically distinct and 

fle:.ibility should be
 
So far as
 

maintained to allow for future variations in cost of 
supply. 


only be estimableshould be related to use but this maypractical, charges 
in a rough and ready manner if undue costs of administration 

are to be
 

avoided.
 

In some cases, current charges may customarily cover not only 

operating charges and amortization of the trunk system 
but also the cost 

There is accordingly a danger
of distribution and individual connections. 


of double charging being involved which may not be appropriate 
for the in

come groups of the site and services projects in terms 
of current social
 

charges of the utility undertaking do cover
policy. Insofar as the such 

items, then the corresponding capital costs included 
in the project should
 

be allocated to the utility undertaking and not to the settlers. 

Subsidies 

How far settlers can justifiably be subsidized in meeting 
the 

costs of the project allocated to them is a troublesome 
part of the total 

In certain
 
issue since socio-political judgments are inevitably 

involved. 

the costs of public
cases, because of local institutional conditions, 


services allocated to settlers may be greater than 
would be justified by
 

comparison with the costs borne by other sectors of 
the population. For
 

example, capital costs of various public services provided 
free elsewhere
 

may have to be allocated to the settlers for want of adequate capacity,
 
In such cases, it
 

management or financial, in other municipal agencies. 

lead to the project agency, and
 may be appropriate for the government to 


for the agency to charge settlers, at a lower interest 
ratd than would
 

Whether such "interest subsidization" should be
 otherwise prevail. 

a true subsidy or as a means of government finance for 

public

regarded as 

services which should not be borne by the settlers is 

a matter of semantics.
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There may be social reasons for some provision of subsidies to 

settlers in view of their under-privileged position and difficulties in
 

obtaining credit. The general case against subsidization of specific
 

expenditures such as housing is strong, including notably the distortion
 

of expenditure patterns as compared with income payments and the danger
 

that the subsidies are in practice derived from taxation of the poor. 
However, the benefits that may be derived in stimulating self-help to
 

enable the poor to improve their living c',nditions may be held to offset 

such disadvantages. It may indeed be argued that use of subsidies in such 

projects can be equivalent to shadow-pricing the cost of labor. A more 
restricted argument against subsidization of settlers is that it makes 
the problem of selection even more difficult than it need be. 

It is important, however, to recognize that the issue of 
subsidies is likely to be very limited in extent. If the project is to
 
be replicable on a large scale, which should be a condition for Bank
 
financing as noted above, the extent of subsidies that can be afforded
 
will in any case be small. If the condition of replicability is met, 
the subsidies are small, and organizational difficulties created are not 
serious, there appears little buis for opposing an element of subsidy 
as part of a general social policy. However, it may still be desirablc 
to restrict the subsidy to the poorer elements of the project plpulatiou 
and to provide for a tailing off of the subsidy. The greatest benefit in 
terms of stimulation of self-help construction will be in the earl7 years 
of the project when o7.tlays for construction are high. In later years, 
and as real incomes grow, the rationale for the subsidy is likely to be 
removed.
 

The social basis for limitation of charging to the covering of 
costs allocated to settlers does not apply to other incoie groups which
 
may be provided with facilities within the project. There appears no
 
reason why commercial and industrial sites included in the project - or
 
dwelling sites for higher income groups which may be included for example 
for purposes of social balance -- should not be charged at market value. 
In this way, any surplus between costs and market value created by the 
process of urbanization can be secured for the public authorities. Thts 
process may also be considered as v. form of cross-subsidization allowing 
the public authorities to charge less for facilities provided to the poor 
income groups than would otherwise have been the case. 

Aother form of differential charging analogous to cross
subsidization can occur in developing a sites and services project in
 
parallel with a project for higher income groups. The higher income
 
group development may then be charged with the costs of the infrastruc
ture which would have been incurred if developed by itself, the sites
 
and services project being charged only with the increment in such costs
 
necessary to supply both projects together.
 

Different plots for dwellings, even if of equal size, have dif
•fering degrees of attractiveness within a site and services area. Neces
sarily, some provide more convenient access to transport, community
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services etc. than others. Where such differentiation is marked, there
 
is a strong case f~r special selection procedures resulting in higher
 
charges to those obtaining more favorable sites.
 

Procurement and Disbursement
 

As noted in O.P.M. No. 2.40, "Procurement", the Bank normally
 
requires its borrowers to obtain goods and services (other than consultant
 
services) through international competition in accordance with the Bank's
 
"Guidelines on Procurement". However, because of the fragmented and diverse
 
nature of the works in "sites and services" projects, it is not always prac
ticable to require international competitive bidding. Contracts should be
 
sized and grouped in such a way as to attract the widest possible bidding
 
from both large and small firms. Foreign contractors are unlikely to be
 
interested in bidding except on the larger "packages", and, in appropriate 
circumstances, the Bank is prepared to consider "local competitive bidding" 
(i.e. advertising only in local media), with the award going to the lowest 
evaluated bidder. One objective of sites and services projects is to improve 
employment opportunities, and the Bank may ag:ee with the borrower that civil 
works should be executed under labor-intensive methods, either under contract 
or by force account. 

Disbursement from the loan/credit account for civil works and equip
ment is made in accordance with 0. P. M. No. 3.30. "Disbursement." Since the 
foreign exchange component of civil works contracts is generally small, the 
Bank may agree to increase its participation and finance a portion of local 
currency expenditures. Disbursements are then made against total expenditures 
at a previously agreed percentage (higher than the foreign exchange component) 
of the contract value. Whether the civil works 'contracts are based on unit 
prices or lump sums, disbursements are made only against acceptable evidence 
that the work has been performed satisfactorily. Disbursements for civil works 
and equipment can be either to reimburse the borrower, in which case evidence
 
of full payment to the contractor/supplier is required, or to make part payment 
directly to the contractor.
 

Part of the proceeds of a loan/credit is in some instances passed on 
by the borrower to local government agencies, development banks, building 
societies, etc. for lending to plot holders for the purchase of construction 
materials or other components of dwelling construction or improvements. These 
intermediaries basically operate in two ways. They may purchase house building 
materials in bulk to be resold on cash or credit terms to householders. In 
this case the bulk purchase invoices or bills of lading would be the required 
evidence for Bank disbursement, either to reimburse the borrower/intermediary 
or to make payment directly to suppliers. In the alternate case where the 
intermediaries simply lend to householders who then purchase materials and/or 
labor in the open market, a -tab~uation of payments by the intermediary insti
tution would constitute evidence for Bank disbursement, similar to the proce
dure used for agricultural credits. Disbursements against any portion of the 
loan/credit designated for credits to small industry should be made in accord
ance with procedures similar to those used by DFC for projects comprised of 
numerous relatively small sub-projects. 
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PROJECT ORGANIZATION
 

General Considerations
 

It is not possible in this note t. deal at all fully with the highly
 

complex problems of organization involved in site and services projects. The
 

from the number of different disciplines requiredcomplexities arise largely 
to contribute to ensure success in achieving the objectives, from the wide
 

choice of design features, from the difficulties of assessing in advance the
 

detailed practical problems of implementation and from the large number of
 

The large variety of inputs implies difficult coorbeneficiaries involved. 

dination of many agencies. Because of the complexities and uncertainties,
 

moreover, participation of the settlers is essential for good initial design
 

ensure individual comnitment. The
and subsequent adaptation as well as to 

large number of beneficiaries however poses a need for intermediary groupings.
 

!. a consequence, organizational aspects are usually more difficult and
 

critical than other technical aspects. Put another way, project design,
 

including scope and management features, needs to be closely geared to local
 

administrative feasibility.
 

In this context, two major issues should be considered; first, the
 

general extent of regulation imposed by the authorities on the construction 

settlers' dwellings, and second, the role of project management, or'otherof 
this general extent of regulation.agencies, and of community groups within 

The two issues are closely interrelated. The more "directionist" the general 
of the project managementpolicy, the greater the administrative problem area 


and associated organizations; the more competent and flexible the local groups,
 

the less the need for central direction.
 

One school holds strongly that intervention by public authorities
 

beyond the minimum construction of infrastructure and community services 

should be kept as small as possible. If left to themselves, the settlers
 

will produce their dwellings more quickly and expeditiously than if con

strained by organizations imposed by the authorities and create a comnunity
 
upstructure which will be efficient for both social purposes and physical 

grading of the area. They will organize themselves for the purposes and to 

the extent they deem necessary, including provision of materials, and will 

find solutions both lower cost a.nd more imaginative than those of the
 

authorities. Given land, title and services, the settlers will look after
 

themselves as they are demonstrably doing even under the much less favorable
 
The well-intentioned intervention
conditions of the illicit squatter areas. 


of experts from another milieu -- whether domestic or foreign -- is, in this 

view, counterproductive. The imposition of official views, mutual self-help
 

cannot fit individual family requirements. And overgroup structures etc., 

head administrative costs will be high involving, inevitably, many different
 

layers of organization.
 

The opposing school draws attention to the technological innovation
 

possible under administered group action and the resulting scope for economies
 

in materials use, in bulk purchasing, in efficient and attractive land utili-'
 

zation, in utility connections, etc. Organized group action can reduce the
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burden, in part psychological, of such tasks as digging foundations which, at
 
individual family level, are lengthy and may result in flagging enthusiasm.
 
More basically, -the group spirit may not develop quickly or even spontaneously
 
and stimulation, particularly through help in organization, can have great
 
community benefits including the development of subsequent detailed programs
 
for upgrading of the area. Uncontrolled dwelling development, particularly
 
where densities are high, risks, in this view, to degenerate into inefficient
 
and unattractive new slums with limited social cohesion.
 

To say that the right solution lies somewhere between these two
 
schools is not very helpful. The resolution of the issues in fact hinges on
 
local conditions of physical constraints, of social norms, of administrative
 
competence and of the income levels involved (which partly determines the
 
extent to which technological innovation, particularly of permanent building
 
construction, is relevant). Certain organizational features however appear
 
basic, while others are necessary to meet certain'types of local conditions,
 
and others again can be provided with the option of settlers not to use them
 
if they do not feel the benefits of the services offered to be worthwhile.
 
An examiation of organization proposals and project design against this 
categorization may be helpful in appraising individual projects.
 

At the lvel of central government and municipality, the develop
ment of administrative units specifically responsible fot site and services
 
projects appears generally a sine qua non of efficient organization. Housing
 
ministries or departments, public housing agencies or public works departments 
may have many of the necessary skills to initiate and control such projects. 
But the historic concentration on conventional housing solutions generally
 
constitutus a dangerous bias which is not easily remedied.
 

Where the site and services unit in charge of the program is best 
located will obviously depend on the local political and administrative 
structure. There are some obvious advantages of situating it within, though 
as a separate unit of an existing housing agency. But if the individual 
projects are to be conceived as part of a major national program for remedying 
living conditions of the poorer elements of the urban population, it is essen
tial that the unit he given the political/administrative strength to be able 
to reach solutions to the problems which inevitably arise with cooperating 
agencies, e.g. in the timely provision of necessary utilities or transport.
 

In the initial stages of such a program, particularly for the first
 
major project, high level political support is most important since both 
prejudices and vested interests are likely to be involved in such aspects
 
as ensuring adequate project size, location, provision of staff, or obtaining
 
ot agreements with cooperating agencies. Governmental, and more specifically
 
ministerial, attitudes must, indeed, be a key factor in evaluating the pros
pects of success of site and services projects. What is being attempted in 
sites and servicns projects is to reduce the constraints impeding the poor 
in providing a solution to their needs. To be successful, it is necessary
 
both to comprehend and to tackle the combination of institutions, rules and
 
particular interests that operate against a solution.
 



At the level of individual project managenient., it iL useful to
 

distinguish between the period of pre-construction, basic infrastructure 

construction, and subsequent development of the serviced sites though the 

three will overlap particularly where project construction is phased over
 

& number of years. Several aspects of the pre-contr--tion or pre-settling
 

It need only be noted
organization are dealt with in subsequent paragraphs. 


here that these aspects, including settler selection an6 legal title 
are not
 

to the success of site and services projects but also
only of great importance 

Discussion with interested groups of the target
have considerable lead-times. 


population durino, the intermediate stages of project preparation 
can not only
 

help to improve the design but also provide a link to group participation in
 

later stages of project development if devised as a method of mutual involvement
 

than simply as orientation courses. The physical construction in termsrather 
of land levelling, installation of infrastructure, core units, etc., while
 

requiring careful planning, phasing and supervision, does not call for parti

cular comment. It is with the organization of the project in terms of develop

ment from this base or as a continuum from the participation in project pre

paration that the major problems arise.
 

Thi organizational requirements for the success of the project as a 

whole should be distinguished from those for the project management agency per 

as several aspects of the overall requirements may best be handled by other se 
agencies. The requirements for succris in.terms of dwelling construction and 

-,tr beyond what is needed simply to ensurecommunity development evidently go 
works executed by the authorities are satisfactorilythat the proposed physical 

The issue is where to limit the management's responsibility.constructed. 

There is,indeed, an evident danger of project management being over

whelmed as a result of attempting to handle all aspects itself in the interests
 

of a "fully integrated approach." It is accordingly desirable to draw up a
 

list of the functions to be performed in the launching 	of t"successful program, 
towards relieving theto determine who will handle each of them (with a bias 

burden on the management agency itself) but also to provide for possibilities
 
case of failure to perform
of intervention by the management agency in the 


So far as Bank projects are
adequately by any of the agencies involved. 

concerned, complementary programs by other agencies including bilateral 
sources may cover such aapects as technical assistance ii, dwelling construc

tion or community groups such as cooperatives. Sociological inputs into pro

ject design are not only of great importance but also lend themselves to such 
that these comtechnical assistance. It is nevertheless necessary to 	ensure 

plementary programs appear adequate for their purpose and that a sufficient
 

monitoring system is introduced to signal difficulties to the project as a
 
out of hand. In view of the inherently heavy instituwhole before they get 

tional input required to deliver benefits to large numbers of poor people
 

and the number of agencies likely to be involved, it is necessary in this 

respect to pay close attention to the streamlining of procedures and the
 

sensitivity of the agencies to the problems of working 	with the poor. 
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A major organizational requirement of project management is tat
 

of flexibility, o: adaptability of the project design in the light 
of
 

For this, there are two reasons of
experiences during implementation. 

In the first place, even with good preliminary study
particular strength. 


tely to gauge the

and preparation of the project, it is difficult act-


Secondly, the administrative competence,
reactions of settlers in practice. 

or feasibility of project management to undertake certain tasks, should grow
 

Thus, it may be desirable to begin with a relatively
in the course of time. 

simple organizational structure for building regulation, group development
 

to proceed to a more ambitious organization only
or technical assistance and 
in the light of experience of successful innovation. 

project design requiresTo incorporate this flexibility into the 

provision for more intensive monitoring than is usually required in a project 

where the main problems may be to ensure that original specifications are 
met.
 

Both physical and institutional progress, and the reactions of settlers need
 

to be evaluated on a more or less continuous basis, at least in the early
 

stages of the project. For these functi.ons to be adequately carried out
 
the arrival of the settlers includingrequires advance preparation before 

collection of basic data on the background conditions of the settlers.
 

Selection of Settlers
 

The very fact of the rapidly growing needs for dwellings which it 

of site and services projects to meet makes it inevitableis the purpose 
po3sible applicants causethat selection of settlers from among should 

is large enough in relation to theserious problems. If the program 

intended population group, the problem of too few sites for too many appli

cants should eventually be overcome; but this is likely to take many years.
 

In any case, even where a project large in relation to existing population
 
problems of selection will arise in deciding allocation of
i.s introduced, 


the initial sites becoming available.
 

There is accordingly a problem of finding ways of reducing or 

restraining the number of applications to manageable proportions. One
 

response to this problem often advocated is simply to raise the price which
 
choked back to the supply
settlers are asked to pay until the demand is 

available at any time. By effectively auctioning the sites, it is held that 

not only will the problems of selection be resolved but that it should also 
whichbe possible to create a surplus -- between costs and market value --

would be made available for further increasing the supply of sites or other

wise helping the housing situation while at the same time eliminating the
 

need for any subsidies.l/
 

1/ As sites and services programs are extended on a large scale and the
 

backlog of demand is reduced, costs and market values should increasingly 

tend to coincide.
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Clearly social policy as well as economic opportunism is legiti

mately involved in deciding how far to follow this line. Rationing by the 
power of the purse is unlikely to be generally a-ceptable for such socially
 

oriented programs as health, housing or education. In practice, aiding the
 

poorer elements in the provision of dwellings and employment opportunities 

may be indefinitely deferred by an attempt to do this through "trickle down" 

from vacated dwellings of richer groups. Moreover, the logic of this approach 
would involve designing the lots and general layout specifically for the richer 

groups so as to maximize the surplus. Given the realities of political power, 

the practical possibilities of extracting this surplus for the benefit of 

other income groups is generally at least questionable. Nevertheless, as 

already indicated above, there is reason to consider some cross-subsidiza
tion in sites and services projects and also to limit any subsidy element. 

There are moreover a number of other factors apart from immediate 
ability to pay which are likely to deserve consideration in settler selection 
including: 

- security of income; 

- evidence of commitment to a self-help dwelling and
 
community development effort;
 

- individual f:nily needs in terms of income of dependents 
and existing conditions;
 

- the social cohesiveness of groups to be located in sections 
of the project so as to facilitate community organization,
 
self-help groups etc.; 

- relationship to existing squatter settlements or slums; 

- some mixing of kncome and community groups to improve
 
overall comnunity cohesiveness;
 

- location in relation to customary work (for example, the 
avoidance of choice of a distant site for a docker's family) 
or to new employment facilities. 

What constitutos the appropriate income range for selection of
 
settlers is, as has been stressed earlier, of the essence of the project
 
design rather than a separate exercise. The project, as has been emphasized,
 
should be designed for an income group rather than income group limitations
 
decided in relation to project design. The relationship between income and
 
what can be afforded for payments to the project agency deserves, however,
 
further discussion. It is evident that it is a family income, rather than
 
income of an individual earner that is involved.
 

Perhaps the best test of what can be afforded for purposes of
 
establishing an income range is what is in fact being afforded at present.
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existing squatter settlements willInvestigation into family budgets in 

generally provide a reasonable indication of the proportion of incomes
 

devoted to housing and public services. In making comparisons with charges
 

has of course to be included for 
to be imposed on settlers, an allowance 

construction and any additionalsettlers' outgoings on self-help housing 
While there are 

expenses that may be in.-urred, for example for transport. 


several rules of thumb as to the proportion of income that can reasonably be
 

expected to be available for housing and allied expenses, these should 
be 

treated with caution until tested against local norms. Size of family, 
significantly alter such normsavailability of garden crops, etc., can 

even between comparable family income groups in different parts of the 

same country. 

Security of income, often evidenced by employers' certification, 

is often sought as a further step both towards ensuring viability of the 

project and in screening dwn the number of appliaants. Obviously such 

subject to abuses and, unless carefully handled, cansc-eening can be 
produce a bias against the self-employed or those with intermittent 

but 

overall adequate income, e.g. from dock or construction work. At an .early 

stage in the program, however, some bias towards regularity of income may 
basis for the periodicbe justified as a "trade-off" for a more favorable 
in ok repeatability,payments necessary to ensure the project's success terms 

obtaining of
particularly if the group structure (see below) is weak.. The 

and community develop-m..ntevidence of commitment to a self-help housing 


effort, usually through interview techniques, though of legitimat* .. uncern
 
no o,. an initial
is also subject to abuses if there is appeal. The making 

range of total allocated costs,
downpayment, customarily in the OZ-20% of 

also provide evidence both of ability to finance and commitment. As a
 can 
further screening device, applicants, already in possession of another 

abode
 

in the town may be excluded. Such additional provisions, however, may run
 

contrary to other considerations, particularly the fostering of community
 

groups, besides being very difficult to enforce in practice.
 

applicants satisfying income and commitment qualifica-As between 
tions, priority may be accorded on the basis of relative family needs. Size 

of family is usually a major consideration here. This may be further related 

to absence of any reasonably permanent accommodation, or loss 
of accommodation
 

for example due to inevitable destruction of some dwellings in concurrent
 as 

squatter area improvement schemes.
 

The social cohesiveness of groups of settlers located together 
in
 

areas is clearly of great importance in faci
the sites and services project 

group effort and reducing the burden on project managenent. Pre
litating 
ference may accordingly be given to selecting groups from within 

existing
 

overcrowded or unimprovable squatter settlements or slums, 
particularly
 

where the local social organization permits the transfer of an embryo
 
of from withinarea. Selection groupsorganization to the site and services 

existing squatter settlement and choice of their spokesmen 
or leaders may be
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made with the help of the leaders in the 	existing areas, emphasis perhaps 

parents in particularly crowded 
being laid on young families living with 

When a site and service project area is located next 
to an
 

conditions. determined 
existing squatter area, a system of "spillover" with priorities 

within the existing squatter settlement may be 
particularly appropriate.
 

Religious and tribal organizations may provide 
similar opportunities.
 

Such considerations do not of course prevent 
consideration also of 

a mixing of social groups within a large neighborhood to improve overall com-

Evidently both the desirability and practicability 
of 

munity cohesiveness. 

such mixing and the size of grouping units needs 

to be strongly influenced
 

by local socio-political conditions.
 

Other factors may be introduced in the selection 
process such as
 

The relative importance

distance from the settlers' existing work places. 


of such factors as a rational basis for selection, 
however, like many of the
 

others above, is highly dependent on local circumstances.
 

Whatever system of relative weights is given, some 
inequities are
 

Whether on the basis of individual
 bound to result as in any rationing system. 


or small group selection, a "first come, first served" 
element of selection is
 

b, modified by a lottery selection from
 likely to prevail even though this may 
Such pressures make the more importafit advanpe 

among qualified candidates. 
 If
 
preparation and good timing for the introduction of 

the selection system. 


the processing of applicants can be reasonably related to the rate at 
which 

many of the worst issues and pressures of the selecsites become available, 
tion process can be diminished.
 

Land Acquisition and Site Regulation
 

Problemis of initial land acquisition by the authorities 
are too wide
 

ensure that what
a subject to be treated here except to stress the 

need to 


used to secure the necessary land, including allocation of 
ever process is 

anshould be related to the possibilities for expanded
existing public land, 

land pur-The creation of a revolving fund for municipallong-term program. 
chase may, in this context, have considerable relevance as a part of project 

design.
 

of land tenure raise several issues of great
The general terms 

not only one of the most intense of 
importance since security of tenure is 

"felt needs" of settlers but also a very important stimullA to their invest
the land they occupy.

ment of time and money in constructing dwellings on 

give the greatest security of tenure even
 

Freehold is generally held to 

often subject to preemptive governmental action. It appears


though it is 
important not to overstress this advantage. Leaseholdn may be considered
 

equally secure if long-term, say over thirty years, while providing the
 

municipality with somewhat greater flexibility for subsequent 
development
 

In some African

of urban pattern in keeping with the growth of the town. 


other apparently limited assignatio may

countries, an occupancy permit or 


provide sufficient sense of proprietorship under existing norms.
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Problems of tenure in upgrading schemes for existing squatter 
settlements raise in some ways more fundamental issues. In many cases such
 

settlements have been built by illicit invasion of private or public lands.
 

The grant of legal title of the squatters is clearly a basic consideration 

in obtaining community support and -providing a stimulus to self-help improve
ment of these neighborhoods. On the other hand, to grant such title is to 
acquiesce in an illegal action which, quite apart from questions of equity 

for the landowners concerned, may encourage further invasion of private or 
government land -- in areas, moreover, which probably do not correspond to 
the desired urban pattern. Even the provision of public services such as 
water and electricity to squatter settlements may be considered as a de
 

facto recognition of settlers' acquisition by illegal action which may-have 
repercussions in making future control of the pattern of urban growth more 
difficult.
 

It has to be recognized that this issue of condoning or approving 
illegal seizure of urban land cannot simply be dismissed as recognition of 
a LIai ccpl against rich landowners who can well afford the sacrifice. 
Too many other issues of equity and administrative feasibility are involved. 
In practice, many subsidiary "rights" are involved as the original settlers 
sell or lease their holdings .to others in the poor income groups. In other 
cases, original landowners, or the intermediaries to whom they may have sold 
their "rights", may still have sufficient control on occupied land - or 
political influence - to reap much of the benefit of any neighborhood 
improvements that may be introduced through actual or threatened eviction. 
More generally, in such amorphous conditions, it is administratively diffi
cult to establish which individuals are the "occupants" to whom title should 
be given and what is the extent of their occupancy. 

It is at this point that the relation of improvement schemes for 
existing squatter settlement to the overall program for site and services 
becomes of paramount importance. If the site and services program is suf
ficiently large to lessen the prospect of further illicit invasion of land, 
thca the arguments against approving titles for occupants of existing settle
ments are much reduced. Moreover, the more that pressures and scarcity values 
are reduced hy large scale site and services programs the more feasible it is 
to provide for some generalized security for tenure by constraints on eviction 
with provision for appeals -- rather than to attempt immediate registration 
of precise rights and titles for all the individuals involved. 

The qualifying construction undertakings by settlers in site and 
services projects will naturally vary according to the balance between 
administrative regulation and freedom in dwelling construction that is 
decided on. Two issues, however, are of general occurrence - the time 
requirements imposed on settlers for the construction of their dwellings, 
including restrictions placed on temporary dwellings, and the policy towards 
renting of accommodation. 
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A framework is necessarily required relating tenure to building a
 

dwelling or at least its first stages, for this is one of the main objectives
 
of the project. If the project is well conceived and the settlers well chosen,
 
it is in their own interest to press ahead with construction as quickly as pos
sible and they should bave the necessary resources. In such conditions, there 
is danger in stipulati,g tight construction periods which can cause resentment 
when unforeseen or temporary difficulties delay construction. 

One method commonly used to facilitate rapid construction is thrt of 
allowing a temporary shack on the site for a limited period during which it is 
estimated that the occupant should be able to complete a more permanent dwelling. 
The issue arises as to how long these shacks should be tolerated. While the 
eventual removal of such structures can be justified, there is again a danger 
of too strict regulation. In favor of the limited period, say two or three 
years, is the desire both to stimulate permanent construction and to avoid 
excessive population densities resulting from the temporary shack being main
tained for a second family after the permanent dwelling has been constructed. 
On the other hand, construction of the permanent structure is likely to extend 
over several years to complete and there may be very valid reasons, such as 
unemployment or illness, for deferment. 

A solution of such issues may be found in deferring the acquisition 
of the full title to the plot until certain minimim conditions of construction 
of an approved basic dwelling unit and removal of temporary structures have 
been carried out. What constitutes a "basic dwelling unit" should be inte-.
preted generously since the regulations must be consistent with the need for 
occupants to expand their dwellings over a considerable time period in line 
with the growth in size of their families and of their resources. As in
 
other cases of enforcing compliance among settlers, group pressure is, more
over, generally preferable to that by the authorities.
 

Regulation of renting of accommodation by settlers raises two 
problems, that of controlling densities and that of avoiding exploitation. 
Tn general (as noted in para. 10 above) renting of part of the dwelling built 

in a site can help both to relieve pressures in existing squatter settlements 

and to provide the capital required for extending the dwellings beyond the
 
first core rooms. In most cities of the developing world, there is a high 
demand for rented accomodation from single person, from families recently
 
arrived and from transient workers. Provided reasonably high stipulated
 
densities per plot are not exceeded, renting may therefore considerably
 
widen the beneficial impact of the project. To avoid extortionate rents
 

being charged is obviously difficult if an underlying shortage exists though 
some provision for control or appeal may curb the worst excesses particularly 
if an effective local group social structure has emergdd.
 

Extended sub-letting of the dwelling or sale of the rights to the 
site and the dwelling raises a different set of issues. Without going into
 

the many variations which have been devised in practice to prevent abuses,
 

it would seem that two features should generally be incorporated. In any
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labor force are
of residence and mobility of the 

large community changes 	 the combut also forindividual families
likely to be desirable not only for 

for example. The poorer 	the income
 
munity in terms of economizing transport 

are likely to be pressures for
the more frequentgroups covered, moreover, 

to forbid resale, the probability is that 
resale. If attempts are 	made 

will be made.clandestine arrangements 

adequate compensation should be 
These considerations suggest that 

paid to settlers giving up their sites not 
only in terms of repayment of
 

the value of dwellings 
amounts already amortized by the settler but also for 

to prevent project benefits being 
constructed on the site. On the other hand, 	

therequires control on acquisition oflandlordssiphoned off by absentee 
It is accordingly generally stipulated that 

vacated sites
 
vacated site. 

should be offered in the first place to 

the project agency for reallocation,
 

payment obligations outstanding as well
 
the new tenant assuming the periodic 


Providing, however, that
 
as meeting the compensation payments for 

structures. 


the new settler is of a class generally 
eligible for a plot allocation, there
 

appears little reason not to allow direct 
resale subject to the new tenant
 

accepting the outstanding repayment obligations. 
Again, a system of initial
 

allocation but deferment 	of full tenure rights 
till a satisfactory level of
 

casefacilitate control in this of resale. 
dwelling is constructed may 

ParJicipation of Local Groups in Project Management
 

It is almost impossible to talk meaningfully 
of the development or
 

in the decision-making process
groups to participateorganization of community 	 projects. Veryof individual

4ithout reference to the particular conditions 
and 

on the existing social structure in the communities involved 
much depends 	 cities 

great not only between countries but between 
here the differences are 

often between religious or ethnic groupings within 
within a country and indeed 	 be highlystructure mayJakarta, the social

single city. In cities such asa 	 single Latin American city may dis
"barrios" in aorganized whereas different 	 active involvementcommunity cohesiveness. Yet the 

play marked variations in 
spokesmen, and the pro

of the local commu\,ities, the selection of leaders or 
are as essential as the support

tion in decision-makingvision for particip 
of site and services programs.for the successat ministerial level 

to approach
If there is io simple formula for determining how best 

settler population into groupings which 
will provie
 

the organization of th 	 least evident
;Ith project management, it appears at 

adequate communication 	 as 
that a first step is to examine what structure already exists. Insofar 

for the purpose, the 
can be used, with adaptation,existing structts"es issues aeathan untried alternatives. However,

are less ris.prospects 	 on political, tril . or
ei isting structures are based

likely to arise where 	 of
uch that incorporation into the formal system

religious affiliations 	 group. The answerfavor particular
project organization may be taken to a 

to avoid exclusive
deal with a variety of group structures

here may be to 	 o." anpractical, the establishment 
any or, this isreliance on one where 

the project management.to adviseinter-group committee 
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The importance of local grop participation in the 
initial stages of
 

site and services projects, particulariy in project 
desigii and settler selection
 

Participatiot; in the administration of the ongoing
has been referred to above. 


project both as regards development and maintenance 
is no less important and
 

Two general points, howeverr
a few of the many aspects are discussed below. 


It is essential that the role of local groups 
in management


deserve emphasis. 

of the ongoing project be thought through in advance 

of settler arrival. If
 

thq administration assumes full responsibility 
for varic-as functions initially,
 

a later date. The second
 
it is likely to find it difficult to divest these 

at 
Hasty attempts to impose a local group structure 

or
 
point is closely related. 

to provide too much "assistance" in their running are likely to result in
 

diminished leadership and efficacy. Hence the importance of adapting existing 

local organizations if reasonably possible.
 

role of local groups in 
Of particular concern is likely to be the 

eviction 
collection of rents and other charles from settlers, 

including 

procedures. Difficulties of collection of site and other charges 
have in 

practice proved a major reason for failure of site and 
services programs. 

- and notably so-called low-Any public scheme for provision of dwellings 

is liable to be faced with greater problems of
 cost housing projects -

Not to pay the govern
collection than in the case of private developments. 


me-it is often considered "fair game" and underlying 
biases in this direction
 

on 
may be increased by political campaigns. Where facilities are provided 

supply through public fountains, it 
a communal basis, as for example water 

is difficult moreover to apply pressure un defaulLers 
through cutting off o
 

Fairly high allowances have accordingly to be made for 
debt default
 

supply. 

in the estimated financial flows in site and services projects.
 

It is here that success in involving the settlers in the 
initiation
 

and administration of the project can have perhaps its clearest reflection.
 

Where particularly high levels of collections have been 
secured, they have
 

generally been associated with strong local group invoivement 
both in decision

making and collection. Convenience of payment by settlers can be combined
 

with community pressure on defaulters and, indeed, also with group help for
 

families which have suffered particular temporary misfortunes. 
Merit allo

cations of funds for local community development where groups 
exceed a
 

standard ratio of collections can help deal with problems of 
corruption and
 

Similarly, decisions on evictions
provide a stimulus to the group system. 


and their implementation can often be handled more expeditiously 
through a
 

local group structure than through direct intervention of the 
authorities
 

which may incur hostilities of a more general nature.
 

the regulation of constructionAs previously noted in discussing on 

site and services plots, the extent to which standardization is desirablethe 
will vary greatly according to local conditions. The issue of desirable 

level of group orgnization for construction is similarly 
related to the type
 

or enforced. 
The more standardized
of construction permitted, encouraged, 


the construction, the easf .'-it is to organize groups and define equivalent
 

14 , -. erally, it is necessary to find a balancecontributions of work. 
between the advantages oi construction activities, particularly evident 

loAds are involved, and the difficulties of where foundation work or 


maintaining a cooperative effort.
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The difficulties of maintaining a cooperative construction effort are 

Not only do work periods and free time of settlers vary but leadership
many. 

To ensure a minimum of fairness ofmay be lost and enthusiasm wane with time. 

effort, it may be necessary to construct several dwellings to the samue stage 

before allocating the lots among the participants as otherwise those whose 
first constructed may fail to make their full contribution todwellings are 

make provision for substitutiontheir neighbors. It will also be necessary to 
reasonof local-paid labor for a settler-labor input where for any this cannot 

be provided. In these circumstances formal cooperative building efforts may 
stress laid rather on providing facilities forbe kept to a minimum with the 

group action when this corresponds to a felt need and to pilot dwelling con

struction which may demonstrate thepossibilities and advantages of such group 

efforts.
 

A somewhat easier area for other group activities in development and 
to be found in such voluntarymaintenance cf site and services schemes is likely 

activities as staffing of community centers and in activities permitting more
 
Coopflexible timing such as maintenance of local footpaths and open spaces. 


erative socities can make a substantial contribution not only in the collection
 

of small savings but also in the organization of the supply of construction 
materials -- credit, allocation and.collection of repayments.
 

METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS
 

The discussion of the previous sections is generally indicative of 
followed in site and services project preparation and
the methodology to ', 

A checklist of points which need to be covered in evaluating such
appraisal. 

projects is provided in Annex I. This section in concerned with various 

points of methodology in the formal evaluation of project benefits and costs 
not covered in the preceding discussion.
 

Evaluation Methods
 

Several different bases can be envisaged for evaluating site and 

services projects, corresponding to different facets of these multipurpose
 

programs. All, however, face problems of appropriate valuation of certain
 

inputs such as land and labor and of outputs outside the monetary system and 

hence subject to valuation only by imputation. These problems of valuation
 

can lead to very difficult theoretical issues on which divergence of view

points cannot readily be resolved. To overcome such difficulties, it is
 

generally convenient to take admittedly conservative valuations as a basis
 
evaluation is acceptable, greater
for evaluations. If the resultant general 

refinement would provide even more favorable results but is unnecessary.
 

One approach which partly avoids these issues is a program-budgeting
 
of minimum objectives in termsor minimum-cost approach which defines a series 

the costs of achieving these objectivesof physical standards and measures 

as compared with alternative programs for achieving the same objectives. The
 

to be known. If the project can beprecise value of the outputs may not need 
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shown to be self-financing (in the sense of settlers' payments covering allo
cable costs without subsidy) and replicable (in the sense that the cost of 
publicly financed facilities is within budgetary constraints for an adequate
 
sized program), the minimum cost approach may be considered sufficient. In
 
practice, however, difficulties of defining physical objectives -- or making 
allowances for minor variations from them - are considerable since differing
approaches inevitably result in differing qualities of output. A minimum cost 
analysis can accordingly only be rough. It should also be noted that an ana
lysis of the extent to which allocable costs will be covered by settlers' 
payments, is in any case necessary as also a comparison with alternative 
possible programs to meet the main objectives.
 

An alternative approach is a cost/benefit analysis comparing costs
 
with benefit values for various components of the project. Current charges

for comparable accommodation can, for example, be used as a basis for valuing 
the benefits of the self-help dwellings constructed, the costs of the dwellings 
including, besides financial outgoings on materials and paid labor, an imputed
value for the unpaid labor input based upon local wage rates. Similarly the 
costs of supplying water can be compared with benefit values calculated on the 
basis of typical charges paid for a comparable water supply in existing squatter
settlements. A separate analysis can be made for industrial or commercial 
elements of the project. The streams of benefit and costs will, of course, 
also cover maintenance costs and need to be discounted in the normal way. 

This alternative approach not only raises questions of comparability

of the values used for imputation of costs and benefits, some of which are
 
discussed in more detail below. It also raises problems of evaluating the
 
expenditures on ctimmunity services such as schools a d health dispensaries
 

Fo
included in the project and corresponding benefits.- r these expenditures,

usually a small part of total project costs (including dwelling construction),
 
a rough minimtn cost approach can be considered as warranted, 2 / or even a
 
common sense evaluation of the effectiveness of the project in meeting
 
.accepted social needs at a reasonable cost.
 

The project however will have among its purposes and benefits many 
other types of benefit than the provision of dwellings, public utilities and
 
community services. The provision of employment is usually one of the main 
objectives. This can it3elf be treated in several ways. So far as the
 
employment creation is represented by costs of construction in the project
 
total, including self-help labor, it will generally be appropriate to allow
 
for this benefit by shadow pricing oi the labor cost element. There may
 
however be other elements of employment creation, particularly where
 

1/ 	 This is so if i c ital values for imputation of benefit purposes are taken
 
from areas which usually have significantly less of such facilities.
 
Expenditures may include allowances for self-help labor on community
 
schemes. 

2/ 	 In some cases comparison of benefits from the dwellings constructed with 
total expenditures, including community services, will yield a satisfactory 
rate of return obviating the need for an extensive evaluation of these costs. 
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industrial and commercial elements are included in the project. Here the 
best approach is probably through production/gain or via separate evaluation 
of these elements of the project with allowance for shadow pricing.1 / 

Looked at-from another viewpoint, the capital for the infrastructure 
of the site and services project which constitutes a large part of the "project" 
as financed by the Bank can be regarded as a kind of seed capital which promotes 
savings, output and investment which would not otherwise have occurred. This
 
aspect which largely overlaps with others considered above can be considered
 
in terms of the gearing effect between these capital inputs and the total
 
value of the capital created. Much the same apprnich is to evaluate the self
help element separately and compare it with the total of other expenditures.
 
While explicitly recognizing. the element of double-counting involved, this
 
aspect of project benefits may nevertheless deserve inclusion in the evaluation
 
because of its significance for the development of economic policies.
 

Other Aspects
 

Economies in transport costs to and from places of employment due to
 
locational advantages of the site and services areas may provide the basis for
 
the calculation of additional benefits for insertion in the cost-benefit ana
lysis. In certain cases these can be of fsuificient significance to warrant
 
inclusion though generally this will not be the case. For instance, high land 
costs of central sites may not have been reflected on the benefit side by a
 
premium allowance in the imputation of the value of the dwellings created to 
take into account the transport advantages of the site. In a few cases, there
 
may be diseconomies of transport costs as an offset to the other benefits of
 
the project.
 

A more difficult benefit zo evaluate, though one which can be of
 
considerable importance, derives from the effect of the additions to the stock 
of dwellings on the level of rents or other accommodation charges in exist
ing squatter settlements. If, as is likely to be the case, the increase in 
dwellings due to the project is sufficient to restrain the rise in rents 
existing settlements, there is a consumer surplus created for the tenants 
of these settlements. This of course may be offset by a decline in capital
values to the owners, but nevertheless be very relevant to the purposes of 
the project in securing an improvement in the distributicn of income. 
Unfortunately, the extent of this benefit is very hard to gauge since the 
impact should be measured not against the present rent levels but against 
the levels that would have prevailed without the project. Due to continuing
in-migration, actual rents may be little lower than before but still appre
ciably less than they would have been without the project. 

1/ The analysis could be further extended to consider secondary employment 
creation, e.g. in the building materials industries. Adequate informa
tion for such an analysis generelly does not exist. 
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One of the most important of the benefits, the achievement of
 

a better physical pattern of urban expansion 
is similarly almost impossible
 

Added to the difficulty of forecasting what 
would have been
 

to measure. 

the pattern without the project is the difficulty 

of adequately measuring
 
as improvedpattern. Other benefits such 

the benefits from the improved 

employment opportunities outside the project 
area as a result of better
 

location, improvement of health, more attractive 
physical environment,
 

the increased general motivation and reduction 
of crime may not be fully
 

on the basis of imputed rent. 
reflected in the calculation of benefits 

insuperable difficulties of measurement. Insofar 
Unfortunately, they face 
as such benefits are expected to be substantial, they nevertheless deserve 

mention as supplementary benefits additional to 
the conservatively measured
 

cop t/benefit ratios.
 

of land values deserves special consideration.The treatment 
cost in terms of 

Three aspects are relevant. The first is the financial 

cash outlays. This is required for cash flow analysis and does not call 

The second is the financial valuation which
 for particular comment. 


includes in addition to the cash outlays the market 
value of land already
 

This is required in evaluating the
 in possession of the authorities. 

the assets of the project

contribution of the authorities to the project, 
the end of its span, and the fiscal replicability 

of .the
 
during and at 


as a basis for comparison
on a scale. is also relevantproject wider It 

of unimproved land use costs of two alternative sites roughly 
similar in
 

The third aspect

terms of their repercussions on the urban structure. 1/ 

cost relevant to the economic analysis
is the economic value or opportunity 
of costs and benefits. 

The market value of urban land depends on the size of 
the town
 

the site relative to the
and level of economic activity, the location of 

urban pattern, tLe physical site characteristics, the prtvision of public 
of building permitted

services, the regulations on type of land use and type 


and the degree of monopoly prevailing. These factors are amenable to policy
 

strongly related to current policies. A favor
changes and thus values are 

change in zoning and building regulations can increase the 
market value


able 
of a centra. site ten times or more, and a prohibition reduce 

it correspond-

Consolida

ingly. Monopolistic conditions further complicate the picture. 

tion of a number of parcels of land may, in this context, result 
in increaqed
 

It is nevertheless

values being pla,'i on sites which are held back from sale. 


1/ For this limited purpose of locational choice, it is not necessary 
to
 

obtain a closer approximation to economic coscs of land use 
(including
 

evaluation of difference in position with and without the project) since
 

the adjustment needed to the market prices will be roughly the 
same for
 

of the twothe "externalities"the alternative sites. Where, however, 
gives

sites are markedly different and use of the market price basis 

closely similar results for the alternative sites, then an 
evaluation 

two sites may be required (see below).of opportunity costs of the 
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generally possible to make a rough evaluation of the market value based
 
on effectively permitted uses under existing regulations. To the extent
 
that the land is owned by the goverwr"nt, comparison with similar plots
 
in private hands, or evidence of whac the government might obtain for the
 
land if sold or leased on the market with uses restricted to existing 
zoning regulations, can indicate he market value. 1/ 

It is however the economic valuation of the land use for purposes 
of cost/benefit analysis that occasions the greatest diffif:ulty. The con
cept of opportunity cost of urban land is at best hazy even if narrowly 
defined in terms of the be-.nits foregone by alternative users as measured 
by the price they would be prepared to pay for its use. The question of 
what uses should be permitted introduces the wider field of evaluating the
 
urban planning process and the assumptions regarding provision of services
 
appropriate to any given use. It is, in practice, often difficult to
 
determine the range of appropriate alternative uses. Moreover, the use 
of large tracts of land for sites and services projects is likely to be 
associated with changes in zoning regu.,ations which have a wide impact
 
on land values. In this dilemma existing regulations generally have to
 
be taken as given and the interest on prices which have to be paid for the
 
laud (rent if it is leased) -- or are imputed from values of similar land -

as representing the opportunity cost of land use.
 

The repercussions on the urban pattern can then be treated as 
benefits (or as deductions from the opportunity cost), providing they are 
positive, or as additional costs if they are negative. To evaluate these 
repercussions, or "externalities," is however extremely difficult in 
concept and even more in practice. Basically, what is required is to 
know the advantages and costs associated with the urban structure over 
the lifetime of the project had the project not been undertaken so as to 
be able to compare these with the situation with the project. What could, 
or would, occur withoLt the project is usually impossible to determine with 
any accuracy, such are the uncertainties involved; and many of the benefits 
or negative repercussions are of a social nature that cannot be quantified 
on a =L-_ir:le basis. A larger area of squatter settlements and greater 
overcrowding in existing settlements without the project than with the 
project can generally be assumed; but the location and size of the addi
tional squatter settlement or the value of land s6 occupied cannot be 
readily established. Nor can the repercussions of the project on other 

1/ In some cases, all land or all urban land may be nationalized, or a 
municipal "land-bank" may have been created with land for public pur
poses acquired in advance of needs. It is often argued that in such
 
cases, the financial value of the land is of at best doubtful rele
vance. However, in terms of the net fiscal position of the authorities,
 
revenues foregone by not selling or leasing the sites for other purposes
 
can be considered the equivalent of costs incurred in other cases when
 
the authorities have to purchase land for the project.
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land uses whether in the immediate neighborhood of the project or
 

elsewhere be readily given a value. 

Fortunately, it is generally not necessary to attempt a
 

detailed evaluation of the externalities of the project. Provided the 

steps indicated in the section on location are followed (paras 36-41), 

it can at least be assumed that the conformity with the planning process 
Theensures that the net externalities are both important and positive. 

annual land charges based on the opportunity cost of the land as rspre
sented by the market price without adjustment for externalities thus
 

Provided, therefore,
overstate the net economic costs of using the site. 

that the project is viable on this basis of costing, as should usually be,
 

the case, this will be sufficient. Where, however, it appears that suw!i 

a valuation is a quite inadequate measure of the net economic cost, it is 

necessary at least to indicate the direction and importance of the under
lower or higher economic cost of theestimation. The effect of using a 

site can then be explored in the sensitivity analysis.
 

For purposes of economic evaluation, the appropriate life of the
 

assets may need to be considerably different from the basis used for 
drawing up repayment schedules. The land itself and permanent improvements 

such as levelling can be taken as having a continuing life and the cost 
valuestream will therefore be composed simply of interest on the land 

without any amortization - or rent in the case of leaseholds. Structures, 

including dwellings, roads and social service facilities are also likely to 

have an average life substantially beyond the repayment period. 

From the foregoing, it is apparent that no singly method of eva

luation should be considered as "the" appropriate method in view of the
 
relevant elements which no single approach yet encompasses. It
variety of 

is conceptually difficult and pjactically impossible to combine all elements
 
It will accordingly generally
of benefits and costs into a single index. 


be desirable to discuss the evaluation in terms of a variety of approaches
 
a more rounded view of the projectwhich will supplement each other to give 

as a whole while making clear where these approaches overlap so as to avoid 
double counting. In this context, sensitivity tests can be used not only 

to demonstrate the effect on cost/benefit ratios of introducing more or less
 

favorable assumptions but also to introduce illustrative values for certain
 
of the benefits that cannot be readily measured.l/
 

1/ This note does not consider problems associated with correct choice of 

interest rate in evaluation procedures. While this has particular rele

vance to such long-life projects, the issues raised deserve wider consi-. 
site and services projects.deration than appropriate in the context of 



Evaluation of Upgrading Programs 

For projects or parts of projects 
principally concerned with 

existing settlements, most of the 
problems of evalua

the upgrading of 
Here, the increase in rentalalso apply.


tion of site and services areas 


a result of the project provides 
probaHly the most readily appli

value as What has happened to rental
 
cable technique for assessing major 

benefits. 


a result of similar programs in 
Che past, if such information
 

values as 

can be obtained even in rough form, 

will generally provide an adequate
 

guide to such benefit ,.alculations.
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ANNEX 

BRIEF CHECKLIST FOR SITE & SERVICES PROJECTS 

BACKGROUND & FRAMEWORK 

National and local urbanization trends; A brief statement
 
on urbanization policies, programs and priorities.
 

The Housing Sector - a brief description; Housing needs,
 
supply and patterns of effective demand; housing policies,
 
programs, and institutions.
 

Summary of knowledge of existing low-income 
settlements - squatter areas, Site and Services .squatter area upgrading 
schemes; and other non-conventional approaches to housing. 

cities with regard to urban developmentSpecific situation in project 

and living conditions. 

PROJECT FOLMULATION 

Intended Project Scope, Scale nd Beneficiaries: 

(a) 	 Determination of prospective project beneficiaries 
particularly in terms :)f income groups with capacity and 
willingness to pay for housing services of the type proposed 
in Site and Services. 

(b) Present numbers and likely growth in relation to proposed scale 

of project. 

(c) 	 Scope of project in terms of desirable main components. 

Location of the Project: 
(a) 	 Identification of possible sites on basis of land availability 

(b) 	 Evaluation of alternative locations in term of:
- Proximity to sources of employment
 

- Compatibility with desirable atterns of urban development 
- Relative off-site (trunk) infrastructure requirements 
- Land, ownership and tenure patterns 
- Natural features 
- Cost of land 

(c) 	 Selection of preferred locations for the project 
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Planning and Physical Design 

(a) 	 Site Layout: 
- Land use Plan: proportions of private and public land uses. 
- Circulation Plan defining vehicular and pedestrian circulat Lon. 
- Subdivision Plan and Plot layout on basis of over-all econo 

of infrastructure networks, simplicity and flecibility. 
- Determination of appropriate plot size, shape and configuration 

on basis of functional requirements, local tradition and 
preferences and minimization of infrastructure frontage. 

-	 Intensity of Development: Gross and Net densities of plots 
and population 

(b) 	 Planning and Design of infrastructure: 
- Determination of eventual levels of services and standards 

and choice of initial levels consistent with economic capacity; 
on-site requirements; off-site trunk requirements: 

- Water
 
- Sewerage
 
- Roads and footways
 
- Surface drainage
 
- Street lighting and electricity
 
- Gas, telephone, other
 

(c) 	 Planning and Design of Social infrastructure 

analysis of requirements for conmiity facilities: 
3xisting/available facilities in the area that can be utilized 
)y the project, and nevy facilities that iwnt be provided; staffing 
md maintenance requirements; design standards and costs: 
- Education: schools, playgrounds, vocational training 
- Health: clinics and maternity wards 
- Comminity centers, social halls 
- Recreation, parks and open epac:c 
- Markets, comercial and small industries 
- Relig.ons 
- Refuse collection 
- Police, fire and postal services
 
- Public transportation
 
- Other
 

(d) 	 Planning for Employment Generation - modern and traditional sectors 
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Project Costs 

(a) 	 Detailed estimates of total project costs (first costs):
 
- Land aquisition, compensation
 
- Site preparation including topo/survey works,
 

earthworks, clearing and levelling, staking out of plot 
boundaries, road centering, etc. 

- Off-site public utilities including project specific trunk 
infrastructure and plants. 

- On-site public utilities including water supply, sewerage, 
surface drainage, roads and footways, public lighting and 
electricity, telephone
 

- Commity facilities including project specific schools, health 
clinics, community centers, marketl, shops, small industries, fire, 
police, postal, garbage disposal. 

- Plot development including all costs associated with development 
of individual plots in the form of construction costs and/or 
materials loan 

- Supervision
 
- Engineering
 
- Administration
 
- Technical assistance
 
- Project preparation prior to formal implementation
 
- Allowances for inflation, price escalation
 
- Allowances for physical coitingencies and uncertainties
 
- Other 

(b) 	 Estimates of recurrent costs for operation and maintenance of project 

Financing Plan 

(a) 	 Cost recovery - determination of formula for recovering of costs:
 
- Definition of allocable cost categories
 
- Apportionment of total costs recoverable from users detailed
 

breakdown by components 
- Apportionment of total costs recoverable from other
 

(b) 	 Formulation of financing terms for users: 
- Estimate of total housing expenditure to be borne by users. 
- Terms for repayment of capital costs - down payment and 

amortization of balance
 
- Terms for repayment of loans - monthly amortization
 
- Mbnthly standing charges covering recurrent costs
 
- Other costs if any, e.g. property tax, ground rent, etc.
 

(c) 	 Formulation of financing plan for the project indicating: 
- Proportion, form and nature of Bank loan and/or credit 

Proportion, form and nature of financing by National Government 
" Proportion, form and nature of financing by local authority 
-Other sources of finance 
- Interest rates and terms for borrowed funds 
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Administrative and Organizational Aspects:
 

(a) 	Analysis and proposals for major administrative requirements
 

of the project:
 
- Advertising of the project to inform prospective users without
 

interference of interested intermediaries
 

- Processing of applications, selection and notification of users 

- Allocation of plots
 
Collection of fees, dues, rents, loan repayments, etc.
 -

Management of materials loan fund and distribution of loans
 -

Delivery of technical assistance to users
-


- Supervision of private construction
 
owned facilities - Management and operation of publicly community 

- Management and operation of community-owned facilities 

- Management and operation of municipal services
 

- Monitoring of development of individual plots 

- Overall administration of project 

(b) 	 Staffing Requirements: 
Assessment of staffing requirements
-


- Availability of local personnel 

- Expatriate staff requirements
 

- Training of local staff 

determination and establishment of authority.
(c) 	Executing Agency: 
agency or department of government to be responsible for construction, 

operation and maintenance of the project: 

- Functional requirements
 

- Financial requirements 
- Constitutional and organizational structure
 

- Personnel 

Legal Aspects: 

legal relationships of the 
(a) 	 Classification of rights, liabilities and 

with 	respect to all components
users and the project administration 
of the projects 

(b) 	Provisions and conditions for transfer of rights 

(c) Provisions for minimization of abuses, redress of grievances 
and
 

amininstration of sanctions
 
land 	tenure arrangements on
 (d) 	Definition of possible and preferred 


of the project and at 
the Selected Sites both throtughout the life 

the completion of the contractual arrangements 
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PROJECT EVALUATION
 

Economic Analysis
 

(a) Direct rates of return (using shadow pricing and sensitivity
 

analysis)
 

- Of dwellings constructed
 
- Of other quantifiable components
 

(b) Income redistribution effects
 

(c) Employment generation
 

(d) Comparison of with and without the project situations 
in
 

terms of development of the physical urban framework, 
social
 

development (planning and implementing 
instructions, etc.)
 

Affordability Analysis
 

(a) Government potential for developing a large-scale 
program
 

(b) Ability of low-income groups to meet the corresponding 
changes.
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The following material is excerpted from a 1974
 
report by Praful C. Patel of the World Bank
 
Transportation and Urban Projects Department:
 

Site and Services Projects Survey
 
Analysis of Urbanization Standards
 
and On-Site Infrastructure
 

This study was undertaken to provide background
 

information and guidance for Bank staff involved
 

in urban projects. In addition to the portions
 

reproduced in the following pages, the full report
 
contains brief descriptions of the projects analyzed,
 

as well as data on infrastructure standards and costs
 
per plot.
 



A. INTRODUCTION
 

is a study1. Purpose and Scope. 	 The purpose of this paper 
andof Site and Services based on 	a surveyof the physical aspects 

some analysis of such projects. It is intended, therefore, to 
a readily avail

present the information and develop guidelines in 

and usable format. The range of questions arising from Sites
able 

is very wide and the paper does not attempt to be fully
and Services 
comprehensive, rather emphasis has been given to the physicl lay

out and aspects of on-site infrastructure including water supply, 

and electricity. The analysis
sewerage, roads and surface drainage 

to identify, for each component covered, the principal de
seeks 

then comparedterminants of cost and efficiency. These variables are 

with the corresponding parameters in each project studied. 

used in this analysis derives
2. Data Sources. The data base 

from a survey of the literature on existing and planned site and 

services schemes, including Bank proposals. Because of the large 

number 	 of variables to be considered and the paucity of information, 

the monetary values-- are, at best,
any figures given--especially 
only in a range and intended therefore to serve as a guide. It is 

impossible for a general study such as this do justice to the 

widely varying conditions of geography, practices and needs from 

country to country. 

this study include the
3. Costs examined and analyzed in 

capital 	costs of urbanization specifically confined to costs of on

a plot. These unit
site infrastructure presented as unit cost per 


costs are derived from the total development costs given in the
 

detailed cost breakdowns. No

individual surveys which contain 	the 

costs through a breakdown of
attempt has been made to refine these 

and local currencyvalues added into labor, materials or foreign 

inputs. 

4. Standards. The figures indicated as normal ranges for 
a variety of docimentsthe various standards are ranges 	derived from 

on commonly used standards and codes, and reports or recomenda-
They not meant to be absolute,tions by international agencies. are 

nor their sources exhaustive. They simply reflect the range of
 
a basis

data available on site and services at the time, and provide 
futurefor assessing the appropriateness of standards proposed in 


projects.
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on on-site infrastructure compo
5. Survey. Specific data 

rather scarce, especially in terms. 
nents of site and services 	is 

selection of literature with a varying
of costs. However, a wide 

site and services schemes
quality of data on existing and planned 

those with sufficientand was scanned to determineis available 
a survey of on-site infrastructure costs per

data required for 
sumadata from this initial scanning process is

plot. Ravelant 
Sites and Services: Summaryrized in the 'Scanning Survey of 

for the Survey of on-site infrastruc-
Chart' (see Annex A). Cases 

ture costs per plot were selected from this chart.
 

14 countries were
site and services programs in

6. Fifty-two 
survey of on-site infrastructure costs per plot,

selected for a 
with Bank involvement. This

all of the proposalswhich included their 
survey describes individual infrastructure components by 

(Datacosts in a standardized format.
standards and corresponding 

matrix and summary charts 
from this Survey is summarized in a data 

in Annex A; the detailed survey sheets 
of individual components 
are compiled in Annex B). 

of ten of the sitewas conductedA more detailed survey7. 	 and Urban Projectsin which the Transportationand services projects 
time. These includedwas involved at theDepartment of the Bank 

Zamnoia, El Salvador,Jamaica, Botswana,Senegal, Indonesia,Nicaragua, 	 inthis survey is 6bmmarized
Kenya and Korea. (Data fromTanzania, the individual 

a data matrix and comparison chart in Annex A; 
of the full projectAnnex C. Abstractsare compiled insurveys 	 were entracted

site and services components
from which thereports andrelevant maps

for the survey are compiled in Annex D and the 
projects are contained in Annex E).

layout plans for each of the 
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B. SITE & SERVICES
 

8. The term 'site and services' has probably never been 
defined adequately and many different standards and service combi
nations have in different places come within the definition of the 
word. In order to define the scope of this survey the following 
definition was tentatively used: 

Site and Services is the subdivision of urban land and 
its servicing with varying combinations and levels of 
public utilities and ccumlunity facilities for resi
dential and coziercial use. Generally, the objective 
of site and services is to provide an economically 
accessible physical framework to a specific target low
income population for their shelter and related em

needs. Site and services schemes normally relyployment 
heavilyr on the efforts of community residents, with cr 

without outside assistance, to attain their objectives.
 

9. The principal physical components comprising site and 
services are land, public utilities and community facilities: 

PHYSICAL COMPONENTS 	OF SITE AND SERVICES 

LAND: 	 The subdivided site containing 
residential building plots described 
by their size, the density of the 
project in which they are located. 
and their location in relation to 
employment and other urban services. 

PUBLIC UTILITIES: 	 Both basic utilities such as water 
and sanitation and desirable 
utilities such as electricity, 
public lighting, sidewalks, paved 
roads, gas installations, telephones, 
etc. 

COMMUNITY FACILITIES: 	 Local urban services which act as a 
link to a larger array of government 
and private services such as schools. 
small businesses, markets, shops, 
police and fire protection, religious 
and cultural, social welfare centers 
such as clinics, employment agencies 
and day care or kindergarten schools. 

Wold Ban k-8855 



A GENERALIZED PHYSICAL TYPOLOGY FOR SITE AND SERVICES PLOTS
Showing hierarchy of alternative levels of services.
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10. Bank Involvement. The Bank's involvement in urban housing
is relatively recent and has mainly been in the form of site and 
services and squatter upgrading (improvement of existing substandard
settlements) projects. The map on the opposite page shows the status 
of Bank projects in this field as of July 1974. 

The survey and analysis in the present study are focused on the site 
and services components of these projects. 
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C. PHYSICAL STANDARDS: SITE DESIGN & PLOT LAYOUT 

of obvious importance in determining11. Physical layout is 
a site and services develop

cost levels and functional viability of 
determinantment. Once designed, the layout becomes the primary 

of major cost factors suchof subsequent commitment in terms 	 as 

land requirements, infrastructure lengths, administration, main

as the overall performance of the development.tenance, as well 
an unnecessary handi-

Deficiencies in the initial layout plan pose 

outset for any development.cap from the 

of realistic planning guidelines reflecting
1 2. In the absence 

the physical form of residential areas
local conditions and needs, 

a function of imported,has generally beenin developing countries 
are

often grossly overstated norms and standards. These standards 

for site and services planning.especially unrealistic 

/ The layout plan should 
13. Distribution of Land Use Areas, 

of land for dwelling and re
consider provision of a balanced use 

of dynamicexplicitly in the contextlated supportive functions, 
growth of the community. "Balanced" proportions of circulation, 

public and private areas can be determined on the basis of functional 
graphs in the Physicalneeds. The first threestandards and target 

for land use areas.
Layout Evaluation Chart summarize optimum ranges 

These are areas of land devoted to14. Circulation areas. 
providing 	pedestrian and vehicular circulation: a road network for 

Major circulation areas are access, distribution and collection. 

usually publicly owned and therefore have rather limited private
 

costs of land acquisition,
control over or responsibility for the 
The normal range for circulacapital development and maintenance. 

tion areas in a balanced layout is 20% at lower densities to 30% 

at higher densities (the requirements of circulation areas increase 

with intensity of use). The CIRCULATION AREAS graph indicates a 
and a shaded box representingline of optimum percentage (20-30%) 


the range for optimum efficiency within an effective density range.
 

the line indicate excessive circiLlation meaning
Layouts above 

greater public responsibility and costs; layouts below the line
 

indicate insufficient circulation.
 

Areas is adapted from "Residential Land1/ The discussion of Land Use 
by G. Gattoni and P. Patel,Utilization, Case Study, Nairobi, Kenya" 


Urban Settlement Design Program. M.I.T., 1973.
 



PHYSICAL LAYOUT EVALUATION CHART 
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15. Public areas are defined as areas within the residential 
layout reserved for the. supporting community facilities and services, 
such as schools, health clinics, markets, etc. These public areas 
are also characterized by limited individual control and responsi
bility but are essential to residential development. The usual
 
range of public areas in a balanced layout is 15% at lower densi
ties to 30% at higher densities. (The requirements of public areas 
increase with intensity of use).
 

16. The PUBLIC AREAS graph indicates a line of optimu
 
percentage (15-30%) and a shaded box representing the range for
 
optimum efficiency within an effective density range. Layouts
 
above the line indicate excessive public areas leading to greater
 
public responsibility and costs and increased user services. Lay
outs below the line indicate insufficient public area in terms of 
minimum requirements.
 

17. Private areas. Areas defined by tenure and use to be 
of maximum individual control and responsibility. These areas 
generally provide the economic demand for the public land areas 
and therefore minimum cost requirements will usually imply the 
maximization of the private/public ratio of land use mix. The 
reconmended range of private areas in a balanced layout is 60% at 
lower densities to 50% at higher densities (the percentage of 
private land decreases with intensity of use). 

18. The PRIVA AREAS graph indicates a line of optimum
 
percentage (50-60%) and a shaded box representing the range of op
timum efficiency within an effective Jnsity range. Layouts above
 
the line indicate excessive private areas meaning lower public 
responsibility and cost (but more taxable land for support of public 
areas) and lower user costs (but at the expense of public faci
lities). Layouts below the line indicate insufficient private 
areas meaning greater public responsibility and costa and lower user 
control with higher supporting costs (also compromising user space 
requirements). 

19. Plot Layout. The configuration and size of plots adopted 
in a layout will have a significant impact on the development costs 
of total scheme. Plot size and configuration, for example, deter
mine the lengths and complexity of the infrastructure networks 
with resulting influences on unit costs per plot. 



PHYSICAL LAYOUT EVALUATION OF 10 
BANK SITE AND SERVICES PROJECTS 
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20. Plot Size. The appropriate plot size in any scheme will 

provide adequate space to the user for his needs, while at the same 

time conserve land and minimize infrastructure network lengths. In 
80 site and services projects in 27the scanning survey of about 

developing countries, comprising 600,000 completed and 300,000 pro
2 

posed plots, sizes ranged from 15 m2 in 	 Bombay to 850 
2 
m in Khartoum 

60 m2 - 200 m (see Summarywith the. weighted range falling between 
Chart, Annex A). 

IN A SCANNING SURVEY OF 30 PROOSED AND COMPLETED
PLOT SIZES RECORDED 

SITE AND SERVICES PROJECTS IN 27 COUNTRIES
 

%OF %OFPLOT %OF 
SIZE COMPLETED PROPOSED TOTAL COUNTRIES
 
$aM. PLOTS PLOTS
 

(100 	 15 41 23 Colombia, E1 Salvador, Guinea. Jiilca. 
India. Indonesla. Korea. Morocco. PakItan 

5 Colombia, Chile. Guinea. Indonelsia. Iraq.
101-200 * 69 21 

Kenya. Nicaragua. Pmkltan. Soegal,Zwnble 

201-300 8 14 8 Colombia. Keya. Sanaal. Tanlleia 

24 9 Botswana. Kenya. Zarmbi301-400 1 


5 MaJawi. Sudan
)400 	 7 0 
100
100
100 


Wolltd lonk ^Va~t 

10 Latin AmericanAnother study done in 1964 1/ on plot sizes in 
from 74 m2 in Mexico to 254 m2 in Venezuelacountries reports a ranee 

average of 165 m2 . Thus there seems to be a tendency forwith an 
urhanized countries favor larger plot sizes - possiblythe les 	 to 

iwflig to, plolIt.itu1 xiq,ldy o'o And ,qnd rural preferences. 

2
The range of plot sizes is from 200 m at lower densities21. 

2 	 The larger size also meets requireto 60 m at higher densities. 
graph in

ments for pit latrines and septic tanks. The PLOT SIZE 


dicates a line of optimum area (60-200 m2 ) and a shaded box repre

senting the range for optimum efficiency within an effective density 

range. Three international agencies recommend minimum plot sizes 
on opposite page.as noted in the table the 

Research Report by M. Koth,Ilnter
1/ "Housing in Latin America", 


Civil Engineering, M.I.T., 196 4.
American Program in 



VARIATIONS OF TOTAL LAND DEVELOPMENT COSTS PER PLOT 

FOR VARYING PLOT WIDTHS (FRONTAGE) FOR VARYING PLOT DEPTHS 
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22. Plot Conftiration. Plot dimensioning defines the access 
and utility-rontage of each plot and is directly related to the 
block size, which in turn determinrg the infrastructure network 
length per plot. Square plots re' Alt in longer block perimeters 
than rectiliner plots of the sa' areas and therefore should be 
avoided. The narrower a plot p ts, the more efficient are the uti
lities serving that lot assmi- ig the narrower utility frontage. By 
taking the simple example of an estate laid out in its crudest form 
with all plots fronting thr, road, it is easy to see that for the 
same density, smaller frr ,tages would reduce costs and the level of 
all other services that follow the road aliganment. An analysis 1/ 
made ir Zambia on t),. effect of plot size on infrastructure cost 
demonstrated tha+ dn increase in frontage is more crucial than an 
increase in +-.ual size: (see opposite page) 

The recommended range for plot configurations is a ratio of 1:2 to 
1:5. USAID recommends a minimum frontage of 7.5 m while DXNWA and 
OAS have specified 5 m. 

RECOMMENDED MINIMUM PLOT WIDTHS (FRONTAGE) 

AGENCY MINIMUM DEPTH CONFIGURATION 
WIDTH 

US Agency for 
International 7.5m 14mn 1:2 
Development 

UN Relief end 5m 16.7m 1:3 
Works Agency 

Organization 
1:1.5of American sm am 


Stem
 

World Bank-8752 

1/ "Land Development 
Associates, 1969. 

Cost Analysis, Lusaka SPAUR", 
The graphs of Variations of 

Doxiadis 
Total Land 

Development Costs per Plot are taken from this repot. 



RECORDED AND RECOMMENDED PLOT SIZES FOR SITE AND SERVICES PROJECTS 
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Dwvl¢prnnt Pot Size 
USAD,1965 

Avrmp Recorded 
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11 Latin American 204 
Cown tries, 1886 
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Survey in 10 Recorded Average548 
Latin Anwrican 165 lRange: 74-254 sq.m. 
Countrim, MIT k
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World Bank-861 



SYSTEM: 


FUNCTION: 

LAYOUT: 


PIPE LOAD: 

PIPE FLOW: 

PIPE MATERIAL: 

LOCATION,)F PIPE: 

DESIGN CRITERIA: 

DESIGN QUANTITIES: 

Source- RIO 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WATER SUPPLY, SEWEmAu,-
AND STORM DRAINAGE INFRASTRUCTURE
 

WATER SUPPLY 

the supply of potable wat-
er for health, cleanliness 
and cooking; required for 
substaining life 

aclosed grid network; not 
dependent on the terrain 

water only 

uniform steady pressure 
flow at the full section 

of the pipe; velocity of 

2 fps minimum. 4 fps 

average 


cast iron if over 12", 

spun iron most common; 

asbestos cement, con. 

crete, cement lined 

steel (over 10"), 

plastic for service 

linris 

in streets or right-of 
way. 3 meters away and 
above sewer by 15 cm. 

economical flows dictate; 
acceptable friction loss. 
es with fire flows set 
sizes 

50 to 150 gallons per 
person per day 

SEWER SYSTEM 

the disposal of domestic 
waste in a sanitary and un-
objectionable manner 

a tree or branching system;
dependent on topography; a 
sloped network 

floating suspended solids; 

0.1% solids in domestic svs-
tern; 'a pounds/person/day 

unsteady nonuniform gravity 
flow; may be a full section 
of pipe but usually at par-
tial section; velocity of 
2.5 fps to 15 fps 

house service line is cast 
iron; vitrified clay for 
small pipe; prefabricated 
concrete for laege pipe; same 
as water if infiltration 
danger 

preferred in alleys: or 
center of street 

hydraulic demands dictate; 
minimum velocity determines 
size and slope 

70% to 90% of the domestic 
water consumption 

STORM DRAINAGE 

prevention of flooding for
 
protection of health and
 
property
 

a tree or branching system 
dependent on topography; 
a sloped network 

floating suspended material 
40% more putrescible mat
ter than sewage
 

unsteady nonuniform gravity 
flow at full section at 
peaks, normally only par
tial; velocity of 3 fps
minimum; 15 fps maximum 

same as sewer lines 

in streets; opposite
 
water lines
 

hydraulic demands dictate 
minimum velocity sets
 
pipe sizes and slope
 

quantity set by degree 
of tolerance to flooding 
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23. Density. Population density is a function of plot density
 

and household size and it determines the intensity of use. The
 

costs of providing infrastructure to a residential area are greatest
 

at very high and very low densities. In determining an optimum
 
as tradieffective range in a particular context, local factors such 

used as guidelines intional densities and life styles should be 
conjunction with the broad ranges suggested here. 

24. The "effective density range", employed in the Layout 

Evaluation Chart, is the gross population density range, derived 
and limited resourcesfrom several sources and based on the needs 

of developing countries. The recommended effective density range 

is from 250-50 persons per gross hectare; the higher figure assumes 

2-4 storey dwellings in order to maximize land utility, while 

minimizing public investment costs per 	unit provided. The Layout 
site and servicesEvaluation Chart is used to evaluate the 10 Bank 

projects surveyed in detail (see Annex C). 

Evaluation of Eft iciency of Subdivision Layouts. A simple25. 
and useful method for the evaluation of urban layouts has been deve

loped by Pof. H. Caminos in the Urban Settlement Design Program at 

M.I.T. 	 / The technique is based on a mathematical relation between 
areas contained (or tangental).infrastructure network lengths and the 

In its general form the R value, or index of efficiency between the 
as a ratio:lineal utilities and the lots, can be expressed 

Total Linear Service Distance (meters)R . 
Total Service Area (sq m) 

26. It can be observed from this ratio that if the totaJ. lineal 

service distance is held constant, and the total service area associated 

with the lineal services is steadily increased, the result is a lower 

value of R. Therefore, lowering R values reflect an increase in the
 
In short, more area
efficiency of lineal services to service areas. 

more plots, more people, etc., can be served by a fixed lineal dis

tance of utilities, and lower R values indicate higher plan effici
encies. To simplify the use of this technique, special tables have 
been prepared which perform the necessary arithmetic and allow for 
scanning of alternative possibilities. 

1/ A detailed explanation of the method and its application can 
be found in "A Method for the Evaluation of Urban Layouts" by 
Prof. H. Caminos, Industrial Forum, Vol. 3, No. 2, December 



LEVEL OF SUPPLY 

Communal Well Sinoe Tap 

Communal Standpipe Multiple Tap 

World Bank-8753 
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D. ON-SITE INFRASTRUCTURE: WATER SUPPLY
 

27. 	 Water supply holds a strong and important position in in

and should receive high priority. Provision
frastructure facilities 

for drinking, 	 cooking
of an adequate 	 supply of safe, potable water 

and sanitary purposes must be ensured within or at an economically 

minimum distance from all dwellings. 

components of a comprehensive urban water
28. The functional 

and dis
supply system comprise collection, transmission, treatment 

The last of these is of the greatest relevance
tribution systems. 

to on-site infrastructure development.
 

COMPONENTS OF THE WATER SUPPLY INFRASTRUCTURE 

of water from ground sources,ICOLLECTION 
surface weter lakes, river etc. 
to form reservoirs 

IiTRANSMISION transportation of water 

TREATMENT 	 purification of water for. 
human use 

DISTRIBUTION.1 delivery of water to usn 

some of the charts used 	in the on-siteIllustrative diagrams and 
"A PRIMER: URBAN RFSIMNTIALinfrastructure sections 	are taken fram 

thesis by ReinhardINiRASTRUCTURE NETWORKS", unpublished masters 
1970. The 'primer'Goethert, Urban Settlement Design Program, M.I.T., 

contains an excellent analysis of on-site infrastructure network. 



PER CAPITA RESIDENTIAL WATER USE IN SELECTED AREAS 
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Residence value. 119.000 
Re idence value. 137.000 

Uruguay Montevideo 
Punl delEste 
AllOther towni 

Zablia IebtuhA 

Lusaka. Suburbln Aincorlr 

Single tape 
Guatemaii Single automatic IO ayetama 
Paraguay Asuncion pilot ile Single 

tapIe 

Pakstan 	 Comilla pilot at" aingto 


aulomlic sieu 


Urban 
ItaIdopipe1 

India Calcutl atandpipe or pump 
Turkey OrOate Islanbul 
Uganda KImpal 
Veneuela 

Rural 
Connected
 

Republic of China Rurllarea wi.th waler 

syllomil
 

West Germany Rural syslems 


Not coAliedtod
 
Bolivia Seven mvllages 

Koiflv Zair 

Nigeria AnChau 0atrICl 

Sudan Kordofan 


Tanzania 26 village. in tOditricts 

Elimeled 
o" Use 

per Cooke, 
I llUe 

11-40 

2114-31 

211 
444 
675 
I"6
 

34 
27 

342 
245 
1041
 
144 
113 

136 
320 
31)
 
346 
326 
317 
90 


14463 
IS8 

22S
 
239
 
243 
245 

61 

202 
08 

72.338 
202 
144 
126 

09 


212 
126 

162 

227 
30 
1 4
 
214 
247 
17 

447 

130-270 
27 

13.50 

60 

28-49 

is 

30 
15 

14 

15 


S0 


63 

10 

7 

23.27 
9.16 

5-26 

Bome 	 VON 

OigleriCh and - o804r IO 0p 26
 
Wiolrs. Zoet. and Henderso 159 195
 

1355 

TAal 95 	 t965 

panata.ou 107 	 I $ 
Lee it" .14 

Jewa 1"? 	 00 

131
 
1091 
1n
 

Citycounci e I1U
 
Clur n.d.p. 21 c.13
 
Motl I17 	 to"1 

Fung 1947 
Tanganyika Minery of 192
 
Communications. PowM. en Weeks
 

Noion and Semongullan1974 1915
 
Scott 194.p IG0
 
Uganda P olectoeloe t10141
 
Shoal 11,.p.4 14
 
ibd. los8
 
ibid,It60 35
 
Abd. 	 1959 
ibid. It8
 
Ibid. l1s
 

U.S. SenaO 1011 7 190
 
Jhlin$ "own* Report 1:2.1 1662
 

Caslagnino 1o8 	 194 

0. Marm 10 personal coamuliclc. 
lion 

Art 1 	 171141 
9OrMNM and Booed@ I194 
194. p. 461 
Est Palh4itan Waeo and Sawer 
Authity 196 1944 

Lee 105O 	 194 
Noyan and Snogullon 19?7 19 
Scoa"1944. p 32 
Diletlec and KNdOBon 1. p. 21 

Fung 1967 

Schlickhardl 197 

Tailor 19011 	 1918 
Fenwick 
Nash 1946 146 
FAC Land and Waler urvey 197? , 2.J 1"7 
Wrnier 1909 199 

"EttiEmles ofhouaenoy8 use foraccia wale boa on metjred Observation0s &Ij1 IamdotoO ld tis nouao4la lf,twMeothl; 

Tema 282 housing u'sill wlre Studied tooIwo weeks 
Ilelude. industrial uses 

Seurce. RI? 

http:panata.ou
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29. 	 For new development, the choice of supply ,e thod is 
of three alternatives, each with very difgenerally between one 

ferent cost structures:
 

(a) Connection to an 	existing system;
 
(b) Development of a 	new system; and
 

(c) Reliance on individual systems.
 

REQUIRED COMPONENTS 
WATER SUF'LY 

WATER SUPPLY SOURCE 

EXISTING WATER 

E YSTEM NEW SYSTEM 

•INDIVIDUAL 

SYSTEM 

COLLECTION best "ource 

rivers. lakes, 

from 

well wells. cisterns 

"wde are 
pensive 

morn ON. 

TRANSMISSION 
transmission lines 

(required if outside should be minimized not applicable 
dlstfbutin ea) because ofcost 

TREATMENT
 

must meet U.IpubII itOmaetilmeo chloine 

health slandards treatment necessary) 

of 
system 4 maine and new distributiongrid pumped flaw toDISTRIBUTION connection new 

*li"tingservces to0equirid of mains end air- dwelling 
egrid. might require osmsea 	 r l 

boost vice*mustbelaidpressure 
pumps 

SCALE OF linilod by water sup-
Ilmited by citysupplyDEVELOPMENT 	 on- individual lots: lessavailsble; mn. eco- ply and amount 

than t0p/hl.nomical density vleted, min.econom-
Ical denily 10 p/hi.IO/ha. 

no dependence onADVANTAGES 

lower roses. a proven city system I the an economical sup

fellable system supply in inadequate ply 
or faulty 

DISADVANTAGES seasonal variation 
itcityuoly isllUlly. first possible, danger ofhigh cost; 
reliance on bad dupliCation of city pollution. mugt tie-in 
system sysltm with city 

Source: P 0 

The choice of distribution syster has conventionally been30. 
between one of the following: 

(a) Conmunal well; 
(b) Comminal standpipe; 
(c) Single-tap connection to piped water supply; and 

(d) Mutiple-tap connection to piped water supply.
 



GENERALIZED ESTIMATES OF DOMESTIC WATER USE 
FOR DESIGN PURPOSES 

Ceurv teUse i Cess 

Mutplos aeouies o IM24,11 Ditew edNetete lo.loa, so&ba tonIWteae IO t I • d43.is96.leo 
130.0 

temoG"el Cow 
India 243 Viet W4 waggCalcutta 62 6 

.s 
Uranter 10000 

Without wasosefres=ewag 0loe 1L0handma 963.. 102 
"weeurwl%poseas 0-113Ran 15-.226J

Greter Teahrm 2MO Oimaps 1I
Kenya N&"w I" i y E1n[ne I130 

Pwu mmmalwowURaipams: .tarneropos 30.113ISO 9800M I$L-illiosouth Au" v"a 9-16 I "t Is0
Wbon OeN. @owW" 135P cusw. mi 29 

Tentania Ue , pileceg Iswaa" t30 Tamiamie. 
Asian 90 UlnAfeican ad~Weft: Miasma46 cimmlcakn, I.DUganda Urban Piamefhsuftm *3203 Wrs Is"iU.S mistay of PidU1m 330 Jones NIt eoVenezellVengzutaa menoeoe11, p.Urban1plageg 

IIIs"0 ofen 20.000 i AlwUesa laCNg14. 200t0 't . n1430 
20.000-60.000 23i.01 

SingleOsVsoowngtag then 0M340
 
cngnagfl 
 Osimop and Hdsoanj

40-60Stnds 1903. Do 23.23Sndpo Cactt 0 Los an 3DOvlolng Ls30A ml t 
Wltir sad Lan..


olonris 

is ION0. 2 " countries 

30-409 193.o, 4
 
T uidigy asi, t"
G i l.n?
 
U 0by noe 2.000 40 0lseanr nd Nsndm
 
Guales,1l 
 AW24 OOmWmlWlLatin Arnaica Real piacem s0 Aid 194?

10.125 IM"oIl& psgma 
COMmuiCaStcu190,USK England and

Welvs truiMIl 135 3set 1*111. 433liata IIIIO 8sas 100-p0U'S Auau tarwaloodeU. 
etAmb 

ad bar"2n 
9111U.s

"moe cahnmueneng Puic 
"s vu.so Div of idi"an lmIwih INg tao 0 1$l 30 137 ri 3V~qm w omussol Indeee ndUran m ald I117 303 

both laclith 13.13 US 14 0Neuses Wth 
Ilam INclinif 

IW00 
a3

Venajuganel(oOO #and I l tl slis 48 l' oe ~ 10-10 meIs" 
Latin A as 

Tanai 
 lo13 

ua ea to OJwannt~fimll Real 1340ess46 
Il16ieu 1303 

,include, Industrial use 
'Rangs'e,1 o Rlmars dUnmsisod
ginclude.o lieoslega use Taken trai sonneat"fall, hosuseholdasmn tenstlow@ ,n each 
Source: RI? 
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31. Per Capita Water Consumption otanaara. "rne quantity and 
quality of water to be supplied per capita is a principal cost 
determinant of the water supply system. The wide range of possible
combinations of per capita water usage is indicated by a physiological
minimum of 1 liter to over 200 liters per capita per day for milti
ple-tap supply systems. The consumption level depends on the standard 
of living, i'' styles, local conditions Pnd level of charges. Thus 
a standard figure is difficult to develop. 

The following table indicates a range of generalized estimates and 
recomended standards of domestic water use fro several sources: 

RECOMMENDED STANDARDS AND ESTIMATES FOR DAILY WATER USE PER 
CAPITA 

TYPE OF DISTRIBUTION OAILY USE REMARKS REFERENCE 
PER CAPITA 
(LITERS) 

Communal Standpipe 20 Minimum Standard UNRWA. 1957 
100 perons/Standplpe 
Maximum distance: 
200m 

20-40* Minimum Standard UNRWA. 1957
'100 persona/Standpdpe WHO 
Maximum distance: Dielerich and Henderson, 1963
lOOm 

Is Generalized Eslimate Wagner and Lanoix. 1959 
100 Minimum Standard CINVA. CAS. 1968 
180 person a/Stendpipe 

Maximum distance: 

Single Tap 40-60* 
300m 
Genaralized Estimate Oieterich and Henderson. 1963

Connection 120-160 + Recommended Range CINVA. OAS, 1968 
160 Minimum Standard WHO; USAID 

Multiple Tap 180 Recommended Minimum WHO 
Connection 120-240 + Generalized Estimate ODeteftch &Henderson. 1963 

*upper figure includes waste 

World Bank-8756 

Consumption of carried water tends to be higher if the source is 
within L5 meters of the household, and then appears to remain con
stant over all the usual urban distances. One investigation in East 
Africa I/ reports that low-income families take an average of 30 
liters per capital daily if they are provided with a piped water 
supply but this figure falls to 15 liters if water has to be carried 
any distance from the house. The recommended minimum standards in 
the table are well above the figures found in studies of actual 
consumption. More realistic new per capita standards need to be 
established. 

t_/ "urawers or water: Domestic Water Use in East Africa", by E.F. 
White, D.J. Bradley and A.V. White, University of Chicago, 1972. 



COST OF PIPE PER LINEAR FOOT FORDIFFERENT MATERIALS AND DIAMETER 

PIPE DIAMETER IN INCHES 
0" 12" 24" 3' 

\\\044104 cement class 2400 

s1o -COOP, \ 

0 

IIto 

0 

CCIS 

Source: Rio 



BREAKDOWN OF CONSTRUCTION COST FOR DIFFERENT ROADS - NAIROBI, KENYA. 

DESCRIPTION AND SPECIFICATION COST PER LINEAR METER OF ROAD - IN US DOLLARS 

% E - 3 .. * b 

• .u.o. 42 a a = 
COLLECTOR STREET 

I. 1/2" asphalt 0.7 14.3 6.7 3.8 11.6 19.8 10.4 4.9 3.6 17.8 9.2 101.6 
2" bilumenmacadam 
"quarry chips
 

6" quarry walte
 
6" murram
 

II 1/2" asphall 0.7 11.0 6.7 
 - 7.7 12.5 10.4 4.9 3.5 17.8 7.4 81.6 
I" bitumen macadam 
6" quarry chips 

'6" murram 

SERVICE STREET 
I Sealed 0.7 2.1 9.2 6.0 6.4 - - - 2.4 258 
12" hardcore; 
2 coals sealed surflace 
dressing

I. Unsealed - murram: 0.7 2.1 6.0 2.8 - 1 0 ! I)6
6" murram 
6" hardcore 

PEDESTRIAN PATH 
Murram 0.7 2.1 2.0 - 4.0 - - - 0.6 7.0 
Single seal 

SOURCE: Extracted from Schedule of Rates, 1972 prepared by the City Enginew'a Department. Nairobi City Council. 
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servicing32. Initial Servicing Level. The initial level of 
for a planned community in generally determined by users' economic 
capacity and willingness to pay or by prescribed minimum standards. 

In light of tho inability of low-income families to pay even for 

minimal amount of water needed for subsistence, high initial levels 
out of theof servicing--individual connections- -would probably be 

question.
 

33. One manual on the planning of site and services Y recom
mends the provision for ultimate individual services:
 

of the initial method of water distribution,"Regardless 
the system itselfshould be laid out in anticipation of
 

its eventual expansion to provide individual service to
 

each plot. This means the easements required for servicing 
each plot should be established (the same holds true for 
the sewer system) and the water mains installed at a size
 

sufficient to meet the ultimate needs of the project."
 

Another report, on infrastructure problems of developing countri-. 
discusses the question of communal vs. individual service thus: 

"Standpipes or public fountains have much lower costa than 
normal piped water systems. This is due to the lower number 
of outlet facilities provided and to the fact that per capita 
demands from standpipe source are usually lower than the demand 

meansfrom house connections. Lower per capita consumption 
smaller pipes can be used and less storage capacity is re
quired.. ." 

"In 	addition, in the presence of capital constrain, the de

cision will have to be made whether it is more beneficial 
to supply some people with a lot of water from individual 
connections or whether to supply everybody with smaller 
gallonages of safe water from communal points."
 

"At the present time, suggestions that public fountain or 
standpipe sources should be extended are not welcomed since: 

1/ 	"Planning for Sites and Services Programs', by A.P. van Huyck,
 
HUD, USAID, 1971.
 

2/ 	"Infrastructure Problems of the Cities of Developing
 
Countries!', Working Paper of the International Urbanization 
Survey, Ford Foundation, by Otto H. Koenigsberger, et. al.,
 
1971. 
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(a) 	 there is a feeling in the industry that water must be
 
piped to the hame before full health benefits are
 
received; and
 

(b). 	 many standpipe sources do not recover their operating 
costs."
 

"It has also been pointed out that, in situations of acute 
capital shortage, comwnal point systems may be the only ones 
that are able to ensure a chlorinated safe water supply to 
all the urban commnity. This view is taken by Carruthers, 
Lee and Burton. On the other hand, White and Bradley have 
maintained that the cost differential between providing water 
at a standpipe and at the home by a single connection 
system is minor, whereas the difference in benefits may be 
great. While such conflicting views exist, it is clearly 
desirable that more research is done to clarify the issue." 

34. Pipe Size and Materials. In addition to the choice of supply
level, it is necessary to pay attention to the more technical question 
of the locution, type nnd size of pipes. Pipe is a major cost element 
of the water system. At present, the doice in developing countries 
of pipe materials in the larger sizes (4" and larger) lies between 
cast-iron and asbestos-cement pipe, with use of cast-iron pipe generally
 
predominating. In the smaller sizes ( a" to 3"), galvanized steel 
pipe predominates with plastic pipe developing competitively. The use 
of plastic pipe is increasing because it has better hydraulic 
characteristics and is easy to handle and lay. A report Y prepared 
for AID emphasized the role of plastic pipe as follows: 

"In the most comon diameters pipe made of plastic is com
petitive in cost and performance, and in many circumstances 
costs less than pipe of other material. Plastic pressure 
pipe can be readily manufactured in developing countries 
with a minimum of hard-currency capital investment, skilled 
labor relative to other forms of pipe, and expenditure for 
imported materials, relative to production of other pipe." 

1/ "Role of Plastic Pipe in Coimunity Water Supplies in Developing 
Countries", by McJunkin and C. Pineo, USAID, 1969. 



CAPITAL COST IN US$ PER CAPITA FOR WATER INSTALLATION 
AND COMPONENT WORKS IN SELECTED AREAS 

Country 

Class 2. group ImpiovmenL 
and 

Class 3 rural pipeline
Kenya:225 rural health achemea-pumpa and pipelinesZaina scheme-o, pipeline 

Tanzania:
V1lage weil-drilled and dug

Water developmen scheme.
Public healih coioer-dllll and dug wlla 

Uganda:
Spring Improvement
Rural borehole projecta 

Ghana:Village supplies 

Guatemala: 


Rural achemes. chiefly Pipelines 

Lesotho:
32 pipelines. reierva and windmills 

Pakistan:
Rural waler schemes 

Sudan:
Nalional rural supply 

Thailand:
600 village aupplies in noteal 

Class 4.municipal slandpip.
ligonfla. 1141flalegq
 
Ohams
Village chemes 


Pakistan.Seacted village.East
 

Sudan:
Village schemes (25%lape) 

Class 5.single lapKenya. Karurl 

Pakistan, East Comilla 


Paraguay, Asuncion:
Single lape 
Gualemala: 
3towns 


Seurms: R17 

Per Capita coos 
Doie On doaire 

1960-46 4
1907 11 

1968 1.2
1967-69 2-28

1906 0.50-10 

19N 14 
90 9-14 

196004 3-90 
1906 10-16 

1949 .80
 

1905 
 2 

19564 2-0 

1962 2 

1 543 

1905 7
 

1960 
 15 

192 5
1967 10 

192 5.7
 

1966 
 16 
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Demand. The simplest and most widely
35. Forecasting Water 

the 	past growth in per capita consumpused method is to extrapolate 
of population, but the in

tion and the expected rate of growth 
are 	pointed outthis "simple requirement technique"adequacies of 


in an IBRD Pape,~ in these terms: 1/
 

in that it leaves out of consideration"It 	 is defective 
various factors that 	affect the consumption of water besides 

to be served. In particular:the 	number of people 

or not the demand
(a) 	 it provides no indication of whether 

for 	water of the existing population has been satis

so that there is no way of judgingfactorily met, 
water needs to 	be changed re

whether the supply of 
garding existing demand; 

(b) it does not account for increasing water demand per 

capita due to rises in per capita income;
 

(c) it does not account for changes in per capita 
con

in the price of water; andsunption due to changes 

(d) it does not account for different levels of 
per capita
 

cultural andconsumption in 	 different climatic, 
religious conditions.
 

Thus, the 'simple requirements' approach should ideally 
be
 

complemented with various sorts of economic and 
non-economic
 

to furnish an accurate forecast of the demand
factors in order 
for 	water ." 

Water Demand in Developing
1/ 	"A Quantitative Analysis of Urban 

Countries", by A. Meroz, Investment Planning Division, 
IBRD, 

1968. The paper presents a methodology for estimating the 
on the consumption of water

effect of income, price and weather 

and 	derives functional relationships between these 
factors
 

used for forecasting.and the demand 	for water which can be 



CAPITAL COST IN USS PER CAPITA FOR WATER INSTALLATION 
AND COMPONENT WORKS IN SELECTED AREAS 

Country 

Class 2. group Improvement
 
and
 

Class 3. rural pipeafli
Kenya:

225 rural health schemes-pumpse and pipelines
Zaina scheme-ons pipeine 

Tanzania:
 
Village weIs-drilled and dug

Water development schemes 

Public health ccnter-drifted and dug wells 

Uganda:
Spring Improvement 

Rural borehole project@ 


Ghana:
 
Village supplies 


Guatemala:

Rural schemes, chiefly pipeline 


Lasstho:
3 2 pipellne. reeervors andi windmill 

Pakistan:
 

Rural water schemes 

Sudan:
 

National rural supply 
Thailand:
 

600 village supplies in northeat 


Class 4, municipal safendppeUganda. Sugirisi 

Ghana;
Village schemes 

Pakistan, East
 
Selected villages 


Sudan.
 
Village schemes (25%tapr) 

Class 5.single tap
Kenya. Karurl 

Pakistan. East Comilla 

Paraguay. Asuncion:
 

Single taps 

Guatemala:
3towne 

Sesre: R 17
 

Per Capital cot 
o#Const uctionDWte an dollawr) 

1960-68 4
 
1967 11
 

1968 1-2
 
1967-69 2-28
 

1968 0.50-1 

1968 1-6
 
19e6 9.14
 

1960-66 3-S 

1966 10-15
 

1969 .80
 

1965 2
 

1969-64 2-0
 

1962 2
 

19186
 

1960-86 5-43
 

1966 7
 

1960 i5 

1962 5
 
1967 10
 

1962 5-7
 
1966 16
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following table compares
36. Water Supply 	 Cost Per Plot. The 

survey of 
water supply costs and 	standards of service level in the 

in site and services (see Annex B). As the 
on-site infrastructure 
table indicates, the average cost of providing water in the survey is 

com
about US$80 for individual connections and US$30-50 per plot for 

represented 20
munal standpipes. On the average, water supply costs 


30%of total on-site infrastructure costs per plot.
 

ON-SITE INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS PER PLOT: WATER SUPPLY 

COST I, OP TOTAL URIANIZATIONLEVEL OP SERVICEPLOTCOUNTRY SCANNINO NO.01 
PER COST OF Om-1liE 

URVEY PI.OTS a 
P1.OT INfRANTRUCTURE

COOE 10051 
= 	 0 0 do Go as 

8A891 3CM~ 
.0.__I.dna mo nnecoon;u' Fall 

1. 	 p . 2.7110 110 
MUCA RAGu Al 	 1

P" 	 ISO Cpwnwusl i 4 1lw 100 10.4
SENEGAL 21 I10M0 	

4li 
1 1 

AsskwImed tel2.2 	 P" 2,100 160 

2.3 	 P" li.o 200 C.owmouw~is1SS 1WOSNUM 121 m00.0omI 
I 3.1 P. 12A63 30 Indwndm waun1'eAll0NO 7174 IIndIwdmuem-ene1iU 

110 Cowtr -M I W~elin30 0.U
3.2 	 P. 4.421 140 

3. M,111 911 Indlivdua ooec io
JAMdAICA 4.1 P" M9 

M II4.2 	 PI 
2	 3 ao4.3 P416 94 I n 	 IQCmnie nadt. 0IPoW 0-S2 M10OTANA .1 P 1.100 	 371 


371 Comineun I 
 1 r I Win mk 30.0 
1.2 	 P. 30S 0 

Ind 	 4 fweason .jI I I I 
1060.1.3 	 -- - IndmovUl enuKten1.4 	 _ 

P,1 7.600 210 Conwf"unal utwm. 1 w 251I.HNI II1. p 21 
ZAMIA 162.I

6.2 	 p. Isaw 324 CommeunelsndmOw; I p 4 aNhmIw 
171.0Indw.o'iW owwnch.c6.3 	 P. 1.200 324 

4 1.064 324 Inditn. ooicoa 	 127.7 
02.2 

toI tn14A v Mocton
t.9776. 

324 Cowormtr:atd. 11pa2.3 	 c a3: 53.
t.7 lid 

5,II de connectionImUI 324 	 new: I Pair37Plain 37.1 
m 3M0 coff"m6.1 

13.5370 Coffenaia- nPow 1 ow 20
610 717 

63'. ... I 
Indkidwofnneatoon370 	 50.41.11 307 370 I md viduehll wC11on.12 27 

451ionindftdue wonoo6.13 100 370 
111m41.0 

p. 1.000 70 	 Indmiia flouelcof0on 20laudi 10 
INOIA 71 

0 IAd-h connecio IIn 
EL SALVADOR a1 P* 1,100 

1.2 	 p. 2.300 120 I d monnct on" 
32.6 I I 

so Indamcldmaconnecti3.3 We I I 
6.4 235 SO n 

1 .8.
 
I d w, etteChof: 150 lp4 


1 62 
U.2 I 

9.1 	 P 5,370 2TANZANIA 
5.370 231 COMywNMAnapsO 1 pof 10 pion 1W	 19.2 P 261 C 	 nmwuw.P : 30 plN 24.6.3 	 p 6.370 

0.4 	 p 12,100 210 Cowenanm0eInS: Ip ED Plan z i I i 
01Mw4 law260 ConW" n; 3GOpion 47.5 IvI I I 

9.1 	 P 2.3110 I I 
9.5 	 p 2.000 230 Co"iwiwnal swndplo I is 30 Pion 4 

29eu5Co jneiganwt"MMp: I Pr 

126 Ind duol meoc1son 
9.7 	 P* 8,060 2 

67.1I 
KENYA 10.1 10 

21.60.. indhwdi onnmwon10.2 371 120 	 

104 126 Cowue ndPr-Pe:P 1o:I0 plot4.3.
10.3 

1ndv.dvdinonfirmlo10.4 723 117 	 54.0 

34.1 .	 I
1326 I ,a ,c10.1W 	 57.0IndW' Mnoconlo,1IN 	

3.0 I11010. 
Indnildmal mownoron10.7 42 23 	 I I 

M4 242 1Foivdal comnection 	 42.6
10.3 46.0120 Indmiduel eGoin 

so Individual cmonva 
10.9 P. 4.200 

107.5
P 3.500COLOM1A 11.1 

mto 	 107.SSO Indisviadmmal 
I I11.2 P 3.500 

11.3 	 2.800 140 n.. 


47 140 Indwmodueconne¢a m 
 nJ. 
114 

757 140 	 n.a.ConW~nalm *ot11.5 

170 Ind v.dual Inptton 
 189.0 

-CHILE 12.1 
n.*IlnndopsCONFIRMaI9.230 120ECUADOR 13.1 

Indwicdial 0onWo.On
KOREA 14.1 p. 507 li 	 n.I 

I I 
1I6 Indvduae coroe¢rton 	 n.o. 

14.2 P. 	 145 
Indevidu. mni.vc on 	 na.

14.3 P" 73 246 
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CAPITAL COST IN US$ PER CAPITA FOR WATER INSTALLATION
 
AND COMPONENT WORKS IN SELECTED AREAS (cat)
 

Clae 0. comprehensive urban syatems-lofal coal 

Per Capita Coat 
of Construction 

Country Municipality Date Total Mean 

Kenya Nairobi 1968 48 -Tanzania Dar o Salaam 1964 48 -
Dodons 1964 62 -Moshi 1964 13 -Uganda 
 Kampala 1964 46.57 -Igang. 1960 11 -
Kamull 1980 3 -
Tororo

Argentina and Chile 1960 92 -Urban syatems 1963 - 20Ceylon 7 projects 
 1960 27-55 37Coata Rice 19 amall projects 1956 - 14
22 mixed projcts 1957 6-83Ghana 19Accra-Tema expansion 1965 60 -Latin America Selected projects 1962 15-90 50Nigeria National program .101960 -North Africa Selected projects

Paraguay 1953 - 25Asuncion 1962 43 -United States Design standards 1967  90-200Venezuela Selected projects 1965 - 35 

Class B.Comprehiensive urban syatlema-brIkeoown by component costs 

Treatment 
Supply andCountry Dale Source Pumping Ditribution Total Melan 

Brazil
10 projecta 

India:
331 Projecta 

Jamaica; 

1958-1961 

1954-1960 

1-20 

0-9 

1-2 

1-7 

4-20 

3-5 

6-28 

4-11 

16-20 

9 

program 
United States: 

1961 7 9 37 30-50 
a 

40 

ali 1956 3-85 8-60 110-206 - 275 

aMIaeriale only: no estimate of local labor. 
SOURCES. 

Aria 1966. 
Boresson and Bobeda 1964. pp. 853-62.
 
Diamant 1968.
 
DOatench and Henderson 1963, p. 54.
 
Ferguson 1961
 
Gabaldon. Arnaldo 1965. pp 
 394. 500-501. 
Henderson 1961Journal of the American Water Works A84oc. 48 (1966): 771-79. rough estimates.
 
Plcton and Kollar 1962. pp. 2-5.
 
Scaff at a. 1964. pp. 56. 71-73.
 
Tahal 1965. 11.
 
Tanganyilka Communications, Power and Works 1964.

Tanzania, Land Settlement and Water Development. Annual Report&
Uganda. Works for Progress 1956. 

Source: R17
 



CHARACTERISTICS OF INDIVIDUAL SANITATION 
INSTALLATIONS 

COMPONENT: SEPTIC TANK CESSPOOL PRIVY 

RESPONSIBILITY: Individual Individual Individual 

CONTROL: individual Individual Individual 

CHARACTERISTICS: requIres drain field to does not require consists of hole Intake care of effuent drain field ground 

system dependent on store effluent In lyge short term use onlysoll and geological fluid filledconditions lankwhere liquid sloWly 1.5 m. min. depth
.)ees out 

sized at 50/75 gpcd: tret with lime and500 gallons minimum highly dependent on cover with S"of solIcapacity; no storm soll and geological after useflows allowed conditions 

drain field max. I seat per IS People
length of 100 on flat on communal cale 
site: 6, spacing of 
lines: 4" tile for 
drain; 100' from 
water source 

percolation of waste 
acts as treatment 
plant: tank stores 
solids 

min. slope of 3/4" 
100 feel of drains; If 

too steep: drains tallSCALE OF USE: individual only; lots Individual only in both cases 

over 2 acres 

ADVANTAGES: low coat low cost. or no cost 
DISADVANTAGES: may not be used withwells: more expen- may not

dangers:be used with wells pollution and disease contaminates waler suppliesslive first costs thin easily; more than septic tank 

public system 

cannot xIpand easily 

requires mainte
nance
 

Source: RiO 
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SEWERAGEE. ON-SITE INFRASTRUCTURE: 

to anywater is fundamental 
37. An adequate supply of potable

is the equally fundamental
and along with it

housing development 
means of disposal of sewerage 

an efficient and hygienicprovision of 
and household waste.

containing both human 

system compriseof a seweragecomponentsThe functional38. a disposal system.
collection, treatment and 

INFRASTRUCTURECPMPONENTS OF THE SEWERAGE 

Of waste Water andoCOLLECTION 

trasportation of ewerale
TRANSMISSION 

to treatment plant 

required standard treatmentTREATMENT 

swerS for safe disposal
of 

byof treated sewerae 
DISPOSAL 


dilution, irription or other 
systems such as septic tank 
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The choices available for new residential developments are many, 

but can be described within three general categories: 

(a) Connection to an existing system; 
(b) Development of new system on site; and 
(c) Reliance on individual systems. 

REQUIRED COMPONENTS 
SEWERAGE 

TYPE OF SYSTEM 

INDIVIDUALEXISTINI SEWER 
SyCOMMUNAL SYSTEM YTEM 

2f new p'ovlsion of pipe n Individual pipO W-COLLF.CTION 	 connection 

system to siting work and connection vice lines
 
city network to private disposal
 

TREATMENT 	 complete plant of pri. 
notnot mary and secondary 

required treatment lagoon may required
be used 

dilution In water septic tank with
DISPOSAL orcourse. Irrigation or drain field.not 

must be pro- cesspool or privyrequired lagoon 
vided must be provided 

large lot conditions n limts Itcitypipedwellings make lowygetedensity; gen-SCALEOF 	 uually mo thanco."1 rn- ~a 
no limits If city pipe min s eco- lly greaerthenable handleDEVELOPMENT 	 net to 

systems 15O~m2; depen

nomlcaliy competitive dent on soil
aditonall capacity Munl GCO-

ADVANTAGES 	 reliable system lower 
cost per unit; no no dependence on city feasible alternative 
treatment plant must system if Inadequate on small scale 
be provided 

DISADVANTAGES 	 high flret coats; usually polution danger 
may Inherit bad not well maintained: olto ines 
system loss of investment if I a oI investment

IIcity expandscity expands 

Source: RIO 

Within these three ategories, there is a wide variety of options 

depending on the 1, al of service--from individual connections To 
pit latrines.waterborne sewerage to self-help communal 
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39. There are various types of sanitary installation: 1./ 

(a) Bucket or Pail Privies; 
(b) Pit Privies, Bormuole Privies; 
(c) Compost Latrinci; 
(d) Aqua Privies; 
(e) Septic Tank Privies; and 
(f) Water Closet. 

The selection of which type of installation is best suited to a 
particular situation must take into account the element of cost, 
although this is not the dominant factor. Density, local conditions, 
and life styles sometimes play a more important role. In all pro
bability, though, waterborne sewerapr systems will be beyond the 
economic capacity of many of the urban poor to pay. 

40. The three types of installations which come closest to ful
filling the functional requirements within the economic possibilities 
of sites and services are the pit privy, the aqua privy and the septic 
tank priv'- These three are described in a WHO Technical Report: 2/ 

"(1) Pit Privy: Pits are either hand-dug or machine bored; 
they may be open or have an appropriate seat installed and 
a structure erected over them. Their success, however, is 
dependent on favorable subsoil conditions. In hard and rocky 
soils they are costly and unsuitable, while in soft and 
sandy soils the pit walls may collapse, particularly with 
seasonal high water tables. When seepage from the pit is 
poor, the liquid accumulates and the useful life of the pit 
is reduced. 

"The life of a pit latrine re ges from about 2 years to 8 
years, the average span Leing some 5 years; this implies 
that money and space must bv provided for relocations in a 
housing scheme, if a watercirne system is not attainable 
during such a period. Furthermore, the minimum distance 
between the pit, the house to which it belongs, and the 
neighboring houses should be about 7 meters, which calls 
for extra land reservation. 

1/ For detailed description, see 
and Small Communities", by E. 

"Excreta Disposal for Rural Areas 
Wagner and J. Lanoix, WHO, 1958. 

2/ "Disposal of Community Waste Water", WHO Technical Report 
Series, No. 54I, Geneva, 1974. 
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the household wastewater, which
"Pit latrines do not handle 

piped water is provided, other
needs separate disposal where 

house and pro
wise insanitary conditions prevail around the 

pit itselfmote mosquito breeding. If open to daylight the 

may invite fly and mosquito breeding.
 

"(2) Aqua Privy: The aqua privy system provides treatment
 
need for flush
tank type, without the a

of a simple septic 
a chutereceived directly throughsystem. The excreta are 

where the organic solids undergo anaerobic
into the tank below, 

chute must reach the liquid level to
decomposition. The 

of the system and to pre
ensure the satisfactory functioning 

water 
vent odour nuisance and mosquito breeding. Usually the 

used for cleaning the chute is sufficient for the purpose. 

the aqua privy provides an effective means of
':In principle 
dealing with excreta. Anaerobic fe:-mentation in the tank
 

small quantity

destroys much of the organic solids, and the 

usually be adequately disposedof in
of surplus liquid can 

The system works satisfactorily irrespectivethe soakaway. 

of whether paper is used for personal hygiene or any other
 

corn cobs).
ksuch as sticks, stone, oravailable material 
the tank and desludged periodicallyThese are retained in 

tanker, the length of the interval between de
by vacuum 

on the size of the tank.sludging operations depending 

of the omissionoccur"In practice, however, failures because 
the tanks eventuallyto add water to maintain the seal; 

all liquid and become, in effect, pit latrines. The addi
lose 
tion of water at intervals is a simple corrective, but needs
 

use waterfor personal
personnel. Where the custom is to 
use

hygiene the seal is automatically retained, the water is
 

small, and the aqua privy gives excellent service as an on
to the soakaways due
lot excreta disposal system. Failure 

soils with organicto impervious soils, clogging of porous 
are possible disadvantmatter, or seasonal high water tables 


ages, but can be avoided by intelligent design and operation.
 

privy system usually excludes"As with the pit system the aqua 

the household sullage so as to minimize problems with soak

aways.
 



CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SURFACE WATER 

DRAINAGE INFRASTRUCTURE 

COMPONENT: WALKWAYS ROADWAYS DITCHES 

FUNCTION: immedlale control of water runoff, allowing dispersed runoff Ilineed 
for Pipes required 

RESPONSIBILITY: developer is responsible for financing ant installation 

CONTROL: city controls and maintains all three components 

CHARACTERISTICS curbed sidewalk 15-23 cm. curbs swallowditches 

controls runoff Into channel water to in. are standard re
desired direction lets and concentrate quiremeats 

water into desired (FHA-US) 
walkways are 
sloped to keep 
pedestriansdrybut 
still allow water 
control 

volume for given pipe 
diameter 

roads are crowned to 
keep water our of 
normal vehicular 

usually located 
on sides of 
streets to drain 
road bed 

travel sections under 
normal runoff condi
tions 

since emergency 
vehicles normally 
have a higher body
and larger tires, they 
may easily negotiate
the streets when they 
are flooded 

SCALE OF 
DEVELOPMENT as needed access to each OU along roads 

Source: RIo 
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on the aqua
Pri s This is an improvement

"(3) septic Tank 
closet or

privy, with the 	 chute replaced by a regular waste 
The privy may be installed a hand-flush closet with a trap. 

and

either on the septic tank itself, or located in the house 

Some septic tank 
the discharge directed to the tank outside. 

systems are designed to deal only with latrine discharges, 

the treated effluent being led into soakaways, while the sul

lage is disposed of untreated in seepage pits. The more com

to deal with both the sullage and the latrine 
mon system is 

the same tank, the effluent from the tank dis
discharges in 

Separation of
posed of in a soakaway or by other means. 

is not to be recomfrom the latrine dischargethe sullage 
mended.
 

the tank may impair its efficient"Defective design of 
zones need

functioning; decomposition and settlement 
and manholes should seal

attention in proper design; access 
mosquito breeding may develop in the

effectively, otierwise 
tank. 

septic tank system
"The dominant source of trouble with the 

to deal with the volume of liquid,
is failure of the soakaway 

of the soil, high water tables,
owing to organic clogging 

The effluent

unsuitable soil 	conditions, and related factors. 


into the stormsurface or seepseventually stagnates on the 
drainage.
 

needs to be extensive if the soil
"Excavation of soakaways 
is poor or impervious. In high-density areas it is not im

probably that the excavation volume for soakaways will exceed 
'
 

the volume required for sewers.;
 

41. 	 Initial Servicing Level. Experience in all parts of the 

that, except in unusual circumstances, communalworld indicates 
facilities aresanitary facilities are to be avoided. Communal 

are generally unpopular andnotoriously difficult to maintain and 
avoid using foul-smelling, dirtyineffective solutions (people 

of public
facilities). However, if circumstances dictate installation 

designed to facilitate
latrines as an initial measure, they should be 

should be made available for use in keeping the
maintenance and 	water 

should be given 	in the physicallatrines clean. Also, consideration 
individual installation.layout for the eventual installation of suitable 
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42. 	 Sewerage Costs Per Plot. The following table conparea 
of onsewerage costs and standards of service level in the survey 

site infrastructure in site and services (see Annex B). As the 

cost of providing sewerage in the surveytable indicates, the average 
is about US$180 for waterborne systems, US$110 for aqua privies and 

US$20 per plot for pit latrines. On the average, sewerage costs 

total on-site infrastructure costs per plot.represented 40-50%of 

ON-SITE INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS PER PLOT: SEWERAGE 
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F. ON-SITE INFRASTRUCTURE: ROADS & SURFACE DRAINAGE 

a43. 	 The circulation network has already been mentioned as 
A site should be adequatelycritical element cf the physical layout. 

provided with external access linking it to the urban network and 
internal circulation for vehicular and pedestrian access to the users. 
The internal circulation alsn accoznmodates all the networks of on
site infrastructure and provides the physical framework around which 

the site is developed. Careful planning and economy in the circula

tion network will have a positive effect on all the other networks. 

44. Internal Circulation. The internal circulation system is 
defined by a hierarchy of collector streets, service streets and 
pedestrian paths:
 

(a) 	 Collector Street: Arterial roads connecting with or 
extending major circulation routes. Through traffic; 
bus routes; sidewalks. Vehicles dominate. 

(b) 	 Service Street: Local roads providing service access 
to individual dwellings. One-way or two-way traffic; 
parking space; sidewalks. Vehicles and pedestrians. 

(c) 	 Pedestrian Path: Paths providing pedestrians and 
bicycle access (as well as emergency vehicular access 
to areas and plots not fron-ing streets). Pedestrians 
dominate. 

X 
MINIMUM RIGHT-OF-WAY WIDTHS 

MINIMUM 
RIGHT-OF-WAY MAXIMUM 
WIDTH LENGTH 
IM) (M)
 

'0SERVICE STREET 

t0. 100, 

3 100-122*PEDESTRIAN PATH 

-Prooosed Minimum Standards", USAID, 1966. 
Cul-de-sIc. 
Upper figure for path connecting two transverse streets.* 
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of the roads and drainage45. Cost Components. Cost components 
network ar gly influenced by the type of usage (traffic system) 

and engineering practice and have many determinants. The principal 
cost components include: 

- Right-of-way (% of land area); 
- Earthwork and site preparation (excavtion, removal 

of poor soil; addition of good soil, embankment, 
grading); 

brick and their compac- Base Course (gravel, stone, 
tion);
 

- Pavement or Surfacing (metalled surface - bituminous, 

concrete or macadam ); 
- Drainage and culverts; 

of the road after construction.- Maintenance (the upkeep 

soil type and climate have a primary influence on earthworksTerrain, 

and related components. But there is wide flexibility in the design
 

of roads, offering a major opportunity to save money;and financing 
options should be evaluated in each case to determine the most appro

priate level at the minimum cost. 

Initial Servicing Level. Initially, the lowest possible
46. 
 or kept tostandard should be installed. Paving should be avoided 

it. Maintenance requirementsa minimum standard if climate requires 
In the physicalshould be considered when evaluating options. 

land allocation to circulation should be sufficientlayout plan, 

to allow eventual upgrading to minimum standards in use locally.
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47. Roads and Surface Drainage Coats. The following table com
pares roads and surface drainage costs and standards of service levels 
in the survey of on-site infrastructure in site and services (see 
Annex B). As the table indicates, the average cost of providing roads 
and surface drainage in the survey is about US$150 per plot for the 

higher standard (all roads surfaced), about US10O per plot for the 
intermediate standard (main roads surfaced) and about US$25 per plot 

lower standard (all roads 	earth formed). On the average, roadsfor the 
and surface drainage costs represented 30-40% of total on-site infra

structure costs per plot.
 

ROAM I SURFACE DRAINAGEON--TE INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS PER PLOT: 
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G. ON-SITE INFRASTRUCTURE: SECURITY LIGHTING & ELECTRICITY 

48. Of all the infrastructure components being considered in 
this su-vey, electricity is potentially the most capital intensive. 
Although not considered to be among the more basic needs, it is 
highly desirable to have at least some electricity available within 
the project for security lighting and small-scale industrial/commercial 
needs. For private connections, it is largely a question of users' 
priorities and economic capacity, which varies considerably. For 
example, in some countries--especially Latin American--priority for 

areelectricity is higher than the other utilities and users willing 
to pay a relatively high proportion of their housing costs towards 
a private connection, whereas many low-income households in other 
countries prefer to use cheaper fuels. The electricity network con
prises generation, transmission and distribution components. 

COMPONENTS OF THI, ELECTRICITY NETWORK 

GENERATION production of electricity 
________________ by turbines, di"ve 

TRANSMISSION 	 transportation of electricity 
to communities 

STATIONS 1 distribution stations and 
substations for division and 
manipulation of power into 
desired levels of consumptions 

DISTRIBUTION 1 delivery of electricity to 
individual users 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF STREET LIGHTING 

FUNCTION: I. provides saiely to pedestrians and drivers by increasing 
night visual distance 

2 provides sense of security to Inhabitant of dwellings 

RESPONSIBILITY: 	 developer finances and Installs 

CONTROL. 	 city maintains and controls 

CHARACTERISTICS. 	 on residential streets. 40-49 meters spacing with 5 to 7.5 m. 
height; located on alternate sides of the street 

for businesa streets, spacing Ia 21 to 37 meters with 9 meter 
height 

criteria of height to spacing is based on glare reduction and 
placement of light out of the vision range: a rough approxima
tion is that spacing is 8 times the height; minimum height is 4.5 
to V. meters. 

intersections require street lights 

Source: RIO 

i9. Initial Servicing Level. The installation of electricity 
does not involve major works and can easily be made at any time;
 

its staging does not affect the physical layout plan to the same
 

extent as the other utilities. Economics permitting, initial servicing 
level should include security lighting in major community areas. This 

can later be extended into full street lighting. Subsequent provision 
for private connections is relatively simple and generally managed 

by local power companies. 
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Security Lighting and Electricity Costs. The following
50. 

table compares security lighting and electricity costs and standards 

of on-site infrastructxre in siteof service level in the survey 
As the table indicates, the averare :csT

and services (see Annex B). 

electricity in the survey isof providing security lihting and 

On the a.verae: security li::hting and elactricity
about US$60 per plot. 

.P:r -Int.
on-site infrastructure costs 
costs represented I0-15% of total 

COSTS PER PLOT: STREET LIGHTING & ELECTRICITYON-SITE INFRASTRUCTURE 

COST 1 O TWLAi. LA~tZAT-NLIVIL OF IRVICI
COUNTRY CA01NINO N0.OP PLOT 

Pan COST U 0N611rI

0i1z
SURVEY PLOT 

PLOT IURASTRfIRTURE
CST 100%LIN S a 40 a 
BASS) 90.11 

Ttim1.tr q; Iop.4wil2.60 110 S qItIqN" AOUA 1.1 P III302.1 P 11,90SENEGAL I I

I s .W'crVIy1oI160 Nop4:W2.2 P* 2,100 0200 None23 P* 1.600 

3.1 P" 12.484 soINDONESIA 
None I014I140 No4.32PF 4.425 
Noes3.3 P 23.160 110 

Sevmll fhtlq; Ifdd.mg .4nC.ITVI7M 94
,tAKlG 4.1 P.

A Strort ng.lfl;w..Mindm41i fIOwlenticvI
4.2 P 7S5 34 iI 

76 64 Sto liIhlI;Ir ~ 100
4.3 P 20.4L
 
5.1 P. 1,100 375 S~ls Iqstq

BOTSWANA 
.2 P* 306 376 Noe
 

Stvm fqhttr; I d A.,kpro 90.0
 
Sami 40ttl,41sSIndliv.adplvloel 36
6.3 - - a o 

-5.4 
me 9.lot"; 2w .4
7.600 210 Soune I 


ZMIA :.1 P, 

6.2 P* 1,200 324 Somiqm l: P e 46. 
Iwwwwww0SwuntvIqII 6ParHe
43 P, 1.200 324 NOle324
1.0846.4 

6.6 IS 324 N" 
None6.6 1.377 166 ,N

6.7 114 324 

324 Noe 
370 NoneI

6.6 a"6 
6.9 61" 

370 Noro6.10 717 

Noe370
307
6 11 NomI
370
278
6.12 Noe370
100
a13 

1.000 T0 Stroll 10q; Low "mo le3.1
INOIA 7 1 P. noI I
n..
hti ; recMIt ae

61 P. 6,100 0
EL SALVAOOR 62 P. 2.400 120 Sol'.'. Wg.il eng n.e. 

60 TO bepovidilvl Iater 
3.3 s60 

24 235 60 n.
 

62 E na.6.5 
Ip:.rs: Indr,&ui meI Patel 11.0 

TANZANIA 9.1 P 5.370 M SolC ri 
21.32 Secu ,hI~69.2 5.370 266 Nes.9.3 PP 5,37/0 

102.3II200 Sum fightsq In~iit.al.p~ov~.
9.4 P 12.100 

117.3
SM lihting: ts -dwalprolmon 

P 2,000 280 Indrimls. proiron 113.9 two.9.5 P 2.300 290 

S~ei Iqltw4;9.6 

20 Su' I*%ing aiton n asa 11.0
 

12Ni Sw,. Ihetg: I57k.1.i e4l¢ st' 57.1
 
KENYA 10.1 500 

I12 Secvtrity ii~g 6
 
97 P. .010 

104 
 28.2:375 Iocewvol'10.3 

I I I.0
167 so. u yI*t,.10.4 722 

we s,.mi1.01W410.5 100 22.3 

r i

In Nen.10.6 110 
 130.2Idro¢will
Suri I ,0l:nS; arowo29S
42
10.7

102 94 242 None I

10.9 P. 4.200 120 S.cr.,v lighi.ng 140 11. 

I I I I
126.160 Stvwll iglping. Ieswidtdia provisio
11.1 P 3.500COLOMBIA 126.1Stre.' lighting;inarvidmjal provision

3,500 so aplowi A. I I
". 2 P 2,000 140 Svtw. 14eq.IndmmmI 
M.
140 S~hw; IspnbIvidualorowtow
114 47S 

S~e Ighing; Insv.ell oprwoi n.I I

II 3 


11.5 757 140 

.p,.ng:Inav..k 4ei,,cv 76.0 tti, I I
 

CHILE 12.1 - I70 St wi 
Non,3.290 220
ICUADOR 131 ".a.11 . wt~"'n1,fKOREA 141 P. 50 I I
1, .On,"142 P. 145 . I I 


73 246 yCUIIgh
143 P. 

WoIrd ank-8.2 

http:lighi.ng
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SUMMARY CHARTS: SITE AND SERVICES SURVEY 

I. Scanning Survey of Site and Services:
 

Summary Chart
 

2. Data Matrix: Survey of On-site Infrastructure Costs per plot 

3. 
 On-site Infrastructure Cost per plot: 
 Water Supply
 

4. 
 On-site Infrastructure Cost per plot: 
 Sewerage
 

5. 
 On-site Infrastructure Cost per plot: 
 Roads and Surface Drainage
 
6. 
 On-site Infrastructure Cost per plot: 
 Street Lighting and Electricity
 

7. Data Matrix: Survey of 10 Bank Site and Services Projects 
8. Development Costs for Site and Services Plots in 10 Bank Projects
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SCANNING SURVEY OF SITE AND SERVICES: Summary Chart 

- DEGREE OF SERVICES URBANIZATIONCOUNTRY/CITY/PROJECT 
COST GNP 

MPER 
PLOT W . COMMUNAL PER PER CAP 

IBRD PROJECT) NO. OF SIZE PLOT SO.M Uss 
M2

(PROPOSED) P YEAR PLOTS W * INDWIDUAL USS USS 

BOTSWANA
Fralnclatown-FRTOP SAS Pta P" 1973 1.100 375 O I1alt pipe/2025 ptal. alqua 260 0.7 110
 

pvy. surfcd de
 

-FRTDP Trad PIS P" 1973 305 375 0S 1 of pipe/I 50m f. aqua pvy. 194 0.5
 
rda 

80
BURMA 

Rangoon Area 	 1901-83 40.000 2601
 

I80
CAMEROON 

Daula, Yaunde 1958 6,000 0 0 6010
 

340
COLOMBIA 
Natlonwide-ICT 1960-64 8,000 150 &* Indvdl electy. rds 380 1.5

25O 2.5
 

Barrios Jovenea-USAID/fCT P 1973 3.500 80 0 0 IndvdI electy. rd 439 5.5
 
(+ 10 eq m conc slob)
 

Cill-La Floresta 1960 2.800 140 0 0 Water and latrines75 haehlda 126 0.9
 
lndvdl electy
 

-Aguablanca 1959 475 140 0 0 Indvdl electy. 523 3.7
 
(+ 1S sq m conc slab)
 

-La Fortaleza 1962 757 140 0 0 lndvdl electy 356 2.5
 

720
 
Nationwide-PAP Plan 1 1965-70 170 * * Pit latrine. tndvdl electy. 415 2.4
 

(+ temporary house)
 
-PAP Plan 2 1965-70 161.206 170 0 •
 
-CORVI, MINVU 1970-71 120.913 170 • 0 Surfcd rds. indvdl elecly 698 5.3
 

CHILE 

290
ECUADOR 

GuayaqulI-USAID-FCH P 1970 9,280 127 0 0 Pit latrine. surlcd ds 200 1.6
 

300
EL SALVADOR 
125 1.9San Salvador-FSDV 	 1969 1,220 67 • Surfcd rds, 

(. temporary house) 
Santa Telca 1972 508 60 75 1.3
 
Ague Callente 1971 62 66 0 9 152 2.3
 
San Salvador-S&S P. 1973 8.000 60 210 3.0

70 	 3.5 

120
GUINEA 
Fria-Katourou I 1964-65 400 96 0 0
 

-'elourou IS 1965-67 636 96 1 water tap/60 persons. 1
 
128 0 0 Sanitary block/500 persons 

670
JAMAICA 
Kingslon. Spanish Town-SAS P. 1973 1.858 94 * * Surlcd rds. at lghtng. 492 5.2 

indvdl electy 

110
INDIA 

Bombay-Malwani Scheme P 1970 50.000 15 0 0 St Ightng. surfcd rds
 
Madras-Open Plot Scheme 1986 7,451 91 * * (+ 6mx9m mud building 210 2.3
 

platform)
 
New Dlhi-Jhuggs Jhonpri 49.000 21 0 0 Water and Isltrine/5 hashWda
 

-Jhuggi Jhonpri 3,600 67 0 6
 
Calcutts-S&S CMDA P. 1973 1.000 70 @0 Surfcd rds. at Ightng 610 8.7
 

INDONESIA
 
Jalrfg-Conhkafeng SIS P. 1973 11,464 80 * * Surfcd rds 200 2.5
 

200
 
-Klonder S&S P. 1973 7.000 80 Septic tlnka (1/4 pile). 180 2.4 

200 surfcd rda 
-Depok SS P° 1973 6,369 0 rlSepticltnks (I per 4 pIa). 

200 surtcd rds 
23.600 	 110 00 Water lAP/6 pt. pit latrine. 112 1.0 

-urfcd rds
Surabaja-S&S 	 P. 1972 


320
IRAO 
Baghdad, Basara 1960.70 100.000 160 0 0 

World Bank - 8767 
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SCANNING SURVEY OF SITE AND SERVICES: Summary Chart (cont.) 

COUNTRY/CITY/PROJECT 
W DEGREE OF SERVICES URBANIZATION 

COST ONP 

(IBRD PROJECT)" 
(PROPOSED) P YEAR 

NO. OF 
PLOTS 

PLOT 
SIZE 
m 2 

ccw 
' 

"w 
1 

0 COMMUNAL 

0 INDIVIDUAL 

PER 
PLOT 
L 

PER 
S.M 
LSS 

PER 
CAP 
USS 

K EN YA 
Nationwide-7 cites NDP
Nairobi-Malhare Core I 

-Malhar SAS I 
-Mothare Comm. S&S 

P 1965-70 
1970 
1970 
1970 

25.000 
500 
375 
104 

-

210 
126 
126 
126 

0 0 
0 * Surfcd rda, at Ightng
0 0 Surfed rd. at Ighing
0 0 Water kiosk/20 Pa8, surfcd 

414 
243 
172 

3.3 
1.9 
1.4 

1 5 0 
I5( 

-Kariobengi S&S 
-S&S Dandors IUP 

1965 
P" 1973 

723 
5.000 

167 0 
0 

0 
0 

rid. public IghingSurfcd rda. public Ightng
Surfcd rds, at Ightng 

183 
500600 

1.1 

Mombasa-Kisauni 
-Changamwe

Thka-Bialra Phase I 
Karatina-SAS 

1971 
1960 
1971 

100 
110 
42 
94 

326 * 0 
188 0 O
295 0 0 
242 0 0 

Surfcd rda. at Ighlng 
Surfcd rds
Surfd rd#. at Ightng 

383 
221
589 
318 

1.2 
2.0
2.0 
1.3 

KOREA 
Seoul-S&S Program

-Kwangju
Pusan-Sao Dong 

MALAWI 

P Ig9-1,
1969 
1966 

40.000 
3.445 
3,200 

100 
50 

0 
0 

0 
0 Wells, ataines. surfed rda 

290 5.8 

50 

Nalionwide-NOP 1972.7 25.000 500 0 0 Deep pit latrine (+ conc 2 i 0.5 80 

ESontre-S&S 1971 7.500 530 0 0 slab), dirt roads
Deep pit latrine (+ cone 

MOROCCO slab), dirt roads 

Nationwide-Trams Sanitaire 1983 7.500 35 0 0 Public w.c.'a 41- 1.2-
230 

230 

-Lot Evolutif 1963 8.250 64 0 • 61
91-

1.7 
1.4

-Lot 
-SAS 

Economique
221 Sitesi 

1963 
P. 1965-70 

2.500 
39.000 

64 
64 

6
0 @ 

131 
3 

125 

2.1 

2.0 
NICARAGUA430Managua-S&S P" 1973 2.750 110 0 • Surted rds.et Ightng. 402 37 
Mosays, Granada. Leon. 
Jinoteve 

P 1973 3,250 110 0 * Indvdl electySurfed ida. at Ightng, 
Indvdl electy 

PAKISTAN100 
Lahore 
Karachi 

PANAMA 

1964 
1959 

10.000 
2.000 

100 
19 

0 @* 180 

Panama City-3 sites 
-USAID-iVU 

SENEGAL 

198 
P 1971-76 

1.500 
15,000 338 

S00 

730 

Dakar-Pikine Anclen 1952-58 219 00 1 water top/100 hsehlds. 600 2.8 230 

-Pikine Extension 1967-70 
15.000 

150 00 
surfcd rda 
1 water tap/lO heeholda, 

-SAS Serviuied Pts 

-S&S Sanitary Core Pts 
Thies-S&S Serviced Pts 
_ _UDANlatrine, 

P" 1973 

P" 1973 
P. 1973 

11.900 

2.100 
1.600 

150 

150 
200 

surfcd rda0 1 wa:er tap/100 heehlda. pitlatrine. aurfcd rda, at Ightg
9 0 Septic tanks. surfcd rd 
0 0 1 water tap/ 00 heehlds, pit 

surfed rda 

206 

626 
74 

1.4 

4.2 
0.4 

SUDANNationwide. Khartoum 1961 13.000 -120850 * * Indvdtl electy 172 0.2 120 

World Bank - 8768 
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SCANNING SURVEY OF SITE AND SERVICES: Summary Chart (cont.) 

w DEGREE OF SERVICES URBANIZATION
COUNTRY/CITY/PROJECT COST ONP0 

Ac PI, PR -PER 

PLOT 50 COMMUNAL PR CAP 
PLOT 8.M Iuss(l1RD PROJECT)* NO. OF IZE

2 : 0 * INDIVIDUAL US$ USS(PROPOSED) P YEAR PLOTS m 
100

TANZANIA 

Nationwide-2nd NDP-NHC P 1969-74 25.000 
0 0 Water kiosk/50 pta. aqua 384 1.5Dar e Salsam-3 sites S&S P* 1973 12.100 260 

pvy, urflcd id. at Ightng 

P" 1973 2.300 260 0 0 Water kiosk/S0 pta. aqua 399 1.5Mwanza-S&S 
pvy. surfed rds, at Ighing 

P" 1973 2.000 250 0 0 Water klosk/50 pie. aqua 387 1.4Mbeys-S&S 
pvy. surtcd rda. at Ightng 

250
THAILAND 95 1.31960 4.450 73 * * Bangkok-3 altos 

146 

250
TUNISIA 

96
Nationwide 1963 14.000 

310
 
TURKEY 


1968-69 30.208Nationwide 

960 
VENEZUELA 
Cludad Guyana 1963-67 3.000 6 0 Indvdl slecty. itlghtng. 

surfcd idl 
• Indvdl electy. at 1ghtng.Natlonwide-- Regions S&S 1969 6.500 

surfcd ida 

-4th NOP 1970-74 150.000 0 * Indvdl eecty. at 1ghtng. 535 
surfed rda 

400
ZAMBIA 

Surfed rda. at Ightfpg 700 2.2
Natlonwide-2nd NOP P 1972-76 64.000 315 00 

1971 ".084 324 00 Surfcd rid 4" 1.5
Lupaka-Chungs 

-Kaunda Sq II 1971 868 324 0 -Surfcd rd 387 1.2 
368 2.20 * Surfed rde-Kaunda Sq I 1970 1.977 165 

1969 114 324 0 • Water tap/2-3 pta. pit 99 0.3
Kafue-Chawsma latrine, surfed id 

1971 858 324 0 0 Surfcd ird S22 1.0 
Ndola-Pamodl 

858 370 0 0 1 at pne/37 pia. pit 105 0.3
-Kawama Stage I 

latrine. surfed ida 
717 370 0 0 1 at plpe/20 pta, pit 150 0.4

-Kawama Stage III 
1atrino. aurled ida 

312 0.60 0 Surfed ida1970 307 370-Luboto 0.7278 370 0 0 Surted rds 255
-Luboto Extenslon 1970 

247 0.7100 370 0 0 Surfcd rda-Luboto Stage II 1967 6ee 2.11973 6.995 324 0 0 Suited ida. at IghtngLusaka-Servced Plot Project P. 

NOTE: Urbanization cost includes capital coat of site preparation and on-aite Infrastructure provision (water, sewerage, aurtace drainage. 

roade and lootways and aiectrcity). 
The costs are given In 1973 USS eQuivalenta. 

SOURCES: Botswana: IBRD Appraiali Report on FRTDP. 1973; Burma: Report on the Union of Burma by S. Aung. UN. 1971; Cameroon: Self

help Housing in Africa by 0. Hanson, UN. 1963: Colombia: IBRD Research Report on Site and Services by W. Grindley and R. Merrill. 
Y 'h Report on Site and Services by W. Grindley and R.Merrill, 1973: Ecuador: HUD-FCH Report on Site

1973; Chile: IBRO R
 
and Services ar.1 k..-- ,
Ater Study by T.Callaway. 19701 El Salvador: FSDV Annual Report. 1970; IBRD Reports: Guinea: Arti

-. Area of Azle by A.Spire, 1970: Jamaica: IBRD Appraisal Report Drafts. 1973; India: Report on India's
cle on Clearance of it. 

- apor on CMD Housing, 1967; UNCHBP Report on Preliminary Pilot Program Mission to India. 1970;
Urban Housing. 1965: 1 

jpralsel Reports. 1972. 1973; Iraq: UN Report on Financing of Housing and Related Community
IBRD Reports: lndone& 

forArab St, *..a.enya: 2nd NDP.Kenya Government. 1965; Site and Services Survey by Housing Research and 
Facilities 

Development Unit. 1971; Korea: IBRD Resea -hReport on Site and Services by W. Grindley and R.Merrill. 1973; Malawi: UN Report 

of Housing Finance Mission to Malawi. 1971: Morocco: UN Haport on Financing of Housing and Related Community Facilities for 

Arab Statea. 1963, Nicaragua: IBRD Appraisal Report. 1973; Palkaian: laRD Research Report on Site and Services by W. Grindley 

and R.Menlll. 1973: Panama: USAID Evaluation Repnl on Urban Improvement Loan. 1968: Senegal: IORD Appraisal Report. 1972: 

Sudan: UN Report on Financing of Housing and P sted Community Facilities for Arab States. 1913; Tanzania: 2nd NOP. Tanzania 

Government. 1968; IBRD Appraisal Report Drafts, 1973; Thailand: Low Cost Housing by J. Vichltrannd. MIT. 1967: Tunisia: UN Re

port on Financing of Housing and Related Community Facilities for Arab States. 1963; Turkey: The Housing Situation and Govern

ment Policies in Turkey by M Olimr. 197n1: Vanazuela: IBRD Research Report on Sites and erviceas by W. Grindley and R.Merrill. 

1973; Zambia: Lusaka Site and Services Project-Application Report. Government of the Republic of Zambia. 1973 GNP Figuua: 

World Sank Atlas. 1972. 

World Bank - 8769 
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DATA MATRIX: SURVEY OF ON4ITE INFRASTRUCTURE CO PEn PLOT 

COUNTRY/€ITYIIJECT NJRIANIZATION COT PER PLOT PO 006-MTE INFRASTrNUCT101E
 
IEXCLUSIV OF LAND. SITE PREPARATION AN0 CONTINaENCuESl
 

TOTAL WATER 	 ROADS S REET LGHTINGNO.OP 	 MPLY SEWERAGE DRAINAGE b ELECTRICITY 
PLOTI PLOTHEAfD PROJECT) M SIZE S OF I.or OF %OFIOST 	 % 11, 

tPROPOSEDI P YEAR IIASEP S.M US S US 	 TOTAL U 8 TOTALTOTAL LG S TOTAL IS 8 

10 NICARAGUA 	 .II 
1.1 U, 5- - P ,to" 2.750 110 343.0 3.0 I ;3.3 00.0 20.2 136.0 I 3.4 2.0 8.12.0 SENEGAL 	 I I I 
2.1 Oske - -mni Pet P. 1373 11300 41.1 10.4 25.010 	 10.6 g 25.6 20.6 . - I 
2.2 Dkh - Sennw-c. P. 1973 2,100 IS0 461.! 40.5 10.7 310 34. 206 4.
2.3 Th - servadPmet P. 1973 1.600 200 60.9 13.5I 22.2 17.2 I2.2 3012 . 49.6 
3.0 INDONESIA I f 	 I 
3.1 Man. - Type A P 1974 12.864 3 348.2 33 . 97 150.4 43.2 164.0 47.1 - 
32 .- Typ 6 P. 1974 4.42s 140 607.S 57.4 I * i 2. 43.3 287.0 I47.2
 
33 --iu.p P 1972 23,5W 110 111.7 3D.01 26.9 -- - $1.71.73.1 

40JAMAICA P 194 75 4 4..1KmpsaM iuGrswsv41 -	 1974 7U9 94 4= 0.93J 20.3 11.6 3. 111.0 
II 

44.7 - 
5.0 BOTSWANA II
S.1 Pva.atew - -6I- P. 1974 1,100 375 230.4 34.0 12. 132.0 64.9 230I 12. 234 10. 
5.2 FParwsmoam - Trt P. 1974 305 375 114.0 310 19.6 92.0 474 640 33.0 - 
5.3 Fteeosmu - Estimaes 1973 - - 106.0 i 12.3851.0 511.0 W.E 142.0I 166 99.0 I 11.5 
5.4 Frne- -, - Esiamstw 1973 - - 715.0 106.0 13.1 504.0 j 64.2 77.0 I.8 960I 12.5 
6.0 ZAMBIA
 
61 Lumaka- QopiIlPlo P. 1974 
 7.00 210 103.2 51. 50.0 - - 42.0I 41.0 1.7 3.0 
6.2 	Lussa. - I Plt P. 1974 1.200 324 480.1 IU.65 36.6 - I - 243.0 S2.8 49.6 10.6
.3 Lwuks-NmehiPM t P. ,974 1200 324 23.0 171.0 202 334AI 40. 273.0 33.2 45.0 S.464 Luu.a - Chn 1971 1.04 334 483.3 127.7 26.2 234.4 43.0 123. 2 21.3 - 
.S Luak - K.da Sq II 1971 3 24 U7.0 6.6I 21.0 1174I 40 10oI 34.2 - I 

66 Lmoa - K.,a 6.4 	 1.77 361.2 62 14.51970 193 	 223.6 SA U41 - .6 I 
6 -	 1969 114 324 911.5 U3 4.6 - I - 4S4 - I 
6.8 Ak 4- Pe f s 1971 4 324 301.1 57.6 19.2 1533 51.0 399 23
65.9Nd@Ls - Kvww StI - a 370 54.1 "A9 - 37.1144.1 	 47.0 - I -
6.10 Nde l - K r mw 111 - 717 370 133.2 $3.5 j 40.2 - i - 79.7 59 -8 

N.11a - LwetI 1970 307 370 232.2 S3.9 1.4 11.2 54.5 791 271 - 
612 Nd"-LubsomEutmaa 1970 278 370 226.3 0.4 i 21.3 4 2 I ° 917 ,., _ I 
6.13 MOW..- L.. So,1 1967 100 370 236.4 46.1 19.1 11l.I 47.0 W.1 I 9 - I 
7 INDIA
 
71 Ca.,a-C,OASS P. 1973 1.00o 70 564.2 1.0 27.7 227.I I 40.3 117.0,.i 20A 631 11.2 
3.0 9L S VAD1AOOL "I
 
3.1 Sm .Si,.dw, P. 1974 S.1O 0 0 174.0 
3.2 SAniyC.6, P. 1974 2=0 120 346.o I -	 I I6.3 Sa.,Te,. 	 1972 60 74.5 33.6 143. 31.1 I 41. 10. 14.4 - I 
6.5 A4u. Cami~s 1971 62 66 12.0 . .* .I .
9.0 TANZANIA " 	 I I 
9.1 .,.,-se e .. P 1973 5.370 26S 422.9 M 16.4 171.4 I 40.5 131.4 '31.0 51.0 I 12.1
9.2 f -wswm - S4.z-b P 1973 5.370 256 279A 5.9 20.0 911.3 X.3 103.2 3.9 21.9 I 19.3 new.s. . - sia.-c p 1973 5.370 266 9.2 24.7 I 26.0 14. . 54 -6.
94 Ow-D.S.iam-3 rn P 1973 12.100 
 200 384.2 3.9 10.1 119.0 31.0 124.0 32.3 102.3 I 26.69.5 amn. -S&S P 1973 2,300 20 3.1 47.5 11.9 130.9 32.3 103.4 260 117.3 2.3 
9.6 1u y - SAS P 1973 2.000 230 387.3 44.3 11.6 137.2 36.4 91.4 23.6 1133 29.4
9.7 -- - p. 1974 1.050 20 244.0 39.5 16.2 56. I 4.4 127.0 52.0 13.0 I .4 

10.0 KENYA 
10.1 Neeb - IMth.e Core 9n S0 126 414.3 57.1 13. 142.9 345 1572 S7.11. wO- kt@SS115a 	 I10.2 N~wokb - ~bikhri .&SAI 1970 375 126 243.0 28.6 II'. 1 

114.3 47.0 
0 7 0 13.7

71.5 2315 23:6 I 11.7 
103 Nmw.b. -Afttw CornI 1970 104 125 171.5 14.3 28.3 17.1 33.3 71.5 41.7 25.6 16.7
10.4 NswWe - KMwb*-P S&S 19j 723 167 133.0 $40 25 71.0 36 540 23.1 4.0 2.210.5 MmM - KImrn 71 100 32 33 34.1 839 130.0 47.0 14.7 a.0 22.3 I5
10.6 Mmw -Chwmm0w. 1960 110 I3 221.0 57.0 25. 143.0 64.7 21.0 9.5 
10.7 Thkm - 8u i S&S 1971 42 59.2 S.9 14.32H 36.0 64.0 340.0 57.7 130.2 22.110.8 Kwastm - SO "94 242 318.2 42.6 13.4 M 'a 11.9 15.0 4*7 
109 Nwobmed.ewms P. 1974 4.200 	


120 303.0 46.0 15.2 113.4 37.4 129.6 42.9 14.0 j 4.6 

11.0 COLOMIIA 
11.1 *w. . , m - ICT P 1973 3.500 60 439.0 107.5 24.5 1Il I.27.1 6.5 I 19.7 1241.1 21.7 
11.3 L.mat 19 Ao 140 126.0 	 I2.evo 
11.4 4lS"4.w. 1959 475 140 523.0 	 I I I
11.5 Ls Fca4.a 1112 757 140 356.0 
12.0 CL 	 I III
 
12.1 bmw.-. - COVI E,..,e.. - 616.0 103.0 20.71971 170 	 140.0 17.1 429.0 12.4 79.0 9.4 
13.0 ECUAOOR 
13.1 0.w.qou - USAID Sedy P 1970 9.230 120 200.0 I
140 KOREA 	 I I

I 
I
I I 

l G.Nqp -e P. 974 507 Its 
142 G -11 - It P. 1974 145 165143 G."flw -.a" 73 243 	 I.	 1974 ; 	 I 

Wvitd s~an-034 
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ON-SITE INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS PER PLOT: WATER SUPPLY 

COUNTRY 

NICARAGUA 
SENEGAL 

INDONESIA 


JAMAICA 


ZAMBIA • 

INDIA 
EL SALVADOR 

TANZANIA 

KENY4 

COLOMBIA 

CHILE 
ECUADON 
KOREA 

SCANNING 
SVIEY 

FFr 

1.1 P-
7.1 P. 
2.2 P' 
2.3 P* 

3.1 F" 


3.2 P. 
P. 


4.1 P'
4.2 F" 

4.2 P, .
 

Ll PO.9*ANA
F* 


1.2 P* 
5.3 

&4 


I1 P* 

L.2 P' 
6. P* 
6.4 

. 
6.7 
6.8 

di3 
6.10 
6.11 
6.12 
6.13 
7.1 P* 

1.1 	P, 

32 P* 


8.3 
3.4 

:A 

3.1 P 

3.3 P 

94 P 

9.5 P 
9.6 P 
3.7 P* 

10.1 
102 

10.3 
10, 

10.5 
10.6 
10.7 
101 

10.3 P* 
11.1 P 
11.2 P 
11.3 
11.A 

11.5 
12.1 
13.1 
14.1 P'0 
14.2 P. 
14.3 

NO.0 
PLOTS 

aUwl 

2,710 
11,0100 
2.1w I 


100 

12414 


4425 

23A 


72
M 

1.100 

306 

-
-

7.400 
I=0 

I.0 

1.014 

an 


19 

114 

35 


858 

717 

307 


7N 
t00 


1.000 
5.100 

2900 

504 

225 

62 


5.70 
5.,370 

51370 


12.100 
2.300 
2.000 
8.050 

500 

375 

104 

722 

100 

110 

42 

94 


4.200 
3.500 
3.500 
2.0 


475 

757 


-
.?IO 


14s 

7 


PLOT 

3ize 


SO.M 

110 


ISO 

SaO
11d-,dgM 
200 

so 

140 

It 


4
94 

11 


375 


371 

-
-

210 

x24 

324 

324 

324 

1n 


324 

324 

370 

370 

370 

370 

370 


70 

o 


120 

6o 


60 


266 

2911 

26 

260 

20 

210 


260 

126 

126 

126 

167 

326 

1S 


26 

242 

120 

s0 
s0 

140 

140 

140 


170 

120 

110 

16 

2 


LEVEL OF SERVICE 

Indiiduaml afWnenl: N la 

commuul taEd00.e I par 
l ;on" 

tafidops: lpar 100 

indmdual onmcton3.
 
CGhinwwnal. u 

Ind udsiconao 
CM* IM4; I wMe6411u 

In lcnI

1n~m conion 

I Cwd/onfwi~m 

Comawandps0 I per 25 plou 

Coolmu.i Indse I Put IS6PR rel 
Ikvdu connection 
Individual owmso 
Commul sundpo I par25 ashd 
Commrunal neandwas: I Pe 46Hast 
Individual cofaenion 
Indi.dual maneCo 
Indwidullg@ 
Inicvidm oonnmuIon 
Comiunal sandpi;: I Per 2.3 PIa 
Ind madunli 

C0111u740".1111Diill; 1P..e 37 Pies 
Communal u'idcie: I par20 Plog 
Ind vdua cnnfeal 
Indrndual conn ction 
Ints dual cosoCtbon 
Ind..dual mcnneion;: 200Ipd 
Ind.sd nnion 

Indwdual lo'"E~ 


Indmdual cneA 

n. 
na. .nil.
 
le"avvduaicnne oI-n:160 Ipd 

Coemmunal 6tfldpsoe pu10uPlait 

C OmndPqw : I per10 plM 

Cofm,u,,,..d$P*.@: I Pw 50 116.
, 


Convnuval nandp.: I Par 50 pift 
Comoynal andpps; I wSOa 

Coomuna nandp". I PIGSO 00711 
Indvdlc nnection 
Indaadui comnr n 

a a 

Indivdual mnntin 

Indiidu.l ,,,so-


commuavoIw 1 pu0Po 

IndrmKAdl ¢onneOn 

Inddusul connecto 

Indivdual inewasoi1 

Individuul connerson 

Individual mnnsC1I0" 


Individual onecion 

. 

omnnectionIndividual 

Co"wUnalm ndoin 
Individual IoIneCl 

Communal standop 

Individual nnMr10w
o 
Indivdual co ctio 

Individual co foIl. 


COST 1OF TOTAL URUANIZATION 
PER OST OF ON-41TI 

PLOT MIPRAETRUCTURE
 
I =O S 6 a 100,
 

s0 16001 1
 

104.4
 I I I I
 
13.S 

57. - I I I
 
30.0ci,,, 	 i
,,. 


18.9 le 
81.3
 

34.0 

3.0 5-4
 
106.0 	 I I
 
101.0 r
1.5 . - I I
 

16 - 
171.0 
127.7 

6.6 ." I I
 
U.2
 
53.8 

Icon | i I I
 
67.1 
S3.6
 
13 . .... 
604
 
46.1 
154.0
 
11,11 
A.I.
 

32.6 I I I
 
I i
 

0.2 
-956.1 i
24. 


47.5I 
450111ri 

3.I 
S7.1
 
23.6 li 
14.3W3 I I 

1I4.0
 

1-11 I I3.1 

S7.0 i
 

3.0 
I--I
42.6 

44.0 
107.6 
107.6 .I


I I
 
n i
 

10 	 I
 
n. I
 
n.& 
158,
 
n.I I 


wond Bank-am3 
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ON-SITE INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS PER PLOT: SEWLRAGE 

COUNTRY 411ANNINO Poo.Of PLOT? LEVIL Of UNslC It6 COSTSO TOTAL IMMANIMTON 
SRVEY PLOTI 3ize 
COME icaT IN C. T OF ON _iTe

P1.0? INPNAITrMUTURE 
6"11l 30.M I 6 2D do aI M, 16% 

MICARAGUA 1.1 P' 2.7510 110 lrdnd.Wm...' mm6wf 10.o ..... 1.I:INEIAL 2.1 P* 11.90 ISO .Uleprn esg.OW 10.6 t I I 
2.2 P* 2,100 I co-*~osw t 219.o2.3 P, 1.00 3w swmtWipd an asolt 0 17.2 ~ .T


INOOWSIA 21 P, m0
12,844 ladndum omnmmoveneu4m 1.4I--.J I I3.2P 44251. swmcb: moebwmm- r-7--r i iJLAMAICA 4.1 P* M31 4 Inmda ainetc%smoleverbo.4... IrI 
.2 P. 73 94 Irm....d aEww"rinfl l9fbedI113.6 

4.3 P' 7394 indbxwaji wommon owrmm. lus. I ID0T1.EANA 1I P. 1.101) 375 InmdvueI aia pnwy wnim 1831I.-4..L.4 I I
6.2 F" 306 371 swi-nW~ouni2.0 Io .'. 

5.3 - - Indu. in-wscynw.; inesben 1101.0 I
 
ZAMIIA 
 6 P. 7.6ow 210 Suif.Oqgon Lnw'.'.. eac OW....2LUi 

6.2 P, 1200 324 W~.&M P.1 smmn.~g. -@ IOWI I6.3 P. I=20 324 4n-..da Go-owc:wmm.rn 374.0L...J...L I I I
6.4 1.064 374 kdiulCmwaw I-Wicmn' Z4 
ti go1 n4 IndndlConnec-... immorliui 167.4rnwr131 
6 114 374 age. jgpPit a.pe -ow 

661,77 in kdualConem: ,imorwor 22.1 
on GOO Ii I63 Ise 374 Iidin.s omon wmml13* I I3 

6.9 Ise 3m0 5olf-d" PikLevu" augo II 
, Ug6.10 17 370 ol04"4 =d.m..mme. ! I Iall 307 370 Ii" e.am mm 191.2 I I 

6.12 273 37".wei..-Nowm, 4= 
6.13 100 370 Ia.Lw- mmn:,...eowm I12

'.01.1 71 PI 1.00 70 Iedmftwii owavog..: worom 277-.5 - I I 
EI AL VAO 8.1 P* 5.100 so Indndum ia'mn inuon,8.2 P* 2.400 10* I'.d"wduo ON....,fn boa 11 1WI' 

3.3 we1 somw.a cmoi" Ivro 
I I I I

:.6 12 U46TANZANIA 2.1 P 1.370 m lnd.-dual owaa'.a'm, vnw 171.4 -- 4.
3.2 P 5,370 23 I oo-od pt looro an muchON as3.3 P 5.370 21 CoqymnhrJ le .
3.4 P 12.100 230 wv 116.0Inluel bowus a.4.,III P 2.3%) 23 Ildftmki Sm Prw ~unl 30 penen I I I
6.6 P 2.000 210 lnm~m mnam unin :31 2 * ' 
97 P. I.050 26 1-dmuml imm 9wwV wi'.0. 

KENYA l01 60w 126 Indmdluo om'ch"M ew,, 142.3 1-- I10.2 3V1 126 *jInddue aw'.gywim .imowlery. :14.3
*10.3 104 125 Co'.'.w:inimuwo'. 6 wr20 kia 67.1I

10.4 72 II? Iafd..duoicm-w.am iogmwrb 71.0 ~
50. 100 376 Ie~wmkoI cm-moc tm: inso tm& INA 

10.6 110 IN0 k.Mob w~gijg. ictnVn.6rms 143.0 ~ J10,7 42 36! a" ..mama' m. 4I I10,11 o. 242 Imu1~ oindgt., eadu 2 W 
10 P. 4.20 120 sa.0duu..'mu huviefone .,113.4

COLMIA :101 P 3.10 ma iduml mawwwaso umewbo,'. 1.I -- -i 
11.3 2*00 140 N..I

114 471 140 M 
 I I
Its6 737 140 .1 ICHILI 12.1 -170 1Indu d asw'mmo: mwu. a 140.0'

ICUACOR 13.1 9.M3 120 lndotdu.. lo~nneA ~ IKOREA M4. P* lie507 Ie'.hWuul mmmc.M, w.aomsar' A 
12 P. 146 in1 bow.''um owne: 0tbn' * 
3 P. 73 248 Ind -d am-mn ma.trmI 

wo AI-10 
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ANNEX A
 

ON-SITE INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS PER PLOT: ROADS & SURFACE DRAINAGE 

CO NTRY 	 SCANNING NO. Of PLOT LEVEL OF SERVICE C0ST %Of Tm.N. UNANIZATION
 
PjRVEY PLOTS SIZE PER COST Of O4-41T1
 
ow~[ PLOT IF Ag[TAUCTUIR|
 

1Ma N .IO 	 I=tI 80 2 

NICARAGUA 1.1 P" 2.70 110 Mb rmbtwu.m: .P awe 135.0 
SENEGAL 2.5, P* 11, 110 IMen rands b*I w mad:r No oe.nag. 206 

2.2 ," 2,0 IS Mi ,-- I.,u.,.i d No ..."6 	 I I I IZ.3 P- I.O00 M0 mai reml tmluffe ; No d I 30.2 
INDONESIA 	 3.1 P* 12AM 80 Suaemd ;0t:oSir"wner so 164. I I I 

32 P 4,42 140 wrsmd ,um SSwur €fmmp 237.0 I- - I 
3. P 23.0 110 I la se..wy9d.ge"hm 	 0I. _ __ 

JAMAICA 	 41 P 716 34 Sa cmmdeof0m d.ndmI a$ 196.0 
4.2 P: 73 04 Sw.a toads; soon channel dr&w. 196.0 I'-4 
4.3 P 73 34 Sw.1id as co d.e desonere 196.0 t 1 I I I 
4OTANALI I 1.100 375 Mun roma gei. Om *V cnls 23.0 
L2 P 33M 3P71 dmm m:All m" f .tmn.n he.l 6p0 	 I I 
l.a -- Mem rand bswrne.aid P-Ped ral 142.0 I 
$A - - ANro..I el; Open chanme 77.0 

ZAMPA 	 ILI P, 7.60 210 Mum rmal bI "smnd Ort 42.0 1 ........
 
1.20 aVnroad 

63 P. 1200 324 & - d*,a nown13 Omiap 273.0 

6.2 P' 234 t.wr-,m.d Drw.-	 t I I I.I 
6.4 1364m 24 AN 	 21.2 I.w.;..r.I.. I I12 I 

Sm324 	 AUlmepi.rve: Omnp 1330 I 
AN relbInii:.u.nwwILE I=37 166 	 I I.I 

4.7 114 24 raeifomldroads 44.7 
U 8U Some awmaed ade 0.24 l 

9510 20 7.771 	 suu oqlamd fed 
6.3 31 370 Slme wrflmd roo 47.0 
6,11 307 320 Sem walmld reoa 79.1 i 
4.12 273 370 Sam wmoamd rook 	 I I.1.7 

L.13 100 370 Sm .-- a md 30.1I 
INDIA 7.1 P* SAW0 70 AN ra l :atra;Drmim 117.6 I.--.* I 
IL SALVADOR L1 P' 5,100 go Atan-dsearharno.sssd:. - I II I 

•.2 P. 2.4,0 120 Al: woea , : Otma., 	 ,v I,-" 
.3 Go6 40 AN rosid will: 0 uap 12L 
.4 2 80 SI toad: Omass 	 AS. I I 
.52 a U s ---roafuD.ma, .. 

TANZANIA 3.1 P* 6.370 Mo boturmsid: Earth duldh. 131.4 I26 losses 
3.2 P" 6.370 2M Mom tan bwnmeigd: Eart c% 103.2 
3.3 P 1370 266 Mom toas' l:Earthdtd 	 "A31 
9A P 12.100 20 Swmoin rasa: Piped jrw 14.0 I 

A5 P- 2= 260 Smuiarus: Fooddrmap 103'4 
.6 P* 2.000 20 Ioratam-ruaPesemds: 314 ,I I Ii 
.7 P, i0 200 Surfi--- r-m: 117.0idm 

KANYA 10.1 S00 126 Mm rook btwmsed; FPilleddrn 4p 1S7.2 
10.2 371 126 Mon roaf.loteuomod; Orumnp 71a -~ 
10.3 104 126 Man r"asa bitwffm d; RSa 71 .5 I 
10.4 723 Main tom Itwnsnoua; 	 140167 	 aDruema s 50 
10.5 100 we Mam noNadbeuanw.: DOrenp 148.7 I I 
10.6 110 1I bb m odsb uumsngd:Ope a RRING 21.0 i ; 
10.7 42 20 Srovd rom: Prd 4 SO 340.0 I I I 
10.8 4 242 Al ms rth:NO ml 	 I15.0 I 
10.8 * 4.2 120 Saeil road n ea 12.0 

COLOMISIA 11.1 P 3.113 s0 11... 
11.2 P 3.00 30 .A 	 i I I 
11.3 2.A0 140 ,, 	 I I I0 
IIA 471 140 A..
 
111 757 140 nma I I
 

CHILE I2LI - 170 Surfaced rods Orumags 423.0 I I I 
ECUADOR 111 9,210 10 "A. ! 
KOREA 14.1 P* 107 li1 umg IStlamdrcm: Drea 	 m. 

14.2 P Ill Sr m 	 I I14' IN te, o 	 . j
14.3 P' 3 24 Surfmd r.od: Dng 	 m. 

World ak-k10 

http:roafuD.ma
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ON-SITE INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS PER PLOT: STREET LIGHTING & ELECTRICITY 

COUNTRY SCANNING NO.Op PLOT LEVEL OF SERVICE C09T % OF TOTAL UISANIZATION 

SURVEY PLOTS SIZE PER COST OF ON-UTI 
COOl ,COST PLOT INPRASTRUCTIRE 

9Ai[ SQ.M Im 0 3 4 a s 100% 

N .*-*AGUA 1.1 P, 2,750 110 Sulmiliting: IndIa 2T.0T 
S*.NEGAL 2.1 P 

2.2 P* 
11.900 
2,100 

ISO 
ISO 

StIreetiging 
None: Pcmw waren to pd ,w 

VIA. 

I 
2.3 P- 1.00 2m Non I 

INDONESIA 3.1 P* 12.846 80 NOW 
3.2 P* 4.425 140 ht I@ 

JAMAICA 
3.3 P 
4.1 P * 

4.2 P* 

23,600 
7.4 
7 

110 

94 

None 
sarm giogi* "mia 
steet Ilev": In~stdad.i i ..l 

II 
II I I I 

BOTSWANA 
4.3 P* 
5.1 P,
S.2 P* 

78lieS1 
1.100 
30 

371 
37 

ftes I94htUq. 
S~ ighti 
None 

eNofy 
20.4 L 

S.3 - - II. 'n 

SA - - S ~ ligtin; Iclioltiml a imm'1 

ZAMBIA 6.1 P. 
6.2 P' 
6.3 P. 
6.4 

7.600 
1.2X 
1.200 
1.064 

210 
324 
324 
324 

SecanIottylg2in e e 
SecuiyIIWting; 2 per Hs 
So:untyigtiroSSpw He.0 
None 

69 

I I 
I I 

6.5 s4 324 Non" 

6.6 1.977 16 Nowe 
6.7 114 324 None 

SSa 324 Non" 

U9 05 3" 

6I0 

6.11.12 

717 

307
278 

370 
3703I
370 

NneI 
NOneI
NateI 

I II II 
I 
I 

I 
I 

L113 100 370 NO". 
IX31A 7.1 P* 1,000 70 lighting. Low sion line" 
IL SALVAOR IL1 

.2 
P. 
P* 

5.100 
2.40 

60 
120 

See Ighing: at 0reI,einm" 
Satl ilttig; 50m 

I 
n: i I 

1.3 0 go To to sm, edad law 

TANZANIA 

S.4 
8.5 
3.1 P 

235 
62 

S.370 

0 
6 

316 

I. 

Securty light Indlg;1iul u 5l.0I 
I I 

3.2 P 
1.3 P 

1370 
5.370 

265 
266 

Securt 
None 

I.ghting 21.9 
I 

9,4 p 12.100 610 Swerlighting: IndnvidMa 102.3 
9.s p 2.300 20 Steet I.lgt" IndnduW lrovewon 117 .3 
9.6 P 2.000 20 Zoos Igtgino Indmdusl pton..on 113" . 

KENYA 
97 

10.1 
P' 8,00 

500 
260 
126 

stet i'tml -oNa man rmO 
Slet lighting: I.dul sindml-71 

1 0 
67.I1 

102 
10.3 
10.4 

375 
104 
723 

126 
126 
Ie7 

S0it light n@
Securety IPrhl 
Secty i t,Ing 

,: .I 
n..2 

4.0 I" I 
10. 
10.6 

100 
11 

326 Slimt liiting 
.or. 

2. 
/ I 

10.7 42 21 Stm Hlting: Indivicdual pooviela 130.2 
sO 
10.1P 

, 
4.200 

242 
120 

None 
Securitylitin, 14.0 I I 

COLOMBIA 11.1 p 3.500 s0 Stet fihting: IlndmdlW Pronvon . 126.1 _______ 

CHILE 

11.2 
11.3 
11.4 
11.8 
12.1 

p 3.500 
2.800 

475 
767 
-

SO 
140 
140 
140 
17 

Swevt lghting; Individal praommn 
Saem tli"g;Incldud pmwaon 
Savali ting: Indglidu ,,preuswo 
S ~ liting: In divida prot ,esio 
Street lightig; InIvidum eiectriay 

126.1 
a&. 
R. 
n 

"*7II.0 
I I 

I 
I I 

ECUADOR 
KOREA 

13.1 
141 P 

9.2 
50? 

120 
116 

None 
Swcwiryit IA. I I I 

14.2 " 145 16" Sarv lighting na., III 
14 3 P. 73 246 Sba'ityllng .. I I 

rlmsenk-32 



DATA MATRIX: SURVEY OF 10 BANK SITE & SERVICES PROJECTS 
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0 
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* SI - iiUS 

S 

i 
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-i+~il 1wmm-o 

In~ Ill ., -. * IO** 
- ~.caIr , , Ii
"~- "1" "J- -

-I ...I...
.ii* IinC~ti III tt0m~i 
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(IUi PER PLOTI.*COMPARISON OF DEVELOPMENT COSTS FOR SITE & SERVICES PLOTS IN 10 BANK PROJECTS 

-

-

COUNTY SURVEY TYPICAL I-. 2 z . 

YEAR NO0. PL.OT z s iz 0! 01 .4 
110 aq.m. plot 402.0 1433.0 15b80 2181.0 	 NICARAGUA 1.1 343.0 602.0 

1973 in Mons" 

1.2 	 110 q.m. plot 343.0 402.0 602.0 1195.0 1305.0 717 
in Managua 

20.7 206.7 206.7 238 32.0 	 SENEGAL 2.1 150 Q.m. plot 44.3 
1972 in ow 

2.2 	 150 vq.m. plot( 41.1 62.5 625.5 664.1 719.8 12D 

in Dakw 

78.6 78.6 011.1 16 
in ThistI 

2.3 	 200 aq.m. plot 66.6 75.6 

614.8 837.8 862.6 W4 

1974 in Cwkawriy 
3.0 	 INDONESIA 3.1 30 aqim PIN 363.2 362.0 

3.2 	 140 sg.m. plot 607.6 6230 660.4 1430.4 1473.8 246 

in Canoqkari 

662.6 	 1344.6 1344.6 2244.0 	 JAMAICA 4.1 94 cs.m. plot 436.6 662.6 

1974 inMarcus Garvey
 

4.2 	 94 o.m. plot 430.5 662.6 62.6 1519.6 1519.6 253 
in Marus Gervey 

4.3 	 94 sq.m. plot 436.5 662.2 662.6 2037.6 2037.6 340 
In Marcus GareYI 

6.0 	 BOTSWANA 5.1 373 sc.m. plot 260.4 260.4 290.4 664.4 674.4 112
 

1973 in Francstown
 

194.0 194.0 194.0 194.0 207.0 35 
in Frencstown 

5.2 	 375 sq.m. plot 

210 s.m. piot 103.2 103.2 103.2 504.7 619.7 87
60 	 ZAMBIA 6.1 

1974 	 in Lusaka 

6.2 	 324 q.m. plot 410.1 410.1 410.1 861.6 923.2 154 

in Leaka 

6.3 	 324 sq.m. plot 823.0 823.0 623.0 164.C 1747.0 291 

in Lunks 

174.0 354.0 922.0 1067.0 1618.0 	 EL SALVADOR 8.1 60 sq.m. plot 174.0 


1974 - San Salvador
 

8.2 	 120 sq.m.'plot 348.0 348.0 70.0 1276.0 1606.0 20 

in Secondary Cities1 

9.0 	 TANZANIA 9.7 260 sI.m. plot 244.0 244.0 244.0 944.0 944.0 157 

1974 in Sinz, Der. 

10.g 	 120 sa.m. plot 303.0 357.6 357.6 1002.6 1145.9 191
10.0 	 KENYA 

1974 In Omndoa, Nbi. 

14.0 	 KOREA 14.1 116 q.m. plot 
1974 in Gwangiu 

14.2 	 165 sa.m. plot
 
in Gvungiu
 

14.3 	 248 - plot 
in Gwngu 

0 NOTE.& 

-- DOeeopnut cam atitibutable to rewdential ser eaduding contfingencms. intervet
 

during mt entn 0ion. "Off.st@intlmucture nd omnmlY feCiltee.
 
- Detailed deawiions of Standards and level of 
 -nrmo. Plot devlopment nc. ae documented in the eurty 

in Annexes S and C.
 
- 2.1. 2.3. 5.1, S.26.1.6.2, and 9.7 have communal waser and pit Istines/sque, wivie; the rest hiv
 

individual wervtows
 
- Total development am pr plot roprlontn the cs of developing the plot ithsfvt and Provdng fOr
 

sheltr apropriate for the nes of at loemone houinhold.
 

-
 Land cot 	o plot we not available aceapt for Niogapeug. Indonesia end El Salvador. 

Wortld ank-8137 
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COMPARISON OF DIVILOPAWNT COM FOR SITE & IERVICES PLOTS IN 10 BANK PROJECTS - AOAMTID 

TO A P1 CAPITA GNP OF U8200. 

I Pa . ar . 

1.0 

YEARq 

NICARAG 

1973 

SUoVEY 
NO. 

1.1 

1.2 

YPICAL 
PLOT 

I10 eq.m. pio 

in Mwaaau 

I10uq.m.piot 

5 Z 
10I 

151 

; 

!?? 

17? 

-~ 

21 

31 

r 

12 

-

11 

174 

U-. 

114 

11 

2.0 SENEGAL 
1372 

2.1 
1
50al.m. pio: 
0s 

36 I 16 
or 

17 Iii l1 32 

2.2A ISO 1am. m 1 N 100 2 567 

1.0 NICRAGA 

197 

233.1 1 m.parnI0o .m. "o.n Mans " 

Main arw 

15311 63 
a 
1" 3267 I 63200 1617 I~ 012330 

1974 

4.2 

4. 

inMons" 

94 sq.m.mot 

1540 sqm. p a 

in Osar mw 

in Thinnqp 
123 

1 

I1 

IN 

11 

11 71 

421 42 

571 

71 

9 

5.0 WOT ANA 

13173 
5.1 

5.2 

.175 1a.m. log 

**'Frwralos, 

37 s.m.plot 

361 

243 

•31 

243 

361 

243 

iIl 

243 

343 

271 

141 

4J 

6.0 AMNOIA 

1974 

61 

6.2 

210 wm. p3 

in iwqkmb 

324 mm. mot 244 244 

121 

244 

211 

47 

2175 

43 

D 

61 

6.0 ELALVADOR 

1974 

6.3 

.1 

6.2 

324 Imm. plot 

01 Lumbs 
0 m.n. vo 

i MSrcslsr 
10 q.m.plot 

4361 

110 

213 

436 

110 

213 

4361 

in 

446 

I 

304 

32r6 

7 

1012 

1U 

114 

11 

3.0 

10.0 

14.0 

TANZANIA 

1974 
KENYA 

1974 

KO RqEA 
1974 

3.7 

10.31 

14.1 

14.2 

14.3 

,n Sstnw Cites 
260m.m.plot 

01 Sin:e. Ow. 
1 Plom.m.o 

n rancdr. Nbi. 

l16.o.m. plot 
ingaka 

121sqmm.plot 
inGewaU 

244mm. plot 
m GwesnIU 

in~el 

444 

31 

444 

447 

444 

447 

1713 

1253 

171 

1432 

2 

23 

hinb-wSSU 

*NOTES: 

- Os1revedby this olloeenng wtlltladenlll~': N*Cewag 200d45 0.44: Senegal 2121 0.30 
El SALvad O R001320- 2001110-se. 1.32: Kenya 2001160- 263: TWa a Kes 2 014."I S 
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SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCE MATERIAL
 

ON
 

SITES AND SERVICES
 

SITE LAYOUT AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

(To accompany packet for Sites and Services Session Code 37.P)
 



Additional Reference Material on
 

Sites and Services Site
 

Layout and Infrastructure
 

These supplementary materials are provided for reference. They include:
 

Reproductions of selections from Horacio Caminos' and Reinhard
 
Goethert's Urbanization Primer. There are a glossary and biblio

graphy relating to urbanization in developing countries. Sections
 
on design criteria and site analysis are presented here, not as
 
a model for project planning to follow, but rather as examples
 
of an effort to analyze design issues systematically. Close
 
scrutiny of every project element for ways to simplify,
 
reduce, substitute, eliminate or privide in incremental stages
 
over time is important to the process of developing affordable
 
shelter.
 

April and May 1979 numbers of The Urban Edge which address the
 
subjects of planning infrastructure to serve the urban poor in
 
developing countries, and innovations in construction technology
 
applicable in projects for the urban poor.
 

Portions of Alternative Sanitation Technologies for Urban Areas
 
in Africa, a 1979 study which addresses this most critical aspect
 
of urban projects.
 



study preparedThe following material comes from a 1976 
by Horacio Caminos and Reinhard Goethert as a reference 

work for World Bank staff involved in sites and services 
projects. Title of the study is:
 

Urbanization Primer.
 

It represents an effort to analyze ,systematically the
 

relative efficiency of different site layouts. Examples
 

presented here are schematic, and, as indicated on page 105,
 

they bear no relation to any specific sites or settings
 
or populations. For this reason, they are more useful
 

for the general principles they illustrate than as a point
 

of departure for project design. 

The chapter on site analysis indicates how special 
as climate or topography, site locationcharacteristics such 

or service requirements bear on sites and services 
project design. It goes without saying that the relative
 

importance of these factors varies from one situation to
 
They are included here as a sort of checklist.
another. 




GLOSSARY 

Ertwhether they areor not marked withe 
ett 

the criteria for the preparation of the
decin ritero follows:harebeen as 
d FIRST PREFERENCE definitions fromebster's Third New International Dica 
tionaryt (Merriam-WeEter.erTh -New tern Dic-d197!.)ISEdCOND PREFERENCE- definitions 
fromIchnical ditionaries, teabooks, or 

r TIRD PREFERENCE. definitions
Irom the Urban Settlement Design Program
IU D.P.Files They are used when existing
1urces were not quite appropri-orelwatireactory, 

lrds added for specy. icity and to focus 
orticular are 

0lurebrackets. Sources ofdefinitionsare in-
dicated in parentheSeses, (See also 
BBI.teiRP. y). 

oa f context indicated y 

Af'(CI :S. The pedestrian/vehicu~ar
linkagSfrom/to the site to/from existing or 
Planned approaches Jurban streets, limited-
access highways, public transportation sys-
trms, and other systems such as: waterways, 
airlines. eic.l. (U.S.D.P.) 

ACTUAL. LAND COST. [The cost ofland isl set solely by the level of demand. The 
Price of land is not a function of any costcunditions; it isset by the users themselves in

competition." (Turner, 1971) 


AD VAIOREM (TAX). A tax based on a 

property's "alue; 
 the value taxed by local
invermnents isnot always or even usually themarket value, but only a valuation for tax 
purposes. (U.S. D.P.) 

(AIRPORTI DISTURBANCE. The act or 
process of destroying the rest, tranquility, orsettled state of Ilhe site by the annoyance of
airport noise, vibration, hazards, etc.j. (Mer-
liam-Wcbster. 1971) 

AIRPORT ZONING RESTRICTIONS.The regulation of the height or type of struc-
lures in the path of moving aircraft,(Abrams. 1971) 

ALL WEATHER (SURFACE COURSE). 
A temporary surface (such layered oil,as 
gravel) constructed over the base so that hard
surfacing can be easily accomplished at a 
later date. (U.S.D.P.) 

ALTERNATING CURRENT (A.C.). (Anelectric) current that reverses its direction offlow at regular intervals. (ROTC ST 45-7 
1953) 

AMENITY. Something that conduces to
physical or material comfort or convenience, 
or which contributes satisfaction rather thanmoney income to its owner. (Merriam.Web-

teer, 1971) 
A 
AMPERE(amp). A measure of the rate offlow of electricity, It is somewhat comparable 
to the rate of flow of water (quantity/time).A steady current produced by one volt ap-
plied across a resistance of one ohm. (ROTC
ST45-7, 1953) 

APARTMENT. See DWELLING UNIT 
TYPE. 

APPRAISAL. An estimate and opinion of 
value, especially by one fitted to judge. (Merriam-Webster, 1971) 

APPROACIIES. The main routes exter-
- nal to the site (pedestrian/vehicular) by which 
the site can be reached from other parts of theurban context. (U.S.D.P.) 

AQUA PRIVY. An excreta disposal sys-tem that consists of a watertight tank with a 

constant water 
 level. Excrement and urine 

undergo anaerobic decomposition and the It-

quids in the tank overflow into soakage or 

leaching pits to be absorbed by the soil. Initial cost is high, but operating costs are low;
however, the tank has to beemptied of the di-
gested sludae at infreaurn inlprult -A .I. 

liquid pollutes the soil. This kind of systemrequires high soil absorption capacity, and 
large ots for adequate distance between adjacent systems. (U.S.D.P.) 

ARTISAN-BUILT. See DWELLING 
BUILDER. 

ASSESSED VALUE. A valuation placed 
upon properly by apublic officer or board asabasis for taxation. (Keyes, 1971) 
ASSFSSMENT. The value of property forthe purpose of levying a tax or the amount of 
the tax levied. (Keyes, 1971) 

BACKFILL. Earth or other material used 
to replace material removed during construc-
tion, such as in culvert, sewer, and pipelinetrenches amid behind bridge abutments and re-taining walls or between an old structure and 
a new lining. (DePina, 1972) 

BARRIER. JA boundaryl (as a topo-
graphic feature or aphysical or psychologicalquality) that tends to separate or restrict the 
free movement [to ant: from the sitel.
(Merriam-Webster, 1971) 

BETTERMENT (TAX). A tax on the in-
crement in value accruing to an owner be
cause of development and improvement workcarried out by local authorities. (U.S.D.P.) 

BINDER COURSE. A transitional layer 
of bituminous paving between the crushedstone base and the surface course increase]to
bond between base and surface coursel. 
(DePina, 1972) 

BITUMINOUS. A coating of or contain-
ing bitumen; as asphalt or tar. (DePina, 1972) 

BITUMINOUS BASE COURSE. A pay.
ing base consisting of coarse aggregate
treated with hot asphalt cement. (U.S.D.P.) 

BITUMINOUS WEARING TREAT-
MENT. A wearing surface composed of 


- le or mulhinle invpr-
 ....... 
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to the primed base or road surface by hal biluminous material. (Edwards, 1961) 

BLOCK. A portion of land bounded and 

served by lines of public streets. (U.S.D.P.) 
BOUNDARY. Something la line or areal 
that fixes or indicates a limit or extent [of the
sitel. (Merriam-Webster, 1971) 

BUILDING CODE. A body of legislative
regulations or by-laws that provide minimumstandards to safeguard life or limb, health.property, and public welfare by quality ofmaterials, use and occupancy location and 

maintenance of all buildings and structureswithin the city, and certain equipment specifi
cally regulated therein. (BOCA, 1967) 

BUILDING DRAIN. Lowest horizontalpiping of the building drainage system receiv
ing discharge from soil, waste, and other
drainage pipes. It is connected to the buildingsewer. (ROTCST45-7,1953) 

BUILDING MAIN. Water-supply pipe
and fittings from the water main or other 
source of supply to the first branch of the
water-distribution system of a building.

(ROTCST45-7, 1953)
 

CAPITAL COSTS. See COSTS OF UR-

BANIZATION
 

CENTER. See DWELING LOCATION 

CESSPOOL. An underground catch basin
that is used where there is no sewer and into 
which household sewage or other liquid wastethe surrounding soil. (MerriamWebster, 
971) 

1971)
CIRCULATION. System(s) of move
ment/passage of people, goods from place to 
place; streets, walkways, parking areas.
(U S.D.P.) 

CLAY. A lusterless colloidal substance. 
plastic when moist (crystalline grais less
than 0.002mm in diameter). (U.S.D. 
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A plug or similar fitting to 

peinut access to traps or sewer lines. Clean-

ouis are uiually 

(.EANOUI. 

used at turns and oilier 


iaoaitsof collctioi. (ROTC ST 45-7, 1953) 


CLIMATE. The average condition of the 

%eathc at a particular place over a period of 

years as exhibited by temperature, wind. pre-

cipitation. sun energy. humidity. etc. (Me(-

sunerg, humidity (vibration,
riam-Wcbster, 1971) 

COI.I.ECTION SYSTEM. The system of 


sewage network, comprised of
pipes in a 

houe service, collection lines, manholes. la-


sCONDUIT. 
terals, nains. (U.S.D.P.) 

SSCOL S NIE 

that car-COMBINI) SEWER. A sewer 


ries both sturm water and sanitary or in-


dustrial wastes. (lePina, 1972) 

living in 	 aCOMMIINITY. The people 

particular place or region and usually linked 


by conmmnon interests: the region itself; any 


populatiotn cluster. (U.S.D.P.) 


COMMUNITY FACILITIES/SERVICES. 
Facilities/services used in common by a 

numer of people, including schools, health, 

recreation, police, fire, public transportation, 

community center, etc. (U.S.D.P.) 

COMMUNITY RECREATION FACILI-

TIES. Facilities for activities veluntarily 

undertaken for pleasure, fun, relaxation, cx-

crcibc, self-expression, or release from 

boredom, worry, or tension. (U.S.D.P.) 

COMPONENT. A constituent part of the 

utility network. (U.S.D.P.) 

CONCRETE PAVING (PORTLAND CE-
slab consisting ofMENT). A paving 

vater. aggregate and cement in the required 
proportions. reinforced with a steel mesh. 


U.S.D.P.)(U.S.D.P.) 


A system of direct ow-

nerthip of a single unit in a multi-unit whole. 
CONIXIMINIUM. 

theThe individual owns the unit in much 

saint manner as if it were a single family 

dwelling: he holds direct legal title to the unit 

and a proportionate interest in the common 

land and areas. Two types of condominiums 

are recognized: IIORIZONTAL: detached, 


semi-detached, row/grouped dwelling types; 


VERTICAL: walk-up, high-rise dwelling 


types. (U.S.D.P.) 


CONDUCTORS. Materials which allow 

as aluminum, copper. 

iron. (ROTC ST 45-7, 1953) 
current to flow such 

A pipe 	 or other opening 
buried or above ground, for conveying hy-

draulic traffic, pipelines, cables, or other 

utilities.(DPina, 1972) 


AnEASEMENT. 
easement acquired by the public and designed 

to open privately owned lands for 

CONSERVATION 

recrca-

tional purposes or to restrict the use of pri-
vate land in order to preserve open space tpnod 

protect certain natural resources. (U.S.D.P.) 

CONSTRUCTION BORING. A subsur-

face boring done at the planned location of 

all infrastructure and building footings and 

roadway subbases for design of foundation 

systems. (U.S.D.P.) 

CONVEYANCE. The transfer of owner-

ship [of land). (Merriam-Wcbster, 1971) 

CORPORATION COCK/CORPORATION 
A water or gas cock by means ofSTOP. 

which utility-company employees connect or 

disconnect service lines to a consumer, 

(Merriam-WebSter, 1971) 

COSTS OF URBANIZATION. Include 

the following: CAPITAL: cost of land and 

infrastructure; OPERATING: cost of ad-

ministration, maintenance, etc.; DIRECT: 
include capital and operating costs; IN-

DIRECT. include environmental and per-
snal effects. (U.S.D.P.) 


COURSE. A horizontal layer forming one 

of series [as of concrete or asphalt in road 

makingi. (Merriam-Wcbster, 1971) 

CURRENT (See: ALTERNATING CUR-

RENT, I)IRECT CURRENT). An electric 

current is a movement of positive or negative 

electric particles (as electrons) accompanied 

by such observable effects as the production 

of heat, of a magnetic field, or of chemical 

transformation. (Mcrriam-Webster. 1971) 

CYCLE. One complete performance of a 

electric oscillation, current alerna-
tion, or other periodic process. (Merriam-

Webster, 1971) 

DAM. 	A barrier preventing the flow of 
water; a barrier ... built across a water-

course to confine and keep back flowing 


water. (Merriam-Webstcr. 1971) 

ACCELERATIONDEPRECIATION 
(TAX). A tax incentive designed to en-

courage new construction by allowinga faster 

write-off during the early life of a building. 
(USD.P.)(U.S. 

ol(.li
DESIGN. 

DESIGN. 1) The arrangement of elements 

that make up a work of art, a machine or 

other man-made object. 2) The process of 

selecting the means and contriving the 

elements, steps, and procedures for produc-

ins what will adequately satisfy some need. 

(Merriam-Webster, 1971) 

in-DEIACIIED DWELLING. An 
dividual dwelling unit, separated from others 

(U.S.D.P.) 

DEVELOPMENT. Gradual advance or 

growth through progressive changes; a 

developed tract of land. (U.S.D.P.) 

DEVELOPMENT SIZE; There are two 
may be in-general ranges of size: LARGE: 


dependent communities requiring their own 


utilities, services, 
 and community facilities; 
SMALL-generally are part of an adjacent ur-

supporting 
utilities, services, and community facilities, 
banization and can use its 

See COSTS OF UR-DIRECT 	 COSTS. 
BANIZATION. 

DIRECT CURRENT (D.C.) (An ctisk 

current that) flows continuously in one dir". 

tion. (ROTC ST 45-7, 1953) 

Flow from a culvert,DISCHARGE (Q). 
sewer, channel, etc. (DcPina. 1972) 

or amount ulDISTANCE. The degree 

separation between two points [the site an 

each other element of the urban conteti, 
measured along the shortest path adjoin, 

(Merriam-Websiri, 

1971)
 
them [paths of trav9l). 


The pi"uDISTRIBUTION (STATION). 
of an electric supply system between bulk 

power sources (as generating stations A, 

transformation station tapped from tranimnu 

sion lines) and the consumers' service $A 

ches. (Mcrriam-Webtcr. 1971) 

DISTURBED SOIL Soil that has bet 

disturbed by an artificial process, such as c,cavation, 	 transportation, and compaction • 

t) and compactient 

ill. (U.S.D.P.) 

DRAINAGE. Interception and removalo 

groundwater or surface water, by artifiuialu 

natural means. (DePina, 1972) 

DUST/DIRT. Fine dry pulverized pull. 

dles of earth, grit, refuse, waste, litter, cu 

(Merriam-Webster, 1971) 

DWELLING. The general, globali dwth 

nation or a building/shelter inwhich p 

live. A dwelling contains one or mont 

"dwelling units." (U.S.D.P.) 

DWELLING BUILDER. Four groups al 

considered: SELF- HELP-BUILT: where ttd 

dwelling unit is directly built by the usc a 

occupant; ARTISAN-BUILT. where tk 

dwelling unit is totally or partially built b)a 
skilled craftsman hired by the user or orc6 

pant; payments can be monetary or an em 
change of ;ervices; SMALL-CONTRAC 
TOR-BUILT. where the dwelling unit 

" 


the user, occupant, or developer; "sMol' 

contractor being defined by the scale ofopa 

aiens, fi 
being lin 
dwelling 
CONTR, 
unit is I( 
hired by 
inS dcfim 
ciallyand 
comupreh" 

cscouaipa 
of siiF"
 

pla.(U.!
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i ations, financially and materially; the scale developed land. This essentially traditional DWELLING TYPE. The physicalec- being limited to the construction of single ar- built). ONE SHANTY UNIT is contained inprocedure is generally practiced by squatters rangement of the dwelling unit: DETACHI-dwelling units or single complexes; LARGE- a shelter and shares with other shanties thewith de facto security of tenure and an ade- ED: individual dwelling unit, separated fromCONTRACTOR-BUILT. where the dwelling use of the parcel of land on which they arequate building site. INST,!NT: the fornial others. SEMIDETACHED: two dwellingunit is totally built by a large organization development procedure in which all struc-

built (open spaces). (U.S.D.P.)
units sharing a commonhired by adeveloper; "large" contractor be- lures wall (duplex).and services are completed before ROW/GROUPED: dwelling units groupeding defined by the scale of operations, finan- occupation. (U.S.D.P) DWELLING UTILIZATION. The utili

of cially and materially; the scale reflects amore together linearly or in clusters. WALK-UP: zation indicates the type of use with respect to'dwelling units grouped in two to live sloriesl comprehensive and larger size of operations the number of inhabitants/families.DWELLING FLOORS. The following with stairs for vertical circulation. HIGH-d1i encompassing the building of large quanttes nerare cssi detced 
SINGLE- an individual or family inhabiting a 

of similar units, or a singularly large com- generally associated with detached, 
RISE: dwelling units grouped in five or more dwelling. MULTIPLE a group of in

:.plex. (U.S.D.P.) 
stories with stairs and lifts for vertical circula- dividuals or families inhabitin, a dwelling.semidetached and row/group dwelling types. tion. (U.S.D.P.) (U.S.D.P.)

DWELLING DENSITY. TWO: double-story; generally associatedThe number of with detached, semi-detached and row/group
dwellings, dwelling units, people or families 

DWELLING UNIT. A self-contained unit EASEMENT. Servitude: a right in respect1k per unit [hectarej. Gross density is the density 
dweging types. THREE OR MORE. general- in adwelling for an individual, a family, or aly associated with walk-up of an object (as land owned by one person) inand high-rise group. (U.S.D.P.)of an overall -,- (e.g., including lots, dwelling types. (U.S.D.P.) virtue if which the object flandi issubject to 

streets). Net density Isthe density of selected. DWELLING GROUP. a spedS.ied use or enjoyment by another per
discrete portions of an area (e.g., 

The context of the DWELLING UNIT AREA. The dwelling sonincluding dwelling in its immediate 0: for the benefit of another thing.surroundings, unit area (m) is the built-up, covered area (Merram-Webster, 1971)only lots). (U.S.D.P.) (U.S.D.P.) ofadwelling unit. (U.S.D.P.)

DWELLING DEVELOPER. Three 
 sec- DWELLING/LAND SYSTEM. A dis- DWELLING UNIT COST.tors are considered in the supply of dwellings: 

The initial siwed results with a minimum expenditure oitinct dwelling environment/ housing situa- amount of money paid for the dwelling unitPOPULAR SECTOR: the marginal sector tion characteriz.d by its users as well as by its 
energy, time, money or materials. (Merriamorwith limited or no access to the formal finan-

the present monetary equivalent for re- Webster, 1971)physical environnient. (U.S.D.P.)cial, administrative, legal, technical institu- placing the dwelling unit. (U.S.D.P.) 
f lions involved in the provision of dwellings. DWELLING LOCATION. Three sectors 

EFFLUENT. Outflk)w or discharge from aDWELLING UNIT TYPE.The housing process (promotion, financing, are considered in ringe- or multi center urban 
Four types of sewer or sewage trcatment equipment.dwelling units are considered: ROOM: A (DePina, 1972)construction, operation) is carried out by the areas. Sectors a.e identified by position asPopular Sector generally for "self use" and SINGLE SPACE usually bounded by partiwell as by the density of buildings as follows: tions and specifically used forsometimes for profit. PUBLIC SECTOR: the living; for ELECTRIC FEEDER. That part of theCENTER: the arem recognized as the business example, a living room, adining room, abed-government or non profit organizations in- electric distribution system between the transcenter of the city, generally the most densely room, but not a bath/toilet, kitchen, laun-volved in the provision of dwellings. The built-up sector; INMER RING: the area lo-

former and the service drop or drops. (HUD,dry, or storage room. SEVERAL ROOM Mobile Court Guide, 1970)housing process (promotion, financing, con- cated between the cit', center and the urbanstruction, operafion) is carried out UNITS are contained in a building/shelterby the periphery, generallya denseiy ;4it4-up sector; and share the use of the parcel of land onPublic Sector for service (non profit or subsi- PERIPHER Y: the area !ocated between the 
ELECTRIC SERVICE DROP. That partwhich they aredized housing). PRIVATE SECTOR: the in- built (open spaces) as well as of the electric distribution system frominner ring and the rural areas, generdlly a common afaciities (circulation, toilets,dividuals, groups or societies, who have ac- scatteredly built-up sector. (U.S.D.P.) 

kit- feeder to the user's service equipment servingches). APARTMENT A MULTIPLEcess to the formal financial, administrative, one or more lots. (HUD, Mobile Court
SPACE (room/set of rooms with bath, kit-legal, technical institutions in the provision of DWELIJNG PHYSICAL STATE. 

Guide, 1970)
dwellings. The housing process (promotion, qualitative evaluation of the physical condi-

A chen, etc.) SEVERAL APARTMENT UN-
ITS are contained in abuilding and share thefinancial, construction, operation) iscarried ELECTRIC TRANSFORMER. A devic,tion of the dwelling types: room, apartment, use of the parcel of land on which they areout by the Private Sector for profit. house; the shanty unit is not evaluated. BAD: 

which changes the magnitude cf alternatingbuilt (open spaces) as well as some common(U.S.D.P.) generally poor state voltages and currents; generally from disiriof structural stability, facilities (circulation). HOUSE: A MULTI- bution voltages to user voltages; a distribuweather protection, and maintenance. FAIR:DWELLING PLE SPACE (room/set of rooms with orDEVELOPMENT MODE. tion component that converts power to usablegenerally acceptable state of structural stabil- without bath, kitchen, etc.) ONE HOUSETwo modes are consi,:-red: PROGRESSIVE: voltage. (TM S765 Army, 1970; U.S.D.P.)ity, weather protection, and maintenancethe construction of the dwelling and the UNIT is contained in a building/shelter andwith some deviation. GO00'- generally ac- has the private use of the parcel of land ondevelopment of the local infrastructure to ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT. Aclosed.comceptable state of structural stability, weathermodern standards by stages, often starting protection, and maintenance without devia-
which it is built (open spaces) as well as the plete electrical path with various connectedfacilities available. SHANTY: A SINGLE loads. Circuits may either be "parallelwith pre "aanal structures and under- tion. (U.S.D.P.) ' MULTIPLE SPACE (small, crudely (voltage constant for all connectet " or 
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among connected EROSION. The general 	process whereby 
cries (voltage divided 

wired materials of the earth's crust arc worn away 
oads). Parallel circuits are fixtures 	

and trans
removed by natural agencies includingand

ndependcnt of each other, which are used in weathering, solution, corrosion, 

building wiring. (U.S.D.P.; ROTC 
Icarly all portation; specifically land destruction and 
3T45-7. 1953) 

simultaneous removal of particles (as of soil) 

by running water, waves and currents, mov-
The num-EI.ELRICAI. FREQUENCY. 

ing ice, or wind. (Merriam- Webster, 1971) 
ber of times an alternating electric current 

changes direction in a given period of time. 
Waste matter eliminated 

hertz (Hiz). EXCRErA.in cycles per second:Measured 
from the body.(U.S.D.P.)(ROTCST 45-7.1953) 


(ROT ST45-, l53)the ody (US.DP.)with 
The electricalELECTRICAL GROUND. 
other ground.connection with the earth or 

(Merriam-Webster. l971) 

ELECTRICAL NETWORK COMPON-

ENTS. It is composed of the following: 
provides electricity;GENERATION. 


TRANSMISSION: transports energy to user 


groups; DISTRIBUTION STATION: divides 


power among main user groups; SUBSTA-


TION: manipulates power into useful energy 


levels for consumption; DISTRIBUTION 


NETWORKS: provides electrical service to 


uscr. (U.S.D.P.) 

May be either aEI.ECTRICAL PIIASE. 
single-phase circuit (for small electrical de-

vices) or a three-phase circuit (for heavy 

equipment, large electrical devices). In single-

phase, only one current is flowing through 

the circuit, with the voltage dropping to zero 

twice in each cycle uitnthree-phase, current 

flows through the circuit continuously. with 

the power never dropping to zero. (U.S.D.P.) 

ELECTRICAL POWER. The source or 

means of supplying energy for use; measured 
in watts. (U.S.D.P.) 

WIRING SYSTEMS.ELECTRICAL single-phase or three-phase,as.
MayMay eitherCAbebe h srthreeither 

SINGLE-PHASEthe 
3 hot wires with I

wire; THREE-PHASE: 
)wor
wire ROTCST:45-.953neutalneutral wire.. (ROTC ST45-7/, 1953) 

EMBANKMENT (or FILL). A bank of 

or material constructedearth, rock, other 


above the natural ground surface. (DePina, 


1972) 

SomethingSTRUCTURE. 
P.) 

EXISTING 
constructed or built (on the site). (U.S. r 

EXPLORATORY BORING. Initial sub-

surface investigations (borings) done on a 
on the areas of interestgrid superimposed 

and on areas indicated as limited/re-
in the initial survey.stricted/hazardous 

(U.S.D.P.) 

EXTERIOR CIRCULATION/ACCESSI-

(SITE PLANNING). The existing and pro-


posed circulation system/accesses outside but 


affecting the site. Thes4 include limited access 


highways as well as meshing access to the sur-

rounding area. Exterior circulation/accesses 


are generally given conditions. (U.S.D.P.) 


FAUCET (also TAP). A fixture for draw-


ing liquid from a pipe, cask, or other vessel. 


(Merriam-Webster, 1971) 

FINANCING. The proess of raising or 

providing funds. SELF.FINANCED: ptovid-

ed by own funds; PRIVATE/PUBLIC Fl-

NANCED: provided by loan; PUBLIC SUB-

SIDIZED: provided by grant or 
(U.S.D.P.) 

Danger.theADstatetof)being eepohedotowharm;aliableatoFIRE/EXPLOSION HAZARDS. 

state of being exposed to harm; liable to 

injury, pain, or loss from fire/explosion [at 

near the site]. (Mcrriam-Webstcr, 1971) 

FIRE FLOW. The quantity (in time) of 

water available for fire-protection purposes 

in excess of that required for other purposes. 

(Meriam-Webstcr. 1971) 

A water tap to whichFIRE HYDRANT. 

fire hoses are connected in order to smother 


fires. (U.S.D.P.) 

Measures and 

pactices for preventing or reducing injury 

and loss of life or property by fire. (Merriam-

FIRE PROTECION. 

Webster, 1971) 

A pavementFLEXIBLE PAVEMENT. 

structure which maintains intimate contact 
and distributes loads to the subgrade 

and depends upon aggregate interlock, parti-


for stability,
cle friction, and cohesion 
(De['g'a, 1972) 

A rising and overflowing ofFLOODING. 
a body of water that covers land not usually 

underwater. (U.S.D.P.) 

FRINGE. The floodplainFLOODWAY 
area landward of the natural floodway which 

would be innundated by low-velocity flood 
waters. (U.D.S.P.) 

FLOW METER. A device to measure the 

flow of water. (U.S.D.P.) 

FLUSH TANK TOILET. Toilet with stor-

age tank of water used for flushing bowl. 

(U.S.D.P.) 
, 


FLUSH VALVE TOILET. Toilet with 

self-closing valve which supplies water direct-

ly from pipe. It requires adequate pressure 
for proper functioning. (U.S.D.P.) 

FOOTCANDLE. A unit ofilluminance on 

a surface that is everwhere one foot from a 
uniform point source of light of one candle 

square foot.and eq%1al to one lumen per
(Merriam-Webster, 1971) 

Gaseous emissions that are usu-FUMES. 

ally odorous and sometimes noxious. (Mer-

riam-Webster, 1971) 


GAS. A system for supplying natural gas, 


manufactured gas, or liquefied petroleum gas 


to the site and individual users. (U.S.D.P.) 


1.REGUI.GOVERNMENT/MUNICIPAL 
Se
In urban areas, the developentTIONS. 
11(;I


usually controlled by a government/mun. 

of the following high I 
pality through all or some 

1971)
regulations: Master Plan, Zoning Ordinance. 

Subdivision Regulations, Building Code 
HOT 

(U.S.D.P.) 	 wGho 
ITsc 

trolling the flow of water. (U.S.D.P.) 	 IIOU
 
el
 

GRADE. Profile of the center of a road 


the invert of a culvert or scwcl.
way, or IOL
 
(DePina, 1972) 

con- IIV:GRAVEL BASE. A paving base 

iler constructed on asistinof gravel and .D.P. 
lest1
 

prepared subgrade.(U.S.DP.) 


GRAVEL SURFACE ON ASPALT. 
A71
 

paving surface consisting of coarse and frne 	 I¥I 

aggregates applied in a manner similar to 	 or e, 
Slut,gravel base. (U.S.D.P.) 

GRID BLOCKS. The block determined by 1I.1. 

a convenient public circulation and not by viol. 

dimensions of lots. In grid blocks some lots havi 

have indirect access to public streets. 197 

(U.S.D.P.) 
IN( 

The blocks deter. 11m0GRIDIRON BLOCKS. 
mined by the dimensions of the lots. In grid. ant 

iron blocks all the lots have direct access to year 
grol
public streets. (U.S.D.P.) 

GRID LAYOUTS. The urban layD.tP 	 IN( 
ar fwith grid blocks.(U.S.D.P.) 


GRIDIRON LAYOUTS. The urban 
layouts with gridiron blocks. (U.S.D.P.) 	 IN( 

the
GROUPED. See DWELLING TYPE. 


gl
(Static). The height o water above 


any plane or point of reference. Head in feet
 
etc 

= (lb/sq. in. x 144)/(Densiy in lb/cu. ft.l 


For water at 68.F.(DePina, 1972)
 
IN 

units grouped in A
HIGII-RISE. Dwelling 


five or more stories with stairs and ekvattN
 

for vertical circulation. (U.S.D.P.)
 

http:subgrade.(U.S.DP


0 

.A- HIGH SCHOOL (JUNIOR. SENIOR).
cnt SeSCHOOL. 

EIGi TENSION CABLE. ICableJhavinging high potential or voltage. (Merriam-Webster, 

de. 	 IIOT WIRE. Wire carrying voltage bet-ween itself and a ground. (ROTC ST 45-7, 

m-	 1953) 
IIOURDI. A hollow tile used in masonry 

id- construction for walls or slabs. (U.S.D.P.) 

U. HOUSE. See DWELLING UNIT TYPE. 

HIYDRANT. A discharge pipe with valveand spout at which water may be drawn from 
the mains of waterworks. (Merriam-Webster, 
1971) 

e 	 IYDRAULICS. That branch of science 
or engineering that deals with water or otherfluid in motion. (DePina, 1972) 

y 	 ILLEGAL. That which is contrary to or 
y 	 violating a rule or regulation or somethings having the force of law. (Merriam-Webster,

1971) 

INCOME. 	 The amount (measured inmoney) of gains from capital or labor. The 
amount of such gain received by a family per 
year may be used as an indicator of income 

groups. (U.S.D.P.) 
INCOME GROUPS. A group of people 
or families within the same range of incomes.
(U.S.D.P.) 

INCREMENT (TAX). A special tax on 
the increased value of land, which is due to 

rather to natural causes such as the increase 
oateopuatonunral poures s the incieof population, general progress of society, 
etc. (U.S.D.P.) 

ANIIREC COST. See COST OF UR-
BANIZATION. 

INFRASTRUCTURE. The underlying
foundation or basic framework for utilities 
and services: strects, sewage; water network;storm drainage, electrical network; gas net-work; telephone network; public transporta-

t1971)ion; police and fire prc ection; refuse collec-
tion, health, schools, playgrounds, parks,open spaces. (U.S.D.P.) 

INLET (CURB, CHANNEL). A device tocollect surface runoff from streets and dis-
charge it into pipes and basic storm drainage 
network. (U.S.D.P.) 

INNER RING. See DWELLING LOCA. 
TION. 

INSTANT DEVELOPMENT. See 
DWELLING DEVELOPMENT MODE. 

INSULATOR. A material or body that isa poor conductor of electricity, heat, or 
sound. (Merriam-Webster, 1971) 

INTERIOR CIRCULATION NETWORK 
(SITE PLANNING). The pedestrian/ 
vehicular circulation system inside the site. Itshould be designed based upon the exterior
circulation/accesses and land development 
requirements. (U.S.D.P.) 

INTERVAL. A space of time (or distance] 
between the recurrences ofsimilar conditions 
or states. (Merriam-Webster, 1971) 
KIIOWATr(kw). (1000 watts) A conven. 
ient manner of expressing large wattages.
Kilowatt hours (kwh) measure the total quan-
tity of energy consumed in agiven time. One 
kwh represents the use of an average of I
kilowatt of electrical energy for aperiod of I 
hour. (ROTC ST 457,1953) 

KINDERGARTEN. SeeSCIIOOL 
KSEMIPUBLIC 

KVA(KILO-VOLT.AMPERES). Anelec-
trical unit representing ICZ;, volts-amperes,
(US.D.P.) 

LAMPIIOLE. A vertical pipe or shaft 
leading from the surface of the ground to a 

sewer, for admitting light for purposes of in-
spection. (U.S.D.P.) 

LAND COST. Price: the amount ofmoney given or set as the amount to be given 

as a consideration for the sale of a specific
thing (the site). (Merriam-Webster, 1971)
LAND DEVELOPMENT COSTS. The 

costs of making raw land ready for development through the provision of utilities, ser-
vices, accesses, etc. (U.S.D.P.) 

LAND LEASE. The renting of land for aterm of years for an agreed sum; leases of 
land may run as long as 99 years. (U.S.D.P.) 

LAND-MARKET VALUE. Refers to: 
I) the present monetary equivalent to replace 
the land; 2) the present tax-based value of the
land; or 3) the present commercial marketvalue of the land. (U.S.D.P.) 

LAND OWNERF)IIP. The exlusive right 
of control and possession of aparcel of land.
(U.S.D.P.) 

LAND SUBDIVISION. The division of
the laLd in blocks, lots and laying out streets, 
(U.S.D.P.) 

LAND TENANCY. The temporary hold-
ing or mode of holding a parcel of land of 
another. (U.S.D.P.) 

LANDTENURE. SeeTENURE. 

LAND UTIjZATION. A q-salification
of the land around a dwelling in relation to 
user. physical controls and responsibility,
PUBLIC (streets. walkways, open spaces): 
user -anyone/unlimited; physical controls 

-minimum; responsibility -public sector, 
(open spaces, playg;ounds,schools): user -limited group of peoplc; 

physical control, or-partial complete;
responsibility -public sector and user. 

PRIVATE (dwellings, lots): user -owner 
 or 
tenant or squatter; physical controls-
complete; responsibility -user. SEMI
,, ' VA TE (cluster courts): user -group of 
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owners and/or tenants; physical controls 
partial or complete; responsibility -user. 
(U.S.D.P.) 
LAND UTILIZATION: PHYSICAL CON-

TROLS. The* physical/ legal means or 
methods of directing, regulating, and coordinating the use and maintenance of land bythe owners/users. (U.S.D.P.) 

LAND UT1IJZATION: RESPONSIBILITY. 
The quality/state of being morally /legaly 
responsible for the use and maintenance of 
land by the owners/users. (U.S.D.P.) 

LAND UTILIZATION: USER(S). The
people or the group of people who ordinarily
and directly use apiece of land and the facil
ities it contains. (U.S.D.P.) 

LARGE CONTRACTOR BUILT. SeeDWELLING BUILDER. 

LATERAL, SEWER. A collector pipe 
receiving sewage from buitfing connection 
only. (U.S.D.P.) 

LATRINE. A receptacle (as a pit in the
earth or a water closel) for use in defecation 
and urination or a room (as in a barracks or 
hospital) or enclosure (as in a camp) containing such a 	recepiacle. (Merriam-Webster, 
1971) 

LAYOUT. The plan or design or arrangement of something that islaid out. (Merriam-
Webster, 1971) 

LEVELS OF SERVICES. Two levels are 
considered: MI'IMUMf. acceptable or possi
ble levels below the standard; STANDARD: 
levels set up and established by authority. 

custom, or general consent, as a model. ex
ample or rule for the measure of quantity.weight, extent, valueor quality. (U.S.D.P.) 

.IFT PUMP. A collection system compo. 
nent that forces sewage to a higher elevation 
to avoid deep pipe networks. (U.S.D.P.) 
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L.OCAI.TlY. A relatively self-contained 
icsidential area/cominunity/neighborhood/ 
,ettlement within an urban area which may 
contain one or more dwelling/land systems. 
(U.S.D.P.) 

IOCAI.ITY SEGMENT. A 400m x 400m 
area taken from and representing the rsiden-
tial character and layout of a locality, 

(U.S.D.P.) 

LOCATION. Situation: the way in which 
something Ithe site] is placed in relation to its 
surroundings [the urban contextil. (Merriam-
Webster, 1971) 

LOT. A measured parcel of land having 
lixed boundaries and access to public circula-
lion. (U.S.D.P.) 

1.O1 CI.USTER. A group of lots (owned 
individually) around a semipublic common 
court (owned in condominium). (U.S.D.P.) 

LOT COVERAGE. The ratio of building 
area to the total lot area. (U.S.D.P.) 

LOT PROPORTION. The ratio of lot 
width to lot depth. (U.S.D.P.) 

LOW TENSION CABLE. [Cablel having 
low potential or voltage. (Merriam-Wcbster, 
1971) 

LUMINAIRE. In Highway lighting, a 
complete lighting device consisting of a light 
source, plus a globe, reflector, refractor, 
housing and such support as is integral with 
the housing. (DePina, 1972) 

MANIIOIE. An access hole sized for a 
nan to enter, particularly in sewer and storm 
drainage pipe systems for cleaning, main-
tenancc and inspection. (U.S.D. P.) 

MASTER PLAN. A comprehensive, long 
range plan intended to guide the growth and 
dcvclopnent of a city, town, or region, 
cxpressing official contemplations on the 
couise its transportation, housing, and com- 
niunity facilities should take, land making 

proposals for industrial settlement, com-
merce, population distribution, and other as-
pects of growth and development. It is usual- 
ly accompanied by drawings, explanatory 
data, and a prefatory apologia explaining its 
limitations. Few aspects of the city-planning 
process have aroused more controversy than 
the master plan. Conceptions of what it 
should be run the gamut from the futurama 
down to the simple zoning scheme. No master 

plan can be fulfilled specification by 

specification in the fae of the ever-recurring 
changes caused by indu.srirlization, popula-
tion shift, traffic increase, suburbanization, 
and periodic political undulations. (Abrams, 
1972) 

MATRIX (OF BASIC REFERENCE MO-
DELS). A set of models of urban layouts 
arranged in rows and columns. (U.S.D.P.) 

MEDIAN BARRIER. A double-faced 
guard rail in the median or island dividing 

two adjacent roadways. (DcPina, 1972) 

MESIING BOUNDARIES. Characteriz-

ed by continuing, homogeneous land uses or 
topography, expressed as LINES: property 
lines, political or municipal divisions, main 

streets, etc.; AREAS: similar residential uses, 

compatible uses (as parks with residential). 
(U.S.D.P.) 

METER. An instrument for measuring 
and recording the amount of something (as 
water, gas, electricity) that flows. (Merriam-
Webster, 1971) 

MICROClIMATE. The local climate of a 
given site or habitat varying in size from a 
tiny crevice to a large land area but being 
usually characterized by considerable unifor-
mity ofclimate. (Merriam-Webster, 1971) 

MODE OF TRAVEL. Manner of moving 
from one place (the site) to another (other 
parts of the urban context). (U.S.D.P.) 

MODEL (OF URBAN LAYOUT). A rep-
rcsentation of an urban residential area illus-
trating circulation, land utilization, land sub-

division, and utility network nf a specific lay-
out and lot. (U.S.D.P.) 

MUTUAL OWN"RSHIP. Private land 
ownership shared by two or more persons 
and their heir under mutual agreement. 
(U.S.D.P.) 

NATURAL FEATURES. Prominent ob-
jects in or produced by nature. (U.S.D.P.) 

NATURAL UNDISTURI'EI) SOIL. Soil 
that has not been disturbed by artificial pro-
cess. Although natural, such soils depend 
greatlyon local conditions, environment, and 
past geological history of the formations. 
(U.S.D.P.) 

NEIGIIBORHOOD. A section lived in by 
neighbors and having distinguishing charac-
teristics. (U.S.D.P.) 

NETWORK EFFICIENCY (LAYOUT EF-

FICIENCY). The ratio of the length of the 
network to the area(s) contained within; or 
tangent to it. (U.S.D.P.) 

NEUTRAL WIRE. The wire in a three-
wire distribution system usually required to 
be ."iu:ded for safety of both linemen and 

householdcrs. (Merriam-Webster, 1971) 

NOISE. Any sound [affecting the site) 

that is undesired [such as that produced by: 

traffic, airports, industry, etc.I (Merriam-
Webster, 1971) 

ODOR. A quality of something that af-
fects the sense of smell. (Merriam-Webster, 

1971) 

OHMS (electrical). The unit of resistance 

to the flow of electrcity. The higher the 
number of ohms, the greater the resistance. 
When resistance is constant, amperage (ad 
wattage) arc in direct proportion to voltage. 

Resistance varits inversely with the cross
sectional area of the wire. Ohms = volts/am-
peres. R = E/l. The practical nks unit of 

electrical resistance that is equal to the 
resistance of a circuit in which a potential dif-

ference of one %oltproduces a current or oi, PILAY 
ampere or to the resistance in which wat IaIl.I 
of power is dissipated when one ampere flo., 

through it and that is taken as standard in1l1 0.01r. 
U.S. (U.S.D.P.; ROTC ST 45-7, lyID. 
Merriam-Webster. 1971) aircular 

OPERATION COST. See COsas l. PhL sURBANIZATION. 
thtng s 

OPTIMIZE/OPTIMALIZE. To bring tn 

a peak of economic efficiency, speciall bp P5.ICI 
the use of precise analytical ncth, body of 
(Merriam-Webster, 1971) 

a at 
ORGANIC SOILS. Soil&composed mom )Clicin 
ly of plant material. (U.S.D.P.) Webster, 

OXIDATION, POND (LAGOON). A POPUL. 
method of sewage treatment using actio al DEVII.I 
bacteria and algae to digest/decaapa 
wastes. (U.S.D.P.) p5)PUI

IO¢¢Lth 
ItN 

mt1:G 

PERCENT RENT/MORTGAGE. sln bed:G 
fraction of income allocated for dwellinqtg publi ta 
tal or dwelling mortgage payments; cxpgaw pudli oin 
as a percentage of total family itv.1t hlud Iai 
(U.S.D.P.) 

PARKS. See RECREATION FACILIb. aca. 

POSITIO
 
PERIPHERY. See DWELLING LIK&
 
TION. iully "CL 

4%lcrriam-

PIRATE TAXI. A taxi cab that ilkph I-.(IIe 
carries paying passengers Gver a regulia roi. 

according to a flexible schedule. (U.S.D. 1I
 
FISIMARI
 

PIT PRIVY/LATRINE. A simple a00IIO)L."I 

the ground, usually hand-dug, covered mu rRIMER. 
slab and protective superstructure; i 
posal ofhuman excreta. (U.S.D.P.) 4mlltc sub 

PLANNING. The establishment of .,, I44AIE 
policies, and procedures for a social 4,1tithe let 
nomic unit, i.e. city. (U.S.D.P.) bilt wilhou 

PLAY FIELDS. See RECkEiAlk riFIVATE/ 
FACILITIES. *IIAN('IN. 

PLAY GROUNDS. See RECRLum rglIATE 
FACILITIES. ll Fl.OPt 
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PLAY LOTS. See RECREATION FA.
CILITMI'. 

PlOT/lOT. A measured parcel of landhaving fixed boundaries and access to publiccirculation. (U.S.D.P.) 

which something isaffixed or by which some-POIE. A, upright coh, mn to the op of 

thing issupported. (Merriam-Webster, 1971) 
POLICE PROTECION Police force: i 
body of trained men and women entrusted byagovernment with the maintenance of public 
Peace and order, enforcement of laws, pre-vention and detection of crime. 'Merriam-
Webster. 1971) 
POPULAR SECTOR. See DWELLING 
DEVELOPER. 

POPULATION DENSITY. The ratio be-tween the population of agiven arca and thearea. It is expressed in people per hectare. It 
can be: GROSS DENSITY includes any kindof land utilization, residential, circulation, 
Pen- facilities,Public etc. NET DENSITY- in-
dudes only the residential land and dots notincludeland for other uses. (U .S.D.P.) 

POSITION. The point or area in space ac-tually occupied by aphysical object [the site[. 
(Merriam-Webster, 1971) 

PRE-SCHOOL. See SCHOOL. 

PRIMARY/ELEMENTARY SCOOL. See 
SCHOOL. 

PRIMER. A small introductory book on a(U..dis- DP.)bypeciRAc subjet. (U.S.D.P.)speificsubect 

PRIVATE LAND OWNERSHIp. Theabsolute tenure of land to a person and his 
heirs without restriction of time. (U.S.D.P.) 

PRIVATE/PUBLICINANCING. FINANCED. See 

PRIVATE SECTOR. See DWELLI.NGI)EVEI'OPct'. 

PRIVY. A small, often detached building
having a bench with one or more round oroval holes through which the user may dcefa-cate or urinate (as into apit or tub) and ordi-narily lacking any means of automatic dis-charge of the matter deposited. (Merriam-

Webster, 1971)PROGRESSIVE. See DWELLING DE-

VELOPMENT MODE. 
PROJECT. A plan undertaken; a specific
plan or design. (U.S.D.P.) 

PUBLIC CIRCULATION. The circula-tion network which is owned, controlled, and 
maintained by public agencies and is accessi-be to all members of a community,
(U.S.D.P.) 

PUBLIC FACILITIES. Facilities such as 
schools, playgrounds, parks, other facilitiesaccessible to all members of a communitywhich are owned. controlled, and maintained 
by public agencies. (U.S.D.P.) 

PUBI.C SECTOR. See DWELLING DE. 
VELOPER.SroERsVC A-ND COM)MUo 

PUBLIC SERVIC(ROTC
FACILITIES. Includes: public transpor-tation, police protection, fire protection, re-
fuse collection, health facilities, schools, andplaygrounds, recreation and open spaces,other community facilities, business,mercial, small com-industries, markets, 

(U.S.D.P.) 

PUBLIC SUBSIDIZED. See FINANC-ING. 

PUBLIC SYSTEM (sneraJ). A system
which is owned and operated by a local gov-ernmental authority or by an established pub-
lic utili;ty company which is controlled andregulated by a governmental authority, 

(HUD/AID, Minimum Standards, 1966)PU LIdTI I Tp.lnc u esxwt r.in 

PUBLIC UTILITIES. Includes: watersupply, sanitary sewerage, storm drainage,electricity, street lighting, telephone, circula-
tion networks. (U.S.D.P.) 

PUMP. A device or machine that raises,
transfers, or compresses fluids or that attenuals gases especially by suction orpressureor both. (Merriam-Webster, 1971) 
RECREATION FACILITIES. Outdoors 

facilities provided for recreation and for dif-ferent age groups as follows: playfos,2-7; playgrounds. ages 6-16; playfields; agesages 

12-20; parks. all ages. (U.S.D.P.) 
REFUSE COLLECTION. The service 
collection and disposal of all the solid wastesfrom acommunity. (US.D.P.) 

RESERVOIR. Large-scale storage of 
water; also functions to control fL;ationsin supply and pressure. (U.S.D.P.) 

RESIDENTIAL AREA. An area contain-
ing the basic needs/requirements for daily life 
activities: housing, education, recreation,
shopping, work. (U.S.D.P.) 

RESISTANCE. The opposition to electri-cal flow. (Resistance i :reases as the length
of wires is increased and decreases as the 
cross-sectional area of wires is increased), 

ST 45-7, 1953)
RESTRICTIVE ZONE. See FLOOD-WAY FRINGE. 

RIGHT-OF-WAY. A legal rightpassage over another person's ground [land], 
of 

the area or way over which aright-of-way cx-

ists such as: a path or thoroughfare which 
one may lawfully use, the strip of land de-voted to or over which isbuilt a public road, 
the landa occupied by a railroad, the land usedpublic utility. Rights-of-way may be 
shared (as streets; pedestrians and automo-
biles) or exclusive (as rapid transit routes;subways, railroads, cis., (Merriam-Webster, 
1971; U.S.D.P.) 

ROADWAYof gu t (IITGHWAY).e.its r.rSi h s, Thein l portiondi g)lof a highway included between the outside 
lines of Sutler or side ditches. including allslopes, ditches, channels, and appurtenances, cssary to proper drainage, protection, and 

a (DePina, 1972) 
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ROOM. See DWELLING UNIT TYPE. 

RO.w!GROUjD) IIOUSING. Dwellingunits grouped together linearly or in clusters.(U.S.D.P.) 

RUNOFF.(DePina. 1972)That part of precipitation carried off from the area upon which it falls. 

RUNOFF-RAINFALL RATIO. The per
centage (ratio) of storm-water runoff that is 
not reduced by evaporation, depression storal-, surface wetting, and percolation; with 
increased rainfall duration, runoff-rainfa
ratios rise increasing runoff flow. (U.S.D.P.) 
SAND. Loose, distinguishable grains ofquartz/feldspar, mica (ranging from 2mm to
0.02mm in diameter). (U.S.D.P.) 

SANITARY SEWERAGE. The system ofartificial, usually subterranean coi.duits.carry off sewage composed of: excreta: waste
to 

matter eliminated from tb human body; dtmastic wastes: used waler from ahome/con
munity containing 0.1% total solids; and 
someundNIuTrac r s uto water fromindustrial wrste but t water from 

ound, surface, or storm. (U.SD.P.) 
SCHOOL. An organized institution ofeducation for different age groups as follows: 
pre-schools (kindergarten). ages 2-7; primary
and elementary schools, ages 6-16; secondary
schools (junior senior high), ages 12-20; colkges and universities,ages IS-up. (U.S.D.P.) 

SECONDARY SCHOOL. SeeSCIIOOL. 

SELF-FINANCED. See FINANCING. 

SELF-HELP.BUILT. See DWELUNG 
BUILDER. 

SEMIDETACHED DWELLING. Twodwelling units sharing a common wall 
(duplex). (U.S.D.P.) 

SFPTIC TANK. A tank in which the organic solid matter of continuously flowingsewage is deposited and retained i A has 

http:DWELLI.NG
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See UNIT SMOKE. The gaseous products of burning
been disintegrated by anaerobic bacteria. SHANTY. DWELLING carbonaceous materials made visible by the 

by9 aerb TYPE.beerdiintebrted of carbon particles. (MCrriam-Web-
T E.presence(Merria-Wcbser,1971) 


ster, 1971)
SHOPPING. (Facilities for) searching for, 

Fixtures connected in
SERIES CIRCUIT. 

acircuit by asingle wire. When one fixture is inspec'tng. or buying available goods or scr-

are used for the disposal of
or seepage pits,
vices.(U.S.D.P.) leeching
out. the circuit isbroken. Fixtures with dif- refenred able and a 


ferent amperags cannot be used efficiently in settled sewage where the soil is su: able and a 

SILT. Loose, unconsolidated sedimentary 

the same circuit. (ROTC ST45-711953) to public water supply isused. (Salvato, 1958)
rock particles (ranging from 0.02mm 

SOIS. Soil structure: the arrangement Of 
0.002mm in diameter). (U.S.D.P.)
SERVICE COt4NECTION (SEWAGE). 

The pipes and fittings tht connects the in-
soil particles in various aggregates differing

UTILIZA-See DWELLINGSINGLE. 
dividual lots, cluster of lots, or communal's in shape, size, stability, and degree of adhe-

one (Merriam-Wcbstcr.network. TION. 1971) to another.systems with the basic Land (that could be) made suitable sionsewage 
(USDP)SITE.
(U.S.D.P.) 


for building purposes by dividing into lots, It isthe process
(WATER). SOIL INVESTIGATION.SERVICE CONNECTION streets and providing facilities. 
to find the soil structure and other character-laying out 

The pipe and fittings that connects the street 
(Merriamn-Wcbster,1971)

distributin pipe to the individual lots or 
istics. It may include the following stages: ini-

est m ou ltsorer tial soil survey, exploratory boring, construc-
distrbu oti pmi SITE AREAS. Two types are considered: 

taik. (U.S.D.P.) lion boring. (U.S.D.P.)


GROSS AREA: includes the whole site or the
bounded piece of ground. USABLE AREA: 

The electrical connec- The pipe in a dwelling whichSOIL PIPE.SERVICE DROP. 
includes only the portion of the site that can 

tion between the secondary low tension net-
be fully utilized for buildings, streets, play- carries the pipe discharge from water closets. 


work and the individual lots or cluster of lots' 
pounds. recreation facilities, gardens. or (U.S.D.P.) 


electric system. (U.S.D.P.) 
 An on-site ex-SOiLSURVEY (INITIAL). 
See EASEMENT. stuctues.(U.S.D.P) amination of surface soil conditions and ref-

SERVITUDE. SITE AND SERVICES. The subdivision 
erence to aGENERAL SOIL MAP. It is used 

of urban land and the provision of services 
obvious limitations/restrictions/Occupation by settlers to com- to revealSETTLEMENT. for residential use and complementary 

establish a residence or colony. (U.S.D.P.) are hazards for early planning consideration. 
Site and services projectsmercial use. 

aimed to improve the housing conditions for (U.S.D.P.) 

SEWAGE. The effluent in a sewer net-

the low income groups of the population by 

The vertical pipe in a dwelling of 

work. (U.S.D.P.) STACK. 
providing: a)SITE. the access to a piece of 

the soil-, waste-, or vent-pipe systems. 
land where people can build their own dwell-

conduit in a subterranean (ROTC ST 45-7, 1953)
SEWER. '..a ings; b) SERVICES: the opportunity of ac-

and waste utilities, services and 
network used to carry off water css to employment, 

1)Something that is estab-
matter. (U.S.D.P.) STANDARD. 

community facilities, financing and commun-
fished by authority, custom, or general con

ications. (U.S.D.P.) a model or example to be followed. 
SEWER BUILDING CONNECTION. sent as 

2) Something that isset up and established by
The pipe connecting the dwelling with the 

SIZE. Physical magnitude or extent (of 
sewer network. (U.S.D.P.) 

the site), relative or proportionate diThcsions authority as arule for the measure of quanti-
extent, value or quality. (Merty, weight,

(of the site). (Merriam-Webstcr. 1971) 
Sewerage system: the sys- riar-Webster, 1971)StWERAGE. 

or locality.tern of sewers in a city, town 
Degree or extent of deviatio" I

SLOPE. A pipe riser with tap used 
(Mcrriam-Wcbstcr, 1971) 

the land surfacel from the horizontal. (IV - STANDPIPE. 

as a source of water for domestic purposes. 
(HUD/AID, Minimum Standards, 1966) 

the site riam-Webster, 197i)
SIIAPE. Form/configuration of SeeBUILT. aSMALL CONTRACTOR Storm sewer:DRAINAGE.daries. (U.S.D.P.) STORM 

DWELLING BUILOER. 

.
sewer (system) designed to carry wae0 
,..except scwage (exclusively storm U,,.c. 

face runoff, or street wash). (lCSM& 

Webster, 1971) 

STREETLIGHTING. illuminaianta ,
 

prove vision at nig~t for secu.ity and for us 
of 

extension of 

SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS. Rig. 

lations governing the developmet of &a 
w

land for raidential or other purpowc 


prescribe standards for the street Univ,4
 

ments, lot sizes and layouts, pioceduslh,l o pulc -,€u,,
trrqiret,
dean g 

and other requirements. PoceuriC pu aw
 

given for filing maps; for receiving th 
 # 
.proval of the public engineer, plannin 

mission, and other departments. labiua 

1972) 

The layer of natural ii •SUBGRADE. 

fill (compacted soil) upon whicb the p.,.
 

ment structure itauding curbs iscmbuwa
 
(DePina, 1972)
 

SUBMAIN or BRANCII SEWER. 

lector pipe receiving sewage from laind W. 

er only. (U.S.D.P.) 

The sma,SUBSISTENCE INCOME. 
frhof oney rere 


of food and fuel for an average amill Wme 

vive. (U.S.D.P.) 

€,u..6SULLAGE. Drainage or rctu3e 

Webster, 1971) 

a,TAP (ao FAUCLT). A fitu I 
,
ing a liquid from a pipe, cask, oiwhn 

(MerriatheWebstr, 1971) 

rantbea I,,*TAX oEIN. 

ment of immunity from taxes; I&tea 0,u
 

exemption on new housing in Nc% Vii .*
 
sm


ulated new construction in the mvU. 
its housing shortage, Turkey ipgazcj , 

tax exemption on new 
(Abrams. 1966) 



TAX INCENTIVE. Favorable ax treat. 
ment to induce the beneficiary to do some-
thing he would not otherwise be likely to do. 
(U.S.D.P.) 

TAX STRUCTURE/TAXATION. The 
method by which a nation (state, municipali-
ty) implements decisions to transfer resources
from the frivate sector to the public sector,
(U.S.D.P.) 

TEI.FPIIONE. An electrical voice com-
munication network interconnecting all sub-
scribing individuals and transmitting over 

wires or by other electronic means.
(U.S.D.P.) 

TENURE. The act, right, manner or termof holding land property. "Ywo situations of 
tenure of the dwelling Lit:and/or the lot, 
land are considered: LEGAL: having formal 

Pot regulated or sanctioned by law. Four 
types or tenure are considered: RENTAL: 
where the users pa a fee (daily, weekly, mor-thly) for the use of the dwelling unit and/or 
the lot/land; LEASE- where the users pay a 
fee for long-term use (generally for a year)for adwelling unit and/or the lot/land from
the owner (an individu Al,a public agency, or 
a private organizati 3n); OWNERSHiP: 
here the users hold infreehold [he dwelling 


unit and/or the lot/land %.iich the unit occu-
pies; EMPLOYER-PROVIDED: whereusers are provided a dwelling unit by 

the 
an 

employer in exchange t r services, e.g.,
domestic live-in servants. (U.S.D.P.) 

TITLE. The instrument (as a deed) that 
constitutes a legally just cause of exclusive 
possession (of land, dwellings, or both).
(Merriam-Webster, 1971) 

TOILET. A fixture for defecation and uri-
nation, esp. water closet. (8th Collegiate
Websi.:r, 1973) 

TOPOGRAPIIY. The configuration of a
Ilandi surface including its relief and the posi-
lion of its natural and man-made features, 
(Merriam-Webster, 1971) 

TRANSFORMER. A de ice employing
the principle of mutual indu lion to convert 
variations of current in a prii ary circuit into 
variations of voltage and cu :ene in a secon-
dary circuit and typically c msisting of two 
separate coils usually with d Iferent numbers 
of turns on the same clos, J laminated iron 
core. (Merriam-Webster, I 71) 

TRANSPORTATION. Means of convey-
ance or travel from ,ne place (the sitel toanother (other par, of the urban contexti. 
(Mcrriam-Webster, 1971) 

TRAP. A fitting that provides awater sealto prevent sewe:r gases and odors being dis-
charged through fixtures. (ROTC ST 45-7,1953) 

TREATMENT WORKS. Filtration plant, 
reservoirs, and all other construction re-

quired for the treatment of a water supply.
(ROTCST45-7, 1953) 

UNIT. A determinate quantity adopted as a standard of measurement for other quanti-ties of the same kind. (Merriam-Webster, 
1971) 

URBAN. Of, relating to, characteristic of, 
or taking place in a city. Constituting or in-
uding and centered ina city. (Mrrriam-


Webster, 1971)
URBAN TRANSPORTATION. Means of 
conveyance of passengers or goods from one 
place to another along ways, routes of circu-
lation ina metropolitan context. (U.S.D.P.) 

URBANIZATION. The quality or state of 
being or becoming urbanized; to cause totake on urban characteristics. (U.S.D.P.) 

USETAX. The ta' on land aimed primar-
ily at enforcing its use or improvement,
(U.S.D.F.) 


USER INC4.ME GROUPS. Based upon
the subsistence (minimum wage) income per 
year, five Income groups are distinguished: 

VERYLOW(belowsubsirtencelevel):thein. 
come group with ro household income avail-
able for housing, services, or transportation; 
LOW (I x subsistence level): the income 
group that can afford no or very limited sub-
sidized housing; MODERATE (3 x subsis. 
tence level): the income group that can afford 
limited housing and rent only with govern-
ment assistance; HIGH (5 x subsistence 
level): the income group that can afford 
housing without subsidy, by cash purchase,
through mortgage payments, or by rent; 
VERY HIGH (10xsubsistencelevel): the in-
come group that represents the most econom-ically mobile sector of the population.(Turner, 1971) 

USUFRUCT. The right to profit from a 
parcel of land or control of a parcel of landwithout becoming the owner or formal lessee; 
legal possession by decree without charge. 

(U.S.D.P.) 

UTII.TEs. Include: water supply. san-itary sewerage, storm drainage, electricity,
street lighting, gas, telephone. (U.S.D.P.) 

IJTIUITY/SERVICE. The organizationand/ r t he gnral

and/or infrastructure for meeting the generalpumping 

whole system of 
need (as for water supply, wastewater remov-
al, electricity, etc.) in the public interest, 
(U.S.D.P.) 


VALVE. A water supply distribution co-ponent which interrupts the supply for main-
tenance purposes. (U.S.D.P.) 

VENT. A pipe opening to the atmosphere, 
which provides ventilation fcr adrainage sys-
tern and prevents trap siphonag backor 
pressure. (ROTCST45-7, 1953) 

VIBRATION. A quivering or trembling

motion [such as that produced by: heavy traf-
tic, industry, aircraft, etc.I. (Merriam-Web-
str 1971) 


VIEWS. That which is revealed to the vi-
sion or can be seen Ifrom the site]. (Merriam-
Webster, 1971) 
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VOLe. A measure of the "pressure" of 
electricity, much the same as pound. per 
square inch measure water pressure, and indi
cating the capacity of agiven current to pass. 
through electrical resistance. (ROTC ST 45-7, 
1953) 

WALK-UP. Dwelling units grouped in 
two to five stories with Stairs for vertical cir
culation. (U.S.D.P.) 

WASTE PIPE. A pipe [in a dwelling]
which carries water from wash basins, sinks. 
and similar fixtures. (ROTC ST45-7.1953) 
WATER SUPPLY. Source, means, or 
process of supplying water, (as for a community) usually involving reservoirs, pipe
lines, and often the watershed from which thewater is ultimately drawn. (Merriam-
Webster. 1971)
 

WATERSIFD. The catchment area or 
drainage basin from which the waters of atream or stream system are drawn. IMersWe streiam-Webster, 971)s971) 

AEWRSWATERWORKS. The 

and purifying equipment by which a water
supply isobtained and distributed t consum

ss.(Merriam-Webster, 1971) 
( amese

WATT(w). A measureof the powerofthe
 
flow of energy through circuit. Wattage is
 
the product of voltsdimes amperes. Both
 
wasandhorsepower denote he rate orwork
 
being done.746w IHP.(ROTCST 45-7,
 
1953)
 
ZONING ORDINANCE. The demarcalON oity ORDINANCE. iThoes (eareas

lion of acity by ordinance into zones (areas,

districts) and the establishment of regulations 
to govern the use of land and the location,bulk. height, shape, use, population density, 

and coverage of structures within each zone. 
(U.S.D.P.) 
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versity of Chicago Press, 1969. General 

IJSII LANGUAGE (A Merriam-Webler). 
Unabridged. G. & C. Merriam Company, 

references. Springfield. Mass., 1971. Definitions 

Urban Land Institute (ULI). NEW glossary. 

ENGINEERING CONCEPTS IN COM- Wild. S.A. FOREST SOILS. Ronald 
MUNITY DEVELOPMENT. Technical Press, New York. N.Y., 1958. Soil. 
Bulletin no 59, Washington, D.C., 1967. 
Sewer disposal, storm drainage. 
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PUBLIC STREETS. (opposite page) Taipei, Taiwan. A narrow slr'el of multiple 

use: children playing, people sho'pping, laundry drying. Vehicular traffic is mini

mum. Dwellings cover entirely the private land and therefore the strects arc the only 
(left)areas available for outdoor activities. (See Street Mode I. pages 28-29-87). 

Nairobi, Kenya. Public housing in Kariobangi South. A service alley at the rear of 

the row of dwellings. The alley is too narrow for garbage truck collection or for 

children playing. Note the utilities: electric conduits, electricity and water meters. 

sewer access and vents, roof drain pipes, open gutter, the N.C.C. trash bins. The 
the stage for more seriousservice alley is really a garbage dump. when not 

offenses. (See lot accesses.page 96). (Photos:C.T. Hsu. 1975; P. Patel.1972). 

3.0 design criteria
 
INTRODUCTION. This section is concerned with the design of site 

-and services and similar projects. It provides a reference for the prep

aration of projects and cost estimates for urban settlements in the pro

cess of planning, as well as for existing settlements in the process of 

It also provides a reference in the preparation ofbeing upgraded. 
policies and programs. The main body of this section is a matrix for 

site and services projects with models of urban layouts. The matrix in

cludes: a) Elementary physical MODELS of circulation, land utiliza

tion and land subdivision. They cover basic urban residential configu

rations which are the products of two variables: lots and layouts of 

blocks. b) The UTILITIES for the models (water supply, sewage dis

posal, circulation/storm drainage, electricity/street lighting), cover

objectives, minimum and standard levels of services, design, 

specifications and cost analysis. c) Studies of COSTS, including: 
guidelines for evaluation of costs; illustration of cost implications; 

supporting and reference cost data. 
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3.1 THE SITE AND SERVICES CONCEPT 

DEFINITIONS. SITE AND SERVICES is a term that covers the 
subdivision of urban land and the provision of services for residentialuse and complementary commercial use. Site and services projects are 
aimrd to improve the housing conditions for the low income groups of 
the population by providing: a) SITE: availability of a piece of land on 
which people can build their own dwellings; b) SERVICES: avail-
ability of employment, utilities, services and community facilities, fi-
nancing and communications as follows: employment: existing and 
newly created job opportunities; public utilities: water supply and 
sewage disposal, street paving and storm drainage, electricity and 
street lighting, refuse collection; services and community facilities: 
health, educational, recreational and cultural; finances: housing
bank, credit and loan associations; communications:public transpor-
tation, public telephone. public mail service. Site and services projects
recognize the principle that security of tenure is one of the main con-
ditions for social and economic upward mobility for people without 
wealth, goods, or any other form of capital. 

Site and services projects are not, by any means, limited to proto-
types; on the contrary, they have innumerable variations: they can be 
of any size in terms of population or site extent; they can be developed 
in any convenient location; they can provide different levels and types
of services; they can also include different kinds of housing programs;
they can imply different degrees of government and community par-
ticipation; they are not necessarily the concern of only one particular 
agency as is the case with all the utilities. Despite the wide variety of 
options, common positive traits can be recognized when: 
a) The type and level of site and services is based on the needs of the 
people for whom the project is intended and is adjusted to their ca-
pacity to pay.
 
b) The users accept different levels of services and different stages of
 
development.
 
c) Most of the housing is built through self-help or aided self-help
 
programs.
 
d) ns at low interest rates are made available for the purchase ol
 
la*i dwelling construction.
 

e) Cooperatives of users are created with the following responsibili
ties: to collect housing loan payments; to organize a savings system
that will allow uninterrupted dwelling development; to organize the 
implementation of services and community facilities in cooperation
with the public housing agencies. 
f) The land is sold only by public hous;ig agencies in order to avoidspeculation by individual as well as private organizations, which .; a
 
common abuse in urban settlements of this nature.
 
g) Social, educational, health, employment community programs are
 
provided as an integral part of the site and services package.


SIZE AND POPULATION. Size and population are critical factors 
in urbanization. It goes without saying that they are also critical in site 
and services projects. The direct consequence is that variations in size
and population affect percentages of different land utilization (See:
SIZE, SHAPE, page 62.) But, most important, in addition to these 
variations, other more significant changes take place.

Larger sizes or larger populations imply in general a larger variety
of population in terms of incomes, ages, household composition, edu
cation, skills, cultures, aspirations, ambitions, etc. This variety is di
rectly reflected in the physical environment, particularly in the de
mand for different types of dwelling groups, dwelling units, different 
sizes of lots. 

There is abundant documented evidence to support the observation 
that when this variety is not recognized in the projects, the immediate 
effects in the community are negative. It "s also demonstrated that,
eventually, people will modify unsatisfactory dwellings and lots to 
provide for the variety needed, putting a great strain on their limited 
resources and money. Unfortunately, these efforts will not achieve the 
same degree of success that would have resulted if these needs had 
been anticipated. As a consequence, the critical issue in large site and 
services projects is to provide a variety of lot options or, better yet,
flexible urban layouts with built-in capacity to accommodate changes. 
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3.2 THE MODELS 

DEFINITIONS. The models developed are primarily physical 
models of a residential area and contemplate the basic needs/require-
ments for daily life activities. They can accommodate dwellings, a pri-
mary school, playgrounds, shops, markets, small industries and other 
sources of employment, and community services. All of these elements 
are located within walking distance, because it is assumed that none 
of the members of a family will depend on automobiles for everyday 
activities like going to work or to school, or to any other place for 
recreation, leisure, shopping, or even small errands. It is assumed, for 
instance, that the configuration of all the social, economic, and physi-
cal systems will permit food and other goods to be purchased several 
times a day, in small quantities for immediate needs, from a corner 
store. The size, population, circulation, land utilization, and urban 
layout of the models should be adequate to make an environment suit-
able for the community; "community" being the people living in a 
particular place or region and usually linked by common interests, 
The context of the model is: urban areas, developing countries, low-
income people, site and service projects. Other characteristics are des-
cribed in the sections that follow. Despite these specific limits, the 
models can be applied to different cases of urban settlements. Sim-
ilarly, they are confined to basic questions to permit the introduction 
of local variables in any specific context. 

The models are represented in schematic form, indicating property 
lines and the different land utilization. They show layouts of public 
streets, blocks with lots, and blocks with semipublic land. Each model 
contains, in addition, the layout of the utilities, water supply, sewage 
disposal, circulation and storm drainage, electricity and street light-
ing. The utilities include brief specifications, a bill of quantities and a 
cost analysis. Other basic assumptions for the models are the follow-
ing: (See: SITE ANALYSIS, page 59, for additionalreferences, when 
not otherwise indicated.) 
*LOCATION, APPROACHES, ACCESSES, TRANSPORTATION. 
Regarding the site for the models, the following assumptions have 
been made: a) Sources of employment exist within walking and bicy-
cling distances; b) The site can be approached from a main route or 
avenue; c) The site either has direct access to some form of public 
transportation or extension of such transportation is feasible along 
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one side of the site's perimeter; d) It is also feasible to extend to the 
site the existing urban utilities networks: water supply, streets, storm 
drainage, electricity, street lighting, refuse collection, and sewage dis
posal (the last desirable but not essential); e) Community services as 
education, health, social, etc., are also accessible; f) The utilization of 
the site is compatible with urban patterns of land use, population 
densities, income groups, land values. 
*SHIAPE. The models are square because this is more convenient than 
other shapes. It provides a more neutral, general, uniform symmetric 
condition for land utilization, land subdivision, end circulation. 
*SIZE. The proper size is within a well-restricted range, since the ele
ments contained in it should be within walking distance in order to al
low travel several times a day by different mnembers of a family. This 
simple notion results in dimensions that are then conditioned by local 
characteristics: culture, income, topography, climate, etc., but that 
ordinarily vary only within restricted limits. This has been verified by 
personal experience and case studies in different urban areas. How
ever, for a better overview in the selection, smaller as well as larger 
dimensions were analyzed. These sizes are listed in the table with 
notes (See: Figure 1, page 106.) As a reference, the areas of some 
projects designed by the Urban Settlement group have been included. 
The size selected is 400m x 400m (measured between the centerline of 
perimeter streets), which meets the specific requirements. 
-BOUNDARIES. It is assumed that the boundaries of the site are de
fined by perimeter streets and adjacent areas as follows: One side will
 
be a "barrier" boundary characterized by a main through street and a
 
sharp change in the land use of the adjacent area. Three sides will be a
 
"meshing" boundary, characterized by secondary through streets and
 
continuous, homogeneous topography and land uses, of similar resi
dential or other compatible uses within the adjacent area.
 
eTOPOGRAPHY. The site is assumed to be flat.
 
*SOIL. It is assumed to be normal, with acceptable characteristics for
 
the subbase of streets, foundations of buildings and sewage disposal
 
as well as drainage.
 
*CLIMATE. It is assumed to be temperate. For practical reasons,
 
North ern be assumed at the top of the plans.
 
-It is ."ssuned that the site is not negatively affected by: VIEWS. 
FLOODING, DUST/DIRT, SMOKE, FUMES. ODORS, NOISES, 
VIBRATIONS, FIRE/EXPLOSION HAZARDS, AIRPORT DIS
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TURBANCES, ZONING RESTRICTIONS. EXISTING STRUC-
TURES. EASEMENTS, RIGHTS-OF-WA Y. 
OTENURE. It is assumed that the legal tenure of the land is clearly de-
termined and in one parcel to permit and facilitate the development. 
*POPULATION DENSITY. (See page 84.) The range of net popula-
tion densities will vary from 200 to 600 people per hectare. This is a 
reasonable range for site and services projects, which can be accom-
modated in the following physical structures: rooms in tenements (1 
or 2 stories), row/group dwellings (Ior 2 stories), walk-up apartments
(1, 2, 3 or 4 stories). For the 16Ha, the initial working estimate of the 
population is: 

NET DENSITY RESIDENTIAL LAND TOTAL POPUL4 TION 
2O people/Ha 69% l1.47Ha 2,294 persons 
600 people/Ha 59% 9.42Ha 5.652persons 

The net density refers only to the residential land, exciuding land 
for circulation and public facilities. The area available for residential 
land decreases with the increase in density from 11. 4 7iia to 9.42Ha. A 
greater density demands more senipublic land for schools and other 
communal facilities. This land is subtracted from the residential land. 
The population will be sufficient to support the elements listed in the 
definition of the model, which include a primary school and play-
ground, or a semipublic open area reserved for community uses. 
'CIRCULATION SYSTEM. (See page 86.) In the models, the fol-loigmodes of circulation were considered: 
lowing mmentioned 

MODEI user: Pedestrians ROW lin 

AIODE II users: Pedestrians (dominating) and Vehicles ROW 1Oa 
MODE III users: Vehicles and Pedestrians (undefined pattern) ROW 20m 

MODEIV users: Vehicles (dominating) and Pedestrians ROW 40m 
(See: Table of Circulation Modes. Users. and Road Characteristics. page 87.) ROW: Right-of-

wUy. 

The boundaries/perimeter of the models are Modes III/IV, serving 
local and through traffic. The interior of the models has Modes I/il, 
serving only the local traffic within the model. This configuration will 
contribute to the physical and functional definition of the community 
envir,-lment. All land for circulation is public. 

o&delsdeveloped include two g4diron layouts and fsree grids.; 
(See:'19IRANLA YOUTS, page 90. ) The gridirons have only lines of 

circulation and therefore this cannot be minimized. The grids com. 
bine lines of circulation and lines of access and therefore allow the 
minimization of public circulation. 
'LAND UTILIZATION. (See page 92.) Private and semiprivate land 
are distinguished in plans, but are grouped together in tables and 
graphs. All this land is primarily residential but contains dwellings as 
well as shops and small industries. This is the common practice in 
urban areas, where shops and small industries include dwellings, par. 
ticularly when all kinds of small businesses are run on a family basis. 
It serves no purpose to indicate specific commercial areas because 
they can be located anywhere and combii.2d with dwellings. 
eLAND SUBDMSION. (See page 96.) 

LAND DEVELOPMENT. (See page 98.) 
*BASIC AND PHYSICAL-ECONOMIC DIAGRAMS. (See page 
100.) 

SIZES NOTES 
mx m Hectare 

n00 a 100 = I Theto small sizes cannot include some oi the clma 
munity elements that are directly and daellc.200 x 200 = with the dwelling. 

3 x 3o =9 

MKALLES PROJECT 13.3 These s permit the identification of the cum.-e•4- = It munity with the site. They also include the elemnt, 
in the definition of the model within dis. 

50 x 500 = 25 tances that can be comfortably covered by walks i 

0,00 x 600 - 36 These large sizes are still within reasonable walkial 
700 x 700 = distances. But they also begin to include other cle. 

ments not necessarily related to the basic commualt 
800 a 800 = 64 life end activities; for esample. secondary sclhu*. 
900 x 900 = 81 parks, large playground., etc. In addition, the largy

the site. the more the particular features of the cvi1000 I 1000 = 100 onment make each case unique and therefore em 

RUARAKA PROJECT 117.8 prototypical.: topography, boundaries, soil. existim 
1500 1500 = 225 structures, etc. 

t MARINA PROJECT 232 
DANDORA PROJECT 310 

2 x OF MS
 
Figure 1: TABLE OF MODEL SIZES ANALYZED.
 

http:combii.2d


3.3 THE MATRIX 

The preceding specifications and ranges are illustrated with a 
matrix containing BASIC REFERENCEMODELS representing ele-
mentary physical models of circulation, land utilization and land sub-
ditision; covering typical layouts, common lot areas and proportions; 
and provided with infrastructure at minimum and standard levels, 

The models typify basic urban residential configurations vhich are 
the products of two variables: lots and layout of blocks. Tl e lots in-
dude a range of areas (20m2 to 400rn 2) and proportions (1:1 to 1:4). 

The layouts include the basic types of blocks: Gridiron and Grid. 
11e matrix has 400 models numerically developed by computer and 
tabulated. (See page 114.) Only 20 of these models have their layouts 
designed. (See: Figure1, page 109.) 

The designed models comprise a sequence of layouts, starting from 
iridiron and being successively modified by inputs affecting the dif-
frent types of land utilization. Each layout is evaluated and identified 

a specific issue of land utilization. The following is a description 
of the layouts and how they were evolved: 
-ith 

01. 	 GRIDIRON, representing GEOMETRIC FORM of subdivision. 
ac-Characteristic: the layout is determined by the manner in which 

crss isprovided to a given type of lots. Accesses are minimized by pro-
siding only one side for access. This requirement implies side-by-side 

di, and back-to-back lots. The depth of blocks is a fixed dimension deter-
in, mined by the depth of two lots. The length of blocks is a variable di-

mension determined by the selected distance for circulation intervals, 
kingkSe: CIRCULATION SYSTEM. page 86: LAND SUBDIVISION, 

page 96.) Block lengths run perpendicular to the main street, which is 
at the top of the models. 
02. GRIDIRON, incorporating SEMIPUBLIC LAND. Characteris-
tic: the layout makes room for land of semipublic utilization. Part of 

,,I, the private and public land is transferred to semipublic use for 
Schools, playgrounds, community facilities, etc. Area of land required 
isdetermined by population. (See: SIZE, page 62: POPULATION 
I)FEVSITY, page 84: LAND U!LIZA TION, page 92.) The area 
s91ould be constant for all the models. !.'wc, since this area should 
be defined within the given street layout, it waE necessary to make ad-
justments in order to fit the layout, and consequently there are small 
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diff-rences between the semipublic areas of different sets of models. 
All the semipublic land is in one parcel or block in order to reduce cir
culation lengths; it has been located in the center of the model in 
order to be easily accessible from all the lots; its proportion has been 
determined by the.minimum block length of 80m. But this simple 
configuration does not need to be followed in other cases. Semipublic 
areas can also be divided into several smaller parcels, which may in
crease circulation lengths and costs. 
-3. GRID, minimizing PUBLIC LAND. Characteristic: the layout 
cuts down public circulation areas. In order to minimize public land 
for circulation, public streets are limited to a basic circulation grid 
(range: 80in to 200m). Access to lots is provided through semiprivate 
spaces owned in condominium. (See: CIRCULATION SYSTEM. 
page 86: LAND SUBDIVISION, page 96.) All this land subtracted 
from the streets is gained for private or semiprivate use. It represents, 
approximately, a gain of 10% of the total area of a model (16Ha). (See 
Figure 1, pages 110-111.) In addition to this procedure, another ap
proach would be to reduce public land by reducing the width of 
streets. But this latter procedure is not applied here, in order to pre
serve the dimensional consistency of the models. 
94. GRID, differentiating PRIVATE LAND Characteristic: the lay
out provides flexibility in lot subdivision. Tne different demands for 
land in terms of potential, costs, utilization, and lot sizes is recognized 
by providing different options fronting on the principal strects (Modes 
III and IV). (See: BASIC AND PHYSICAL-ECONOMIC DIA-
GRAMS, page 100.) These 'reas are left white in the plans, indicating 
that they can be subdivided in lots of different sizes. On two streets 
(Modes III and IV), lots are deeper, but in the case of the other two 

lateral streets (Mode ii!), lots maintain their original depth because 
this option is more convenient than to abandon the dimensional 	con
sistency of the models. Furthermore, they do not alter quantities and 
costs of the components of the basic networks of utilities. However, 
variations in lot depths and widths are fully illustrated in a demon
strative model. (See: DEMONSTRATIVE MODEL, page 26.) 
*5. GRI1D, expanding SEMIPRIVATE LAND. Characteristic: the 
layout provides adequate land for semiprivate utilization. The semi
private land (access to lots), until this moment, was maintained at 
10m wide, which is the width used for all interior streets. But when the 
land became semiprivate, the function of circulation became secon
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dary in relation to other uses. It is then opportune to expand the land 
in order to make it adequate for these other uses - children's play-
ground, limited parking, social activities, drying the wash, or even 
drying seeds on the ground - as is commonly done everywhere that 
such spaces exist. The required land is taken from the private area of 
each lot and transferred to the semiprivate area owned in condomini-
um. This change does not affect quantities and percentages, since pri-
vate and semiprivate land are considered together. (See: LAND SUB-
DIVISION. page 96; DEMONSTRA TIVE MODEL,page 26; LAND 
UTILIZATION, page 92.) 

The matrix with the 20 models is shown in the opposite page. The 
land utilization ratings for the 20 models are shown in the table below, 

Land utilization is rated as follows: SEMIPUBLICLAND: unpro-
vided/provided; PUBLIC LAND: wasteful/efficient; PRIVATE 

LAND UTILIZA TION RA TINGS 

LOT TYPES LA YOUT TYPES 
-~ GRIDIRON BLOCKS GRID BLOCKS 

I 2 3 4 5 

LL. 4 

SSemipublic Unprovided OK OK OK OKm 
Public Wastelful Wastelul OK OK OK 

S 
Private 
Semiprivate 

Inflexible 
Inadequate 

Inflexible 
Inadequate 

Inflexible 
Inadequate 

OK 
Inadequate 

OK 
OK 

: Semipublic Unprovided OK OK OK OK 
• Public Wasteful Wasteful OK OK OK 

Private Inflexible Inflexible Inflexible OK OK 
Scmiprivate Inadequate Inadequate Inadequate Inadequate OK 

5? 
" 

Semipublic 
Public 

Unprovided
Wasteful 

OK 
Wasteful 

OK 
OK 

OK 
OK 

OK 
OK 

' 
,i 

Private 
Semiprivate 

Inflexible 
Inadequate 

Inficaible-7 
Inadequate 

Inflexible 
Inadequate 

OK 
Inadequate 

OK 
OK 

" ucmipuhlic Unprvided OK OK OK OK 
r4Public

M Private Wasteful
Inflexible Wasteful

Inflexible 
OK
Inflexible 

OK
OK 

OK
OK 

Semiprivate Inadequate' Inadequate Inadequate Inadequate OK 

LAND: inflexible/flexible; SEMIPRIVATE LAND: inadequate/a& 
quate. Only the negative ratings are specified in the table. The pow 
tive ratings are indicated by OK. 

Of the 20 models, 4 (20%) represent cases without semipublic land. 
8 (40%), cases of waste in public land; 8 (40%), cases of infeiibk 
private land; 16 (80%), cases of insufficient or no semiprivate land; 4 
(20%), cases of all positive ratings. In all cases the infrastructure ul 
the model represents the optimum design for the particular model, In. " 
dependent of its intrinsic qualities. The ratings result from the land 
utilization areas and circulation lengths. (See pages 110-111.)

Tables for the determination of models for other lot dimensions afc 
included. (See page 114.) Larger-scale plans of layouts for each lof 
type and comments on efficiency will be found in the Appendix. (See 
pages 166-173.) 
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are arranged as follows: horizontally, the four types of lots; vertically, the five layouts 
Each model (400m x 400m) shows blocks, circulation,1/10,000. and semipublic area. St • 
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LOTS ~UNIT LAND UTILIZATION STREETS 

0 Public Semipublic Prr,.o, 
Has 

Aroas(Hos)
141 914-V 141 

LengIh (m)
Ill IV 

LENGTH 
Total m/lie 

.. AREA m' No. Has % Has % Ya I 

100 EQ 910 6.90 43.13 - - 9.10 56.87 4.96 t.94 5600 600 200 6400 400 

100 r--l 1044 5.50 34.33 - - 10.50 65.62 3.66 1.94 4000 600 200 400 3010 

203 S00 5.35 36.56 - - 10.15 63.44 3.91 1.94 4400 600 200 $M M. 

200 E 560 4.30 30.00 - - 11.20 70.00 2.86 1.94 3200 600 200 4000 250 

300 ri 728 6.12 38.25 2.60 16.25 7.20 45.50 4.13 1.94 4760 600 200 5560 347 

100 834 4.99 31.21 2.62 16.37 8.39 52.42 3.05 1.94 3453 600 200 4253 265 

2 203 [] 404 5.29 33.06 2.51 15.69 8.20 51.25 3.35 1.94 3790 600 200 4590 236 

200 = 450 4.42 27.63 2.56 16.12 9.00 56.25 2.98 1.94 "1775 ',0 200 3575 223 

100 [ 728 3.40 21.25 2.60 16.25 10.00 62.50 1.46 1.94 1600 600 200 2400 ISO 

3 
100 834 

203 Q 404 

3.40 

3.40 

21.25 

21.25 

2.62 

2.51 

16.37 

15.69 

9.98 

10.09 

62.33 

63.06 

1.46 

1.46 

1.94 

1.94 

1600 

1600 

.00 

600 

200 

200 

2400 

2400 

150 

1M0 

200 -' 450 3.40 21.25 2.56 16.12 10.02 62.63 1.46 1.94 1600 600 200 2400 IS0 

300 03 728 3.40 21.25 2.W 16.25 10.00 62.50 1.46 1.94 1600 600 200 2400 350 

100 -- 834 3.40 21.25 2.62 16.37 4.99 62.38 1.46 1.94 1600 600 200 2400 150 

203 0 404 3.40 21.25 2.51 15.69 10.09 63.06 1.46 1.94 1600 600 200 2400 150 

200 450 3.40 21.25 2.56 16.12 10.02 62.63 1.46 1.94 1600 600 200 2400 150 

100 0 728 3.40 21.25 2.60 16.n5 10.00 62.50 1.46 1.94 1600 600 200 2400 150 

100 834 3.40 21.25 2.62 16.37 . 9.98 62.30 1.46 1.94 1600 600 200 2400 150 

5 203 0 404 3.40 21.25 2.51 15.6r 10.09 63.06 1.46 1.94 1600 600 200 2490 IS0 

200 [= 450 3.40 21.25 2.58 16.12 10.02 62.63 1.46 1.94 1600 600 200 2400 150 

Figure1 (above): TABLE OF LOTS AND LAYOUTS, with land utilization areas and 
percentages. and circulation lengths. Layouts: I GRIDIRON REPRESENTING 
GEOMETRIC FORM; 2 GRIDIRON INCORPORATING SEMIPUBLIC LAND; 3 

DIFFERENTIATING PRj.GRIDIRON MINIMIZING PUBLIC LAND; 4 GRID 
VATE LAND; 5 GRID EXPANDING SEMIPRIVATE LAND. Circulation modes: I 
and I!.INTERNAL STREETS: III and IV. PERIMETER STREETS. 

Figur J)(sitepage): CHlARTof the preceding table. Layouts an" 'irculation 
MiodeSI P' he sarne as in the table. 

LAND UTILIZATION AND LAND CIR r"UATION. The accom-
panying table and graph show areas of land utilization and lengths of 

circulation for the 20 models. 
There is no semipublic land in the gridiron representing geometric 

form. The other layouts include a constant semipublic area of ap-

proximately 10%.The areas of public and private land are inversely 

related: the increaease of one results in aloss or g n the 
other. 
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The layouts with less private land (45.50%) and consequently more 

public land are the gridiron layouts 1 and 2. The gridirons also have 
the Iargcr circulation lengths (6400-5560m), with a unit circulation 
kntil of 400 -347m/Ha. The length of the streets on the perimeter is 

ic ntant in all the layouts; therefore, the variations in circulation 
k'nKth result from the interior streets. The layouts with more private 

ly and (63.06%) and consequently less public land (21.25%) are the 

Irid lAyouts 3. 4 and 5. The grids also have the shorter circulation 
knitlhs (2400m) with a unit circulation length of 150m/Ha. The street 

lengths are also constant in all the grid layouts because they are inde

pendent of the lot dimensions. The percentages of private and public 
land are constant. The small disparities in the table arise from the 
semipublic areas, which are similar but not exactly equal. There is a 
great difference between the layouts of efficient land utilization and 
those that are wasteful. The figures in the table show that the wasteful 
layouts have 28% less private land, but 205% more public land. 

231% more in public street lengths. 
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3.4 MODELS FOR ANY LOTS 

Layouts for only two lot areas are shown in the urbanization models 
of the study (100m 2 and 200m 2 , for both square and rectangular pro-
portions). To provide data for other lot areas and lot proportions, a 
computer program was developed which determines other models 
with their corresponding land utilization areas and percentages.
When given any lot area, lot proportion, and layout type, the program
would determine the exact layout with corresponding numerical out-
puts of selected parameters that will permit drawing a plan of the lay-
out. 
-INPUT VARIABLES. Lot area: 20m 2 to 400m 2 , or other; Lot pro-
portions: ]:I (square) to 1:4, or other; Layout types: gridiron incor-
porating semipublic land, or other. 
OUTPUT VARIABLES. Lot area:actual area adjusted to fit layout 

(numerical); Lot dimensions: actual lot size based on adjusted area
(numerical); Land subdivision: a) number of lots, number of blocks,
dimensions of semipublic area, area and percentage of land utiliza-
6ion, street lengths (numerical). b) plan of layout, may be drawn from 
daa. 
*ADDITIONAL OUTPUTS WHICH CAN BE DEVELOPED.
Quantities of utility components, for water supply, sewage disposal,
circulation, storm drainage, electricity, street lighting, for any model 
(numerical). Total model costs: Unit costs could be assigned to com-
ponents and resultant total costs could be derived, for any model 
(numerical). 
'CONSTRAINTS OF COMPUTER MODEL. Layouts derived 
through the computer correspond to all requirements of the 20 de-
veloped models: All layouts are 400m x 400m; all interior streets are 
IOn in width; the main street along one side is 20m (to centerline); theother peripheral streets are 10m (to centerline); the semipublic area 
varies from 2.50 to 2.62Ha with a dimension between 80m and 140m 
tin its short side. 

The results of the program are tabulated in the accompanying
TABLE OF BASIC MODEL LAYOUTS (See pages 114-115.) Signi-
ficant facts from the table are illustrated in two graphs. (See opposite 
page.) "T21se graphs are plotted using the unit circulation lengths and 

the percentages of land for private and semiprivate utilization of thc
 
different layouts given in the table.
 

COMMENTS ON THE GRAPHS. In examining the graphs, tlh
 
following should be noted: a) All layouts represented are gridiron; b)
Lots are indicated with squares and circlcs. The gaps in the graph!, . 
cur because certain lot dimensions are not given by the tables. c) li
 
site and services projects the lot sizes generally provided are as fl
 
lows: 20 to 80m 2 less frequently; 100 to 200m 2 most frequently; 220 t,

300m 2 less frequently; 320 to 400m 2 least frequently.
 

The graph of unit lengths indicates:
 
'The square lots (1:1) have a trend curve with the highest unit circul, . 
tion lengths. This unit length decreases with the size of the lo bul 
rapidly stabilizes between 234-248m/Ha after lots are larger tlljn| 
340m 2 . 
'The rectangular lots of narrow proportions (1:4) have a trend cune 0
 
with lower unit circulation lengths. This unit length decreasL with tl 
size of the lots, but rapidly stabilizes between 166-184m/lia afer htit
 
are larger than 320m 2 .
 

The graph of private, semiprivate land indicates:
 
The square lots (1:1) have 
a trend curve with the lowest percentagcs

of private land. This percentage increases with the size of the iols bu I 
rapidly becomes stationary between 54-55% after lots are larger thln
340m. 
The rectangular lots of narrow proportions (1:4) have a trend cunc1 

with higher percentages of private land. This percentage incras, I#J 
with the size of the lots, but rapidly becomes stationary between 0. 18 
61% when lots are larger than 260m 2 . g 

Conclusions can be summarized as follows: 
*The square (1:1) or approximately square lots are never adequatc. 
because they always result in a poor unit circulation length, as well as 
a poor percentage of land for private utilization, when lots are 200iu 2 

or smaller. 
'The rectangular lots (1:4) provide a better unit circulation length, as le 
well as a better percentage of land for private utilization. Yet, unit Cr. L-,

culation lengths cannot be better than 204m/Ha, nor percentages of 
private land better than 58%, when lots are 200m 2 or smaller and lic
layouts are gridiron. %C 

As shown in the graphs, all gridiron layouts in fact provide poor in. of 
rices: unit circulation lengths and percentages of private land & A 
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IlIMrr I: GRAPHS OF UNIT CIRCULATION LENGTHS AND PERCENTAGES
 
OF LAND FOR PRIVATE-SEMIPRIVATE UTILIZATION. Values taken from
 

tables in figure 1. pages 114-115. For: lot areas 20m2 - 400m 2 ; lot proportions 1:!to
 

1:4: layouts incorporating 2.50Ha - 2.6lHa (16%) of semipublic land. 

be improved because circulation depends on lot dimensions. In grid 

layouts, unit circulation lengths and percentages of private land can 
be improved because the circulation is independent of lot dimensions,

isproeed mthe 
as has been mentioned. Indices for models of grid layouts are repre-

tcited in the graphs by vertical broken lines: unit circulation lengths 
of 150m/Ha; percentages of private land of 62.5%. 
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PERCENTAGES OF LAND FOR PRIVATE-SEMIPRIVATE UTIL A' ION 
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Figure 1 (pages 114-115): TABLE OF BASIC MODEL LAYOUTS. The tables de

termine land subdivision (lots. semipublic land) and land utilization percentages for 

lot areas from 2Dm2 to 40Dm2 , for lot proportions from 1:1 (square) to 1:4. and for 
gridiron layout incorporating semipublic land. The other 4 layouts can be easily 

derived from the numerical values given in the table. These numerical values can be 

used to draw layouts. The areas of land utilization are the direct result of the given 

layout and do not represent optimum indices. 
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INPUT RA IO ADJUST lO LOY VEi |BOCKS TOTAL rOrA& AEAS IN H. WITH % CIRCLATION SEMIPU1IC AREA 

ARIA W/D AREA DWPIH WDITH lOTS lOrS PRIlVAtI PUBLIC SEMIPUBlIC UNITHltGIN VEllICAE DIST HO111Z M 
2 2 

m m m m N NN H Ha IL 04o0 m4o m m 

220 1/1 22065 1450 IS22 23 10 SEMI.PUBIC SOLUTION4NOT POSSIKE 

220 1/2 21173 1938 1129 31 5 400 1S75 5469 474 29.65 251 1567 246 13S4§ 111500 

220 1/3 2161.75 2750 795 44 6 424 927 5797 414 2587 259 1616 204 10341 25000 

220 1/4 21l75 2750 795 44 6 424 9217 797 414 25.17 259 1616 204 10341 25000 

240 I/I 241.67 1450 1667 21 10 336 £12 $075 5.27 3292 261 1633 215 1t667 22400 

240 1/2 24242 2266 1061 33 7 372 902 5636 442 2761 256 1602 224 9545 26857 

240 1/3 24063 2750 675 40 6 SEMPUSL XSOLUTbONOT POSSOILE 

249 1;4 23800 34.00 7.00 so S 404 9.62 6009 366 2423 251 15.66 1IS 11200 22400 

260 I/I 265.15 1•67 15.91 22 9 SUM.PUIC SOLUTION HOTPrCSB 

260 1/2 25606 2256 1129 31 7 SE-PUIC dLUTION NOT POSSIBLE 

260 1/3 - 26014 2750 946 37 & 3S6 926 5763 4.14 25.B6 260 1626 204 10405 25000 

260 3/4 25670 34.00 7.61 46 S 370 e97 5932 3.67 2420 236 1590 14 114.13 22400 

260 L/I 277.78 1667 1667 21 9 SEM-PUUIC SOLUTIONNOT POSSAI.E 

2110 I2 27586 22.56 12.07 29 7 326 699 56.21 4.41 27.59 2.59 1621 223 9655 26357 

260 1/3 26309 27.S0 1029 34 6 32 929 5603 4.14 2556 257 1606 204 10294 2S000 

260 1/4 27674 3400 6 14 43 S 346 956 S965 3 87 2420 2 SS IS9S Is5 11395 22400 
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320 1/3 32407 1667 1944 Is 9 SEMI-PU.KCSOIUTION NOTPOSSOL 

220 1/2 32053 27 50 11 67 30 6 SEMI.PUIL SOLUTION14NOT POSSI E 

32C 1/3 32162 3400 946 37 5 296 956 5990 3.67 24.21 254 IS9 Ils 1131 22400 

320 3/4 32162 3400 946 37 5 296 91 S990 317 24.21 254 1569 IR5 151 22400 

340 I/I 33906 I933 1750 20 a 256 86 54.25 4.3 29 6 259 16 19 247 14000 laS0 

340 1/2 34375 2750 1250 26 6 272 935 5944 4.31 2S94 250 13563 204 10000 25000 

340 1/3 34000 3400 1000 35 S SUMVPU1IC SOLUTION NOT POSSLE 

340 1/4 34000 3400 1000 35 S SEM-PU6IC SOLUTION NOTPOSSIKE 

360 1/3 35691 I9 31242 39 a 244 671 S443 469 2931 760 1626 243 9211 26250 

360 3/2 35648 27 so 1296 i7 6 260 927 5793 4 14 255 259 1620 204 10370 25000 

360 1/3 36061 3400 1061 33 5 264 952 5950 37 24 17 261 1633 14 11667 22400 

360 1/4 36061 3400 10.61 33 5 264 952 5950 367 24 17 261 1633 134 11667 22400 

380 1/1 37674 1936 39744 Il a 232 6.74 54.63 4.74 2964 252 1S74 246 13611 1500 

320 1/2 36500 27 50 3400 25 6 SEMI.pUaLIC SOLUTION NOT rOSSIKE 

320 1/3 3317 3400 3329 31 5 250 960 5996 367 2421 253 1561 15 11290 22400 

360 1/4 30261 4375 875 40 4 256 960 6135 361 2256 259 1619 366 31000 13600 

400 111 39690 3936 2059 17 I SEMIPUKIC SO'JTION NOT POSSIBLE 

400 3/2 40104 2750 1450 24 8 232 930 soDs 414 2590 255 13595 204 10706 25000 

400 1/3 39667 3400 1167 30 S 240 952 5959 367 2417 261 1633 184 11667 22400 

400 1/4 40296 4375 9.231 5 4 244 963 61 45 361 2257 256 3597 16 136 16 16l00 
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3.5 	 UTILITIES, SERVICES, COMMUNITY 
FACILITIES 

CONTENT AND APPROACH. Urban areas are served by differ-
ent systems of networks. The models are particularly concerned with 
the systems of land utilization and infrastructure, which are physical 
in nature, more permanent and less flexible, and represent capital 
costs. Therefore, the models include the study of only the ioliowing: 
Land: private and semiprivate land for dwellings, shops, small indus-
tries; public land for circulation; semipublic land for schools, play-
grounds and other communal facilities. Infrastructure/utilities:water 
supply; sewage disposal; circulation and storm drainage; electricity 
and street lighting. The models do not include the study of the follow-
ing: Utilities: gas, telephone. Services, facilities: public *ransporta-
lion, police protection, fire protection, refuse collection, health, 
schools, kindergartens, playgrounds, recreation, parks, open spaces, 
other community facilities. 

The study of each utility for the models covers: definition of objec-
tives, requirements for rainimum and standard levels of services, basic 
data, basic calculations, basic criteria, design sketches, quantity of 
components, cost analysis, costs per model, relative/comparative 
costs per lot and per hectare. The design of utilities does not include: 
site exploration, clearing and preparation (borings, clearing, core 
drilling, demolition, disposal, dump charges, moving buildings, site 
removal, etc.); temporary constructions (barricades, fences, offices, 
roads, sidewalks, winter protection, etc.). It should be made clear 
that the study of utilities is schematic because the purpose and extent 
of this work is not to provide a set of designs and specifications for 
construction but rather to offer a set of guidelines for preliminary esti-
males and evaluations, 
The networks of utilities are limited to the area of the model only. It 

is assumed that urban utilities are available within its boundaries 
(with the exception of sewage disposal in the case of aqua privies or 
septic tanks). Any data. input, capital costs beyond that are not part 
of this study. For reasons of design, construction, service, mainte-
nance and administration, some utilities should be considered togeth-
er, as is r""'irly the case with circulation/storm drainage; electricity/ 

water supply and sewage disposal, although interdep-ndent in many level 
ways, must be considered separately. Water supply services are always as a 
provided in one way or another. Sewage disposal is less often provid- exte 

ed, and if it is, it can combine many types and stages of development. Ir 
In reality, water supply comes first and sewage disposal perhaps may and 
never come. It is thus more practical to consider them separately. desc 

For the reasons discussed further on (See page 147), two distinctive The 
parts are recognized in the utilities: BASIC NETWORK (for all the Viou 
utilities) includes all the primary distribution or collection system; oc- cult 
cupies generally publicly owned land, with few exceptions as in ease- part 
ments. FACILITIES/SERVICE CONNECTIONS (for water supply, con. 
sewage disposal, electricity) include service drops, connections, met 
meters, privies, septic tanks, aqua privies; occupy mostly privately an, 
owned land. 	 grai
 

OBJECTIVES AND LEVELS. Levels of services are hard to evalu- late 
ate and cannot be measured with the same units. In some cases quan- cost 
tities are the main indicators, but quantities are not absolutes and diff 
only represent ranges that can be very wide; moreover, they are not F 
the only indicators to be considered. Quantities or numbers are essen- spec 
tial gauges, provided that they are supported by sensible judgment tiot 
and criteria in the definition of needs, objectives, and levels. This is util 
not the case most of the time. It has became normal professional prac- ties 
tice to deal with situations not as realities but as abstractions. As a re- full 
suit, very soon people and needs are symbols, numbers are the living .a) 
creatures, and foolishness is in the making. Typical examples are iti 
found in the design of streets in the urban areas of developing coun- dut 
tries where the levels adopted for t.'aveled ways provide for a high vol- sto 
ume of traffic, heavy loads and high speeds, when the existing vehicles 01)) 
are a few old automobiles or trucks and streets are mostly used by pet 
pedestrians and children playing hopscotch. Similarly, storm drain- prt 
age may have been designed for runoff levels corresponding to copious are 
rains, lasting only a few hours, that may occur only seldom over a very %ol 
long period of time. In addition, following the same criteria, the use of 6c) 
inlets and underground pipes as secondary collectors is not minimized slu 
in favor of the streets as primary collectors, thus not only considerably ret 
raising the cost of construction but also multiplying the problems of lhl 
maintenance, 	 of 

Levels of services have been defined as follows: Minimum levels are pli 
street liog. But for the same reasons, the other pair of utilities, * ceptable or possible levels below the standard. Standard levlre lit 



levels set up and established by authority, custom or general consent, 

model, example or rule for the measure of quantity, weight,as a 
extent, value or quality, 

In the models, the levels were limited to one specific minimum level 

and one specific standard level for each utility. They are thoroughly 

described in the opening paragraphs of the discussion of each utility, 

They are not intended as measures of "excellence." because, as is ob-

vious, levels of services change from country to country, depending on 

culture, customs, living standards, physical limitations, etc. For each 

particular project, the proper levels should be determined. A limiting 

cnndition established for the utilities was that of progressive devclop-
levels should not requirement, recognizing that achieving standard 

an entirely new development but rather should be the result of up-
lrnding minimum levels, using existing elements. However, to facili-

tale the comparison of design layouts, quantities of components and 

costs per model, each level is presented as complete in itself; that is, 

differences between levels should be found by subtraction. 
- t coverPRACTICAL GUIDELINES. This study of utilities does 

ipccilic aspects such as maintenance and operation, but the reduc-

lions of costs in8 these areas are implicit in the design. The layout of 

utilities is optimized for each model independent of its intrinsic quail-

ties. Some of the practical guidelines for the layouts are given in the 

following checklist: 
*a) Objectives and levels should be determined by a careful examina-

lion of the problem and not by a routine application of existing proce-

diures. This is illustrated in the preceding example of streets and 

lorm drainage, 
eb) Quantities of components should be minimized by a good, com-

pclcnt layout. This also is apparent in the preceding example, when in 

providing storm drainage, unnecessary underground pipes and inlets 
more economical and practicalarc installed instead of adopting the 


solution of maximizing the street as a primary collector. 

Sc) The number of different sizes of the same type of components 

minimum by judiciously grouping dimensionalshould be kept to a 
requirements and not specifying every size indicated in the tables of 

the handbook or catalog. This is a common fault, resulting from lack 

of experience, plain incompetence or the mindless, bureaucratic ap

plication of established procedures. It is repeatedly found in the selec

lion of the components of utilities, where too many different pipe 
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diameters (for water supply, sewage disposal and storm drainage) or 
aredifferent types/capacities of transformers (for electrical systems) 

employed. This procedure is uneconomical and impractical not only 

for construction, which is a transitory stage, but also for maintenance 

and operation, which must be provided forever. But, in all instances, 

are local conditions that should be considered: the availabilitythere 
on the market of limited types/dimensions and also the availability of 

imported components, tools, equipment, usually emanating from 
are not always interchange-European countries or the U.S.A., that 

able because of different gauges and dimensional norms. 

)d) The different basic networks should be channeled or confined to 

a few main public streets and not dispersed at random in many public 

lines of circulation. This is also a common deficiency and probably re

suits from emphasis on only or.e factor, distribuion of services, with 
.little attention paid to others no less important: location for easy 

identification of lines and access for easy servicing. These two condi

tions cannot be underrated in the light of plain practicality. Problems 

of identification commonly result from lack of coordination between 

the agencies responsible for the different utilities; incomplete plans or 

late filing; last-minute changes in original plans, made in the field. 

that afterwards are never properly recorded and filed. Because of such 

blunders, whatever goes underground may become forgotten and dif

ficult to find. Confining the basic networks to fewer major streets will 

narrow down the field and thus facilitate locating lines and allow bet

ter control of interruptions of services, leaks or losses. In the case of 
accesses result inservicing, the fact is that dispersion and difficult 

longer, winding itineraries that take a longer time to cover than direct 

routes. All this can hinder the regular as well as the emergency ser
electricityvicing of inlets, hydrants, valves, manholes of all types, 

lines, transformers, etc. 
There are still many other practical means, not included here, that 

But all are addressed more specifically to the different type of utility. 

these preventive measures can be summarized in two words: good 

design. 
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3.6 WATER SUPPLY 


OBJECTIVES. The primary purpose is to provide the community 
with an adequate supply of safe, potable water for drinking, cooking, 
personal hygiene, and sanitary purposes. The supply of water is from 

a distribution network connected to the urban area water grids. Other 
sources which do not satisfy practical or health criteria are not con
sidered: individual and communal wells and truck delivery of water. 

Design criteria and requirements for minimum and standard levels of 

service are outlined below: 

MINIMUM LEVEL STANDARD LEVEL 
Limited supply of water is provided 
within the dwelling or at a maxi-

Full supply of water is 
within the dwelling or clu

provided 
ster. 

mum of 100i from individual 
dwellings. 

ALTERNATIVE A: All distribution mains and lines on 
p,blic lanad. 

INDIVIDUAL FACILITIES 
aNo provision. Provided in each lot or cluster: 

service connection. The following 
improvements are anticipated by 
the user in each lot: w.c., bath/ 
shower tap, kitchen tap, bathroom 
tap, laundry tap. Roof tanks for 
une day's supply are anticipated/ 
recommended if there may be low 
pressure and volume during the 
day. Metered service is optional. 
Above facilities only or combined 
with: 


COMMUNAL FACILITIES 
They depend on cultural acceptance. Each facility includes: w.c.'s (if re-
quircd) -'-wers. lavatories, laundries, and water taps in same facility to en-
cuurag .*O. 

ALTERNATIVE B: Distribution lines on private land 
affected by easements. (See: WATER SUPPLY AND 
SEWAGE DISPOSAL. EASEMENTS: page 130.) 

INDIVIDUAL FACILITIES 
The following is provided at the back of each lot: a shelter of 6m 2 including 
toilet/kitchen core with water taps and drain for w.c., lavatory/laundry, 
shower, kitchen sink. Roof tanks for one day's supply are recommended if 
there may be low pressure and volume during the day. Metered service is 
optional. 

Limited supply Full supply 
In addition, increased demand is 
anticipated through higher con
sumption and/or more fixtures in
stalled by the user in each lot. 

BASIC DATA. The following data were used for the models: a) 
Plan of layout to be served (400m x 400m = 16Ha). b) Maximum ex

pected average density of 600 people/Ha. c) Total design population 
based on density; the equivalent population of the semipublic area 
was included to provide for schools or other public facilities. d) An 

urban water supply main was assumed to be located along the main 

(Mode IV) street, with sufficient pressure and quantity of water to 

supply the models. e) Water consumption per person per day was as

sumed to be 120 liters. f) The peak hourly demand was assumed to be 
2 times greater than the average demand. For isolated projects this 
factor should be increased to 3-5. g) The minimum residual pressure 
was assumed to be 10m of head (15 psi); 25m of head (35 psi) is de
sirable at the fire hydrant locations for proper functioning when there 
are no pumper trucks. h)The pipes were iimited to 3 sizes: 2" (min.), 
4", and 6". i) Acceptable head losses from friction were assumed to be 
10m of head per 1000m length for 6" pipe, 24m of head per 1000m 
length for 4" pipe. j) A minimum pressure of 25m (35 psi) is assumed 

for the urban water supply network. k) Extra flow capacity for fires 

was not considered. 
The following basic reference data were not necessary for the calcu

lation and design of the water supply network, but should be consid
-red in a project: a) Quantity and pressure of water availablflia



bility of services; insufficient/limited supply of water would limit/dic-

late the levels of service and alternatives. b) Topography of site; large 
changes in elevation may require pumps or elevated storage tanks to 
supply sufficient pressure. c) Soil and water analysis; the chemical ac-

lion of the soil and water will in part determine the selection of the 

pipe material. d) Weather conditions, particularly data on frost and 

its depth of penetration. e) Local availability of pipe sizes and 
material. 

BASIC CALCULATIONS. The water supply network was designed 
for the full development of the models. A tentative layout was estab-

lished following minimum standards. Calculations have been made to 

verify that the layouts do not have excessive head losses (pressure loss-
es from friction) with the design flows and pipe sizes specified. 

TENTATIVE PIPELAYOUT. 6" primary distribution lines were 

connected to the assumed urban network and on the perimeter of the 
model, providing water to secondary distribution lines and to adjacent 

lots; 4" secondary distribution lines were located passing through the 

interior and on the perimeter without primary distribution lines, pro-

viding water to the block distribution lines and to adjacent lots; 2" 
block distribution lines were located in each remaining interior block, 
providing water to lots. The maximum length before interconnection 
with another pipe was 183m for 2" pipe and 610m for 4" pipe. 

CALCULATION FOR HEAD LOSSES. The networks were calcu-
lated assuming a one-way, dead-end layout with the consideration 
that all the water needed for a particular layout would be used at the 
last pipe at the minimum pressure selected. The total head loss for the 

model at the worst condition was determined using the Hazen-Wil-
hiams formula: 

63 H0-54  Velocity (V) = 0.55 C D2_ 
0 54  Flow (Qm) = 0.279 CD2.63 H . 

where: V = velocity ol flow in feet/second 

C = roughness coefficient of 100 

|i = head loss in feet per foot length 
Om = flow n millions of gallons/day 

A nomograph relating flow, diameter of pipe, head loss and velocity 

used to simplify calculations. 
Ali example of the procedure is illustrated as follows for the 6.03m 
1 = lOOm 2 lot, layout 2. 

%a% 

16.6ni 
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*Average waterdemand for model: (figures for population are based 

on the initial working estimates of maximum density and land utiliza
tion areas assumed for the models, see: THE MODELS. page 105) 
total population x consumption per person=7188 x 120= 9.98 liters/ 
second. 
eDesign water demandfor model: average demand x peak demand 
factor = 9.98 x 2 = 19.96 liters/second. 
*Total head loss: the calculations were as follows: 

UNIT TOTAL 
MAIN 

3 

1 PENec 
PIPE LENGTH FLOW 

HEAD 
LOSS 

HEADL 
LOSS VELOCITY 

3.3an 
600 

m 1/sec m per
0Io,m 

n rn/Sec 

"2 l5m 6"' its 16.63 9.5 1.16 0.91 
* 6" 140 9.97 4.0 0.54 0.56 
"" 6.66/4" 2030 3. 0.0 .1 

m2" C 2- 70 0.40 - - -

The total head loss under the worst conditions70Hmrn 
is 2.4m. An additional residual pressure of 

4 6.66 10m (I5psi) in the interior of the model would 
20(m 'm 

15m mean that approximately 12.4m would be re
ing of the network. This is well within th,- re

4** 3.33 quirements. The desirable head loss per 
quienpiTe esirabe ead lossfpr 

Figure 1: SCHEMATIC or 
FLOW DIAGRAM OF the 6" pipe and 24m for the 4" pipe. 

CRITICAL SECTION. 

BASIC CRITERIA. LA YOUT. The distribution network has been 

designed as a gridiron system, with no dead ends. A dead-end system 

would have a negligible effect on the cost, without the better flow 

characteristics and the elimination of stagnant water that the gridiron 
are connected to conprovides. At the minimum level, dead ends 

munal facilities, but the concentrated demand at the pipe terminals 
eliminates water stagnation problems. The network was designed so 

that no redundancy of components or pipes would be necessary if up

graded to the standard level. The pipes, valves and fire hydrants on 

the perimeter of the model were considered to be shared with the adja
cent layouts. The assumed urban distribution pipe in the main (Mode 
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IV) street was not included in the costs of the model. Primary distri-
bution pipes were located on the perimeter of the models as an exten-
sion of an assumed urban water supply network. These pipes logically 
follow the main circulation street, which would be built/developed 
first. Also, their larger capacity would be able to serve higher densities 
of population in the areas of commercial potential and higher land 
values. (See: BASIC AND PHYSICAL-ECONOMIC DIAGRAMS, 
page 100. ) The primary distribution pipes were located in public areas 
(streets) to facilitate access for maintenance and installation. Only 2" 
block distribution lines were located on private land, at the back of 
the lots in the easement alternative. 

PIPES. The sizes selected are listed in the Basic Calculations. 
Choice of materials would be dictated by local availability, bylaws, 
cost, and the chemical composition of the soil and water. Galvanized, 
cast-iron, or asbestos-cement pipes are the most commonly used. 
Cement-lined cast-iron pipes (as commonly used in the U.S.A.) have 
been specified for the models. 

VALVES. Gate valves to shut off the water supply for maintenance 
are relatively expensive and require periodic, although infrequent, 
use, to prevent them from becoming "frozen" and useless. Therefore, 
valves have been minimized and are located so that the interior of the 
model would be without water should maintenance be required: 3 
valves on the intersections of the pipes at the four corners of the 
model, 1 valve on each pipe leading into the model. An acceptable 

maximum walking distance of 200m in emergencies would be re
quired for people to have access to water from taps on the perimeter 
streets if the interior flow was interrupted. A valve was located at each 
fire hydrant. Check valves and air valves have not been included in the 
models. 

FIREHYDRANTS. Only limited hydrant coverage was provided in 
the models. At the minimum level, hydrants were provided only along 
the main (Mode IV) street at an approximate spacing of 100m on both 
sides of the street at intersections. The communal facilities provide a 
limited water source for the remainder of the model. At the standard 
level, hydrants were provided on the perimeter of the model on oppo-
site sides of the street, at a maximum spacing of 200m. Two hydrants 

were located in the interior of the model. Hydrant locations were lim-
ited to 4" -'nesor greater for adequate flow. 

METE vleters serve to determine an equitable water c'iarge 

based on usage; moreover, they indirectly control the water consump
tion. The cost of the meter itself and the operating costs of meter 
reading, billing, and maintenance are substantial, but the absence of 
meters can result in from 2 to 4 times greater consumption, as demon
strated by cases in Latin America and the U.S.A. The model costs in
clude meters with all individual service connections and a meter with 
each service connection for the communal facility. The use costs in the 
latter case may be divided equally among the families served. A flat 
rate may be equitably applied if roof tanks are used in situations of 
low pressure. 

SERVICE CONNECTIONS. 3/4" pipes were used to supply water 
to idividual lots, 1" pipes to communal facilities. The length of the 
service line was considered to be an average of 5m, from the centerline 
of the street to the lot line. 

ROOF TANKS. Water storage tanks of 1000 liters per family 
should be considered in the design of a project in areas of low pressure 
or intermittent flow. Storage tanks may also be installed in the com
munal facilities. The models do not include roof tanks in the costs. 

Figure I (oppositepage): WATER SUPPLY LAYOUTS FOR THE 20 REFER. 
ENCE MODELS. They are arranged as follows: horizontally, the four types of lots; 
vertically, the live layouts. Each plan is divided to show minimum and standard levels 
of service. Scale 1/10,000. 
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BASIC NETWORK 

PIPES (m)
LOTS 

Main 

SL ML-SLSL MLML SL MLAREA m' No. 

200
400 400
200 lO03240 4500
100 0 910 

200
200 1000 400 400 


1I00"1044 2179 3200 


200 1000 
 400 400 200 

203 Q 500 2502 3600 


200
400
230 1000 400 

560 1684 2400 


400 400 200 

200r-


200 1000
2460 3960
100 C] 728 


200 1000 
 400 400 200 

-- 834 1656 2653 


400 200
100
l 
1000 400
2 404 1157 	 2990 200
203 0 

200
1000 400 400 

1189 t975 200 


- 600 1000 1000 400 400 200

200'- 450 


100 728 


600 1000 1000 400 400 200 

100 C3 834 

400 200
3 203 [] 404 - 600 1000 1000 400 


200
400 400
1000i 1000 

200[D-450 - 800 


800 1000 loon 400 400 200 

100 0 728 

200

1000 1000 400 400 


- 600100 M 834 

1000 1000 
 400 400 200
4 203 0 404 - 800 


400 
 200

1000 1000 400 
- B00200 C 450 


200
400 400

800 1000 1000 


100 1: 728 

400 400 200

3 4 	 1000 1000
800
I00 -3 8 

200
400 400
800 1000 1000 

3 203 C] 404 

200
400 400 

- 600 1000 1000 


200 "] 450 


OF COMPONENTS 
Figure 1: WATER SUPPLYt TABLE OF QUANTITIES 


rr ARE OF BASIC NETWORK FOR EACH MODEL.

AND COSTS/Ill( 

BASIC NETWORKFACILITIES 

COST/HECTARESERVICE CONNECTIONS 

VALVES (N*) 
 FIRE 

HYDRANTS (NO) 

N') Indl

S/HoCommunalvidual6"2" StML SL MLSL SLML-SL ML
ME SL ML SL 

3381 5528

I 910 42 

24 3.5 12.5 2 3

24 


2563 4330
 
3 8 1044 30 	 

3.5 	 12.5 2 

2509 4629
16 16 


8 500 33 
18 Is 3.5 12.5 2 3 


2180 3731

560 24 

2 3 8
3.5 	 12.5 


8 728 

12 12 


24 3.5 12.5 2 3 	 36 - 2032 4936
 

24 

2195 3944


834 26 3 8

16 3.5 12.5 2
16 


2354 4199

8 404 28 

3.5 12.5 2 3

18 Is 


1831 3431
 
3 1 450 20 	 

3.5 12.5 2
12 12 

48 1655 2533


8 184 48 

4 7.5 12.5 2 3 


-
1655 2533


3 8 306 28 	 28 

- 4 7.5 12.5 2 


32 32 1655 2533

3 8 134 


- 4 7.5 12.5 	 2 

16 1655 2533


3 8 218 16 

- 4 7.5 12.5 	 2 


1655 2533
 
a 344 34 28 


4 	 7.5 12.5 2 3 


16 1655 2533
 -
462 22 


- 4 7.5 12.5 2 3 8 


15 1655 2533
218 24 

- 4 7.5 12.5 2 3 8 


6 1655 2533

298 14 


- 4 7.5 12.5 2 3 8 

1655 2533
 

3 8 344 34 	 26

2 
- 4 7.5 12.5 

16 1655 2533
 
8 462 22 


7.5 	 12.5 2 3 

1655 2533
 - 4 

3 8 215 24 	 id 

- 4 7.5 12.5 	 2 


S 1655 2533

3 8 298 14 


- 4 7.5 12.5 	 2 


ML: Minimum level; SL: Standord 	 evel 

The table and chart on these pages illustrate the quantities of corn

ponents for each of the 20 layouts at the two levels of service. The 

quantities have been used for the calculation of costs; the costs/hec

tare of the basic network has been included in the table for reference.
 

The comparative chart shows very clearly the direct relationships be

tween urban layouts (Seepage 109), layouts of utilities (See page 121),
 

and quantities of components (this page). Also note that the quantity
 

of components is considerably less for the grid layouts.
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LOTS PIPES (m) VALVES (no.) FIRE HY-
DRANTS (no.)2' ML 

Main ML/SL 6' ML/SL I 4 A ML 0 ML4" ML 
m0 NE. 0+ 	 4"SL - + ,, 2"SL A+A SL 0+0 SL 

-CAREA m2 No. 0 100c 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 2" 4" 6" 
SYMBOLS :4 units SYMBOLS :4 units 

100 0 910 In____ __ ____ _. AAAAA A A 00
 

1 ,oo o044 in.====AAAA AAA A 00
 
203 0 500 lill____ _AAAAA AAA A 00
 

2o0-- 560 l ElENEA, 	 AAA AAA A @0 

100 7m8 lllllml 	 AAAAAA AAA A 00 

2 	 100 =- E3,* r=,..=, AAAA AAA A 00
 
203 "404 _nilll AAAAA AAA A 00
 

-AAA200Ell 450 *llllli 	 AAA A 00 

100 Q 728 Ei n.---- A AAA A 00
 

3 E A 00
834m.. AA-AA 


203 5 404 A AAA A @0
 

200 E 450 Elm.---	 A AAA A 00 

100 IJ 728 	 A AAAA 00 
4.100 834 

203 0 404 EA AAA A eo 
200 I 450 l---- A AAA A 0 

1G00 728 m w 	 A AAA A 00 

5 100 834 El.. A ,AAA 90@ 

203 1 404 ll--- A AAAA 00
 

200E=J 450 in. /A AA.A 00
 

ML: 	Minimum level; SL: Standard level.'Figure 1: WATER SUPPLY: COMPARATIVE CHART OF TIlE PRECEDING TABLE. 
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3.7 SEWAGE DISPOSAL 

is the disposal of humnanOBJECTIVES. The primary objective 
and contamination of

waste for prevention of pollution, disease, 


drinking water. Design criteria and requirements for minimum and 


standard levels of service are outlined below: 


MINIMUM LEVEL STANDARD LEVEL 

TANDRD LVELtion
MINIUM LVEL 


is provided within the
provided within the DisposalDisposal is 	 dwelling or cluster. 

or at a maximum distance 
dwelling 

of 100m from indivlJual dwelling.
 

ALTERNATIVE A: All collectors in public land. 

INDIVIDUAL FACILITIES 
Provided in all lots. Provided in cluster lots. 

Includes pit latrines. It dep-nds on the soil conditions.ON-LOTDISPOSAL: 
It ;ncludes in each lot a pit latrine dug by individual or provided. A suitable 

protective structure should be provided by user. 
in all lotsImprovements provided 

or other than cluster lots: 
ON-LOT DISPOSAL: Includes 
aqua privy or septic tank; or WA-

TERBORNE NETWORK DIS-
POSAL: Includes service coanec-
tion. Waste demands anticipated 
for each lot: w.c., bathroom/ 
shower drain, kitchen sink drain, 
laundry drain. 

Abovefacilities combined with: 	 Above facilities only or combined 
with: 

COMMUNAL FACILITIES 


aqua privy or septic tank complete with
ON SITE DISPOSAL: Includes 

drain field, soaking pit, etc., or WATERBORNE NETWORK DISPOSAL: 
on cultural acceptance and soil

Includes service connections. They depend 
conditions for site disposal. They contemplate: w.c.'s, water taps, showers, 

lav "s and laundry tubs in same facility to e:-courage use. 

ALTERNATIVE B: Some collectors in private land 
affected by easements (See: WATER SUPPLY AND 

SEWAGE DISPOSAL. EASEMENTS: page 130.) 

INDIVIDUAL FACILITIES 
Includes service connections.NETWORK DISPOSAL:WATERBORNE 

The following is provided at the back of each lot: a shelter of 6m 2 including 

for w.c.'s, lavatory, shower,toilet/kitchen core with water taps and rains 
kitchen sink. 

In addition, increased flow is anti
cipated ihrough hlghzr consumpand/or additional fixtures in
stalled by the user in each lot. 

BASIC DATA. The following data were used for the models for the 

waterborne sewage disposal network: a) Plan of layout to be served 

and size of area to be drained (400m x 400m = 16Ha). b) Area of 

lots, number of lots. c) Maximum expected average density of 600 

people/Ha. d) Total design population based on density; the equiva

lent population of the semipublic area is included to provide for 

schools or other public facilities. e) An urban sewage disposal main 

collector pipe is assumed to be along the main (Mode IV) street, with 

sufficient capacity to accept the additional flows from 
the model. f)
 

The sewage disposal network is not interconnected with the storm 
flow is considered to be

drainage network. g) The average sewage 

100% of the complement of the water supply (120 liters per person per 

day). h) The peak hourly flow is assumed to be 2.5 times greater than 

the average flow. i) The sewage network is designed for full section 

flow. j) The minimum velocity to retard settling of sediment was as

sumed to be 0.6m/second (2 feet/second), but may go as low as 

0.45m/second (1.5 feet/second). k) The minimum pipe slopes assum

ed are: 6":0.65m/100m; 8": 0.40m/100m; 12": 0.22m/100m. 1) Ad
ditional flow from storm drainage due to illegal 'onnections was as
sumed for 3% of the lots (each lot = 100m 2 ), resulting in a flow of 

from infiltration of
0.56 liters/second/Ha. m) Additional flow 

groundwater into the pipes was assumed to be 100,000 liters/day/Ki 

of pipe. 
The following basic reference data were not necessary for the cal

.. -A... M th, ctwsop disnnsal network but shoild be con



sidered in a project: a) Actual available capacity and depth of urban 

network collector pipe. b) Topography of site; the pipe layout would 
be dictated by the natural drainage pattern of the site. c) Height of 

groundwater table and permeability characteristics of soil; infiltration 

of groundwater would alter accordingly. d) Soil chemical analysis; the 

chemical action of the soil would help to determine the selection of the 
pipe material. e) Local high-water marks to determine the suscepti

bility of the site to flooding. f) Weather conditions, particularly data 

on frost and its depth of penetration. g) Local availability of pipe sizes 
and materials. e) Local code restrictions. 

BASIC CALCULATIONS. The waterborne sewage disposal sy.emd 

was designed for the maximum expected demand, with a gravity-flow 

network of full-section flow. Thie design flow for the pipes was the 
total of: a) 100% of the complement of the water supply flow multi-

plied by a peak flow factor of 2.5; b) additional flow from ground
drainage con-

water infiltration; c) additional flow from illegal storm 
ne ti on; 

*Total water supply flow = 7188 (5652 persons in private area + 

1536 equivalent persons in semipublic area) x 120 liters/day = 9.98 
initial working estiliters/second. (Figures for population based on 

mate of maximum density and areas assumed for models, see: THE 
MODELS, pare 105.) 

*Peakflow perhectare = total water flow x peak flow factor = 9.98 

x 2.5/16 = 1.56 liters/second. 
Km; 100,000

*Infiltrationper hectare (total pipe length assumed as 

liters/day per kilometer assumed infiltration rate) = 0.36 liters/sec-

ond.BAI 

of total lots with assumed*Illegal connection flow per hectare (3% 


rainfall of 250 liters/second per hectare) = 0.03 x 250 x 1198 x 


10-3/16 = 0.56 liters/second, 


*Design flow per hectare = peak flow per hectare + infiltration per 
hectare illegal connection flow per hectare 1.56 0.36 += 
0.56 = 2.48 liters/second. 

Based upon the Manning formula, a nomograph was used to relate 

the slope of the sewer, diameter of pipe, discharge of pipe and 

velocity, 
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213 / 2 
Manning formula: V = 1.49 , r a s1

n 
v = velocity of flow in feet/second 

where: n = coefficient of roughness 0.013 

s = slope of pipe 

PIPE SLOPE CAPACITY VELOCITY 

6" 0.0oD 12 liters/second 0.68m/secand 

8" 0.0040 20 liters/second" 0.64m/second 

12" 0.0022 40titers/second 0.57m/second 

The maximum area which each pipe can serve and the area it serves 
in the model was determined as follows: 

MAXIMUMCAPACITY1 
= MAXIMUM AREA INMfODELPIPE FLOW PER Ha. AREA 

4.84Ha som Z I50m= 7500m2 (0.75Hal
6" 12/2.48 

8.06Ha 180m a 280m= 50400m 2 (5.0011&)8" 20/2.48 

12" 40/2.48 16.13Ha 400m x 400m =160000m2 (16.00Ha} 

It may be seen that the minimum pipe diameters and not the capacity 
requirements dictate the choice of the 6" pipe. 

In the design of a project, an additional calculation would be made 

for a sewer flowing partially full in order to determine if the velocity 

The pipe slopes would be adjusted as
requiremenic are satisfied. 

The sewage flow is collected on theBASIC CRTERIA. LA YOUT. 
ff RALAYUTThseaefoiscletdote 

perimeter of the model for connection to an assumed urban network. 

The larger capacity of these pipes would be able to serve the higher 

densities of population in the areas of commercial potential and 

higher land values. (See: BASIC AND PHYSICAL-ECONOMIC 

DIAGRAMS, page 100.) The primary collection lines were locateCd in 

public areas (streets) to facilitate access for maintenance and installa

tion. Only 6" lateral collectors were located on private land at the 
back of the lots in the easement alternative. The network was de

signed so that there would be minimal redundancy in components or 

pipes if upgraded to the standard level. A limited number of manholes 

at dead ends serving communal facilities at the minimum level in lay
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to the standard level.otits I and 2 would be'redundant if upgraded 
The pipes anti manholes on tie perimeter of the model were consid-

ered to be shared with the adjacent layouts. The assumed urban col-

lector pipe and its appurtenances in the main (Mode IV) street are not 

included in the costs of ihe model. 
are listed in the Basic Calculations.P1I'S. The sizes selected 

Choice of materials would be dictated by local availability, bylaws, 

cost, and chemical characteristics of the sil. Vitrified-clay, asbestos-

cement, and concrete pipe are the most common pipes used. Cast-iron 

pipes would be used if extra strength is required. Concrete pipes were 

specified in the costs of the model. 
For cleaning and maintenance purposes, manholesMANHOLES. 

were located at all intersections, at all turns, at dead ends and at other 
was ap-

points to anticipate future expansion. Spacing of manholes 

proximately 100-120m for smaller diameter pipets and up to 1S0m for 

larger-diameter pipes. 
4" pipes were ucad for connections toSER VICE CONNECTIONS. 

individual lots, and 6" pipes for communal facilities. The length of 

the service line was considered to be an average of 10m from the cen

terline of the street to an assumed point in the lot. 

SEPTIC TANK AND AQUA PRIVY ALTERNATIVES. Both sep

tic tanks and aqua privy are provided as alternatives in the models 

when an urban waterborne sewage disposal network is not available 

for connection. Both alternatives are considered permanent fixtures, 

even at the standard level of service. (They both function on the same 

principles: excreta are deposited in a sealed tank of water where the 

sludge undergoes anaerobic decomposition; excess liquid from flush

ing or cleaning passes into an underground drainage field where it 
on a flush toilet to

leaches into the ground. The septic tank relies 

transport the excreta into the tank; in the aqua privy the excreta are 

deposited directly into the tank with minimal water for cleaning pur-

poses.) 
are only feasible with acceptable soil absorptionBoth alternatives 

characteristics and where there is no danger of ground pollution. Both 

require larger lot sizes in order to be provided. 
The septic tank was sized following standard design procedures: for 

an individual family, minimum tank size 500 gallons, as prescribed by 

the World Health Organization (W.H.O.); communal facilities were 

designea "a maximum of 200 people with a design flow of 120 liters 

per person per day. The aqua privy followed W.H.O. empirical design 
, the communal facility for

criteria: the individual family tank was Im3 

a maximum of 200 people followed W.H.O. criteria of 4 cubic feet per 

person for tank sizing. Both alternatives have drain fields for disposal 

of effluent assuming a good percolation rate of 2.5cm water drop in S 

minutes is the standard absorption test. The aqua privy included an 
for otheradditional 10 liters per person per day in the drain field 

waste water. 
fields which are difficult to

The septic tanks require large drain 
they would be accept

justify with small loom2 lots, but in the 200m 2 

able (ISm total length for drain field). The aqua privy would be ac-

ceptable in smaller lots if the soil absorption characteristics were good 

(5.4m tqtal drain field length). Communal facilities with septic tanks 

would require careful consideration for location of the drain field in 

the design of a project (total drain field length for septic tank: 238m, 

for aqua privy: 60m). 

Figre I (opposite page): SEWAGE DISPOSAL LAYOUTS FOR THE 20 REF. 

ERENCE MODELS. They are arranged as follows: horizontally, the four types ol 

lots; vertically, the live layouts. Each plan is divided to show minimum and standard 

levels of service. Scale 1/10,000. 
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BASIC NETWORKFACILITIES 

BASIC NETWORK 

$/Hae SERVICE CONNECTIONS (No)) individual Communal 
Main MANHOLES(NPIPES (m) 12PE6LT 	 a"T 

StMLM. StS1StMIML-SLMt s$Mt SL
IALU.No.AREA m' 4929
3913
42 91042.556.5"
200
400
400
555 	 3538
555 	 2891
4500 	 

100 [ 	 910 2370 
200 38.5 28.5 1044 30 

400 400535 535 	 3143 382 
100 j 1044 1590 2992 	

32.0 500 33 
200 43.0 

542 - 2373542 400 400 	 2349 
500 	 1785 3362 560 24203 	 21.5200 29.5 

516 516 400 400 
3472 4317

1200 2258 	 36 560 	 728200 [2 	 50.5 42.5200400 400555 	 3169555 	 2601 
100 ( 	 728 1950 3570 

34.5 28.5 834 26 
200400 400535 535 2810 3419 

100 38.0 32.01316 2430 	 28 
-" 834 	 404 

400 400 200 
1430 2657 542 542 	

450 
2124 2533

203 	 404 20 
21.5
25.5
200
400
400 
 2487
516 516 	 1961
988 1778 	 48 48
E[J 450 	 184200 	 32.5200 32.5 

- 800 28925 925 400 400 	
28 1661 2187

0 728 	 306100 	 22.5 22.5 
400 400

891 391 
200 	

32 1739 2265 - 800 	 32100 = 	 834 
400 400 200 25.0 25.0 134 

903- 800 903 	 1502 2020203 	 404 16 1621317.5 17.5200400 400361 861 	 1827 2353 - 800 	 34 28
200 r 	 450 27.5 27.5 344

200400 400930 930 	 1590 2116300 	 16100 0 728 -
200 19.5 19.5 462 22 

907 907 1646 2172400 400 
- 800 	 24 13

100 {3 	834 
400 400 200 21.5 21.5 218 


404 
 - 800 908 908 
203 	 1937
1431
14 3298
15.5 15.5 


B30 880 400 400 200 	
28 1827 2353
 

- 800 	 34200 = 	 450 
400 200 27.5 27.5 344 

400
930 	 2116
930 1590 

100 []728 19.5 19.5 462
- 800 	 22 16 

200
400
400

800 	 907 907 1 1646 2172 

218
100 C-	 834 -
200 21.5 21.5 24 

400 400
908 - 800 908 	 1461 1937404 	 a203 	 14
298
5.5
15.5
200
400 400 
- 800 880 880 	 Stndrdlevel, 

200 ( 	 450 AL: Anknvm/evel St 

The table and chart on these pages illustrate the quantities of com-

SEWAGE DISPOSAL: TABLE OF QUANTITIES OF COMPONENTS 
ponents for each of the 20 layouts at the two levels of service. The

Figure 1: 
AND COSTS/iiECTARE OF BASIC NETWORK FOR EACH MODEL. 

quantities have been used for the calculation of costs; the costs/hec

tare of the basic network have been included in the table for reference. 

The comparative chart shows very clearly the direct relationships be

tween urban layouts (See page 109), layouts of utilities (See page 127), 

A nf components (thispage). Also note that the quantity 

,considerably less for the grid layouts. 
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LOTS PIPES (m) MANHOLES (no.) 

MAIN ML/SL = 12" ML/SL = 8" ML/SL 6"ML + 6" SL 0+0 ML+-
0) 0 SL 

AREA m 2 No. 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 
SYMBOLS : 5 units 

1OG0 910 	 _______________m000mmm 

1 ,00 r---,0 _ 	 ,9,9o0000 

203 I 500 	 ____n___:_mo:00 

200 EJ560 _______m000 	 e~o 

100 E 728 I________--- 000o000000
 

o o

2 	 100 - - 834 i n n10oo 

203 404 nnll 	 :::G00000000 

200 c---, 450 Un..----,,m 00000
 
,oo0 728 I0i..o oo
 

3 	1o r- 834 Elm--- 000.
 

203 E] 404 il -. _
 
200 I~450 Emm 	 000 

100 0 728 Ein •m0000
 

4 100 834 E/inm 0000
 

203 []404 IIm-.000.
E 
200 450 El - l_, 	 o0 

100 0 728 l._.0•
 

50- 831 ll-
84 E0i0
 
203 []404 EI lmmm
 

200 450E C M mm 

Figure 1: SEWAGE DISPOSAL: COMPARATIVE CHART OF THE PRECEDING TABLE. 	 ML: Minimum level: SL: Standard leve. 
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WATER SUPPLY AND SEWAGE DISPOSAL3.8 
(EASEMENTS) 

DEFINITION. EASEMENTS. Servitudes: (*) rights in respect of 
an object (as land owned by one person) invirtue of which the object 


lland] is subject to a specified use or enjoyment by another person or 

for the benefit of another thing. An easement may be "an acquired 

or privilege (short of ownership) in lands owned 


right of use, interest, 

as an easement of light, of building support, or of
by another, such They be permanent or limited in time de-right-of-way. .... may 

pendent upon the easement agreement." (From: Abrams, 1972.) 

a legal right of passage over another person'sRight-of-way: (*) 
a right-of-way exists, such

ground [land]; the area or way over which 

as: a path or throughfare which one may lawfully use, the strip of land 

devoted to or over which is built a public road, the land occupied by a 

a public utility.railroad, the land used by 
The models include easements as an alternative in water supply and 

sewage disposal. 
The only difference between minimum and standard levels is lim-

ited supply versus full supply of water. The basic networks and service 

same. They are represented in the plansconnections remain the as 
supply; right portion for sewage dis-follows: left portion for water 


posal. 

The purpose of easements, at least in theory, is to reduce costs of 

service connections, by running lines of water and sewage in the back 

of the lots and installing the sanitary srrvices along these lines, thus 

serving from 2 to 4 lots and saving lengths of service connections. The 

length of the basic network remains the same as in the waterborne sys-
are the following: a) They 

tem. The disadvantages of the easements 

require the "instant" construction of the sanitary services for each lot, 

in order to control proper installation. This means a higher initial in-

vestment in water and sewage disposal. b) Lines are on private land, 
control and routine. inspec-

access for repairs,creating difficulty of 

tions by the public agency. In some cases, to improve this condition, a 

strip of land in the back of the lots is made public, but thisnarrow 
creates other problems of maintenance. c) By placing the services in a 

fixed point on the lot, it impairs its flexibility of use. d) Foundations, 

fo- gs, or other construction may damage the network.

0 

Design provisions are outlined below. (See: WATER SUPPLY and 

SEWAGE DISPOSAL, pages 118, 124, for design criteria and re
0quirements.) 8STANDARD LEVELMINIMUM LEVEL E 

MS 
WATER SUPPLY. Distributionlines are on privateland affected by ease- 8 

nnts. (ALTERNATIVE B) 

INDIVIDUAL FACILITIES O
 
The following is provided at the back of each lot: a shelter of 6m2 including
 

core with water taps and drains for w.c., lavatory/laundry,toilet/kitchen
shower, kitchen sink. Roof tanks for one day's supply are recommended ii
 

there may be low pressure and volume during the day. (Metered service is
 

optional.) Fd
Full supply. Inaddition. increased
Limited supply. 

demand is anticipated through
 
higher consumption and/orusermorein
fixtures installed by the 
fes il ed b t s 

each lot. 
Some collectors are on private land affected by ease. 

SEWAGE DISPOSAL. B)Snents. (ALTERNATIVE 

INDIVIDUAL FACILITIES 
Waterborne disposal: Service connections. The following is provided at the 

back of each lot: a shelter of 6m 2 including toilet/kitchen core with water 

taps and drains for w.c., lavatory/laundry, shower, kitchen sink. C 
In addition, increased flow is anti- I 
cipated through higher consump. 

tallad/o r ina fit i 
o
 

WATER SUPPLY AND SEWAGE DISPOSAL (EASE.FigureI(oppositepage): 
MENTS) LAYOUTS FOR THE 20 REFERENCE MODELS. They are arranged as
 

follows: horizontally, the four types of lots; vertically, the five layouts. Each plan is
 

divided to show water supply and sewage disposal. Scale 1/10,000. 
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FACILITIES EASIC NETWORK
3ASIC NETWORK 

FIRE SER. COST/HECTARES/Ha 

0 WATER PIPES (m) WATER VALVES (N') HYDRANTS SEWER PIPES MANHOLES CON. WATER SEWAGi 

2" 4" 6" Main 2" 4" 6" (N *) 6" 8" 32" Main (NO) Ind. SUPPLY DISPOSAL 

AREA m' No. Mt-St ML-St Mt-SL Mt-SL M-S. Mt-SL ML-SL ML-SL Mt-SL ML-SL ML-SL ML-SL Mt-SL ML-SL ML-SL L.SL 

2 

100 Q 910 

100 3I1044 

203 [ 500 

200 J 560 

100 Q 728 

100 C' 834 
203 [] 404 

200 -- 450 

100 Q 728 

100 834 

203 [ 404 

200 E- 450 

100 fJ 728 

100 834 

203 EJ 404 

5200 

3600 

4000 

2800 

4220 

2916 
3266 

2269 

4220 

2916 

3266 

2269 

2530 

1830 

184 

1000 

1000 

1000 

1000 

1000 

1000 
1000 

1000 

1000 

1000 

1000 

1000 

1000 

1000 

1000 

400 

400 

400 

400 

400 

400 
400 

400 

400 

400 

400 

400 

400 

400 

400 

200 

200 

200 

200 

200 

200 
200 

200 

200 

200 

200 

200 

200 

200 

200 

26 

1 

20 

14 

26 

16 
20 

14 

26 

I 

20 

14 

-

-

-

12.5 

12.5 

12.5 

12.5 

12.5 

12.5 
12.5 

12.5 

12.5 

12.5 

12.5 

12.5 

12.5 

12.5 

12.5 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

8 

8 

6 

6 

S 

6 

a 

6 

a 

6 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

4810 

3366 

3660 

2599 

3725 

2626 
2814 

2122 

3725 

2626 

2814 

2122 

2530 

1830 

1848 

555 

535 

542 

516 

555 

535 

542 

516 

555 

535 

542 

516 

900 

907 

908 

400 

400 

400 

400 

400 

400 

400 

400 

400 

400 

400 

400 

400 

400 

400 

204) 

200 

200 

200 

200 

200 

200 

200 

200 

200 

200 

200 

200 

200 

200 

48.0 

34.0 

37.5 

27.0 

46.0 

34.0 

37.5 

27.0 

48.0 

34.0 

37.5 

27.0 

52.0 

39.5 

43.5 

910 

1044 

500 

560 

728 

834 

404 

450 

728 

634 

404 

450 

728 

834 

404 

5827 

4629 

4929 

4030 

5136 

4147 

4413 

3656 

5136 

4147 

4413 

3656 

3717 

3224 

3237 

5264 

3935 

4230 

3234 

4570 

3446 

3673 

2911 

4570 

3446 

3673 

2911 

4143 

3344 

3466 

5 

200 J 

I00 Q 
300 CM 

203 ( 
200 

450 

728 

834 

404 

450 

1324 

2530 

1830 

1343 

1324 

1000 

1000 

1000 

1000 

1000 

400 

400 

400 

400 

400 

200 

200 

200 

200 

200 

-

-

-

-

-

12.5 

12.5 

12.5 

12.5 

12.5 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

a 

6 

8 

a 

a 

-

1325 

2530 

1830 

1848 

1325 

866 

900 

907 

908 

866 

400 

400 

400 

400 

400 

200 

200 

200 

200 

200 

31.5 

52.0 

39.5 

43.5 

31.5 

450 

728 

834 

404 

450 

2667 

3717 

3224 

3237 

2067 

2762 

4143 

3244 

3466 

2762 

MI: Minimum I,..v; SL: Standard level 

The table and chart of these pages illustrate the quantities of com-
WATER SUPPLY AND SEWAGE DISPOSAL (EASEMENTS)z TABLEFigure 1: 

ponents for each of the 20 layouts at the two levels of service. The 
OF QUANTITIES OF COMPONENTS AND COSTS/MECTARE OF BASIC NET-

quantities have been used for the calculation of costs; the costs per
WORK FOR EACH MODEL. 

hectare of the basic network have been included in the table for refer

ence. The comparative chart shows very clearly the dire"M, relation. 
ships between urban layouts (See page 109). layouts of utilities (See 

page 131), and quantities of components (this page). Also note thai 

the quantity of components is considerably less for the grid layouts. 
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LOTS WATER PIPES (m) WATER VALVES (no.) ci i SEWER PIPES (m) MANHOLES (no.) 

ML/SL ML/SL > • ML/SL ML/SL 

0Main M6" M4" w 2" AIMain =12" Im8-. 6" 0 
_AREA mn2 No. 0 2000 4000 6000 2" 4- 6" cL 0 0 2000 4000 6000 

! 1 	 SYMBOLS : 4 units T _ I I SYMBOLS : 0 units 

100 910 _____________ AAAAAA 	 AA"A 0 0000 

,[--31041 AAAA 	 AAA A 0 inM 000 
20 50050 INMJ ___________ M04. AAAAA 	 AAA20 AI _________0_ 

200 ~J560 flii.AA 	 AAA A 0 IN=E 000 

100 r 728 Ilf AAAAAA AAA A 0 NEW 00000
 

2 10 CM 83,AAAA AAA A 0 IN 000
 
23 L] 404 AAAAA AAA A 0 I 0000 

203 []LII H, ••ll-m•200 E 450 AA.A 	 AAA A 0 I . o00 

100 728 AAAAAA AAA A 0 In O
 

3 10 AAA A * momi 000
=84AAAA 
203 El404 AAA A 0 IN=- 0009_________AAAAA

lC00-- 834 *finm - -	 n .. .•• 
200 [~450 1EAAA 	 AAA A 0 moE ... 000 

100 01728 1Emw 	 AAA A 0 1E _ *0000 

4100 E 834 jmh AAA A 0 InE-.-.- 000
 

203 [] 4o4 AAA A * I•nmm--- 0000
 

200 ~ 450 Iminini... AAA A 0 Ilhmuu 000.
 

100 0728 flfl 	 AAA A 0 mEom 00000 

AAA A 0 *EEm .. U 00005 100 834 IM 
AAA A 0 m .	 0000203 404 10" 

200 IJ450 Iowm..., 	 AAA A 0 *m 000 
ML: Minimum level; SL: Standardlevel.

Figure 1: WATER SUPPLY AND SEWAGE DISPOSAL (EASEMENTS): COM-
PARATIVE CHART OF TilE PRECEDING TABLE. 
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3.9 CIRCULATION AND 	STORM DRAINAGE 

CIRCULATION OBJECTIVES. Streets should provide adequate 

and safe means of vehicular and pedestrian circulation, drainage of 

storm water, tree planting space, and where necessary, on-street park-

ing of vehicles (From: AID ProposedMinimum Standards, 1966). 

Design criteria and requirements for two levels are outlined below. 

STANDARD LEVELMINIMUM LEVEL 
Consists in the improvement of the

Consists in the basic treatment of 
to provide a wearing sur- minimum level to the level estab-

the soil 
codes in terms of 

face for circulation and drainage; 	 lished by local 
traffic load and bearing capr.

to minimize erosion, dust, mud, 

this
maintenance. When possible, 


a subgrade
treatment will provide 

for future surfacing or paving. 


page 136.)(See Figure 1: STREETSECTIONS. 

INTERIOR STREETS (MODES I AND I) 
shal- Components: Traveled way, curb-

Components: Traveled way, 


low ditches, sidewalks. Types of gutters, sidewalks, Types of work: 

work: Compacted subgrade, earth Compacted subgrade, base course, 


surace course (all-weather).or single-course construction, 

PERIMETER STREETS (MODE !11) 
way, curb-

Components: Traveled way, deep 	 Components: Traveled 

or shallow ditches, culverts, side-	 gutters, sidewalks, planting areas. 
Types of work: Compacted sub-walks, planting areas. Types of 
grade, base course, surface coursework: Compacted subgrade, base 


course, surface course (all-weath- (hard). 


er). 

PERIMETER STREETS (MODE IV) 

curb-deep Components: Traveled way,
Comnponents: Traveled way, 

gutters, sidewalks, parking, plant-
and shallow ditches, culverts, side-

ing areas. Types ofwork: Compact-
walks, planting areas. Types of 

base course, surfacesubgrade, base ed subgrade,work: Compacted (all-	 course (hard).course. surface course 

wea 

STORM DRAINAGE OBjECTIVES. The primary purpose is the 

removal of storm-water runoff to prevent flooding. Flooding results in 

high material damage, washing away streets, sidewalks, undermining 

building footings and threatening water supplies by infiltration and 

contamination. The primary drainage interceptors for abutting pro

perties are the streets. The flow concentration collectors are-ditches 

and pipes. Design criteria and requirements for two levels are outlined 

below. 
MINIMUM LEVEL 	 STANDARD LEVEL 

It is basically a system of gutters
It is basically a system of deep and 


and underground pipes.

shallow ditches. 

INTERIOR STREETS (MODES I AND 11) 
primary drainage inter-

Contain primary drainage inter-	 Contain 

ceptors: curb-gutter.
ceptors: shallow ditches. 

PERIMETER STREETS (MODES III and IV) 
primary drainage inter-

Contain primary drainage inter- Contain 
con- ceptors as above and the fow con

ceptors as above and the flow 
centration collectors: underground

centration collectors: shallow and 
pipes, manholes, street inlets.

deep ditches (earth-formed or 


lined), culverts.
 

BASIC DATA. The following data were used for the models: a) 
Plan of layout to be served and size of area to be drained (400m x 

16Ha). b) Assumed traffic loads: Streets I and II; average400m = 

light traffic (local residential streets, parking lots and driveways for 

intermediate traffic (feederpassenger cars). Streets III and IV; 

streets, parking lots and driveways for trucks, commercial light traf

fic). Another category may be considered for Street IV; heavy traffic 
heavy(truck freight terminals, manufacturing plants, commeicial, 

traffic). In all cases it was assumed that a good to excellent subgrade 
-existed. c) Average rainfall intensity for Boston (50-year 	storm) i 

rdtceo uoffrrsdnilbokmliaiyatce = 2.8" (0.072m)/hour. d) Coefficient
2" (0.0Sm)/hour; for Caracas i 

or 
runoff for residential blocks, multifamily attached detached 

dwellings 60%. e) Assumed urban network connections: main drain

age along Street IV. f) Storm drainage network is not connected with 

of 

the sewage disposal network. g) Street signs and traffic lights are not 

included in the models but should 	be considered separately in a 

project. 



Due to the nature of this work, the following basic reference data 
were not necessary here but should be considered in a project: 
1) Topographic maps, showing natural drainage lines. 2) Soil profile, 
showing the elevation of the groundwater table; horizontal and ver-
tical occurrence and extent of all soil types and their drainage charac-
teristics. 3) Temperature and frost data, particularly depth of frost 
penetration. 4) Other factors, such as snow and ice, which may re-
quire special consideration in drainage plans and construction. 5) 
Careful inquiries and check of local high-water marks to determine 
the susceptibility of the site to flooding. 6) Functions and traffic loads 

of existing and proposed streets. 
BASIC CALCULATIONS. Circulation. The pavements were de

signed for the assumed traffic loads listed above and using character-
istics, thickness and specifications indicated in handbooks. (From: 
SPECIFICATIONS, H. Griffith-Edwards, Princeton, N.J., 1961.) 
(See Figure 1. STREET SECTIONS, page 136.) 

= c ia, where Q = runoff ofStorm drainage.Capacity design: Q 
area to be drained (m3 /second), c = coefficient of runoff 0.60, i = 

average rainfall intensity per hectare: 

ForB . 100M0.05M 1 
2 


For BOSTON: -0.014m 3 /second 


- "0 00 seondm2
* 2
ForCARACAS: l - 36 m=0.20m3/second 

a - area to be drained s6Ha: 

For BOSTON: Q=0.60 a 0.14 x 16 = 1.34m 3/second 

ForCARACAS: Q=0.60 x0.20a 16 = i.92m3 /second 

Traveled way drainage capacity should be sufficient to keep the 

water running along the ditches or curb-gutters and not overflowing 

onto the sidewalks. Traveled ways: 6m wide; curb-gutters: 0.15m 

high; slope towards center of section: 2%; slope of the street: 0.3% 

minimum, 
Capacity: Q = 0.59m 3 /second (from tables). Interior Streets I and 

are the primary collectors draining a maximum of 1/6 of 16Ha. 

Runoff: 

S 

FbrCARACAS: 1.92 = 0.32m3/second 

6 


CIRCULATION AND STORM DRAINA/E 135 

All values are below the street drainage capacity of 0.5 // ond. 
Pipes diameters: according to plan layouts (See page 137.) pipes 

take respectively 3/3, 2/3, and 1/3 of Q for the total area. Diameters 
are determined by using a diagram for the solution of the Manning 
formula with: slope of pipes: 0.0015; n = Manning roughness coef

ficient 0.013. 
ForBOSTON: 2z (i.34m 3 /second); diameter = 48" 

3 

2 x(l.34m 3 /second); diameter = 42" 
3 

3
 

For CARACAS: 3 x (1.92m3/sccond); diameter = 52"' 
3 

2 a(1.92m 3/second): diameter = 48" 
3 

L. (I.92m 3 /second); diameter = 36" 
3
 

BASIC CRITERIA. LA YOUT. Circulation. The models include 
gridiron layouts where the lengths of streets cannot be minimized and 

grid layouts where the lengths have been minimized. (See: CIRCULA-

TION SYSTEM. page 86.) Storm drainage. All primary rainfall col
lectors are maximized, in this case: interior Streets I and 11 with shal
low ditches at minimum level and curb gutters at standard levels. All 

secondary rainfall collectors are minimized, in this case, perimeter 
streets III-IV with deep ditches at minimum levels and underground 
pipes'at standard levels. 

INTERIOR STREETS I AND I. Width: 10m.Utilization: circu

lation as well as other community activities. At the minimum level, for 

practical and economic reasons, the whole street will have the same 

pavement. It will be a continuous surface with shallow depressions or 

ditches, which have the function not on!y of channelizing rain water 

but also of serving the few automobiles ot ether vehicles. At the stan

dard level the pavement can be improved and curb gutters provided. 

But since they are generally expensive, the;' may be eliminated if shal

low ditches continue to be adequate. 
PERIMETER STREETS III AND IV. Width: 20m-40m. Utiliza

tion: predominantly circulation. At the minimum level, for practical 

and economic reasons, the traveled way has shoulders at both sides 
that can be used by pedestrians, since the sidewalks are not paved at 

i 
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STREET SECTIONS. Dimensions are in centimeters. 
Fil 

this level. At the standard level, deep ditches are replaced by under
pipes and curb gutters provided. 	 Since the use of perimeter 

the costs of the streets are 
streets is shared with the adjacent area, 

computed as one half. 
Location is at all intersections, at all turns, at ap-

MANHOLES. 
proximately 100m intervals for cleaning purposes, at dead ends. The 

cost of the manholes on the perimeter is also shared with the adjacent 

c o stA C C O R S areas.
PIPES. Sizes have been indicated previously. Choices of materials 

Models
dictated by economy, availability and required bylaws. 


precast reinforced concrete.
 
INLETS. Surface runoff enters from street gutters to inlets. Their 

the degree of freedom from
number and placement governs 

flooding of traffic ways and pedestrian crossings. Models include only 
x 25", but other types may be used. Their number 

curb inlets 24" 
should be minimized and they preferably should discharge directly 

into manholes to permit inspection and cleaning. 
DITCHES. They are designed in the models as an inte

gral part of the paving surface and without sharp angles. This design 

offers economy in construction, and easy maintenance, and also facili

tates the utilization of the street by the people for different activities. 

DEEP DITCHES. They provide the most inexpensive secondary 

collectors of rainwater, but they require constant maintenance. Mod

els include the trapezoidal type, wide and with gentle slope to facili

tate cleaning and minimize accidents; but local conditions of soil, 

rainfall, topography, etc., will dictate the convenient type.
A critical factor in circulation/storm drainage

MAINTENANCE. constantterms of periodic repairs and 
systems is maintenance in 

cleaning. Both should be considered from the outset of any project as 

partof the design determinants. 
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ASICETWORKASICNEwoRK 
COST/HECTARE

A- TMAN-

INLETS HOLES(NO
) S/NoSTORM DRAINAGE (m) Main (NO)

CULVERTS (W) 12" 30"* 42"" 48" 

<.ILOTS II IU 
 DEEP DITCHESIV (m) III IVSTREETS (m) IV III 

SL SL. St MJL SL 
St SL SL 

AU ML ML ML 
m' No. Mt-St ML-St ML-SL 

SL 
AREA 

11511 52294 
4 110 125 

54 4
140 135 200 

1200 400 8 

100 910 5600 600 200 4 9531 40947200 36137 140540 1248 41200 400
600 200 


122 151 200
100 I= 1044 4000 36 4 10026 43653 
4 540 127 


1200 400 a 
203 j 500 4400 600 200 

32 4 8541 35408 
157 200
138 107
480
8 41200 400


E 560 3200 600 200 4 10471 46611200 200 54135
810 125 

1200 400 8 4 140 

600 200

100 728 476C 36 4 8854 37246
200
140
4 540 124 137 

1200 400 8
200
3453 600 9271 39526
100 C 334 36 4122 151 200

4 540 127 


200 1200 400 8 

404 3790 600
203 4 8015 32531
 

157 200 

4 480 138 107 32 


200 1200 400 

200 E J 450 2775 600 

8 
24 4 6561 24332 

135 200 

4 360 125 140 


1200 400 8
200

500 5 728 1600 600 24 4 6561 24350200
124 137 140
360
8 4 

100 151 200 24 


1200 400 

834 1600 600 200 4 6561 24350
 

127 122 

203 404 1600 600 200 1200 400 8 4 360 


6561 24341
24 4
157 200 

4 360 138 107 


200 1200 400 a 

200 I J 450 1600 600 4 6561 24332200 24
140 135


4 360 125

1200 400 8
200
100 (J 728 1600 600 4 6561 24350200 24
137 140
360 124

1200 400 


100 834 1600 600 200 8 4 
4 6561 2435024127 1.12 151 0 


8 4 360
200 1200 400
1600 600
203 El 404 
24 4 6561 24341 

157 200 

4 360 138 107 


1200 400 8 

200 Ei 450 1600 600 200 4 6561 24332 

140 135 200 24 
4 360 125
8
200 1200 400 


100 - 728 1600 600 24 4 6561 24350
 
4 360 
 124 137 140 200 


1200 400 I
200

100 = 834 1600 600 4 6561 24350200 24122 151


[1 
 4 360 127 

200 1200 400 8 


203 404 1600 600 
24 4 6561 24341157 200


8 4 360 138 107 

200 1200 400


200 -- J 450 1600 600 ML: Minimum level; SL: Stondard level 

The table and chart on these pages illustrate the quantities of com-
AND STORM DRAINAGE TABLE

Figure i: ;CIRCULATION 
OF 

ponents for each of the 20 layouts at the two levels ol _rvice. The 
COSTS/HECTARE OF BASIC NET-

QUANTITIES OF COMPONENTS AND 
quantities have been used for the calculation of costs; the costs/hec-

WORK FOR EACH MODEL. 
tare of the basic network has been included in the table for reference. 

The comparative chart shows very clearly the direct relationships be. 

tween urban layouts (Seepage109), layouts of utilities (See page 137), 

and quantities of components (this page). Also note that the quantity 

of components is considerably less for the grid layouts. 
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Figure I: CIRCULATION AND STORM DRAINAGE: COMPARATIVE CHART 
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ML: Minimum level; SL: Standard level. 

IWt OF TilE PRECEDING TABLE. (Only storm drainage com ponents shown:for com

parativechart of circulation components. see: THE MATRIX. page II1.) 
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310 ELECTRICITY AND STREET LIGHTING 

Although electricity is not neces-ELECTRICITY OBJECTIVES. 
sary for the sustenance of life, it has become a vital service, supporting 

a wide range of urban activities. The more urbanized an area be-

comes, the more dependent it is on electricity for: Power: for con-

venience services in each household; utility services. Lighting: to pro

vide security at night and to allow activities to extend for a longer 

period of time. Com rnunications: telephone, telegraph, television, 

radio. 
MINIMUM AND STANDARD LEVELS 

Alternatives to providing minimum and standard levels of services 
a clear indicationwere analyzed and discarded because there is not 

that they will reduce costs, and furthermore they raise practical objec-

tions. Another approach, applicable to all utilities, is to reduce initial 

investment costs by controlled progressive development, which would 

permit the standard level to be installed step by step. In short, for 

reasons only one level of service is provided,practical and economic 
For economic reasons the distribution network is aerial. It includes 

service drops and meters up to the lot or cluster. Design criteria and 

are outlined below. The alternative op-requirements for this service 

tion of a controlled progressive development would permit the gradual 

expansion of the services. It would start, initially, by servicing a given 

area, and later extending it to other areas. 
used for the models: a)BASIC DATA. The following data were 

Plan of layout to be served (400m x 400m); b) Area of lots, number 

of lots; c) Semipublic land, represented by number of lots contained; 

demand per lot:d) Street lighting: number oi lamps; e) Arsumed 

I.SKVA. It is based upon the following appliances per dwelling unit: 

From 8 to 10 fixed lights and outlets (for portable lights, or radio, or 

record player, or portable fan, or sewuig machine, etc.), with a maxi-

mum load of 600 watts. One outlet for a hot plate, or a hand iron, or a 

a maximum load of 900 watts. f) Diversity factor at power tool, with 
g) Assumed urban network connections at two op-transformers: 2; 


posite diagonal points of 3 x 13,800V-60Hz-600KVA each. Total 


1200KVA. 
n A SIC CALCULATIONS. Total load demand in private and semi-

public land has been calculated by considering all the areas as divided 

into equal lots and multiplying the number of lots by 1.S. Total load 

lighting has been calculated by multiplying thedemand for street 
number of lamps by 300W. No of lots x i .S N flap 0 
Total capacity of transformers (KVA) 

2 
+ (N of lamps x 300W) 

= total capacity of transformersNumberoftransformers(N') 
capacity of a transformer 

BASIC CRITERIA. LA YOUT. All primary high tension lines and 

are in perimeter streets to facilitate access. A uniformtransformers 
distribution of loads in secondary low-terision circuits is adopted in 

order to use transformers of the same :pacity.. 
petTRANSFORMERS. The maximum load demand is I.SKVA 

lot. Total load divided by the capacity of the transformers will deter. 

IO0KVA transformers arcmine the number of transformers needed. 

used in the models, but other capacities may be used. 100KVA trans 

a 10.Sm wood pole. In cold climatesforners can be installed on 
of its capacity, while in warn

transformer can be used up to 150% 


and hot climates, use is sometimes limited to less than 100% of th,
 

transformer's capacity. A diversity factor of 2 is recommended to cal
 

culate the load capacity of the transformer. This will compensate fo
 

residential lots as well as for commercial lighting to which the diver 

ity factor is not applicable. 
RecommendeiSECONDARY LOW-TENSION NETWORK. 

maximum length for circuits: 150m with a voltage drop of 5V. Only ii 

a few extreme cases ar.ay 200m with a voltage drop of 6 be used. It ma 

require slightly heavier wires. A 120/240V single-phase three-wir 

system is recommended because it is versatile and adequate for lighl 

ing, appliances, and up to SHP motors used in some shops. Maximur 

A greater distance will redistance between poles should be 30-40m. 


quire heavier, more expensive cables and the wires will sag and be i
 

danger of slapping together. Using a few extra poles to reduce di!
 

tance is more economical. No backup system to prevent temporai 

wiring in exchange for occasion;blackouts is provided. It will save 

inconveniences when electricity is cut. If no backup wiring is provide 

at the minimum level, it may be contemplated for the standard leve 
It will be located cPRIMARY HIGH-TENSION NETWORK. 

the perimeter streets. To minimize voltage drop, a three-phase sy: 



ded tern, using one or two circuits, is recommended. The minimum vol-
oad tage allowable is 2400V, but a higher voltage is recommended. A sin-
the gle-phase primary circuit will have a greater voltage drop. A three-

phase primary circuit will allow for 80A to be drawn at each trans-
W) former as opposed to 240A for a single-phase circuit. The circuit will 

consist of three hot wires and a neutral wire. The four wires will go to 
the first transformer. Only two wires will go to the last transformer of 
the circuit. No backup wiring is provided at the minimum level, but 
this should be contemplated at the standard level. However, some al-

and lernative emergency backup system should be provided, in case one of 
rm the two high-tension sources should fail. This is usually done by pro-

f in viding a "disconnector switch" and by connecting up the two three-
phase primary circuits with all four wires. This solution is of course 

per expensive. The alternative is to provide man-made connections, using 
ter- as little material as necessary, when a major breakdown requires it. In 
are few perimeter streets, circuits are overlapped, which could make 
ns- nighttime emergency repairs confusing. However, overlapping can be 
s a accepted because circuits have been clearly differentiated by pro-
Lrm viding 10.5m poles in these streets. 
the POLES. Class of poles is determined by the load to be carried. Na-
-al- tural wood poles are specified, but other types can be used: precast 
for concrete, steel, aluminum, fiberglass, plastic, laminated wood. 

rer- Heights of poles are determined by minimum clearance required, 
Poles on the perimeter streets are 10.Sm high and carry: high- and 

led low-tension network, transformers, lamps. Poles on the interior 
in streets are 7.5m high and carry low tension network, lamps. Pole 

riay spacing averages approximately 45m. Pole lines are built in straight 
eire lines for at least 3 or 4 spans. 

SER VICE DROPS. These form the electrical connection between 
am the secondary low-tension network and the individual lot or cluster of 
re- lots. Maximum distance for service drops is 30m (100 feet). The min
in imum gauge wire (#6) required for service drops is more than enough 

tis- for the I.SKVA maximum load demand per lot. Thus, the possibility 
ary of linking several nearby lots to one service drop should be considered, 
nal particularly in the case of clusters or condominiums. Service drops 
led can cross streets. Minimum height for service drops and all other wir
rel. ing is 5.40m. 
on METERS. Consumption is measured by meters which can be used 
ys- individually or collectively. A cluster can have a service drop and one 
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meter in a pole serving several lots. A primary meter on a transformer 
can be used to measure the consumption of a whole circuit. If meters 
are not used, a fixed rate should be applied. A practical system could 
be the combination of a limited number of meters and fixed rates. It is 
not recommended to attempt to control consumption by fuses. The 
smallest fuse box is 1SA for a service connection of I.SKVA; it is easy 
to bypass the fuse box to make a direct connection, which is a dan
gerous practice. 

COMMENTS. It has been found that in squatter settlements. 
electricity and street lighting have a top priority over other utilities. 
Street lighting is demanded by users for safety as well as for the exten
sion of activities into the evening. Local governments and more espe
cially the police, are usually also in favor of lighting not only because 
it diminishes the conditions for crime, but also because it provides 
much better conditions for surveillance and control. It street lighting 
is installed alone, the users almost immediately begin to make illegal 
connecti'ns on the aerial network. This not only overloads the lines, 
with all the attendant risks, but also hurts the electrical agency that is 
providing power for free. It is more practical, then, to provide simul
taneously street lighting, electrical services and meters which measure 
and control the consumption. Service connections and meters are 
rather expensive items that may amount to 50% of the total costs of 
the electrical system. But they can be segregated from the basic net
work, installed in stages, and financed separately. 
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anStreet illumination is 
STREET LIGHTING OBJECTIVES: 

urban service to improve vision at night. Design criteria and require-

ments for minimum and standard levels of service are outlined below: 

STANDARD LEVEL
MINIMUM LEVEL 

basically "activity lighting,"
It is basically "safety lighting." 	 It is 

provided for: Extension of activity:
for: Crime reduction:provided 

are fewer crimes committed In developing areas social and com-
There 

mercial activities take place in the 
under adequate streellights than 

under dim or no lights. Traffic 	 evening. Street lighting creates the 

ambience for these activities.
reducessafetv: Improved lighting 


night accidents. 

Number and distribution of polesPoles are placed: at maximum dis-


tance of 40m; at changes of direc- are the same. 


tion in wiring; at a maximum dis-

drops. 
Lamps are placed at all poles for a 

Lamps are placed at all street inter-
minimum lighting of 0.2 to 0.5 foot 

sections 
which are the minimumcandles, 

levels for public safety in residen-
tial areas (with or without commer-
cial activities) recommended by the 
American Standards Association 
(ASA). 

Design specifications should conform to minimum local standards. 

a multiple distribution lighting
For economical and practical reasons, 

lights on the periphery of the 
system is proposed. Poles and street 

model are shared with the adjacent areas, except on the major circula

tion (Mode IV), where lights are placed on both sides of the street. In 

a semiprivate space, it is as
layouts where lots are grouped around 

suned that the owners in condominium of this space will provide the 

wiring, poles and lamps for the lighting. Therefore, these are not con-

sidered public streetlights. Street lighting circuits use the same trans-

Street lighting circuits independent of 
formers of the electric service. 

generally recommended. However, to 
the electric service circuits are 

reduce costs, the models provide only common circuits. Street lighting 

circuits will be multiple, thus requiring minimum maintenance. 
very lars,- portion of the cost of street lighting is made up of capi-

-,-stsor costs of components: luminaires, poles, wires, etc. There-

fore, the quantities of these components should be minimized while 
means effi

still providing an effective lighting system. This usually 
high mounting

cient luminaires, wide spacing, large lamps and 

heights. Effective and economically sound street lighting systems are 

the result of good design. Usually design services are provided by the 

It is a highly specialized service.
electricity agencies. 

Maintenance of an adequate level of illumination is concerned with
 

many factors, including the following: a) Reduction of illumination
 
reflectors and
 

level because of accumulated dust and dirt on lamps, 

glassware. b) Decline in lumen output of lamps due to normal aging. 

c) Lamp outages due to lamp or circuit component failure, accidental 

brcakage, or vandalism. d) Reduced circuit voltage or current at the 

lamp due to abnormal line losses or transformer loading. e) Interfer

ence by tree branches. Measures designed to minimize losses due to
 

can be listed as follows: a) Cleaning. b) Lamp

the foregoing factors 

and current. d) Contracting
replacement. c) Regulation of voltage 

of vandalism. Vandalism: Willful 
for maintenance. e) Prevention 


and malicious breakage of streetlamps is a social problem. No com
in sight, and it is questionableareplete and satisfactory solutions 


whether such social approaches as attempting to improve the behavior
 

patterns of the age groups most responsible for breakage, or relying
 

on the police to control them, can ever achieve success. But a number
 
even ifof practical methods have been developed to reduce damage, 


a) protect the
the perpetrators cannot be discouraged. They include: 


lamp with metal screens or replace the enclosing glassware with plas

tic materials; b) use adequate mounting heights. 

Figure I (opposite page): ELECTRICITY AND STREET LIGI1TING LAYOUTS 

FOR TIlE 20 REFERENCE MODELS. They are arranged as follows: horizontally,

ini

the four types of lots; vertically, the five layouts. Each plan is divided to show 


mum and standard levels of service. Scale 1/10,000.
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BASIC NETWOK 
ASICFACILITIES COSTHECTARE 

SERVICE CONNECTIONS (NO)LAMPS (NO)POLES (NO)CABLES (m)TrS. TRANSFORMERS (No) S/HaCommunalindividual 
10.Sm

High tension 7.Sm SLLow- in M-SL MI
ML-SLSLMLML-SLML-SLML-SLML-SLML-LNoAREA mM 14786 15736 -
910
1254721.0104.01090 12310 129685600 1044 10 87 

1336tOO 0 910 21.0 3366.0

4361 - 12125 1235612 37 97 500
1044 80.0 17.01 El 500 6 4806 984

203 

9615 10127
560 26 60
975 54.0 14.0
3724
200 560 6 


- 13633 14438 
21.0 47 113 728 


10 5060 1090 92.0 

100 728 


11508 12069834 33 79 96

3963 1336 58.0 21.0 

404 - 9348 
I00 834 12 47 87
17.0
984 70.0 - 8923 93373336 60 450 

203 404 6 975 A6.0 14.0 26 

200 E 450 6 3404 


8266 8363
184 43
16 65
1090 44.0 21.0
0 2700
--- -- 728 


8540 7966
306 26 

2685 


16 51
1336 30.0 21.0 

t00 834 12 32 7517 7992
134
16 55
984 38.0 17.0 

203 404 6 2748 7037 7313
218 16
16 44
975 30.0 14.0 

200 ~1 40 6 2564 


28 6073 3591
 
2640 1090 42.5 16.5 16 59 

8540 3966
728 10 16
100 462
51
21.0 16
30.0 7992
1336 7517
26S5 18
12 218
100 834 16 5517.0
38.0
984 8 7037 737
 
6 2748 975 30.0 14.0 16 44 298 


404 6 2564
200
203 450 

8597
8073 


59 

28
344


16
16.5
42.5 

10 462 


1090 8540 89612640 16 

100 [] 728 16 5121.0
30.0 31
 

12 4429 218 

1336 7517707 799,
2685 18


834 1616 55too 1 14.030.0 17.0975 38.0 
66 2748 0 7037 7371

200 [ 404450 5 12982564 984 
0 

drd Jay@ALL: Minimum level; SL: Sta~n 

The table and chart on these pages illustrate the quantities of c 

ponents for each of the 20 layouts at the two levels of service." 
Figure 1: ELECTRICITY AND STREET LIGHTING: TABLE OF QUANTITIES 

OF COMPONENTS AND COSTS/HECTARE OF BASIC NETWORK FOR EACH 

quantities have been used for the calculation of costs; the costs/I 
tare of the basic network have been included in the table for referet 

MODEL. 
The comparative chart shows very clearly the direct relationships 

tween urban layouts (See page 109), layouts of utilities (See page 1, 

and quantities of components (this page). Also note that the quat 

of components is considerably less for the grid layouts. 
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POLES (no.) LAMPS (no.)LOTS TRANSFORMERS (no.) CABLES (no.) 
ML/SL ML/SL Mt/SL 

2units Low tension High fension 0 6 ML 
2AREA m No. 0 2000 4000 6000 0+ O SL
 

SYMBOLS: 10 units SYMBOLS : 10 units
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ML: Minimum level; St: Stondard level.Figure 1: ELECTRICITY AND STREET LIGHTING: COMPARATIVE CHART 
OF TIlE PRECEDING PAGE. 
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3.11 UTILITIES: COST STUDIES 

OBJECTIVES. Costs mean in all cases the capital costs of infra
structure not including land, unless otherwise specified. Costs of in-

frastructure cover only the site and do not include costs of the urban 

network. Cost studies for the utilities have three objectives:area 
*Objective one is to provide guidelines for COST EVALUATION of 

projects during any stage of the design process. (See below.) 

*Objective two is to illustrate COST IMPLICATIONS using costs per 

lot and per hectare of the 20 models, representing different lots and 

layouts. (See this section, pages 149-163.) 
-Objective three is to provide supporting and reference COST DATA 


which is the base of these studies. (See: Appendix, page 174.) 


COST EVALUATION: DETERMINATION OF SERVICE 

LEVELS AND OPTIMIZATION OF UTILITY LAYOUTS. These 

factors can be characterized as follows: 

DeterminarionofService Levels 	 Optimizationof Utility Layouts 

sit aims to determine the magni-	 eIt aims to provide the infrastruc-


tude of quantity, extent, value or ture most favorable for the supply 

quality of each service to be sup- of the particular service. 

plied, 


aIt is a policy decision in which ma-	 -1t is a design decision in which 


jor cost variations occur between substantial cost variations depend 

the different levels, and small or no on degrees of optimization. 

variations within a given level. 


*The above facts are illustrated in the models with four different alternatives 


for the same levels of services. (See Figure 1: page 154.) 


definitely inePolicy decisions are usually in the -Design decisions are 

province of government policy- the province of engineers, other de-

makers, administrators, etc. signers, etc. 

Costs can be minimized by opti-
*Costs can be minimized by lower-

ing the levels of services, i.e., adopt- mizing the physical layouts. i.e., 

are below certain finding the most efficient mannering levels that 
standards. It is a multidisciplinary of providing the services at the level 

question that requires judgments required. It is a technical problem 

on a wide variety of issues: cultural, that requires competent judgment, 

political, health, safety, etc. 	 starting from the broad domain of 

land issues up to the specifics of in
dividual service connections for the 
lots

i is a policy decision that affecs sit is a dessign dision which is al

thethe qualityusers. of the services offered to performance requirements.ways possible within a set of given 

*In practice, since the suppliers, on sin practice, however, little or 

one hand, may not be able to pro- nothing basic is done to optimize 

vide standard quality services to 	 designs in order to reduce costs. It 

may be supposed that a greatereverybody, while on the other hand, 
price is the result of higher quality,they may not be able to lower them 

either, they may finally adopt stan- but this is seldom the case; appar

dard levels that are hard to imple- ently the state of art is questionable 

ment for the majority of the popu- and the technical aspects leave 

lation and that consequently exist much to be desired. 

only as a written expression of goals 
and not as reality. 

It should be repeated that the sound basis of savings is an efficient 

design within the levels of desired services, or in other terms, an opti

mized physical product. Significant cost savings cannot be achieved a 

posteriori, after the design is completed; cost savings are only possible 

a priori. Economy is the purpose of the design per se; it is a preventive 

rather than a remedial action. It is clear that levels and layouts have a 
the begindifferent impact on costs. They should be matched from 

ning, with a clear definition of the responsibilities and inputs expected 
from the participants in the decision-making process. 

*CHECKLIST FOR EVALUATION. 
*a) On service levels for the different utilities: 1) Find ranges for 

WATER SUPPLY, page 118; SEWAGE DISPOSAL, page 124; CIR-

DRAINAGE, page 134; ELECTRICITY/CULATION/STORM 
STREET LIGHTING, page 140. 2) Determine similar data for the 

projept under consideration. 

ob) On utilities layouts: 1) Find indices for areas of land utilization 

and lengths of circulation; indices for quantities of components of 

basic networks per hectare, STANDARDS FOR PERFORMANCE, 

DESIGN DATA, page 15. 2) Determine similar data for the project 

under consideration. 

eCompare: indices versus project data; levels versus layouts. 
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COST EVALUATION: BASIC NETWORKS AND FACILITIES/ In addition, basic networks are almost mandatory in either mini-
SERVICE CONNECTIONS. These factors can be characterized as mum or standard level of services; they are also the most substantial 
follows: portion of the initial investment package. Facilities are more optional 

Basic Network Facilities/ServiceConnections in either the minimum or standard level of services and therefore may 
be omitted from the initial investment and perhaps included for fueit includes all the primary distri- eThey include service drops, con- ture stages of development when there is more certainty about users' 

bulion or collection system; occu- nections, meters. privies, septic priorities. Costs of basic networks depend primarily on the efficiency
pies generally publicly owned land, tanks, aqua privies; occupy mostly of the project, which is a design decision; costs of facilities and service 
wilth few exceptions as in ease- privately owned land. connections depend primarily on the level of services to be provided,
nients. which is a policy decision. 

Olt is part of political, economic, *They are part of political, econo- Separation of the costs into groups is essential: a) to make proper
technical, overall, long-range pro- mic, technical, partial, short-range evaluations and avoid cost distortions; b) to facilitate flexibility for 
grams; is carried at national or programs; are carried at communi- policy, program and project formulation, meaning a wider range of 
urban levels; implies large amounts ty or individual levels; imply small cost options as well as more latitude to meet specific cultural and en
inone package investment, amounts in many investments. vironmental requirements; c) to provide alternatives for develop

"Requires continuous, scheduled *They can be impleme--ted in dis- ment, meaning a wider timetable and staging combinations; d) to 
and coordinated work. continuous not necessarily sched- facilitate substantial savings in initial capital investments, meaning to 

uled and coordinated work. minimize expenditures on those utility components that are not going
to be fully utilized at the beginning. 

Oit should be carried out as an in- eThey can be carried out as a pro- *CHECKLISTFOR EVALUATION.
 

slant, large scale construction job gressive, small-scale construction *a) On basic networks: 1) Find indices for relative costs per hectare,
 
in terms of contractor, materials, job in terms of contractors, mate- STANDARDS FOR PERFORMANCE, COST DATA, page 15; Fig

ure 1, page 20. 2) Determine similar data for the project under con-

Olt is more permanent; once instal- *They are more variable; they must sideration.
 
led is not usually changed or affect- frequently be replaced as a result of *b) On facilities/service connections: 1) Find indices for relative
 
ed by growth. growth and expansion. costs per unit, STANDARDS FOR PERFORMANCE, COST DATA,
 

*Its installation is essential for the eTheir installation is not essential page 15; Figure1. page 20. 2) Determine similar data for the project
 
operation of services offered to the for the operation of services offered under consideration.
 
community. to the community, and has only *Compare: indices versus project data; networks versus facilities/ser

partial effects on individuals, vice connections. 

oil is a necessary part of the initial *They can be postponed to any COST EVALUATION: UNIT QUANTITIES OF UTILITY COM

stage of development, even at the stage of development, even at the ThES A c Ne characteizedOasfollows 
minimum levels of services. standard levels of services. These factors can be characterized as follows: 

Olt is financed by the public sector; *They are paid for directly by the Unit Quantitiesof Uility Corpa- UJaitCosts of Utilit)'Components 

indirectly paid by the individual, individual. nents. 
_lt is !he quantity of units (m. m2, 2Olt is the cost of a unit (m. m . m3,

3'On the basis of the 20 models at the standard level of services, it can be m , each) of a component, contain- each) or a component.
assumed that total costs are divided almost equally between the two parts. ed in one hectare. 
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elhe unit quantities of utilities 	 *The unit costs of utilities compo-

conponents depend on layouts, nents depend primarily on the 
which are the result of a repetitive availability, quality and character-

design process that can be divided istics of: materials (local and im-
into different stages, with decisions ported; means and distance of 
taken at each stage as follows: transportation, standards, etc.) 
Adopted level of services deter- Labor (local and from other areas, 
mines utility layout; which depends skilled and nonskilled, rates, by-
primarily on urban layout; which laws, etc.) Equipment (level of 
depends primarily on percentages technology, hand tools and power 
of land utilization and unit circula- equipment, etc.) Overhead, profits, 

tion lengths. 	 contingencies, etc. 
*otsdpn ntutilities*Quantities anaotroti-

SQuantities and layouts are cost in- 'Costs depend on the specific con-
dicators, which depend on the ditions of a particular place, that 
above decisions and respond to can only be locally applied. 
general principles, that can be uni-
versally applied. 

oThese conditions are the variable 'These conditions are the given or 
factors of the project, invariable factors of the project. 

elin short: layouts and components 'in short: unit cost of components 

can be be "locally" calculated."universally" should 

accounted for in terms of quantities This data can be used for more 
per unit area. This data can be complete cost estimates. 
used for quick cost estimates. 

of utilities 	 ~works 

Cost estimates are a frame of rerence for orientation in the initial 
stages of a project, provided that they are properly adjusted to time 
and place in each particular case. Today, all over the world prices 
change very rapidly because of inflation and speculation, and there-
fore cost estimates rapidly become obsolete. Furthermore, the condi-
tion is aggravated because, as is usual in urbanization projects, the 
time between the initial negotiations 	and the actual implementation 
may be several years or even decades. Therefore, it is necessary to 
structure cost estimates in a manner that can be easily prepared and 

updated. 
The two groups above have different 	cost implications and should 

be distinguished in order to facilitate the preparation of cost estimates 

as well as the comparison of costs for different projects and contexts. 
*CHECKLISTFOR EVALUATION•*a) O1' ,"nit quantities of components (first cost indicators): 1) Find 

indices of basic networks per hectare, STANDARDS FOR PERFOR-

MANCE, DESIGN DATA, page 15. 2) Determine similar data for 
the project under consideration. 

-b) On partial and/or total costs of utilities per hectare: 1) List com
ponents for each utility, including approximately: 14 components for 
water supply, 14 for sewage disposal, 17 for circulation/storm drain
age, 9 for electricity/street lighting; UNIT COST ANALYSIS, pages 
176, 178, 180, 182; COST TABLES, 	pages 184, 186, 188, 190. 2) Find 

local unit costs for each component 	of above list or its equivalent. 

eCompare: Index quantities of components versus project data; Costs 

of utilities applying local unit costs to index quantities versus costs of 

applying local unit costs to project quantities. 

COST IMPLICATIONS: MAIN CONCLUSIONS. The cost studies 
make very explicit how, where, and when savings could be made. 
*a) HOW: by an optimum urban layout that provides appropriate 
areas of land utilization and lengths of circulation. (See: STAN-
DARDS FOR PERFORMANCE, design data, areas and lengths, 

page 15.)
 
eb) WHERE: in the efficient design of utilities in general, but par

ticularly 2) in the economic apportionment between utility basic netat the standard level ofservices; in: 1) circulation/storm drainage 

s ervic e connecio.


and ervice connections. 

sc) WHEN. at the very beginning of the process and never at the end, 

by starting with the parallel development/formulation of policies, 

programs and comparative designs. 
Furthermore, cost studies indicate many different specific ways of 

savings: a) By showing areas of sharp differences as in the case of 

water supply and sewage disposal versus circulation/storm drainage. 
b) By relating different items as in the case of basic networks versus 
facilities. c) By relating alternative 	components as in the case of 

asphalt paving versus concrete paving or communal versus individual 
septic tanks. d) By relating different components that can be opti
mized by design layout, as in the case of low-tension cables versus 
high-tension cables or surface drainage versus underground pipes. 

e) By showing where less expensive components can be substituted, as 
in the case of concrete curb-gutters versus drainage in the center of 
street. f) By showing other expensive 	components that may be elimi

nated or reduced in numbers, as in the case of supply meters for 
water. g) By showing the major cost components in each utility: 
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meters in water supply;.service connections in sewage disposal; paving 3.12 UTILITIES: COSTS PER LOT 
in circulation/storm drainage; low-tension cables in electricity/street 
lighting. 

COST IMPLICATIONS: INDICES. Costs have been calculated 
in dollars and used as index numbers throughout the entire cost 
studies. The costs expressed in index numbers are intended for corn- COSTS PER LOT are obtained by dividing any costs by the number 
parative purposes. In general terms, construction cost indexes reflect of lots. The cost items may include basic networks, facilities, service 
materials price trends and wage rates. They do not adjust for ma- connections for all the private, semiprivate, public, and semipublic 
terials availability, labor efficiency, competitive conditions, manage- land. These costs are shared by a variable unit: a lot. Since the lot is a 
ment or other imponderables affecting construction costs. But they unit that changes in area and proportions: a) Cost per lot only can 
are good indicators for rapid preliminary references and estimates. In provide comparative references for different areas, different propor
the U.S.A., data compiled in the last 60 years by the Engineering tions; b) Cost per lot cannot provide comparative references for the 
News-Record show the curves of increase in construction costs and, following variables: dwelling units, households, families, people. It 
most significant, show that the ratio between costs of materials and should be clear at this point that cost per lot is a very limited index for 
costs of labor has remained relatively constant. Furthermore, cost evaluations, particularly when a common denominator is needed. To 
estimates for specific projects can be made following the procedure in- compare costs, number of lots, dwelling units, households, families, 
dicated above. people, it is more convenient to use a single fixed unit, in this case a 

COST IMPLICATIONS: RELATIVE COSTS PER LOT AND hectare. 
PER HECTARE. In order to compare costs, two types of units are Furthermore, costs per lot must assume an average lot size or else 
used: per hectare and per lot. The observations, conclusions and assume that all the lots are of the same size. The latter condition may 
recommendations derived from these unit costs are discussed further be adequate in the case of small communities, but it becomes intoler

on (pages 149-163). able above ranges of 100 lots. A community above this size always has 
COST DATA: UNIT COST ANALYSIS. Cost analyses of the corn- a variety in family composition, resources, initiative, education, in

ponents of each utility are fully presented in the Appendices (pages comes, etc., that can only be accommodated by a variety in lot sizes. 
174-183). They include: job description; unit; unit costs of materials, In the following pages, main findings are discussed and illustrated. 
labor, equipment, total; man-hours per unit. The cost analyses are in- including: General Conclusions; Comparative Costs of a) different 
(ended: a) to give a brief yet documented reference of cost break- utilities; b) levels of service; c) different alternatives. 
downs; b) to permit one to break down costs to their basic elements: GENERAL CONCLUSIONS ON COSTS PER LOT. The compari
material, labor, and equipment; c) to provide detailed unit costs for son of costs only illustrates the obvious circumstance that costs per lot 
the overall calculation of costs of utilities for each of the models, are lower when there are more lots per unit area. More lots will result 

COST DATA: TABLES OF TOTAL COSTS PER MODEL. Costs in smaller or narrower parcels of land or a combination of both. 
fnr each utility and for each model were calculated, but only two com- Real reductions in costs are possible only with reductions in the 
plete sets (U.S.A. and Venezuela) for one model are illustrated in the lengths of basic networks. Lengths per lot are shorter when: a) given 
Appendices (pages 184-191). They include: job description, quanti- the same lot proportion, lots are smaller in area; b) given the same 
ties; discriminated costs of each job; total cost for each job. area, lots are narrow in proportion and with access at the shorter side; 

COST DATA: TABLES OF RELATIVE COSTS PER HECTARE c) lots are both smaller and narrower. It is also obvious that reduction 
AND PER LOT FOR 20 MODELS. The preceding total costs per of total costs per lot is achieved by reducing the number of facilities 
model were used to prepare these tables, which are shown in the Ap- and service connections. However, these are fictitious savings. be
pendices (pages 192-195). cause the unit cost of facilities and service connection is not altered. 
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iure I (page 150-151): GRAPHS OF COSTS OF UTILITIES PER LOT. but diverge drastically at standard level. Circulaticn/storm drainage ,je.%,i 
is clearly the most costly utility and therefore provides much more kichu. 
room for savings than other utilities that cost less. lic,IK, 

In service connections and facilities, water supply and waterborne Ifcnt :The purpose of these graphs is to compare costs: a) of different sewage disposal connections are consistently close and the lowest at larger.
basic networks; b) of service connections and facililties; c) of dif- iinimum level, but separate at standard level, where water double$ 1tW %.I
ferent lot areas and proportions. the cost of sewage. Electrical connections are higher and are the same out%t I. 

In basic networks: water and sewage are consistently close and the for both minimum and standard levels. Pit privy, communal and pri. 1.,, . 
lowest at minimum and standard levels. Circulation/storm drainage vate facilities are the highest at minimum and standard levels. 1. 4. S 
and clectrict v/street lighting are in the same range at minimum level; in lot areas and proportions: For the same proportion but differentiul l.) 
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STANDARD LEVEL 
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size: smaller lots fare better than larger lots at minimum and standard at minimum and standard level. 
levels. For the same size but different proportions: rectangular lots Graphs show that contrary to the case of alternatives, the substan
fare better than square lots at minimum and standard levels. For dif- tial differences are in the costs of the different models. (See pages
ferent size and proportions: smaller, rectangular lots are the best; 154-155.) It is clear that the selection of a model determines auto
larger, square lots are the worst at minimum and standard levels. For matically the costs. In this case the decision is a design decision, not 
the same lots grid layouts (3, 4, 5) fare much better than gridiron lay- hard to make because the choices are very limited. Graphs seem to 
outs (1, 2) at minimum and standard levels. The best combination of demonstrate the obvious. But the obvious is usually underestimated if 
lots and layouts in the models are 100m 2 rectangular lots, grid layouts not ignored, as is proved by the majority of site and services layouts. 
3, 4, 5 at minimum and standard levels. The worst combination of lots those which have produced urban environments that are not only
and layouts in the models are 200m 2 square lots, gridiron layouts 1, 2 wasteful but also unnecessarily expensive. 
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igure I (pages 152-153): GRAPHS OF COSTS OF BASIC NETWORKS PER LOT INCREASE FROM MINIMUM TO STANDARD LEVELS ciEVbEL
In Gridiruns In GridsAT MINIMUM AND STANDARD LEVELS. WATER SUPPLY 81% 53% 'rtus 

SEWAGE DISPOSAL 22% 31% j)rOCth 
ELECTRICITY/STREET LIGHTING 5% 5% Co; 
CIRCULATION/STORM DRAINAGE 321% 271% 

These graphs include only the curves of basic networks of the pre- and s 
ceding pages, but here the costs of utilities are grouped in pairs repre- Percentages correspond to lots 6.03m x 16.66m = 100m 2 but are %cloi 
senting minimum and standard levels of services. The purpose of similar for other lot dimensions. 81', 
these graphs is to compare the costs of each basic network at both The percentage of increase in electricity is insignificant. This is be. h1tioll 
levels. The percentages of increases for the different networks are cause the only difference in the levels is in a greater number of street . rovis 

shown in the following table: lamps. The increase in sewage disposal and water supply are appre, a11A.4 
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ciable and are both concentrated in the network extension. The in- *SEWAGE DISPOSAL. Initial stage: instant installation of basic 
crease in circulation/storm drainage is very substantial and is the network at standard level, including couplings for future connections. 
product of the larger volume of construction (materials and labor). Furtherstages: progressive provision of service connections as de-

Costs of staged construction versus immediate full-service-level manded. 
construction could be inferred by comparing the costs of minimum *CIRCULATION/STORM DRAINAGE. Initial stage: instant
and standard levels of services. The most convenient options for de- installation at minimum level, but only in selected streets. Further
velopment are summarily described below: stages: progressive upgrading by community-aided self-help.
*ELECTRICITY/STREETLIGHTING. Initialstage:instant instal- The graphs, in short, identify clearly where substantial savings
lation of basic network at standard level. Furtherstages; progressive could be made: circulation/storm drainage at the standard level of 
provision of service connections as demanded. service. 
*WATER SUPPLY. Same program as electricity/street lighting. 
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Aqua Privy Easements
Waterborne Septic Tank 

Figure I (pages 154-155): COSTS OF UTILITIES PER LOT FOR DIFFERENT 
ALTERNATIVES. 

The purpose of these graphs is to compare costs of different alterna. 
tives within given levels of services. Each alternative includes all the a, 
utilities. Sewage disposal and 	corresponding facilities provide the 1h1major difference between alternatives. Water supply is only differentin easements. Circulation/storm drainage and electricity/street light- noting remain the same in all the four. Details on these alternatives are "1given in the Appendix. (See pages 192-195.) The costs of the alterna.tives 	show different trends. At minimum level: Aqua privy is th low- cic 
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lots and layouts. The main conclusions are that given levels of serest, followed closely by waterborne; easements are the most expensive 
a) The selection of an alternative is a decision in which differabove septic tank. At standard level: Aqua privy is again the lowest; in vices: 

come easements, followed closely by waterborne; ent social, technical and political requirements have minor impact onthe middle range 
septic tank is the most expensive. Septic tank, like aqua privy, does costs; b) The selection of a physical solution is a decision in which ef

not carry additional costs of the urban network of sewage. ficient configurations of lots and layouts have a major impact on 

The graphs show clearly that: a) There are not substantial differ- costs. All in all, the issue is not the selection of alternatives but rather 

ences between the four alternatives considered; b) The major differ- the provision of an efficient configuration for the alternatives selected. 

ences occur, as can be expected, between different configurations of 
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3.13 UTILITIES: COSTS PER HECTARE 


COSTS PER lHECTARE are obtained by dividing any costs by the 
number of hectares. The cost items may include basic networks for all 
the private, semiprivate, public, and semipublic land. These costs are 
shared by a fixed unit: a hectare. 

Costs per hectare provide comparative references for the following 
variables: a) lot areas; b) lot proportions; c) block layouts; d) 
dwelling unit densities; e) household/family/population densities. 

Costs per hectare provide a common denominator for evaluations (a 
hectare) and therefore an unlimited index. 

In the following pages main findings are discussed and illustrated, 
including: General Conclusions; Comparative Costs of different utili-
ties; Comparative Costs of levels; Comparative Costs of materials, 
labor and equipment. 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS ON COSTS PER HECTARE, as re-
lated to layouts, dwellings and population. (See: Figure 1. opposite 
page.) For clarity, the following is assumed: a) Layouts: gridiron and 
grid. b) Level of services: standard. c) Utilities basic networks: water 
supply, sewage disposal, electricity, circulation/storm drainage, 
street lighting. d) Units: lot, dwelling, person. e) Density of lots: 
number of lots/Ha. f) Density of dwellings: number of dwelling 
units/Ha g) Density of population: number of people/Ha. 

In GRIDIRON layouts, total costs per hectare of basic network for 
WATER SUPPLY. SEWAGE DISPOSAL, and ELECTRICITY are 
variable. They change with lot sizes and lot proportions: the smaller 
the sizes or the more nearly square the proportions, the higher the 
total cost of the network. They change, in a lesser degree, with density 
of dwellings and population. For example: The higher densities will 
require larger diameters for pipes, wires, valves, and larger capacity 
for transformers; but will not affect lengths of pipes, wires, volume of 
excavation/fill, number of valves, hydrants, poles. In short: if costs 
ar"variable, in order to reduce them, lots should be larger and of nar-
row proportions; but larger lots mean lower density of dwellings and 
population (single dwellings), which will reduce the total costs very lit-
tie and instead will increase the unit costs of networks per dwelling or 

per capita, because they are shared by a smaller number. The strateg) 
to reduce costs in this case is really by providing larger lots with higher 
densities of dwellings and people. This eliminates the individual lot 
with single-family dwelling units in favor of condominiums or in favor 
of multifamily units such as tenements and apartments. The latter are 

not always acceptable. 
In GRIDIRON layouts, total costs per hectare of basic networks for 

CIRCULATION, STORM DRAINAGE, and STREET LIGHTING 
are variable. They change with lot sizes aPl lot proportions: The 

smaller the sizes or the more nearly square the proportions, the higher 
(he total cost of the network. They do not change with density ol 
dwellings and population. In short, if costs are variable, in order to 
reduce them, lots should be larger and of narrow proportions; but 
.larger lots mean lower density of dwellings and population (single 
dwellings), which will increase the unit costs of networks per dwelling 
or per capita, because they are shared by a smaller number. The 
strategy to reduce costs in this cas,, once again, is by providing larger 
lots, with a higher density of dwellings and people. This again elirni
nates the individual lot with single-family dwelling units in favor of 

condominiums or in favor of multifamily units such as tenements and 
apartments, and the latter are not always acceptable. 

In GRID layouts, total costs per hectare of basic networks for 
WATER SUPPLY, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, and ELECTRICITY arc 
practically constant. They may change slightly with lot sizes and lot 
proportions, density of dwellings and population. For example, 
higher densities will require larger diameters for pipes, wires, valves, 
and larger capacity for transformers, but it will not affect lengths of 
pipes and wires, volume of excavation/fill, or number of valves, hy. 
drants and poles. In short, if costs are constant and are minimized by 
a proper layout, higher densities or higher demand for services will in. 
crease very little the total costs and instead will lower the unit costs of 
network per lot, per dwelling or per capita, because they are shared by 
a larger number. 

In GRID layouts, total costs per hectare of basic networks for CIR-

CULATION. STORM DRAINAGE, and STREET LIGHTING arc 
constant. They do not change with lot sizes and lot proportions, den. 
sity of dwellings and population. In short, if costs are consiant and are 
minimized by a proper layout, higher densities or higher demand for 
services will, once again, lower the unit costs of network per lot, per 
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ly- Figure 1: DIAGRAM OF COSTS OF BASIC NETWORKS PER HECTARE AS RELATED TO LAYOUTS, LOTS, DWELLINGS AND POPULATION 

by 

of 
by dwelling or per capita, because they are shared by a larger number. 1) The two types of urban layouts. 

In both GRIDIRON and GRID layouts, total costs per hectare of 2) The two groups of basic networks provided for the layouts. 
SER VICE CONNECTIONS for water supply, sewage disposal and 3) The density ranges in terms of lots and dwellings/population. 

ire electricity are meaningless because the unit costs of connections per 4) The effect of these densities in the costs per hectare. 
lot or per dwelling are the same regardless of density. They have not 5) The options available in each type of layout to lower costs of basic 

ire been included here. networks per dwellings unit or per capita. 
for The diagram of costs attempts to illustrate these general conclu- 6) The dwelling types that match these options. 
er sions. It follows the same sequence: 	 7) The general conclusions for the two layouts. 
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MINIMUM LEVEL 

Cost per Hectare (S/Ha) 
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The purpose of these graphs is to compare costs: a) for different say
Figure I (pages 158-159): GRAPHS OF COSTS OF UTILITY BASIC NETWORKS 

basic networks; b) for gridiron and grid layouts. Costs of service con- I

PER IIECTARE. 

nections per hectare are not included because the unit costs of con- low 

nections per lot or dwelling are the same regardless of density. ofI 
In basic networks, water supply and waterborne sewage disposal circ 

are consistently close and the lowest at both minimum and standard I
 

levels of service. Circulation/storm drainage and electricity/street Icv(
 

lighting are in the same range at minimum level; but diverge dras- the
 

tically at the standard level. Circulation/storm drainage is clearly the Slig 
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STANDARD LEVEL 
0 

LOTS Costs per Hectare (S/Ha) 
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most costly utility and therefore provides much more room for real These graphs ilustrate, perhaps more clearly than others, that 
savings than the other utilities that cost less. costs of basic networks arc a direct function of circulation lengths, 

In gridiron layouts (1, 2), costs of basic networks are higher at both and also that gridiron layouts involve almost double the costs of grids, 
levels of services. Different lot areas and proportions change the costs particularly at the standard level of services. 
of water and sewage, but more drastic changes occur in the costs of Cost savings in general can be achieved by: a) using grid layouts 
circulation/storm drainage and electricity/street lighting, instead of gridiron; b) judicious choice of service levels matched by 

In grid layouts (3, 4, 5), costs of basic networks are lower at both an efficient design. (See: DEMONSTRATIVE MODEL, page 26.) 
levels of services. Different lot areas and proportions do not change These graphs provide quantitative indices for the main conclusions 
the costr of water, sewage, circulation/storm drainage. The only on costs per hectare and the corresponding diagram. (See page 156.) 
slight changes occur in the costs of electricity/street lighting. 
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Figur I (pages 160-161): GRAPHS OF COSTS OF BASIC NETWORKS PER 
IIECTARE AT MINIMUM AND STANDARD LEVELS. 

These graphs include the same curves of costs presented in the pre-

ceding pages, but here the costs of utilities are grouped in pairs repre-
senting minimum and standard levels of services. The purpose of 
these graphs is to compare the costs of each basic network at both 
levels. The percentages of increases for the different networks are 
shown a- follows: 

ELECTRICITY/STREET LIGHTING 

0 	 10000 20000 

010 

E 
ZI 

a 

INCREASE FROM MINIMUM TO STANDARD LEVELall 
In Gridirons 	 In Grids Via 

WATER SUPPLY 80% 53%
 
SEWAGE DISPOSAL 22% 32% al
 
ELECTRICITY/STREET UGHTING 5% 5% (

CIRCULATION/STORM DRAINAGE 321% 271%7

CD 	 G 

"i 
Percentages correspond to lots 6.03m x 16.66m = 100m2 but arc 

similar for other lot dimensions. 
The percentage of increase in electricity is insignificant. This is be. 

cause the only difference in the levels is in a greater number of street. Ir 

1 
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CIRCULATION/STORM DRAINAGE 
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lamps. The increases in sewage disposal and water supply are.appre-	 *WATER SUPPLY. Same program as electricity/street lighting. 
*SEWAGE DISPOSAL. CInitialstage: instant installation of basic net

ciable and are both concentrated in the network extension. The in-
work at standard level, including couplings for future connections. 

crease in circulation/storm drainage is very substantial and is the re-
Further stages: progressive provision of service connections as

suit of the larger volume of construction (materials and labor). 

Costs of staged construction versus immediate full-service-level demanded. 
*CIRCULATION/STORM DRAINAGE. Initial stage: instant in

construction could be inferred by comparing the costs of minimum 
but only in selected streets. Further

and standard levels of services. The most convenient options for devel-	 stallation at minimum level, 
stages: progressive upgrading by community-ai'Jed self-help.

opment are summarized below: 
The graphs, in short, identify clearly where and when substantial

ELECTRICITY/STREET LIGHTING. Initialstage: instant instal-

lation of basic network at standard level. Furtherstages: progressive 	 savings could be made: circulation/storm drainage at the standard 

provision of service connections as demanded. 	 level of service. 
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mL: minimum Level; SL: Standard Level; Gi: Gridiron Layout; G: Grid Layout 

The purpose of this chart is to compare costs of materials, labor,
at both minimum/Stan

and equipment of different basic neiworks 
CHART OF COSTS OF MATERIALS, LABOR,PER HIECTARE AT MINIMUM 

FigureI (acrosspagesOF162161):BASIC NETWORKS levels of services. Two models are used: a GRIDIRON layout (2) 
AND EQUIPMENT 

AND SANDAD LEELS.dard same lots: 6.03m x 16.66m=GRID layout (3); both have the 
AND SANDAD LEELS.and 

lO0m 2 . 
Materials carry the highest total costs at both minimum and stan

dard levels. Electricity/street lighting carry the highest costs of ma

terials at the minimum level; but circulation/storm drainage are the 

highest at the standard level. Sewage disposal carries the lowest costs 

aat the minimum and standard levels. 
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Labor follows materials in total costz at both levels. Circulation/ storm drainage design can provide considerable savings by reducing 
storm drainage carry the highest costs at both levels. Water supply the amount of materials and labor, mainly through optimized layouts; 

in- carries the lowest costs at both levels. c) that electiicity/street lighting offers only a limited opportunity for 
(2) 	 Equipment carries the lowest total costs at both levels. Circulation/' savings because the high costs of materials, even in an optimized de

storm drainage again carry the highest cost of equipment at both sign, do not result from quantities, but rather from the cost of the 
levels. Water supply and electricity/street lighting are close and carry materials themselves; d) that water supply and sewage disposal pro

in- the lowest costs at boti levels. vide little room for savings in materials, labor, and equipment. be
ia- The chart illustrates the following: a) that the application of labor- cause they carry the lowest costs at both levels; e) that the relatively 
he intensive technologies becomes more significant in circulation/storm low costs of equipment in water supply, sewage disposal, and elec
sts drainage, because they carry the highest cost of labor and may not re- tricity/street lighting reflect the fact that only simple equipment is re

quire much 	in the way of specialized skills; b) that proper circulation/ quired. 
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Kenya. Air view of Eastern
LAND UTILIZATION. (opposite page) Nairobi. 

Nairobi about 4 km from the city center, showing different dwelling environments. 

all contained in a small area of 18 hectares. From left to right: Easteigh. with its 

court type private tenements (660 pcrsons/Ha). Next: the Juja Road running from 

top to left. Next: Mathare Valley Village I with its "Comnpany Housing" tenements 

aligned in rows (3333 persons/Ha). Next: the Village II with squatter shacks occu

pying the low land on the edge of the Mathare River. which is now a narrow ditch. 

On the right is open land not utrbanized. hut cultivated with maite by nearby squat

(See table and plans. pages 85-94-95). (left) Nairobi. Kenya. Kariobangi site 
tcrs. 
and services project, developed in 1964 (2660 persons/lIIa). The large squares are 

rooms occupied by several families. The small squares aic coul
clusters of four 

nunal latrines. (See table. page 85). (Pholos: B.S. Thethy, 1970; Survey ofKenaya.
 

1972).
 

.12.0 site analysis 
IINTRODUCTION. This section is concerned with the analysis of 

the site. It provides references for the evaluation/selection/planning 

of sites in urban areas, particularly in relation to dwelling environ

ments. The common cases of site investigation are: a) ven an in 

tended use, find suitable sites; b) Given a site, determine options for 

use/development; c) Given a settlement, evaluate site utilization. This 

section includes the discussion of factors that should be considered: 
and practical feasibility ofsite attributes that define the economic 

development; site determinants that define the constraints of physical 
an order that is not hierarchial.planning. The factors are listed in 

of each factor should be established inThe impo.tance/significance 
each particular case. Some factors could be disregarded at the begin! 
ning. The presentation of each factor includes: definitions and 

considerations. They are to serve as apianning/design/development 
framework for preliminary site investigations as well as site planning. 

They should be viewed as guidelines within a range of alternatives for 

each specific factor. They are a checklist in the development of a site. 
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2.1 A LOCATION 
B APPROACHES 


C ACCESSES 

D TRANSPORTATION 


LOCATION. APPROACHES. ACCESSES, TRANSPORTATION are inter-
dependent factors affecting the site. Location (position-distance) of the site in relation 
to: residential, commercial, industrial areas, city center. Approaches: the main 
routes that reach the site. Accesses: the linkages of the site with the main routes. 
Transportation: the means of conveyance along these main rutes. 


2.1A LOCATION. PLANNING/DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT CON-
SIDERATIONS. Location of the site in relation to the urban context 
should be analyzed/evaluated to determine degrees of availability/ 
adequacy/consistency in terms of the following existing and/or pro-
jected conditions: 

URBAN LAND UTILIZATION PA TTERN data are recorded in 
urban area plans, charts. Uses to be identified are: residential, busi-
ness, commercial, small industrial, industrial, educational (schools), 
recreation (playgrounds, parks), other. URBAN POPULATION 
DENSITYPATTERN data are recorded in urban area plans, charts. 
Ranges should be identified in terms of inhabitants/hectare. URBAN 
INCOME GROUPPA TTERN data arvrecorded in urban area plans, 
charts. Ranges should be identified in terms of income/family/year or 
in terms of subsistence levels. (See: INCOME GROUPS. page 183.)
URBAN LAND VALUE/COST PATTERN data are recorded in 
urban area plans, charts. Ranges should be identified in terms of 
costs/unit area: square meters, hectares, acres. UTILITIES, SER-
VICES, COMMUNITY FACILITIES (adjacent/contiguous to the 
site) data are recorded in locality plans, reports. Availability should 
be identified at one of four levels: no provision at all, very limited oroccasional, generally available but inadequate, adequate or normal 
service. The following utilities, services, community facilities should 
be identified: water supply, sewerage, storm drainage, electricity, 
street lighting, telephone, gas, circulation, public transportation, po
lice, fire, refuse collection, health, schools, recreation, other. CEN-
TERS OFEMPLOYMENT data are recorded in urban area/locality 
plans, reports. Distances to the following areas should be determined: 

residential, commercial, industrial, governmental or other centers of 
employment. (Proximity becomes a priority for those low-income 
groups that cannot afford transportation costs.) 
LOCATION () situation: the way in which something (the site) is placed in relatiol 

to its surroundings (the urgan context).
It can be in terms of the POSITION(*) of the site in the urban context regarding 

primarily: Site land use as determined by urban land use patterns, zoning ordinances. 
and other government regulations. Site value/costs as determined by urban landvalue/cost patterns. 
value/costipaterns 

It can be in terms of the DISTANCE( between the site and other elements of the 
urban context, measured in Lengths: kilometers. yards, miles. Traveling I 
time: walking, private vehicle, public transportation. Traveling costs: percentage ofweekly, monthly, annual income. Traveling frequency: weekly, monthly, 

occasionally. 
2.1B APPROACHES. PLANNING/DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT 
CONSIDERATIONS. Approaches to the site should be analyzed/ 
evaluated to determine availability/adequacy/quality in terms of 
existing and/or projected routes. 

Data are recorded in aerial photographs, urban area/locality/site 
plans, field surveys, charts, photographs. Characteristics to be identi. 
fied for each approach are: name of route; transportation modes 
(pedestrian/vehicular, walking, bicycling, private car, bus, subway,
railway, etc.); from/to (areas linked by the route); adequacy (See: 
CIRCULATION SYSTEM, page 86): character (the nature of exis. 
ing and future growth along these routes in terms of: congestion, 
directness of the route, physical conditions of the route, etc.). 

APPROACHES (*) the main routes external to the site (pedestrian/vehicular)b, 
which the site can be reached f~om other parts o! he urban context. 

They may include the following variety o, routes: Shared right-of-way routes 
automobile routes (main avenues, limited access highways, etc.) Exclusive right.ol 
way routes or rapid transit routes (subways, railroa. , funiculars, etc.) Other route, 
waterway routes (ferries, launches, etc.) 

They are qualified by the character of existing and future growth along these rouk(congestion; directness of the route; depreciating commercial, industrial, or rc.dential areas). Trends in urban growth may affect a site's approaches. 
They are the manner in which POSITION and DISTANCE relate the site with th 

urban context. 

http:right.ol
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2.1C ACCESSES. PLANNING/DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT
CONSIDERATIONS. Accesses to tie site from its approaches should 
be analyzed/evaluated to determine their availability/adequacy/ 
quality in terms of existing and/or projected conditions,

Data are recorded in locality/site plans, field surveys, charts. Con-
dilions to be identified are: linear links, point links (see following 
lagI). 

ACCESSES (*)-the pedestrian/vehicular linkages from/to the site jo/from exist-
ing or planned approaches Iurban streets. limited access highways, public transportalit)n
systems, and other systems such as: waterways, airlines, etc.] 

]'hey are ways that allow entrance to and exit from the site proper. They can be de-lined/determined by: Linearlinks: highways, streets, or paths from which the site can
he entered. Pointlinks: subway stations, bus stops, etc. from which the site can be en-
Icrcd. 
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Fixure I: DIAGRAM OF RANGES, PREFERRED DISTANCES illustrates
MODES OF TRAVEL (o), in terms of speed, time, aiid distance and actlvities/facili-
ties in terms of frequency of travel and distance. In a proper environment, certain Ia-cilities may be within walking distance; others may be reached via transportation: 

LOCATION. APPROACHES. ACCESSES. TRANSPORTATION 

2.1D TRANSPORTATION. PLANNING/DESIGN/DEV "LOP.
MENT CONSIDERATIONS.Transportation to the site should be 
analyzed/evaluated to determine its availability/adequacy/quality in 
terms of existing and/or projected conditions.
 

Data are recorded in urban 
area plans, charts. Conditions to be 
determined are: preferred modes of travel; distance; traveling time 
and costs; adequacy in relation to: high schools, playgrounds, regional recreation and shopping, employment. 

TRANSPORTATION (*-means of conveyance or travel from one place Ithe sitel 
to another (other parts of the urban context).

Its means can be: Private:bicycle, automobile, etc. Public: bus. subway, taxi. "co
lectivo. etc. It can be measured in terms of: distance, time costs. 

Transportation between the site and centers of employment is critical for the low
income groups. If employment is not located within walking distance, a site could beunacceptable to those who cannot afford transportation fares or a bicycle. 

00am m.23 .3 o 

hgem 

Secondary Schools, Playgrounds; Regional Recration and Shopping; Centers ofEmployment. MOTORIZED mode of travel includes: bus, car, subway, railway, etc.WATER mode of travel includes: ferry, launch. etc. In most U.S.urban areas people
travel by private automobile even when the destination is within walking distance. 
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SIZE, POPULATION, LAND UTILIZATION. The following tables and2.2 A SIZE 
diagrams (Figure 1) are rough dimensional indicators relating size of site, popula

tion, and land utilization (percentages and areas). The tables and diagrams are based 

B SHAPE the following parameters:on 
A. SITE AREAS used range from IHa to 100Ha. 

B. NET POPULATION DENSITIES (persons/Ha) used in the tables have been 

developed front combinations of the following units/Ha and persons/unit (P/U): 

TABLE, DIAGRAM OF SIZE, POPULATION, LAND UTILIZATION.
Figure 1: Unit Types* Persons/Ha 

areas of public. Units/lla
Each table gies population (N/Ha. total); number of units (N 0 ); 2P/U 4P/U 6P/U 8P/U 
semipublic and private land (%. Has) for sites ranging from IHa to 100Ha in size. 

300 400100 200 
primarily for residential use. so Rooms. Row/Group Housing. 3-5 

Each size is represented diagrammatically above the corresponding table. The dia-
b) Percentage of land utilization 

100m x IOn. 600 800 
grams show: a) Circulation grid of 

Rooms, 3-S story walk-ups. 7-20 200 400 
an 100 

to a population density of 600 persons/Ha, which is 
-erresponding in all cases story high-rise.

are diagrammatic and 
0 0 900 10 . dge of the densities considered in the tables. c) Drawings 

150 Ro. .0soyhg-ie 300 600 20 1200 
20 Same as above. 


do not 0)representPrivate lard. 80 1200 1600
a design/layout of the area indicated. d) Public land. e) Semipublic
land. 400

200 Room! 7-20 story high-rise.
find the options of: 


Tables can be used in different ways: a) Given size of a site, 
(*See: GLOSSARY page 196. for definitions of dwelling unit types.)
 

b) Given a population.

population, number of units, areas needed for different uses. 


areas needed 
find the options of: population densities, number of units, sizes of site, N (percentages and areas) used are considered in terms of 

C. LAN9 UT!LIZATIOas for evalua-
can be used for preliminary studies as well 

for different uses. c) Table. public and private land as follows:
 

tions of existing urbanizations. 
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Public Land: CIRCULATION.(streets, walkways, parking areas). Areas used by levels of population. Example: a community of 5000 people will require a primary
pedestrians, vehicles, or both. The percentage of land required for circulation school; and a communily of 20000 people will require 4 primary schools and, in addi
drpends on the density of the network; secondarily, width of the network. A circu- lion, a secondary s:hool. Assumption: the tables use the following ranges: a)
lalion network serving large blocks takes a lesser percentage of land than a network Supporting population 6000. 30000, 60000. b) Semipublic land for public facilities 
serving small blocks. Frequency ranges of urban circulation networks are discussed In 3Ha, 19tia, 47Ha, respectively. Ranges have been derived from: "NORMAS
 
(irculation System, page 86. Ranges are from: 80m x 80m = 6400 square meters of MINIMAS DE URBANIZACION. "'Centro Interamericanode Vivienda y Plan
area served (0.64Ha) to 200m x 200m = 40000 square meters of area served (4Ha). earnento. Bogola Cohmbia. 1968; and case studies: URBAN DWELLING
 
Assumption: The tables use a frequency of 100m x 100m = 10000 square meters of ENVIRONMENTS, Camincs, Turner. Steffian: Cambridge. Massachusetts. 1909:
 
area served (Itia) and an average width of 13.30m. which results in 25% of the land LAND USES IN AMERICAN CITIES. Bartholomew, 1955. Semipublic land for
 
for circulation (a constant). The ranges have been derived from case studies: URBAN city-wide facilities, such as for parks, hospitals, organized sports, etc.. is not
 
DWELLING ENVIRONMENTS. Caminos. Turner. Steffian; Cambridge. included.
 
31fasachoisett. 1969; LAND USES IN AMERICAN CITIES. Bartholomew; Private//SenuiprivateLand: RESIDENTIAL(dwellings. commercial, professional.


~unibride. Massachusetts. 1955. small industries). Areas physically controlled for private/semiprivate use. Assump-
Senipublic Land: PUBLIC FACILITIES (schools, playgrounds, playfields,. other tion: the private land will be primarily residential but will include commercial, pro

lacilities). Areas physically controlled for the use of a group or a limited number of fessional, and small industrial uses. The pecentage of private land depends on the 
people. The percentage of land required for public facilities depends on the size of the urban sector considered. If the percentage of land for circulation is a con
population served. A small population requires less facilities and consequently less stant 25%. and the percentage of public land increases with population, the percent
percentage of land. A large populatin:.,requires more facilities and consequently a age of private land, which is the remaining area. diminishes with population. 
higher percentage of land. In ov" - new facilities are required with increasing 
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2.2 	 A SIZE to be determined are: total area within site boundaries, unusable
 
areas (due to: topography, soil conditions, easements, rights-of-way,
 
desirable/undesirable environmental influences, desirable/undesir
able existing structures). 

PLANNING/DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS. 
Size (area) 	of the site must be computed/evaluated to determine its SIZE (-)-physical magnitude or extent [of the sitel; relative or proportionate
adequacy/suitability for the development. dimensions lof the sitel. 

Data are recorded in aerial photographs, site plans, charts. Areas It is defined in terms of square units: square meters, hectares, square feet, acres. b 

--t	 1-
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2.2 B SHAPE 

velopable land area (size), feasibility in terms of economical/efficient
development.

PLANNING/DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT SIZE, SHAPE should be considered simultaneously with other landCONSIDERATIONS.Shape of the site must be analyzed/evaluated to determine its usabili-
features, topography, adequacy of intended use.

SHAPE (0)- form/configuration of the site surface as defined by its perimeter:ly/suitability for development. utilization, lot and street layouts: Compact shapes are generally more apt for efficient 
boundaries.Data are recorded in aerial photographs, It determines the feasibility/suitability of asite plans. Conditions to site in terms of landbe identified are: shape and usable area resulting from analysis of de-
development. Irregular. dispersed shapes may result in unusable areas and/oruneconomical/inefficient layouts. 
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66 SITE ANALYSIS -

NATURAL FEATURES TOPOGRAPHY the configuration of a Iland] surface including its relief and2.3 TOPOGRAPHY, =.--,theJv--... .a position of its natural and man-made features. 

NATURAL FEATURES (*) - prominent objects in or produced by nature. 

PLANNING/DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS. The extent and character of such features-simple or complex undulations, water
courses, near and distant views from different points of observation and individual or


Every element of topography and other natural features of the envi-
another and to all developmentsto be used. There- massed effect of trees-have varied relations to one

ronnient :hould be considered as an opportunity 
that can be foreseen. 

fore, they should be analyzed/evaluated to permit the planning of the The topography of the site is a composite of its NATURAL FEATURES: 

site to take full advantage of the positive features and to minimize the *LAND SIRFACE UNDULATIONS: hills, valleys, slopes, flat land, etc. 

*WATER FEATURES streams, rivers, ponds, lakes, marshes, floodplains. etc.
negative ones. 

nVEGETATION: trees, grasses, ground cover, etc. 
SLOPE data are recorded in locality/site plans, charts. Areas @GEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS: rock outcroppings, ledges, boulders, etc. 

should be identified in terms of the slope ranges indicated in the table. The main indicator of tupograph) is LOVE or angle of inclination of the ground in 

TOPOGRAPHY data are recorded in aerial photographs, locality/ relation to the horizontal plane. SLOPi can be measured in terms of )egrees, Ratios 
as shown in diagram.

site plans, photographs. Characteristics to be identified for each (I/cotangent of angle), Percentages (100 x tangent of angle) 
Topography (SLOPE) is a major planning/design determinant. It defines. 

natural feature are: specific location and type (land surface undula- particularly, the physical aspects shown in table. 

tion, water features, vegetation, geological formations); positive and t 
negative conditions; influence (regarding physical aspects shown in 
table). 0-30' 19r, L 
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2.4 BOUNDARIES 2.5 VIEWS 

PLANNING/DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS. PLANNING/DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT CGNSIDERATIONS.The analysis of the mutual influence between the site and the different Views from the site should be analyzed to identify those that may enboundaries is essential in planning. The analysis will permit one to hance or jeopardize the development.lake full advantage of positive conditions as well as to minimize the Data are recorded in field surveys, photographs. Characteristics tonegative ones. The analysis will permit one to forecast the interaction be identified for each view are: description and location, type (long orbetween life activities on the site and those in the surrounding envi- short distance), positive and negative effects.ronment, thus helping to define patterns of land utilization and inter- VIEW 1*)-that which is revealed to the vision or can be seen (from the sitel. Viewsior circulation. 
are affected by the combination of a multitude of factors very difficult to judge inBcundaries should be analyzed to determine the existence of strong abstract.

negative elements that may jeopardize the development of the site. DISTANCE is perhaps the most significant factor. V'ith tong distance. viewsbecome less real, more abstract, more neutral. Long distances reduce or eliminateData are recorded in aerial photographs, locality/site plans, charts. noises, odors, numbers, speeds. abruptiess of movements,Characteristics to be identified for each boundary are: specific name 
and the "life'" of the 

observed objects-rather like the view from an airplane of activity on the ground.and location; type (natural barrier, man-made barrier, With long distances, the viewer is a spectator and has the choice of ignoring the view.meshing With short distance, views are real and dominant and are accompanied by noises.boundary, line, area); positive and negative conditions; influence on odors, movements, and "life." The viewer it no longer a spectator but becomes anland use and interior circulation. actor with no other choice than to participate in the action. While the view ol a busy
B1OUNDARIES (0) - Pines or areasj that fix or indicate a limit or extent (of the 

highway from a hillside (hundreds of meters above) can be interesting, the proximity
silel. houndaries are of a highway is a serious nuisance.defined by: Legal limits of the site: property lines. Adjacent Views arc the most important psychological factor affecting the site. in fact. theyare'as to the site.

Itcan be in terms of a BARRIER (), may have different environmcutal effects: Positive effects will be:which is characterized by sharp changes in desirable vicars
land use or topography, er.pressed as: Lines: limited access highways. etc. Areas: 

(harbors. rivers, mountains, forests, large public parks. commanding view from highsites. etc.) Negative effects will be: undesirable views (blnk walls or large industrialmountains, lakes, etc.It can be in terms of a MESHING areas, the forests of twentieth-century paraphernalia, elevated highways,
homogcneous land uses or topography, expressed as: LINES: property lines, political 

etc.) It is obvious that positive views should be taken
(0) boundary, characterized by continuous, billboards, parking lots. gas tanks. 

advantage of/enhaiiced and that negative onzes should be neutralized.dTrmunicipal divisions, main streets, etc. Areas: similar residential uses, compatible 
uses (such as parks with residential). etc.

NATURAL BARRIERS such as mountains, rivers, lakes or other abrupt changes
in land form generally prevent or limit the development of an area in terms of physical
links with the surroundings. Natural barriers can have a positive or negative influence 
on the site: Microclimate: hills or mountains may affect the microclimate in terms of 
prevailing winds, sun exposure, precipitation, and temperature. Views: lakes or riverscan have a positive influence by providing visual relief and long views to contrast with
man-made environments and their limited views. 

MAN-MADE BARRIERS can also have a positive or negative influence. Perhaps
the greatest man-made barrier is the limited-access highway. It cuts physical andsocial communication between adjacent communities. Because of the path and width
of the highway, useless pockets and corners of land are often created.

MESHING BOUNDARIES such as political and administrative demarcations,
etc., do not inhibit the social and functional continuity between contiguous communi
lies. Parks, schools, community facilities, or minor streets do not really break the
physical continuity between communities but rather act as a linkage. The activities at
each of these areas can be shared, and therefore, they facilitate social bonds between 
different developments. 
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2.6 SOIL 

PLANNING/DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS. 
Soil conditions of the site should be analyzed/evaluated to determine 
the site's suitability for development in terms of: cost of soil 

improvements if necessary, drainage and erosion characteristics, na-
ture and type of vegetation that can be sustained, infrastructure and 

building types (including roadways, foundations and sewage systems). 

Data are recorded in locality/site plans, field surveys, tables, re-
ports. Characteristics and relative desirability for various uses should 
be determined. (See Figure 1.) 

The study of soil conditions ranges from the simple examination of 

surface soil and general soil maps to elaborate subsurface borings. At 
any given time, the depth/detail/cost of the studies should be consis-
lent with the stage of development, 

SOIL (*)-soil structure: the arrangement of soil particles in various aggregates 
differing in shape, size, stability, and degree of adhesion to one another. 

There are two commonly recognized broad groups: Disturbed:soils that have been 
disturbed by artificial processes, such as excavations, transportation, and compaction 
in fill. Naiural.undisturbed:soils that have not been disturbed by any artificial pro-
cess. Although natural, they depend greatly on local conditions, environment, and 
the geological history of the formations. 

Soils are composed from varying amounts of: Gravel: loose/unconsolidated rock 
fragments (ranging from 2mm and greater in diameter). Sand: loose/distinguishable 
grains of quartz/feldspar, mica (ranging from 2mm to 0.02mm in diameter). Silt: 

Fikure 1: TABLE OF SOIL CH.ARACTERISTICS gives the designer an indication 

of the BEHAVIOR OF THE SOIL for an INITIAL SOIL SURVEY. It serves as a 

broad outline to act as a guide in deciding whether investigations and evaluations by a 

When soils are explored as foundationsc.impetent engineer are required/warranted. 
ir structures, their natural structure, compactness,and moisture content are of pri-

i.r importance. Inaddition the position of the ground water table plays an impor- 

.
 
t.lml role. 


Ihe table does not indicate the variation in a soil formation. The characteristics of 

any group are given in relative values only. Although given a low rxttng, certain 

prmpertics of poorly suited soils may be improved by proper construction methods. 

Column 4: WORKABILITY AS A CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL. A measure of the ease with 
which a soil is handled and traversed by ordinary construction equipment. 

loose/unconsolidated sedimentary rock particles (ranging from 0.02mm to 0.002mm 

in diameter). Clh: lusterless colloidal substance, plastic when moist (crystalline 
grains less than 0.002mm in diameter). Organicsoils: soils composed mostly of plant 
material. 

DRAINAGE CiARACTERISTICS of soils are particularly important in areas not 
served by public sewerage and where al on-site sewage disposal systems will be used. 

When the site is located on an aquifer (water-bearing soil) or in an aquifer recharge 
area, all prospective land uses should be examined carefully to insure that they will 
not pollute this water resource. 

Soils contain three elements essential to vegetation growth: water, air, and nutri
emts (minerals and hunus). Soil, climate and topography are inseparable vegetation
growth factors. Climate is the most important of these. 

In land use planning the following sources of SOIL INFORMATION are utilized: 
General soil map is used for broad land use planning. It allows the study of available 

soil resources early in the planning process. Such apreview involves consideration of 
limitations, restrictions, hazards for use relative to the various general soil areas in
volved. Detailedsoil map is needed for acareful study of individual kinds of soil as 
classified and mapped in accordance with the given area of interest. Detailed soil 

maps are essential in considering use limitations, restrictions, or hazards at later 
stages of planning. Also, they are used for on-site studies of the soil after planning has 
progressed to the point of determining specific uses for specific areas. 

SOIL INVESTIGATION is conducted in increasing depth/detail/cost as the plan
ning/design of the site progresses: Inittid soil survey: on-site examination of surface 
soil conditions and reference to a general soil map reveal obvious limitations/restric
lions/hazards for early planning considerations. Exploratory boring: initial subsur
face investigations (borings) are done on a grid superimposed on the areas of interest 
amid on areas indicated as limited/restricted/hazardous in the initial survey. Con
structionboring: surface boring done at the planned location of all infrastructure and 

building footings and roadway sub-bases for design of the foundation systems. 

Column S COMPACTION CHARACTERISTICS. Dilferentlation of the soil groups with 

reference to the ease with which proper conipsetion can be obtained, with the assumption of 

reasonably suitable compaction equipment being used and with proper control of moisture con

tent. 
Column 6: SHEARING STRENGTH WiEN COMPACTED AND SATURATED. It is not an 
intrinsic property of a given soil, shearing strcngth varieover a considerable range with varying 

conditions, such as density, moisture content, and degree of consolidation. 
Column 7a COMPRESSIBILITY AND EXPANSION. Volume changes because of loading or
 

moisture variation.
 
Column 8: DRAINAGE. Drainage chArALtCrmki.'? hv.e been. rated from excellent (very porous)
 

to very poor (impervious).
 

Column 9: POTENTIAL FROST ACTION. Frist ,at-:ion
is the heave causel by ice lenses form 

iig in a soil and the subsequent lo% of ,trcngth as a result of excess moisture during thawinh 

periods. 
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rng Coumn 10: CORROSION POTENTIAL. Some soils tend to cause corrosion in underground Column ISg WEARING SURFACE (UNTREATED). This considers the wearng surfaces onconduits or pipes placed in them. The corrosion potential depends on chemicals I unsurfaced roads. Generally, sand, clay, gravel mixtures are best.the soU, 
or usually dissolved in the soil moisture, and on the materials hi-t. the conduits are made. Coln 16: SURFACE STABIUZATION WITI ADDITIVES.4mThe addition of additives to 

Column I1= UNIT DRY WEIGHT. pounds. promote stabilization of soils adds materially to the strength. As in low-cost road constructionWeight of one cubic foot oevoI~:,;' 
ous) Columns 12, 13, 14: SUBBASE OR BASE MATERIALS. The sod groups are rated as to rein- underneath a foundation slab, stabilization makes the effect of mechanical stabilization through 

live desirability as subbase and base materials, provided they are not subject to frost action in conmpaction more tasting.forn columns 12 and 13. In areas where frost heaving is a problem, the value of materials as subbases Column 17 FOUNDATIONS FOR LOW BUILDINGS. Up to and including three stories are 

,wim .,ill
he reduced, depending on the potential frost action of the material, and the relative desir- considered as low building. These readings do not take into account the effects of subsoils andiability ch" .,Co those shown in column 14. sgole stability factors. 
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2.7 	 CLIMATE 
PLANNING/DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS. 

Climatic conditions of the site should be identified/analyzed to deter-
mine: suitability for development; influence in the design of subdivi-
sion. circulation, buildings. 

Data are recorded in diagrams, tables, reports of urban area/local-
ity. Climatic factors to be identified are: latitude, sun, temperature, 
humidity, ,-ain, snow. Design issues/goals should be identified as de-
termined by climatic factors and climatic zones. Basic controls should 
be specifically determined. (See figures on these pages.) 
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Figure 1: CLIMATE AND HUMAN COMFORT DIAGRAM illustrates schemat-

ically the relationship between human comfort requirements, climate, and environ-

mental control. 


Figure 2: CLIMATIC FACTORS are illustrated in the above graphs. 


LATITUDE/SUN GRAPH gives the position of the sun on the sky ior a selected locality per day. 

per hour during the year. Sun graphs permit the calculation of the sun exposure in terms of sun 


isition. Icngtlh of time, seasons, and orientation. The graph is a simple one. It shows in plan 


WIND. STORM, FOG. DAMPNESS, TEMPERATURE INVER. 
SIONS data are recorded in charts, graphs, tables, reports of urban I 
area/locality. Characteristics to be checked are: direction, speed, fre. 

quency of prevailing winds; frequency, duration, intensity of fog,
 
dampness, storms, temperature inversions. ,"
CLIMATE*J)-the average condition of the weather at a particular place over a 11,
period of years as exhibited by temperature, wind, precipitation, sun energy, humiidi- g 
ty, etc. III 

The intelligent use of climate is important in design, particularly in developing In 

countries and low-income communities where mechanical climate control or special 
building materials cannot be considered for reasons of technology or cost. 
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and ,ection, for a given latitude, the trajectory of the sun on the sky during four days of the ye: all unn 
March 21-September 21 (spring-fall); June 21 (winter or summer); and December 21 (summeg cuirves 
or winter). witer 
WIND GRAPH shows wind directions and their frequency over time for a given locality. ar0I; L 
AIR TEMPERATURE GRAPH shows median air temperature over time for a given Iocality. stimi 
AIR RELATIVE HUMIDITY GRAPIH shows median air relative humidity over time for a gives iratc/ 
locality. inuter -
RAIN, SNOW GRAPIIS show precipitation amount over time for a given locality. Ilumid. 
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IVIVDS. STORMS. FOG. DAMPNESS. TEMPERATURE INVERSI(;NS may 
I1crilikal and sho.-id be studied, particularly in relation to other conditions such as: 
'tess. flooding, duwt/dirt, smoke, fumes, odors, noise. aiid vibrations.WIND velocity can be measured by the BEAUFORT SCALE. 
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1i:urth CLIMATIC,ZONES DIAGRAM illustrates climatic zones determined by 
Relative Air Humidity (dry. moderate, humid) and Air Temperature (cold, temper-
ate. hot). Nine zones are identified. Ranges of human body comfort are those within 
the shaded area: Air Temperature Comfort: working-15-18'C, resting-18-20°C; 
Air Relative Humidity Comfort: working- 50%-60%, resting-40%-70%. 

The diagram is for general reference and does not include other factors such as: 
tls of air movement and the effect of radiant heat that will affect comfort condi
tins. 

Average monthly humidity and temperat,:;c of a locality can be plotted to represent 
in annual curve which becomes useful as a reference. The following annual climatic 
curies are shown in the diagram: LONDON: summer - Temperate/Moderate, 
ainter - Cold/dumid; BOSTON: summer - Hot/Moderate, winter - Cold/Moder-
te: LIMA: summer - Hot/Humid, winter - Temperate/Humid; MEDELLIN: 
timner - loi/Moderate. winter - Hot/Moderate; MEXICO CITY: summer - Tem-
peraue/Dry. winter - Temperate/Dry; NAIROBI: summer - Temperate/Moderate. 

- Temperate/Moderate; SAN JUAN: stammer - Hot/Humid, winter - Hot/miter 

Iluind. A& 
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Storms manifest themselves by winds of unusual force or direction, which are often 
accompanied by rain. snow, hail. thunder and lightning, or flying dust/dirt. Dump
ness is characterized by moisture, humidity, and fug by atmospheric saturation withmoisture, humidity. Areas subject to temperature inversions. which result in hazar

dous air pollution, should be studied carefully. Identification of the major wind direc
lion, particularly those associated with inversion conditions, can indicate the best
ventilated sites. A site located to the windward cf the urban air pollution sources will 
minimize the pollution hazard to the development. 
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Figure 2: CLIMATIC FACTORS AND SPECIFIC GOALS TABLE shows two 
things with regard to climatic factors. First. the basic controls (Orientation. Design.
Materials) of climatic factors affecting dwelling environment elements are shown. 
emphasizing the importance of orientation and design in climate control. Materials 
are basic controls only in the cases of walls and roofs. 
ae contrl on in toase of walls and roofs. 

Second. the main design goals determined by climatic zones and climatic factors 
are identified. "lhis part of the table is a.exanple and only broad outlites arc ndi
caled. In a particular ca;%e, the table should be filled with specific goals determined b1 

the climatic factors of the locality. 
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2.8 FLOODING 

PLANNING/riESIGN/DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS. 
Flooding of the site should be investigated to determine feasibility for 
development. 

Data are recorded in urban area/locality plans, reports. Conditions 
to be identified for the S0-year flood crest are: area within the restric-

tive zone (defined below), special precautions which could make the 
restrictive zone usable by buildings or other structures. 

FLOODING l-nflood: a rising and overflowing of a body of water that covers 

land not usually under water. 
All sites, particularly the low-lying, should be studied to determine their develop-

ment feasibility in terms of: high water table, likelihood of present and future 

flooding (from surface runoff, tides, wind-driven seawater. etc.) 
In general, land subject to flooding should not be developed. However, exceptions 

are made in urban areas when there are strong reasons for the urbanization of such 

land. In these cases, the development should be preceded by an identification of the 
areas lying within: Nat ,ralffloodway: the main channel and adjacent overbanks which 

convey flood-flows with destructive velocity. This area must remain unobstructed so 
that floods can be discharged adequately and efficiently. Restrictive zone/floodway 
fringe: the floc., plain area landward of the natural floodway which would be thin
dated by low-velocity floodwaters. This area may be developed, preferably by 
functions which are relatively unharmed by flooding (such as: agriculture, forest;y, 
recreation, open space, etc.) 

If buildings or other structures are contemplated in the above areas, special 
precautions shoi~ld be taken such as: avoidance of construction (buildings, bridges, 
and approaches, earth fills, etc.) within the natural floodway which will constrict the 
flow of floods; construction of flood storage reservoirs, confiningfloodwalls. channel 

improvements (by straightening/widening), or bypasses (to divert floods away from or 

around the site) to decrease flood hazards; elevation of building floors above known 

flood crest levels; establishment of operational evacuation plans and procedures; 

incorporation of: waterproof walls and foundations, ejector pumps, floodgates, cutoff 
valves on sewers, etc. , 

Sites subject to flooding are not priced commercially and for this reason are com
nonly taken over by low-income and squatter settlements. Examples are found in 

lowlands on bays or lagoonas (Cartagena, Colombia). on rivers (Guayaquil, Ecuador; 

Buenos Aires, Argentina), in gullies (Caracas, Venezuela). Some of these sites have 

heen intelligently developed as in Cartagena and Guayaquil. Others are periodically 
washed away as in Caracas. 

2.9 DUST/DIRT, SMOKE, FUMES, ODORS, 
NOISES, VIBRATIONS 

PLANNING/DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS. 
Dust/dirt, smoke, funtes, odors, noises, vibrations which may affect 
the site should be investigated to determine their degree of nuisance. 

Data are recorded in field surveys, charts, reports. Characteristics 
to be identified for each nuisance are: name and location; type; inten

sity; degree of nuisance. 

DUST/DIRT (*)- fine dry pulverized particles of earth. grit, refuse, waste. 
the gaseous products of burning carbonaceous materialslitter. etc. SMOKE (0)

made visible by the presence of carbon particles. FUMES 10) - gaseous emissions 

that are usually odorous and sometimes noxious. ODORS 1*) - qualities of some

thing that affect the sense of smell. NOISES (M - any sounds [affecting the sitel that 

are undesired (such as that produced by: traffic, airports, industry. etc.) VIBRA-
TIONS (*)- quivering or trembling motion [such as that caused by: heavy traffic, 

industry, aircraft, etc.]. 
the above nuisances may affect the site because of proximity to industrialAll 

plants, factories, quarries, garbage dumps, railroads, expressways, etc. 
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2.10 	 FIRE/EXPLOSION HAZARDS 2.11 AIRPORT DISTURBANCES/ZONING 

RESTRICTIONS 

PLANNING/DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS. PLANNING/DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS. 
High-hazard occupancies in the proximity of the site should be evalu- Existing/proposed airports which may affect the site should be in
ated to determine how they affect the safety/feasibility of the site for vestigated to determine the suitability of the site for development.
development. Data are recorded in urban area/iocality/site plans, field surveys.

Data are recorded in field surveys, reports, legal documents. Char- reports, legal documents. Conditions to be determined for existing or 
acteristics to be identified for each hazard are: name, location, degree proposed airports are: flight patterns, approach/landing zones, take
of separation from site, degree of safety. off zones, noise levels at site, vibration levels at site, allowable maxi

mum obstruction heights.
 
F!RE/EXPLOSION IIAZARDS(*)-dangers: the states of being exposed to harm; 
 AIRPORT DISTURBANCES (*)-the act or process of destroying the rest. tran

liable to injury, pain, or loss from fire/explosion [at or near the site]. quility, or settled state of [the site by the annoyance of airport noises, vibrations, haz-
Sites with proximity to HIGH-HAZARD OCCUPANCIES (areas, buildings, struc- ards. etc.] AIRPORT ZONING RESTRICTIONS (*)-the regulation of the height or 

lures involving highly combustible, highly flammable or explosive material) should be type of structures in the path of moving aircraft.
avoided. Some examples are as follows: aluminum powder factories; cellulose nitrate Site location in relation to existing or proposed airports should be carefully
plastic factories, warehouses and sales rooms; cereal mills; distilleries; explosives checked, including the possibilities for construction of new airport facilities and run
manufacturing plants and storage; flour and feed mills; petroleum bu!k manufactur- way extensions. 
ing, storage; grain elevators; lacquer/paint factories; liquefied petroleum gas charg- All sites should be studied in terms of their relationship to existing and proposed
ing or bulk storage plants; waste paper plants. airport performance standards/zoning restrictions. These will vary between airports

Many municipalities have established FIRELIMITS by law, within which all con- and heliports. The standards/restrictions are continually changing as a result of
struction must be fire-resistant or fireproof. These li..its shnuld be identified, be- changing aircraft size and speed.
 
cause they will determine the allowable construction types, areas allowed per struc- Proximity to airports may be undesirable because of noise, vibration, and hazards

lure, and dimensional relationships between buildings. 
 resulting in personal annoyance. These conditions may be especially critical when thesite lies under a flight pattern or wit.hin zones of aircraft approaches and takeoffs. 
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2.12 	 EXISTING STRUCTURES, EASEMENTS 
RIGHTS-OF-WAY 

PLANNING/DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS. 
Structures, easements/servitudes, rights-of-way may exist on the site 
and their effects/implications should be considered. 

Data are recorded in site plans, legal documents. Characteristics to 
be identified for each are: description and location, positive and nega-
tive conditions, influence in layout. 

EXISTING STRUCTURES( *-anything constructed or built (on the site). EASE-

MENTS(4)-srvitudes: rights in respect of an object (as land owned by one per-
son) in virtue of which the object IlandI is subject to a specified use or enjoyment by 
another person or for the benefit of another thing.

An easement may be (fron ABRAMS. 1972): "An acquired right of use, interest, 

or privilege (short oi ownership) in lands owned by another, such as an easement of 
light, of building support. or of right-of-way .... They may be permanent or limited 
in time upon the easement agreement." Conservation Easement: "An easement 
acquired by the public and designed to open privately owned lands for recreational 
purposes or to restrict the use of private land in order to preserve open space and 
protect certain natural resources." Some easements are negative, preventing the 
owner front using his land for such specified purposes as erecting a bilfboard or 
culting trees, and some are positive, such as water access or hiking easements. Scenic 
Easement: "The grant by a landowner to a road agency of the right to use his land for 
scenic enhancement. This easement.. .bars the ownrr front changing the use or 
appearance of his land without the easement holder's consent." 

RIGIITS-OF-WAY (0) - legal rights of passage over another person's ground 
IlandI; tie area or way over which a right-of-way exists such as: a path or thoro...i-
fare which one may lawfully use, the strip of land devoted to or over which is built a 
public road, the land occupied by a railroad, the land used by a public utility. 

Examples: 	 'xistingstructures: buildings, walls, fences, culverts, bridges, roads, 
railways, utilities, etc. Easements: (elevated and underground) electric power lines. 
t~elp-,. z~e; (underground) sewerage, storm drainage, gas, water supply; conservation; 
sceniL, open space, etc. Rights-of-way: land area controlled by future or present 
transporiation pathways. 

2.13 LAND TENURE
 

PLANNING/DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS. 
The legal tenure of a site should be determined before any attempts 
are made to develop it. 

Data are recorded in locality/site plans, legal documents. Condi
tions to be determined for each land parcel within the site are: 
number, names, and addresses of owners/lessors; type of tenure 

(ownership,tenancy); practicality of land assembly.
 

LAND TENURE (*) - the act, right, manner, or term of holding land property. 
Today, with the rise of individual tenancy and ownership, mortgages, squatting, mul
tiple sales, subdivision, and inheritance laws, it is indispensable to establish property
titles. These legal definitions are established to determine the division of property 

among various owners, or the relationship between owner and occupier, or between 
creditor and owner; and between private owners and the public, and includes the 
assessment of taxes on private land rights and the regulation of land use through guy. 
ernment control. 

The BASIC FORMS of land tenure are: land ownership. where the exclusive right 
of control and possession of a parcel of land is held. Land tenancy, whic" is the 
temporary holding or mode of holding a parcel of land of another. 

Land tenure types of particular concern to a developer are: PRIVATE LAND 

OWNERSHIP: the absolute tenure of land by a person and his heirs without restric
tion of time. MUTUAL OWNERSHIP: private land ownership shared by two or more 
persons and their heirs under mutual agreement. PUBLIC [AND OWNERSHIP: the 
proprietorship of land by the state; privilege of use of public land granted by a 
government. EXTRALEGAL TENURE: illegal prossession or invasion of land in 
which a government or private owner tolerates possession. LAND LEASE: rent of 
!and for a term of years and for a fixed rent; leases of land ma) run for as long as 99 
years. 

"Long term leases are high;y complex instruments with provisions often covering 
fifty or more pages and containing particulars ,s to rent, methods of financing, reme
dies for default, provisions dealing with fire, renewals, and a host of other clauses." 
(Front ABRAMS. 1972). 

The owner of leased land is called the "le,or." and the tenant is the "less e." If the 
lessee in turn rents to another, the latter is called a "sublessee." 

It is imperative that the legal owner qr owners/lessor or lessors of a site be clearly 
determined before making any attempt to purchase. The establishment of legal 
7ITLE (*) t( a site is accomplished through a title search. Once legal tenure of a site 
has been dete, mined, a developer can evaluate the prudence/practicality of negotiat. 
ing its purcha. z. Th.zrc is a high degree of risk if one acts on uncertain/unverified 
claims. 

The purchase of lend n.nwkiich conflictinf, CONVEYANCES (0) or titles are held 
by separate claimanis should be avoided, if land is held by too many individuals, il Fig& 

may be impractical/impossible lo find them all and secure the consent of each for a 
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sale. Frequently, a site large enough for urbanization is composed of several parcels prudence/practicality of assembling land. particularly when the site is owned/leasedeach owned/leased by different parties. The process of putting these individual par- by many individuals with whom negotiations must be conducted separately.cels together for development is LAND ASSEMBLY. A developer should evaluate the 
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2.14 LAND COST 

CONSIDERATIONS.PLANNING/DESIGN'DEVELOPMENT 
Land costs of the s:,e must be analyzed/evaluated to determine their 

suiabilty/consistency with the type of development (income groups,
prupdtLANDt develope (i mintensity/ofseandy th tthetent 


itensity of use) and the total investment the developer is prepared to 

make. 


ACTUAL LAND COSTS data are recorded in urban area/locality/ 


site plans, charts, legal documents. Ranges should be identified in 


area: square meters, hectares, acres (includes:
terms of costs/unit 

professional and developer's fees and profits; financing). 


LAND DEVELOPMENT COSTS data are recorded in charts, re-


ports. Costs to be determined are: land clearance, demolition, excava-

tion, landfill, overloaded fill, other improvements, installation of: 


water system, sewerage, storm drainage, circulation, electricity, street 


lighting, telephone, gas, etc. (Includes: professional and developr's 


fees and profits; financing.)
BUILDING COSTS data rre recorded in charts, - . Costs to 
be determined are: construction, landscaping. (Includes: professional 


and developer's fees and profits- financing.) 


as the amount to beLAND COST(*)-price: the amount of .. ,..y given or set 
agiven as a consideration for the sale of specific thing [the sitc. 

REAL LAND COST is the sun of: Actual landcost: the costs set by the level of de-


mand. The price of land is not a function of any cost conditions; it is set by the users 


themselves in competition. Land development costs: the costs of making raw land 
etc.ready for development through the provision of utilities, services, accesses, 


Actual land cost varies with the LOCATION of the land relative to the city center. 


Highest land costs will generally be found near the center of the city, the point of 


highest access to markets (highest location demand). Lowest landcosts will generally 


be found in outlying areas, where transportation costs (in time and money) to the city 


center are incurred (lowest location demand). 


Land development costs vary with topography and natural features: Highestdevel-


oppnent costs will generally be incurred on steep/rough or low/damp terrain. Lowest 


development costs will generally be incurred on nearly level land. 

REAL LAND COST plus building costs determine the TOTAL INVESTMENT. 

the type of housing built. Higher-costimpact onTherefore, land cost will have an 


sites will require greater unit densities to reduce the land cost per dwelling unil. 


Urban land costs can be affected by elements of public policy such as: Zoning regu-


ltions:These stabilize land values by restricting the type and degree of development 


permitted on a particular site. Location of public work.: Proximity to utilities and/or 


Dut reduce the land develop
community facilities will increase the actual land cost 

ment costs. Property taxation: High taxes can lower the demand for a site and thus 

lower its costs; low taxes can raise demand for and cost of a site. 

Changes in land use through zoning variances will affect the land costs in the prox

imity of the changes. 
In developing particularly large sites, it is important to ascertain the local controls 

against LAND SPECULATION. 
1) There is a fixed quantity of land inSPECULATION is possible because: 

as demand increases. 2) Under the 
a given location; the supply cannot be increased 

pressure of urbanization, demand for land outruns the supply. 3) There is uncertainty
 

as to where (and when) urban land development will take place. 

The prime consideration in speculation is that profits from increases in land value
 

even though the increases in value are due to
 
accrue to the speculator. This occurs 


and therefore more valuable.
 
community growth, which makes urban land "scarce," 
Furthermore, the speculator may obstruct development and increase costs by buying
 

land ahead of urban development, withholding the land until the price is right, and
 

then selling it.
 
An attack on speculation must therefore control PROFITS. which result from com

binations of low acquisition cost, small holding cost, high selling price.
 
SPECU. 

The following methods have been proposed for CONTROLLING LAND 


LATION:
 
a)SITE VALUE TAXATION: puts tax only on the assessed unimproved value of the t 
land. with no taxes on improvements. It forces the improvement of vacant land to 

f 
make tt e land productive enough to pay the tax. The principle is that the value of the 

0and therefore that increases in value created 
land derives from the people as a whole, 

v
by their efforts should be appropriated for the public benefit. 


puts tax on land sales. Profits from land specub) SPECIAL CAPITAL GAINS TAX: the U.S. 25% maximum). A
lation are often taxed as Regular capital gains (in 

cSpecial capital gains tax on land would reduce speculation by reducing profits and 
returning those profits to the communities responsible for them. 

urban land supply and n 
c) METROPOLITAN LAND CORPORATION: controls 

of land acquisition through a public or public/private sl
lowers land costs by means 

agency,, 
d) OTlER METIODS: I) Zoning/planning restrictions remove uncertainty about e, 

"where" development will take place, but do not remove uncertainty about "when."i 

2) Rent control to control land price controls speculation. but promotes neglect of 
land snce returns for capital investment are limited. 3) Reduction of uncertainty sur- 61 

rounding development can be further achieved by, for example, providing informa- P 

tion about land use trends, construction trends, economic/population growth to all p 
t(possible investors. 
ITFr 

C( 
o 

to 

di 
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2.15 UTILITIES
(WATER SUPPLY, SEWAGE DISPOSAL. CIRCULATIONI
STORM DRAINAGE. ELECTRICITY/STREET LIGHTING: See 
pages 118-144for detailed discussion.) 

PLANNING/DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS. 
The following primary utilities should be examined:WATER SUPPLY available at the site should be analyzed/evalu-aled to determine its suitability/adequacy in terms of the followingexisting and/or projected conditions: 

*CONNECTION. Data are recorded in locality/site plans, charts, re-
ports. Conditions to be determined 
 are: location of connectionpoint(s), piping easement;; hindrances to piping connection (due to:topography, natural features, soil, existing structures, other ease-ments, rights-of-way); distance from main(s) to site along authorizedconnection route(s); costs of connection, piping to site. 
'CAPACITY. Data are recorded in charts, tables, reports. Amountsto be determined are: water quantity, pressure in relation to demandsfor water. (Seefigure 1. page 78) 
*QUALITY. Data are recorded in charts, reports. Conditions to beverified are: water source, system protection; bacteriological quality;physical characteristics; chemical characteristics,
*OWNERSHIP/CONTROL/OPERATION. Data are recorded incharts, reports, legal documents. Conditions to be determined are:names, addresses of local agencies; type of control (private, public);standard of service, maintenance. 

SEWAGE DISPOSAL availabl,! at the site should be analyzed/evaluated to determine its suitability/adequacy in terms of the follow-ing existing and/or projected conditions: 
*CONNECTION. Data are recorded in locality/site plans, charts, re-ports. Conditions tQ 'be determined are: location of connectionpoint(s), sewage easements; hindrances to piping connection (due to:topography, natural features, soil, existing structures, other ease-
ments, rights-of-way); distance from site to main(s) along authorized'CAPACITY. Data are recorded in charts, tables, reports. Amounts 

oedeterminDataare 


connection route(s); costs of connection, piping from site. 
eagcor e linchartstabto be determined rert o ntseare: sewage flow, velocity in relation to the sewaie 

discharee. 

UTILITIES 

*OWNERSHIP/CONTROL OPERATION. Data are recorded incharts, reports, legal documents. Conditions to be determined are: names, addresses of local agencies; type of control (private, public):
standard of service, maintenance. 

CIRCULATION. (See: CIRCULATION SYSTEM. page 86.)STORM DRAINAGE available at the site should be analyzed/evaluated to determine its suitability/adequacy in terms of the folV'wing
existing and/or projected conditions:
*CONNECTION. Data are recorded in locality/site plans, charts, reports. Conditions to be determined are: location of connectionpoint(s), -'-ainageeasements; hindrances to drainage connection (dueto: topography, natural features, soil. existing structures, other easements, rights-of-way); distance from site to storm drain(s) alongauthorized connection route(s); costs of connection, piping from site.*CAPACITY. Data are recorded in charts, tables, reports. Amounts
to be determined are: storm-water flow, velocity in relation to surfacerunoff (affected by: rainfall intensity, runoff-rainfall ratios, size of 
drainage area).

ELECTRICITY/STREET LIGHTING at the site should be analyzed/evaluattd to determine its suitability/adequacy in terms of thefollowing existing and/or projected conditions:
*CONNECTION. Data are recorded in locality/site plans, charts,ports. Conditions to be determined 

re
are: location of connection
point(s), power line easements; hindrances to wiring connection (due
to: topography, natural features, soil, existing structures, other easements, rights-of-way); distance from power lines to siie along authorized connection route(s); costs of connection, wiring to site.*CAPACITY. Data are recorded in charts, tables, reports. Conditions to be determined are: adequacy of the systems during demandpeaks; frequency, duration, schedule of demand peaks.*OWNERSHIP/CONTROL/OPERATION. Data are recorded incharts, reports, legal documents. Conditions to be determined 

names, addresses of local agencies; 
are:
 

type of control (private, public,
cooperative, industrial); standard of service, maintenance. 

WATER SUPPLY and SEWAGE DISPOSAL alternatives in the development of a 
site are: a)connection to an existing network; b) development of a new communal systern; c) development of individual systems (wells; septic tank. aqua privy, pit la
trines). 
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Connection to an existing network is most desirable. When this is not possible. the 

alieriative of developing a new system should be explored with appropriate agencies. 

The alternative of individual systems is generally not appropriate in urban situations. 

STORM DRAINAGE alternatives in the development of a site are: a)connection to 


an existing storm drainage network; b) use of existing natural streams/valleys. 

Connection to an existing storm drainage system is most desirable. When this is not 


possible, the use of existing natural streams/valleys should be explored with the ap-


propriate agencies.
 
ELECTRICITY/STREET LIGHTING should be connected to an existing net-


work. Development of communal or individual systems is generally not feasible. 


WATR DEMAND PER PERSON PER DAY 

Pc"u Per DaPer~r ! 
Liters G 


-U quart) SATIC 
Phyiological minimum -I 
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i: CHART OF WATER DEMAND PER PERSON PER DAY. 
Figure ! CHART OF WATER DEMAND ER ERSON PERDAY.TELEPHONE*)-an 

The chart above indicates the range of water demand per person per day with re-

to actual demands and various standards. Note that the demands in luxury 
gard 

dwellings are approximately 100 times greater than demands in communal facilities.
 

Similar extreme ranges exist for the other utility services.
 

2.16 GAS, TELEPHONE 2 

F 
PLANNING/DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS. di 

Gas, telephone service available at the site should be analyzed/evalu, je 
ated to determine their adequacy/quality in terms of the following 01 

existing and/or projected conditions: vi 
GAS data are recorded in locality/site. plans, charts, reports, 

memos, legal documents. Conditions, amounts, characteristics to be fr 
determined/checked are: 

piping ease-Location of connections point(s),*CONNECTION. 
ments; hindrances to piping installation (due to topography, natural
 
features, soil, existing structures, other easements, rights-of-way); ti
 
distauce from main(s) to site along authorized connection route(s);
 

costs of connection, piping to site. a,
 
*CAPACITY. Gas volume, pressure in relation to demands for gas. ti. 
*SYSTEM QUALITY. Safety of the network in relation to age, main- in 
tenance. 
*OWNERSHIP/CONTROL/OPERATION.Names, addresses of lo- (it 
cal agencies; type of control (private, public); competitiveness with al 

electricity (in heating, cooking, refrigeration, etc.); standards of ser
vice, mainetnance. 

TELEPHONE data are recorded in locality/site plans, charts, re- al 

ports, legal documents. Conditions to be determined are: 

Location of connection point(s), telephone wiring ;itt 
easement(s); hindrances to wiring installation (due to topography, na- it: 

tural features, suil, existing structures, other easements, rights-ol. 
way); arrange meit of cables (overhead, underground); distance from c; 

cables to site along authorized connection route(s); costs of connec. st 

tion, wiring to site. ti 
oOWNERSHIP/CONTROL/OPERATION. Addresses of local agen

cies; standares of service, maintenance. (i 

GAS (*)-asystem of supplying natural gas,manufactured gas. or liquefied petro

leum gas to a site and individual users. 
electrical communication network interconnecting all sub- di 

se
 
scribing individuals and transmitting over wires (or by other electronic means). 
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2.:7 COMMUNITY FACILITIES/SERVICES PORTATION"Diagram of Ranges. PreferredDistances. page 60.) 
In Latin An erica, secondary schools in general do not serve a determined district; 

rather, they draw students from the whole urban area. Therefore, the zone of influ-
PLANNING/DESIGN!DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS. 

ence is not so limited by walking distances. Finally, the mode of travel is not by schoolFacilities/services available to a site should be identified/evaluated tobusorpvaecsbtbyulitrnotto.buses or private cars but by public transportation. 

determine their adequacy/quality in terms of existing and/or pro- HEALTH services are planned/regulated by national/state/metropolitan/munici

jected populations. Facilities/services should be considered in terms pal agencies and provided/operated by public/private volunteer organizations. 

available in the vicinity. MEDIA TE: to be pro- The availabilityof existing/proposed health services in relation to a qrospective siteof: IMMEDIATE: 
is a factor to be considered in site selection. A site should have convenient access to

vided in the settlement. 
the following at the city or district level: public health services, practicing physicians

The following should be considered: (Major sources of data are 
and dentists, general hospital facilities. 

front the U.S.A- when not otherwise specified.) RECREATION facilities can be fisted by users' age group: playlots. aqes 2-7: play-

SCHOOLS. Characteristics to be determined for each school: grounds, ages 6-16; playfields, 12-20; parks, all ages. 

names, addresses of local agencies; type of school: preschool, pri- In densely settled localities where dwellings have no individual open spaces, play

lots should be located within clear view of ali dwellings served. Parks, on the other 
mary, secondary; walking distance from site; student cap.'city; prac-

hand, supply the main facilities for city-wide recreation, organized sports, public golf
ticality of expanding facilities, courses, open-air entertainment, and zoological/biological gardens. Therefore. at the 

HEALTH SERVICES. Conditions to be determined are: amount residential scale, the playgrounds and playfields are the main concerns. 

and nature of services demanded by the public in relation to popula- Areas served by neighborhood recreation facilities are generally defined by walking 

lion density, water supply, waste disposal, hygienic condition of hous- distances, which are related to the ages of users (U.S.A.). (See: LOCATION. AP-

PROACHES.' ACCESSES, TRANSPORTATION: Diagram of Ranges. Preferredirg stock, etc. 
Distances.page 60.)OPEN SPACES. Characteristics to beRECREATION, PARKS, 

The principal component of outdoor recreation is open space. Outdoor recreationof localdetermined for each recreation facility: names, addresses 
facilities are generally: Active: includes playgrounds, playfields, swimming pools, 

agencies; type of facility: playground, playfield, park; walking dis- beaches, golf courses, etc. Passive: includes neighborhood parks, large urban parks. 

lance from site; facility capacity. regional parks (state/national reservations), etc. 

POLICE, FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES are planned/provided by state/metro-POLICE PROTECTION. Conditions to be determined are: 

amount and nature of service demanded by population, land use. politan/municipal agencies. The primary concern is availability. 

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION is planned/regulated by public agencies and pro-
Conditions to be determined are: amountFIRE PROTECTION. vided by municipal/private companies. 

and nature of service required by population, land use and intensity of COMMUI1TY FACILITIES other than those discussed previously can be: Corn

its use, physical condition of surrounding/affected areas. ,nunit"V center: a neighborhood building for social, recreational, and cultural activi

ties (such as: adult education, recreation programs, etc.) Church: a place of worshipPUBLIC TRANSPORTATION. Conditions to be determined for 
of any religion. Settlement house: an institution founded and maintained (ofteneach transportation mode or type are: capacity, termini; quality of 

service; names, addresses of local agencies; type of ownership/con- under the auspices of a church, college, or similar organization) to supply various 
service;inae, municpad s oeducational, recreational, medical, and other services to a community. 

trol: private, municipal. in site selection/evaluation, preference should be given to a site conveniently served 

COMMUNITY FACILITIES(*)-facilities used in common by a number of people by any of the above established semipublic/private institutions and facilities. They 

(ownership/operation of which is either public: streets, schools, parks, playgrounds, can assist setlement of a site by meeting the social, cultural needs of people in-mi

etc.; or nonprofit private: churches, settlement houses, community centers, etc.). grating to a city. 

SCHOOLS are generally organized by the age of users as follows: Preschools (kin- The TYPES of organizations/services for which space may be required in a com

ages 6-16; secondary (junior, munity include: Social: department of welfare; religious organizations. churches.dergarten), ages 2-7; primary and elementary schools, 
senior high), ages 12-20; colleges and universities, ages 18-up. At the residential YMCA, YWCA; vocational guidance bureaus; other public/private social service 

scale. the pre-, primary, and secondary schools are the main concerns, agencies, etc.; Cultural: department of education; library service; museum; settle-

Areas served by schools are generally defined by walking distances, which are re- ment house; dramatic, musical clubs; community, fraternal organizations; profes

ated to the ape%~ of users. (See: LOCATION. APPROACHtES. ACCESSES. TRANS- sional entertainment; etc. 
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CONSIDERATIONS.PLANNING/DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT 
Refuse collection services available to a site should be analyzed/evalu-

ated to determine their suitability/adequacy in terms of the existing/ 

reports, legal documents, memos. 
Data are recorded in charts, 

Conditions odetermined are: quantities, quality of service and 
ditis toe be 

cost; frequency of collection; prepa-responsibility/control/operation; 
ration (separation. special treatment, storage, location of receptacles, 

addresses of local agencies; type of col-
quantity limitations); names, agency, contractor under contractlection responsibility (government 

under contracttorefuseprodspecialcontractorrespsigovernmentagency, to refuse pro-


ducer of refuse); standards of service. 

totongovernment, contractor under contract producers, 

REFUSE COLLECTION (fl-theservices of collection and disposal of all the solid 
planned/regulated by metropolitan/municipalwastes from a communit/. They are 

agencies and provided by public/private collectors. The disposal of the refuse is a ci-

tical factor in urban areois. 

The PRIMARY PURPOSE of refuse collection services is the sanitary removal and 

disposal of solid wastes, especially garbage, to minimize the possibility of disease and 

to reduce the effects of littering/private dumping on the environment. 
a rising popula-

Refuse will continue to be a major problem of urban areas. With 

tion. an increase of refuse production per capita. and increasingly inadequate means 

new disposal solutions and better utilization of current methods
of refuse disposal. 

are needed. 


The amount of waste generated is generally too great to permit individual disposal 

usually provide the services of re-
in a desirable manner; consequently, urban areas 


atioval and final disposal. 

with its increased refuse production results in greater

The increased population 

dangers of ground pollution. Great care must be exercised in the placement of dis-

tinal areas to insure the proper respect 	for economic as well as environmental costs. 

The problem of pollution front solid wastes can take several forms: gross or surface 

pollution, and pollution of subsoil, water and air. In reviewing these problems, it was 

found that they were especially important in the fringe areas of Eastern and Western 

Pacific regions, Africa. and Latin America. because of a shortage of basic sanitary 

facilities. 
can be classified in several different ways.

The components of refuse materials 

Sometimes they ?re classified by point of origin (domestic, industrial, institutional, 

and other times they are classified as
commercial, agricultural or street sources); 

organic or inorganic, putrescible or nonputrescible, combustible or noncombustible. 


One of the most useful classifications is based on the character of the materials: 


*GARBAGE: wastes front preparation, cooking, serving of food. 


wood, plastics, rags. cloth, leather,CRUBBISI." combustible: paper, cardboard, 

leaves, etc.; noncombustible: metals, cans, soil, stones, bricks, glass, etc. 

*ASilES: residue from fires used for cooking or heating.
grass, 

trees.large auto parts, tires, large appliances, furniture,OBULKY WASTES: 
stumps, branches, etc.; require special collection arrangements, vehicles. 

*STREET REFUSE: street sweepings, leaves, catch basin dirt, contents of litter re

ceptacles. 

S*DEAD ANIMALS: from cats, dogs, to horses, cows; require special arrangements.
 

autos, trucks; require special equipment.
VEHICLES:*ABANDONED 
lumber, roofing, rubble, conduit,

DEMOLITION WASTES:*CONSTRUCTION. 
wire. insulation, etc.; require special collections.
 

residues of industrial processes/manufacturing opera9INDUSTRIAL WASTES: 
tions; removal should be the responsibility of the industry. 

ma
hazardous: pathological wastes, explosives, radioactive 

*SPECIAL WASTES: 
terials; security wastes: confidential documents, negotiable papers, etc.; require very
 

handling and disposal.
 
*ANIMAL. AGRICULTURAL WASTES: manures, crop wastes; collected only
 

when agricultural areas are engulfed by urban growth.
 
coarse screenings, grit, sludge, etc.
 

*SEWAGE TREATMENT RESIDUES: 
service available to a siteThe CAPACITY of existing/proposed 	refuse collection 


of refuse produced by the proposed settle
should be adequate for the QUANTITY 


ment as well as by future developments in the areas served by the utility. The develop

er in his preliminary site considerations should ensure that adequate refuse collection
 

is available to a site.
 
The QUANTITY of refuse collected as related to the quantity produced is a func

tion of such factors as:
 

oPopulation: As population increases, refuse production increases.
 

Industrial, commercial, and residential areas 
 r 
*Land use and intensity of its use: 

produce varying quantities of refuse; there may be variations between high, medium,
 

as the density of an area increases, the refuse collec
and low income residential areas; 


tion services required by that area increase. i
 
I 

'Material consumption: as per capita consumption of disposable material goods in-

per capita refuse production increases. 	 0 
creases, 

more refuse per capita is collected; c 
*Frequency of collection: With frequent service, 

set out each collection day.but smaller quantities are 


*Refuse separation: Communities requiring separation of refuse may make more fre

quent collections of smaller quantities than those making combined collections.
 
burning is allowed, refuse
 

'Amount of on-site disposal permitted: When on-site 


quantity decreases; installation of garbage disposals has reduced the quantity collect

ed from 2S% to 10% of total refuse; with on-site disposal, collections may only 
 n 

amount to 50-75% of the total refuse produced. 

'Cost of collection: Where direct collection charges are made, householders may dis

ti(
pose of more combustibles on-site; costs increase with increased collection frequency. 

pttrends: While garbage and ash quantities are decreasing, amounts of coni-'General 
bustible rubbish, particularly paper, plastics, are increasing; there are great increast.s
 

in volume of refuse and considerably lesser increases in weight of refuse.
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2.19 	 GOVERNMENT/MUNICIPAL controlled by a government/municipality through all or some of the following regula
tions: MASTER PLAN. ZONING ORDINANCE. SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS.REGULATIONS 	 BUILDING CODE. 

MASTER/GENERAL/CITY PLAN{*-a comprehensive, long-range plan in-
PLANNING/DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS. tended to guide the growth and development of a city, town, or region. expressing of-

The government/municipal regulations that will affect the site should ficial contemplations on the course its transportation, housing, and community facili
be investigated to determine constraints/requirements on the devel- ties should take. and making proposals for industrial settlement, commerce, popula

opment of the site and in the design of the project. Data are recorded tion distribution, and other aspects of growth and development. It is usually accom

in legal documents. Regulations to be identified are: master plan, panied by drawings, explanatory data, and a prefatory apologia explaining its limita
tions. Few aspects of the city-planning process have aroused more controversy than

zoning ordinances, subdivision regulations, building code. the master plan. Conceptions of what it should be run the gamut from the futurama 
The development of the physical environment is the responsibility of everybody down to the simple zoning scheme. No master plan can be fulfilled specification by 

when the source of all power lies in the hands of the majority of the people. The impli- specification in face of the ever-recurring changes caused by industrialization, popu
cation of this principle is that the inhabitants of a town or city, through the mechan- lation shift, traffic increase, suburbanization, and periodic political undulations. 
ism of government, have the right to enact rules that will express their thoughts about LEGISLATION for a master plan originates with state enabling acts. State legisla
what is best for their community, lion usually requires the preparation of a master plan and sets forth its scope. 

In most countries the principal restraint upon law is that it shall not be in conflict JURISDICTION of a master plan may include land outside the town, city. county. 
with the national constitution or the constitution of the state in which it is enacted, or regional boundaries, provided that the plan is officially certified by the planning 

AGENCIES, AUTiORITIES responsible for the development of the physical en- commission and the legislative body. 
vironment include: SCOPE. The provisions of the master plan apply to the pattern of physical develop
*Legislative Body: This is part (council, commission, board of aldermen, etc ) of any ment of the city. It provides the basic point of reference for all administrative and reg
municipal government that has general legislative powers and decides on the char- ulatory measures relating to the physical development of the city-the zoning ordi
acter the city aspires to achieve. nance, subdivision regulations, urban renewal, the capital improvement expenditures. 
@Planning Commission: This group has the legal responsibility for planning and rec- OBSOLESCENCE. The dangers of any comprehensive master plan are: public 
ommending the master plan, zoning regulations, and subdivision regulations; serves reaction that it will cost too much; mobilization of the opposition; the difficulty of al
usually in an advisory capacity to the legislative body. tering it once compromises have been made and public approval secured; the ten
sPlanningDepartment: This department prepares the master plan and formulates dency of any plan to become obsolete owing to the supervention of unanticipated 
the provisions of the zoning ordinance and subdivision regulations through its tech- changes and circumstances. 
nical staff. Two basic ELEMENTS comprise the General Plan: the Plan for Land Use and the 
*Zoning Board: The variety and volume of improvements in a large city may require Plan for Circulation. Each of these elements is supported by complete documentary 
an independent board for administration of the zoning ordinance; the board renders evidence, the social, physical, and economic facts and premises from which they were 
interpretation of the zoning ordinance applicable to specific cases and may issue derived. 
Variance Permits when warranted. *The Plan for Land Use indicates the areas adapted to development for different 
*Real Estate Commission: This body ensures compliance with state subdivision pro- urban land utilization: public, semipublic, private, semiprivate. It establishes the 
cedures; checks legitimacy of sales organizations, quality of lots for sale; ascertains standards for delhsity of land use in terms of population or building volumes; it desig
that the required improvements are either installed or assured by a bond posted by nates the areas to be reserved for recreation, conservation, and agriculture. It deter
the subdivider prior to approval of the subdivision and sale of the land. mines the allocation of neighborhood facilities, schools, parks. p.aygrounds. It ,stab
*Building Department/Departmentof Building Inspection: This department en- lishes the areas and standards for subdivisions of new land. It is the basic plan which 
forces provisions of the building code and acts on any relevant questions. will provide the framework for the layout of utilities-water supply, sewage disposal, 
'Appeals Board:This body conducts hearings on appeals from decisions of the Plan- circulation and storm drainage, electricity and street lighting, telephone, gas, etc. 
ning Commission/Zoning Board/Building Depanrmtnt and offers objective attention 'The Planfor Circulationis the plan for highways and streets, routes for public and 
to appeals warranting reconsideration. private mass transportation, railroads. airports, and waterways. It designates the dif-

TAX STRUCTURE is the legal instrument through which all urban dwellers par- ferent types and characteristics of the highways and streets. It charts the course of bus 
licipate in the development of the physical environment, by their payment of taxes for and rail routes about the metropolitan area. It is the plan where all the lines of con
public services. munication are integrated for the circulation of people as well as goods in and about 

In urban areas the development of the physical environment is a process usually the city. 
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DATA supporting the master plan are: a) inventory of the physical structure; b) in-

ventory and classilication of land use; c) inventory of social and economic factors. 

governing the development of
SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS(*)-regulations 


raw land for residential or other purposes. They prescribe standards for the street im-


provemients. lot sizes and layouts, procedures for dedicating private land for public 


are also given for filing maps; for re-
purposes and other requirements. Procedures 

ceiving the approval of the public engineer, planning commission, and other depart-

nients. 
Subdivision regulations should prevent excessive governmental operating costs. At 

the same time, they should assure to the maximum degree possible the means where-

by land can be developed for the highest possible use with all of the necessary protec-

tions against deterioration and obsolescence. 
LEGISLATION.Subdivision regulations inthe U.S. usually originate with state 


laws which vest in cities and counties the right of policy making power, or in planning 

acts which outline the procedures for preparation of the master plan. 
all land within the adopting au-

JURISDICTION. Subdivision regulations cover 

thority's boundaries. 
SCOPE. The provisions of subdivision regulations apply to the division of a parcel 

of land into two or more lots or parcels for the purpose of transfer of ownership or 

building development, or if a new street is involved, any division of a parcel of land. 

TIVE PROCEDURESrequired by subdivision regulations include:
ADMINISTRA 

a) preparation of tentative subdivision map; b) filing of tentative map; c) preparation 

of final subdivision map; d) recording of final map. 

OBSOLESCENCE occurs in the light of up-to-date land planning design and land 

development techniques. In addition, many requirements are excessive with regard to 

local street and roadway pavement widths, type and thickness of
such matters as 
paving, and other items within the city, in contrast to outlying areas, where in some 

cases regulations are more equitable or may be absent or wholly inadequate to assure 

are instances where requirements are so se-
a suitable residential community. There vere as to make the construction of modest homes impossible. .S.veeasr ocimknoh o o eth m si p sil 

of most Subdivision Regulations:The following is the CONTENT 

I. Definitions and Procedures 
2. Standards and Design Requirements 
3. Presentation Requirements 

on Grading Plans. Profiles4. Requirements 
S.Improvements Required in the Development 

ZONING ORDINANCE(a)-the demarcation of a city by ordinance into zones 

(areas/districts) and the establishment of regulations to govern the use of land and 
the location, bulk, height, shape.us, population density. and coverage of structures 

within each zone. riac r owthen use sofne. znnThe purposes of the zoning ordinance are to: 


*Encourage the most appropriate use of land. 

sPrevent overcrowding of land. 

sConscrve the value of, land and buildings. 

0 Lessen congestion of traffic. 


*Prevent undue concentration of population.
 

eProvide for adequate light and air.
 

eReduce hazards from fire, other dangers.
 

*Assist in the economical provision of transportation, water, sewerage, schools.
 

parks, and other public facilities.
 

-Preserve and increase the amenities of the town.
 

*Give effect to the policies and proposals of the master plan.
 

LEGISLATION for zoning originates with the states, which give policy power to 

the cities by specific legislative acts or grant this right to communities in their state 

constitutions. 
JURISDICTION. A zoning ordinance covers all land within the adopting authori

ty's boundaries. 
SCOPE.The provisions of a zoning ordinance apply to the establishment of zoning 

districts within which the building heights, coverage, and setbacks; land use; open 

space; and population density are designated. 

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES have been devised to cope with complica

tions such as natural/man-made conditions of the land, unusual demands not evident 

when the ordinance was adopted, or developments requiring adaptation of the ordi

nance to new ideas: a) zone change/amendment; b) zoning variance; c) conditional 

use permit; d) administrative committees.
 
Zoning as provided for in the usual ordinance does not -ncour-


OBSOLESCENCE. 
age comprehensive land development. Recent urban growth has fully demonstrated
 

that zoning based on preservation of the status quo does not meet the needs of a grow

ing community. Zoning is a tool of planning and good planning is a prerequisite to
 

good zoning. The trend to planned development has emerged, but the liberalization
 

of zoning is lagging.
 
The following is the CONTENT of most Zoning Ordinances:
 

I. General Administration, Definitions. Permits, Maps. Types of Districts H 
2. Row Housing. Apartments 
3. Gas Stations 
4. Additional Height Controls 	 tParking 	 I

6.Building and Accessory Uses 	
14 

7. Lots Smaller Than Required by Zoning 	
1! 

8. Changes and Expansions With No Legal Uses 	 It 
18
 

9. Large Residential Developments 
10. Large Commercial and Industrial Developments 	 I 

11. Canopies/arquees. Signs, Concessions 	
1920 

12. 	 Miscellaneous 
that providi deBUILDING CODE(*)-a body of legislative regulations or by-laws 	 m,minimum standards to safeguard life or limb, health, property, and public welfare bj 

coregulating and controlling the design, construction, quality of materials, use and oc daualy co
cupancy, location and maintenance of all buildings and structures within the city ant 

certain equipment specifically regulated. 	 ni 

LEGISLATION authorizing the adoption, administration, and enforcement o 

building codes by cities/counties usually originates with national/regional/stat rat 
agencies. In the U.S., organizations such as the National Fire Protection Associatioi 
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and the American Insurance Association have promulgated the NATIONAL FIRE 2.20 INCOME GROUPS 
CODES and the NATIONAL BUILDING CODE. 

JURISDICTION of a building code covers all land within the adopting authority's
 
boundaries. Uniform building codes bring uniformity into the area of building regu
lation, freeing developers from the varying requirements which can occur with indi- PLANNING/DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS.

vidual municipal/county codes. A uniform code can lower building costs and insur- The target income groups for the project should be considered to de
ance rates. T e r e i c o m ergr r r ec ld e s to da m. f o e o an 

SCOPE. The provisions of a building code apply to the construction, alteration, termine policy/program. Data are recorded in reports. Ranges shouldmoving, demolition, repair, and use of any building or structure within the city, ex- be identified in terms of income/family/year or in terms of subsis
cept work located primarily in a public land. tence levels. (See also: LOCATION, TRANSPORTATION, pages 60-

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURESrequired by building codes in the construc- 61.)
lion and use of buildings include: a) application for building permit; b) action on ap
plication; c) issuance of permit; d) issuance of certificate of occupancy; e) inspections; METHODS OF COMPUTATION OF INCOME GROUPS. The overall computa
f) appeals. tion of income groups of the urban area as well as a more detailed computation of theOBSOLESCENCE. As in zoning, many building codes are badly in need of revision low-income groups is very useful in the planning of a project because it permits one toto embrace modern building materials and construction practices. Builders and com- relate the different needs of the groups with their different economic capacity. A community developers should take an active interest in securing good building, sanitary, mon method of computation is income measured by quintiles, which is a distribution
and subdivision regulations. based on the income for each "fifth of all families for a year." But the quintile method

The following is the CONTENT of a basic Building Code (From: BOCA 1969.) of computation is abstract and does not illustrate the purchasing power of the dil
l. Admiaistration and Enforcement ferent groups. There is a method that attempts to satisfy this question by relating the2. Definitions and Classilications groups to the level of subsistence and. in addition, to the goods that can be afforded3. General Building Limitations by each group. It was proposed by John F.C. Turner and was applied in a study for4. Speci l Use and Occupancy Requirements Mexico City. Briefly it is as follows:S. Light and Ventilation Five general divisions of annual income distribution are designated, based upon the 
7. Structural and Foundation Loads and Stresses established subsistence level for the area of study. Subsistence level is the minimumi8. Part A: Materials and Tests amount of money (as of food and shelter) necessary to support life. In this level. g08. Part B: Steel. Masonry. Concrete, Gypsum and Lumber Construction 90% of the household income is used for dict; there is little or no margin of income for8. Part C: Building Enclosures. Walls and Wall Thickness rent. housing, clothing, or savings. In many cases, the subsistence income is consid
9. Fire-Resistive Construction Requirements e nt hoo u i, tothoe fa l in im ae th e T e incom e gons .

10. Chimneys. Flues and Vent Pipes ered to be equivalent to the official minimum wage for an area. The income groups.I. Heating Equipment and Appliances-Mounting. Clearances and Connections based on tWe subsistence income method (with values illustrated for Mexico City).12. Fire Protection and Fire-Extinguishing Equipment
13. Precautions During Building Operations 

are: 
1) VERY HIGH (10 x subsistence level). The income gr.oup that represents the mostV,.Signs and Outdoor Display Structures economically mobile sector of the population.

15. Electric Wiring and Equipment
lS. Elevator, Dumbwaiter and Conveyor Equipment. Installation and Maintenance 2) HIGH (5 x subsistence level). The income group that can afford housing without17. Plumbing. Drainage and Gas Piping subsidy, by cash purchase, through mortgage payments, or by rent.18. Air Conditioning. Refrigeration and Mechanical Ventilation 3) MODERATE (3 x subsistence level). The income group that can afford limited19. Prefabricated Construction housing and rent only with government assistance.20. Light-Transmittirg Plastic Consiruction 4) LOW (I x subsistence). See text above. 

Most building codes in Latin America are based on standards used in economically 5) VERY LOW (below subsistence level). The income group with no household indeveloped countries (U.S.A.., Europe). But only a limited sector of the population can come available for housing, services, or transportation. 
meet these standar!s; as a result, the majority of the dwellings built are well below 
code requirements. This situation is being recognized and reasonable minimum stan
dards for developing countries have been propo..d. These standards try to take a 
more comprehensive view of the process of urbanization by incorporating provisions 
on zoning as well as subdivision. They also claim to put the emphasis in performance 
rather than in specification standards. 
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2,21 POPULATION DENSITY 

PLANNING/DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS. 
The target population densities for the project should be considered to 

re-determine policy/program. Data are recorded in plans, charts, 

ports. Ranges should be identified in terms of inhabitants/hectare, 

gross and/or net densities, type of development, etc. (See also: 

LOCATION, page 60.) 
DENSITY is the ratio between the population of a given area and 

the area. It is expressed in people per hectare. GROSS DENSITY in-

cludes any kind of land utilization: residential, circulation; public 

facilities, etc. It implies a mechanical operation, which is measuring 

the area and counting heads. NET DENSITY includes only the resi-
include land for other uses: circulation,dential land and does not 


public facilities, etc. It implies more than a mechanical operation, 


namely delimiting the area to be considered as residential. This may 


be subject to error because in many cases this area does not have its 

physical boundaries clearly defined. 


The lower the density, the larger is the land area required for a 

given population, which results in higher costs per capita in land and 

infrastructure. At the opposite extreme, very high densities not only 

may put an excessive load on the services, but what is more serious, 

could create negative and destructive social conditions. It is always 

possible to determine a range of density limits compatible with 

adequate services and infrastructure. But very little can be done to de-

termine similar indices for social conditions. At the moment, the only 

methods available to anticipate or forecast social and behavioral ir-

plications of population densities in a given physical environment are 

at best tentative methods such as personal experiences, case studies, 

evaluations of similar situations. 
The table on the opposite page indicates densities of population in 

different existing urban dwelling environments. Its purpose is to pro-
vide a useful reference by illustrating the relationships between densi-

ties and physical characteristics. The table includes localities in three 

different settings: Boston and vicinity, U.S.A.; urban areas in Latin 
a wide variety of 

America; and Nairobi, Kenya. The localities cover 

combinations of physical characteristics, with emphasis on low-iu
come-group users. Each of the localities has only one uniform type of 

development. The table contains the following items: LOCALITY. 
identifying the community and urban location; DWELLING TYPE 

(See: GLOSSARY, page 196). identifying the physical arrangement of 

the dwelling units: detached, semidetached, row-grouped, walk-up. 
high-rise; DWELLING UNIT TYPE (See: GLOSSARY. page 196), 
identifying the space: room, apartment, house, shanty; DWELLING 

DEVELOPER (See: GLOSSARY, page 196), identifying the sector 

involved in the supply of dwellings: popular, public, private;DWELL-

ING FLOORS, indicating the average number of floors; LOT AREA, 
indicating the area of an average lot; LOT COVERAGE, indicating 

the percentage of land covered by the construction on the typical lot; 

DWELLING UNIT AREA, indicating the average area of a dwelling 

on a lot; PERSONS PER DWELLING, indicating the number of peo. 

pie living in the dwelling to illustrate the range of occupancy; 

DWELLING UNIT AREA PER PERSON, indicating the average 

area available to each person to illustrate the range of space; GROSS 

DENSITY, including all land; NET DENSITY, including only resi. 

dential land. 
Physical factors affect densities in different degrees. It can be as. 

sumed that higher densities are associated with specific values: highel 

number of floors; higher land coverage; smaller lot and dwelling unil 

areas; smaller dwelling area per person; rooms and shanties as op. 

posed to houses. The table shows that in reality some values can offsei 

others, as is the case in Latin America and Nairobi, where people ar( 

crowded in one-story shelters. General observations: BOSTOA 
AREA. High and medium densities are the result of apartment dwell 

ing units and also result from the number of floors: 3 to 5 in walk 

ups; 7 in the only case of high-rise. These densities are reached despit, 

low land coverage and large dwelling area per person. 
URBAN AREAS IN LA TIN AMERICA. All cases are of one-stor 

houses. Despite that, densities are high and medium because of larg 
land coverage, small lots, small dwelling units and small dwelling are 
per person. 
NAIROBL KENYA. Extreme living conditions: people are packed ii 
one-story shanties or rooms, covering the land and leaving narra 

passages that are the only spaces for circulation and outdoor activ 
ties. 

DEN: 
MErN 
1969. 
Cami, 

eI 
i idcnsil2 

Wl 
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ilI 
le0 LOCALITY 

DWELLING 
TYPEANDUNIT 

DWELLING 
DEVELOPER 

DWELLING 
FLOORS 

LOT 
AREA 

LOT 
COVERAGE 

DWELLING 
UNITAREA 

PERSONSI 
DWELLING 

DWELLING 
VNITAREA/ 

GROSS 
DENSITY 

NET 
DENSITY 

1| 1101)$TOMAREA. U.S.A. 
No. m2 % 0182 

PERSON 

No. /H No.111a 

liP. 

96 .(ldestown 
r(t 

' ~tt 

EA.
| i f II 

Colombia Point 
North End 

Fil Boston 
South End 
Washhllon Park 
.ambridp Port 

lincln 
LATIN AMERICA 

* High Rise. Apartment
Walk-up. Apartment. Row 

Walk-up. Apartment 
Walk-up. Apartment 
Walk-Up. Apmrtment. Row 
Walk-up, Apartment. Detached 
Walk-up. Apartment, Detached 

Detached, House 

Public 
Private 

Public 
Public 
Private 
Private 
Private 

Private 

7 
4-5 

3-4 
3-4 
4-5 
3-4 
3-4 

1-2 

NA 
168 

NA 
NA 
144 
243 
319 

17500 

-
65 

-
50 
50 
38 

i 

78 
47 

70 
65 
58 

119 
114 

195 

4 
2 

4 
4 
3 
4 
3 

4 

20.0 
24.0 

18.0 
16.0 
190 

30.0 
38.0 

49.0 

747 
706 

395 
414 
287 
232 
312 

2 

1449 
1040 

570 
510 
480 
317 
148 

2 

lilt. 

liillp 

PeEll 
IIC); 

rae 

El Alostlno (fnat). Lima. Peru 
Vils SOcarro, Mcdellin. Colombia 

V1Aloslino (hiU). Lima. PeruCun Uma. Peru 

orolalb. Uma. Peru14
euIdcita, LMA. Peru

El Gallo. Ciudad Guayana. Venezuela 
M no Mellgar, Arequipa, Peru 

Row I louse 
Grouped louse 

Row House
Row House Shop 

Row House 
Row Ilouse 
Detached House 
Row House Shop 

Popular 
Private 

Popular
Popular 

Popular 
Popular
Public 
Private 

1 
I 

1 
3 

1 
1 
1 
1 

36 
96 

62
158 

160 
46 

300 
240 

1100 

45 

69
89 

69 
(O
22 
92 

36 
43 

43 
140 

110 
46 
65 

221 

6 
6 

6
6 

10 
a 
6 

10 

6.0 
7.0 

7.0 
14.0 

11.0 
6.0 

11.0 
18.0 

525 
279 

403
273 

208 
166 
114 

87 

664 
574 

552
410 

341 
28 
186 
126 

_d 

1 

gilt 
iil 

tip* 
(I i 

11 111111111K E NYA16e1ihare Valley 

Karibanli 
Ret"kaurn Village 
IKlalanysVillage 

Slrt Road 

I'ithuw Phase 4 
Rbwangware
l'lllrigh 
Nmwani 

ibhall 
oimbkangiSouth 

Grouped. Rooms. Tenements 

Grouped. Rooms. Site & Services 
Grouped. Shanties. Temporary 
Grouped. Shaties. Temporary 
Row. Roomi. renement 

Row. Houses, Subsidized 
Grouped. R, ins. Tenement 
Row. Rooms. Tenement 
Walk-up. Apartments. Subsidized 
Row. Rooms. Subsidized 
Row. Houses. Subsidized 

Private 

Public 
Popular 
Popular 
Private 

Public 
Private 
Private 
Public 

Public 
Public 

I 

I 
I 
1 

2-3 

271 

I30 
32 

I 117 
3 

255 

133 

JO 

100 
100 
100 
87 

41 

47 

12 

14 
41 
13 
t0 

14 
10 

63 

4 

4 
il 
2 
3 

6
4 

Is 
6 

4 

3.0 

3.5 
3.7 
6.5 
3.3 

12.0
3.5 
0.7 
9.0 

.S 

16.0 

1600 

532 
720 
450 
76 

312
52 
40 
313 

320 

270 

3333 

2,'
2400 
2250 
1280 

780
69 
666 
549 

405 

380 
"R)" WndklteyKibera Row. Houses. Subsidized Public 222 47 166 7 24.0 217 310 

Quarry Road 
tuarry Road 

Wo.ley I 
Detached. Houses. Subsidized
Semidetached. Houses. Subsidized 
Detached. Houses, Subsidized 

Public 
Ihub;k 
Public 

1150
1 

I 0 

32
40Q00 
6 

48 

100 

69 

7 

8.01.0 

14.0 

11472 

35 

17383 

41 
bpileIrtli Grouped. Rooms. Traditional Private 28 19 1.5 36 41 

iFlae h: TABLE OF LOCALITIES, PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND covered 22%). DWELLINGS:IINSITIES OF POPULATION. (Taken from: URBAN DWELLING rooms in tenements. apartmen!s. houses. row andENVIRON-ar1a INTS. Caminos, Turner, Steffian. M.I.T. Press. Cambfidge. 
groups: Land coverage 1/3 of private land; Dwelling area per person 12m 2; ShopsMassachusetts, and miscellaneous area per person 3m 2 

; Open area per person lOm 2 
.169 fijr Boston and Latin America; PEOPLE DWELLINGS AND LAND, NUMBER OFFLOORS: 1 2 4,ti ill 1duuino.. Gwethert. Chana, Nairobi-Cambridge. 1974. unpublished, for Nairobi.) GROSS DENSITY persons/Ha: 147 294 588lih latile illustrates existing cases. Other references are the following examples of NET DENSITYpersons/la: 225 AenWW:fill *'lnitic assuming specific physical characteristics. LAND UTILIZATION: Circula"- 20%; 'g-minublic 15% (nnn l7/ -4- h..;IA;. '201%-. K.:...Lca,, . . 
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Modes (1): This specifies the relative dominance of pedestrians or vehicles. Types (2):
2.22 CIRCULATION SYSTEM 

The common names used to designate different modes. Speed (3). (5): The usual 
speed, ej:pressed in kilometers per hour (Kin/H). Character (4). (7): The use char
acteristics, basically expressed in terms of pedestrians and vehicles. Capacity (6): Ex
pressed in vehicles per lane per hour (V/L/H). Control (8): The manner of achieving 

PLANNING/DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS. the desired use. Width (9): The right-of-way (R.O.W.) expressed in terms of meters 

The circulation system for the project should be considered to deter- (m); it includes sidewalks, parking ard traffic lanes, median and/or green strips. 

mine the network layout. Data are recorded in plans, charts, reports. Lanes (10): Expressed in number of lanes (No.); this includes parking, median and 

Conditions should be identified in terms of modes, users and road traffic lanes. Grade (11): The acceptable inclination of the road, expressed as per
centage (%). Function (12): The priniory function of the road. Spacing: The distance 

characteristics, between roads within the road nctwc.k (grid). expressed in meters (m).
The SYSTEM OF CIRCULATION is one of the most important 

components of the urban layout; it not only channels the movement of LINES OF CIRCULATION AND LINES OF ACCESS. The layout 

pedestrians and vehicles but, since it is on public land, it also deter 	 of any urban area is basically composed of a surface (lots) served by 

line- -if circulation and access (streets). It is important to identifymines the patterns of land utilization, land subdivision and the layout 

of utilities: water supply, sewage disposal, street paving, storm drain- these two functions and their corresponding form since they deter

age, electricity and street lighting, 	 mine when the utilization of the street is the domain of the general 

In designing a system of cir,--jlation, the following factors should be public that circulates through the urban area (circulation)or when the 

considered: forms of circulation, modes of circulation, lines of circu- utilization of the street is the domain of a limited group of neighbors 

lation, lines of access, urban layout, intervals, who share its use (access). The following comparisons will help the 

FORMS OF CIRCULATION. In relation to a site, circulation identification: 
exists in two forms as illustrated. LINES OFIRCULATION LINESOFACCESS 

~0.They are streets for vehicles, pedestri- They are dead-end streets or loops for 

. ans or both that serve primarily, the pedestrians, vehicles or both, that serve 
population of the city for through cir- only the abuttors by providing direct 

culation, and, secondarily, to provide access to the lots on their sides from the 

direct access to the lots on their sides. lines of circulation. They are never for 

Through circulation is all the circula- through circulation. 
tion that uses the street only as a 
through way; that is, to go to different 

'5. 	 parts of the urban area and not ncces-

Exteriorcircula(ion/accesses: the exist- Interior circulation network: the pedes- sarily for the purpose of access. 

ing aiid proposed circulation system/ trian/automobile circulation system They serve an unlimited number of They serve only a limited number of
 
accesses outside but affecting the site. inside the site. It should be designed people.
 
These include limited-access highways based upon the exterior circulation/
 

they should be on 
as well as meshing access to the sur- accesses and land development require- As stireets for through circulation they 	 As streets for access 


private or semiprivate land.
rounding areas. Exterior circulation/ ments. should be on public land. 

accesses are generally given conditions. Lines of circulation are long and gcn- L.ines of access are short and generally 
erally connected at both ends with dif- connected at one or both ends with the 

MODES OF CIRCULATION. This framework identifies users and ferent circulation lines. same line of circulation. 

the relative domination by either pedestrians, vehicles, or both, in the For reasons of safety (fire regulations), 

circulation system. It is illustrated on the opposite page. The follow- dead-end streets are limited to a maxi

ing parameters were considered: mum length of 100m. 
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USE___S ROAD CHIARAC-.7RISTICSmUYPS PEIDESIRIAN AITOMOBIIES WIDTH LANE$ (;HAD:S FUNCTION Asepled
.)MODA.ESrSYrES -

PLE CARACTER SPEED [ . CHARACTER SPAC'INiCONTROL 
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mn_____________S__5_____ t o I 
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Pedestrian 
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peoplegath-
MCcing,stroll-
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NOT 
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ehce 
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c~ 
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[a establishedby thedesign.the street layout and use. 
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lnycepcsilities. 

forlimited stdcnrle 
ccess of Ke.rsK and emerency vehicles 

such asIre tnucks. ambulanes. policpatrols. etc. 
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AN DVICI(LES

iflVHILE 

er-
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Street 
Neighhlb
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56 

24 
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figure I: TABLE OF CIRCULATION MODES, USERS, ROAD CHARACTERISTICS. For modes of circulation see opposite page. 
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INTERVALS OR SPACING BETWEEN LINES OF CIRCULA-

TION. They are the distances between lines of circulation. The size of 

the intervals is a basic factor in the urban layouts and their determi-

nation is a compromise between the following opposing require-ments: 


a) The intervals should be small enough to facilitate pedestrian circu-


elements: dwellings, shops, services, 

lation among the community area 
etc.; b) The intervals should be large enough to minimize land 


percentage and redundancy in order to minimize public costs in con-

The 

struction, maintenance and operation of utilities and services. 
corn-the shared activities in the 

people and the more widespread 
con-

the costs are greater in land,
the other hand,munity. Put, on to be 

struction, maintenance and operation of utilities and services 
the 

paid by the city. With larger intervals, the above effects reverse: 

intercommunication is less and the costs are less. The greater costs of 

small intervals can never be reduced by any circulation layout. On the 

other hand, the poor community 	intercommunication of large inter-

an adequate circulation layout. In 
vals can be greatly improved by 

short, the intervals of circulation are a compromise of the above con-

ditions and are within the approximate range of 80m minimum (cost 

maximum (intercommunication limitations), 
litnita:ions)and 200m 	 that were 

in urban settlements everywhere
These distances-found based uponcultures-wereby different pre-automobiledeveloped 
pedestrian circulation and limited use of low-speed vehicles ordinarily 

powered by animals or people. These intervals become the minimum 

and naximnum dimensions of the blocks. 

Meats circulation intervalsormean block dimensions for the above 

802Ineorpo-
F gured ( ppos teLpge)

e 2 1Representsm as o wn in14D slimitslii s are: 2 _ 

if a mean block 140m x 140m. 
The following are numerical values 

140x4 -- 280m. (This is half of the 
*Block circulation length: 

2 
to the adjacent

the other half belongingof the block,perimeter 

block.) 


140= 1.96Ha. (This is the area measured between
*Ilock area:140 x 

the center lines of circulation.) 


-= 142m/Ha. (This is the ratio between 
sUni2 circulation length:: .96 te*U.96circulation lengh 
circulation length and block area. It is an index of efficiency based on 

the length in meters of the circulation serving one hectare.) 

The matrix (See Figure 2) of the same urban segment illustrates 

and compares different circulatien intervals or block dimensions and 
orare 400m x 400m 

unit circulation lengths. The urban segments 

161-a, with lines of circulation spaced at 80, 100, 133 and 200m inter
100 and 250m/Ha.

vals. The unit circulation length varies between 

Layouts above 250m/Ha are not efficient and consequently not eco

are not adequate for pedes. 
nomical, while layouts below 100m/Ha 

368m= 230m/Ha cor
trian circulation. The unit circulation length 

responds to a segment with blocks 80m x 80m and a semipublic area 
pageFOR PERFORMANCE,

160m x 160m. (See: STANDARDS 

14.)	 page(See: THE MODELS,on
Urban modelsi illustrated farther 

105) include two gridiron layouts and three grids. The gridirons have 

only lines of circulation and therefore cannt be minimized. The grids 

and therefore allow 
lines of circulation and lines of access,

combine 
the minimization of public circulation. The following table shows the 

!1 
values of the unit circulation length for the 20 models developed. 


should be noted that the gridiron models have the higher values. Or
 

a much lower and constant value, 
the grids havethe other hand, 

which is 150m/Ha and which is 	compatible with the 142m/Ha that 

corresponds to the average intervals of circulation or average blocks. 

Trrs:TYPES OFLOTS 
UNIT CIRCULATION LENGTHm/Ha 

GridionBlock.r Gridlcksn 

Differen- ExpandsSemi- 2
rates Minimizes tiates 	 -Prvate private

Geometric Semipublic Public 
LandLand LandVarm LandProportionsArea m-

150150 ISO400 347square 

100	 1SO 150
300 265 150

rectangular 

ISO 150 square 325 286 	 150 

150 150 
200 E 
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Figure 1: MEAN CIRCULATION INTERVALS OR MEAN BLOCK Figure 2: MATRIX OF 400m x 400m URBAN SEGMENT. 
DIMENSIONS FOR THE LIMITS 80m to 200m. The values are the co- Different circulation intervals/block dimensions and unit cir
ordinates of any point on the 140m line, such as 80 x 200: 90 x 190: culation lengths are shown. 
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LAYOUTS. The block is the characteristic element of ur-
URBAN 


ban layouts. A block is a portion of land containing one or more lots,
 

bounded and served by lines of circulation. There are two basic types
 

of blocks:
 
GRIDIRON BLOCKS. These are blocks where the distances or in

-
tervals between lines of circulation and boundaries are determined by 

the dimensions of the lots, because they do not havt lines of access. 

The most typical cases of the gridiron consist of rectangular blocks or 
identified in

curvilinear blocks. Both patterns can be most clearly 

cities in the United Statzs. The rectangular is found in the downtown 

areas; the curvilinear in the suburbs. But in fact, gridiron layouts 

have bten used by most cultures. 

are blocks where the distances or intervals 
*GRID BLOCKS. These 

independent of the 
between lines of circulation and boundaries are 

oquiredlinesbeenadimensions of thc lots because the lots do have lines of access. Grid 

layouts have also been used by most cultures. 
and cities of colonial Latin

The Roman-Spanish layout of towns 

America was basically a gridiron where the intervals between lines of 

circulation were determined by the size of the lots contained in the 

block (generally four). However, in the course of time, the original lots 

were successively divided, becoming narrow strips of land with varied 

depths. In these cases, the new lots did not change the intervals of the 

lines of circulation, but on the contrary, their dimensions were the re-

suit of the configuration of the existing block, 

The simple conditions of elementary geometry described above im-

pose the following critical limitations upon urban layouts: a) it is not 

possible to minimize lines of public circulation when the urban layout 

is determined by the dimensions of the lot, or, in other words, in grid-

iron blocks; b) The only way to minimize lines of public circulation is 

when the urbaV layout is determined by circulation requirements and 
or in other words, in grid blocks.not by the dimensions of the lots, 

GRIDIRON BLOCKS. MERIDA, Venezuela. Two cases are illustrated:
Figure1: 

6fn Santa Maria. developed by the Universidad de Los Andes. with large
Urbanizaci

6 private development with 
lots approximately 800m 2 ; Urbanizaci r Don Pancho, 

medium lots approximately 200m2. The blocks are bounded by lines of circulation. In 

both cases the dwellings are detached, with a 3m setback from the property lines re
areas are encroached on by all 

by the zoning ordinance. Today these setback 

kinds Of construction. 

GRID BLOCKS. MERIDA, Venezuela. One case is illustrated: Hoyada
Figure 2: 
de Milla. a popular. progressive development, with varied lot sizes. It shows the lines 

deep narrow, containing rowThe lots are and
of access: dead-ends and loops. 


housing.
 

GRIDIRON-GRID LAYOUT. CAMBRIDGEPORT, Massachusetts.Figure3: 
segment 400m x 400m. The original gridiron blocks vary in size.

U.S.A. Plan of a 
x 80m, l10m x 90m. The streets are approximately 12m wide 

I50m x 60m, 105m 

and circulations intervals range from 72m to 162m. The change over time from grid

be observed in the land subdivision. Many properties have been 
iron to grid can 

divided longitudinally into deep and narrow lots. But others have been divided trans

versely into more nearly square lots. Those lots in the back are provided with lires of 

access to public streets. The buildings (not represented) are 3 to 5 stories high; but. in 

they have detached or semi detached structures with open
contrast with Mrida. 

spaces around.
 

Figure 4: ROMAN-SPANISH LAYOUT. MERIDA, Venezuela. Plan of a segment 

400m x 400m in the city center. The gridiron blocks are approximately 80m x 80m. 

the streets are 8m wide, and th: circulation intervals are approximately 88m x 88m. 

The change over time does not affect the basic layout as it can be observed in the land 
lots. The 

subdivision. Most of the blocks have been subdivided into deep and narrow 

are 2 to 4 stories high and cover practically all the land 
buildings (not represented) 
leaving only the interior courts, which are small perforations in the solid layer of 

masonry and concrete. The few properties that have survived without change are: the 

the Cathedral and Catholic headquarters, the Universidad de Los 
Plaza Bolivar, 

Andes, all which occupy complete blocks; the Government House and the Market,
 

which occupy only hall-blocks.
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Figure 1: GRIDIRON BLGICKS. MERIDA, Venezuela. Figure 2: GRID BLOCKS. MERIDA, Venezuela. 
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2.23 LAND UTILIZATION 

PLANNING/DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS. 
The land utilization for the project should be considered to determine 
its urban layout. Data are recorded in plans, charts, reports. Types 
should be identified in terms of users, responsible agent, physical con-
trols. (See also: LOCATION, page 60.) 

DESCRIPTION. The utilization of the land in urban dwelling ea-
vironments is a complex process; it involves the users as well as the 
public sector; it has wide social, political, economic implications. The 
utilization of the land is at the very foundations of any culture. Large-
scale urbanization, however, is engulfing traditional cultural patterns 
everywhere, with negative consequences for the users aaid the public 
sector. A more rational land utilization is fundamental to environ- 
ment, housing, public utilities and growth. The framework described 
below is not addressed to this high level of policy but rather to daily 
life problems. It draws from practical experience because there are no 
prescribed procedures. From repeated observations it if clear that the 
key to proper, adequate land utilization is a coherent relationship 

among users, responsibility and physical controls. This coherence 

should unequivocally be reflected by the physical design or plan. Pro-

per, adequate controls of the land should: define the extent of a terri-

tory, facilitate its specific function, allow/encourage the users to as-

sune their responsibility in terms of maintenance and operation. Ne-

glect of these aspects is very common, for example, in the design of 

public housing everywhere. It takes the form of land waste, particu-
larly in developments where walk-up apartments stand in open areas 

of undefinable use. The most common consequences are misuse of the 
environment, destruction, vandalism, unsafety, crime, poor maintenacgraethrown everywhere. Open areas become a no-man's 
nance, garbage 
land and frequently users in desperation resort to expediency con-
trolling devices to make use of the land. Expediency controlling de-

vices are fenced areas: for clothes drying, playgrounds, lawns. In pub-
lic housing in Boston most of the above are used. In San Juan, Puerto 
Rico, entire housing projects are divided with wire fences to control 
the access to different areas, including parking lots. In public housing 
in Nairobi, open areas are garbage dumps. In some developments, oc-

ctpants of the ground-floor apartments have been forced to define 
their territory with fences made out of bamboo in order to protect 
their privacy and to make use of the parcels of land in front of their 
dwellings. In Kampala, Uganda, open "no-man's-land" areas be
tween walk-ups have become garbage dumps. But in Caracas, Vene
zuela, people have shown a more positive attitude by filling open areas 
between high-rise blocks with squatter shacks. The gravity of the con
sequences increases with the density of population. In low population 
densities of around 50 persons per hectare (as in the suburbs of high
income sectors, with lots of 500m 2 or more) the portion of land per 
capita is large enough to avoid conflicts originated by propinquity. 
But when the densities reach magnitudes of 200 persons per hectare or 
more (as happens in any settlement with a low- and very low-income 
population) the portion of land "per capita" has shrunk so much that 
conflicts are inevitable if the proper physical conditions are not 
created. 

The following table indicates the four types of land utilization con
sidered: RESPONSIBLE 

TYPE USER AGENT CONTROL 

PUBLIC LAND is the urban area for circu- crowd. unlim- public minimum 

lation ol pedestrians and vehicles. It includes 
streets, pedestrian lanes, open spaces. 

lied number, 
anybody 

sector (legal) 

SEMIPUBLIC LAND is the urban area of groups. lim- users and partial or 
community utilization. It includes open iled number, public complete 

spaces, playing fields, :chools, etc. community sector (legal, physical) 

SEMIPRIVATE LAND is the urban area of groups, very co-users partial or 

shacd utilization held in condominium by a 
group. 

limited num-
ber. owners. 
tenants, 

complete 
(social, legal. 
physical) 

squatters. 

PRIVATE LAND is the urban area of resi- individuals, individual complete 
dcntial.commercial. or small industries very limited user (legal. 

utilizatigrn. It includes lots and dwellings, number, own- physical) 
ers. tenants, 
squatters 

The components of the table are defined as follows: Land utiliza
tion is a qualification of the land around a dwelling in relation to user 
physical controls and responsibility. Users are the people or group of 
people who ordinarily and directly use a piece of land and the facilities 
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that it contains. Responsibleagents are those-users, co-users or the Semipublic land is primarily allrited for public-:ervices (schools, 

public sector-who have the obligation to assume the moral, legal or playgrounds, etc.). The percentage of land required for this purpose 

mental accountability for the proper use, operatioi and maintenance depends on the population that it serves in terms of number and den

of the piece of land and the facilities that it contains. Physicalcontrols sity. A small population requires certain public services; a larger 

are the physical, legal means or methods to direct, regulate and co- population requires not only a proportional increase of these services 

ordinate the use, operation and maintenance of the land by the re- but also the addition of new ones and consequently a higher increment 

sponsible agent. in the percentage of semipublic land. For example: A community of 

In the case of a project or an evaluation, it may be convenient to 5000 people requires a primary school; but a community of 20.000 

start by identifying the type of utilization; next, to anticipate the people, which is four times larger, will require not only four primary 
In the case of the models, howusers; next, to determine the individual group or sector that should be 	 schools but also a secondary school. 

ever, for reasons of size they do not include secondary schools, parks,responsible; finally, to provide the proper physical controls. Another 
course would be to start by identifying the users and then to follow a or any other public or semipublic areas that serve larger sectors of the 

similar process. population. In the community scale of the models the public services 
that demand more land are the primary schools with their play-The elements of physical control should be a part of the urban lay-

The grounds; other public services are located in buildings that do not reout and should be extremely direct and simple. For example: 
for the mode quire much land. In the models, an approximate percentage of 16%configuration and width of the streets provide control 

has been adopted for semipublic land, which corresponds to 16Ha ofand intensity of circulation; location, boundaries and entrances 
the model; a net density of 600 persons per hectare and a populationprovide control for the semipublic area; the entrance is the main con-

trol for private and semiprivate areas, etc. of approximately 5632 persons. (See: POPULATION DENSITY, 
page 84.) The 16% has been derived from different sources like caseLAND UTILIZATION TYPES. The different types of land utiliza-
studies and various zoning ordinances; it also has been tested withtion considered are as follows: 

Public land is primarily allotted for circulation (streets). The per- models. (See: idem, Public land; NORMAS MINIMAS DE UR

centage of land required for this purpose depends on the density of the BANIZACION CINVA, Bogoth, Colombia, 1968: SIZE AND 

network, which primarily is a function of the intervals of the circula- SHAPE, page 62.) 

tion network and secondarily of the widths of the circulation land. A Semiprivate land is primarily allotted to common uses (courts, 
shared jointly by neighbors in condominium). (See: LAND SUBDIcirculation network serving large blocks requires less land than a net-

work serving small blocks. A city usually contains blocks of different VISION, page 96.) 

sizes and therefore percentages of land for ciLculation are averaged. Privateland is primarily allotted for residential uses (dwellings but 

Surveys of urban areas show percentages that very between 20% and 	 also shops and small industries). In this preliminary stage, semipri

can vate and priva!e land is considered together since this simplifies mat30%; in practical terms however, the percentages of circulation 

be considered as a constant. In the models illustrated further on (See: ters without impairing the objectives. The percentage of land required 

for these purposes depends on the extension of the community as wellTHE MODELS, page 105) the percentages vary between 21% and 
as the density of the population. In the models the percentages vary38%. This last figure exceeds 30% as the result of small lots (100m 2 ) 

in one of the layouts. In addition, the between 45% and 63% and result from the subtraction of land deand inefficient proportion (1:1) 
are of the same size, which does not permit the averaging of voted to other uses. (See: idem, Semipublic Land.)blocks 

USES IN The model represents cases with efficient and inefficient percentpercentages that occurs at the urban scale. (See: LAND 
AMERICAN CITIES, Bartholomew, Cambridge, Massachusetts, ages of land distribution that can be identified in physical and eco

nomic terms. In fact, the raison d'Etre or function of the public land is1Q55; URBAN DWELLING ENVIRONMENTS, Caminos, Turner, 
to serve the private land; this originates capital costs (construction).teffian; Cambridge.Massachusetts, 1969.) 
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In the publicand operation costs (administration and maintenance). 

streets which provide both circulation and storm drainage, these costs 

paving, repairs, cleaning, street lighting and signalizing,include: 

control of public order and safety, administration, etc. All of these
 

costs must be paid by levies or taxes on the private land served. The
 

greater the proportion of public over private land, the greater is the
 

burden on private land. The following examples illustrate this point.
 

CASES FROM TIE MODELS AREAS (Hu) SUPPORTING PUBLIC 
LAND PER Ha OF 

Lots (nr x m) Luaous (n) PublicLand PrivaicLand PRIVATE LAND 

29 

14.00 14.50 2 5.29 8.20 -- = 0.64Ha
8.20 

10.09 3 = 0.34Ha
14.0 x 14.50 3.4.5 3.40 10.09 

The burden over the private land in the first case (0 -,tca) is twice 

case (0.34Ha). This circumst' -,ais critical in the
that of the second 

. particularly in the case of
economic implications of the t-'1'" I-... 

swhere the factors that benefit or burden the corn-
large developments wvide 

munity are multiplied several times. 
All the above considerations make very clear the goals of land dis-

tribution in urban design: public land should be minimized to maxi-
semipublic land should be

mize semiprivate and private land. The 
suited to the anticipated population density. The models also illus-

o racha cnstnt eve oftrat ho ercntaes ofthsetooptmizirate how to optimize these percentages to reach a constant level 

public land that dependN on the circulation intervals, 

FOUR EXAMPLES OF LAND UTILIZATION IN NAI.Figure I (opposite page): 
-
ROBI, -:.ENIA. 

DAGORETTI. Rooms, private traditional. Income group: very low. Density: 36 

people/Ha. Dagoretti is a group of villages with both traditional rural and Nquatter 

as early as the nineteenth century. Today.settlements. The villages were developed
Dagoretti is being engulfed by the expansion of the city. Roads and walkways take 

only a small area leaving most of the land for private use. Despite these proportions, 

Dagoretti is a burden to the municipality because of the low population density; the 

low-income settlers are unable to pay for utilities and services. 

Rooms, private tenements. Income group: low. Density:MATIIARE VALLEY. 
1600 people/Ha. Mathare Valley contains a series of squatter settlements started in 

1939. In 1970. companies and cooperative societies built the rows of single-room tcnc. 

ments schematically shown. Today, this type of building shelters 40.000 low-incowc 

people. Walkways and alleys take a considerable part of the land, but they also pro. 

the qnly open spaces available, since all the private land is covered by the build. 

ings. There is no semipublic land. The high population density aggravates the poa 

living conditions. 
Income group: low. Density: 480 pea-

EASTLEIGII. Rooms, private tenements. 

pIe/ha. Eastleigh is an area developed by Asians around 1910 as single-family daell

were 

with room units and occupied by Africans. Today they are overcrowded and bal 1 

maintained. The proportion of public land is within an acceptable range, despite ili 
use. Semipublic land 6 

ings. In 1963, after Independence, the dwellings transformed into tenements 

redundant service alleys. Most of the land is left for private 

not provided. The population density is medium-high. Eastleigh could be improved i 

are eliminated and semipublic areas pru.
terms of land utilization if service alleys 

terms of safety, ventilation, privacy, an
vided. Buildings need to be upgraded in 


cooking, washing and toilet facilities.
 
PUMWANI. Apartments. public-subsidized. Income group: middle. Density: 3& 

people/Ha. Pumwani is a tenant purchase/rental housing project developed by tI 

public sector in 1967 to relocate the low-income residents of the area. Today it is Ix 

cupied by middle- and even high-income groups: skilled laborers, professionals, snad 

businessmen. Streets. walkways, and undefined open spaces take most of the land. J 

very small area is left for private use. Population density is medium-low. These factor 

do not allow user control and responsibility over the semipublic space; as a cons 

quence. maintenance is very poor and privacy nonexistent. These factors make Pun, 

wani a burden to the municipality. 
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DAGORETTI MATHARE VALLEY EASTLEIGH PUMWANI 
9oM a.
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The plans on the top row represent one hectare of land (100m x loom). The The squares of the center row represent the PERCENTAGES of land utilization of

FATrERNS of land utilization are illustrated as follows: each environment. The land utilization tones are the same as the above; land occu-
PIlIDI.IC: streets, walkways, open spaces ] pied by dwellings is included in private. The squares in the bottom row represent the 
'IIIPUBLIC: open spaces population DENSITIES of one hectare. Each dot represents 20 people. 
PRIVATE: lots 

dwellings 
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2.24 LAND SUBDIVISION 

PLANNING/DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS. 
The land subdivision !or the project should be considered to deter-
mine block and lot layouts. Data is recorded in plans, charts, reports. 
Conditions should be identified in terms of types, areas, proportions, 
accesses, buildings, coverage, 

des-DEFINITIONS. Land subdivision inchides the components 
scribed below. Block: a portion of land containing one or more lots, 
bouided and served by public lines of circulation. Lot: a measured 
parcel of land having fixed boundaries and access to public lines of 
circulation. Lot cluster: a group of lots around a semiprivate common 
court that serves for access to the lots as well as for other activities of 
their occupants. This court is owned in condominium by the owners of 
the lots wo share its use, control and responsibility. Condominium: a 
system of direct ownership of a single unit in a multi-unit arrange-
ment. The individual owns the unit in much the same manner as if it 
were a single-family dwelling; he holds direct legal title to the unit and 
a proportionate interest in the common areas and underlying ground. 

The models included farther on (See: THE MODELS, page 105) 

are comparative and illustrate a variety of subdivisions found not only 
in site and services projects but also in other urban layouts. The fol-
lowing types and ranges are included: 

BLOCKS (layouts): gridiron and grid. (See Figures 1-4, pages 90-
91.) 

LOTS (areas):from 20m 2 to 400m 2 , to covee e variety of income 
ranges and dwelling options. 

nar-LOTS (proportions):Square aatd r'ctangular. Lot width (the 
row side) is facing the street or cccess. Minimum lot width is not less 
than the width of a room measuring approximately 4m. 

LOTS (accesses):only lots with access on one side (the shorter) have 
been considered, except for the lots that are at the corners of the 
block. Consequently, lots with two, three, and four accesses have not 
been included because two accesses are extravagant; three and four 
are absurd. However, these configurations are often found in site aprd 
services projects. There are two types of configurations with two ac-
cesses. The first type has access on two contiguous sides of the lot and 

is the result of grouping a ciister of four lots surrounded with public 
circulation. In most cases t'aiere is no justificati;an for this layout, par

ticularly when lots are Fnall. This configuration has been used in 

some projects with the dded feature of grouping tLe four sanitary 
facilities of the dwellin )sat the intersection of the four lots in order to 
have only one service onnection for water supply and one for sewage 
disposal, and there':.re saving lengths of pipes. Other examples go 

back to the Europe .n colonies in Africa. Here the layout was meant to 

facilitate governr ent surveillance of the natives as well as the 
movements of tr aps in the compounds where the natives were con
fined. The seco, J configuration has access on two opposite sides of 
the lot and is tb result of aligning rows of lots with access in the front 
facing a street nd in the rear facing a service lane. This type is uni
versal and ha oeen particularly used in row housing. In the original 
layouts devel .ed in the past, the lots were narrow and deep. Inmore 
recent layou - the depth of the lots was much shortened and the ser
vice lane became very narrow. This last version is applied today in site 
and services projects despite its negative results: the service lane is re
dundant and soon becomes a garbage dump, when not the stage for 
more serious offenses. In short, for social and economic reasons the 
question of lot accesses is crucial in land subdivisions. The configura
tions with two accesses have not been considered from the outset in 
the models because there is overwhelming evidence that they are a 
waste of land and a burden for both user and public sector in terms ol 

are even worstmaintenance, operation and control. These effects 
when lots are small, as is the case with most site and services projects. 
The models also include easement layouts with the lines of water sup. 
ply and sewage disposal running through the center of the blocks (pri. 
vate land) in order to facilitate sanitary services in the back of the lots 
thus reducing lengths of individual connections. (See: WATER SUP 
PLY AND SEWAGE DISPOSAL [EASEMENTS], page 130.) 

LOTS (buildingstructures): Buildings will be predominantly 1 or 
stories high, but may reach up to 4 or 5 stories. These heights will per 
mit to cover a wide variety of dwelling options. 

LOTS (coverage): assumed to be variable and of little or no signifi 
cance. Despite rules, land is usually completely covered at the satura 

mortion stage. of development, when the teed arises of lodging 
population without going into more expensive multistory structures 
This pressure put on the land is difficult to control, for various rea 

http:there':.re
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sons: the lack of realistic codes; the lack of government mechanisms 
and resources for enforceaent; the lack of oth.: options offered by the 
government; etc. 

The public sector could determine an adequate land coverage, but 
at the same time, it should create the instruments of control through 
groups of owners sharing the tenancy and use of the same semiprivate 
area. The models contemplate this option by including layouts that 
expand semiprivate land in clusters of individual lots. By minimizing 
the private land of the lots and maximizing the land owned in condo
minium, control of open areas is assured, because even in the event 
that some individual may overbuild on his own property, he will be 
preventedi by the others from encroaching on the land owned in com

a Im amm'dwtl a a 
'VS,*I... 

WWI 
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PRO HOGAR, Mexico Citytt I 150 

Figure 1: EXAMPLES OF LOT COVERAGE AND LAND SUBDIVISION IN 
MEXICO CITY. (Taken from: URBAN DWELLING ENVIRONMENTS: MEXICO 
CITY, Davila. Bazant. Cortes, Espinosa; Cambridge. Massachusetts, 1974.) 

PRO iIOGAR (top). Plan of 400m x 400m segment. Gridiron layout, row houses. 

low income private development. Density: 410 people/Ha. Colonial Pro Hogar was 
developed in the early 1940's for workers of nearby industries. The lots are almost 

completely covered with buildings, for the backyards have been filled with rental 
apartments and rooms. Only small opeiiings remain in a few of the lots. The public 
streets have become the only spaces available for play and other outdoor social activi
ties. 

"S 
I 

TEPITO (bottom). Plan of 400m x 400m segment. Grid layout, low income, pri
vate tenement. Density: 796 people/Ha. Tepito is located in the city center near El 
Z6calo, the Cathedral and the Piesidenlial Palace. It combines the largest second

hand market and the largest area of "slum tenements" (vecindades). It began to develop in the 1840's. The blocks are entirely covered with shops on the periphery and s 0 

tenements on the interior. The white spinal columns on the plan are the narrow open 
alleys used by the tenants as playgrounds and for social activities. 

TEPITO, Mexico City
E:s000 
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2.25 LAND DEVELOPMENT 

CONSIDERATIONS.PLANNING/DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT 
should be considered in

The mode of development for the project 


order to determine staging priorities. Data are recorded in plans, 


charts, reports. Alternatives should be identified in terms of progres-


sive, instant, combined, 

should be consid-

DEFINITIONS. Three modes of development 


ered: Progressive is essentially the traditional procedure of the con-


struction of the dwelling and the development of the local infrastruc-

often starting with provisional

ture to current standards by stages, 

structures and underdeveloped land. It is generally practiced by the 

popular sector in illegal developments or by squatters with de facto 

security of tenure and an adequate building site. Instant is the formal 

and modern development procedure in which all the structures and 

services are completed before occupation. It is generally practiced by 

the private sector in commercial developments for the middle- and 

high-income population, and by the government in public housing. In 

the U.S.A. "super" instant developments have reached a peak in the 
"pack-

so-called "turnkey" projects, which are complete housing 
car-

ages," provided with appliances, built-in cabinets, closets and 
The models illus-

pets, ready to be occupied at the "turn of a key." 

trated further on (See: THE MODELS, page 105) are suitable for the 

is on progressive developments,
two nodes although the emphasis 

Conabined is the development procedure which utilizes both progres-

sive and instant modes. It may be practiced in large projects involving 
as private organiza-

different types of programs and public as well 

tions. 
In the development process, those urban elements relatively perma-

and those relatively changeable should be distinguished. They
nent 
are characterized by land utilization and land tenure. The permanent 

elements are intrinsically the public and the semipublic land, which 

tenure and a utilization that, once determined,
have untransferable 
will seldom change. The changeable elements are intrinsically the pri-

vate and semiprivate land, which have transferable tenure, and which 

can be reduced or expanded in size by subdivision or by annexing ad-

jacent properties, and which may contain all kinds of structures that 

are in a continuous process of change. Public and semipublic land can 

grow, if necessary, by taking private land, by direct purchase or by 
The pri

expropriation. All these are costly procedures in most cases. 


vate and semiprivate land cannot grow by taking pubic land and can
 

only change within.
 
It is clear that an important question in any plan of development is 

the layout, extension and distribution of the different types of land 

utilization. In the case of public and semipublic land, this is an im

portant point, not only for reasons of economy and efficiency as pre

viously discussed in other sections, but also because while an excess of 

public and semipublic laInd is wasteful, scarcity is also undesirable if 

the need to provide a new 
and when, in later stages of development, 


school or playground makes imperative the purchase or expropriation
 
now high-priced. In the

of a relatively large piece of land that is by 
possibility of 

case of private and semiprivate land, since there is no 

change either in shape or in size, the flexibility or capacity for change 

an adequate size and proportion of the block that will
depends on 
allow changes and modifications within. Narrow blocks, 30m to 40m 

totally in
wide, as frequently found in site and services projects. are 

will constrain the possibilities of internal
adequate because they 

these narrow
changes to the point of paralysis. When, in addition, 

blocks are trapezoidal or curvilinear in shape, the condition is critical. 

in a large site and services project proposed for
This was the case 

Dakar, Senegal.
 

A DEVELOPMENT PLAN should be prepared after preliminary 

studies in terms of stages; time; population to be settled; financing; 

social, economic and physical programs. Rigid plans or plans that do 

not leave room for changes are inoperative. A good plan is only antici

patory in the best of cases, particularly when it recognizes that land 

and modes of development are inseparable
utilization, circulation, 
and interacting systems. For example, the staging of utilities will de

termine patterns of land utilization and vice versa. Maximum FLEXI-

BILITY should be provided to facilitate a continuous, smooth process 

evaluation an revision. The INITIAL
of construction, habitation, 

DEVELOPMENT should permit; easy and direct access from existing
 

to public transportation or ex
roads; convenient pedestrian access 

tension of rapid transit; immediate utilization of existing available 

utilities, services and adjacent community facilities; minimization of 

costs to allow the focusing of resouices on higher-priority items; and 
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the rapid creation of an environment for the community. 
It is paramount to set the stage for community activities from the 

very beginning. This need is attested by abundant evidence, social and 
economic. Anyone recognizes that the environment plays an impor
tant function in helping people to become identified with their sur
roundings and to share common interests; so much so, that if the en- I
vironment does not contribute, the result is not neutral but destruc
tive. For this reason it is essential to rapidly set the stage from the be- 7. 
ginning. Negative and positive examples of these conditions are fre
quently found. In the public housing projects of instant devclopment
it is easy to recognize that positive environmental conditions have Figure 1: PROGRESSIVE DEVELOPMENT. Kale, Ankara, Turkey. Low iwov.e. 
been ignored in favor of decorative or graphic effects for the benefit of traditional urban houses, popular development. (Taken from: URBAN DWELLING 
th6 blueprints. The consequences are more than grotesque because ENVIRONMENTS. Ankara. Turkey; K. Bulent Tokman; Cambridge. Massachu
they affect people; in fact, the deficient configuration of areas of dif- setts. 1975.) 

ferent land utilization and the layout of buildings make very difficult 
tion of an environment for the community, and make very difficult thethe use and maintenance of the grounds, make very difficult the crea- I . -- "' ."
social control that results from friendly relationships among users. Inptido agn irnmegan for thecommunityoandomaketer iffuth the- I -,'-fi - ------Gs_ - -"-

stead, the setting facilitates apathy, indolence, vandalism. This is re- -.. 
peated again and again in the "pampas" of concrete of the "_-nonu- -- ___ 

mentality"-inspired public housing in Mexico City, as west as in the , ,
green areas" covered by garbage in the "garden city" public housing 7 ,-/ 

in Nairobi. /
The situation is quite different in the popular settlements: squatters 

' 

"" M ---
communities or illegal developments where the stage for community n I
 
activitties is created from the start. Because of necessity coupled with *--------------
lack of economic resources, the users resort to their ingenuity and • 6
 
imagination to develop places for the daily life of the community. "--.
 
Such is the case of stores, kiosks, open-air markets built in the squat- "
 
ter settlements in Nairobi. The people lay out these places and then ", -..
 
erect simple stalls with wood posts and bamboo cane as.a frame; • ....... -- ...
leaves, tin, cardboard, plastic sheets as a cover. There they sell vega- ""-----"--.-.. 

tables, food staples, and household goods. The market is the center of"- - _-- _"
 

economic activity and the main source of self-employment in the 
neighborhood but, equally important, it is the meeting place for the 

1:2500community. Figure 2: INSTANT DEVELOPMENT. Villa Socorro. Medel'n. Colombia. Low 

income, group housing, private development. (Taken from: URBAN DWELLING 
ENVIRONMENTS. Caminos, Turner. Steffian: M.LT. Press. Cambridge. Massa
chusetts. 1969.) 
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2.26 BASIC AND PHYSICAL-ECONOMIC 
DIAGRAMS 

CONSIDERATIONS.PLANNING/DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT 
Basic and physical-economic diagrams for the project should be con-

sidered in order to anticipate physical-economic effects. Data are re-

in plans, charts, reports. Patterns should be identified incorded 
terms of circulation, land utilization, land commercial potential, land 

demand and market land values, 
BASIC DIAGRAM. An urban area is essentially formed by the 

combination of two environments that can be the stage for all kind of 

activities and functions. In one, the emphasis is on any function ex-

cept circulation. In the other, the emphasis is on circulation over any 

other activity. The differences in emphasis are an important factor in 

defining the main channels oi circulation and basic networks of utili-

ties. The following call be assumed: the first environment is provided 

by private, semiprivate and semipublic land; the second environment 

is provided by public land. (See: LAND UTILIZATION, pages 92-

94.) 

These two environments can be represented in a basic diagram in 

order to identify the primary most permanent structure of an urban 

layout and to provide a reference framework. A few simplifications 

should be performed in the diagram: a) to dispense with accessory ele-

mens such as lots, since it is important to make them independent of 

the circulation and not its determinant; b) to use only primary ele-

inents such as the blocks. 
The basic diagram as well as the matching physical-economic dia-

grams shown on the opposite page, represent only the gridlayouts of 

the models illustrated further on. (See: MATRIX OF20 BASIC REF-

ERENCE MODELS. pages 108-109.) These particular layouts are 

constituted of grid blocks of medium size and I50m/Ha as the unit 

length of circulation. (See: CIRCULATION SYSTEM, page 128.) 

Also, the central block provides the semipublic land; the perimeter 

blocks provide the semiprivate and private land. 

The diagrams do not represent the two GRIDIRON LA YOUTS. 

included also in the models, 
PHYSICAL-ECONOMIC DIAGRAMS. Circulation and land utili-

zatlion patterns determine patterns of commercial potential, of de-

mand and market land values. The physical plan should attempt to 

recognize these relations because they are reflected in the density of 

population, type of construction, and intensity of commercial activity, 

which particularly affects the configuration of both lots and buildings 

in terms of size. ifthe physical plan does not anticipate these relations 

or does not have flexibility to channelize the forces that they repre

sent, the results are negative for the community. Several examples 
as may help illustrate this point. The most common cases are found, 

usual, in public housing. There are projects in which the developing 

agency expressly forbids shops and workshops in public housing. 

the need has been filled in different ingenious ways.Consequently, 
Street vendors are one of them. They temporarily park their vehicles 

in strategic points. But if the business prospers, the temporary be

comes permanent. Here a lack of provision has been partially solved 

by popular enterprise. But the situation is often not better in those de

velopments where the agency has proceeded with opposite criteria and 

provided spaces for shops on the ground floors of the buildings. Un

fortunately, the spaces are dispersed and inadequately located. As a 

result, nobody is interested in renting them, they remain vacant, and 

they are soon vandalized and filled with garbage. 

But the implications of ignoring these physical-economic patterns 

are really more serious. The families are deprivt of perhaps the most 

important source of employment or additional iource of income; the 
accessfamilies are deprived of popular facilities and services: of easy 

in terms of short distances, small and frequent purchases, and credit 

without credit cards; the families are denied the possibilities of pro

gressive improvements; the traditional places of social activity in the 

neighborhood are eliminated, such as corner shops, etc. 

to the planned examples, the physical environmentAs a contrast 
created by squatters and illegal developments have flexibility and ca

pacity to absorb changes in many instances. Such is the case of the 

Mathare Valley settlement in Nairobi. In Mathare the development is 

progressive; self-employment prevails, with manufactured products 

that supply the local needs: clothing, shoes, household utensils, furni

ture, and even "changa," a corn gin illegally brewed on the premises. 

In Mathare, also, the "companies" or cooperatives speculate for lack 

of control but they still represent an important r source in the provi

sion of dwellings for the low-income groups. The Mathare settlements 

have developed steadily along a strip of land between a small river and 
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a major road. As can be imagined, the most valuable land is adjacent 	 .j I I L 
to the road. There, the original huts of mud and wattle are being 	 40M + PUBLIC: Street Mde IV 
rapidly replaced by better structures made of timbers, clapboard or -- IV-T AND
 
corrugated iron sheets to accommodate shops, small industries, and 
 ,SEhMPIVATE:rooms for rent. These structures have been developed by the "coin- PUBLI # 	 Loos, dwellings. etc.
panies" or cooperative societies constituted a few years after the be- I 
ginning of the invasions. But farther from the road and closer to the I ] ecroo. et.river, the original huts are still there. In Mathare, in short, the physi- recrai,. ,t.
 
cal environment is in continuous change and reflects the different de
mands put on the land.The accompanying diagrams are a very crude attempt at recogniz-	 L ] E 1F 
ing these physical-economic patterns. Nevertheless, their purpose is 	

om + PUBIC Stree M I + 
AII D"- I 

twofold: a) to recognize or anticipate the effect of the previously men- BAc DAGEA 
tioned forces on the models; b) to incorporate in the models the pro
per physical configuration that will take advantage of these forces. In 
addition, the diagrams help to project an image of the possible pro- PV 	 PBI 
cess of development. The diagrams only indicate zones in a schematic Street Mde IV 
manner; it must be clear that within these zones there will be other 
spots or subzones, such as corners or the private land across from the PUBLI: 
semipublic land, that will be insertions of a different pattern. Further-	 Street Mode; I 

more, because of the general character of the models, it has been de- S PUBL,: 
cided to maintain the diagrams at a simple level to illustrate a prin- " Street 1,11 
ciple more than a*nything else. In real cases, the acknowledgment of
local factors will allow the developing of more detailed diagrams. 

EMOAAUOUM lAND VUAVU OWlJZllgDlA6dlM 

A 

B 	 Ashi 
8B medium high 
C: medium lowFigure i: THREE DIAGRAMS. The basic diagram shows the primary structure of C 0: low

lhe urban layout, which is a configuration of blocks and streets. Within this diagram, + +
circulation and land utilization patterns determine patterns of commercial potential, CoMMECAL POTENTIAL. LAND DEMAND. 
of demand, and market land values as shown in the last two diagrams. LAND VALUE DIAGRAM 
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Water and Sanitation: 	 Providing safe water and sanitation fac'lities to 
the urban poor, particularly to densely populatedBasic Needs

Meeting Bsquatter settlements, is among the most difficult
 

The members of the United Nations have de- challenges faced by officials. Ideal or preferred
 

clared the 1980s to be the Drinking Water and solutions, such as waterborne sewerage and indi
vidual house connections, are usually too expen-

Sanitation Decade. However, to provide safe wate; ° 

sive for urban poverty groups, at least initially. The
and excreta-disposal systems to all people is an 

more than one costs of installing and maintaining a sewerageenormous task, considering that 

system, for example, may amount to as much as
billion currently lack these services and that an-
50% of a community's income. 5% of income forother billion will also have to be served during the 


1980s, based on the projected population growth. water and sanitation services is frequently used as
 

Table I shows the number of urban dwellers in a rule of thumb for estimating affoidability. Often.
 
however, that is an unreasonable and unrealistic
developing countries in need of access to safe 


water.* At least an equal number (about 1/3 of the burden for the poor.
 
urban population) need improved excreta-disposal In addition to financial considerations, cultural,
 

systems, according to WHO statistics. technical, inutitutional, political, and other factors
 
must be investigated. What is important is to
 

TABLE I: Urban Water Needs consider the range of alternatives, which we will
 
attempt to do in this issue. 

Etlmated Total 
Lacking Access Population 
To Sahi Supply To Be Served Water for the Urban Poor 

(millions;) 1975-1985 
Table II presents a classification of types 01Region' 

Eastern Africa 7.8 10.6 water-supply services. The extent to which this 
Western Africa .6 19.7 service is continuous, phased into other types o
 
EMENA 2 16.2 46.0 service, and includes "community education" mus
 
Latin America also be taken into account in doing urban develop
and Caribbean 47.0 87.8 ment projects.
 

East Asia and
 
Pacific 30.9 53.8
 

Table I: Major Types of Service136.1South Asia 78.9 
TOTAL 	 189.5 363.1 A.Individual house connections with multiple taps. 

B. 	House connections with single taps 
B1. Individual house connections with single tap oi 
a tap installed in a core facility, sometimes includinc'World Bank operational regions. 

2Europe. Middle East, North Africa 	 a wash basin, a shower, and a WC. 

82. A "courtyard" or "patio" single tap connection 
Without better water and sanitation facilities, used by one family or groups of families.
 

public health programz, cannot succeed inasmuch
 
responsible C. Standpipes-public.as excreta-related diseases are for 


many of the most common and severe illnesses in D. Wells, springs and surface sources.
 
urban areas (cholera, typhoid, dysentery, malaria,
 
and those associated with worms). In a 1971 study
 
of West African cities, for example, about 40% of Energy. Waler an'
reotdillnesses were water related, the most "PU Report No. PUN 31. World Bank. 
reported iTelecommunications Department. August 1977 This issu 
common being malarial, gastro-intestinal, and relies heavily on the research of this Department. particularly 

parasitical diseases. As noted in TUE (Vol. 2, No. its seven volume study of appropriate technology for water 
1), small children suffer most from these illnesses. supply and waste disposal in developing countries (1978) 

"' L 3yE t?IS0.blhsnearnoniiybly yhP,, 3unciI for International Urban Liaison. 8 18 18tri Sireet NW Washington D C 20006 asaclearin; 

" ca e perience n iow COS se. :e delivery ano employment creation proiects in Ile,, e, ping countries Material apoear ina nere 

- --'e !r qou;c,- c,:a.l)r Cc.- - of rewints aoprecialed Herbert H Werinr. Ecaior George G Wynne Pbulications Direc." 



E Rainwater collection, 

F Truck and vendor delivery to duor or distribution 

point, 

The per-capita costs of providing household 
connections to urban dwellers is estimated to be 

almost three times the amount necessary for 
standpipes. However, the price-difference may be 
even greater than this, depending on such factorsas number of taps provided, sources and quantity 
of wateravaila of psoe goodytapsiled and 
of water, availability of skilled personnel and good 
materials, topography and soil type, accessibility, 
organizational and financial arrangements, politi-
cal and cultural conditions, etc. 

Because of 	 the expense of individual house 
connections, some governments are recognizing 
the possibility of initially introducing standpipes to 
low-income areas and then, as it ,ecomes finan-
cially feasible, to convert them to yard connections 
and, ultimately, house connections. Because lower 
income groups are frequently ignorant of the 
relationship between unclean water and disease, a 
hygiene-education program should be instituted in 
parallel with or ahead of a water project. With 
increasing public understanding of the importance 
higher level of service. In a Latin American city, thishighs rvir l velof 	 ati A m rica ciy, histanks.e. n a 

happened within five years of standpipe construc-
petition for a full watertion, causing barrios to meere hose on-distibuionnetorkincudin 

distribution network including metered house con-
nections. Examples of countries which are ap-
proaching their water-supply problems in a pro-
gressive way include: 

e Liberia 
In Monrovia, as in many other cities, many of the 

poorest inhabitants are found scattered among 
high income residential areas as well as in high 

The poor in highdensity, well defined slum areas. 
income residential areas often obtain their water 

through illegal connections. However, an esti-
mated 70,000 Monrovians have limited or no access 
to pipe water. 

To encourage legal connections in areas with 
access to piped water, the current $35 water
connection charge will be abolished in the first 
World Bank-supported water supply project here. 
Instead, a more progressive tariff structure will be 
introduced, subsidizing service to the poor. At the 
same time, about 100 standpipes are to be in-
stalled, together with more than 50,000 feet of 
piping, providing water to most of the city's slum 
areas. 

9 Cameroon 

The Cameroon Republic is currently planning to 


provide all urban residents with water service by 


1990. The approach being used is to provide: 

individual house connections at 10 persons per 


connection to the upper 40-50% income group in 

the 30% in allDouala and 	 Yaounde and upper 

secondary centers: yard connections serving 30-

35 % of the 	 population with an average of 50 

persons to connection in all centers; and the 

remainder with standpipes at 500 persons per 

standpipe. 

While cost recovery through the 	use of yard 
some of theconnections should be possible in 

better organized urban communities, the govern

recognizes the difficulty of cost-recovery ofment 
standpipe consumption. Consequently, a cross
subsidization 	system is being developed, under 

of the cost of the project is beingwhich much 
borne by commercial and industrial customers. 

* Philippines 
Currently, less than half of Manila's 5.5 million 

population receive water from the Metropolitan 
Waterworks and Sewerage System (MWSS). The 
others are largely dependent upon vendors, wells, 
or rainwater containers, resulting in water likely to 
be expensive, unreliable, and polluted. 

Under a World Bank-financed $130 million 
water-supply project. 60% of the population is to be 
provided a safe water supply by 1982. However, 
there is the problem of what to do in the mean
while for those without any water supply at all. As a 
possible solution, a pilot project is being attempted 
in Pateros, a poor municipality of approximately 
40,000 within Metro Manila. This will involve bring
ing in water by road tankers, filled at MWSS 
pumping stations or similar installations, during 
off-peak hours, and discharged into large storage 

For this pilot project, a system of five distribution 
points has been devised, located so that most 
families will be within 300 meters of one of them. 
Each family will be allocated no more than 2 gals. 
per head per day, but this would be available at a 
controlled price which would be considerably 

lower than that charged by vendors. Thus, for the 
first time, the quality, reliability, and price of the 
supply would be guaranteed; and residents would 
no longer be totally dependent upon water ven

dors, though they could continue to buy additional 
water from them. 

By 1982, when the main supply will be available, 
no household will be farther than 200 meters from a 

standpipe. Each household will then be provided 
with at least 20 liters per capita per day. 

Paying for Water 
Some countries could provide the poor with 

access to safe water if they could develop a system 
for charging users and collecting the amounts 
owed. The lack of such a system may mean that 
higher-income groups with household connections 
escape paying for water, while low-income groups, 

dependent upon vendors, are increasingly bur
dened by the cost of water. In one large Central 

city, for example, many low-incomeAmerican 
families pay seven times as much for water per liter 

as middle-income families and five times as much 
as high-income families. Consequently, their per

capita water consumption is about one-fifth the 
average consumption here. 

Water-metering is the conventional approach 

used to charge for water supplies and to prevent 

waste of water.* Without it, cities face the expense 

*World Bank, PU. Report No. PUN 29 a,June 1977 
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not only of providing increabing quantities of water 
but also of removing, treating. and disposing of 
additional wastewater. 

Unfortunately, many countries lack the adminis-
trative capacity to keep meters properly repaired 
and read and to detect and repair leaks. In one 
large East African city, according to a recent World 
Bank study, only about 40% of the water delivered 
was being metered, and much of that was of 
dubious accuracy. In many cities, over 50% of the 
water is unaccounted for or wasted. The problem i 
particularly great for cities in which much of the 
water comes out of standpipes. However, research 
is currently being undertaken into coin-activated or 
similar dispensing mechanisms suitable for use on 
these standpipes. While more research and experi-
mentation is needed, some countries have devel-
oped innovative administrative systems for dealing 
with this problem, including: 

* Sudan 
In Port Sudan, standpipes are situated every 40-

50 houses in a number of the newer serviced areas. 
Each standpipe is rented to a kiosk owner who is 
responsible for the connection. The water ismetered and sold at a standard rate to the kiosk 
owner, who resells it at controlled prices to the 
public. In addition to small sales carried away in 
tins, a number of houses are supplied by pipes 

connected to kiosk meters, based on which 
consumers pay the kiosk owners. 

* Kenya 
Under the second World Bank-financed Kenya 

Urban Project, the Nairobi City Council has agreed 
to provide water kiosks at appropriate locations in 
a number of low-income areas of the city. Opera-
tors will be licensed and regulated. To ensure that 
water is supplied at a cost affordable by the poor, 
water charges to kiosk operators will be reduced by 
50%, enabling them to reduce their charges to 
customers by about two-thirds. Inspections are to 
be periodically carried out to ensure that the 
appropriate quality, quantity, and cost of water is 
maintained. 

Brazil 
Because of the difficulties of water-metering, 

some countries absorb the costs of providing water 
through high lump-sum charges for an initial 
connection and subsequent high monthly fixed 
charges. However, according to World Bank re-
search, consumers in the lowest 40% of income 
levels typically use only 12% of the total domestic 
water consumption. Therefore, to give these con-
sumers service at half-cost would only add 7% to 
the bills of the other consumers. 


In Salvador, the State Water Company charges a 
highly subsidized water connection fee to poor 
people. In Recife, the State Water Company 
charges full average costs as a connection fee, but 
this is forgiven on a case-by-case basis. In 1977, it 
forgave t2% of connection fees. The State Water 
Company in Fortaleza is proposing to capitalize 
connection costs into the tariff structure and only 
charge nominal connection fees. In Florianopolis 
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and Juiz de Fora, the water companies agreed to 
work with the planning agencies to define poor 
areas so that connection fees would not be a 
serious impediment to the obtaining of water 
supplies by the urban poor. W 

Community Acceptance 
There are many examples of people ignoring, 

rejecting, or misusing sanitary and water facilities 
provided by governments.* Each innovation re
quires behavioral changes or adjustments: accep
tance of increased taxes or charges, new hygienic 
practices, cooperation with neighbors to maintain 
the facility and prevent misuse of it, training and 
supervision of children's utilization, etc. Unless 
people understand and appreciate what is offered 
or available, innovation may do more harm than 
good. 

What is necessary is increased communication 

or dialogue between communities and government 
agencies. Using a dialogue approach, agencies 
should encourage communities to play a major role 
in: (1) defining their existing situation; (2) choosing 
among alternatives: (3) determining methods of 
implementation; and (4) setting up social controls 
for continued use and maintenance. 

As pointed out in TUE (Vol. 2, No. 1), cities, such 
as Jakarta, Calcutta, and Manila, use voluntary or 

community health workers to provide information 
to local families on many aspects of health, 
including personal hygiene and environmental 
sanitation. What may alsobe effective are visits to 
demonstration projects, lectures and slide or movie 
presentations (particularly in schools), and the use 
of radio and other mass-media devices. While 
particular attention must be paid to community 
leaders, it is also important to include women 
insofar as they are responsible for the health. 
training, and well-being of their families. 

Training 
Next to insufficient financing, the lack of trained 

personnel was considered in 1970 by officials in 86 
countries to be the greatest constraint to the 
improvement of community water supplies, ac
cording to aWHO survey.*"This same survey found 
that, except in a few countries, training facilities 
were available for only a small fraction of the 
professional staff serving the water sector. It noted 
that, while the situation may be somewhat better 
for subprofessionals in the water supply field, it 
tended to be worse for sanitation or sewerage staff. 

The inadequacy of competent personnel at the 
operating as well as the managerial levels accounts 
for the frequent lack of spare parts and preventive 
maintenance in developing countries. As a result, 
some of these countries excessively rely upon 
European or North American engineers and con
tractors, who are oriented towards highly mech
anized facilities.
 

World Bank. Pu. Report No. RES 15, September 1978 

"World Bank. PU. Report No. PUN 28. June 1977 



Ideally, a sanit ition engineer should have a 
multidisciplinary university education covering the 
fields of engineering, chemistry, biology, and the 
health sciences. It is also important for training to 
continue on the job. In-service training through 
specialized short courses is particularly important 
for sub-professional personnel to supplement 
whatever training they may have received from 
technical institutes, 

Some of the countries that have recognized the 
importance of training in water-supply and sanita-
tion include: 

* Brazil 
Brazil's National Housing Bank (BNH) utilizes 

the Brazilian Association of Sanitary Engineers 
(ABES) to prepare trainers who serve the needs of 
the 22 state-owned water companies, using, when-
ever possible, existing training and educational 
institutions. The policy of BNH is to provide an 
incentive to these companies, facilitating the 
systematic and continuous training of their per-
sonnel at all levels through grants amounting to 1% 
of their payroll. This incentive decreases as the 
states take on the responsibility for training. So far, 
more than 40,000 professional, technical, and 
administrative personnel have benefited. 

Periodically, BNH arranges seminars at attractive 
locations where the directors of state water 
companies can meet with distinguished intellectual 
and business leaders to discuss the planning, 
management, and finance of projects. The purpose 
of these seminars is to get these directors to 
develop a greater concern for the people they 
employ and serve, rather than merely for facilities, 
One outcome has been the establishment by each 
company of similar types of seminars for their 
second tier of executives. 

e Tunisia 
The Tunisian National Water Company 

(SONEDE) has undertaken a comprehensive man-
power management plan for personnel at all levels 
"to create a healthy and positive working environ-
ment." Full use is made of training resources 
provided by government, universities, technical 
institutes, USAID, and other organizations. 

* Colombia 
Since 1966, the Bogota Water and Sewerage 

Company, with World Bank encouragement, has 
had one of the most ambitious programs in Latin 
America to upgrade its organization and staffing. 
The result has been that salaries have improved 
and staff turnover cut. Between 1967 and 1971, the 
number of employees with university degrees 
increased from 44 to 150. In addition, more than 
300 employees during this period were put through 
various types of training programs. Consequently, 
work which used to be contracted entirely to 
consultants is now done to some extent in-house, 

'One of the universities with specialized programs for those 
from developing countries interested in water and waste 
engineering is the Loughborough University of Technology, 
Loughborough. Leics, England. Readers may write to John 
Pickford there for more information, C/o Dept. of Civil 
Engineering. 

Intermediate Sanitation Systems 

Because of the expense of the conventional 
sewerage system, many developing countries are 
studying alternative solutions. The suitability of 
these technologies depends upon water supply 
service levels, soil conditions, housing density, 
financial constraints, hygiene habits, and institu
tional capability. Richard Feachem and Sandy 
Cairncross of the Ross Institute have evaluated a 
number of different systems based on these and 
other considerations. 

John M. Kalbermatten and DeAnne S. Julius of 
the World Bank staff suggest the importance of a 
step-by-step approach, leading from one option to 
another and designed from the outset to minimize 
costs over the long run. Thus, a community could 
initially select one of the low-cost technologies in 
the knowledge that, as their socio-economic status 
improves, it could be upgraded, depending on the 
desires of the users. 

To demonstrate the feasibility of using a staged 
sanitation system, the following schemes are 
described. (See Figure 1) Each scheme could be 
started at &ny stage or terminated at any stage and 
varied as nteeded: 

I. The Naterless Latrine Scheme. The initial 
installation would consist of a ROEC or vault 
latrine with the vault extending outside the latrine 
housing to permit easy emptying. Emptying would 
be required every five years. This stage would last 
until the community water supply was upgraded 
from communal standpipes or wells to yard 
hydrants. With increased water availability the dry 
latrine would be converted to a pour flush latrine by 
adding a squat plate or bowl with inverted siphon 
or aquaprivy waterseal. A baffle and overflow pipe 
would also be added to the vault to carry the 
overflow liquid to a soakage pit or drain field. 
Annual collection of accumulated sludge would be 
required along with a facility to compost or digest 
it. The third stage would begin when the water 
supply service is upgraded to house connections 
and a large quantity of sullage water has to be 
disposed. At this point a small diameter sewer 
system would be constructed to accept the 
overflow from the vaults (replacing the drain 

fields). This solution would permit the use of 
cistern flush toilets. Annual collection of sludge 
would still be required. 
I1. The Pour Flush Latrine Scheme. The initial 

installation would be a pour flush latrine with a 
vault which is emptied by vacuum truck at one 
month intervals. The collected nightsoil would be 
composted, digested, or treated in stabilization 
ponds. As the water supply was upgraded this 
scheme could follow the same second and third 
stages as Scheme I. 
Ill. The Cistern Flush Scheme. This scheme is 
essentially for those few users in an urban poor 
area who already have water connections in their 
houses. It begins at the second stage of Schemes I 
and II but with a flush toilet rather than a hand 

flushed bowl or squat plate. The eventual installa
tion of small bore sewers would depend on water 
usage and population density. 
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Bclow are some examples of countries that are 
following a step-by-step approach, each step being 
based on a realistic assessment of conditions and 
needs. 

9 Tanzania 
In its first World Bank-supported site and service 

project (1974), traditional pit latiines were used for 
excreta-disposal, with construction and mainte-
nance being the responsibility of residents. These 
have proved acceptable enough to be used in 
Tanzania's more recent urban development proj-
ects. 

Because of persistent problems with odour and 
harmful insects, the government has encouraged 
experimentation with possible improvements. One 
apparently useful innovation is the provision of a 
150 mm black-painted vent pipe located externally 
on the sunny side of the latrine superstructure. The 
air in the vent pipe heats up, circulating in such a 

way as to eliminate odours. By screening the vent 

pipe, fly nuisance can be substantially reduced. It 
oralso be designed to be emptied manually 

mechanically. The ventilated pit (VIP) latrine 

appears to be a low-cost, trouble-free, and hy-
gienic solution. 

Following a recent UNDP mission, the Tanzanian 
governnent is planning to construct approximately 
100 VIP latrines in a sites and service area in Dares 

determine the 

can 

Salaam. These will be tested to 
most appropriate methods for construction, empty-

ing, and maintenance. Based upon this research, 

VIP latrines are expected to be used in the 

Morogoro Urban Development Project and other 

projects throughout the country. (We will keep 

readers informed of the results of these tests.) 

• Zambia 
Conventional aqua privies, consisting of water-

filled tanks located directly beneath squatting 
plates have not proven successful in Zambia. The 
water seal frequently has not been maintained, 
causing strong odour and fly or mosquito nui-
sance. 

More successful has been the connection of 
aqua privies tc a low-cost sewerage system, with 

treatment of the sewage in a series of waste 

stabilization ponds. (See Figure 1) Because the 
to carrysewered aqua-privy system is designed 

only sullage (i.e., waste-water), the pipes can be 
mm) and laid at flatsmall in diameter (100-150 

gradients. As such, it is about half the cost of 

conventional sewerage. 
Provided there is a reliable on-site water supply, 

sewered aqua privies work extremely well. In 

Matero, a suburb of Lusaka, they nave worked for 

18 years without any municipal maintenance 

whatsoever. Ordinarily, however, it is important to 
the sewer network and theproperly maintain 

treatment ponds and to regularly desludge the 
treanponds tconcrete-linedtand
aqua-privy tanks. 

'For menmiotsbcrdstations
"Formore information on this subject. readers should write to 

Ross Institute at the London School of i-vgiene and Tropical 

Medicine. Keppel Street, Gower Street. London WC1E 7HT, 

England. 
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Figure 1: Sample Sanitation Sequence 
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a Taiwan 
In Taiwan. sewerage systems serve only a 

minority of the population. In some cities, such as 

Pingtung, there is no public sewerage system for 

the approximately 200,000 population. While 57% 

are served by septic tanks, the remainder is 

dependent upon nightsoil collectors, one-third of 

whom are employed by private contractors. Private 
collectors are most active in the peripheral areas of 

the city where nightsoil is freely collected for 

agricultural use and for use in the local family-size 
biogas plants. 

The city of Pingtung employs 40 workers for its 

public collection of nightsoil from vaults, which 

need only be emptied at fortnightly intervals. While 

much of the work continues to be done by hand, 
using dippers, buckets, and three-wheeled carts, it 
is being increasingly mechanized with the use of 
small motorized vehicles and equipinent. The 
nightsoil is transferred to three 4.2 ton trucks, each 
equipped with an additional trailer of 2 ton 
capacity. Under normal circumstances, one of 
these trucks is held in reserve, while the other two 
are operated. 

e Japan 
While an increasing number of Japanese cities 

are introducing or expanding sewerage systems, 

less than one-third of the population is estimated to 

be served by these systems. Much of the remaining 

population relies upon publicly operated nightsoil 
A considerablecollection and disposa: systems. 


portion of the population uses flush toilets, con

nected to domestic septic tanks.
 
In Kyoto, for example, municipal nightsoil collec

tors serve a population of more than 600.000 within 

a service area of 326.1 sq. km. Using more than 200 

trucks, they collect directly from housevacuum 
hold vaults twice monthly. Removal of sullage from 
areas served by this system is through the use of 

drainage canals maintained by the 
city. 

The nightsoil is either transported to transfer 
or directly to the municipal treatment 

plants. At the transfer stations, the nightsoil is 

stored for discharge into municipal sewers during 
off-peak hours. 



Solid Waste Management 

An increasing number of cities are concerned 

about the problem of trash-collection. Many cities 
garbage collection,have no organized system for about theand citizens increasingly com'.lain 

resulting filth, odour, insects, rats, and diseases. 

made in some developingThe efforts being 
countries, including Egypt, to more effectively use 

inconsdereding Egypt t Vore.effectsomethingscounerss, 

scavengers was considered in TUE (Vol. 2, No. 5). 

We will return to this problem in a later issue.
Readers interested in this subject might wish to 


OF SOLID
(NewDEVELOPING COUNTRIESobtainWASTESFrankIN Flintoff's MANAGEMENT 
CUNTIES 

Delhi: World Health Organization, 1976). It covers, 

among other topics: data gathering, refuse storage 
of collection, use of vehicles, 

WASTS I DEVLOPNG Newhas 

methods, systems 
and disposal, andstreet cleansing, treatment 

used.financial evaluation of methods 

Urban Poverty Targeting in 
World Bank Water 

Supply/Sanitation Projects 
by J. Courtney & A. Coo perstock 

The World Bank has committed itself to a 

program to help national governments alleviate 

poverty in the rapidly growing cities *in the 

developing world. An overall Bank lending target 

has been set for 1980 that at least one-third of all 

urban related lending will be directly beneficial to 

the urban poor. The water supply and sanitation 

projects financed by the Bank are an integral part 

of the program. Recently particular attention has 

been given to improving the planning process to 

significantly increase the benefits to the urban 

poor. As a result, with the new approach to project 

design, it is possible to address the needs of a 

substantially larger number of the urban poor with 

substantially the same or a marginally larger 


can be found,allocation of funds. Many examples 

such as in recent projects in Cameroon, Morocco, 

and the Philippines. 


Meeting the needs of the urban poor requires 

some tailoring of projects to supply water they can 

afford. The prime objective is to spread basic 

benefits in a community. Often this will conflict 

with the traditional patterns of serving the needs of 

the rich first. The poor are often spending a high 

percentage of their income needlessly on costly 

methods of supply, and many are not reached by 
the municipal supply. The goal has been to provide 

a safe arid sanitary supply of basic water (15-20 

litres/capita/day) in a manner that permits reach-

ing the broadest number at a price they can afford. 


This is not a grant program. The projects have to 


be economically iable and financially feasible. 

aInvestments should be structured to provide 


spread of benefits across the whole income range 

with particular focus on the poor population. 


Recent water supply projects reflect this new 

approach. To facilitate the inclusion of urban 

poverty components, specific urban poverty analy-

sis and targeting work has been either pro-

grammed or provided in the past two years for 30 


projects distributed throughout the world. Criteria 
the urban povertyand processes for identifying 

groups and their water supply and sanitation needs 

are now being systematized. A realistic program for 
addressing those needs onis simultaneously being
developed. Insome cases, this means emphasis 

dpipes ondeduced Indso f ses , isme an 

reduced standards of service. e.g., standpipes or 
patio connections rather than house connections; 

which many governments would have to 

be induced to accept or support as an ongoing 
program. Rationing of water may also be required.The process, which has evolved for city-wide 
a ls a r e ing th e or nt
analysis and targeting forfor the urban poor, not onlyonly 

application to water supply and sanitation 
shelter, transport, education,projects, but also to 

and other sectors. Conceptually, the approach is to 
e ua thertyproup is aidntify setors. th 

in aidentify spatially the urban poverty group 

particular city, determine their basic needs (water, 
sanitation, shelter), and develop a program to meet 
these needs over a five to ten year period. In doing 

the urban poverty analysis, consideration is given 
to the following factors: 

1) the size and location of the urban poverty 
target group in the project city or cities; 

2) the need of the target group for basic 
water/sanitation services which the project could 
provide; 

3) the impact of the project on the target group 
after the project is completed; 

4) the number of the urban poor which will still 
remain in need of the projects' basic sprvices after 
its completion and how these will be provided, by 
whom and over what period of time. 
Obviously the earlier this is done in the project 
development cycle, the more influential the work 
will be io directing funds for water supply and 
sanitation to satisfy the urban poverty groups' 
basic needs. 

The poor are the main victims of inadequate-or 
non-existent-water supply and sanitation both 
because of inability to pay and lack of knowledge 
of the consequences of their unsanitary living 
conditions. Recognizing this fact, the Bank is 
placing increasing emphasis on the needs of the 
poor. Thus, it requires the following to be taken 
into account: 

(1) the percentage of the poor benefiting from 
the project relative to others served; and 

(2) the percentage of the project cost (and the 
loan/credit amount) producing direct benefits to 
the urban poor. 

A recent detailed look at ten World Bank water 
supply and sanitation loans for FY 79, amounting to 
about US $690 million, shows that an estimated 22 

aremillion people-of whom 9.7 million (42%) in 
the urban poverty group-will benefit directly. In 
individual projects, the percentage of urban poor 

low of 11% to abeneficiaries ranges widely from a 
high of 70%. 

The experience to date has resulted in a sub
stantial improvement in the techniques and meth
ods used. A new sensitivity has emerged which is 

anow reflected in current project design. While 
good start has 6een made, there is still a big job to 
be done to meet the urban poor's basic water and 
sanitation needs. 
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Traditional Construction: The following are suggestions that have beenAdapting Old Ways made to encourage the development and use of 
Indigenous materials:In developing countries as a whole, it is esti- (1) Suppliers of locally produced building mamated that about 10% of total employment is terials 
should be given preferential treatment inderived from construction activity. Insofar as the regard to government contracts, credit, and recapital investments per worker are kept low by search or training programs.
enterprises involved, this industry is a good em-
 (2) Residents using local materials should beployment source for the urban poor. Moreover, (2e resints using h ese
while not actually employees of the construction liven 
 training and assistance in using these
industry, a large percentage of the population are naterials.
periodicaliy active in it because of the traditions of (3) Existing prejudices against local materialsself-help building. Consequently, the United Na- hould be reduced by demonstration programs,tions has recommended that public policy "be iass-media presentations, and marketing or prodirected towards preserving, encouraging, and iotion efforts. Public buildings should set animproving this type of production." xample, using local materials as much as possi-Traditional construction is often of high quality le, based on design competitions among proand durability. In Botswana, for example, thatch ,=ssional societies. In urban development projects,roofing and mud bricks can be expected to have special effort should be made to design and
life spans of 20 years or more with only minimal construct community facilities and model houses
investments in rnaintenance" (see Figure 1). with this objective in mind.

Unfortunately, many countries have attempted to (4) Wherever necessary, governments shouldimpose unrealistically high construction standards set up production centers for standardized doors,in urban areas, thereby discouraging traditional windows, flooring, furniture, bricks, and other suchtechnologies. This practice may stem from the use structural components. In addition, they may haveof European or North American standards and to establish cooperative stores for these products,codes or from an excessive reliance on foreign if the private distribution system is inadequate.

contractors and professionals. Typically, the effect

of this is to divert more than 50% of total building
costs into the importation of building materials. Figure 1.SoN block house with thatched roof under construc-Another is that imported materials often inflate don i Botswana (left) and completed structure (right).building costs. In Ghana, for example, experts have

indicatad that it is possible to reduce the cost of a

house by 15% through using such indigenous

components as fired clay products, stabilized soil,

and limber rather than those currently used. Thus,
 
only 8%of the value of this house would have to be
imported instead of 40%. Delays stemming from 2 ,. : .
the lack of facilities are additional reasons for 

reducing imports. In some countries, shortages of 

' '.
 
J ''-'imported building materials are estimated to cause ' 

the final building costs to fluctuate by as much as 
60% above the initial tendered sum. These highercosts result from the need of contractors to pay *Er Kessler, AROLE FOR REPLENISHING RESOURCES INmore for scarce materials and to pass on to SHELTER PROGRAMS (Washington, D.C.: Foundation forconsumers the costs of employees kept idle by Cooperative Housing. 1979); BUILDING MATERIALS INDUSshortages. TRY, UNIDO Monograph No. 3. 1979. 

The Uran E"p ,s pblished monthly by the Ccuncil for international Urban Liaison. 818 18th Street, NW. Washington. D C. 20006. as a clearingh,ouse for praclica' experience in low cost servce delivery and employment creation projects in dev elop:no countriesmay be reprn!t. with source citatic- Matcriat aopearing rerenCopies of reorinig annrizpeikl~ W.orh1rt W U -..-r--, ^...  - - . 



(5) Governments should improve their research 
programs dealing with the replenishment, process-
ing, and utilization of local materials. Insofar as
local materials are subject to pest and water 
damage, structural weakness, and rapid deteriora
tion, ways should be studied to protect and 
strengthen them. Likewise, the technology of 
assembling, finishing, standardizing, and trans
porting these materials may have to be improved.

While here emphasizing the importance of 
developing indigenous materials, other considera
tions must also be taken into account in making
appropriate technological decisions, including
speed of delivery, initial cost, recurrent cost, labor 
requirements, ease of maintenance, and replicabil
ity." Mud bricks, for example, are not necessarily the 
best choice for a large urban housing project. The 
location and climate may not be suitable. The soil 
may not be good enough, or it may be expensive to 
analyze and use properly. Experienced supervisory
personnel may not be available. Nevertheless, the
following countries, among others, have recog
nized the importance of encouraging the use of 
indigenous materials in some of the ways indi
cated: 

0 Peru 
Peru's Colegio de Ingenieros (College of En

gineerS), encouraged by the Ministry of Housing
and Construction has established what is called the 
Proyecto Experimental de Vivienda (Experimental
Housing Project). This project has received UNDP 
aid in helping the local building industry to adopt
appropriate technology. 

The result of one of its efforts has been the 
development of interlocking sand-cement blocks 
requiiing minimal amounts of mortar and reducing
the need for reinforced concrete. Under this 
system (EDI Thermond), 400 blocks, each weigh-
ing 5 kilograms, can be made daily in a hand mold. 

By using them, builders can reduce their costs by 

an estimated 15%. 


The PREVI-UNDP program, under the direction 

of Christopher Alexander, has also developed a 

system for spraying two-pound density poly-

urethane fire-retardant foam on six-centimeter 

diameter bamboo rods placed over plywood tem-
plates. This process makes beams that are half as 
expensive as comparable reinforced concrete 
beams. Because they are relatively light in weight,
they can be readily handled by two men and cut 
with simple tools. 

Peru's Ministry of Housing and Construction is 
interested not only in research but also in techni-
cal assistance and training, particularly for those in 
low-income areas undertaking self-help and mu-
tual-help construction. This training is carried out 
by the Housing Institute (INIAVI), with the assis-
tance of the College of Engineers. For this purpose,
it has prepared a number of simple manuals,
including an amusing as well as excellent one in 
comic book form on brick construction. (See
Figure 2.) 

*John Burfield and Alastair Law, CONSTRUCTION STAN-DARDS AND METHODS APPROPRIATE FOR SIMPLE BUILD-
ING NEEDS. World Bank. 1979. 

Figure 2: The Importance of a Beem or Girder 
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* India 
The Central Building Research Institute (CBRI)

in Roorkee, Uttar Pradesh has made a great many
contributions to India's building industry based on 
experiments witn local clay for precast tile units,
corrugated-clay roofing sheets, structural flooring
units, reinforced brick, and reinforced-brick con
crete.* The pre-cast tile units (Guna tile) are 110 
cm long, 25 cm wide, and 12 mm deep, and weigh
41 kg. Compared with conventional reinforced 
concrete (RC) slabs, they require 28% less cement 
and 55% less steel. The corrugated-clay sheets can 
be made with hand-labor, and are water-resistant 
and strong enough for general roofing purposes.
The reinforced brick (RB) slabs have proven to be 
about 10% less expensive than RC slabs, and they 
are used extensively in India as an alternative to RC 
slabs for floors and roofs of residential buildings.

CBRI has also introduced an alternative to 
thatched roofing. In India, as in othermost 
developing countries, thatched roofs are built of 
locally available grass or palm leaves, supported on 
wooden posts and rafters and tied to suitably
placed bamboo battens. While cheap and relatively 
easy to construct, they deteriorate rapidly, harbor 
insects, and catch fire easily. The chemicals that 
are sometimes used to make these roofs more 
durable and fireproof have to be imported and need 
frequent reapplication in rainy weather. For this 
reason, CBRI has developed a stabilized mud 
plaster, which is applied on the lower surface of the 
roof to reduce its rate of burning. As an extra 
precaution, a thin wash of mud can be appliedperiodically on top of the roof. 

'National Technical Information Service (discussed later),
ROOFING IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES. PB-234. 503. 1974. 
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Another roofing material that CBRI has success-
fully experimented with is coconut husks. Since 
coconut husks comprise ten per cent of Calcutta's 
waste, their use in construction not only utilizes a 
material in abundant supply, but helps to solve the 
problem of their disposal. CBRI has developed a 
machine that chips the husks of mature coconuts, 
prepares roofing board from the husks and renders 
these boards waterproof with the addition of a resin 
adhesive. Roofs made from coconut husks in this 
manner have been shown to be sufficiently imper-
vious to fire as to need no fire-retardant treatment. 

CBRI is making an effort to reduce the need for 
cement, steel, and imported asbestos. It has 
therefore been developing techniques and ma-
chinery, used at factories or construction sites, to 
manufacture and install innovative roofing units. 
One of these-a precast doubly curved tile unit-
weighs only 27.2 kg and needs no reinforcement at 
the edge beams. Using this tile, it was possible at a 
site in Delhi to save 25% in the consumption of both 
cement and steel, compared with the conventional 
RC slab. Another-a precast cellular tile unit-
could be used with 30% less cement and 70% less 
steel when rectangular beams were added to 
support the units. Other units that were developed
-prefabricated concrete; double-cored; precast 
channel; and precast-concrete waffle-required 
more cement or steel but offered such advantages 
as design flexibility and construction ease. 

Because of the common use of asbestos-cement 
corrugated sheets in India, some U.S. $14 million 
worth of chrysolite asbestos must be imported 
annually. To conserve foreign exchange, the CBRI 
has developed a process for full or partial replace-
ment of imported chrysolite with indigenous 
amphibole asbestos. It has also successfully used 
fly ash (a by-product of coal-burning power-
generating plants) as a partial substitute for 
cement, thereby reducing the costs of materials by 
40%. Fly ash has the added advantage of being
lighter, allowing its use for thermal insulation of 
roofs, reinforced concrete foundations and light-
weight blocks. 

Pakistan has also been looking for ways to 
reduce the need for cement which is becoming 
increasingly expensive to manufacture. The 
Building Research Station at Lahore has led the 
search for substitutes. Of the materials so far 
investigated, the most promising has been rice-
husk ash. 

This ash, when combined with hydrated lime, 
can be substituted for Portland Cement in many
ordinary applications, particularly in masonry and 
plastering works. Its use would not only reduce the 
need for cement, thereby saving foreign exchange, 
but would also reduce problems of ash disposal 
encountered by rice mills. The necessary lime is 
obtainable from Pakistan's abundant limestone, 
Thus, systems for efficiently extracting and storing 
this lime are currently being developed.

Gypsum is another neglected resource in this 
country, despite a long history of widespread use 
for building purposes in many countries, going 
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back to ancient times. Gypsum is particularly 
useful for partition walls and panels, for filling or 
repairing cracks, for finishing the surface of walls 
and ceilings, and for fireproofing. For this reason 
and because it is abundantly available in the 
country, the Lahore Building Research Station is 
attempting to widen and popularize its use. 

Gypsum boards are superior to such materials as 
plywood and fibre-board in strength, hardness, and 
other physical properties. These boards can be 
easily manufactured by a small factory with -limited 
equipment; and, because of their lightness, they 
can be readily transported. While gypsum boards 
are most useful for inside construction, they can be 
used on the outside of buildings in areas of limited 
rainfall (i.e., less than 10 inches annually), if 
properly painted. 

The Lahore station has evaluated the quality of 
local gypsum rock, tested various surfaces for 
casting gypsum boards and sheeting, and 
investigated ways to reinforce the material. Based 
on this research, as well as that carried out 
elsewhere, staff members have made available to 
the local construction industry a variety of high
quality gypsum products. 

Stabilized soil blocks have also been extensively
studied in Pakistan to facilitate self-help 
construction of low-cost houses.* The blocks are 
formed by blending local silt with 30% sand, 5% dry 
cement, and 14% water to form blocks 11 IV x 51/" x 
3 ". Then they are sprinkled with water and a 
silicate-sodium solution for 7 days before use. 

A number of pilot projects using these blocks 
have been organized and funded in Islamabad and 
other parts of the country by the Cooperative for 
American Relief Everywhere (CARE). The most 
interesting experiment has been a village 
destroyed in the border war with India near 
Sharkargarh (District Sialkot) at Lasser Kalan. Here 
222 houses and two schools were built during a 41h 
month period in 1973, using mostly local material 
and labor. About 3,000 stabilized soil blocks were 
required to build each standard two-room unit. 

To make these blocks, a cinva-ram press was
 
used. This press, developed in South America,
but locally manufactured, was operated by thevillagers themselves, albeit under extensive super
vision. This need for supervision is one of the 
reasons why construction costs cannot be reduced 
by substitution of indigenous materials for imports 
alone. Despite the need for supervision, however, 
the soil-cement houses constructed in this project 
were estimated to be only twice the price of the 
conventional mud-wall house v th wooden beams, 
battens, dried leaves, and mud covering. Moreover, 
these conventional houses are generally of poor 
quality and require high maintenance costs, while 
the soil-cement houses have proven so far to be 
strong, durable, and economical. Consequently, 
they are being introduced in other parts of the 
country. 

*Dept. of Civil Engineering. LOW COST HOUSES OF 
STABILISED SOIL BLOCKS (Lahore: W. Pakistan U. of 
Engineering and Technology: 1973) 



Low Cost Construction: 
Building More for Less 

In his recent highly provocative book, HOUSING 
AND BUILDING TECHNOLOGY IN DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES (Michigan State University), W.P. 
Strassmann uses the following categories to 
classify innovations: off-shelf, adapt-advanced, 
improve-traditional, science-dependent, and 
organizational. "Off-shelf" innovations are those 
imported without change. If they require sophis-
cated adaptations, they are referred to as "adapt-
advanced;" if not, as "improve-traditional." If 
extensive research must be done, the innovation is 
characterized as "science-related;" and, if new 
methods or procedures alone are involved, it is 
considered "organizational." 

Strassmann concludes that non-technological 
innovations may be the most important for cost
reduction. This is because of the effect of such 
impediments to efficient house-production as lack 
of finance, inappropriate building codes, inade-
quate infrastructure, inflationary land costs, and 
the insecure tenure of the urban poor. Unless these 
problems are well-understood, the introduction of 
new designs, materials, equipment, or components 
is likely to be useless, or counter-productive.
Moreover, despite the availability of technical 


foreatoernd the vailcefailio teschlinformation and the evidence of applied research, 

the bulk of building continues to be produced 
without benefit of these innovations. What prevents 
the transfer of technology are such factors as 
building codes and administrative practices that 
seek to encourage the conventional approach. 
Building more for less will only become a real 
possibility when these attitudes are changed. 

Because of the impact of non-technological
factors, technological innovations are difficult to 
evaluate. Nevertheless, according to Strassmann,
tealte.tialNe elness accordn o trasnno s 
the potential usefulness of some of the innovations 
already mentioned have been clearly demon-
strated. Others that appear promising include: 

Ferrocement 


A number of developing countries are experi
menting with ferrocement for use in roofing. Made 
of wire mesh, sand, water, and cement, it can be 
constructed with a minimum of skilled labor and 
imported materials. Highly durable, weather-
resistant, and versatile, it can be substituted for 
wood and steel in many applications. It is also 
labor- rather than capital-intensive, requiring no 

expensive machinery, though units can be factory 
mass-produced. 

Instead of wire-mesh, cement can be sprayed on 
balloons. Haim Heifetz has patented and used such 
a system for building hundreds of dwellings in the 
Sinai desert. After the cement has hardened, the 
balloons can be deflated and reused numerous 
times. Cost per square foot for six to ten units was 
US $3.10 for a 33-ft. diameter shell and US $6.35 for 
a 99-ft. diameter shell. 

* Bored foundation piles 

This type of foundation was developed in 
Jamaica during the early 1960's for low-cost 
construction and is standard practice in many
countries in difficult terrain. After pile holes are 
bored, concrete is poured into adjustable 
fiberglass forms which are placed over the holes. 
Over these forms is built a reinforced concrete 
frame, upon which the houses can rest above 
ground, allowing underhouse ventilation and 
protection from earthquakes and hurricanes. By 
lengthening the piles above ground to various 
heights, it is possible to build on uneven terrain, 
thus reducing the expense of site grading or 
leveling. In one project of 1,900 dwelling units, this 
innovation was found to speed construction as well 
as to reduce the costs of materials and supervisory 
personnel. 

* Self-aligning blocks 

A somewhat different system of interlocking 
blocks from that developed in Peru and earlier 
described has been used at Ras Tabia, near Tunis, 
in a 5,000 unit project financed by a USAID $10 
million loan. The blocks in this system (bloques 
africaines) are of hollow copcrete, 50 centimeters 
long, with grooves and protrusions that allow quick
placement without mortar. Although the blocks canbe handmade, there is now a portable German 
m a nd ma ss r in g tm.
 

machine for mass producing them. 

Natural rubber-bagasse roofing sheets 

Experiments in Ghana, Jamaica, and the 
Philippines are currently being undertaken, 
combining natural rubber with bagasse (the waste
material from cane-sugarthat expectedproduction) to producebetweenroofing sheets are to be 
roigset htaeepce ob ewe 
one-third and one-half the cost of imported roofing 
materials. This technology was developed by the 
Monsanto Research Corporation, together with 
local research groups, under a USAID grant.* It is 

likely to be especially useful for countries in which 
bagasse is ,ocally available. 

e Hand-operated looms 
The Building Research Station, Dept. of Public 

Works, Port Moresby has developed a simple hand
operated loom that can be used by unskilled 
workers for weaving sago palm-wall matting. The 
life expectancy of this matting is proj.cted to be 17 
years, and it is compettive in price and usefulness 

to less labor-intensive hardboard. asbestos sheets, 
and galvanized iron. Using this loom, an unskilled 
worker can produce what it previously took eight 
skilled weavers to do, and he can make a better 
product at lower cost. 

'DEVELOPMENT OF LOW-COST ROOFING FROM INDIGE-
NOUS MATERIALS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES. NTIS (see 
below), 1978. 
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Industrialized Housing:
An Unworkable Idea 

The mass-production of components that can be 
quickly and easily combined into houses or 
apartments has been advocated in many coun-
tries.' The hope of such advocates is to bring to 
the construction industry the higher quality, speed 
and reduced cost that mass-production has 
allowed in the manufacture of automobiles, 
household appliances, office machinery, etc. 

Even in developed countries, industrialized 
building poses difficulties. And similar ventures in 
Africa, Asia, and Latin America during the past 
twenty years have all ended in failure for various 
reasons: faulty cost analysis, insufficient capital 
investment, inept management, insensitive design, 
difficulty of storage and transportation, problems 
of maintaining and repairing complicated machin-
ery, lack of water and electricity, labor problems, 
and prohibitive cost or unavailability of foreign
products and experts. 

Because of the problems involved in industrial-
ized systems of building, international organiza-
tions, such as the World Bank, USAID, and the 
U.N., generally discourage them. Instead, they
advocate the mass-production of small and simple 
components which can be readily utilized by self-
help builders. 

Based on his experience in Chile, Sergio Rojas
Ibanez suggests that small workshops for 
prefabricating wooden doors and windows might 
be adopted in developing countries." With simple
machinery and a four-person organization, such a 
workshop, if rationally organized, could succeed 
even with an output of only two units per man-day,
according to his cost-study. 

The potential of small factories to produce most 

of the building components needed by the urban 

poor has been demonstrated in a large number of 

developing countries. In Indonesia, for example, 

bamboo products, including components for walls, 

roofs, partitions, and furniture, come largely from 

small factories (often referred to as "kampong 

industries"). Using labor-intensive technologies, 

these industries also produce bricks fired in open 

kilns, hand-sawn timber, lime from coral and lime-

clay blocks, and palm leaves for roofing. 


Unfortunately, few of these "kampong indus-
tries" have benefitted from the booming housing 
construction that has taken place throughout the 
urban areas of Indonesia during the last decade." 
This is because of th? general weakneses of these 
industries. The quality of their products tends to be 
uneven and does not comply with accepted 
standards and norms, 

Small-scale industries in Indonesia almost 
invariably suffer from a lack of capital, preventing
them from taking advantage of new technologies to 
improve the production and marketing of their 
products. Not only is their machinery and 
equipment inadequate in every respect but their 
labor force is unskilled and unstable. 

I.D. Terner and J.F.C. Turner. INDUSTRIALIZED HOUSING, 
1972. also available from NTIS. 
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To help these industries, the government has 
undertaken the following measures: 

(1) long-term loans at low interest to establish or 
expand the production of key building materials 

(2) increased import duties on building materials 
and components that can be replaced by locally 
produced commodities 

(3)subsidies and other types of assistance for the 
purchase of appropriate machinery and equipment 
and 

(4) research activities to assess potential 
construction uses of local natural resources and 
industrial and agricultural wastes. Such materials 
researched have included pozzolana, asbestos 
cement and rPement products, timber and timber 
products, particle and fibre boards, and high 
quality clay products. Other types of assistance, 
such as long-term contracts for participation in 
government construction projects, training 
programs, realistic minimum standards for building 
materials, and improved marketing/transportation 
and supply arrangements, are also being 
considered. 
Research in Africa 

In 1976, USAID's Office of Housing undertook a 
survey of low-cost housing research and project 
development being carried out in Sub-Saharan 
Africa. The purpose of this survey was to facilitate 
information exchange among the institutions 
involved. Below are some examples of work being 
done: 

* Materials Research and Testing Dept., Faculty 
of Technology, Addis Ababa University, 
Ethiopia 

(1) The production of stabilized soil blocks 
using lime and cement as stabilizing agents. 

(2) The survey of local raw materials for the 
production of bricks, mortar, and concrete. 

(3) The analysis of different preservatives on the 
termite resistance of some common Ethiopian 
timbers. 

*Building and Roads Research Institute, 
oads
Cuilng and Research
 

Council for Scientific and Industrial Research 
Kumasi, Ghana 

(1) The study of such local materials for building 
purposes as clay, lime, bauxite-waste, stone,
stabilized earth, bagasse, and rubber. 

(2) The design and construction of components 
such as windows, fors, sanitary wares, etc., 
thereby encouraging factories to produce them. 

(3) The development of methods to improve the 
termite resistance of timber and other building 
materials. 

(4) The design of more comfortable and 
earthquake-resistant houses. 

(5) The revision of building codes. 
"THE PREFABRICATION OF WOODEN DOORS AND 

WINDOWS, UN., ST/SOA/117, 1973. 
"From reports by San Shearer, a consultant to the World 

Bank. and Albert Kartahardja. Director of the Building Research 

Centre in Bandung (a U.N.-supported regional housing center
responsible for much of the building materials research 
currently being carried out in Indonesia). 



Housing Research and Development Unit 
(HRDU), University of Nairobi, Nairobi, Kenya 

(1) The development of cheap blocks and lime-
based finish materials for upgrading soil-walled 
structures. 

(2) The investigation of ways to reduce the cost 
of roofs and to improve their durability and thermal 
performance, using locally available insulating 
materials such as papyrus matting, bamboo, and 
sisal stems. 

-	 (3) The evaluation of commercially available 
walling materials, windows, doors, and other 
products, including foreign exchange require-
ments. 

(4) The estabiishment of appropriate standards 
for housing and community planning. 

(5) The construction of experimental houses 
and community facilities in collaboration with 
public and semi-public bodies. 

(6) The improved teaching of low-cost construc-
tion, architecture, and planning. 

(7) The dissemination of information based on 
multinational research. 

* 	Centre de la Construction et du Logement a 
Cacavelli, Lome, Togo 

(1) The production of lightweight panels, fired 
clay bricks, and ceramics. 

(2) Lime production techniques using local 
dolomitic rock. 

(3) The development of low-cost waterproofing 
and rotproofing materials. 

(4) The demonstration of earth stabilization 
techniques in house building, and the training of 
masons and foremen for this work. 

(5) The promotion of small-scale enterprises 
utilizing indigenous materials and traditional 
techniques, to produce high-quality products. 

(6) The development of standard designs for 
urban buildings and housing, together with 
appropriate standards and systems of control 
monitoring. 

NTIS/AMTID 
The National Technical Information Service 

(NTIS) is an agency within the United States 
Department of Commerce, dedicated to the 
international exchange of scientific and technical 
information. It is the largest clearinghouse and 
dissemination network of the U.S. Governmsnt
sponsored research and development, but it aso 
draws upon other public and private information 
sources throughout the world. The NTIS collection 
exceeds one million titles with over 150,000 
documents from sources outside the U.S. 

NTIS operates as a public service to store and 
channel technical information which is appropriate 
to the needs of the user. Information in the public 
domain is collected and stored on computer tapes 
which comprise the bibliographic data file: a 
comprehensive listing of all the documents in the 
NTIS collection. The public may quickly locate 
summaries of interest using on-line search or by 
consulting the various published searches 

prepared by information specialists at NTIS. The 
desired documents (in full text) can then be 
ordered in papercopy or microfiche. 

As a part of a new initiative to aid economic 
development, NTIS, under the sponsorship of the 
U.S. Agency for International Development, has 
become actively involved in the acquisition and 
dissemination of appropriate technology informa
tion for developing countries. 

This joint NTIS/AID international program 
already consists of a worldwide information 
network with some 30 cooperating agencies in 
developing countries around the world. They 
collect AT information and send the documents to 
NTIS. They also make available NTIS services to 
meet local and national development needs. This 
network has become a major clearinghouse for the 
two-way flow of appropriate technology informa
tion, a worldwide sharing of technical information 
which will continue to grow in the future. 

While NTIS is obligated by the U.S. Congress to 
recover its operating costs from the sale of 
documents, it has received a USAID grant to 
provide Latin American and Caribbean residents 
documents at discounted prices, if used to serve 
low-income groups. 

Below are some recent reviews of publications 
dealing with low-cost construction appearing in 
AMTID (AID-OST-79-2), including the order 
numbers. You may obtain information about NTIS 
publications or project contacts on any of the 
topics contained in this issue by writing to THE 
URBAN EDGE. 

Usage Manual for Sampling and Testing Laterite 
and Lateritic Soils and Other Problem Soils of 
Africa 
Lyon Associates, Inc., Baltimore, MD 
1971, 72 pp. 
Soil testing is an important part of highway design 
and construction. This easy-to-use manual has all 
the basic details on identifying the various soils, 
the laboratory equipment required to perform the 
tests, exploration and sampling techniques for
 
soils, and laboratory test procedures. Even 
inexperienced engineers and technicians will find 
this manual straightforward and simple to 
understand. Illustrations are included. 
PB 207 618/GIH PC-A04/MF-AO1 

Basics of Concrete 
Baics of oete
 
Department of Housing and Urban Development, 
Washington, DC; Office of International Develop
ment, Washington DC. 

This publication consists of articles on good 
practice in the preparation and use of concrete
one of the most versatile of building materials and 
used throughout the world in the production of 
housing. The articles contain simple rules for 
individuals to follow for production of good quality 
buildings of concrete. 
PB 285 764/GIH PC A02/MF A01 
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Appropriate Technology for 

Urban Areas 


"There are no widely accepted definitions of 
what constitutes an appropriate, low cost, or 
intermediate technology," according to Nicolas 
Jequier, in his respected book on the subject." Yet, 
there is growing recognition that technology is 
appropriate not in itself, but in relation to particular 
objectives and situations. As such, it refers to 
products, services, techniques, institutional re-
forms, and other innovations that serve to solve 
existing probleme, The questions that need to be 
asked are: 

(1) Does the technology support the goals of 
development policy? 

(2) Is the final product or service useful, accept-
able, and affordable to the intended users? 

(3) Does the production processes make effi-
cient use of inputs? 

(4) Are the production processes, the products 
delivered, and the institutional arrangements corn-
patible with the local environment and culture? 

In some countries, there is a prejudice against 
"appropriate technology" because it is associated 
with "inferior" or "backward" ways of doing things, 
Therefore, those advocating "appropriate tech-
nology" must. demonstrate to skeptical govern-
ments that small-scale, labor-intensive, resource-
conserving alternatives to conventional technol-
ogies do exist and that products work better when 
workers and beneficiaries participate in making 
decisions on their use. 

Applications of appropriate technology are ex-
emplified in the case of the World Bank-sponsored 
urban development project in Upper Volta. Instead 
of signing a S600.000 contract to develop sophis-
ticated aerial maps, the project pr'paration team 
chose a $3,000 alternative using a rented helicopter
and a government camera. Six months and thou-
sands of dollars were saved, 

The growing awareness of the importance of 
appropriate technology accounts for many of the 
urban innovations presented in earlier issues of 
TUE. In later issues, we will examine particular 
approaches, such as the utilization of low-cost
construction techniques. 
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Nurturing the Spirit of Innovation 

Appropriate technology is the product ofa "way 
of life." It will only flourish under certain condi
tions, and can be easily undermined by careless 
policies or mistaken practices. 

Lack of finance and training are among the 
obstacles to technological progress encountered 
in certain countries. Available assistance tends to 
be difficult or costly to obtain because of buTeau
cratic red tape. Frequently, also, the local currency 
is artificially pegged to the point that it is profitable 
to import such products as prefabricated building 
materials, despite high unemployment locally. 

There are countries, however, that encourage 
appropriate technology. In some cases, they are 
doing so merely by working through market forces: 
reducing the costs and increasing the rewards of 
undertaking innovative activities. In other cases, 
they are making available more research and travel 
grants, credit, and technical information. Tax re
forms and the easing of legal requirements or 
restrictions also facilitates the spread of appro
priate technology. Examples include: 

AThe Korean approach 
Among developing countries, the Republic of 

Korea is acknowledged to be a leader in the 
development of appropriate technology. Korea's 
success is thought to stem from the following 
policies: 

(1) The subsidization of innovative activity. The 
Government provides subsidies of 50% or more to 
cover research and development (R&D) expenses 
incurred in government-approved projects. Tax 
exemptions are available to cover royalties paid for 
foreign technology and the results of contracts 
with non-profit research organizations and univer
sities. Equipment needed for R&D can be imported 
duty-free. A special "tax depreciation" is allowed 
for equipment necessary for technological de
velopment. 

'ApproprEate Tecnnology: Pro1le7s and Promises. Pars.OEco. 1976 

continued on page 2 
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Nurturing conhtnubd Irom page 1 
(2) The provision of technical information and 

help. The Korean Fine Instruments Center providestechnical extension services to small and medium-
sized firms. Universities are also given grants to
help local firms. Generous scholarships are avail-
able to students in applied science and engineer-
ing fields, together with exemption from military
duty. Those with foreign training are given special
incentives to make local jobs attractive for them.

(3) The availability of financial and marketing
assistance. Low-interest financing is available for
small and medium-sized firms, particularly those inthe strategic industrial sectors favored by the 
government. Foreign investments and joint-yen-
gormet. Foreignfinvstmse aridencoragetures with foreign firms are also encouraged inn 

some cases. 
0 	 The Indian experience
Among the lessons emerging from Indian exper-

ience is the importance of facilitating the craftsmanship developed by various ethnic, religious,
and social groups. By so doing, the Planning and 
Research Institute in U ttar Pradesh has, through
the help of extension agents, enabled the local 
potters to produce their traditional wares more
efficiently and to develop new products. The 
potters have thereby been able to survive compe-
tition by industrial firms. 

India has aiso been successful in helping firms 
use modern scientific technology. By concentrat-
ing educational, transportation, administrative, and
financial resources at Poona (near Bombay), the
State Government has encouraged the develop-
ment of nearly 900 small firms since 1961, most ofthem in the engineering, metal processing, chem-
ical, textile, printing, and electrical sectors. 

The educational and research institutes, includ-
ing six major technical colleges and several na-
tional and state laboratories, have been a major
factor. Because of the large number of highly
qualified technicians, an increasing number of
small enterprises are being started, cooperating as
well as competing with the larger firms. These are 
assisted by a Small Industries Service Institute and
by the local chapters of various professional or-
ganizations. 

e 	 The Ghanaian experience 
In Ghana, the Technology Consulta:ncy Centre,


set up by the University of Science and Technology

in Kumasi, has helped both rural and urban 

entrepreneurs use more effectively local products,

The Centre's emphasis has been on the develop-

ment of cottage industries, using locally available 
raw materials and finance and requiring a modestinvestment in plants and machinery (typically less 
than US $5,000). 

Much of tha work of the Centre involves helping
clients improve their existing skills, secure loans,
obtain technical information, and find proper
equipment and materials. In some cases, when
local industries lack interest or competence in
producing a needed product, it establishes a small-
scale production unit with the following objectives:

* the training of craftsmen and managers in the
required skills; 

* the overcoming of production and marketing
problems; and 

2 

* the encouragement of local entrepreneurs t
 
undertake new industrial activity. 

Despite the lack of trained personnel and inan
cial resources, the Centre has been responsible for
the development of a number of shaI enterprises.
including factories that tur! out hand tools (using
local hardwoods), soap. broadlooms for village
weavers, nuts and bolts, and laundry starch (from
cassava roots and local wild plants). Perhaps its 
most successful project has been the manufacture 
of paper glue frcom cassava starch. Ghana is now
able to export rather than import glue. Not only hasthe project created jobs, it has gained respect for 
the capacity of local artisans, entrepreneurs, andinventors to create or adapt improved methods ofproducing goods and services. 

Foreign Assistance for 
Appropriate Technology

For an invention to be really useful, it must be
f o r een i to loal tehniian s.T e 

fully comprehensible to local technicians. They
must be able to replicate it, repair it, and, if 
necessary, redesign it to meet local conditions. 
Thus, the importation of foreign technology can never be a substitute for the buil '.i up of an
indigenous innovative capacity.

Nevertheless, to quote the old saying, "it is no 
use reinventing the wheel." Unfortunately, the local
craftsman often works in isolation without the
benefit of technical information that might help him
improve h" york. He may not be aware of appro
priate tec ,,ology in another part of his own 
country, much less, what is available from abroad.

To assist craftsmen and entrepreneurs in devel
oping countries, a number of American and Eu
ropean organizations and agencies exist. Some of
them have: evolved as part of.a cultural revolution in
the Western world-the search for a simpler way of
life that is personally more gratifying and more
harmonious with nature. "Those who believe in 
small entrepreneurial capitalism, decentralist Marx
ism, European socialism, African communalism,
and Buddhism," to quote Ken Darrow and Rick 
Pam of Volunteers in Asia, "can all find much of
value in the ideas underlying appropriate technoi
ogy." A leading philosopher of this movement was

Dr. E. F. Schumacher (1910-77), whose writings,

particularly Small is Beautiful, 
 have inspired a
number of organizations, including:

* 	 The Intermediate Technology Development
Group (ITDG)

This organization was founded by Dr. Schu
macher to 
 do research on self-help technologies

relevant to such problems as r'iral unemployment

and mass migration to the cities. It also demon
strates the results of this resedrch and communi
cates this informption through governments, or
ganizations. and publications, particularly Appro
priate Technology, which is published quarterly
and available from Inte.mediate Technology Pub
lications LTD., 9 King Street, London WC2E 8HN,
England. continued on page 3 

*AppropriateTerhno/og. Sourcebook (Stanford. Calif, 94305 
VIA. Box 4543, 1976) 
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Foreign AsL continued from Page 2 
While primarily concerned with rural and villagelife. Appropriate Technology contains a number ofarticles in recent issues that are relevant to urbanareas. One (mentioned below) has to towith solarovens. Another, by Kenneth King (Vol 2. No. 4,1975), deals with machine-making in Kenya. Athird, by Krisno Nimpuno (Vol Z, No. 4, 1976),dtescribes an excreta-disposal system (see diagrambelow) which works without water, is harmless andodourless, and yields an excellent manure,orecent 
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Diopot. Complete decomposition and pastorisation throughhigh temperature composting. Chemical tilter controls humidityeven in humid tropical climate. Yields valuable manure. 

a Volunteers in Technical Assistance (VITA)VITA is an American organization consisting ofmore than 7,000 skilled individuals and variousaffailiated organizations, institutions, and corpora-tions. It publishes a newsletter and a great manytechnical bulletins and manuals, distributing them 
widely and making some of them available inFrench and Spanish, as well as English.VITA has a request-answerirg program, whichhas responded to over 25,000 inquiries from individuals, officiao. ,ii, urgar,;ations throughoutthe world. In some cases, these inquiries can behandled through already publisl',dd information. Tofacilitate this service, VITA maintains alarge libraryof appropriate technology materials. In most cases,however, the staff turns for assistance to affiliatedindividuals and organizations.

VITA also undertakes special projects in devel-
oping countries to find, adapt, and design appro-
priate technologies, workino closely for this pur-
pose with many organizations and professionals.Its work is supported by a number of agencies and
foundations, including the U.S. Agency for Interna-
tional Development. the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture.
the Peace Corps, and the Ford Foundation. Itsheadquarters are: 3706 Rhode Island Ave., Mt.

Ranier, Maryland, U.S.A. 20822. 


continued on page 6 
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0 The Brace Institute 
This is another organization, well known for itpublications and research on innovative village anismall community equipment. Its highly-regarde,Handbook on Appropriate Technology is availabliin both English and French from its headquartersSte Anne de Bellevue, Quebec H1oA iCoCanadaThe Brace Institute works closely with locatechnicians in the Third World to develop easil)made and maintained equipment using as much aspossible local material and human resources. Aactivity has been the preparation of anumber of state-of-the-art surveys dealing with

such subjects as solar refrigeration and air conditioning, low-cost sanitary technology, and experimental windmills. This work is funded by theCanadian International Development Agency andby private sources. 
a A.T. International (1709 N St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036, U.S.A.)This agency was set up in 1976 by the U.S.Congress "to coordinate private efforts to promotethe development and dissemination of technologios appropriate for developing countries." Whileprimarily concerned with increasing the standardliving of the "poorest of the poor," it attempts to 

respond to the priorities and needs of agencies andgroups in developing countries rather than
preconceived projects or programs 

im
onthem. 

Among the projects currently being consideredare cement plants, one-tenth the size of thesmallest existing units; the development of asystem of basic extension services for small-szalefamily enterprises; and the development of highprotein foods from agricultural waste. Each ofthese projects is based on the development or 
adaptation of equipment and techniques that haveproven useful in a number of places. Also, theseprojects involve cooperation with individuals andprivate voluntary organizations having experiencein methods of training and conveying knowledge toentrepreneurs in developing countries. 

Appropriate Technology:ld'aas Wanted 
A future issue of TUE will be devotedthose low-cost, locally-produced products,

to
 
equipment, and innovaticris, that agencies like
ITDG, VITA and AT International have found
to be popular and useful. No one is betterqualified than some of our readers to add tothis collection, and we urge those profes
sionals working in urban areas to share withTUE readers appropriate technology whichthey consider successTul. Ifyou have pnotos,or drawings, send them along please together
with a brief description of what the toolmethod can do in 

or 
terms of output or service 

performed. 
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New Sources of Energy 
There is now a worldwide interest in appropriate 

technology using new sources of energy. This is 
particula ly true in oil or coal-importing countries 
tith concern about environmental pollution as well 
as expenditure. Poor people in many developing 
countries must depend on firewood for energy, but 
often they are encountering a decreasing supply ofit. 

Since wealthier countries are as anxious as 


poorer ones to find inexpensive and nonpolluting 
sources of energy, their efforts to do so may have a
universally beneficial effect. Denis Hayes of the 
Worldwatch Institute is a leading advocate in the 
United States of solar energy. He argues that mostdeveloping countries have a particular advantage-.in this regard, being so well endowed with sun-

light.' Moreover, they are less encumbered by
buildings and equipment dependent on fossil fuel..'-. . o"-
There is a possibility that many homes in de-
veloping countries could eventually utilize photo-
voltaic (solar) cells made from silicon, one of the 
earth's most abundant elements. These cells gen-
erate electricity directly when struck by sunlight.--
Because they have no moving parts, they requirepractically no maintenance. They are now the 
principal power source of space satellites. In Third
World countries, they have been successfully used 
to power educational television receivers in India 
and Niger and radio transmitters in the Andes.•W' 
Unfortunately, they are still too expensive for most 
purposes. But during the 1980's, the price is 
expected to become low enough for widespread 
use. 

At present, solar water heaters can be easily 
manufactured, using indigenous or readily avail-
able materials, such as old window panes, scrap
metal, wood. and bamboo. Solar water heaters are 
now very common in Japan and Israel. In Aus-
tralia, they are required by law on new buildings in 
the Northern Territory. While trere is less exper-
ience with solar cooling systems, the government 
of Kuwait, among others, has undertaken a number 
of demonstration projects to solar cool as well as 
heat buildings and houses. 

Solar cookers cannot be used for frying or 
baking, but they are well suited for foods that 
require long, slow cooking, such as stews, cereals. 
vegetables, bread and cake. Mohan Parikh. the 
director of the Agro-Industrial Service Centre at 
Bardoh, India, describes the one developed by ms 
organization in APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY, 
Vol. 3, No. 2, 1976:

"This solar oven is a double walled box with a 
double glass lid on it. The sun's rays which are of 
short wave length enter the box through the glass 
of the lid. The-interior of the oven is of blackened 
metal. It absorbs almost 95% of the sun's rays and 
converts them to heat. These heat waves are of 
long wave length and cannot pass out through the 
glass of the lid. 

*Energy !or Development: Third World options (WaSingion. 
D.C. 20036 Worlawatcn iinst.. N.W.,1776 Massachtusetts Ave..
1977) 

"A poor heat conductor fills the space betwee' 
the double walls and the air gap between the tw: 
glasses of the Jid prevents heat passing awa 
outside the box into the atmosphere. The tempera. 
ture inside the oven is maintained from 50 to 7" 
degrees centigrade above the atmospheric tern, 
perature outside the oven." 

Workinesg of the slaroven
There are fou, componmn= of a lola, oven, 
Threar ouooI Inside box 
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being con
sidered in developing countries. In the Gambia, an 
experiment is being conducted using groundnut 
shells to generate electricity by burning. Brazil is 
experimenting to turn cassava roots into alcohol 
fuel At the same time, it has developed auto 
engines that run on an alcohol mixture. In many
countries, pedal power has long been used, not 
only for transportation but also for light machinery. 

China leads other countries in the development 
and use of biogas plants, digesting animal dung,
human excreta. and other organic wastes to pro
duce methane. In Szechwan province alone. 17 
million people are reported to use biogas for 
cooking and lighting. Since the technology was 
introduced, more than 100,000 technicians have 
been trained and 4.3 million units put into cp
eration. While perhaps not useful for large cities. 
this technology may be appropriate for small or 
low-density urban areas. The residue of this pro
cess can be used as a high quality fertilizer. 
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Solid Waste Management: 

Improving an Old Profession 


In many urban areas, scavengers perform an 
important role in both collecting and recycling 
garbage. Among the products that can be reused 
from this process are: paper and cartons, bottles,
cloth materials, bones, cans, and scrap metals. Thenumber of people involved can be considerable, 
enmbe opeoleinvlved ain bedeonsinral-
even when not officially paid. InMedellin, Calin-
bia, for example, authorities estimate that 2% of the 
population (24,000) live from this activity.While the work of scavengers to a large extent 
represents "appropriate tech nology, it is fre-
reprsentshandappopre thelck ool,"isorgequently handicapped by the lack of tools, storage
facilities, disposal sites, and education. For this 
reason, scavengers often are dependent upon
nliddlemen (i.e.. "junkdealers") who either own or 
have the use of transport and upgrading facilities. 
Thus, the profit from the marketing of recoverablewastes goes primarily to junkdealers rather than to 
the scavengers. 

Easing the work of scavengers is important for 
various reasons. First of all, the poor areas of the city
which tend to be neglected can be better served, 
Second, scavengers are able to reduce the cost to 
the municipality of garbage-collection. Third, the 
price of raw materials and commonly used prod-
ucts can be reduced. Fourth, garbage dumps can 
be made less ugly and environmentally harmful. 
Fifth, it might be possible to reduce the occupa-
tional hazards faced by scavengers,

A number of suggestions have been made for 
increasing scavenger efficiency: 

(1) The proper location and adequacy of dis-
posal sites, :ecycling centers, and warehouses. 

(2) Persuading the public to separate and place
garbage in such a way that it can be easily 
collected and handled. 

(3) Adequate transportation facilities to facilitate 
garbage collection and the sale of recovered 
products. 

(4) The provision to scavenger cooperatives of 
water and electricity for cleaning and recycling 
purposes, together with such equipment as sewing
machines to fabricate mops, mattresses, and cloth-
ing. 

(5) The development of machinery and tech-
nology for processing bones into chicken and hog 
feed, making parts for cars and bicycles, etc. 

(6) Training in carpentrywork, metalwork, and 
other skills necessary to better utilize scrap ma-
terials. 

(7) Help and education in bookkeeping and 
business practices, dealing with manufacturing
enterprises, and bargaining with suppliers and 
middlemen. 

The success of any effort to improve the effi-
ciency and standard-of-living of scavengers may
ultimately depend on the extent to which they can 
be organized. Ideally, cooperatives might be de
veloped, in which all the pickers would be regis
tered as members. This would facilitate a division 
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of labor into collectors, transporters, handlers al 
the disposal site, recycling and upgrading workers
and sellers. The bargaining position of scavengers
could be enhanced, and resources could be used 
more effectively. More public assistance is likely to 
be forthcoming to the extent the cooperative 
proved effective and responsible. 

Solid waste management 
increased attention in Egypt. In Alexandria and 

S A proposal for Egypt is currently receiving 

Cairo, a Coptic community (the Zabaline) havelong established rights to collect and recycle 
o mest as he rh yo le a n d e ddomestic waste. Their way of life has been studied 

by, among others, Dr. Sherif Mahmoud El Hakim ofCairo's American University. Because the recyclingof wastes is of such intense interest to industrial
ized nations, his report was presented on Danish 

and Norwein televisionnttotf 
The Zabaline purchase the right to collect refuse 

from middlemen who charge a monthly fee toupper and middle class residents for this service. 
After picking up refuse in their donkey carts, theZabaline sort it at their settlements and sell all 
reusable matter. In Cairo, they feed the organic 
matter to pigs which they raise and sell as a major 
source of income. Animal droppings, together with 
other organic wastes, are turned into compost
which is sold for agricultural purposes. 

While this system works well insofar as wastes 
get collected and recycled without burdening 
taxpayers, it does not service lower-income areas. 
Consequently, garbage from most of the urban 
population is thrown into the streets. Local author
ities are not able to remove most of this waste as it 
accumulates, thereby clogging drains, degrading 
the appearance of the city, and intensifying fly and 
rodent breeding. The Zabaline themselves perhaps
suffer most from their way of life. They live in 
temporary, unserviced squatter settlements. Dr. El 
Hakim estimates that only 40% of their live-born 
babies survive the first year.

The Egyptian government is considering a num
ber of recommendations to improve this system of 
garbage collection and recycling. One of these is to 
pay the Zabaline to collect from every dwelling not 
now receiving this service. Other recommenda
tions include improving the capacity of local 
authorities (the Governorates) to sweep all streets 
on a regular basis, using better handcarts and 
tools. Wastes from this activity would be taken to 
regulated transfer points and depots, where coin
posting could be properly carried out. 

For the benefit of the Zabaline, it has been 
suggested that permanent sites be established 
where public services, such as water and coin
munity facilities, would be provided. Better equip
ment for handling and marketing scrap metal, pigs,
and compost might also be provided with the 
understanding that the Zabaline production and
marketing methods would be more carefully super
vised. Consequently, the Zabaline operation could 
be made more environmentally compatible in the 
process of improving their efficiency. 

"Summarizea in Urban Innovation Abroad Feoruary 1977) 



Low Cost Waste Treatment: (1)Asimple hand-operated washing machine 
which has been used successfully in AfghanistarA Follow-Up Report It can be made out of heavy galvanized sheet meta 

In TUE (Vol. 1, No. 2), we discussed some with tinsnips, pliers, hammer, and soldering equip
intermediate sanitation alternatives. We reported ment. See Figure 1.
 
then on experiments carried out by NASA's Space

Technology Laboratories in Mississippi, using
 
water hyacinths for sewage-treatment in stabiliza
tion ponds. The objective is not only to purify Figure I
 
sewage but also to obtain an inexpensive source of
 
protein, methane, fertilizer, and fish-feed.
 

Following this article, we received more than
 
twenty requests for details and technical assis- 006
 
tance from public and private agencies in develop
ing countries. This interest has led us to further
 
correspondence with Dr. Bill Wolverton, senior
 
scientist, and Rebecca C. McDonald, a research
 
chemist with the National Space Technology Lab- I 1
 
oratories in Bay St. Louis, Missouri, who pioneered

the technology. Among the conclusions so far
 
reached are the following:
 

* a one hectare (3 acre) lagoon can purify to
 
acceptable levels the daily wastes of 2,000 people

given a sewage retention time of two weeks. (2) An iceless cooler consisting of a burlap

* water hyacinths can treat industrial effluents covered bamboo basket, set on water-covered 
polluted with toxic metals. In laboratory experi- bricks or stones within an earthen ware or metal 
ments, the plants rapidly absorbed and retained in container. See Figure 2. 
their roots cobalt, strontium, cadmium, nickel, lead 
and mercury. I_ . 

* water hyacinths show promise as an animal 8/'AP

feed supplement. A meal made by drying whole S*'WE"O 7O 

...
 

plants to a water content of 15% provides a 20% TOP 0r/"

diet supplement for cattle. The high mineral level of S,,5Ac-"
 
the plants imposes this ceiling to avoid a nutri
tional imbalance.
 

* water hyacinth meal makes a good organic
 
fertilizer because of its high nitrogen and mineral
 
content. Harvested plants can also be spread -,7-, ",,MOS
 
directly on the ground as a mulch or compost. Iffro -0,e


d biogas containing 60-80% methane can be /10P',4op
produced from water hyacinths as a fuel with / . 
properties similar to natural gas. One kilogram of 
the dried plant produces a fuel value of 21,000 BT, 
per cubic meter, a hectare would yield 7-14 million 
BTU daily.

We will continue to keep readers informed about o9R . ,- F' 4
the results of experiments using water hyacinths, , ,...E 
particularly the World Bank-supported project in .40ov" ,/A, .". Figure 2..... 
East Calcutta, where a combination of algae and
 
hyacinths is being used to purify the sewage of (3) A nest of low-cost beds made frum local
 
several thousand people and to promote fish materials, taking up limited space. See Figure 3:
 
culture. Another project of note is in the Sudan,
 
where small-sccle digestors developed by NASA, 
 -. 
will be tried out to obtain fuel from the thousands • - 
of tons of water hyacinths harvested mechanically 
from the White Nile. 

VITA continued from page 3 
Probably the best known of VITA's publications 

is the Village Technology Handbook. How much of 
it is relevant to large metropolitan areas is difficultto say. Certainly much of it would be useful toresidents of small communities and the poorer Figure 3.The three beds are made to fit one under the other.saving on space when not in use. Three difference kinds ofsections of large cities, both for home improvement springs are shown: wood on the largest bed. rop* on the middle
and income earning, including: size bed. and chicken wire on the smallest beo. 
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1. EXCRETA 	DISPOSAL IN AFRICA
 

The World Health Organization reported in 1976 that at
 
the end of 1975 

* 	75Z of the urban population in Africa had "adequate" 
excreta disposal facilities, 

- but only 28% of the rural population in Africa had
 
similar facilities
 

The targets set by the World Health Organization are
 
that by 1980
 

* 95% of the urban population should have adequate
 
excreta disposal facilities - 20% with sewerage and
 
75Z with "household" facilities,
 

* 30% of the rural population should have adequate
 
facilities
 

This means that in the quinquennium 1976 through 1980
 
27 million additional people in urban areas and 11 million
 
in rural areas have to be provided with sanitation facilities.
 
The capital costs to meet these targets'were estimated to be
 
US $ 1100 million and US $ 150 million respectively (1976
 
prices). The corresponding per capita costs are US $ 41 and
 
US $ 14 for urban and rural areas respectively.
 

These per capita costs are much lower than the 'costs we 
have found for sanitation systems in urban Africa, especially 
conventional sewerage (>>US $ 100).. This indicates that 
only very 	 low-cost systems are applicable in both urban and 
rural Africa. In this report we review recent experience
 
in Africa with pit latrines, composting toilets, bucket 
latrines and aqua-privies and we attempt to integrate our
 
findings to provide specific and clear-cut guidance on the
 
choice of a truly appropriate sanitation technology in any 
given urban environment in Africa.
 

2. PIT LATRINES
 

Pit latrines are the most common sanitation facility in
 
both urban and rural Africa. They are often the cheapest
 
system to install and they are simple to use. Recent work
 
has shown 	that it is now possible to build a pit latrine
 
which is free from odour and with very little fly or
 
mosquito nuisance; these major improvements are due to
 
the simple 	provision of a 150 mm vent pipe located

externally on the sunny side of the latrine superstructure
 
and painted black. The air in the vent pipe heats up, 
causing a vigorous updraught vith a corresponding dom
draught through the squatting plate; thus odours are
 

'.:~ 	 exhausted only through the vent pipe and so the latrine 

superstructure does not smell. Fly nuisance is 
substantially reduced because any flies that hatch in 
the pit fly up the vent pipe to the light but they are 
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prevented from leaving because the vent pipe is screened; they
 
eventually fall back exhausted, to die in the pit.
 

The ventilated improved pit latrine is a low-cost, trouble-free,
 
hygienic, and indeed sophisticated toilet. Existing unimproved
 
simple pit latrines can be easily upgraded to the improved
 
design.
 

An alternative design for ventilated improved pit latrines is
 
Reed's Odourless Earth Closet (FDEC). This is an offset pit, 
excreta being introduced into the pit via A curved chute.
 
ROECs have very large pits and so long lifetimes, 15 - 20 years.
 
They have been tried on. a limited scale in southern and eastern
 
Africa and have been found to be extremely satisfactory (although
 
fly breeding in the chute remains a small problem).
 

The annuitized costs of pit latrines (excluding the superstructure) 
in urban Africa are as follows: 

unimproved pits US $ 19 - 60 per unit per year 
ventilated improved pits US $ 20 - 24 per unit per year
 
ROECs US $ 14 - 34 per unit per year 

The variation in costs for each type reflects differences in
 
squatting plate design and pit volumes, whether the pit is
 
supported or not and differences in labour and material costs in
 
different countries. The provision of a good superstructure
 
generally doubles the total cost, but this can be reduced by
 
self-help construction.
 

A pit latrine system widely used in Indin and the Far East
 
and Latin America is the pour-flush water seal latrine. The
 
pit is completely displaced from the toilet unit, the pour-flush
 
bowl of the latter being connected to the pit by a short length
 
of 100 mm pipe laid at not less than 1 in 40. Excreta can,
 
with a little practice, be flushed along the pipe with as little 
as 1 litre of water. When the pit (which is often lined with 
open brickwork) is full, a new one is excavated in an adjacent
position and the toilet unit connected to it. This type of latrine 
has no odour, fly or mosquito nuisance and can even be installed 
inside the house. If the ground conditions are not suitable for 
23t'ration and percolation, it is necessary to pump out the
 
pit contents from time to time: the toilet is then properly
 
described as a vault toilet (see Section 4 below).
 

3. COMPOST TOILETS 

There are two types of composting toilets: continuous and batch. 
The continuous types are generally similar to the Swedish 
'Multrum' design. Excreta and biodegradable wastes (such as
 
grass, sawdust, vegetable wastes) and Pshes are deposited into
 
the vault below the squatting plate, and the mass of excreta and 
waste materials slowly moves down the inclined floor and into
 
a humus vault. During its passage, thermc*hilic aerobic
 
composting takes place - the high temperatures (>50 0 C) destroy 
excreted pathogens and the mixture of excreta and wastes is converted 
by bacterial activity to a stable, inoffensive humus. This 
humus is periodically removed from the vault and can be used as 
a fertilizer. It is crucial to control the moisture of the
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composting material to <55Z; this is achieved by the addition 
of absorbent material (sawdust, ashes) or, if the ground conditions 
are suitable by providing an underdrainage system for liquid 
removal by infiltration. The organic matter also achieves the 
correct C:N ratio (ideally 20-30:1) and ashes raise the pH to 
above 7. 

Batch composters are normally or tne doubie vauLt variety. 
One vault is used until it is three-quarters full; it is then 
sealed and the 'othervault used. As with continuous composters 
it is necessary to add organic materials and ashes. The 
composting process is predominantly anaerobic, and as a result 
the temperature of the composting mass is only a few degrees 
(may be 5 - 100 C) above ibient. Pathogen destruction is 

Is' therefore slower than continuousc composters. Each vault 
" ..*.. is generally used for . period of 3 - 6 months (but ideally 

.. 1 year), and after tk , same composting period (when the other 
vault is in use), tk i vault contents can be reasonably safely 
removed and used or the land. 

Compost toilets 'ave only oeen criea experimentally in Africa 
in Botswana anc ranzania. Experience in both countries 
indicates tha continuous composters are not suitable in urban 
Africa, pri'-ipally because it is impossible to ensure that
 
fresh exc .- Batch
ta is not washed down into the humus vault. 

compose t.s do not of course suffer from this major disadvantage. 
They aave been found to work well, but a very high degree of 
,-.er care is required to ensure their successful operation: the 
major problem is moisture control of the vault contents - ashes 
and grass (or other easily biodegradable organic matter) has to 
be added in the correct quantities and at the correct time and 
water must be excluded. Conscientious user care is only likely 
to be provided where there is a tradition of reusing human 
waste products in agriculture and where the value of this practice
 
is realized. In much of Africa these conditions do not apply. 
In dense urban areas it is unlikely that people will feel motivated
 
to produce humus for agricultural purposes and they may lack 
suitable organic material to add to the toilets.
 

Annuitized costs for batch composting toilets (excluding the 
superstructure) were US $ 34 per unit per year in Botswana and 
US $ 15 per unit per year in Tanzania.
 

4. BUCT LATRINES 

Bucket latrines are in practice the worst form of sanitation 
facility that we have examined in urban Africa. The reason for
 
this is the high degree of spillage of excreta from the buckets 
when they are emptied by the collection labourers ('scavengers') 
into slightly larger collection buckets. As these buckets
 
are -arried to the nearest nightsoil depot, more spillage usually
 
occurs. There is thus a wide dissemination of excreted pathogens
 
in the environment, with clearly grave consequences to public
 
health. At the collection depot the nightsoil is emptied into
 
tankers and taken away either to a trenching ground for burial or 
(more rarely) to a treatment works, such as a waste stabilization
 
pond or aerated lagoon system or a composting plant where it may
 
be composted with domestic refuse. A maor operational problem
 
is tanker maintenance: it is not uncommon for half or more of the
 
tankers to be out of oper.tion at any one time.
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The annuitized costs for bucket latrine systems 
(including
 

collection and treatment coSts) are:
 

US $ 117 per bucket per yearEl Hasaheisa, The Sudan 

US $ 147 per bucket per year
Tbadan, Nigeria 

US $ 360 per bucket per year
Kumasi, Ghana 


A better nightsoil cartage system is the 
vault toilet and
 

vacuum truck sy3tem which is extensively 
used in Asia, but
 

Excreta are deposited

which han yet to be tried in Africa. 


a simple pour-flush water seal unit into 
a vault, from
 

via 
where they are removed directly by 

a small vacuum truck
 

This system is appropriate for
 usually zvery two weeks. 


many high density areas in urban 
Africa where on-site disposa:
 

systems such as pit latrines cannot be 
used.
 

5. AQUA-PRIVIES 

Aqua-privies are essentially septic 
tanks located immediately
 

A simple water seal is provided by
 
below the squatting plate. 

a 100 - 200 m "drop-pipe" cast integrally with the 
squatting 

plate and extending 100 mm below the 
liquid level in the aqua

privy tank, which has to be watertight. 
This water seal has
 

to be maintained otherwise there is 
strong odour release and
 

a high degree of fly and mosquito nuisance. 
The seal is
 

maintained in the simple, or "conventional" 
aqua-privy by
 

- 5 litres of iater each day into the
 the user pouring about 3 

The small amount of effluent from 

the
 
tank via the drop-pipe. 


in a smal adjacent soakage pit.
tank is disposed of 

Experience in urban Africa, nocbly 
Zambia, showed that this
 

simple maintenance task was rarely 
done, and as a result
 

nuisance.
 
conventional aqua-privies suffered 

from fly and odour 

One solution is to divert sullage water 
into the tank from a. 

The aqua-privy

sink located immediately outside the 

toilet. 


is then termed a "sullage aqua-privy" 
(or "self-topping" aqua

. privy). The soakage pit has to be larger to 
accept the higher
 

As household water usage,
 
effluent flow from the aqua-privy 

tank. 

a simple soakage pit is
 

and thus sullage generation, increases 
-
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insufficient to dispose of the tank effluent.. In such cases
 

it is possible to connect the aqua-privy to a low-cost sewerage 

system, with treatment of the sewage on a series of waste
 

stabilization ponds. As the aqua-privy tank retains all large
 

solids, the sewers can be small (100 - 150 mm) and laid at
 

flat gradients (1 in 150 - 200), as it is not necessary to
 
obtain the self-cleansing velocities of 1 m/s required for
 

conventional severe; a nominal flow of 0.3 m/s is normally
 
sufficient. Severed aqua-privies are widely used in Zambia
 
(where the severed aqua-pivy system is about half the cost of 
conventional sewerage), and also in the resettlement town of 
New Bussa in northwestern Nigeria. Provided there is a reliable 

on site water supply, severed aqua-privies work extremely well; 
in one case (Matero suburb of Lusaka) they have worked for 18 

years without any municipal maintenance whatsoever. However 

municipal maintenance should not be neglected and the municipality 

should regularly desludge the aqua-privy tanks and properly 

maintain the sewer network and the treatment ponds. 

Annuitized costs for aqua-privy installations in urban Africa
 

are as follows:
 

US $ 	pera.g. per year
 

Gabarone, Botswana 	 83 
(Sullage aqua-privy for 6.4 people)
 
Ibadan, Nigeria. 5202
 
(Sullage aqua-privy fof 800 people)
 
Ndola, Zambia 161
 
(Sewered aqua-privy for 6 people)
 
New Bussa, Nigeria 524
 
(Severed aqua-privy for 25 people)
 

6. TECHNOLOGY SELECTION 

There are 6 sanitation technologies which are suitable for use 

in the urban tropics. They are: 

(1) 	Improved pit latrines (including ROECs, pour

flush toilets and desludgeable wet pit latrines).
 
(2) 	Double vault batch composting toilets.
 

(3) 	 Vault toilets (with vacuum trucks). 
(4) 	Sewered aqua-privies.
 

(5) 	 Conventional sewerage. 
(6) 	 Septic tanks. 

Conventional and sullage aqua-privies z " excluded because 
is preferable (both economically and technically) to have an 

improved pit latrine with separate facilities for sullage 
disposal. Buckets are excluded for health reasons, although 

an improved bucket latrine system may be the only possible 

solution in some cases.
 

The question facing sanitary engineers and urban planners is:
 

Which sanitation technology is the most appropriate for a
 

given community in the urban tropics? We have formulated a
 

general answer to this question in the form of a combined
 

algorithm and exclusion matrix, which is reproduced on the
 

next two pages. We take as our srarting point the level of
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B - EXCLUSION MATRIX 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
 

1. Answer each question for the area under consideration
 

(a cross indicates that the question is irrelevant
 

for the technology concerned).
 

2. 	Cost each technology for which all the answers so 

obtained correspond to those given in the Matrix. 

Vault Desludgeable Pit Compost

toilets vet pits latrines toilets
Question 


X 	 all
Compost X 	 X 

yes
questions* 


Is groundwater conser- X No No X
 
vation important?
 

Is there access for Yes Yes X X
 

collection vehicles?
 

Are there adequate
 
facilities for Yes Yes X X
 

vehicle maintenance?
 

Is the soil z NO Yes X 
permeable? 

Is the grounwater
 
table within 2 m of X No No X
 

ground surface?
 

Is there land
 
X X Yes X
available for 


two 	pit sites?
 

*Compost questions:
 

(1) can sufficient user care be reasonably expected?
 

(2) is there sufficient waste organic material available?
 

(3) are the users willing to handle humus?
 
(4) is there a local market or use for the humus?
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water supply service to the coiaunit and we ask a series of 

the answers to which lead the engineer and planzerquestions, 
to the most appropriate choice of sap4tzrinn technology for 

the comunity in question.
 

7. RESEARCH PRIORITIES 

We conclude our report by identifying several 
major areas
 

where reserch is urgently needed. These are: 

(1) Methodology for determining user preference.
 

(2) Sanitary entomology of pit latrines.
 

Evaluation of vault toilets and desludgeable
(3 

pit latrines in Africa. 

(4: Economic comparative evaluation of minimum 
aqua-privies.cost conventional sewerage and sewered 

(5: Design of coemunal sanitation facilities. 
Squatting plate design (materials).
(6: 

(7: Sullage disposal systems. 
odour levels in toilets.(8 Measurement of 

(9' Excreta reuse in Africa. 
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CIAPTER 1
 

EXCRETA DISPOSAL IN AFRICA
 

1.1 THE CURRENT LEVEL OF SERVICE - GLOBAL
 

Before describing excreta disposal in Africa it is useful to
 

examine all the developing countries in order that the African 

situation may be set in perspective. The most recent survey of 

excreta disposal services in developing countries was carried out 

by The World Health Organization in 1975 and published in World 

Health Statistics Report (Vol. 29, No. 10, 1976). Many of the figures
 

reported to WHO are open to doubt conceaing their accuracy, while 

some .re clearly optimistic*. However, they are the best figures 

that are available for inter-country and inter-regional co=parisons 

and so we will be quoting them extensively.
 

Regarding the level of urban services in 1975, and the comparison
 

between 1975 data and the data collected in the previous survey conduc 

in 1970, WHO (1976) writes:
 

"-Percentage of people served: There has been an increase
 

in the percentage of urban population served by excreta
 

disposal facilities from 712 to 75% in the five-year period
 

WO7-75. These were served either by connection to the
 

public sewerage system or through household systems.
 

There was actually a drop in the percentages of population
 

with house connections to the public sewerage systems from
 

27% in 1970 to 252 in 1975, that is to say, any increase in
 

connections to the public sewerage system did not keep pace
 

with the increase in urban population. In absolute numbers,
 

urban population having excreta disposal facilities were
 

337 Million in 1970 compared with 437 million in 1975.
 

* 	 For instance, W4HO (1976) reports that 100% of Loth urban 
and rural people in the Central African Empire have 
adequate excreta disposal facilities. We are also told 
that 48Z of rural Kenyans have adequate facilities, whereas 
a recent Government survey of Central Frofince (a relatively
 
prosperous area) showed that only 20% of the whole population
 

(urban and rural) were served.
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"-New targets: No targets had been adopted by WHO for 

excrsta disposal facilities prior to 1976, except in the 

Region of the Americas. Based on this mid-decade survey 

the World Health Assembly in 1976 adopted regional targets 

for excreta disposal for attainment by 1980, the weighted 

average of which.on a global basis means that 95% of the
 

urban population would have excreta disposal facilities
 

by 1980. Of these, 38% would be served by connection to
 

public sewerage systems and the remaining 57% by 

household systems. 245 million additional urban dwellers 

will have to be served in the five years 1976-80 to meet 

these targets. 

"-Investments: Based on data provided by the 60 countries 

reporting, the investment on urban excreta disposal for 

additional persons served is estimated to be the equivalent 

of US $34 per additional person served in the period 1971-75; 

5%of this was external assistance. The additional people 

served by urban excreta disposal in the five years 1971-75 

were 100 million; an additional 245 million will have to be 

served in the five years 1976-80 to meet the target, an 

increase of approximately two-and-a-half times (at constant 

If inflation were taken into account the investmentdollars). 

required in 1976-80 to meet the W4HO target for 1980 is 

estimated at nearly five times that made in 1971-75. Roughly 

US $16,000 million would be required in the five-year period
 

1976-80." 

In rural areas the situation is very much worse. UH0 (1976)
 

states:
 

"-Percentage of people served: 11% of the 1970 rural population 

had adequate excreta disposal facilities; this percentage rose 

to 15% in 1975. In other words, 134 million V.ople in rural 

areas had adequate excreta facilities in 1970; the corresponding 

figure for 1975 was 209 million. 

"-New targets: Based on the mid-decate (1975) survey, WHO in 

1976 adopted specific regional targets for 19E0 giving a weighted 

global average of 25%; 178 million additional rural dwellers will 
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"-Investments: From data provided by the 57 countries 

reporting the investments in rural excreta disposal per 

additional person served is estimated to be the equivalent
 

of US $6 in the five-year period 1971-75, approximately 0.5% 

consisting of external assistance. The additional rural 

population served in the five yearn 1971-75 was 75 million; 

an additional 178 million will have to be served in the five
 

years 1976-80 to meet the targets - an increase of almost 

two-and-a-half times (at constant dollars). Allowing for 

inflation in the five-year interim period, it is estimated 

that 4 four-and-a-half times increase over that made in 

1971-15 period will have to be made in the 1976-80 period 

to meet the targets, i.e., the investment required in the 

five-year period will be approximately US $2,000 million." 

The figures on global provision of urban and rural excreta
 

disposal services are summarised in Table 1.1. It must be borne 

in mind, however, that the figures and percentages presented are, 

especially in urban areas, optimistic. For instance, the 437 million 

urban people (75Z) stated to be served in 1975 will include many 

people who are only served by grossly unhygienic and unsatisfactory 

- seesystems (for instance, bucket latrines in Thadan and Kumasi 

Chapter 4). The data give little idea of -he numbers served by 

acceptable and well operated systems. 

1.2 	 THE CURRENT LEVEL OF SERVICE - REGIONAL 

Table 1.2 sets out the inter-regional comparisons in excreta 

disposal service in the six WHO regions. Again we must note that 

some of these figures appear optimistic. For instance, few people 

with wide experience of sanitation in Africa would believe that 

over one in four rural Africans have adequate excreta disposal 

services. 

The data indicates that the African region is better served than
 

to urbanthe Eastern Mediterranean and European* regions with respect 

* European region countries included in the survey were 

Algeria, Malta, Morocco and Turkey. 



TABLE 1. 1 

Numbers and percentages of people in urban and rural areas of 

developing countries served by some excreta disposal system
 

Population served by sewers or household systems
 

Population 1970 
 1975
 
group
 

millions (Z) millions (%)
 

Urban 337 (71) 437 (75)
 

Rural 134 (11) 209 (15)
 

Total 471 (27) 646 (33)
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TABLE 1.2 

regionsPercentages of urban and rural people in the six WHO 

with excreta disposal services
 

Urban Rural Total
 

z Z millionsOf those served, X with
Region z 
served served unservedserved pits or 

sewerage septic buckets
 
tanks 

Africa* 75 19 75 6 28 38 108 

Americas* 80 73 27 O"1 25 63 85 

Eastern
Medi terranean* 

63 17 80 3 14 27 20' 

0 18 27
Europe** 38 54 46 


South-East 79 33 33 34 6 20 930 

Asia 

44 26 43 58 101
Western 81 30 

Pacific
 

For these three regions there are printing errors in the data
* 
Table 3 of WHO (1976) and some interpretation haspresented in 

been necessary to arrive at the values giveit in this table.
 

**European region countries included in the survey were Algeria, 

Malta, Morocco and Turkey. 

56 
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services and better than all other regions except the Western 

Pacific with respect to rural areas. Moreover, the figures on 

the millions of people unserved highlight the fact that 63% of all 

live in the South East Asia region, while only 7Zunserved people 

live im the African region. When we examine the figures from the
 

South East Asia region we find, alarmingly, that 82Z if the 930 million
 

unserved people come from only two countries - India and Indonesia.
 

Indeed the unserved people in India alone constitute 42% of all
 

unserved people in all the developing countries surveyed by WHO.
 

1.3 THE CURRENT LEVEL OF SERVICE - AFRICA 

Turning to the African region, WHO (1976) writes on the urban 

situation as follows:
 

There has been an appreciable
"-Percentage of peop1e served: 


increase in the percentage of urban population served by 

excreta disposal facilities from 47% to 75% in the five-year
 

period 1970-75, most of which was by sirvice through household
 

systems. The increase in connections to public sewers was
 

from 8% in 1970 to 15% in 1975; in absolute numbers, urban 

populations having excreta disposal facilities were 14 million
 

in 1970 compared with 30 million in 1975.
 

"-New targets: No targets had been adopted by WHO for 

excreta disposal facilities prior to 1976, except in the Region 

of the Americas. Based on this mid-decade survey the World 

Health Assembly in 1976 adopted regional targets for excreta 

disposal for attainment by 1980, the target for the African 

Region of WHO is: 95% of the urban population to have excreta
 

disposal facilities by 1980. Of this, 20% would be served by
 

connection to public sewerage systems and the remaining 75% by
 

household systems. 27 million additional urban dwellers will
 

have to be served in the five years 1976-80 to meet these targets.
 

"-Investments: Based on dAt3 provided by the 13 countries
 

reporting, the investment on urban excreta disposal is estimated
 

to be the equivalent of US $19 per additional person served in
 

the period 1971-75; 13% of this was external assistance. The
 

by urban excreta disposal in the fiveadditional people served 
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years 1971-75 were 16 million; an additional 27 million will
 

have to be served in the five years 1976-80 to meet the target 

an increase of approximately 1.7 times (at constant dollars). 

If inflation were taken into account, the investment required 

in 1976-80 to meet the WHO target for 1980 is estimated at 

nearly three-and-a-half times that made in 1971-75. Roughly 

US $1,100 million wrnuld be required in the five-year period 

"1976-80." 

Considering the rural areas of Africa, WHO (1976) comunts: 

"-Percantage of people served: 23Z of the 1970 rural popu

lation aidadequate excreta disposal facilities; this 

percentage rose to 28% in 1975. In other words 38 million 

people iu rural areas had adequate excreta facilities in 

1970; the corresponding figure for 1975 was 55 million. 

"-New targets: Based on the mid-decade (1975) survey, in 

May 1976 a target of 25Z was proposed to the Twenty-ninth 

World Health Assembly, which it adopted. Additional information 

since available shows the progress already made is in the
 

region of 28%. Hence a target of 3OZ for attainment by 1980 has 

been assumed in this report for estimates and computations. An 

additional 11 million rural people will have to be served in 

the five years 1976-80 to meet this assumed target. 

"-Investments: From data provided by the countries in 1970,
 

the unit cost per capita has been taken as US $7 in the 1971-75 

period. There was practically no external assistance. The 

additional rural population served in the five years 1971-75 

were 17 million; an additional 11 million will have to be 

served in the five years 1976-80 to meet targets. The investment 

required in the five year period 1976-80 will be approximately
 

US $150 million."
 

This information strongly suggests that substantial progress 

has been, and is being made in Africa but that much remains to be done. 

The cost figures quoted are very. much lower than the cost figures 

presented in Chapters 2-5 of this report. This reflects p&rtly 

inflation over the intervening period but probably also inadequate 
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casting procedures under which some costs, such as the costs of 

watec ueeded to make some excreta disposal systems operate, are 

excluded.
 

1.4 REPORT OUTLINE
 

The purpose of this report is to reviev a variety of excreta
 

disposal technologies which may have application in the towns and 

cities of Africa. Chapters 2, 4 and 5 are devoted to three technologies 

(pit latrines, bucket latrines and aqua-privies) which are already 

widely found in urban Africa. Chapter 3 is devoted to composting 

toilets, a technology which has recently aroused considerable interest 

but which has only been tested on a very limited scale in Botswana 

and Tanzania. In each of Chapters 2-5, considerable space is devoted 

to the reporting of actual case studies of excreta disposal technologies 

in Botswana, Ghana, Nigeria, Sudan, Tanzania and Zambia. The sites of 

these case studies, and the particular technologies involved, are shown
 

in Figure 1.1.
 

Chapter 6 considers a variety of important factors which affect
 

the successful outcome of an excreta disposal project, and Chapter 7 

discusses the issues related to the disposal of sullage and the use of 

water for toilet operation. In Chapter 8 we try to integrate all the 

material previously presented in order to provide specific and clear-cut 

guidance on the choice of a truly appropriate sanitation technology in 

a given urban environment. Finally in Chapter 9 we list several major 

areas of current ignorance which we recommend should be investigated 

as research priorities as soon as possible. 

1.5 REFERENCE 

WHO (1976) Comumnity water supply and excreta disposal in 

developing countries: a review of progress. World Health Statistics 

Report 29 (10), 543-603. 
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CHAPTER 6
 

MISCELLANEOUS FACTO S
 

6.1 	 INTRODUCTION
 

In this chapter we discuss several factors which are not 

adequately covered in other chapters. The fact that we label them 

miscellaneous in no way implies that they are minor and, indeed, 

most of them are absolutely crucial to the successful implementation 

of any improved sanitation system. We discuss them briefly, partly 

to prevent this report from becoming too long and partly because, 

in some cases, thire is little except a few words of common sense 

to say. Such factors as institutional development, user acceptance 

and health education do not have a well developed body of theory 

and practice. The central facts are relatively obvious and rimpla 

while the subtleties and complications are largely unknown and unstudied. 

6.2 	 HEALTH
 

We have dealt only very briefly with health in Chapters 2 - 5. 

Health is the main social benefit and one of the economic benefits 

which investors in excreta disposal hope to achieve and it is therefore 

of the utmost importance. Health and excreta are reviewed at length 

in Feachem et al. (1978) which should be consulted for more detailed 

information.
 

6.3 	 nIfSTITUTIONS AND MANPOWER 

it is evident that any urban sanitation system requirL 

carefully designed, well managed and well staffed agency to operate
 

it. It seems to us that few general prescriptions can be made and that
 

the correct institutional arrangements will depend very much upon the 

existing municipal organisation and the type of excreta disposal system 

to be managed. For instance, an institution set up to operate a bucket 

latrine system, which is very demanding of any. municipality, may be 

quite inappropriate for a sewage system or a vented pit latrine progr=e. 

One institutional point wELch has emerged from our African stuLW 

(Iwugo et al., 1978a, 1978b, 1978c and 1978d) is that problems may arise 

when institutional control is given to a health authority, or other a-enc: 

which lacks the necessary engineering expertise. A fundamental 
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amust be the employment of 
of successful managementprerequisite 

and appropriatel 7 
sufficient number of adequately Paid, well motivated 

most African countries, these appropriately
trained engineers. In 

are not beingdo not exist. They
and motivated engineerstrained 

of civil 	engineering
African university departments

produced by most 

follow European syllabi), nor yet by the new 
(which generally 


Kenya, and
 
in sanitary engineering (at Nairobi,

coursespostgraduate 
to not only increase

There is an urgent needNigeria).Ahmadu Bello, 

the rate 	of production of African 
sanitary engineers* but also to
 

revise the syllabi. fow many graduating sanitary engineers
 drastically 

the kind of material contained in this
 

been exposed toin Africa have 


if any.
report? 	 Very few, 

6.4 USER ACCEPTANCE 

clearly no point in investing in excreta 
disposal


There is 

It is also mistakLto the users.are unacceptablefacilities which 


can be sorted out after
 
to suppose that problems of user acceptance 

Statements like "if the
education programes.construction through 


like it" are simpli:nitc,
will teach them to
people don't like it we 


and unreaslistic.
paternalistic 

user acceptance is crucial it is 
However, 	 having accepted that 

to make vague* exhortations to designers and planners to 
of little help 

Designers and planners require 
involve the coomnunity in decision making. 


involve the coumunity and how to.
 
very precise guidance about how to 


are fully accounted for in design. It
 
that user preferencesensure 

will probably require a few more years 
of field experience with user-


However,
 
choice design techniques before a 

well-tried method emerges. 


Figure 6.1 may 
in the meantime we suggest that the outline given in 

be some help. 

In many cases user preference and user acceptance will be more 

design than to substructure design.
to superstructureclosely linked 

the training of professional engineers of 
* It is noteworthy that 

all kinds has been seriously neglected 
in many African countrie3.
 

first 
In each of the nine African countries of which 

we have 

hand experience there are considerably 
more fully trained 

doctors than engineers. 
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FIGU.,E 6.1
 

for community involvement in the
Possible sequence 

choice and design of excreta disposal systems
 

Initial data
 
gathering
 

Counity data gathering 
including surveying existins 
facilities and establishing 

close working relationships
 

with comunity leaders and
 
Obtain preorganisations. 


liminary data concerning
 
community preferences.
 

Macro-design and feasibility 
study preparation. Follow 

methods described in Chapter 

8 and select a s5i6rt list of 
potentially suitable 

technologies.
 

Intensive interaction with the
 

cmunity. Inform comunity 
of technical options. Const

ruct several examples of options
 

and allow inspection and use.
 

Arrive, through interation
 

with comunity, at a choice of
 

which option ismost preferred.
 

Superstructure preferences may
 

need careful attention. 

SDetailed design of selected
 

option.
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that the latrine 
that 	 are remo-ed from view and 

the excretaProvided 
most by the design and colour 

may be influenced
does not smell, users 

slab. Considerable
the seat or squatting

of the latrine house and 

attention 	must therefore be 
given to details which may be 

trivial
 

in determiningall importantbut could 	besensein the engineering 
of the new facilities. 

and hygienic maintenance
the eventual use 

USER EDUCATION
 
reduced by following 


The need for user education will be the 

which are discussed in Section 6.4. 
for user acceptanceguidelines 

and design of the new
the selection 

If the users have taken part in 
was partly

that the choice of technology
and if they feelfacilities, 

theirs, they may well have 
a positive attitude towards 

the innovation
 

and be at least moderately 
aware of its technical characteristics.
 

However, it will still be 
necessary to mount a continuing 

and vigorous
 

on the following points: 
campaign with special eiphasiJ

comlunitY 

(1) personal and latrine cleanliness;
 

(2) 	 correct operation of the system; 
of the system;

conscientious maintenance
(3) 	 correct and 


use of the new facilities by children; and
 
(4) full 

(5) at least partial payment in 
cash or kind for the benefits 

received.
 

6.6 CHILDREN
 

Many of the excreted infectious 
have a very markedly non-unif

orm
 

While all
 
distribution of prevalence between 

different age groups. 


are concentratedmany of them 
of them are found among people of all ages, 

Table 6.1 	states the age group which is
 
in particular age groups. 


most afflicted by the main 
excreted infections in areas where these
 

infections are endemic.
 

This table clearly shows that 
many of these infections are 

primarily
 

infections of childhood or 
that they afflict children as 

well as adults.
 

through excretafor disease control 
greatest relevanceThis has 	 the 

disposal 	improvements.
 

In all societies children below 
the age of 	about 3 will
 

A proportion of
 

defaecate whenever and wherever 
they feel the need. 


these children will be excreting 
substantial quantities of 

pathogens.
 

In some societies their 
stools are regarded as relatively 

inoffensive
 



The age of maximum prevalence of some 
major excreted infections in indigenous 

populations
 
*ABLE 6.1 


infection 


Enteroviruses 

Hepatitis A virus 

Rotavirus 

Entamoeba histolytica
 
Giardia lamblia 

Balantidlum coli
 

Enterobius 


1Iymenolepis 

Salmonella typhi
 
Other Salmonellae 

Shigella

cholerasVibrio 

Path. E. coli
Yersinia*
 

Ascaris
 
Trichuris
 
Hookworms 
Strongyloides
 

Taenia
 

Clonorchis
 
Diphyllobothrium 

Fasciolopsis 

Paragonius spp.

Schistosoma 

of endemic area
 

-Age group in which highest prevalence of infection 
is
 

typically found
 

Adults
Teenagers
Children
Babies 
 20 +
13 -19
3 -12
o- 2 


*
 

* 

* 

* 

* 

, * 

* * 

**f

** *** 


*
 

* 

,* 

, . 

* * 
* * 
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and they are alloyed to defaecate 
anywhere in or near the house.
 

this case it is highly likely 
that their stools will play a
 

In 

significant role in transitting 
infection to other children 

and
 

This applies not only to those infections without 
a
 

adults. 


latency period but also to 
infections like ascariasis, hookworm 

and
 

trichuriasis where the defaecation 
habits of children will determine
 

the degree of soil pollution 
in the yard and around the 

house and
 

this, in turn, will largely 
determine the prevalence and 

intensity
 

of these geohelminthic diseases 
in the household.
 

In other societies by contrast, 
strenuous efforts are made to
 

control and manage the stools 
of young children, either by 

making
 

them wear nappies (diapers) or by cleaning up 
their stools whenever
 

Either of these ractions should 
have an important
 

they are observed. 


influence on the intra-familial 
transmission of excreted pathogens.
 

of intermediatewhole range
two extremes there is a 

Between these 
of adults to the szooia
 

behaviour patterns with regard 
to the rPAction 


the picture is closer to 
most 	poor coununities,

of young children. In 
of governmentThe 	 relevant response

to the second.
the 	first exatople than 

and other responsible agencies 
to this situation is health 

education of
 

mothers to encourage a belief 
that the stools of young children 

are
 

The 	problem is primarily
 
dangerous and should be hygienically 

disposed of. 


However, the provision of some
 
connected with attitudes and 	

behaviour. 


form 	of toilet for the disposal 
of the child's stool, and, 

maybe more
 

importantly, a convenient water 
supply will greatly assist 

child hygiene.
 

a
 
Turning to children over 3 

years; they are capable of using 


toilet if one of suitable design 
is available. Children in the age
 

even where they are
 
range 3 - 13 frequently do not use toilets 


available because:
 

(1) 	they find it inconvenient 
and are not encouraged to by 

adults;
 

(2) 	they are afraid of falling 
down the hole or of being attacked
 

by pigs or other animals which 
may live next to the latrine;
 

that 	littleso designedthe toilet is
(3) 	 they cannot because 

people cannot use it;
 

by adults who do not want 
(4) 	they are prevented from 

doing so 

-heir nice clean toilet. the children messing uj 
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As with the very young children, it is of vital 
importance that4
 

so.. 
the stools of these children are hygienically 

disposed of becaus. 

in a combinationrich in pathogens, The solution lies
of them will be 

and happy to use 
of the provision of a toilet which chil? 

en are able 

that they compel their children and health education for the mothers so 


Education for school children could also 
be effective here
 

to do so. 


and it is vitally important that all schools 
have veil-maintained
 

that the children may learn from positive 
experience.


latrines so 


6.7 CODMUN&L OR PRIVAT"?
 

Experience vith public latrines of all kinds 
in all countries 

The basic problem is that a public
has often been unsatisfactory. 


there is
 
facility appears to belong to no-one individually 

and so 


to keeping it clean and
 very little commitment by individual users 


This is as true in Manchester as it is in
 operating it properly. 


Calcutta.
 

Public or communal latrines should usually only be 
considered
 

for institutions (e.g. schools) or where special cultural condition
 

apply - -i for instance the use of comunal blocks 
by extended
 

In any case it will nearly
families in Ibadan (see Section 5.9.4). 


always be necessary for paid employees to be 
engaged with responsi-


The task of cleaning is made much
 bility for cleaning and upkeep. 


easier if there is a tap in the block which 
may be used to hose down
 

the floors and walls several times a day. 

latrines often require lighting, or they will 
not be
 

Comunal 
to pay for this,be made beforehand

used after dark. Arrangementj; must 

because communities are seldom able to raise 
money regularly by 

Another d-fficult question surrounding co~nal 
voluntary collections. 


The requirements for privacy of the
 facilities is that of privacy'. 


population must be clearly understood and 
raspected.
 

A compromise between public and 
private latrines, which is used 

in some parts of India, is to have 
a central latrine block serving 

8 - 15 households, in which each household 
keeps its cubicle locked
 

Experience shows that each
 and is responsible for its upkeep. 


household will zealously guard its 
cubicle and keep it clean, but t.8 t 

maintenance to the overall 
system (e.g. blockage in the 

effluent pipe"
 

will cause organisational problems.
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in areas where comunal latrine blocks are provided,
 

it ic usually desirable to enlarge the latrine block to include
 

personal washing and laundry facilities. With good design it 

should be possible to provide at reasonable cost both private
 

shower and toilet-facilities for individual households within
 

the comunal sanitation block. Private facilities for clothes
 

would not normally be required. To obviate organizational
washing 

problems the municipality should employ a maintenance labourer 

and also be responsible for levying and collecting monthly rental 

fees from each household using the sanitation block.
 

Lastly, a communal latrine is necessarily a certain distance 

from each household, and this may be enough to deter some users,
 

In some societies,
particularly at night or during wet or cold weather. 


it may be essential that each family have its own latrine, in or very
 

close to the house.
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CJAPTER SEVEN 

AND SULLAGE
WATER 


7.1 IITRODUCrION
 
using

discuss the engineering feasibility of 
In this Chapter.we 

types of low-income housing
for different

different sanitation systems 
supply service and hence different 

with different levels of water 

site sullage generation.onquantities of 

we consider are:
The sanitation systems 

(1) pit latrines;
 

(2) 	 compost toilets;
 
and unsevered);
(severed(3) aqua-privies 

flush toilets); and(to serve
(4) conventional sewerage 

(5) nightsoil cartage 
systems (buckets and vaults)
 

We consider three levels of 
water supply service:
 

(1) public standpipes (20 	lcd);
 

(2) single tap house connections 
(80 led); and
 

multiple tap house connections (>150 lcd);

(3) 

types of low-income housing:and two 

(1) modern suburban housing estates with fairly small plot 

m2 ); andsizes (around 300 
areas


low rise housing in central 
older high density,(2) 


or no space between houses.
 
which has little 

discuss only the engineering feasibility of 
In this Chapter we 

We do not discuss their desirability
 
the different sanitation systems. 


compare their intrinsic 
any situation, nor do we 

or undesirability in 

in Chapter 8.
 limitations; this we do 

merits or 

ESTATESHOUSINGSUBURBANFOR MODERN LOW-INCOHESYSTEMS7.2 SANITATIOt 

7.2.1 Public standpipes 

Pit latrines, compost toilets 
and nightsoil cartage systems 

aW 

generally feasible, whereas 
aqua-privies and conventional 

sewerage are 

not. Aqua-privies are excluded 
because of the reluctance 

of users to
 

carry home enough water to 
maintain the water sell.
 

http:Chapter.we
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None of the three appropriate systems (pits, composters or 

Indeed, the successful
 
cartage) have much ability to dispose of sullage. 


operation of composters depends on the complete 
exclusion of sullage.
 

We assume that the small volumes of on-site 
sullage produced (<20 lcd)
 

will be disposed of adequately by tipping 
in the yard or on the garden.
 

Where this is not acceptable, on-site sullage 
disposal in small
 

soakaways might be provided, or drains could 
be built linking the yard
 

to the stormwater drains in the street.
 

7.2.2 Single tap service
 

remains almostof the different sanitation systemsThe feasibility 
except that aqua-priviesthe public standpipe service,the same as for 

There should now be no difficulty with water 
seal
 

become feasible. 


maintenance, and the decision to install 
sullage or severed aqua-privies
 

depends on the quantity of sullage generated'
and the permeability of
 

the soil.
 

If aqua-privies are built they can be designed 
to-accept all the
 

However, as above, in the case of pits, composters
sullage produced. 


or cartage, separate arrangements for sullage 
disposal must be made.
 

Sullage generation is probably too high for 
simply tipping in the yard
 

and the provision of simple soakaway pits is 
indicated. Alternatively,
 

sullage may be led to street drains.
 

7.2.3 Multiple tap service
 

Conventional sewerage or severed aqua-privies 
are commonly regarded
 

as the most feasible systems for a multiple 
tap level of water service.
 

Flush toilets leading to a large septic tank 
with subsurface disposal
 

an alternative to conventional sewerage if sufficient
 of the effluent is 

or the septic tank
 

suitable land for a drainfield is locally available; 


effluent may be discharged into a series of 
waste stabilization ponds;
 

flat sewer (so that the system
 or it may be discharged into a small, 


becomes essentially a variation of the severed 
aqua-privy system).
 

It is feasible to use pit latrines, compost toilets 
and nightsoil
 

cartage systems provided that their cost and 
the cost for the separately
 

required sullage disposal system (Section 
7.4) are less than the cost of
 

the cheapest system which accepts excreta and 
sullage.
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7.3 SANITATION SYSTEMS FOR HIGH DENSITY, LOW LICOME URBAN HOUSING 

7.3.1 Public standpipes
 

it is assumed that the housing density is sufficiently high to 

exclude pit latrines. Aqua-privies are excluded because of the lack 

of on-site water. Sewerage is excluded for the same reason. This 

leaves cartage systems or composters as possibilities. The feasibility 

of double vault batch composters depends on: (1) whether there is 

sufficient space for the "double" toilet; (2) the availability of 

waste orginic material, ash, etc; (3) humus collection by the 

municipality; and possibly (4) the existence of a local market or use 

for the hums. 

Sullage disposal will not be possible in on-site soakavays and 

so tipping into street drains is the most likely solution. (See Section 

7.4). 

7.3.2 Single tap service
 

Sewered aqua-privies are feasible if sufficient sullage is 

generated. Otherwise the feasibilities are as described i'n Section 7.3.1.
 

Where severed aqua-privies are not used, drains must be provided 

to lead water from the tap or sink to the street drains (see Section 7.4). 

7.3.3 Multiple tap service 

Conventional sewerage, either with or without coinumal septic 

tanks discharging into "aqua-privy sewers", is feasible. Otherwise 

the situation is as described in Section 7.3.2. Sullage must be 

discharged into a sewerage system or street stormwater drains. 

7.4 SULLAGE DISPOSAL
 

There are three kinds of separate sullage disposal systems: 

(1) casual disposal by tipping in the yard; 

(2) on-site disposal by soakaway; 

(3) drainage in open drains. 

Tipping in the yard may create breeding sites for Culex pipiens
 

which is a major nuisance mosquito and also the vector of bancroftian 

filariasis in some areas of the world. It may also create muddy and
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insanitary conditions in the yard which could help to promote the
 

development of nematode ova which require a fairly moist environment.
 

A clean, dry yard is less likely to be used for defaecation by children
 

and any ova deposited are unlikely to develop. A wet muddy yard will
 

conceal any faeces deposited and will promote development of worm eggs
 

and larvae. Sullage containing pathogens from babies' bath water or 

adults' ablution water may infect children playing in the yard. In 

well-draining soils, where sullage production or housing density are 

low, tipping of sullage water outside the home is unlikely to be a major 

health hazard. However, where soils are less permeable, and where water 

use or housing density are high, an adequate method of sullage disposal 

becomes essential.
 

Sullage disposal by soakaway provides a low risk of groundwater
 

contamination. it is worth noting that the risk of microbiological 

groundwater pollution is vary much lower with sullage than it is with 

sewage. The same is true of high nitrate pollution, since sullage 

contains very little nitrogen compared to sewage.
 

Drainage in open drains such as stormater drains, provides a 

readily identifiable health risk - namely that of promoting Culex pipiens 

and other mosquito breeding. 'Assume that sullage is being introduced
 

into the stormater drainage system. In areas of year-round rainfall, 

these drains will contain water continuously. If they are kept free of 

garbage and are well designed they will flow freely and provide few
 

sites for mosquito breeding. The presence or absence of sullage will
 

make no difference. However, in areas of seasonal rainfall, and where 

the drains are liable to blockage and pondage, the addition of sullage 

will create year-round water and thus year-round Culex breeding where 

previously only seasonal Culex breeding may have occurred. Thus, it.is 

not the quality of the sullage which is important, since ponded 

stormwater will also be sufficiently polluted to allow Culex pipiens 

breeding. It is the continuous production of sullage which may have the 

effect of converting wet season breeding into year-round breeding in
 

areas where the stormwacer drains are liable to pond. The change from
 

wet season breeding to year-round breeding may have a considerable impact
 

on filariasis transmission and lead to increasniprevalence and intensity
 

of infection.
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The solution to these problems is either to use an alternative 

method of sullage disposal or to protect drains from blocking by 

covering or by vigorous efforts to keep them clear. The latter 

approach is the more realistic and can be implemented either by the 

employment of municipal gangs, or by sub-contracting the job to the 

private sector, or by organising and motivating comnunity effort on 

a neighbourhood basis. Drainage channels should be lined and have a 

central section of smaller cross-sectional area to increase flow 

velocities at low flows. Where the sullage water is to be reused or 

discharged into low flow streams, it may require treatment. Sullage 

may contain substantial levels of readily biodegradable organics but 

is unlikkly to contain a significant load of pathogenic micro-organisms. 

Treatment in waste stabilization ponds, or in conventional treatment plants, 

is appropriate. 

7.5 SUMARY
 

The engineering feasibility of the different sanitation and 

sullage systems under different housing and different levels of water 

supply service is sumarised in Tables 7.1, 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4. We 

wish to stress again that theso Tables refer only to engineering 

feasibility and not to what potential users, municipal authorities or 

or consulting engineers may consider desirable. In particular we wish 

to stress that, if a non-sewered system is to be used in areas served 

by single or multiple tap water supplies, detailed attention must be
 

paid at the desien stage to the provision of adequate facilities for 

sullage disposal.
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Table 7.1 Engineering feasibilit' of different individual household 
sanitation systems for modern low-income suburban housing estates 
with different levels of water supply service. 

Sanitation Public Single Multiple
 
facility Standpipe tap tap
 

Pit latrines F F* F* 

Compost toilets F 7* 7*
 

Aqua-privies I F I
 
(unsewered)
 

Aqua-privies F** F
 
(sewered)
 

Conventional I I F
 
sewerage
 

Nigh7soil F 7* F*
 
cartage
 

F : Feasible 

I : Infeasible
 

* : Adequate sullage disposal facilities required (see Table 7.2) 

** : Feasible only if sufficient sullage generated 
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Table 7.2 Engineering feasibility of different sullage disposal
 
systems for modern low-income housing estates with different 
levels of water supply service.
 

Sanitation Public Single Multiple 
facility Standpipe tap tap
 

Pit lAtrines T/S/D S/D D 

Compost toilets T/S/D S/D D 

Aqua-privies - S
(unsewered)
 

Aqua-privies -S Se 
(sewered) 

Conventional Se 
sewerage 

Nightsoil T/S/D Sin D
 
cartage
 

T : Tipping in yard or on garden 

S : Soakaway on-site 

D : Stormwater drains
 

Se : Sewer
 

- : Condition not feasible (see Table 7.1)
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Table 7.3 Engineering feasibility of different individual household
 
sanitation systems for high density low income urban housing with. 
different levels of water supply service
 

Sanitation Public Single Multiple
 
facility standpipe tap tap
 

Pit latrines I II 

Compost toilets 

Aqua-privies I 
(unsewered)
 

Aqua-privies. IF** F
 
(severed)
 

Conventional I F
 
sewerage
 

Nightsoil 7 1* P*
 
cartage
 

F : Feasible 

I : Infeasible
 

• : Adequate sullage disposal facilities required (see Table 7
 

•* : Feasible only if sufficient sullage generatad 
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Engineering feasibility of different 
sullage disposal
 

Table 7.4 

ith different
 

systems for high density, low-income 
urban housin 


levels of water supply service.
 

MultipleSinglePublic tapSanitation tapstandpipe
facility 


Pit latrines
 
DDD

Coipost toilets 

Aua-privies
 
(unsewered) 

- Se Se
Aqu&-privies 


(sewered)
 
Se
 

Conventional-

sewerage
 

D DD
Vightsoil 

cartage
 

D : Storulater drains 

Se : Sewer 
(see Table 7.3).not feasible _ : Combinatiou 
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CHAPTER 8 

COHPARISONS 

AND SELECTION 

TECHNOLOGY 


8.1 METHODS OF COMPARISON 

The aim of this chapter is to compare the variety of available 

them.and to propose methods for selecting amongsttechnologies 

This requires some preliminary- discussion of ways in which comparisons 

may be made. 

The usual approach to technology comparisons in the field of 

excreta disposal is to first define criteria. Technologies are then 

displays their putative performancecompared in some kind of matrix which 

A very simple version of this approach
according to the stated criteria. 


was used by Feachem and Cairucross (1978) and is reproduced in Table 8.1.
 

Seven criteria were adopted and seven technologies are compared in a
 

purely descriptive way. No overall ranking or conclusions are attempted
 

and it is presented as a guide for the non-technical reader. Its most 

useful function may be to exclude certain technologies in a given 

situation, rather than to select the best technology.
 

A more complex approach was used by Winblad (1972). He defined
 

six kinds of criteria (health, ecological, nuisance, cultural,
 

Vinblad
operational and cost) and produced the matrix shown in Table 8.2. 


points out that "none of the fifteen systems evaluated fulfils all the 

requirements". No overall ranking is attempted and the matrix is used 

Winblad's
to stimulate a discussion which embraces the relevant criteria. 


main recommendation is that systems which emerge favourably from this 

discussion, especially the composting toilets, should be tried in Africa
 

on a pilot scale. It was this recommendation which led eventually to
 

the research projact in Tanzania reported in Chapters 2 and 3. 

The matrix approach to technology comparison has been taken much 

further by Wright (1977) who reports the findings of an expert working 

group which considered the relative merits of 25 technologies for rural 

sanitation. Twenty five weighted criteria were employed and the result 

The overall ranking shown in Table 8.3 wasis reproduced in Table 8.3. 
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TABLE 8.1 Classification matrix for sanitatzon systems 
used
 

by Feachem and Cairncross (1978)
 

UrmN CO.UrMcs- Opera#- East 4 W'me
SuAiaaaou RJMI 

Coxuueiw Rcqswr'-.w;:* Ilytiexe
Sysum 	 Appli- AppWauwuo ipaCs tea Css 


01 WE
 

LOw 	 Low Very easy xcep None Moderate 
Pit Suitable Not in high 

in wet or rocky
latrines inall densitysuburbs 

ground ' 
areas 

0
lucket 	 None HadLow Igiih Easy

and Suitable Suitable 

RequiresVault and No Suitable where toderateHigh skillled Noe 
vcuum 	 suitable vehicle mainim Medium 

builderance availabie 

Requires 'Water soure 
truck 

Aqua 	 am privy GoodHigh, Lkilledprivies Suitable Suitable 
builder 

Requires Water piped
Septic Suitable for 

Very igh. Low skilled to privy Ezellent 
uank Suitable lw-dckity 

buildersuburbs 
urcRequires Water 

Pour flush 	 near ;rivy GoodLaw skilled
and Suitabk Not suitable High 

builder
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TABLE 8.2 Winblad's (1972) sanitation classification matrix 

SYSTEM 
INPUT 

REQUIRED 
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EQUIPMENT 
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TABLE 8.3 Weighted sanitation classification matrix used by Wright (1977)
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used to help select tecbnolo-ies suitable for use in rural Ghana. 

Six technologies were selected as follows: 

Technology Rank from Table 8.3 

RCA latrine 1 

ROEC 3 

Off-set compost pit latrine 4 

Vietnamese double vault latrine 6 

Utafiti latrine 7 

Vented pit latrine 11 

This method of technology comparison and selection has major disadvan

tages. The ranking obtained depends on the weightin- 1;iven to the 

criteria and this weighting contains a strong element of value judgement. 

The actual score assigned to each latrine under P.ach criterion also has 

a strong value judgement element. A differsuc panel of experts might 

produce different results and the latrine users themselves might not 

only give different scores and different weights but might employ 

different criteria. 

The underlying logic of this approach is also open to question. 

In any given location there are basic physical and cultural attributes 

which will limit the technology choice considerably, irrespective of the 

overall scores on a matrix such as Table 8.3. A method is required which 

allows these attributes to guide the planner to a short-list of feasible 

and sensible technologies. The choice between these will. then be based 

upon a combination of economic and social criteria. Basically these 

economic and social criteria reduce to the question: "which is the 

cheapest feasible technology which the users will accept and care for 

" - and which the municipal authority is institutionally capable of operating?" 

*•M -This approach to technology choice should be applied to a 

carefully selected and limited list of alternatives. The next two 

sections describe ue. t.he alternatives and Section 8.4 proposes 

: a "shopping list" of suA. . technologies for application in urban 

Africa. We conclude ip .,.-a3.5 by proposing a methodology which 

can be used in most .urbanareas in Africa to guide the selection of 

one most suitable technology from amongst -zhe "shopping list". 
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8.2 SANITATION SYSTEMS 

The sanitation systems we consider are the same as those discussec
 

in Chapter 7:
 

(1) pit latrines;
 

(2) compost toilets;
 

(3) aqua-privies (severed and unsewered); 

(4) conventional sewerage (to serve flush toilets); and 

(5) nightsoil cartage systems (buckets and vaults). 

These systems can be classified in various ways. We have chosen to
 

use initially two simple classifications:
 

(1) "dry or wet": the necessity to exclude or to add 

water (or sullage); and
 

(2) "on site, cartage or sewerage": whether excreta is 

regularly removed from the site or not, and whether the removal 

is discontinuous or continuous. 

The five systems are classified in these two ways in the 3 x 2 matrix 

of Figure 8.1. This method of classification is useful as a visual
 

sumary and it tells the reader which systems require separate 0 

facilities for sullage disposal (see also Tables 7.2 and 7.4), but it 

does not provide any comparison of the merits or demerits of the five 

systes; neither does it help to choose between the systems nor 

prompt fundamental questions on the nature of, and the concepts behind, 

each system. 

It is now instructive to examine in detail each sanitation system 

in order that we may decide whether a system is basically sensible or 

not, and if it is, whether it can be considered a viable sanitation 

option for the urban poor in Africa. We show in Figure 8.2 schematic 

representations of each of the different non-severed sanitation 

systems. In these diagrams we indicate the removal routes for both 

the solid and the liquid fractions of the excreta. However, no solids 

removal is shown for the wet and dry pit latrines, as in these systems 

solids removal occurs only some years after the superstructure has beer 

removed.
 

Pit latrines, unsewered aqua-privies, vaults and compost tois
 

are merely different receptacles for excreta. The differences areW
 

fact really quite small, at least con:eptually:
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Pit latrines: 	 unsealed receptacles with continuous
 

liquid removal by infiltration and
 

percolation, and very infrequent
 

solids removal.
 

Compost toilets: sealed or unsealed receptacles with 

liquid absorption by added organic 

matter, and frequent solids removal. 

Aqua-pLA.v& . sealed receptacles with continuous 

liquid removal by infiltration and 

percolation in an adjacent soakaway, 

and infrequent solids removal. 

Vaults: sealed receptacles with frequent 

excreta removal. 

The Hatero desludgeable wet pit latrines (Section 2.9.5) are basically 

unsealed vaults, and buckets can be considered as removeable vaults. 

Thus, apart from compost toilets which require the addition of 

absorbent and easily biodegradable organic material, the two main 

differences in all these sanitation systems are: (1)whether the 

receptacle is sealed or unsealed and (2) the frequency of solids (or 

excreta) removal. 	 The size of the receptacle and the frequency of 

emptying are clearly inter-related: for example, pit latrines are 

large receptacles designed for several years of service, and vaults
 

are small receptacles designed to store excreta for only a few weeks.
 

Once construction and collection costs are known it is relatively
 

straightforward to minimise costs by optimising the combination of
 

receptacle size and its emptying frequency.
 

Compost toilets are a viable system only if (1)the high degree 

of user care required to operate the toilet satisfactorily can be 

reasonably guaranteed; (2) there is a readily available supply of 

organic refuse or ash to place in Che toilet; (3) the users are willing 

to handle the humus produced; and (4) there is a local market or use 

for the humus. We do not consider it realistic, or expect it to be 

common, that all four of these conditions can be fulfilled concurrently
 

in urban Africa (see Chapter 3).
 

Our basic premise is that properly designed and maintained
 

ventilated pit latrines-have minimum odour and substantially reduced
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fly nuisance (see Chapter 2), and that apart from entomological
 

considerations (and the entomology of ventilated pit latrines is
 

a very important subject about which there is scarcely any current 

knowledge), pit latrines pose no greater risks to health than do
 

flush toilets (cf. Feachem et al., 1978, Chapter 5). We question 

therefore whether the unsewered aqua-privy is a sensible system:
 

excreta are deposited into a tank of water or sullage via a drop-pipe,
 

the lower and of which must be below the liquid level in the tank, and 

the effluent is led to a soakaway. When the water seal is not 

maiutained, there is fly and odour nuisance unless the aqua-privy is 

provided with a 150 um external black vent pipe. We ask therefore 

if it would not be more sensible to have a ventilated pit latrine 

instead, with a separate soakaway for sullage disposal if so desired. 

Aqua-privies do however have one advantage over wet pit latrines: 

if the water seal is maintained, there is unlikely to be mosquito breedir 

in them as the exposed water surface in the drop pipe is small and 

constantly disturbed by excreta and flushwater. In dry pit latrines 

there is no mosquito breeding either, so when the choice is to install 

dry pit latrines or aqua-privies, we can see no advantage for aqua

privies and would recormend the installation of ventilated dry pit 

latrines. When the choice is between wet pit latrines and aqua-privies, 

we would advocate consideration of a pour-flush pit latrine as it is 

certain to be less expensive and it is equally good entomologically. 

Cartage systems require considerable municipal organization. With 

vaults there must be access for the collection vehicles (of whatever 

size; it is not necessary to restrict one's selection to the normal 

large vacuum tanker), and there must be adequate and reliable maintenance 

and repair facilities for the vehicles. If either of these two 

conditions cannot be met, vaults cannot be used. Bucket latrine systems 

are liable to be operated very poorly, but in some situations there is 

no alternative (Section 8.5); under such circumstances it is essential 

to use as many improvements to the system as possible (Section 4.2). 

With both types of cartage systems separate sullage disposal facilities
 

are required (Chapter 7).
 

Sewerage systems, whether of the conventional or aqua-privy type, 

require large quantities of water for their successful operation - at 

least 50 lcd. They both convey excreta and sullage but there is one key 
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difference between them, namely that large solids are retained in 

the aqua-privy. This difference has two consequences of econcmuc 

importance: (1) that the sewers serving the aqua-privy can be 

smaller and laid at flatter gradients, and (2) that infrequent 

but regular desludging of the aqua-privy tank is necessary. The
 

aqua-privy system has one further economic advantage, that the 

flushing water -equirement is only around 5 lcd rather than the 
60 - 100 lcd needed for flush toilets. This not only reduces costs
 

but it means that the finely divided excreta solids which leave the 

aqua-privy tank are transported almost entirely by sullage, whereas 

in a conventional sewerage system all the excreta and anal cleansing 

materials are transported not only by sullage but also by large
 

quantities of otherwise unused drinking water. Thus the sewered
 

aqua-privy system is the more sensible system, and since our studies
 

in Ndola have shown that it costs at most 51% of conventional sewerage 

(and in a more realistic comparison we suspect that it would cost much 

less than this), we believe the sewered aqua-privy system to be the
 

more appropriate sanitation system for low-income communities.
 

8.3 ECONOMIC COMPARISONS
 

We have already presented economic coatings of a variety of
 

existing excreta disposal facilities in Africa in Chapters 2 - 5. 

Sewerage costs have been derived previously for Kdola (Twugo et al., 

1978) and for Gaborone (El Daher, 1977). These cost data are
 

susnarised in Tables 8.4 and 8.5 and Figure 8.3. We now compare 

these costs first by technology and then by country.
 

8.3.1 Comparisons by technology
 

(a)Pit latrines and ROEC's. Excluding the extremely expensive pit.
 

latrines in the Sudan about which we are uncertain concerning the 

accuracy of the costs presented, the total annual costs of pit latrines 

vary between US $19 and US $63. Excluding superstructure costs, we 

find a range of US $ 14 to US $ 34. Pit latrines are a technology amenab, 

to self-help programmes and so we have also derived the costs excluding
 

all labour components; a range of US $ 7 to US $ 17 per substructure 

per year is obtained. The number of users per latrine is not known for 

the Sudan and therefore per capita costs cannot be computed. Elsewhere 

the number of users varied between 6 (Tanzania) and 17 (Tbadan, Nigeria). 



TABLE 8.4 Cost comparison of pit latrines and coposters in Africa (all costs are total annual costs
 

Latrine 

type
 

Improved pit latrines 


Basic pit latrines 


ROEC's 


Batch composters 


Continuous composters 


and are expressed in 1978 US 4)
 

Substructure cost with
 

Total Substructure self-help labour
 

Location cost cost shadowed at 0
 

Per Per Per Per Per Per
 
Unit capita Unit capita Unit capita
 

Botswana 53 8.3 24 3.8 15 2.4.
 

Tanzania N/A N/A 20 3.3 17 2.8
 

Sudan:
 
Type A 221 N/A 162 N/A 83 N/A
 
Type B 151 N/A 125 N/A 44 N/A
 
Type C 86 N/A 60 N/A 46 N/A
 

HdolaZambia 19 3.2 N/A N/A N/A N/A
 

Ibadan,Nigeria 45 2.8 21 1.3 7 0.4
 

Botswana 63 9.9 34 5.3 15 2.4
 

Tanzania
 
lined N/A N/A 34 5.7 27 4.5
 
unlined N/A N/A 14 2.3 11 1.8
 

3.1
Botswana 68 11 34 5.3 20 


Tanzania
 
lined N/A N/A 15 2.5 13 2.2
 
unlined N/A N/A 14 2.3 12 2.0
 

Botswana N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
 

2.3
Tanzania N/A IM/A 16 2.7 14 




TABLE 8.5 Cost comparison of bucket latrines, aqua-privies and sewerage in Africa (all coats are
 
total annual costs and are expressed in 1978 US $)
 

Total cost Capital cost 0 & H cost 
Total costs excluding
tl upstrcuretoilet superstructure 

Latrine type Location 
Per Per Per Per Per Per Per Per 
unit capita unit capita unit capita unit capita 

Bucket latrines Ibadan, Nigeria 147 3.9 64 1.7 83 2.2 132 3.5 

Kumasi, Ghana 360 14 175 7 185 7 235 9.4 
Hasaheima, Sudan 116 18 90 14 26 4 56 8.6 

Sullage aqua- Bothwana 83 13 73 11 10 1.6 48 7.5 
privy 

Eawered New Bussa, Nigeria 524 21 408 i6 116 5 420 17 
aqua-privy Ndola, Zambia 161 27 123 21 38 6 not available 

Coimuunal 
aqua-prilvy Ibadan, Nigeria 5202 6.5 2743 3.4 2459 3.1 not applicable 

S~werage Ndola, Zambia 318 5 135 23 183 31 not applicable 
Gaborone, Botswana 73 15 not available not applicable 
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The associated per capita costs are shown in Table 8.4. The
 

lifetimes of the pit latrines studied ranged from 3 years (Ibadan,
 

Nigeria) to 15 years (RIEC's in Botswana and Tanzania), while the 

very deep types A and B Sudanese pit latrines have an estimated life
 

of 25 years. Basic pit latrines And improved (vented) pit latrines 

were similarly priced, while lined ROEC's were up to 40% more 

expens2.ve on a substructure basis. 

(b) Compostnng toilets. Total annual costs are only available for
 

batch composters in Botswana, where a figure of US $ 68 in derived. 

Substructure costs vary from US $ 14 to US $ 34 while, with self-help 

labour, the range is from US $ 12 to US $ 20. Copostors were only 

studied in Botswana and Tanzania and in both planes the number of 

users per unit were about 6. Per capita costs are given in Table 8.4. 

Lifetimes were estimated as 15 years. The Botswana costs appear to 

be approximately 10OZ higher than those in Tankania. Batch and 

continuous composters in Tanzania have very similar costs. 

(c) Bucket latrines. Bucket latrines were costed in Ibadan (Nigeria),
 

Kumasi (Ghana) and El Hasaheisa (Sudan). Total annual costs per unit 

were between US $ 116 and US $ 360. Excluding superstructuces the 

range was US $ 56 to US $ 235. Operation and maintenance costs as a 

proportion of total costs varied from 22% to 56%. Number of users 

per bucket, or per unit, were found to be very high in Thadan (38) and 

Kumasi (25). Bearing in mind the frequency of bucket emptying (usually 

less than once a day), and the volume of the buckets (15 - 40 litres) 

(see Chapter 4), it is certain that a considerable amount of excreta 

was not being deposited in the buckets. Therefore, per capita costs 

derived from these high figures of users per bucket are unrealistically 

low (Table 8.5 and Figure 8.3).
 

(d) Aqua-privies. Aqua-privies were costed in Botswana (sullage aqua

privies), in New Busea, Nigeria and Ndola, Zambia (sewered aqua-privies) 

and in Tbadan, Nigeria (communal aqua-privies). Total annual unit 

costs for the private syatems vary between US $ 83 and US $ 524, whereas 

the large communal blocks in Ibadan are predictably far more expensive.
 

to operation and maintenanceThe proportion of total costs which are due 

are much higher in the communal aqua-privies (47%) than in the sewered 

aqua privies (23%) and in the sullage aqua-privies (12%). The high 

Ibadan cornmunal aqua-privieS are
operation and maintenance costs in the 

http:expens2.ve
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due mainly to the heavy water use which accounts for 76t of 

operation and maintenance costs and 36Z of total costs. On a 

per capita basis, the comnal aqua-privies are half the price 

of the sullage aqua-privies which are in turn half the price of 

the severed aqua-privies.
 

(e) Sewerage. Sewerage costs were derived for Gaborone (El Daher, 

1977) and for Ndola (Ivugo et al., 1978c). It is noteworthy that 

in both cases very conservative assumptions were made conce'ing 

the volume of water and for flushing the toilets. El Daher (1977) 

assumed that only 16 led, or 64Z of total water use, was required 

for flushing. Iwugo et al. (1978c) assumed that W.03led, or 37Z 

of total water use was the correct figure. Data reviewed by 

Feachem et al. (1978) indicate that, in the USA and Europe, toilet 

flushing is responsible for between 22% and 65Z of total water use, 

with a typical figure of around 40Z. Uf a 40% figure were as3%ued 

for Botswana, it would raise the total cost of Gaborone sewerage 

from US $ 73 per household per year (Table 8.5) to US $ 127. 

Indeed sewerage costs can be very sensitive to the cost of water 

used for flushing. Even in Gaborone where the average incremental 

cost of water is only US $ 9.35/m3 , 42Z of the total sewerage costs,
 

if we adopt the 40% figure, is the cost of the flushing water.
 

8.3.2 Comparisons by country
 

The most meaningful cost compariso, t are those within a single 

country and, preferably, within a single town. The most useful 

comparisons are total annual per capita costs. However,. as previously 

mentioned, per capita costs can be misleading in situations where the 

putative number of users could not actually dispose of their excreta 

in the facilities provided. This is the case with bucket latrines in 

Tbadan and Kumasi and, in both cases, a more reasonable figure of 15 

people per bucket will be assumed.
 

(a) Botsw¢ana. The annual per capita costs of the technologies studied 

in Botswana were as follows: 

Improved pit latrine US $ 8.3 

ROEC us $ 9.9 

Batch composter US $11 
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US $ 13
Sullage aqua-privy 

Sewerage (assuming 16 lcd flush water) US $ 15 

Sewerage (assuming 100 lcd " " ) US $ 25 

system was costed in Ghana, bucket latrines(b) Ghana. Only one 

in Kumasi. The annual per capita cost, assuming 15 people per 

bucket, is US $ 24. 

(c) Nigeria. The annual per capita costs of the tectinologies 

studied in Nigeria are as follows: 

Basic pit latrine US $ 4.1 

Comnunal aqua-privy US $ 6.5 

Bucket latrine (assuming 15 people us $if) 
per bucket) 

Sewered aqua-privy US $21 

(d) 	 Sudan. We have been unable to c6mpute per capita costs of pit 

are US $ 18 per year. latrines in the Sudan. Per capita costs of buckets 

(e) Tanzania. Substructure costs e.ly are available from Tanzania. 

On a per capita annual basis -Aheseare: 

Unlined ROEC US $ 2.3 

Unlined batch composter US $ 2.3 

Lined batch composter US $ 2.5 

Continuous composter US $ *.7 

Improved pit latrine US $ 3.3 

Lined ROEC US $ 5.7
 

(f) Zambia. The annual per capita costs of the technologies studied
 

in Ndola, Zambia, are as follows:
 

Basic pit latrine US * 3.2
 

Sewered aqua-privy US $27
 

Sewerage US $43
 

8.3.3 Conclusions
 

Pit latrines, ROEC's and composters are similarly priced
 

and are cheaper than all other systems. Next come comnunal aqua
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privies, sullage aqua-privie, buckets, severed aqua-privies and
 

sewerage in that order. Maybe the most striking and surprising 

finding is that, if one assumes a reasonable 'number of people 

per bucket, bucket latrines are not especially cheap on a non

communal basis. 

8.4 TECHNOLOG OPTIONS 

The technologies which we believe to be worthy of consideration 

by municipal authorities and consultant engineers for the provision 

of sanitation in urban areas of Africa are the following: 

(1) Vented pit latrines; 

(2) batch compost toilets; 

(3) vault toilets;
 

(4) desludgeable wet pit latrines;
 

(5 sewered aqua-privies;
 

(6, conventional sewerage;
 

(7) septic tanks and soakaways; 

(8) bucket latrines; and 

(9) comnunal sanitation facilities 

We have excluded unsewered aqua-privies for the reasons given in 

Section 8.2. Bucket latrines are included as in certain circumstances 

there may be no alternative. Desludgeable pit latrines are listed 

even though we know little about their performance;: however, we can 

see nothing wrong with them in principle as they are essentially large 

unlined (or incompletely lined) vaults which share with vaults the 

advantages associated with their supvirstructure being permanently 

located in one place - in contrast of course to pit latrines of the 

non-desludgeable kind which require the superstructure to be built 

anew each time a fresh pit is dug. 

The order in which the technologies ar listed above is without 

significance. Guidelines for the selecti,-t of the most appropriate 

option for any particular set of conditions in urban Africa are 

deeloped in the next section. 

8.5 TECHNOLOCY SELECTION 

We present in Figure 8.4 a combined algorithm and exclusion 

matrix to aid municipal authorities and consultant engineers to choose 

between the various sanitation options listed in the previous section. 



RAT Figure 8.4A Algorithm for selecting appropriate sanitation technologies in urban Africa 
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'igure 8.4B - EXCLUSION MATRIX
 

IsmTRUCTIO1N FOR USE: 

1. Answer each question for the area under consideration 
(a cross indicates that the question is irrelevant 
for 	the technology concerned).
 

2. 	Cost each technology for which all the answers so
 
obtained correspond to those given in the Matrix.
 

Question Vault Desludgeable Pit Compost
 
toilets wet pits latrines toilets
 

Compost X X X all
 
questions* yes
 

Is groundwater conser- X No No X
 
vation important?
 

Is there access for 
collection vehicles? Yes I I 

Are there adequate
 
facilities for Yes Yes X X
 
vehicle maintenance?
 

Is the soil 
permeable? 

Is the grounwater
 
table vithin 2 m of X No No X
 
ground surface?
 

Is there land
 
available for X X Yes X
 
two pit sites?
 

*Compost questions:
 

(1) can sufficient user care be reasonably expected?
 
(2) is there sufficient waste organic material available?
 
(3) are the users willing to handle humus?
 
(4) is there a local market or use for the humus?
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if there is 
We commence the algorithm (Figure 8.4A) by asking 

(or if there is intended to be) a multiple 
tap level of water supply
 

This is the key question
the houses under consideration.
service to 


answer immediately determines whether conventional 
sewerage
 

as its 


or not. If the water supply service is of 
is a possible option 

a strong desire for flush
 
the multiple tap standard, and if there is 


toilets, and if these can be afforded or subsidized, 
then we recomend
 

conventional sewerage or, if there is land enough 
and the cost is less, 

septic tanks with soakaways. It will be apparrent to the reader that 

have multiple tap water supplies and can afford flush 
cormunities which 

toilets, cannot really be considered as the 
urban poor; but we have
 

in the algorithm to demonstrate that 
included this decision stream 

conventional sewerage is a realistic sanitation 
option in only very
 

limited circumstances.
 

not have, or is not likely to have, a multiple tap
If a community does 

water supply service, then flush toilets and conventional 
sewerage
 

cannot be used. The community may have a single tap supply or it may 

In both these
 
be served by public standpipes (or water vendors). 


the key question is whether the quantity of sullage generated
cases 


sufficient to enable a sewered aqua-privy system to 
on site is 


We have chosen a wastewater (sullage plus
function satisfactorily. 
° of 50 litres per capita per day as the safe
 flushing water) flow
 

minimum for this puriose. If the wastewater flow is ,50 led, then we
 

that: (1) it is cheaper

recommend a sewered &qua-privy system provided 

or
 
than alternative system, with separate sullage 

disposal facilities, 


to pay the extra cost 
if the users or the municip-lity are willing 

(2) there is no over-riding social preference 
for nightsoil to be
 

and 


(which in Africa we believe
 
collected separately for subsequent reuse 


not to be the case at present).
 

a
 
If neither conventional sewerage nor sewered 

aqua-privies is 


viable option, then the choice lies between pit 
latrines, batch
 

compost toilets, desludgeable wet pits and 
vaults, with buckets as the
 

"last resort" category
last resort. We consciously place buckets in the 

because our studies in Africa have indicated 
that they are at best only
 

To choose between these remaining
better than no sanitation at all. 


mandatory choice if the wastewater flow is <50 lcd),
a 


we leave the algorithm temporarily and go to the exclusion matrix
 
options (which is 
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(Figure 8.4B). Here it is necessary to determine for each system 

whether it is a feasible option or not. For example, if there is no
 

access for desludging vehicles or if the vehicles cannot be reasonably
 

expected to be maintained properly, then we exclude from further
 

consideration vaults and desludgeable pits. The matrix gives the
 

required answers to a set of questions pertinent to each technology.
 

For a technology to be excluded only one of the answers need be
 

opposite to that given in the matrix. The next stage is to cost
 

each technology which is not excluded and the choice is then the
 

cheapest technology which is socially (or politically) acceptable.
 

If all four technologies in the matrix are excluded, then the choice 

is either an improved bucket latrine system or some form of commmnal
 

sanitation facility (see Section 6.7). The choice between improved 

buckets and communal facilities depends on social preference, institutional 

capabilities, comparative costs and the availability of land for
 

communal sanitation blocks. Provided that there are no strong social 

objections and thai land is locally available, communal facilities are 

preferable to bucket latrines because they are cheaper, easier to 

operate and maintain, and they pose lower risks to health. Communal 

sanitation blocks are not comnno in Africa; except under peculiar 

social conditions as, for example, in Ibadan, Nigeria, and research is
 

clearly needed to determine socially acceptable designs for such 

sanitation blocks are not yet however common in Africa. Our studies in 

Tbadan and Kumasi (Iwugo et al., 1978 a,b) have indicated that they work 

well under peculiar social conditions (Ibadan) but that under normal 

circumstances (Kumasi) they need considerable municipal maintenance 

(which in Kumasi is lacking), as well as good design, to make them a 

hygienic form of sanitation. Research is urgently needed to determine 

socially acceptable designs for communal sanitation facilities (Chapter 9). 

In our algorithm - matrix chart we ask questions about municipal 

subsidies. le believe that if a Government or a municipality really 

wants and can afford to provide a subsidy for a more expensive 

sanitation system and if it is fully aware of the opportunity costs 

involved, then it should be free to do so. A constraint only arises if
 

external funding is required and the aid or loan donor is unrilling for 

its funds to be used in this way.
 

The reader will notice that in the algorithm it is possible to
 

go from multiple taps to pit latrines. This is a possible solution only
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and not one that we would necessarily expect to be conon, especially
 

if adequate facilities for sullage collection, treatment and disposal
 

are properly costed.
 

The algorithm - matrix chart can also be used by town planners in 

situations in which the level of water supply service for a particular 

community is yet to be decided. The chart shows which sanitation 

options can be chosen for alternative levels of water supply, thus 

enabling the planner to arrive at total costs for various combinations 

of water supply services and excreta and sullage disposal facilities.
 

Although we have designed the algorithm - matrix chart primarily 

for use in urban Africa we can see no reason why it cannot be used
 

elsewhere. For example the answer to the question "is there a strong 

social preference for nightsoil reuse" is likely to be "no" in most 

African communities; whereas in southeast Asia the answer may more
 

commonly be "yes", and thus vaults, for example, may be socially 

preferred to sewered aqua-privies. 

The algorithm - matrix chart should be regarded only as a guide 

to the decision-making process. Its main virtue is that it prompts 

engineers and planners to ask the right sort of questions, which perhaps 

they would not otherwise ask. Although we believe it to be directly
 

applicable to most situations encountered in urban areas, there will 

always be the occasional combination of circumstances for which the 

most appropriate option is not that suggested by the chart. The chart 

should not therefore be used blindly in place of engineering judgement, 

but as a tool to facilitate the critical appraisal of the various sanitation
 

options, especially those for the urban poor.
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AID SHELTER TRAINING WORKSHOP 

Outline of the Session on
 

Community Role in the Design of Shelter
 
4:00-5:00 p.m., Monday, November 19, 1979
 

Mr. Jack Hjelt, AID Housing Officer
 

Objectives of the Session
 

This will be a one hour session directly following the site
 

design/plot layout exercise. Its purpose will be:
 

--to heighten the participants' awareness of the design
 

process simulated in the preceding exercise and,
 

--to relate the "dynamics" of this design process to
 

project planning, particularly aspects of field staff
 

training and involvement of future residents in the
 

design of their shelter.
 

Outline of the Presentation
 

Mr. Hjelt will draw on his observations of the site design
 

exercise to illustrate points concerning working relationships
 

in the design process. He will engage the group in discussion
 

on how their experience relates to situations likely to be 

encountered in the field, particularly the involvement and 
management of community participation. 

He will draw attention to the eventual conflicts between need
 

for management control of project development and need to respond
 

to and accommodate community initiatives. Using slides of sites
 

and services projects in Zambia and Botswana, Mr. Hjelt will
 

describe various approaches to resolving these problems.
 



Selected Readings
 

The March 1978 issue of The Urban Edge has an article on pages
 
4-6 about citizen participation in urban project management.
 
Projects in the following countries are cited: Philippines,
 
Zambia, Jamaica, Guatemala, Upper Volta and Bolivia.
 

Project Management is the general subject of the October 1978
 
issue of The Urban Edge. The piece is included in this packet
 
of readings for its description of mutual-help and self-help
 
project experience in El Salvador and two Zambian projects.
 

Portions of Cooperative Housing and the Minimum Shelter Approach
 
in Latin America illuminate some of the Foundation for Cooperative
 
Housing activities in that part of the world.
 

The report on Chawama Self-Help Housing Project in Kafue, Zambia
 
reviews the history and management of that self-help scheme, with
 
many insights into the importance of citizdh participation.
 

Botswana's SHHA cartoon presentation conveys to potential
 
project participants how the self-help schemes work. It is a good
 
example of a device for fostering clear understanding of roles
 
and responsibilities in the project.
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Strong Central and 
StogLocal Government?oa 

Many developing countries have made a deter-
mined effort to establish some form of representa-
tive municipal government under which local ad-
minlistrators, even when appointed or approved by 
the central government, are responsible topp 
larly elected councils. Decentralization as such, 
however, is resisted by the -countries most anxious 

ri Bfowr, develest theounrisaosbt aio
for rapid development. But there is a debit side to 
the ledger Of centralization. While it permits gov-
ernments to move quickly on development pro-grams considered useful, these may run into 
apathy or even hostility among the people most 
directly affected, 

A number of countries are now experimenting 
with a new approach to development, one that 
combines centralization and decentralization, 
Instead of viewing the two as incompatible, it is 
recognized in practice that both are necessary. W. 
Arthur Lewis notes that developing countries need 
both strong central and strong local gove, oments. 
This is not a contradiction because "governmental 
functions are now so numerous that there is plenty
of room for both."' How countries are attempting 
to move in both these directions in an optimum way 
is the subject of this issue of The Urban Edge. Later 
this year we will take a look at the way governments 
are coping with rapid growth and the management 
of large-scale urban projects, how they are 
handling public finance and cost recovery on major 
housing and sites and services projects. 

Inter-Governmental Cooperation 
The U.N.'s Department of Economic and Social 

Affairs emphasizes the need for a "real partnership 
based on genuine intergovernmental efforts to 
maximize benefits from public resources at all 
levels."' Such a partnership serves to minimize 
conflict , and to improve the chances for mutually 
advantageous intergovernmental action. 

March 1978 

A partnership system suggests a cooperative
relationship inwhich political power takes more of

persuasive than a coercive form, and one that is 

mutually supportive rather than disruptive. Under 
these circumstances, interference of a disciplinary 
sort is possible but rare, while varying forms and 
degrees of supervision and guidance are common. 

While formal controls are necessary, they must 
be balanced by informal arrangements associated 
with discussion, negotiation, assistance, and ad
vice. This balance in the United States provides thefoundation for the grant-in-aid programs admin
istered by federal agencies and interpreted by the 
courts. In Great Britain, the system involves the useof special advisory personnel, auditing and 
inspecin c dith grans- in roe 
inspection coupled with grants-in-aid, recourse to
 
the regular courts of law together with administra
tive tribunals, and the power to prescribe the 
qualifications and tenure of certain officials. In 
France, the grandes corps, particularly the Conseil 
d'Etat, are responsible for the functioning of the 
system. continued on page 2 

Urban Edge Turns Trilingual 

Beginning with the April 1978 issue, The
 
Urban Edge will appear also in a French and a 
Spanish edition to make it more directly 
useful to readers in francophone Africa and in 
Latin America. The recent reader evaluation 
confirmed the need for language editions. Of 
those who said the publication would be more 
useful in another language 57% preferred 
Spanish and 23% French. Please let us know 
your language preference for future mailings 
if you desire to change from English. The 
content of all three editions will be identical. 
Nominations of government and private sec
tor professionals for the French and Spanish
mailing lists are welcome. Our gratitude to the 
World Bank for making the new language 
editions possible. 

'POLITICS INWEST AFRICA. Oxford U.Press. 1965 
'AOMINISTRATIVE ASPECTS OF URBANIZATION, ST/ 

TAO/M.'51. 1970 



Intet-Governmenlal Cooperation continued from page 1 
What makes these devices reasonably effective 

are the sets of rules, practices, and-standards that 
are commonly shared. The duties of officials are 
understood and their qualifications appreciated.
Moreover, the political leaders and institutions are 
generally respected by the administrators and the 
population as a whole. Consequently, delegation of 
authority is acceptable because, as Henry Maddick 
points out: "The degree to which the government is
prepared to decentralize will turn upon its confi-
dence in the unity of the country and in the ability
of those in the field whose judgment will have to be 
relied upon."' 

In addition to the local adaptations of the 
arrangements already mentioned, other ap-
proaches are being tried by developing countries 
to achieve a partnership system. These include: 

* The Governm..ent Agent 
Sri Lanka has maintained to some extent the 

District Officer system stemming from British colo-
nial rule." But, unlike his colonial predecessor, the 
Government Agent (G.A.) has only limited auth-
ority over local governments and officials from the 
central government. His job is now primarily to 
coordinate governmental activity in his district. In 
cases of emergency, he is supposed to exercise all 
necessary leadership. Otherwi§e, he is expected to 
be a general facilitator of development,

The importance of the G.A. depends upon a 
variety of intangible factors. Assuming sufficient 
energy and will, he can play a useful role in 
analyzing and communicating the needs, prob-
lems, and potentialities of his district. Under the 
best of circumstances, he is likely to be resented by
technical specialists and by the local Member of 
Parliament who may be anxious to assert his 
leadership. Yet, he remains the convenient point of 
reference for the government, the people, and 
governmental agencies operating in the field. And 
insofar as the G.A. has the necessary field staff to 
provide detailed information on which policy can 
be developed the M.P. needs his assistance. 

In some respects, Sri Lanka's G.A. resembles the 

French prefect, who represents the entire govern-

ment, is responsible for the coordination of govern-

ment agencies, ?nd is the central communication 

link between central and local governments,


The prefect tends to have the same problems as 

does the G.A.: (1) conflict with local politicians and 

(2) loss of control over technical specialists,

Often, the prefect is too busy with his overall 

responsibilities and lacks the technical expertise to 

handle quickly and carefully the problems brought 
to him. Under these circumstances, it may be faster 
and more convenient for a.loca; leader to take an 
issue directly to aministerial field agent, even if this 
means overlapping services, confusion, and in-
efficiency. 

*Democracy. Decentralization. and Development (London: 
Asia Publishing House. 1963) 

Despite these problems, some form of prefec
toral system has been advocated in many countries 
to overcome the persistent difficulties of local
central relations: the lack of a central source of 
information; the rivalry and conflicting approaches
of different agencies or ministries; the uncertainty
of agency authority and responsibility; the overlap 
or duplication of services; and the prob:ems as
sociated with the approval or implementation of 
projects. A prefect or some such official could be
expected to facilitate the coordination of decision
making and problem-solving necessary for assis
tance and control. 

* The Ombudsman 
Essential to a partnership system-is some means 

of handling accusations of injustice and malad
ministration. This is especially important for coun
tries with significant ethnic or racial differences. 
These differences (combined as they frequently 
are with religious, linguistic, occupational, and 
class differences) may generate conflict "hat can
not be readily resolved by legislatures, judiciaries,
and other governmental institutions. Countries 
with such problems may find useful the "ombuds
man system," which originated in Sweden and is 
now used in Britain, New Zealand, Switzerland,
several Canadian province.- and American states. 

Among developing coL, aries, Guyana was the 
first to establish an ombudsman office (1965),
followed by Tanzania, Mauritius, and Fiji. While 
originally intended in Guyana to deal with racial 
discrimination complaints, the Ombudsman has 
been primarily expected by the public tc be 
concerned with unjust and faulty administrative 
practices.

Over the years, according to Leroy Jackman 
(Secretary to the Office of the Ombudsman in 
-Guyana), the Ombudsman's jurisdiction-has been
expanded to cover public corporations and local 
authorities, including corruption in public affairs.' 
By 1971, the Ombudsman was receiving over 1,000
complaints annually, indicating the extent to which 
he has come to be publicly accepted. "His humane 
response to offbeat problems," according to one 
observer, "serves not only to contribute to his 
client's contentment, but also to remind pu'llic
administrators en masse that human happiness is 
the object of government."'

In 1976, the jurisdiction of the New Zealand 
Ombudsman Office was extended to local govern
ment bodies. By the end of March, 1977. over 300 
complaints against these organizations had been 
received, necessitating (according to the Chief 
Ombudsman) much time for traveling to local 
communities, investigating the particular issues 
involved, and interviewing the concerned parties."

Typical was the complaint received from the 
owners and occupiers of residential property in the 

continued on page 3 

""Ombudsman for Caribbean Government'. Journal of Ad
ministration Overseas. XIII, 4 (Oct. 1974) 

"G.R.T. Latian, "The Role of the Government Agent in *'Report of the Ombudsmen (Wellington, N.Z.. Government 
Sri kanka", Journal of Administration Overseas. XV. 1(Jan. 76) Printer. 1977) 
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The Ombudsman continued from page 2 
outlying areas of Waitemata City. The taxes 
charged them, they alleged, were excessive in 
regard to the limited services received. While the 
Ombudsman's jurisdiction extends only to the 
mistakes of individual members of governing 
councils and their staffs (rather than to policy
decisions), he was in this case able to persuade the 
city council to promulgate significant changes to 
its differential taxation scheme. 

* The Council-Manager System 
In 1973, the Western State of Nigeria introduced 

a series of reforms, including the consolidation of 
local government units. It is intended that each of 
the new local administrations be headed by a 
"Council-Manager," who will be respbnsible to a 
Management Committee. 

The details of this sytem have not yet been 
worked out. The likelihood is, however, ihat the 
Council-Manager will be appointed by the Govern
ment on the advice of the Local Government 
Service Board (LGSB). As long as the Management 
Committee members as well as the Council-Man
ager are appointed by the Government, all will be 
involved in policy-formulation. But, based on 
American experience, where this system origi-
nated, it will work best if policy-making can remain 
the primary responsibility of the Management 
Committee, leaving the managers relatively un-
affected by political controversies. 

In the United States, over half of the cities in the 
25,000-250,000 population range have appointed 
city managers. These are usually responsible for 
the selection of department heads, the preparation 
of the budget, and the general management of 
administration. As they gain in experience and 
expertise, they tend to move from smaller towns to 
larger cities. Consequently, the system makes 
available to cities professionally trained executives 
who are familiar with the technical problems of 
municipalities. 

Since managers cannot remain isolated from 
matters of policy, they must work harmoniously
with politicians and citizens' groups. This becomes 
difficult in 'irger, heterogeneous communities,
with highly partisan controversies. This may ac-
count for the fact that only 20% of American cities 
over 500,000 population have managers. 

SAra Management 


Many countries, such as Nigeria, have had a 
problem with a profusion of small, autonomous, 
and ineffectual councils. This was the reason for 
the' 1973 local-government reform in Western 
Nigeria, reducing local government councils from 
114 to 39 through mergers. Another approach is 
the formation of federations of contiguous units, 
This is being planned in Istanbul, according to 
Mete Atac, the Deputy Head of Metropolitan Plan-
ning in Turkey s Ministry of Reconstruction and 
Resettlement and a participant in this year's urban 
management course given by the Economic De-
velopment Institute. Under a draft law, 35 munici-
palities will be sending representatives to a central 
council with responsibility for Istanbufs develop-
ment. 
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With the coming of independence in 1963, the 
Nairobi City Council was given the responsibility 
for an area of 266 square miles (instead of the 
original 35 square miles). The area includes a semi
rural population of about 75.000. While there have 
been difficulties in dealing with the special needs 
of those outside the confines of Nairobi City, urban 
planning for the rapidly growing population has 
been facilitated. At the same time, there has 
developed an organic sense of the cor- nity over 
the region as a whole. Despite their complaints
about municipal regulations, Nairobis rural citi
zens have come to appreciate the services provided 
them by the City Council. CD 
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Readers Judge Urban Edge Useful 

An evaluation of The Urban Edge by its readers 
early this year resulted in an 85% endorsement of 
the oublication as very useful or moderately useful. 
A total of 257 respondents from 63 countries who 
took the time and thouble to fill out and mail in a 
two-page questionnaire had responded to the 
request by the mid-February deadline. More com
pleted question'iaires have been arriving from all 
parts of the world since the cutoff date pushing the 
total response near the 300 mark which represents 
about 15% of the readership.

The readers responding to the survey nominated 
more than 250 additions to our mailing list. Partic
ularly gratifying is the fact that three quarters of 
those responding did not wish to see any change in 
the publication's format. The remaining quarter 
opted primarily for more analysis, technical de
scriptions and book reviews. We will accommodate 
these views in future issues. 

Practically all those responding (96%) wanted to 
keep on receiving The Urban Edge or to be added 
to the regular mailing list in cases where issues had 
been received irregularly. The large number who 
expressed a willingness to become correspon
dents-69%--was a pleasant surprise and we will 
take up the offers of 68 readers who wanted to write 
about specific project experiences. This readiness 
to share practical knowledge with fellow pro
fessionals in other countries will allow us to come 
closer to our objective-to serve as a network for 
the transnational application of experience.

See the box on page one for an important 
announcement of an immediate survey result that 
will have a direct bearing on the future of The 
Urban Edge. Our sincere thanks to all who par
ticipated in this review. 
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Community Participation 	 demonstrated its commitment by providing the 
technology and expenditure for water mains, sew-The efficiency of municipal administration can erage pipes, and a road network, local communi

only be determined by its effectiveness in meeting ties were willing to work together and to poosthe needs of citizens. These needs must ultimately ,avings and labor to install individual water taps, tc
be expressed by the people themselves. Conse- pay for sanitary installations, and to mai.ltain antquently. good government must facilitate popular improve access roads. The operational basis forparticipation. Moreover, the effectiveness of mu- the program was the traditional Bemba custom ofnicipal government depends on its ability to assist beer and work parties. Because the existing forms
people in improving their own lives. Even the of communal organizaticn were utilized, the corn
poorest urban residents are willing and able to munities appeared eager to cooperate.
improve their own living conditions. "Self-help and The relationship between governmental encour
popular participation are inicreasingly viewed as 	 agement and local self-help has been demonkey elements that must be integrated into any strated in var-ous community programs in Jakarta.improvement programme for low-income urban Indonesia. Thesa programs commonly begin with asettlements." relatively small governmental investment in road-

It is not always easy for municipal governments construction and drainage. This encourages theto facilitate popular participation, even when there kampung dwellers to begin making their own
is a sincere desire ,odo so. It is sometimes difficult improvements, beginning in the roads and evento determine who the real local leaders are and tually extending to health centers, refuse collecwhat people actually want. The best organized and tion, sanitary facilities, schools, windmills and 
most vociferous groups may not reflect the 	 artesian wills for improved water supply.con-

cerns of the majority of residents. ' .wen if they

do, they may not have the resource;, and skills to * Community-Based Management

deal with them.
 

Despite these difficulties, community participa- Jamaica provides one of the best examples of an
tion is a reality in a growing number of countries, arrangement under which community representa-
Some of the forms that it takes include the tives, along with public officials, have full respon
following: 	 sibility for performing and managing preliminary 

upgrading tasks. In this case, participation evolved 
e Participation In Planning in resp,;-,.2 to problems which developed durii'g

the course of upgrading programs planned forIn the Philippines, Tondo Foreshore residents Kingston, beginning at Cockburn Gardens in De-
Pave been involved in deciding how the project cember, 1974.
would be implemented (TUE Vol. 1 No. 1). The Complications arose in laying out roads andproject authority presented three options for the establishing lot boundaries which caused serious
realignment of houses ind the layout of roads, delays and led to a breakdown of relations between
footpaths, and waterpipes. The final choice among the contractor and the community. After some unthese options was left up to each neighborhood. successful experimentation, the Ministry of Hous-When an evaluation team asked a sample of ing's Sites-and Services Unit was able to set up
residents how they felt about the project, 87% 
 elected committees within Cockburn and subsereported satisfaction with the process used. One of quent squatter areas to handle community educa
the reasons for satisfaction was that the govern- tion about upgrading, to be responsible for thement had been receptive to their -uggestions. physical planning, and to manage the construction 

of civil works. 
• Participation in Implementation 	 Based on this experience-(as described by
In Zambia, mutual help has been organized by Carleen Gardner, a project administrator)-a four

local political party leaders. In the case of a pilot phased model has been developed by the Sites and
 
mutual-help scheme in the Chawama Complex in Services Unit for community participation. In the
 
Lusaka, the main activity was the digging of short term, the objective is to facilitate execution of
 
trenches for water pipes. the upgrading process. In thc long term, the
 

Despite various complications and mistakes, this approach seeks to institutionalize a mechanism 
mutual-I~elp effort was considered effective by the whereby tho community may continue develop
local evalvation team. Local leaders were able to ment on its own. continued on page 5 
get toie participation of almost everyone, motivated Z as they were by the desire to make the project -" 
successful. In the Tondo Fores 

Alt'ough many residents were skeptical in tie .---...
 i.
beginning, they were eventually proud of 'he ..

project's success. The people have learned '.nat -
they can work together, and the local leaders have
demonstrated their leadership abilities.havepce"," . .,l- ' 

*The Partnership Approach ~ 
lit the George squatter settlements of Lusaka, ,,. - .,.. .

party pressure was not necessary to get the . .

cooperation of residents. Once the Government 2t * -4 
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COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION continued from page 4 

During Phase I, a social planner from the Sites 
and Services Unit establishes contact with corn-
munity leaJers and local government officials. In 
Phase II,asurvey of existing conditions and needs 
is conducted by local personnel. Phase IIIinvolves 
meetings with local residents to discuss upgrading 
plans and possible modifications. As a result of 
Phase Ill, residents' committees are formed. 

The exact organizational structure is different 
from site to site; but, according to the model, there 
are basically two committees: the planning corn-
mittee and the works committee. The planning 
committee's main function is to act as a liaison with 
the Sites and Services Unit. It usually oversees the 
lot subdivision process, arbitrates land disputes, 
fixes terms of leases and mediates with absentee 
landlords. The works committee is responsible for 
carrying out the jobs that have to be done: 
widening and realignment of access routes, gen-
eral earthworks, site clearance, etc. However, it 
operates within a cost-framework established by 
the planning committee. 

According to evaluation studies, this four-
phased model has been re'.;tively successful. 
Based on it, the Sites and Services Unit is working 
to obtain a larger staff and more funding for its 
program. Above all, it has gained the support of 
most of the residents. "'The physical changes have 
made us feel different," observed a youth leader in 
a newspaper article: "People who had conflicts are 
nuw working together, the youth are beginning to 
respect each other, and the old people and we are 
going to keep working together to make our 
community as good as any other in Jamaica." 

Despite a number of unresolved questions, par-
ticularly those having to do with resolving potential 
conflicts between technical experts and local 
leaders, there are plans to extend community 
participation beyond the completion of the up-
grading process. The Sites and Services Unit 
hopes to turn some areas into housing coopera-
tives where the residents will be responsible for 
ongoing management and future improvements, 
Plans are also being prepared to involve the 
community inthe development and management 

of an employment generation project. 

a hexamined 

* Consumers' Co-operatives 
In Guatemala, an organization of consumers' co

operatives is sponsored by the Government as a 
semi-autonomous agency. When a consumers' 
co-operative was established in one of the low
income settlements of Guatemala City, the first 
means of entry by the professional organizers was 
the establishment of literacy classes. Through 
these, the organizers introduced ideas about co
operatives. Eventually, most of the small local 
businessmen agreed to participate when they had 
sensed that there would be real and continuing 
outside support.' 

In this program, the primary achievement has 
been the building and operation of a consumers' 
store. Through the assistance of the organizers, the 
members of the community have become share
holders and successfully operated the store. What 
has also helped is the support generated by the 
city-wide network of co-operatives. Local enthu
siasm has been maintained by the central organi
zation's efforts to provide information about the 
city-wide movement, and to organize beneficial 
activties. 

e Ethnic Associations 
Migrants from a particular rural area tend to 

move to urban neighborhoods where they will find 
people similar to themselves in language and 
cultural background. Consequently, it is common 
for squatter settlements to be ethnically homog
eneous with long traditions of mutual help. Insofar 
as ethnic associations already exist in these neigh
borhoods, they can form the basis for community 
participation in squatter upgrading projects. In
donesia, Turkey. and Zambia are among the coun
tries where effective utilization has been made of 
these associations. 

An example of effective cooperation between 
ethnic associations and government has been in 
Upper Volta (TUE, Vol. 1,No. 2). In Ouagadougou, 
the chiefs of the Mossi Tribe remain powerful. The 
chiefs are always the first point of contact for 
anyone from the outside wanting to deal with a 
particular neighborhood. 

Because the chiefs control rights of occupancy,
construction, and economic activity, their collabor

ation was essential in minimizing problems of 
displacement and relocation in the early stages of 
the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) 
pilot project here. 

A committee consisting of traditional chiefs. 
neighborhood representatives, and outside exports 

the existing layout of plots and took 
ego "decisions on changes that wire eventually accept

able. Since the UNDP project was successful, the 
.- government has decided to base future urban 

development programs on this model. There may 
be times, however, when accommodations be

i= tween traditional and modern needs and ap
proaches will be difficult and require great patience 
and a willingness to cooperate on both sides.. 

:. 
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.. *Community Programmes for Low-lncome 
Urban Settlements of Deveioping Countries. 
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Community Participation in Bolivia 

Bolivia is just beginning an urban development
project in La Paz. Before.its scheduled completion
in 1982, the entire cost is expected to be US $22.5 
million and to affect 55,000 people. Instead of 
relying exclusively on official agencies, the Boliv-
ian government will make elected community rep-
resentatives responsible for many aspects of on-
going administration and maintenance and for 
identifying and managing future improvements, 

Adolfo A. Navarro Flores, the Vice-Mayor of La 
Paz for Technical Matters, discussed the Bolivian 
model of citizen participation in a recent talk with 
the editor. Mr. Navarro is a participant in this year's
E.D.I. urban management course. 

"The untas Vecinales (neighborhood associa-
tions) e st in most of the poor neighborhoods of 
the city. 'ach of them elect a president and a board 
of directors on a democratic basis. They have 
meetings.in their own neighborhoods once a week 
to plan their activities. Afterwards, their represen-
tatives come together with the president of all the 
Juntas Vecinales for further decision-making.

"Representatives of the Juntas Vecinales also 
meet with me and other officials every Saturday
morning. They then make demands of us, and we 
indicate what we can do fpr them. What they
appreciate is the direct contact that we are main-
taining between the local authority and the pueblo 
(the people). 

Strengthening British-Type 

Local Government 


Countries which have inherited the British local-
government model from their colonial past have 
found the need to reform it in various ways,
including: 

' A Unified Local Government Service 
For reasons of poor pay, insecurity, and limited 


opportunity, many highly qualified individuals are 

reluctant to work for local authorities. This situa-

tion has been partly overcome in Sri Lanka and
 
Western Nigeria by the adoption of a unified local 
government service. Here, urban governments are 
able to recruit on a regional or national scale for 
qualified staff. This system also encourages the 
development of more uniform and objective criteria 
in appointment, promotion, and other conditions of 
sorvice. 

In India, the Government of West Bengal is 
planning to use the organizations and staff of the 
central government Indian Public Service, together
with municipal employees, to operate local ser-
vices in the Calcutta Metropolitan District. This 
would involve higher quality staff in the operation 
of municipal services ,nd it the same time proviree 
central government staff with direct exposure to 
the problems presently experienced by local auth-
orities in this area. 

"Every step in La Paz's Urban Development Pla-. 
has been undertaken in consultation with the 
Juntas Vecinales. We were always speaking witt,
them, trying to get their needs and hopes.

"For this reason, the professionals on my stafr. 
spent 18 months on the Development Plan. After i: 
was finished, the Mayor made certain that the 
neighborhood representatives were the first to see 
it. There were also public presentations of the plan 
to many different organizations. After all, we migh"
have missed something, or they might not have tolc 
us everything. And it is essential that they under
stand and accept it. 

"Currently, the new plan (including six detailec 
maps) has been on display in various parts of the 
city for about a month. By television, radio, and 
newspapers, people have been told where and 
when to see it. Special boxes have been set up for 
people to give their reactions. When I return to La 
Paz, I will meet with the different organiza
tions to hear what they have to say about it. And if 
changes have to be made, we will not hesitate to do 
SO. 

"Because traditional associations remain strong
in the country, their various forms could be readily
transferred to the urban areas. So it is not too 
difficult for those who are literate (44% of the adult 
population) and with a good income (averaging US 
$450 a month) to present their demands very
strongly. 

• A More Powerful Chief Executive 
In many countries using a British system, the 

town-clerk lacks the legai authority and adminis
trative support necessary to perform his role as
chief administrator. However, this need not be the 
case. In the Sudan, the Ministry of Local Govern
ment provides every municipality with a town clerk. 
who thus brings with him the prestige of being a 
senior civil servant. He is also provided with the 
necessary administrative staff. As chief adminis
trator, he has wide discretionary powers but must 
work within the guidelines prescribed by the locai 
council. 

* A Special Committee 
Under the British system, executive and adminis

trative responsibilities are vested in committees of 
an elected council. Problems often arise because 
of confusion over the responsibilities of particular
committees and their relationship with staff, lead
ing to inter-committee conflict and staff demoral
ization. 

To avoid some of this confusion in its Second 
Urban Project, the Kenya Government is setting up
Housing Development Committees in Nairobi. 
Mombasa, and Kis',mu. These committees will 
consist of the chairmen of all standing committees 
and tha Central Government representatives 
c..,incerned with urban administration. Meetings will 
be called based on negotiations between local anc 
central government officials. 
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Urban Project Management:
Requirements for Success 

The purpose of project management is to plan 
and direct a project to enable it to iieh mosi 
effectively the intended objectives of the project." 
The following "project management. cycle" sug-
gests the requirements for the successful comple-
tion o! a project: 

Planning 

Set Objective 
Survey Resources 
Formulate Strategy 

Control Expeution 

Measure Achievement Allocate Resources 
Compare with Goal Guide Execution 
Report Progress Coordinate E 
Resolve Problems Motivate Staff 

It must be remembered that the "human" prob-
lems of a project may be even more difficult to 
solve than technical ones. To overcome these 
problems requires a constant effort to understand 
the behavior of participants in order to intensify 
their motivation. Of course, what may make this 
difficult is the often conflicting goals of the various 
parties involved. Another complicating factor is the 
introduction of new techniques and methods which 
may be disturbing to the operating staff. 

While personnel must be motivated, they must 
also be supervised. Therefore, the key to good 
administration is the development of a system of 
supervision und:)r which project managers in-
creasingly delegate. responsibility to functional 
departments and subordinates while improving 
their capacity to guide the project towards the 
goals set for it. The concept, "elasticity of control," 
may be a useful way of describing this sort of 
system.-

'From an unpublished article by John W. Huang of the World 
Bank's Economic Development Institute. 

October, 197i 

When demand is responsive to changing price
economists speak of "elasticity of demand." Like
wise, when control Is responsive to variations c 
need, we can speak of 'elasticity of control." Btu 
where there-is excessive or inadequate control ii 
relationship to requirements,-we must conside 
that control to be inelastic. -

Elasticity of -control exists when -leaders o 
administrators feel willing and able to delegat, 
specific responsibility to subordinate officials o 
governmental units without relinquishing their su 
pervisory accountability. The capability of th, 
entire system thereby expands because (a) th, 
capacity of subordinate officials and units is en 
couraged and enhanced; (b) the potential output c 
superiors also increases insofar as they are left frei 
to undertake additional activities, and (c) thi 
possibilities of constructive criticism and opei 
confrontation of issues are introduced, as sub
ordinates come to be respected. 

The achievement of elasticity of control require
the creation of ways to delegate authority and, a 
the same time, to supervise and guide those tc
whom this authority has been delegated. Botr 
processes must go on simultaneously. Pushin 
down from the top as much responsiblity at 
posrsible and then judging and rewarding sub. 
ordinates on their ability to handle it is likely to be 
successful in urban development projects to the 
extant that the following procedures are used: 

(a) devising the project in relation to what can be 
achieved with the technical, financial, and humar 
resources available; 

(b) defining the functions and responsibilities oi 
the executing units, together with those of indi. 
vidual staff members; 

(c) establishing timetables and budgets for the 
project; 

(d) developing reporting systems to be used b)
subordinates; and 

(e) maintaining methods by which changes oi 
reforms can take place in response to emerging 
suggestions or criticisms. 

"From the editor's book. GOVERNING AN AFRICAN CITY: A 
STUDY OF NAIROBI (N.Y.: Africana Publishing Co.. 1974). 



The Organization of Urban Projects 
Robert Youker, the Co-Director of the Economic 

Development Institute's Project Management 
Course, pointed out in a recent article that the 
typical bureaucratic organization may have diffi-
culty carrying out certain types of projects.* Lack 
of motivation, inertia, competition for resources, 
and conflict among specialized sub-units (each 
more concerned with its particular needs than with 
the goals of the project) are among the problems
cited. 

There are alternatives to this type of structure: a 
single-purpose organization set up specially to 
carry out a particular objective; or, instead, a 
matrix" organization, in which the coordinator or 

manager has the authority to borrow from the 
regular bureaucracy the personnel, equipment,
and funds necessary tu complete a project being
undertaken. Each of these alternatives is likely to 
have certain disadvantages as well as advantages, 
though some of the disadvantages can be mini-
mized in various ways. In any case, there is no 
approach that is perfect for all situations. The best 
that can be done is to develop an approach that is 
compatible with the key factors affecting organiza-
tional operation, including: 

* the size of the project (possibly requiring a 
multi-departmental approach, as against an inte-
grated single unit); 

e the independence of the project manager (the 
degree to which he is free from ordinary bureau-
cratic controls); 

* the relationships between project organiza-
tion and the local community; 

e the location of the project (in the capital or in a 
secondary city): 

* 	the control exercised by the national govern-
ment, 	as against that of a local authority; 


" cost recovery techniques; and 

* the country's experience with ns particuiar 

type of project. 
While the following examples of urban project 

management suggest various successful ap-
proaches to the provision of shelter, they are not 
the only type of turban projects currently being
formulated. On the cntrary, many of the projects
under preparation and supervision are much 
brc:!r':d aim to improve the performance and 
efficiency of the institutions responsible for all 
aspe,:ts of urban development. The experience of 
menaging more comprehensive types of projects is 
limited, and it has not been possible to include 
examples in this edition. The subject, however, will 
be discussed in future editions of TUE. 

* 	El Salvador 
In El Salvador, the Fundacion Salvadorena de 

Desarrollo y Vivienda Minima (FSDVM) has been 
primarily responsible for low-income housing, hav-
ing planned, designed, and constructed more than 
7,000 serviced sites throughout El Salvador since 
1971. Not only has the FSDVM been able to reach a 
lower-income ievel than previous housing efforts in 

'MANAGEMENT REVIEW. November 1977 

El Salvador. but it has also been able to do so 
within targeted cost levels. 

The history of the FSDVM goes back to 19-5a
when Padre Ibanez, together with a group of 
concerned citizens, reloc,ted 69 families left 
homeless after a flood in the eastern section of San 
Salvidor. FSDVM's second project, preparing ser
vice J sites for 520 families in Santa Tecla (a suburb 
of San Salvador), was completed at the end of 
19'3, an impressive 12 months after first ground
br',aking. Since receiving its first World Bank loan 
in '974, it has been expanding its production capa
city to more than 2,000 units annually. In 1976 the 
FSDVM received a second World Bank loan for an 
additional 8,000 serviced plots; and, as part of this 
loan, it is now planning new projects, including one 
for 35,000 families outside San Salvador, making
this suburb the country's fifth largest city.

The success of the FSDVM is due largely to the 
high quality and intense motivation of its staff. Also 
important have been the enlightened policies de
termined by a twelve-member Board of Directors, 
consisting of eminent Salvadoreans from a broad 
range of occupations. Members of the Board-are 
elected by a General Assembly of subscriber 
members, including residents of squatter settle
mqnts and participating households. T,,e As3em
bly, which meets once a year, is also responsible 
for approving the annual financial statement. 

The current FSDVM staff now totals about 120, 
nearly half of whom are professionals. The techni
cal capability of the staff has enabled it to design,
engineer, arid superv*se the construction of all the 
units within its projects. This in-house capacity for 
handling all aspects of the work has resulted in the 
valuable accumulation of experience, accounting 
for the increasing sophistication of layout designs
and implementation flexibility. 

The FSDVM has been remarkably successful in 
recovering costs from beneficiaries, using accumu
lated surpluses to finance additional housing prcj
ects.' As of August 31, 1977, the default rate 
amounted to only 1.9% of the nearly $1.5 million in 
loans granted for housing. While ultimately the 
Legal Division has responsibility for obtaining from 
the gourts judicial sanctions against delinquents, it 
seldom needs to do so because of the work of the 
Delinquency Section of the Credit and Collection 
Department in the Finance Division, which is a 
good example of how the organization functions. 

The fundamental objective of the Delinquency
Section is to get beneficiaries to recognize the 
importance of punctual mortgage payments. How
ever, when families do get behind in their pay
mer.ts by more than a month, it does an investiga
tion. Based on this, it attempts to reach an 
agreement with the famiiies on some sort of 
repayment program or schedule. These families 
are then periodicially revisited by social workers 
until the problem is resolved. 

To cover possible defaults, a 5% charge is added 
to mortgage obligations. However, to encourage
punctual payments, some of this risk reserve is 

'From a communication to the editor by Marco Tulio of 

FSDVM. 
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Scenes from a sladreturned to those who maintain their Payments up-to-date via a lottery, which also boosts morale, 

SZambiaIn Lusaka, there was a strong Possibility that the
National Housing Authority would be primarily
responsibleproposed However, development projectin for1973.the urban because of the iiin--popo sned in1973.n o wever, b usuor, t he m-portance ofcided to 

gaining popular support, it was de-keep the projeci under City Council 
jurisdiction. What was eventually accepted was aHousing Project Unit (HPU) which, while a depart-ment of the Council, would have more freedom and
flexibility to get things done. 

fIPU matters are dealt with 'xclusively by theFinance and General Purposes Committee, thepolicy-making committee of the Council. Becausepicy-maisgcommittee the undcil a ugthis committee has 
iver 

for the been givert decision-makingpowers on HPU matters, it can act without waitingmonthly Council meeting. 
Councfllors are kept informed about the prog-ress of the project through very comprehensivemonthly reports. The close working relationshipbetween the Project Director (who has the status ofa department head) and other Chief Officersas ofacilitated codperatiqn,


HPU's success 
 has been facilitated not only byits freedom from the procedures of the committeesystem but also by its freedom from some of theother institutional constraints that affect the Lu-sake City Council, particularly the financial con-trois exercised by the Ministry and the personnelcontrols exercised by the Local Government Ser-vice Commission. Especially useful has been the
Project Director's discretion 
 over appointmentsandosalaries, allowing him to freely draw staff from

Central Government, the Lusaka City Council, and
international organizations and to provide them
with attractive salaries and privileges,


The fact that the HPU staff comes from a varietyof backgrounds has helped create aclimate

ducive con-
to change. Innovation has been furtherstimulated by a Monitoring Section, led by an
active and competent sociologist, and by a semi-
nar/workshop system under the leadership of acommunications specialist, who is also responsiblefor weekly progress meetings. Also important has 

'Based on a report by David Pasteur of the University ofBirminghamn. England. 
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been the shifting of operational responsibility fromheadquarters to field teams. The status of these 
teams and their leaders has been enhanced overtime as their roles and relationships have come to
be more clearly defined. 

* Kenya
For- its first World Bank-supported site -andser.+!-~ project (Dandora), the Nairobi City Councilset up a special project department under a c i 

director, who carried chief officer status. Instead ofreporting to series 

se t up rpe oefc e rt at n d 
a 
a 

Dandora a of council(DPD) wasProject Department committees, therespon
sible to a single committee consisting of member.from the City Council (ordinarily chairmen of thestanding committees) and co-opted member3 fromthe Ministries of Finance, Local Government,Housingtional and Social Services,tin Housing Corp ortion andand from the Na-Huig Coporaton adthe ProvinialPovincial 
Commissioner for Nairobi. The Town Clerk servedas the secretary and the principal administrativelink between the DPD and the Council as a whole.The composition of this committee was such that itcould quickly reach decisions which had thesupport of both City Council and Central Govern
ment. 

The success of DPD has encouraged the Kenyagovernment to pattern after it Housing Development Departments (HHDs) in Nairobi, Kisumu, andMombasa for its Second Urban Project (see TUE,Vol. 1, No. In7). Nairobi, the DPD has beensrbed into the new HDD, which will now be thet, incipal agency for the design and implementa
sti of low-income housing. The. staffingsti cture of HDDs will be taiored to meet 

and 
the 

p ;ific needs of each city.

7 e basic work unit 
with the HDD is a multidisc plinary project team assigned to a single siteSkil i are drawn from each of the major HHCdivi, ons (Finance, Technical, and CommunityDevelopment) as well as from other departments as
needed. The 
 Community Development Division
has a special responsibility to facilitate communication between citizens and local authorities andamong voluntary and Central Government agencies concerned with all aspects of urban development. In the 
case of site and service areas, .,ecommunity development workers publicize the
project, solicit and process applications, orient and
 



train allottees prior to settlement, and work with 
families during construction. In upgrading areas,
where strong communities already exist, a separate 
section of the Community Development Division 
deals with their special needs, starting well before 
the beginning of implementation, 

* Brazil 
In Brazil, as in certain other Latin American 

countries, the National Housing Bank (BNH) has 
been primarily responsible for financing and ad-
ministering low-income housing projects. BNH's 
operations are managed by an Executive Commit-
tee made up of a president and six directors, all 
appointed by the President of the country with the 
approval of the federal senate. Since 1973, the bulk 
of loan appraisals and approvals, as well as all 
supervision of works, are carried out by the eleven 
regional offices. 

To actually prepare, execute, and manage low-
income housing programs, BNH has promoted the 
establishment of Low-Incom e Housing Companies 
(COHABs). Although the majority shareholders-of 
the COHABs are the states or municipalities (and, 
as such, appoint top management), BNH continues 
to provide practically all of COHAB's financing. 
Therefore, it determines the fees that may be 
charged by COHABs, their interest rates, and the 
amortization periods. On the other hand, COHABs 

depend on their shareholders for political support

and, particularly, for help in acquiring land and in 

developing infrastructure and community facilities, 


Since 1973, COHABs have become increasingly 

interested in helping the residents of sQuatter 

settlements and those suffering from inadequate

living conditions. Many of them have made impres-

sive progress in this regard, with a rapid expansion 

of productive capacity and program implementa-

tion. What has facilitated progress has been the 

development of flexible guidelines by the Division 

of Production and Financing (PLANHAP) covering

such things as site layout, unit design, infrastruc-ture, access to jobs, and other activities. Theguidelin es epresent a welcome move away from

the rigid layout and design standards COHABs 

were required to follow earlier. Also facilitating

progress has been the development of special lines

of credit for infrastructure and community facilities

to complement other sources of funds.


COHABs are increasingly relying on community 

development programs to support their housing
projects. The primary objective of these programs
is to form residents' associations so that communi- 
ties are able to solve many problems on their own 
and to deal directly with the appropriate municipal 
agency without having to rely on COHAB staff. 
Associated with these programs have been the 
courses organ..-ed by the state vocational training 
agency (SENAC), with close to 9,000 students. 
Many of these courses are oriented for women 
working in their homes. 

Challenge and Response 
In 1967. Albert 0. Hirschman, a leading analyst

of economic developmbt problems, noted in his 
study of a dozen World Bank projects, that some of 
the more successful were those that had exper
ienced substantial uncertainties and difficulties.*What was significant was not so much the exis
tence of uncertainties and difficulties as the ability
of project managers to overcome them. This ability 
came from recognizing existing or possible prob
lems, taking an experimental approach, examining
alternatives, and being prepared for new methods 
or procedures. 

* Mutual help and self-help in El Salvador 
The FSDVM relies to a large extent on mutual 

help for trench-digging, pipe-laying, and construc
tion of core units. Potential participants are re
quired to work as long as a year during weekends 
before being allotted individual plots and homes 

_ for completion or expansion by self-help. The 
practice has been to organize those selected for 

-- plots into groups of 15-30 persons, which are then 
trained by technical foremen and social workers. 

While the mutual-help approach has been esti
mated to reduce house costs by about 10% below 
the contractor price, the FSDVM's own Socio
economic Evaluation Unit revealed, in the case of 
one project, that a high percentage of the families 
selected dropped out because of the mutual-help 
requirements. Since mutual help is largely carried 
out on weekends, those who had to work dn 
weekends were obviously disadvantaged by this 
requirement. 

To reduce the mutual-help requirements is not 
easy. Hiring contractors to do more of the work 
would probably increase monthly charges and 
make the project somewhat less accessible to low 
income families. Moreover, mutual help is an 
essential part of the FSDVM's approach to social 
awareness and community cohesion. Nevertheless.
the following options are being considered: 

(a) organizing some mutual-help workdays dur
ing the week to relieve some of the pressure onthose families who must work on weekends;

(b) allowing the use of substitutes or higher
payment charges in lieu of work requirements;

(c) making available rented rooms or completed
units to those for whom mutual help and self-help 
are difficult or impractical.

In the older projects, the FSDVM offered only 
- two. service-levels. J-lalf...the_ lots_.contained an 

enclosed sanitary unit consisting of a toilet, 
shower, and wash basin. On the rest were built 
basic 17 m2 dwellings, including, in addition to the 
sanitary unit, asbestos cement roofs, wooden 
frame doorm and windows, and concrete floors. The 
experienc .... FSDVM has been that many low:zhr 
income , ack the funds or experience for 
extensive ",jlp building. In newer projects.
therefore, Jominiums" (including the possi
bility of two-story extensions) are being offered in
which families can live on a lot using centrally 
located individual sanitary cores. 

'DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS OBSERVED, The Brookings 
Institution. Washington. D.C. 
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Challenge and Reaponse from page 4 
On the other hand, it has been found thnt many

higher-income or more skilled families prefer to 
design and build for themselves, often utilizing
small contractors or paid unskilled labor. For these 
families, a lot with infrastructure only is offered. 
Because so many families (40",. in one project) 
employ contractors or labor, credit has become 
available for this as well a3 for materials, 

In other ways, the FSDVM is responding to 
monitoring and evaluations carried out. There is 
now a greater emphasis on training during the 
mutual-help I'iase of the project. The importance 
of generating employment and income, particularly 
for female-headed households, is being increas-
Ingly recognized, with the establishment by Fed-
credito of a credit and technical assistance pro-
gram (see TUE. Vol. 1, No. 2). Another innovative 
feature is the provision of small open spaces,
around which 12-20 plots are clustered. These 
plazas or "miniparks" are being well-maintained by 
the surrounding families, and provide opportuni-
ties for social interaction. Ir addition, they permit
smaller lot sizes, thereby cutting down on costs. 

* Project implementation in Zambia
,Zambia's site and service scheme in ,'<afue, a 

growing industrial center 26 miles from Lusaka (the 
nation's capital), encountered numerous problems 
after its 1967 inception. Even after five years ofeffort, many effot, wh alottd potshosof those whoanyofhadbeehad been allotted plots 
had not completed their houses. People wereof fearul f inestngchee that mghtnotfearful investing inn aa scheme tat might not 
develop as promised. This fear was intensified by 
confusion about conditions of ownership, particu-
larly the right to sell or transfer property. The 
mutual-help arrangements were poorly worked 
out: and. in the absence of mutual help, many
residents lacked the skills, resources, and time toattempt self-help construction. Those that neededtechnical and financial help were often unaware of 
what was actually available. Added to these diffi-

culties was the absence of public transportation. 
Because of the problems of this project, the 

Zambian government requested the assistance of 
the American Friends Service Committee prior to 
the 1969 implementation of the Kafue Township 
Council's Self-Help Housing Project at Chawama." 
Based on this experience, the foliowing procedures 
have come to be widely accepted: 

(1) Preparative study sessions. Prior-to the start 

of construction, the project's community develop-

ment staff assists each group of would-be home-

builders to organize study sessions. At Chawama, 

the groups were led in part by elected chairmen 

and secretaries, and they met twice a week for a 
total of 14 sessions. Among the-subjects covered 

were the procedures of housebuilding, the organi-

zation of a building group, and the costs and 

financing of home ownership.
 

(2) Budget analysis. In addition to the prepara
tive study sessions, community development staff
have a number of discussions with ach family
regrding the added burden of owning a house. At 
Chawama, the practice was to go over each 
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family's budget in detail, thereby helping the family 
to determine whether or not It could meet the 
financial obligations of home ownership. 

(3) Work* exchange agreements. During the 
course of the study sessions, contracts are de
veloped setting out each family's rights and obli
gations regarding cooperative work. The purpose 
of this Is to establish a formal reference point by 
which groups of families can develop unity and 
maintain morale over a long construction period. 

At Chawama, each family pledged 1,000 work 
hours to the group, plus additional hours if neces
sary. No distinction was drawn between the re
quirements of men and women, but the work of 
children under 16 was counted as either two-thirds 
or one-half that of an adult. A timekeeper elected 
by each group was expected to keep the Time 
Record Sheet and to enforce the accepted ar
rangements. 

In theory, any family unable to contribute its full 
share was penalized a certain amount for every
hour not worked before being allowed to move into 
its house. In practice, group leaders never called 
on families to pay the penalty charged-foir hours 
missed, nor did they ever expel anyone. The effect 
of such penalization on morale and unity was 
found to be too harmful. Moreover, the effort madews rcgie o b oei pratta h 
was recognized to be more important than the 
share of work was judged in terms of variable 
circumstancesas and ites. On lecircumstances, abilities, and attitudes. Only thosewho were clearly avoiding work were admonished 
and oere ressurdinto cerationand, otherwise, pressured into cooperation.(4) Participation. For mutual-help to succeed, 
families must be organized into construction 
groups (AtChawa teedium nubrof 
groups. (At Chawa sa,the medium number of 
families in a group was nine.) Once a group is 
established, the leaders of a group givenare 
primary responsibility for project implementationunder the guidance of community developmentworkers. At Chawama, families soon recognized
the value and pleasure of working as a group, even 

when the group lacked the traditional reinforce
ment of kinship or common language. 

At Chawama, it was also found useful to organ
ize a central committee to facilitate inter-group 
cooperation, communication between groups and 
staff, and representation of all the groups to the 
Kafue Township Council. The &roup CooidSnaring 
Committee, composed of the chairman and twodelegates from each building group, averaged at 

.least one meeting a month. It-proved to be very 
useful in solving such problems as violations of 
work exchange agreements, delays in repaying 
government loans, and excessive cutting down of 
trees. Among the positive accomplishments of the 
Committee was the supplying of residents with fruit 
tree seedlings, the construction of a primary
school, and the petitioning of the Township Coun
cil for a number of needed facilities. 

American Fnends Service Committee (1501 Cherry St.. 
Philadelphia. P. 19102). CHAWAMA SELF-HELP HOUSING 
PROJECT. 1975. 
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The Urban Edge: Articles and Ideas 
The following is a list of the more important 

articles and Ideas published in the previous ten 
issues of The Urban Edg, (i.e. from October, 1977 
to July. 1978). Copies (including sources of infor-
mation used) can be obtained from the editor. 
Code numbers indicate how they are filed. Re-
quests for copies should be by code number,
(Note: The numbers/letters in parenthesis refer to 
the specific item. When added to the topic code,
they form the item code. For example, the code 
number for industrial parks is: BD 133d.) An 
asterisk (*) indicates availability in French and in 
Spanish. as well as in English. The ideas are 
available individually or grouped according to the 
following topics: 

Administration- Commun, ly Participation AC23 
Effective forms of community participation:
planning (4a). implementation (4b), partner-
ship approach (4c), community-based man-

agement (4.5). cooperatives (5a). ethnic asso-

ciations (Sb)
 

Administration-Local Government AL23 
Approaches to achieve better local govern-

ment administration: the government agent

(2), ombusdman (2,3) the Council-Manager

system (3). area management (3a). a unified 

local government service (6), a chief executive(6a), a special committee (6b) 

Business Development BD13 
Methods used to facilitate the development of 

small business: access to raw materials (3).

exclusive purchase arrangements (3a). tech-

nical assistance (3b), work sheds and core 

shops (3c), industrial parks (3d). covered 

markets (3.4) 

BL13Business Loans 
Some innovative credit delivery programs:

integrated support (6). group liability (6a),

hire-purchase (6b) 


Business Training BT13 
Approaches to upgrading technical compe
tence: the combining of training and financial 

assistance (4), training and production cen-
tars (4.5). pedogogic enterprises (5) 

Business-Women BW24"
Ways of helping self-employed women: wo-

men's clubs (3). sub-contracting arrange-

ments (3a), a self-employed women's'bank, 

(3.4) 

Education-Women EW24" 
Education approaches to increasing female 
employment: social centers (a). vocational 
centers (b). training production centers (c) 

Family Planning FP24 
Some programs that have proved to be effec-
tive In urban areas, use of messengers (a),
publicity campaigns (b). Use of shopkeepers
(c) 

Health Delivery HD21 
Useful approaches to health care delivery:
volunteer workers (2,3) use of community
health workers (3), small health centers (3a)
training, architectural and administrative in-
novations are also discussed (4) 

Health Nutrition HN2I 
Suggestions for alleviating malnutrition: use 
of mass media (5), nutrient-dense foods (5),
 
on-site and take-home feeding (5b). food
 
processing and fortification (5c). ration shops
 
and coupon programs (5d)
 

Land Tenure and Control LT11 
Various arrangements to provide security of 
tenure while controlling land use: variable 
leases to encourage property improvements 
(4), restrictions on resale (4a). tenure in 
improvements (5), neighborhood ownership 
(5a) 

Site-Service Innovations SS12 
Procedures used tn facilitate the success of
 
site and service projects: market surveys (3),

size. cost, and service level options (3a);

cross-subsidization (3b): combining sites and 
services with squatter upgrading projects (5);
gradual improvement of services (5a); corn
puterized allocation (5b): credit and technical
 
assistance (5c); cost/mortgage collection (6)
 

Taxation-Betterment TAB26" 
Systems for recovering improvement costs: 
Syste for rcoverin improvemnt cost 
advance land acquisition (3.4), land readjust
ment (4), valorization charges (*6)

Taxation- Property TaP26" 
Useful approaches to capturing the value ofland: annual value estimates (3), a dual as
sessment system (3a), penalty taxes (Zb).
incentive systems (3c) 

Taxation- Urban Project Cost Recovery TaCR26'
 
Various approaches to recovery of costs for
 
urban development projects: direct payment

from beneficiaries (5), utility sur-charge (Sa).
 
and general tax (5.6) 

Technology-Foreign Assistance TFA25" 
Organizations assisting craftsmen and en
trepreneurs in developing countries: ITDG 
A.T. the Brace Institute (3). and(2,3). InternationalVITA (3.6), (3a) 

Technology-Wast- Disposal TWD25" 
Ideas for facilitating the work or s6avengers,including a proposal for Egypt 

Technology, Sanitation TS12 
Intermediate sanitation alternatives discussed;

septic tanks (4,6), stabilization ponds (6), the
 
water hyacinth (6a)"
 

Transportation, Buses TrB22 
Innovative management measures, including 
an effective system of financial and manage
ment controls 

Transportation, Roads TrR22 
Ideas for making better use of roads: better
 
organization of traffic flows (3); inexpensive

road upgrading (3a), staggered work hours
 
(3b), area licenses (3.5), parking cupon
 

system (6), bicycle movement (6a) 

Transportation, Paratransit TrPZ2 
Suggestions for maximizing the use of various
 
forms of privately owned, low-cost transpor
tation services: minibuses (2): jitneys (4),

pedicabs (4,6), motorized rickshaws (6)
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COOPERATIVE HOUSING AND THE MINIMUM SHELTER APPROACH
 

IN LATIN AMERICA
 

I. PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND
 

Latin American Bureau of AID has suggested that cooperative
The 

housing activities funded by AID should be directed toward the lowest
 

income groups for which home ownership is feasible. The purpose of this
 

report is to analyze the problem of reaching low income families with AID
 

supported housing programs and to make specific recommendations on how
 

cooperative housing techniques can be applied to help solve this problem.
 

During 1971, the Latin American Bureau of AID assigned a task force
 

of AID officials to prepare a written evaluation of the work of all J. S.
 

cooperative organizations working in Latin America under contract with AID.
 

Regarding FCH work with AID, the task force report stated:
 

'The task force concludes that future cooperative housing
 

programs should focus rigorously on the lowest income
 

groups for which home ownership is fecsible."
 

The task force went on to say that the target groups for AID

supported FCH activities under Task Order #3 (Latin American and Caribbean
 

roup with earning capacity sufficient
Regions) should be "the lowest income 


to make some form of mortgage payments to purchase shelter." They suggested
 

that the cost to the home buyer should range from $600 to $1,500 per unit.
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As a first step toward implementation of the AID task force
 

recommendations, the Latin American Bureau requested FCH to conduct
 

research and prepare a report outlining a new approach to the problem.
 

The approaches proposed by FCH can legitimately lay claim to being new
 

and innovative; at the same time, they are rooted in past experience
 

and some have been tried before in various forms. Principally, FCH
 

is urging a new approach and a new model for miftimum housing.
 

The new approach involves the use of cooperative techni.ques
 

through which individuals may join together to produce a coamon goal,
 

namely, better houses in better communities. Cooperatives are uniquely
 

designed to mobilize self-help efforts in producing housing, so that
 

poorer families can join together to use their resources more effectively.
 

Cooperative techniques can provide ready-made vehicles to organize a
 

constituency of people who will continue to focus on their own housing
 

problems. Cooperatives can also provide a necessary buffer between state
 

operated programs and the housing consumer.
 

Housing cooperatives have been successfully implemented by means
 

of a device known as a technical service organization (TSO). An examina

tion of the housing experiences of private sector groups in many countries,
 

including the United States has shown that even well-intentioned, well

financed groups often fail unless there is a competent, experienced techni

cal body to assist them.
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Over the last decade, FCH has worked closely with 
AID to develop
 

and advice necessary to
 provide the critical skills
TSO:'s that could 

's have beencooperative housing programs. TSO
successfully implement 

created in Colombia (PROVICOOP); Panama (FUNDAVICO); Honduras 
(FEHCOVIL);
 

These TSO's
 
Jamaica (Mutual Housing Services); and Venezuela 

(INVICA). 


could expand their efforts and develop minimum 
shelter programs using
 

cooperative techniques.
 

a
 
The new model for AID supported housing that FCH 

proposes is 


This can be provided in many ways..

"minimum shelter" form of housing. 


a "shell" house consisting of only a roof and a floor; 
another is
 

One is 


an enclosed structure that includes basic fixtures.
 a "coze" house, which is 

These options can range in cost from $700 to $1,500 
and can be completed 

Another
 
and expanded by the occupant himself as his income 

permits. 


alternative for very poor families is the "site and 
service" approach-


Here, the bare plot and minimum services, such as water 
and waste disposal,
 

provided and the resident develops the type of shelter he can afford
 are 


himself.
 

There are two elements that set the "minimum shelter" model apart 

In the first place, it provides a unit that is designated
from other models. 


to match the ability to pay of the occupant. In the traditional approach to
 

housing, planners have designed a house and then estimated 
how many people
 

could afford it. The minimum shelter approach works differently. Here,
 

an architect begins with the fact that a family perhaps could 
afford six
 

to ten dollars a month for shelter; he is then faced with designing 
a housing
 



solution that will be possible within that 
monthly payment constraint.
 

The second way that this model differs from the 
traditional is
 

that it provides a range of shelter solutions 
that can be produced by the
 

occupant himself with a minimum of outside help, 
once the framework has
 

Thus, occupants can build up an equity of 
independence


been established. 


and freedom from constant government assistance. 
The minimum shelter
 

approach has already been tested with AID 
and FCH help in Panama and ex

perience shows that tenants do not let their plots remain 
barren for very 

their dwelling units, bringing 
long. They make continual improvements 

on 


them up to a standard level on their own, over 
a period of time.
 

It may seem that the cooperative approach, 
in which people band
 

together, and the unaided self-help, minimum 
shelter model for housing,
 

in which residents operate individually, are 
contradictory, even mutually
 

Cooperatives can work to further the minimum
 exclusive. This is not so. 


shelter model through cooperative land tenure, 
construction, savings and
 

credit, and production. A cooperative system will provide far more resources
 

than the individual could ever put together on his 
own; at the same time,
 

lets the individual produce his own home.
 

Both cooperatives and the minimum shelter approach 
have been
 

used before. Cooperatives have enjoyed success in Latin America 
but they
 

have primarily served middle- and upper-in,:oe families. The standard co

operative housing program has been designed for families 
just above those
 

served by government programs and just below those 
served by local private
 

housing finance institutions, such as savings and 
loans.
 



Minimum shelter has been produced in
many countries through aided
 

HoJever,
 
self-help programs, ofter. with AID support for "pilot" projects. 


aided self-help programs which require 
a great deal of government adminis

trative support have not be.en successful on a large scale in developing
 

countries (with the possible exception 
of Puerto Rico).
 

The minimum shelter approach proposed 
by FCH differs from traditional
 

In the new approach, the government provides 
a framework
 

aided self-help. 


of land, utilities and credit and leaves 
the housing solution to the indi

vidual and the private sector TSO.
 

In recent years, this approach has become more accepted by 
international
 

IDB, OAS, and the UN endorse versions of
 
agencies concerned with housing. 


the minimum shelter wodel in their current 
policy statements. The World Bank
 

AID, as an
 
now providing financing for "site and service" programs.
is 


During the past
 
institution, also accepts this minimum 

shelter approach. 


has assisted AID in preparing feasibility studies in a number
 
two years, F>C 


of countries that recommended the minimum 
shelter approach with various com

binations of site and services, shell 
housing, and expandable core houses.
 

In three countries, Peru, Colombia and 
Panama, AID has recently approved
 

development loans to support housing programs 
that use this concept.
 

Unaided self-help has been taking place in 
LatinL America for years.
 

The 1972 World Bank sector working paper Urbanization 
comments on "the
 

extent to which dwellings, albeit of 'substandard' quality and subject to
 

great overcrowding, have in fact been provided 
by the unaided self-help
 

efforts of migrants ....The migrants appear at least as much to be 
pro

viding a solution as to be creating a problem."
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Cooperatives can play an important 
role in institutionalizing
 

The tendency, in providing housing, has
 

the unaided self-help approach. 


been to evaluate the ability of 
families to pay for a house on 

the basis
 

When labor and contribution 
of materials are cal

of their cash incomes. 

five times.
 

culated, however, a family's 
income can grow by as much 

as 


A cooperative framework can 
help to harness this elusive 

but valuable
 

"income" and turn it into a new housing unit.
 

The second way in which FCH's approach differs 
is that it attempts
 

So far,
 

to bring to bear the substantial 
resources of the private sector. 


the government has provided 
most of the funds to build 

low-income housing.
 

It has not been possible to secure
 

This has been singularly unsuccessful. 


adequate funds from public 
revenues for the production 

of sufficient housing
 

Further, government programs 
have produced
 

for the low-income consumer. 


for most low-income
much expensivethat is toohouse, onea "standard" 

The delivery of government housing programs 
has been laden down 

families. 

and the attitudes of many government officials have been un

by red tape 

to the needs of the low-income recipient.
responsive 


a substantial amount of local 
money
 

At the same time, there is 


available in Latin American countries through 
banks, savings and loans,
 

So far, most of this money has gone to finance
 
and other private sources. 


Several countries are now experimenting 
with new
 

upper-income housing. 


laws and regulations that would 
channel this money to lower-lnc-me 

housing.
 

It should be pointed out, however, 
that the ability of the private 

sector
 

to produce low-cost housing 
has been tested on only the 

smallest scale;
 

nevertheless, the potential is promising.
 



TSO's could play a prominent role in making 
use of rechannelled
 

Perhaps the most important contribution of
 private sector money. 


cooperative housing in Latin America and the Caribbean 
would be to show
 

can be a good investment and that
 
that housing for low-income residents 


poor families will be responsible in repaying loans under the right
 

local financial institutions to
This in turn would cause
conditions. 


this level.
 
have more confidence and therefore provide credit 

at 


Over the years, FCH has been involved in laying the groundwork
 

FCH has assisted in the creation of
 
for many of these approaches. 


These TSO's have
 
cooperative housing TSO's in several countries. 


successfully completed cooperative housing demonstration 
projects, mostly
 

Several TSO's have also developed imwith financial support from AID. 


portant locally financed housing programs especially 
in Chile, Brazil
 

and Colombia.
 

However, FCH has assisted AID in other housing activities 
that
 

For example, FCH worked with
 were not strictly "cooperative housing." 


AID to pioneer a "minimum shelter" program in Panama 
starting in 1966.
 

Under this program, existing squatter areas were improved with 
new streets,
 

water systems and home improvement loans of less 
than $1,000 per family.
 

New communities were developed for very low-income families 
providing
 

several alternative solutions, ranging from simply a lot 
with basic
 

utilities to "shell" houses and "core" houses in the $700 to $1,000 range
 

Also in Panama, FCH
which were completed by the participants self-help. 


assisted AID and IVU in developing a new rural cooperative 
housing program
 

to $1,000 each.
that produced houses ranging from $300 
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FCH has also assisted AID and host governments 
in preparing feasi

bility reports and/or loan implementation plans 
for minimum shelter pro

grams in Colombia, Peru, Ecuador, Honduras, 
Morocco, Chad, and Vietnam.
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PROBLEM OF PROVIDING HOUSINGIV. 	 TWO CONTRASTINC APPROACHES TO THE 
FOR LOW-INCOME FAMILIES 

A great deal has been written on the problem of providing adequate
 

FCH has produced several
housing for low-income families in Latin America. 


recom
studies and reports analyzing the problem in specific countries and 


mended ways to approach the problem. The reports consistently call for attempts
 

to house costs rather than trying to match home costs to income.
 to match incomes 


Traditional Approach
 

The traditional approach to the problem of low-cost housing in
 

Latin America has been to attempt to provide "standard housing units" to
 

This approach requires rather
eliminate or reduce the "housing deficit." 


arbitrary definitions by technicians and officials of what constitutes a
 

"standard unit." Any house below standard is then considered in the deficit
 

category. Under this concept, the housing deficit in Latin America in 1970
 

can be estimated at about 25 million units and can be projected to reach about
 

To eliminate this gap, it would be
100 million units by the year 2,000. 


The
 necessary to construct more than three million new units each year. 


If
cost of a "standard unit" varies greatly from country to country. 


$3,000 is assumed as the cost of an average standard unit, it would be
 

invest about 9.0 billion dollars a year to eliminate the
necessary to 


deficit. Obviously, this amount of money will not be available.
 

Another example of the futility of the traditional approach can be
 

found 	in the November 1970 report titled: "Final Report, Site and Service
 



and Minimum Shelter Study", prepared for USAID!Ecuador with assistance
 

from FCH. Under Section V, "Use of Resources", the report states:
 

"Using the traditional approach and the lowest
 
standard unit produced by BEV (US$2,500), some
 
4,500,000,000 sucres (US$180,000,000) would be
 
required to meet this existing need. Present
 
estimates indicate that the 'tugurios' of Guayaquil
 
will double within the next 10 years necessitating
 
investment far beyond the capacity of any government.
 
Therefore, new approaches are needed that will en
courage better use of the resources of the people
 
living in the 'tugurios' and recognize the limited
 
repayment capacity of the participating families."
 

Minimum Shelter Approach
 

In contrast to the traditional approach, several countries are
 

now experimenting with a minimum shelter or "environmental approach" 

to the problem. FCH assisted AID and the Panamanian housing institute 

(IVU) in a pilot program to demonstrate this approach under a 3 million 

dollar AID loan made in 1966. The basic idea behind this model is that 

the housing "solution" must fit the economic capacity or the participants. 

In the Panama pilot program, the target group had incomes ranging from $60
 

to $150 per month, allowing a monthly payment for housing of between $7 and
 

$15. Several alternate solutions were offered to participants, ranging 

from only a lot with utilities at about $400 to an expandable core house
 

at $1,000. The emphasis was not on what participants built but instead
 

on where they built. The goal was to provide secure land tenure as well as
 

job training and jobs so that as the family incnme increased, the occupants
 

would be able to improve their homes over a period of time.
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"CORE" AND "SHELL" HOUSES IN PANAMA
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Good maintenance on these completed Shell houses
 indicates pride of ownership -Panama, 1972.
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The initial appearance of the new communities constructed under
 

the loan was not attractive. 	However, there has been dramatic steady
 

shown in the photos.
improvement over the years as 


The Govermnent of Panama and IVU recognized the validity of
 

this minimum shelter approach and developed new areas with their own
 

funds using similar techniques. More recently, they have applied for a
 

second AID loan that will allow a greatly expanded program of this type.
 

Other institutions interested in housing having adopted the
 

minimum shelter or environmental approach as evidenced by papers presented
 

at the United Nations World Wide Seminar on "Improvement of Slums and
 

Uncontrolled Settlements," inMedellin, Colombia in 1970.
 

A Working Paper prepared by ICT, The Colombian Housing Agency,
 

follows:
describes their "site and services" program as 


Sale of Plots with Services
 

This system is intended to create a mechanism that
 

may operate as a 'prevention of slums', or in other
 

words, to prepare districts with progressive development
 

urbanization where the specifications are minimal, parti

cularly in quantity.
 

These urbanized plots have a water supply, sewers,
 

power services, one or more completely paved penetration
 
roads, suitable for truck and bus traffic, and other
 
streets for pedestrian use.
 

The beneficiary might build a provisional dwelling
 

on the back of the plot, so that little by little he may
 

build his own house on the front end, with technical
 
and social assistance from the 	ICT.
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Interest rates will not be over 9% per year with
 

maximum mortgage terms of 20 years, granting, in some
 

special cases, a grace period during the first two
 

years of the debt.
 

With this system it will be possible to reach
 

the lowest income families and to fulfill the conditions
 

of a planned 'slum' which can be improved in a progressive
 

and orderly manner, without land tenure problems and with
 

the possibility of installing community services."
 

The paper on construction, presented by the Organization of American
 

States, forcefully lays out both the problems and the prospects of the
 

minimum shelter approach, GAS says:
 

"The specific remedial measures to be adopted in each case
 

whether eradication, rehabilitation or renewal depend on the
-

Among
socio-economic and physical features of the settlement. 


these are its patterns of tenure and land use, time of forma

tion, its relationship to the city and to urban services,
 

and the quality and quantity of structures and facilities 

which must be known and considered before deciding on the
 

appropriate solution and setting of priorities. The feasibility
 

of any solution depends on the resources available, the opera

tional capacity of the agencies in charge, and the degree of
 

participation of the inhabitants."
 

The paper goes on to outline the special importance of technical
 

supervision. It is optimistic in its belief that low-income families can
 

take an active part in building not only their homes but their ccmmunities.
 

In fact, through self-help programs, many families have worked together to
 

None of this can work at present, the
build vital community facilities. 


report warns, without technical supervision.
 

A key factor in the success of the minimum shelter approach is
 

the role of the government. By promulgating standards and regulations
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better adapted to local conditions and resources, the construction of
 

minimum shelter can be greatly assisted. In addition, the structure of
 

housirng and urban development agencies must be streamlined to improve 

coord,.nation among goverment institutions, research centers and private
 

groups.
 

It is likely that major strides will be made in the minimum
 

shelter approach, the report points out, as progress is made in dimensional
 

and modular construction. These new materials and methods of building
 

will not only speed up construction but make it much easier for un

skilled workers to participate unassisted in the completion of their
 

homes. 



In the traditional approach to housing, effective demand is
 

defined as the housing market. Analysis begins with the design for a
 

standard house, sets firm cost estimates and then tries to estimate
 

For example if 10,000 families
how many people can afford that unit. 


in the market area can afford a $5,000 standard unit, a 1,000 unit project.
 

might be considered. In other words, planners begin with the house
 

and then look for people who can afford to buy it.
 

In the minimum shelter approach programs start with the people
 

fit their
and then design several alternative housing solutions to 


economic situation.
 

The 1970 report on Ecuador titled "Site and Service and Minimum
 

Shelter Study," prepared with FCH assistance, included the chart, 
shown
 

in Figure 1, which related the capacity to pay 
for a house to tne aistri

bution of income among the urban population.
 

The Figure 1 chart shows that more than 63 	percent of the urban
 

(about 60 U.S. dollars)
1,000 sucres
population in Ecuador make less than 


per month and 38 percent (level three) earn between 400 and 
1,000 sucres.
 

can afford to pay a small amount for shelter. On

These latter families 


the basis of these figures, FCH.recoumnended that the government provide
 

sucres or five dollars per month,
lots with utilities, costing about 75 


for level three families. Other alternatives, such as expandable core
 

fit people in the level four category.
houses, were designed to 




FIGURE
 

DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME RELATED TO 
ABILITY TO PAY FOR SHELTER 

ECUAOOR 

URBAN POPULATION 

INCOME ABILITY TO PAY 
RANGE OF MONTHLY 
INCOME (u.s dollars) 

AMORTIZATION OF 
AVERAGE HOUSE 

PERCENTAGE 
OF INCOME 

LOAN BY MONTH 

S 100.00 92.800 $ 25.00 25% 

0. 31.0% 

$ 50.00 122.800 $ 15.00 20 x 

$ 2000 225.500 $ 5.25 15% 
UB. '7.11qe 

$ 10.00 103.700 $ 1.25 10% 
A.4q 

$ 5.00 43,500 $ .50 10X 

Gainfully employed urban population of Ecuador, total: 588,300
 
Source: Encuesta de Hogares, National Planning Board, 1968
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The effective demand in each country must be determined after
 

a careful analysis of the income distribution, the cost of construction
 

and family budgets. For example, existing programs producing standard
 

houses at the minimum of U.S. $2,500 are beyond the ability to pay of most
 

citizens in Ecuador. If present programs cannot reach large segments of
 

the population with "standard houses", minimum shelter should be de: 4ed
 

to fii: the ability to pay of the target groups. In most countries there
 

will still be many families at the very lowest level (levels one and two)
 

who cannot pay anything for housing and only a inaritable program can
 

reach them.
 

Land Problems
 

It is clear that governments cannot provide decent houses for most
 

urban families. However, they could do much more in providing a place for
 

people to build their own houses. At present it is difficult to find
 

good centrally located land , and available for low-income housing in
 

most large urban areas in Latin America. Land surrounding many large
 

metropolitan areas is often held by wealthy families who aru speculating
 

that it will be sold at some future date for huge profits. This, in turn,
 

increases the competition for isolated parcels that are available within
 

the metropolitan area and the price goes up accordingly. Very few
 

governments in Latin America have taken the necessary steps to solve
 

this problem. These would include:
 

(a) a firm land reform policy including tax riforms and 

use of expropriation;
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(b) creation of "land banks"; and 

(c) better regional planning.
 

Much of this could be accomplished without outside assistance from 

international agencies and would fall into the category of national
 

self-help.
 

Local action is especially important in this area because it 

has been demonstrated in several countries that when a poor family has 

secure ia-d tenure they can solve their own housing problem ovez a 

period of years if they are able Ln find employment. 

Housing Finance Problems
 

Almost every country in Latin America has several local institu

tions that provide money for upper-middle- and upper-income housing. The
 

amount of money available in many countries for housing at this level is
 

substantial. Social security funds are used for upper income housing
 

finance in many countries, normally for housing of $16,000 per unit and
 

above. Many countries also have housing banks or housing finance insti

tutions providing millions of dollars for higher income apartments and
 

condominiums often costing more than $15,000. Private banks and savings
 

and loan institutions in many countries also have considerable sums
 

being channelled to what is often called "middle-income" housing.
 

If one considers the income distribution charts shown in Section III, it
 

is clear that the local money is being used for upper-income housing with
 

very little flowing to low- or even low-middle-income housing.
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The marginal population does not have access to credit for
 

housing from the sources mentioned above. They are forced to go to
 

neighborhood money lenders and borrow at incredibly high interest rates
 

in order to buy materials, a little at a time, which they in turn use
 

to build fairly substantial housing in what may appear to be a "squatter
 

area." Housing of this type has been termed "unaided progressive self

help housing" in several FCH reports. The end product is often a Irery
 

adequate home that meets the minimum requirewents of its occupants.
 

Some governments are beginning to view this process in a positive way
 

and are looking' for ways to control and encourage production of housing
 

through this system. 

Problem of Linkage
 

Quite often government housing programs designed for very low 

income families fail because there is no adequate link between the govern

ment institutions and the individuals living in a given marginal area.
 

Programs are designed by officials and technicians who are not fully aware
 

of the needs and desires of the potential participants. Even when a program
 

is well planned, it can often falter during execution because of the break

down of communication between the government and the individual. There is
 

a need for intermediate organizations such as community associations and
 

cooperatives to serve as direct links between the program administrator
 

and the program client. Most marginal areas in Latin America have a
 

variety of community organizations with overlapping interests, authority
 

and projects. However, they are very rarely incorporated into housing
 

programs in a meaningful way.
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The "Patron" Attitude and Housing
 

The "Patron" attitude is still evident in some government

sponsored housing programs in Latin America. 
 In these programs,
 

government officials and political leaders promise to provide a decent
 

home to all poor families, who, as a result, come to feel that the
 

government (as "Patron") is obligated to j.ye them a house. 
Traditional
 

housing programs for low-income families have been carried out against
 

this background, with government housing institutions producing several
 

thousand new "standard" units (often with AID or 
DB loans) and then
 

selecting the lucky occupants. 
 In many cases the new homeowner is
 

either "over-income" (could afford more expensive housing financed from
 

other sources) or "under-income" (cannot afford monthly payments). 
 In
 

projects with a high percentage of over-income families, the "standard"
 

house is immediately improved to include 
a carport, maids quarters and
 

other frills.The new homeowner's monthly car payment 
can equal or exceed
 

his home payment!
 

In projects with a high percentage of under-income families, it
 

is not uncommon to have 60 percent or more of the 
tenants delinquent in
 

making their monthly payments to the government housing institution; overall
 

project maintenance and appearance are poor. 
The delinquent homeowners
 

feel they really should not have to pay the government for housing at all:
 

their priorities for spending monthly income are higher for food, medicine,
 

school expenses and consumer goods. 
 Because they are poor, evictions for
 

non-payment are an extremely rare occurrence. 
However, in the few
 



instances where sound management does call for evictions, and there
 

are fewer delinquent residents, the collected rents are available to
 

finance additional units.
 

The saddest feature of programs of this type is that only a
 

small number of low-income families actually receive a house, while the
 

vast majority of poor families continue to live in miserable conditions.
 

Private non-profit housing programs can help to break the chain
 

of "patron" thinking. They can provide a continuous financing system
 

for new units, one that is morelefficient in both production and manage

ment than public sector housing efforts. Whereas government housing
 

programs have a high rate of default, the repayment experience for private
 

non-profit sponsors has been very promising.
 

Decapitalization of Government Housing Institutions
 

It is very difficult to obtain accurate information on the col

lection problem in goverrnent sponsored housing programs in Latin America.
 

In several countries it is estimated that more than 75 percent of the
 

howebuyers are behind in their payments. This causes a decapitalization
 

of the housing institutions and prevents relending to build new homes for
 

other families. Many AID and IDB loans have been made for housing that
 

could have produced a greater "multiplier" effect if the monthly collections
 

were more effective. 'ien the unhoused are made aware of this, a firm
 

collection policy is accepted.
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Another more important problem created by the poor collection 

record in some countries is the local financial community's lack of
 

confidence in low-income housing programs. Thus, local money (mentioned
 

under 
 III) goes into upper income housing and is not available to low

income families because there is a feeling that they will not meet
 

their mortgage payments. This is not necessarily true. There are private
 

sector and cooperative projects throughout Latin America where the repayment
 

record of poor families is excellent.
 

Population Control, Employment and Housing
 

The jurisdiction of housing experts has been confined, often by 
public opinion, to narrow areas of building codes, master plans and urban
 

infrastructure. 
Although others have criticized housing specialists when
 

they venture forth to address themselves to the broader issues of popula

tion and employment, it is becoming more and more clear that the long 

range answer to the housing problem for low-income families in Latin America 

and the Caribbean lies thein areas of land control, employment and family 

planning.
 

No amount of outside financial aid will solve the housing problem
 

of these countries until they initiate national programs to control popu

lation expansion and relate it to economic growth. The sheer futility 

of present efforts is well demonstrated by the fact that, in the past ten 

years, AID and IDB have invested almost one billion dollars in housing
 

in Latin America'and met only one 
percent of the need.
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The arithmetic would not be nearly so staggering if zero or
 

near zero population growth could be achieved. In a "typical" small
 

Latin American country with a population of two million, at least 40
 

percent, or 800,000 pe .;ns,desperately need better housing. Esti

mating a family size of five members, this would indicate a need for
 

160,000 units. With a significantly decreased population growth,
 

the housing problem in these countries could realistically be solved
 

by providing lots, utilities and expandable core houses at a cost of
 

about $1,500 per family over a 20 year period. This woula only require
 

an investment of about 8.5 million dollars per year for an annual produc

tion of 8,000 units. This level of investment and production is within
 

the capacity of most countries. At the end of a five year period,
 

the national housing program could shift from production of new units
 

into a mixed program of providing credit for home improvement.
 

Housing production could also help channel the population into productive
 

jobs. Unemployment estimates range from 12 to 25 percent throughout Latin 

America and the age characteristics of the population indicate that this 

problem will get worse in the coming years. Some small-scale efforts have
 

been made to relate the unemployment problem to housing low-income families.
 

More could be accomplished in this area because housing production has a
 

great potential as a major employer of these poorer urban dwellers. One
 

attempt at doing this occurred in the FCH-assisted AID loan program in
 

Panama in 1966. Where efforts were made to incorporate job training and
 

job producing activities into the "housing loan."
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Prolressive building plan for CORE houses developed by the ICr in Mfedellin, Colabia, 1970. 
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CORE houses, Medellin, photo credit ICT. 



UITE ANO IIRVICEU ALTERNATIVE
 

STEP I - Family is provided
with a lot in a planned com
munity with minimum sanitary
services. In this plan 4 
sanitary units are joined at 
the intersection of 4 lots,
 
minimizing costs. 

STEP II -
Family may initially 
erect a shack from whatever
 
materials, are available. 

STEP III - As family income 
permits a permanent house of 
better materials in construct
ed by unaided self help. The 
site and service alternative 
seeks to andcontrol legalize
what otherwise would occur in 
an uncontrolled settlement. 



CREDIT FOR HOME IMPROVEMENT
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Materials are delivered to participants lot. 
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.X N. 

.WOW-VAL.* 

CORE Houses are expanded and completed by owner's self help. 



EL SALVADOR 

-. •- ----.- ,---.- " -

The Foundation for Development and Minimum Housing (La Fundacion de 
Desarrollo y Vivienda Minima) has developed two successful programs
 
in El Salvador consisting of CORE houses in the $700 to $1,000 range.
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incontrolled settlement
 
in La Paz, Bolivia, 1972
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The Cooperative La Merced
 
constructed these houses i 

1 Santa Cruz, Bolivia. 

IPO, a Bolivian 
SO recently com

leted these houses 
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THE MINIMUM SHELTER APPROACH IN PANAMA
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UNAIDED PROGRESSIVE SELF HELP
 

4 a, 

-22t 

Many low income families in Guayaquil are solving their housing problems 
by unaided self help. This house in Guayaquil, Ecuador was completed by 
the family's own efforts. 



Chawama 
Self-help 
Housing 
Project 

Kafue, Zambia1. 

AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE 
1501 CHERRY. STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19102 

In cooperation with Kafue Township Council and the Republic of Zambia 
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SUMMARY
 

Under an agreement with the Government of Zambia concluded in October 1968 
and in cooperation with the Kafue Township Council, the American Friends 
Service Committee carried out a project of self-help housing for squatter 
residents of Kafue. T 1.s was a rapidly industrializing city with a growing 
shanty-town population, iocated 26 miles south of Lusaka, Zambia's capital.
 
The AFSC's aim was to help the Government of Zambia carry out what it had 
chosen to do. Through careful attention to self-help organizing principles, 
the project demonstrated the value of the Government's own "Aided Self-Help 
Site and Service Scheme." 

In 1969 a survey of some 1200 households in Kafue's chief squatter areas was
 
conducted by the AFSC staff. This revealed that most fanilies had resources 
to improve their dwellings, but would not do so owing t. fear of eviction and 
lack of necessary knowledge and skills. On the basis of this survey, the 
AFSC and municipal staffs drew up a program emphasizing the involvement of 
homebuilders in all phases of planning and construction. Government and 
municipal engineers also drew up plans for providing water and sewerage to 
the new neighborhood, thus responding to the most pressing needs for improved
 
living conditions. 

The AFSC staff, including the Zambian community development workers, re
cruited squatters of varying backgrounds and brought them together in groups 
composed of seven to 19 families. Prior to beginning construction, each of
 
the 20 groups held sessions over a period of two months to plan for the build
ing of their houses, to learn the requirements of the $200 Government loan 
which each received for building materials, and to establish their mutual
 
obligations for work, normally set at 1000 hours per family. After this pre
paratory period the actual construction began, progressing from the pressing 
of bricks through the tying down of the galvanized iron roofs. 

The first construction groups began work in January 1970 and number 20, the 
last group, finished most of its houses in August 1973. Altogether 228 houses 
were built. Out of this cooperative effort in facing construction problems 
and group disharmonies, a sense of community emerged. This was reflected most 
visibly in a community committee, various clubs, and a school and playground 
built cooperatively by the local residents. This community spirit in so di
verse a group of residents stands as one of the project's fundamental results. 

The AFSC's contribution was the provision of American and Zambian staff who 
had the supervisory, technical and community development skills required. 
The Service Committee also furnished some materials and services, chiefly 
.special tools and storage. The AFSC's contribution amounted to 617. of the 
project's $351,500 monetary costs. Zambia's private sector contributed 10% 
of the total, chiefly in cash for construction materials and fox some of the 
transport costs. For water, sewerage and road construction, the Zambian Gov
ernment and the Kafue Township Council contributed 257. of the total at the 
beginning of the project. The homebuilders themselves initially contributed 
out-of-pocket approximately 47. of the costs. By 1977, however, when the home
builders will have paid off their loans from the Government, their share will
 
have become fully 197. of the total; approximately 10% will then be the amount
 
of the Government's share.
 

-- " 
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This demonstration of community effort 
stimulated considerable interest
 

from other towns,
visits by Zambian officials and leaders 

among and frequent The Kafue
African countries and abroad. 
as well as visitors from other 

project represents one model of self-help 
and some of the Zambians who
 

upon by the Government to help
staff have already been calledserved on the 

of the training methods and com
with other housing projects. The success 

by the American Friends Service 
patterns institutedmunity organization simi-AFSC to provide

the Government of Zambia to inite 
Committee have led 

of social development and technical staff for 
and traininglar orientation experience gained 

a large squatter upgrading project in Lusaka. Thus, the 
inthe development of housing policy 

Kafue is continuing to influenceat are having a continuing
and the Zambians who received training there 

Zambia; 
on housing and community development 

programs and practices.
 
influence 




Chapter I 

ZAMBIA1E NEED FOR SELF-HELP HOUSING IN 


1
 

A. Urbanization in Zam
 

Zambia's urban population exceeds a quarter 
of its total national population,
 

The
 
thereby placing it among the most urbanized of black African 

states. 


Government's Second Five Year National 
Development Plan, prepared in 1971,
 

states that the yearly urban population 
increase during the period of 1963
 

7.67. for males and 10.1% for females. This compares with an
 
to 1969 was 
 period of 2.77. per year,
 
overall national 'population increase for the same 


years.
 
rate at which the nation's population will double 

every 27 


the removal, following inthis urban increase was 
A factor contributing to At that time
 
dependence in 1964, of legal barriers to rural-urban migration. 


to job-holders were struck from the
 
the ordinances limiting urban residence 

the land" police power of
this "stay onThe termination ofstatute books. the deteriorat

the colonial government was as much 
a factor in urbanization as 


ing conditions of the villages. 

areas markedly declined during the 
inmealate
 

Economic conditions in the rural 

On the other hand, between 1964 and 

1970 real incomes
 
post colonial period. 
 A massive inflation took place,
 

rose by about fifty percent.
in urban areas 
 a steep decline in the
 
estimated at about 407. for the period, 

and with it 


The ratio of the urban dweller's 
average
 

peasant farmer's purchasing power. 
 to i in 1964
 
those of the peasant farmer increased from 

13 

real earnings to 


I in 1969. Added to this was an overall decline in milk and cattle
 
to 18 to At the same
 
sales and in output of maize (the staple crop) and tobacco. 


time there was only a moderate 
increase in the number of schools, 

clinics and
 

With these generally dwindling prospects 
on the
 

roads useful to villagers. 


land and the brighter prospects 
in the cities, rural Zambians were both
 

the cities.
pushed and pulled to 


the Zambian Government undertook 
many creative
 

In the middle and late 1960's 

provide employment and services 

for rural people in
 
and extensive projects to 

In spite of these ef
order to encourage them to remain in 

the rural areas. 

grow in ever widening circles
 

forts squatter neighborhoods continued 
to 

Lusaka, the capital city, is the
 

around Zambia's major towns and 
cities. 


The population of Lusaka grew from 
55,000 in 1954 to
 

principal example. Of this 1973 popu
an estimated 381,000 by 1973. 
258,000 in 1969 and then to 


lation about 150,000, or close to one half of the city's inhabitants, were
 

squatters living in sub-standard housing without water, 
sewerage, streets,
 

schools and other such amenities. 
It is estimated that in 1976 the popula

tion of Lusaka is likely to be between 435,000 and 487,000, 
and between
 

Thus at current rates of population 
growth and
 

751,300 and 810,560 by 1985. 


influx from rural areas, one-half 
to three-quarters of Lusaka citizens 

could
 
These
 

to come in sub-standard houses without amenities. 
be living for years 


projections lend great urgency 
to the Government's Site and Service 

Scheme
 

for the urban centers of the nation.
 

- Request to the International Bank for 
Lusaka Sites and Services Project
I. 

Reconstruction and Development, July 1973.
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Zambia
 
Profiles of Squatter 

Settlements in 

B. 


for vast numbers of 
urban 	catchmentsnot

Squatter settlementsin Zambia are 	
stage for the rural mi

rather, a transitionalThey represent, 	 of theunemployed. 	 to one-third 
Various studies disclose that up 

grants to the cities. 


residents of Zambian squatter 
settlements have lived in them for several
 

' Many have migrated
 or raised elsewhere.
 
years, although most had been 

born 	
However, the
 

from other towns, having left 
their home villages long ago. 


a culture of poverty. Many are
 

squatters are not social castaways 
mired in 

to improve their lot. That
 

people of initiative possessing 
a strong desire 


to seek a
 
the security of their villages 


they took the risk of forsaking 
 their
 
a crowded, complex and disordered 

city is evidence of 


livelihood in 


motivation.
 
a
 

typical squatter is an unskilled laborer or 
service employee such as 


The 

watchman or servant;-but 

his neighbor may be a skilled 
construction, service
 

a small entrepreneur.or or maintenance worker, 

household may come not 
only from wages-but aLso 

Yruu
 

of the squatterIncome 
small 	enterprises,-the sale 

of surplus garden produce, 
piece vork,-handi-


For example, the median income of households 
in Kafue's
 

crafts and so on. $56) per
 

squatter settlements in 
1968 fell in the Kwacha 30 to 40 

($42 to 
money to be
 

2 The majority of squatter 
families bring in enough 

month range. their homes, which they 
have usually
 

to make modest improvements 
to 


able 	 3 Yet they continue to live in
 
outlay.


built themselves with negligible 
cost 


rudimentary dwellings lacking 
adequate sanitation, subject 

to the perils of
 

chronic dysentery or more 
deadly contagions.
 

windstorms, fire, 


First, no 
squat

they not seek.-a change 
in their living situations? 


no security of
Why do 	 there is 

the land on which his dwelling 

stanos; 

ter owns 
 that their settlement areas 

are
 

Squatters hear persistent 
rumors 


tenure. 

illegal and will be visited 

by government demolitioa 
squads and bulldozers.
 

a
 

They see no purpose in 
spending money on maintenance 

or improvement of 


Second, because job opportunities
 time be demolished. 

house 	which may at anoy 


evaporate in any given 
city over the years, a 

good proportion
 

materialize or 

are relatively mobile 

and prefer freedom of movement 
with
 

of the squatters Furthermore, for those
 

little financial loss that a cheap dwelling confers. 

a third factor, namely 

lack of
 

who do plan to stay a long time, there is 

tra
 

to improve a house or add 
amenities. Fourth, the 


knowledge and skills 


ditional solidarity and 
security of the home village, 

in which everyone has
 

his neighbor, are diminished 
in
 

rights and responsibilities 
in relation to 


the city.
 

In a new urban setting 
families can only occasionally 

develop a sense of be

to change
are often powerless
Thus, squatters 

longing to a larger community. 


through corporate action 
or to speak with one voice 

to muni

their 	conditions 

or national authorities.
cipal 


to Katue Town,"-Uni-


J. H. 	van Doorne, "Social 
Integration of Migrants 


I. 

Bard McAllister, "A View 

of the Kafue Squatter,"
 

versity of Zambia, 1970; Research Unit of Department 
of Community
 

AFSC 1970 (See Appendix B); 


Development (Government of Zambia), 
"Ground Floor to Development: A
 

Survey of Nguluwe Compound," 1967, mimeo.
 

Appendix B, "A View of the Kafue Squatter," 
pages 29-30.
 

Appendix B, page 37.
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lack of shelter in
 

As a general proposition 
it can be said that 

there is no 


sleep and to keep one's belongings 
can be fabricated from
 

Zambia. A place to 


the city wi,somehow get

come to hand. The newcomer to
whatever materials 


The real shortage lies in urban amenities, such as
 
by in a marginal fashion. These can be provided 

only through the
 

water, sewerage, roads 
and schools. 


assistance of municipal 
or national government.
 

inZambiaPatterns and Planning
C. Housin 


Under the pattern instituted 
by the colonial administration, 

housing for the
 

When a person took a 
job, a house was
 

town dweller was usually 
joborelated. 
 a percentage cut from
 

provided for him by the 
employer, who charged 

rent as 


The mining companies 
on the Copperbelt, railways 

in this way.
the worker's monthly 

wage. all operated 


and the Government in its hiring of civil servants 


In the 1950's and 1960's, 
however, a major change 

took place, and employers
 
In

to accommodate their 
increasing labor forces. 


no longer built houses 


stead, they generally 
provided each unhoused 

worker with a housing 
allowance
 

of about K 5.50 ($7.70) 
per month, obliging him 

to find his housing for 
him-


If he was patient enough 
to remain for months 

or even years on a gov

self. 

a central government 

subsidy.

ernmeithousing waiting 

list, he might with 
luck rent a small house 

from the
 

means of
built housing bywhichlocal township, 


of mud 
 and wattle,houseOtherwise he joined the 
many others like him 

in one of the squatter compounds
 

on the outskirts of the 
city, where he mightebuild 

a 


or occasionally improvise from
 
mannerin the traditionaland thatchpoles 


cast off materials.
 
Then
 

Government rent subsidies 
for municipally owned 

houses ended in 1958. 


workers; building societies
responsibilities for housing were dispersed 
among several different 

bodies.
 

limited clientele;
Government agencies built 

chiefly for their own 
to a strictlyavailable

for house construction and expertise toloans loansmade Board provided
African Housing 

some 
the Government'sneed. of these agencies proved 

equal to the immense and 

Nonemounting
municipalities. 

Following Zambia's national 
independence in 1964, 

the new Ministry of Hous

given responsibility 
for mapping out an over

ing and Social Development 
was 


Subsequently the Ministry 
of
 

all housing and urban 
development policy. 


Provincial and Local Government 
was assigned responsibility 

for housing
 
of Town and

the Departmentthat Ministry,Zambia. Within Board providedpolicy throughout and the Zambian Housing
land use; In 

Country Planning determined 

site plans, house plans 
and technical services 

for house construction. 

over the Direct Building 
Or

addition, the Housing 
Board maintained control 

Thus, the Government continued 
to pro

ganization which built 
access roads, water supply 

systems and sewers for
 

government house construction 
only. 

Yet one of the standing
 

vide medium density housing 
for the middle classes. 
 was "par-Government
of Provincial and Local 

the Ministryinstructions to 

foster home ownership 

schemes through self-help 
for people of
 

means."!
modest
ticularly to 


Schemes for low-cost housing which 
the colonial administration 

had insti
no longer 

to the need. Private industry was 
did not prove adequate Public funds, buildingtuted for 

interested in taking on 
low-income housing projects. increasinglyPressedsufficient.talent were not theand supervisory and consistent withskills the problemequal to

that was potentiallya solution 
ideal of Zambian Humanism 

which emphasized the 
dignity of each human 

being,
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government planners turned toward finding ways to encourage Zambian town
 

dwellers to construct their own houses.
 

Thus, in 1967 the Government launched a new program called the "Aided Self-

Help Site and Service Scheme" to run parallel with its other efforts in 
was not
low-cost housing. The Scheme's first year goal of 2000 new units 


met, although the planning and intentions behind it were sound. Other 

schemes, one of them drawn up by an international consulting firm on town
 

planning, were proposed. At the same time many officials, including Zambia's
 

President, felt that the idea of cooperative self-help housing in urban areas
 

deserved an adequate chance to display its strengths. 



Chapter II 

ZAMBIA'S SITE AND SERVICE SCHEME
 

A. Examles of Early Urban Housing Protects
 

Various approaches to meeting urban housing problems were considered by 
the
 

initial stages of developing the Site and Service 
Zambian Government in the 

The following
independence in 1964. 
programs. Some were initiated prior to 


excerpti from a study of urban housing policies in Zambia give some back

ground.
 

The Zambian Government inherited a traditional British
 

colonial housing institutional framework at the time 
of
 

the needs of
It was organized to serve
independence. 

the Europeans and had little relevance to Africans, who
 

in fact were forcefully encouraged to live outside the
 

town. Initial government efforts were aimed at raising
 

housing standards and providing housing for all Africans.
 

The impossibility of implementing these policies soon
 
given to the
became.obvious and increased attention was 


concept of sites and services as a means of meeting hous

ing needs for the lowest income people. As Collins (the
 

author of the study) pointed out, the underlying reasoa
 
primarily a negafor the sites and services program was 


tive reaction to the impossibility of controlling
 

unauthorized settlements...The result was to think of
 

sites and services not as a positive program but as 
a
 

as it would
to be used until such time
temporary measure 

be possible to provide a standard housing unit for each
 

household.
 

Several projects were undertaken in the early 
and mid-1960's, aimed at provid

to plots on which people

ing such basic services as water, sewerage and roads 


They had only limited success. Three examples,

would build their own houses. 

each from the Lusaka area, may suffice to show this.
 

i. New Kanyama This project was started in 1963 in order to
 

provide a "temporary resettlement area" in
 

which people could build their own houses until permanent
 
The site selected
government housing became available. 


was unsuitable for permanent housing because it 
contained
 

rock outcroppings on flat terrain.. .Minimum services 
were
 

to be kept temporary, yet 697.
provided.. .structures were 

of the houses were built of burnt brick or concrete 

blocks.
 

Later. water supply was increased, markets allowed, roads
 

1. All quotations in section A of this chapter are from 
Alfred P. Van Huycl
 

Planning for Sites and Services Program, Ideas and Methods, 
Exchange No.
 

68, USAID/HUD Office of International Affairs, Washington, 
D.C., July,
 

Van Huyck's chief source is John Collins, The Evolution of Urban
 1971. 

Housing Policies in Zambia with Particular Reference 

to Lusaka (un-


Columbia University, 1970).
published thesis, 
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generally recognized that New Kanyama
improved. It was 

a
 

was to be permanent. .. .by starting New Kanyama as 
"temporary" settlement, a great deal of confusion was
 

caused among the residents, probably retarding 
natural
 

The site was poorly chosen...
improvement of the area. 


This project was concerned with improve2. Marrapodi-Mandevu 

ment of an existing unauthorized settle-


The program floundered for several years
ment area... 

because of a constant series of administrative 

and planning
 
It did
failure of coordination...delayed action. 
errors... 


not have a well worked out, simplified administrative 
and
 

financial plan. Cooperation and support of the people was
 

not obtained in advance.
 

This was an attempt to provide amenities to 3000
 
3. Chainama Hills 
 in
 

new plots on which residents.could build, as 
After a 
New KYnyama, but on a permanent rather than temporary basis. 

of the plots were ready,

crash'effort by which-within nine months 9*0% 


the project was terminated. This was because, among other things, its
 

gener-l appearance was too-muchlike unauthorized settlements.
 

and Its ProvisionsB. The New Government Plan 

initiated as a
 
The Government's Aided Self-Help Site and Service 

Scheme was 

The First National
 

major means of attacking the squatter housing problem. 


Development Plan, 1966-1970, states:
 

It will be seen that much emphasis is placed on 
site and
 

service schemes which will provide plots with 
adequate
 

services where people in the lower income groups 
or self

employed can, by their own efforts in cooperation 
with
 

The
others, build accommodation suited to their needs. 


efforts and resources of our people ire here harnessed 
in
 

schemes which will play a major part in the 
solution-of
 

The greatest possible assistance and
 our housing problem. 

guidance will be afforded to these schemes.
 

body, such as a townshipa local governmentUnder this national program 
on the national level,

council, in cooperation with other government bodies 

land (40' by 90') available to would-be homebuilders on a ten
makes plots of 

These plots are of two types, basic and
 
year renewable lease basis.

1 


The basic plot plan provides for a water tap for 
every four houses
 

standard. 

The standard plot plan provides for
 and a sanitary pit privy for each plot. 
 sewage. All sites are servicedhouse and water-bornerunning water for each 

by government roads and municipal trash collection. 
The township council
 

=nd the technicalof all housing tractois responsible for administration 
Site plans must be approved by each
for construction.supervision necessary 

local council; and all financing is carried out through them.
 

1. See Appendix C, Exhibit 7, Land Record Card Form.
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C. Financing During 1966-1970 Plan 

The Government assists the local councils in financing these schemes by pro
viding 507. of the capital costs as a grant. The other 507. comes from the 
national Government as a loan to the local council which must be repaid by 
the council over a ten-year period. Development costs borne by the Government 
include site design, survey work, construction of Access roads, and water and 
sewer networks. Each homebuilder is entitled to a loan of K 144 ($200 at the 
1969 exchange rate) for building materials, to be repaid at 57. interest over 
a 48-month period. Half of this loan to the homebuilder-is provided by the 
national Government and half by the local administration. Repayment by the 
homebuilder takes the form of a taonthly service charge, which also includes 
taxes, municipal services and a portion of site development costs. Exclusive 
of loan payments, these range as follows: basic plot, K .82 per month
 
($1.23); standard plot, K 2.12 per month ($3.00). Such service charges vary 
from project to project, but including the loan repayment they cannot exceed 
K 5.50 per month, the statutory housing allowance. 

D. Changes-in Original Plan 

Over the years changes have been made in some provisions of the original Site
 
and Service Scheme which opened it to many more low income people. Initially,
 
only one category of plot was designated, namely the standard plot. The ad
dition of the basic plot concept was one of the most significant changes. To 
qualify for a basic plot, a family no longer had to make a deposit of K 20 or 
to give proof of employment. The other change which has been of great bene
fit to low income people was in the building materials approved. The intro
duction of sun-dried bricks, in lieu of more expensive materials, markedly 
reduced the cost to the homebuilder.
 

E. Government Site and Service Scheme in Kafue 

Hopes had run high that the Government's site and service scheme begun in 
Kafue in 1967 would offer a workable solution to the squatter problems of 
many cities; but new construction was far slower than anticipated. At the 
Kafue Government Site and Service Scheme, for example, applications were 
made for 36 of the 38 original plots; but two years later only half of the 
houses were completed. After five years, the other houses were still not 
complete, although all were occupied. 

The reasons for this slow progress were aumerous. In the first place, "site 
and service" was a new idea. People were wary and slow to invest in a scheme 
that might not develop as promised. A precondition for obtaining a standard 
plot was a K 20 ($28) deposit which could be used to buy construction mate
rials. Only those prospective homebuilders with assured incomes initially
 
had the confidence to accept the risk. Another condition for participating 
was the obligation to work together and help all other families build their 
homes. No systematic way was provided for this to take place; therefore, no
 
construction groups really jelled. 

Few people thought they had sufficient skill to build a brick and metal-roof 
house. Little was done to alert people to the technical help actually avail
able. Moreover, working people felt that they could not afford the time 
necessary to build a house. Those who did participate usually hired construc
tion workers to do the building for them, thus removing any aspect of self
help that might have been present.
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Few squatters fully understood 
the conditions of ownership 

under the Scheme
 
and thatbe theirsthe investment would

the house and 
or were persuaded that such as a job transfer, they 

any reason,if forthe housethey could sell 
Some people were not completely 

satisfied with the house 
1 the prohad to move. not understandand did 

the Zambian Housing Board, 
plans provided by Moreover, the sites offered 

cedure for getting alternate 
plans approved. were; indeed

the squatter areasjobs than 
were no closer to the town and 

to these outlying areas was 
out. Public transportation

were farthermanynonexistent. 

profor the Government's
of the backgroundformed part

These circumstances in Kafue. 
to assist in a self-help housing project 

posal to AFSC 

Card Form.Land Record 
1. See Appendix C, Exhibit 7, 



Chapter III
 

THE KAFUE PROJECT - GOALS, METHODS AND ORGANIZATION 

Given the problems which hampered general acceptance of the Aided Self-Help 
Site and Service Scheme, the Government of Zambia was concerned to find ways 
to overcome them. Knowing of the American Friends Service Committee's expe
rience in this field, it invited AFSC to help implement the Scheme for urban 
squatter settlements in Zambia.
 

A. Squatter Housing in Kafue
 

The city of Kafue is located 26 miles from Lusaka on the railway and on the
 
main north-south road. Zambia's policies of geographic dispersal of industry
 
fostered a tremendous surge of construction and development of new industry
 
in the city. Already under construction when the AFSC project was launched
 
were a fertilizer factory, a textile mill, and a plastic boat factory. In
 
operation were a fishnet manufacturing plant anci a brewery, and pta.9 had been
 
laid for construction of an iron and steel complex. This expansion meant many
 
new jobs and resulted in a doubling of the population every year from 1964 to
 
1969. Kafue's population in December 1970 topped twenty-eight thousand.
 

House building for new industrial and construction workers, however, by no 
means kept pace with demand. Moreover, no provision was made for those em
ployed or self-employed in jobs such as service, maintenance and small busi
ness. These residents of Kafue followed the only course open to them to 
provide shelter for themselves and their families; they occupied small plots
 
of land on the edges of the city and built in traditional or improvised ways.
 

Late in 1968 and early in 1969 the AFSC Field Director, with the assistance
 
of students from the University of Zambia and its Research Unit in the Depart
ment of Comnunity Development, conducted a detailed study of the squatter
 
areas of Kafue.1 The Government's estimate of 200 squatter families proved
 
to be an underestimate by over one thousand. (In the year following the sur
vey the number of squatter families was thought to have nearly doubled.) The
 
survey identified the squatters' origins, resources and aspirations, especial
ly their desires for better housing and neighborhood amenities. The infor
mation obtained provided useful background for planning the pilot project at
 
Kafue.
 

By establishing a project in an area where the squatter situation was serious,
 
but still within manageable proportions, the AFSC and the cooperating govern
ment departments hoped to demonstrate methods of group organization which
 
could assist the Government in implementing housing plans for this and other 
towns. The AFSC thus undertook to help the Government do what it had already 
chosen to do in respect to the housing needs of squatters, and to demonstrate 
the effectiveness of joint effort and cooperative spirit, thereby aiding
 
the development of a sense of community.
 

i. See Appendix B, "A View of the Kafue Squatter."
 

11 
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B. The Proect Plan 
.
 

Under an agreement signed in October 1968 with the GoverVment
andor technicalsocialto provide Thisagreed fthiCommittee

for the Kafue Township Council's 
Self-Help Housing Project.
ServiceFriendsassistance ofAmerican which was one the eightofplnincudpostutin

part of Shillinga KasebaChawa,assistced i 

of the town as designed to
 areas The project plan
by squatters.
tn .occupied
aas ofate 


planning and contucti on 
involve the homebuilders in all 

phases of 
develop a sense of cotmnunity 

by means of
 

It was designed also to 
houses. 

the cooperative 

activity of homebuildins.
 

The underlying 
goals of the project 

were:
 

apwith nein elperimentingthe Zambian Government
1. to cooperate with 

proaches to the organization 
of construction efforts 

along self-help
 

lines which could 
be duplicated elsewhere;
 

coop erative activity Ofthe squatter
thrute 

encurag thedevelopment amon ng the diverse 

resIdents or 
2. t 


compounds of a sense 
of counity
 

self-help construction.
 
MethodsD. 

In addition to the preliminary survey of the squatter population, a series
 

of basic steps was carefully planned:
 

recruiting and organizing groups of 
squatter residents interested in
 

I. 
working together, with Zambian leadership 

and under zambian instruction;
 

2. training Zambian staff in construction techniques and group organizing 

as well as basic instruction 
in nutrition, cooperative 

prin

methods, 

ciples, and literacy;
 

recording project experiences 
for use by other interested 

groups and in

3. 

dividuals.
 

OgnizationE. 

. t was a site and service pro-
E. QS&2.nge h

Town Lthe Yafue ship Council (ICC). toth Theof Tprojec projectS -- Team grgram oheKafue " theIMana~mn__-1. Poect concerning 
on all matters 

the Totno f it_-ofh 

Council delegated its authority 

onrall0matters the
Tameetings, the houin f 
-. ... the Chairman 

Project Managmet Members of the Team were agement Team. the
n
th-en,officer, 

ship Council who chaired 

Management Team me 
 staff met 
the engieer, the community 

development offirodt 
treasurer, he following 

The AFSC Field Director and 
other proj 


Team which carried 
out
 

service technician.
Project Managementthewithregularly 
resa. approval of all plans and handling of all financial arrangements;
 

approval of applications 
by homebuilders for building material loans;
 

b. 


the KafueofViewand "A 


See Appendices 
A and B, Project 

Agreement 

1. 


Squatter."
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of policies for allocation of plots;c. 	 establishment 
d. 	 approval of the ten-year renewable lease agreement with each home

builder;
 
and 	collection from the homebuilders of the monthly 

e. 	 establishment 
service 	charge.
 

of the Field Management Team were the 
2. 	 Field Management Team Members 

AFSC Field Director, the AFSC Construction 	Super
ser

visor, the housing officer of the Kafue Township Council, the site and 

of the KTC, and three mem
community development officersvice technician, 

The 	 Field Management Team had 
community development staff.bers of the AFSC 


the following responsibilities:
 

the 	project to potential homebuilders; 
a. 	to interpret the aims of 


to assist in the organization of building 
groups;


b. 

to teach necessary building skills and provide 

technical supervision;
 
c. 


to maintain building standards;
d. 

to encourage group initiative in fields -of-

interest such as nutri
e.

enterprises.- tion, 	literacy and sms '.1 economic 

in Zambia served as rt-etuAFSC Field. Director3. 	AFSC Staffing. Pattern The 
Manager 	 of the Kafue project- He was responsible 

technical assistance provided-by AFSC. 
for 	overall supervision and f6r the 

Working 	in close association with the Field 
Manager was the Construction
 

who 	 was responsible for the building aspects 
Supervisor, an AFSC staff member 

and 	 supervision of construction teachers 
of the project, including selection 

and 	assistants.
 

three community development workers who
 Nine Zambians completed the staff: 

and 	ongoing work of the building groups and com

assisted in the formation 
munity-wide organization; six construction teachers who trained homebuilders
 

At any one
 
in construction techniques and maintained construction 

standards. 


time no 	 more than five construction teachers were on duty. 

Qualified applicants responding to news
4. 	Recruitment of Zambian Staff

1 


paper notices and other publicity were
 
of selection -were:the Field Manager. The bases

interviewed and selected by 

a. 	demonstrated interest in the philosophy 
and objectives of the project;
 

b. 	respect for people and a demonstrated capacity 
to work effectively
 

with others;
 
skill and knowledge as they related to the 

needs of the project;
 

past experience appropriate to the job description;

c. 

d. 


educational experience and qualifications adequate 
for the work;
 

e. 

f. demonstrated willingness to accept the discipline 

required by com

munity work;
 assuming a re
work as a member of the staff team,

g. 	 willingness to 
and 	execution of program;

sponsible role in the planning 

h. working knowledge of the English language and 
an appropriate local
 

language.
 

Project 	Participants.
I. 	 See Appendix F, lext of Pamphlet Used to Recruit 
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F. Staff Development and Training
 

strengthen
A central element of staff development was in-service training to 


individual skills and understanding of the basic concepts and approaches 
of
 

Aside from the informal, day-to-day guidance by the
the Kafue project. 

Field Manager and Construction Supervisor, in-service training 

took two
 

ind special training sessions involvforms: Field Management Team meetings 


ing outside resource persons.
 

Field Management Team meetings took place each Monday morning, 
beginning in
 

At
 
September 1969 and continuing throughout the duration of 

the project. 

in recruiting, orienting
these sessions the staff reported on their efforts 


and encouraging construction groups. Announcements were made; special events
 

planned; problems of morale, modifications of routine and unforeseen 
develop

ments discussed'and responses formulated.
 

Six special training sessions took place during the project's first two
 

Because~of the importance of group processes and leadership, aryears. 

rangements wereImade with the University of Zzrubia's Oppenheimer School of
 

Service in Lusaka to provide a series of in-service training sessions
Social 

These sessions,
 
on group dynamics techniques for the entire project staff. 


led 	by university instructors in Sociology and Social Services, began in 

for 	three hours every other Monday afternoon over a
April 1970, scheduled 
period of several mouths. Topics included:
 

I. 	ways of producing better understanding of society and 
the social
 

organization of participants, pointing up some contrasts 
in cul

tural differences in Zambia;
 
stimulate


2. 	use of groups in a self-help housing project and ways to 


participation;
 
the staff person's role in regard to task-oriented groups;
3. 


4. 	ways to improve group participation; communication, group process.
 

employing

In addition, in!August 1970 a series of five training sessions 


specialized techniques for group interaction began under 
the guidance of a
 

These
 
professional on* the subject who had considerable experience 

in Zambia. 


sessions allowed construction staff and community development 
staff a chance
 

For 	example,

to appreciate better each other's speciiic work situation. 


during the third session the dimensions of discord between 
the community de

each staff
 
velopment and construction staffs were brou,''t out into the open; 


own 	work
 
listed the things the other staff did or diu not do that made its 


A series
 
more difficult. Discussion of these points of irritation followed. 


later in the year fcussed on communication.of follow-up sessions 

1970 under 
Another series of in-service training sessions began in Octobev 

Service Training
the 	direction of an educationist from the Office of Civil 

These sessions dealt with work organizain the Office of the President. 
tion, analysis and efficiency.
 

In late April 1971, still another series of sessions was held, led by an
 

architect, which dealt with house plans and living space.
 

In 1972 all staff, including community development members, took part in
 

four sessions on 
plumbing techniques at David Kaunda Technical 
School in
 

Lusaka.
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Finally, the full staff met with members of the Zambian Architects Institute
 

at the Zambia Housing Board for a thorough discussion of the planning of a 

house and the use of materials.
 

All of these planning, organizational and training methods and procedures, 

as well as the dual emphasis on providing housing and on building a sense of 

community, gave distinctive aspects to the Kafue project as compared to other 

self-help housing undertakings. 



__ 
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Chapter IV
 

KAFUE SITE, PLOTS, HOUSE DESIGN AND COSTS 

A. Site Selction 

In mid-1967, AFSC and Zambian Government representatives began exploration 
During


of the need for an experimental effort in low-cost housing in Zambia. 

the year that followed, through visits, enquiries and reports by the AFSC 

Field Director in Zambia, the town of Kafue emerged as a most suitable locale
 
Shantytowns were spreading
for such a project. The reasons were plain. 


The Government's effort at self-help
around Kafue at an unprecedented rate. 

Kafue's municipal councilmen and nahousing there was faltering and slow. 


tional government officials were increasingly concerned to 
deal with the
 

city's growing squatter problem and were eager to try new approaches. The 

promote cooperation and participation on the part of resi-
AFSC's proposal to 


had won the special interest of Zambia'sdents before beginning construction 
In a new and growing town like Kafue the project's potential 

im
leadership. 

pact as a model for future self-help housing -fforts was seen to be consider

able.
 

With the approval of the Ministry-of Local Government, the 
Kafue Township 

Council set aside a 175-acr'e site in the Shillinga Kaseba 
squatter area about 

one mile from the center of the city on the main road leading from Lusaka to 

This site was on government land and was at that time the 
one 

Livingstone.1 

site closest to town on flat land which had not been set aside for 

other
 
It is in a shallow val

uses by the Department of Town and Country Planning. 


ley bounded on three sides by hills. -Compared to the 
other squatter areas,
 

Some
 
this site was sparsely settled with only 48 families living 

there.2 


Shortly after beginning

local residents knew it as "the place of the lions." 


construction work, the residents renamed it "Chawama," meaning in the
 

Chinyanja language "A Good Place."
 

B. Plots
 

The plan for the use of the site called for 228 housing 
plots, 40' by 90'
 

each, a pattern of primary and secondary roadways, 
three and a half acres re

for a sports ground, one and a half
 served for a school, one and a half acres 


for a market, and smaller plots for a bus stop, clinic, 
shops and a
 

acres 

This is shown on the site layout, page 19.
 tavern. 


to allow
 
Each house, 290 square feet in area, is located on its plot so as 


set back 20' from the front bound-
Each is
maximum family use of the land. 


ary, usually an access road, and five feet from 
one of the side boundaries. 

square footage, approximately 3300' remain 
Thus out of each plot's 3600 total 

for a garden or fruit trees, for customary outdoor living 

and privacy, and
 
The plots were laid out to
 for possible future enlargement of the house. 


allow a minimum of road frontage, with only a small space 
between cleared
 

I. See Appendix B, "A View of the Katue squatter," map on page 
3.
 

Of the 48 squatter families on the site, 47 joined 
the project and built
 

new houses for themselves.
 
2. 


_ 17T 
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to be built in
 
This lay-out makes it impossible for squatter 

shacks 

plots. 

the future between the brick houses.
 

Assuming that an average 1300 square feet of each plot 
is reserved for out

door living,which is the high average for the squatter 
communities surveyed
 

in 1969, 2000 square feet remain for the average Chawama 
resident's garden.
 

This contrasted with the average 10,000 square feet 
of garden space of most
 

the lucky Chawama resident whose plot lay
Thus it
established families. was 


on the periphery of the site, since that family could 
begin a garden adjacent
 

the house on land outside the leased territory. About half of the resi
to 

dents of the Chawama project maintain gardens, but few are 

able to raise
 
At best, gardening


enough maize, groundnuts or pumpkins to meet their needs. 

a
 

families are only able to raise a small surplus of vegetables for sale as 


means of supplementing their incomes.
 

Disadvantages to those residents not able to start 
gardens directly adjacent
 

their houses were offset by numerous other advantages, 
chief among them
 

to 

being the on-site access to water. Each family paid a -flat rate for- 3000 gal
 

lons per month of piped water for laundering, bathing 
and cooking
 

C. House Design
 

The Government's loan of K 144 ($200) for building materials fell far short
 

of the total costs of a core house on a basic 
plot when everything was in-


The cost of the house as originally designed, 
however, would have
 

cluded. 

To bring costs down as close as possible to the 

loan, the
 
been even higher. 
 (See ilmodified Type D core house. -
AFSC Construction Supervisor designed a 


The modifications included the elimilustration of house plan on page 20.) 


nation from the original plans of
 

1. two interior doors, plus locks and frames,
 

2. a jog in an exterior wall,
 
3. paint,
 
4. stucco and plaster,
 
5. concrete floor,
 

concrete blocks, replaced subsequently by Cinva-Ram 
blocks
 

6. 


These modifications brought the cost down from 
K 330 to K 173.
 

a way to make inexpensive
Blocks Without the development of
I. Cinva-Ram 

building blocks, the cost of a self-help house in-the Govearth-cement 
have been beyond the means of the 

ernment's Site and Service Scheme would 

participants. Instead of substituting the use of adobe blocks, 
known in
 

cement blocks, the Chawama project
Zambia as "Kimberly bricks," for the 

Using cement and
 
emphasized the advantages of earth-stabilized bricks. 


in the Cinva-Ram machine.these were made
laterite in a ratio of I to 20, 

a hand operated block-making machine developed in 1952 
The Cinva-Ram is 

by the Inter-American Housing and Planning Center 

(CINVA) in Bogota,
 

Use of the Cinva-Ram maDchine requires a level 
of technical
 

Colombia. 

knowledge which is not beyond the ability 

of the local Site and Service
 

However, local technicians needed a certain 
amount of
 

technician. 

assistance; and this help was available from the University 

of Zambia.
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Chawama Self-help Housing ProjeCt 
Kalue, Zambia 

(house plan) 
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outlined.with additionscore house 

Spec if ic ations 

x 20'6" (297 square feet)14'6"
Floor dimensions inside: 


Maximum indoor height: 
9'
 

617"
Minimum indoor height: 
 I' 
Height of 	floor above ground 

level: 


x 6" x 12" 
Walls: earth-cement bricks 4" 

to 3" x 4k"sheet metal nailed 
Roofing: 	 galvanized corrugated 

nails with neoprene
wooden purlins with 2 " screw 

masonry.were wired to thePurlinswashers. 

Option of glass in metal case
24" maximum width. 	 to metalWindows: 	 fixedlouvresmovable sheet metalments or 
rods.
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Staff attempted 	to find an alternative to the galvanized sheet metal roof
 
However, no
which accounts for slightly over 60% of the total loan amount. 


other material was acceptable to the Zambian Housing Board, which itself was
 

looking for cheaper alternatives in roofing. Grass thatch, the traditional
 

roofing in Zambia, is cheap and provides good insulation against heat and
 

rain. Its drawbacks are that it is combustible, can harbor vermin and must
 

be periodically replaced. Moreover, it connotes low prestige for the house

dweller. Asbestos sheeting, the third alternative, is more difficult to
 

handle. Therefore, the conventional, ifhotter, metal roofing was adopted.
 

D. 	Costs
 

1. 	Economies Expenditures during construction were carefully watched. In
 

theory the Government loan to the housebuilder was to pay for
 

basic essentials - roofing material, wood purlins, metal door and window
 

frames. Therefore, housebuilders were not supposed to have other building
 

supplies charged against their total loan allocation if such charges left too
 
However,
little money for purchase of roof, window frames and door frames. 


loan available from the start of construction; participants did often
with the 

use 	 the loan money for cement for the Cinva-Ram blocks, for foundations and "' 

mortar. As a result, the typical builder had to pay very little out of pocket

by the time the house was nearly complete. When the walls and roof were up,
 

the family could move in even without windowglass and doors fn place. In
 

traditional Zambian housing windowglass is not considered necessary and doors
 

fitted into door frames are the exception rather than the rule. Homeowners
 

customarily covered their doorways and windows with sheet iron, burlap bags
 

These substitutes reduced the ini
 or cardboard, just to keep out the rain. 


tial costs of the house.
 

2. 	Initial Costs to Participants1 Building material costs at 1969 prices for
 

each Type D core house were as follows;
 

Core House
 

U.S. $1232
K 88
roof 

metal roofing K 53
 
wood purlins 30
 
wire, nails, etc. 5
 

7 	 10
foundation cement 

7 	 10door frame 

window frames (3 - metal) 	 21 30 

27 38bricks 

8 	 11miscellaneous 


privy 15 21
 
roof 8
 
bricks 7
 

Total cost for core house K 173 $243
 

1. 	Costs rose approximately 15% during the period 1969-1973, the dates of
 

the Kafue project. Therefore, the same core house in 1973 would cost ap
rate of
proximately K 199 without additions in contrast to K 173 at 1969 


exchange. The last five construction groups at the project in fact found
 
the first groups had been
that their K 144 loan did not buy as much as 


dig into their own pockets to
able to purchase. They therefore had to 

make up the difference.
 

2. 	All dollar figures in this chapter are at the 1969 exchange rate of K 1.00
 

to U.S. $1.40.
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Extras 

door and hardware K 9 U.S. $ 12 

windowglass 
concrete floor 
concrete porch 
door #2 
plaster 
paint 

9 
14 
22 
16 
24 
10 

12 
20 
31 
22 
34 
14 

Total cost of building materials
 
K 104 
 $145


for r 


Total costs, complete Type D house K 277 $388
 

In order to'complete the core house on the basic plot, the housebuilders 
had
 

to contribute K 29 out of pocket, the amount needed in excess of-.the K 144
 

loan. Estimated costs of putting on the finishing touches increased the
 

total costs to a point where personal outlay above the loan amount came to
 

K 133.'
 

In addition,* it should be noted that the housebuilder on the 
standard plot 

is subsidized by a K 135 grant from the Government to cover the costs of in

stalling plumbing within the house, for kitchen sink, shower and toilet. 

The basic plot housebuilder, on the other hand, received a subsidy 
of K 3.50 

for concrete, costs of the concrete ring, riser and seat, and 
costs of pit 

(See the illustration of the plot lay-out on page
digging for his privy. 

19, with the legend describing the differences in services 

between basic and
 

standard plots.)
 

3. Long-term Costs to Participants In addition to initial costs, partici
pants were obligated to meet-other-

costs by means of monthly payments.
 

These long-term costs are as shown on page 23. 
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Standard Plot1 

U.S. Dollar 
Kwacha Equivalent 

Basic Plot 
U.S. Dollar 

Kwacha Equivalent 

Repayment of K 144 loan 2 K 3.38 $4.73 K 3.38 $4.73 

Service charge3 2.12 2.97 .82 1.15 

Average rate (tax) on 
house value4 .52 .73 .37 .52 

Monthly average 	 K 6.02 $8.43 K 4.57 $6.40
 

These charges are payable to Kafue Township Council (KIC),* which has the 
power to repossess the plot if payments are not made.
 

1. 	Standard plot housebuilders were obliged to pay a deposit of K 20 on
 
their loan before beginning construction, payable in four monthly in
stallments. The deposit was used to purchase building materials.
 

2. 	 The loan must be paid back within four years after the completion of the 
house.-- "Completion" is ambiguously defined; so a family may not begin 
its loan repayments until months after moving into its house. The in
terest charge is five percent on remaining balance; thus the total re
payment cost after 48 months is K 162.24. 

3. a) 	This charge covers initial costs of site planning, road construc
tion, water and sewerage (estimated to be K 90 per basic plot and
 
K 340 per standard plot), as well as ongoing costs of services pro
vided by the KTC such as trash collection, fire protection, police
 
and water.
 

b) 	 The KIC estimates that it subsidizes this charge for services by 
K 2.03 per plot per month. 

c) Thre charge for water, included in this figure, is estimated to be 
K .50 per 1000 gallons; each plot is assessed for use of 3000 gal
lons per month, or K 1.50.
 

d) 	This charge falls due beginning 30 days after the Project Management
 
Team approves the family's application; thus people are expected to
 
pay 	virtually from the start of their association with the project. 

4. 	The rates (taxes) levied are based on an index of K 1.47 per annum for 
every K 100 of assessed value. The assessed value of the average basic
 
plot house is K 300, annual rate K 4.41; average standard plot house
 
assessed value is K 425, annual rate K 6.25.
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CONSTRUCTION GROUPS 

A. 	 Recruitment 1 

At an assembly held in Shillinga Kaseba in September 1969, the Government's

Regional Secretary for Kafue outlined the project's aims.
 

In October 1969 recruitment of the first of 20 building groups began. 
In order 	to complete the planned 228 houses, optimal size for a group was 
reckoned
 
at 20 families. 
 The 	Zambian community development workers played a primary
role in recruiting. Under their leadership, staff members went from house tohouse on the Chawama site, eventually reaching all 48 families who wereliving there. Initially, 

then 
only those families were considered; by mid-1970


all but one of them had joined a construction 
 group. Once the original 48had 	 been reached, invitations to join were extended to those living in otherparts of the 
Shillinga Kaseba ndeighborhood who had been resident-there forat least a year. When all of the people of Shillinga Kaseba had been givenan opportunity to join, applications from residents of other squatter neighborhoods in the Kafue Estates 
area were considered. The number of non-
Zambians, namely migrants from Rhodesia and 	 South Africa, who were allowedto participate was limited to 25% of the total of 228 	 families in the project. 

The 	 recruitment drive got 	off to a fast start. After the first and secondconstruction groups had begun building, one Sunday morning a group of 25

families came to the project site, asking to 
be enrolled and to start work
immediately. 
 Out 	of this gathering a third construction group composed of
18 families began work some weeks later. 
 During the project's first five
months, from January to May 1970, 85 families forming five separate construction groups joined together to build each other's houses. 2
 

B. 	Composition of Construction Goups
 

The 	 families in these first construction groups were bound together by asimilarity in means of livelihood and the common experience of eviction from
land on which they had been squatting for at'least 
two 	years. (Construction

of a sewage treatment plant had forced the move.) 

The 	 first four construction groups built their homes on contiguous plots andbecame in many ways models for later groups. Household heads in the firstfour groups were for the most part self-employed and earned meager incomes.
The 	majority of those in later groups held regular contractual jobs, andtherefore included among their numbers more affluent workers, a few of whom
 
even owned cars. 
The first four groups, composed of 16, 16, 
18 and 19 families respectively, were larger than the 16 groups that followed, in which the

median number of families was nine.
 

1. 	 See Appendix F, text of recruiting pamphlet, "Do 	 You Want a Modern House?"
2. 	Approximately half of the families put together and occupied temporary


shelters adjacent to 
their house sites during construction.
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Staff could discern only a few direct family ties among all of the families
 
two different groups; an uncle and his niece
 involved: two brothers working in 


in two different groups, and so on. Exceptional in this regard was a patri

archal clan of several families of South African origin, all members 
of a re

ligious sect and artisans in basket-making. They formed half of group number
 

Tribally, every building group was quite heterogeneous; members of
four. 

the Tonga, Bemba, Lozi, Nyanjp and other Zambian tribes appeared in almost
 

wide use of Chinyanja, the
all groups. Communication was facilitated by a 


language of the Nyanjas, and on occasion of English. ?olitical feelings run
 

the recruiting staff had to make careful explanations
strong in Kafue; so 

and give assurances to the community that the project was open to all, re

gardless of party, religion or tribal affiliation.
 

common.
Thus, most of the participating families had only squatter status in 

vis other fami-
In consequence, a family's rights and responsibilities vis i 

lies did not interlock according to village patterns; and people were 
rela-

Therefore, it is not surprising that amongtive strangers to each other. 

the foremost objections to the project by these squatter families were the
 

prospect of having to work together and the special activities required by
 

the plan to make this a cooperative undertaking.
 

The families' common status as squatters, however, had important 
conse

quences for their motivation. They wanted security comparable to that which
 

they had enjoyed in their traditional milieu. In the villages the communal
 

use of land, mutual aid, sharing of hardships and pleasures, and the 
fact
 

that one's house would not be bulldozed had given substance to 
that security;
 

see it restored in the
and their memory of this heightened their desire to 


This objective encouraged the participants to set aside perurban setting. 

the


sonal resistance and to cooperate in a group effort which did not have 


traditional reinforcements of kinship or common language.
 

They

These semi-urbanized squatter families needed continuing encouragement. 


needed help not only in learning the procedures of housebuilding 
and of bor

rowing money at interest but also in organizing cooperatively. 
in this pro

cess the community development staff played -centrar-role.
 

C. Preparative Study Sessions
 

To accomplish these ends, the project's community development 
staff assisted
 

each group of would-be homebuilders to organize study sessions, 
prior to the
 

led, in part, by a temporary chairman and
 start of construction. They were 

During this period of organization each
 secretary elected by each group. 


group met about twice a week, for a total of i4 sessions. The subject matter
 

of these sessions was roughly as follows.
 

Session 1. Outline of Proiect Plan
 

Roles of the Zambian Government, the Kafue Township Council
 

and the American Friends Service Committee in the project
 

The ways each agency participates in financing the project
 

Advantages of working in groups
 

to make their own decisions
The necessity for groups 


The help to be provided by the AFSC staff
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Session 2. Organization of a Building Group, Part A
 

Role of the group in making decisions
 

Duties and responsibilities of group members
 

Duties and responsibilities of the chairman, tacretary,
 
treasurer, timekeeper, work coordinator
 

Session 3. Organization of a Building Group, Part B
 

Characteristics of good leadership in a self-help housing group 

Election of temporary officers 

Drafting a constitution 

Session 4. Costs and Financing 

What is a loan? What is inter-est? How is interest figured? 

Conditions of the Council loan for self-help housing and how 
repayment is made
 

What are rates (taxes)? How much must the participant pay 
each month?
 

What do service charges cover? How much are the service 
charges?
 

Explanation of differences between the basic plot and the
 
standard plot
 

Session 5. Implications of Home Ownership
 

The eleven conditions of ownership on the Land Record Card,
 
the official record of the ten-year renewable lease agreement1
 

What one can and cannot do with a house
 

The procedure to follow if one must sell the house
 

Methods of allocating plots 

Visit to the site and selection by each family of the plot 
for which it will apply to the Project Management Team 

Session 6. Work Exchange Agreement, Part A
 

Ways families can share their labor in the building of houses
 

Possible areas of conflict between families and possible solu
tions considered by the group
 

1. See Appendix C, Exhibit #7 - Land Record Card Form. 
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Sample Work Exchanle Agreement read aloud and discussed 
para

graph by paragraphL
 

Work Exchange Agreement, Part B
Session 7. 


Continuation of the discussion begun in session 
6
 

Session 8. House Plans
 

their use
Arrangement of rooms in relation to 


How traffic will flow through the house
 

allow for the family's
How much space the house must have to 


expected use
 

Session 9. Selection of Materials
 

House materials put on display and relative 
merits of each
 

explained a:-! discussed
 

(sun dried), stabilized
 
Special attention to Kimberly bricks 


bricks (soil-cemen:), galvanized roofs, plaster 
and block;
 

doors, windows, floors
 

Material costs compared
 

Session 10. Purchasing of Materials
 

Project store procedures
 

Ways in which materials are charged against 
the loan
 

Way in which cash sales are handled
 

Economizing on purchases by using project 
store rather than
 

co nercial outlet
 

Session 11. Landscaping, Kitchen Gardens
 

Reasons for landscaping
 

Use of shade trees
 

How a well planned irrigated garden can produce 
enough food
 

to more than pay the monthly loan charges and 
service fees
 

Session 12. Construction Methods
 

How a house is built, using a model
 

Organization of work crews to get laterite from 
the pit for
 

brick-making, sieving the laterite, mixing with 
cement and
 

- Work Exchange Agreement Form. 1. See Appendix C, Exhibit #6 
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brick-making, digging foundations, laying brick, setting
 
doors and windows, installing plumbing, roof construction
 

Session 13. Final Organization. Part A
 

Adoption of constitution by individual construction group
 

Signing of Membership Agreement in construction group
 

Election of permanent group officers
 

Session 14. Final Organization. Part B
 

Finalizing details of the Work Exchange Agreement
 

Signing of Work Exchange Agreement by all families
 

Many consultants from the Township Council, privas.e business and the con
struction staff of the AFSC were invited to par'Licipate in these sessions.
 
They shared their knowledge with the group, and their presence gave members 
of the group the opportunity of getting to know them. Most consultants came
 
at the expense of their employers. 

D. Budget Analysis
 

During the course of these atudy sessions the community development staff had
 
a number of discussions with each family, individually, regarding the added
 
burden to the family budget of owning a house. Each family was helped to
 
analyze its own budget in light of these new demands and to face squarely

whether or not it could meet the financial obligations of home ownership.

For people who have always received their shelter free, it is a major adjust
ment both psychologically and financially to have to make payments for mort
gage and taxes. One of the steps in the adjustment is to go over the family
 
budget in detail.
 

Without exception this budget analysis1 was the first tirae the families had
 
ever thought about their expenditures in an organized way. Just how close
 
the budgeting must be is illustrated by the income spread of Kafue squatters

questioned in the AFSC survey2 which shows a median income of K 30 to 40 per

month. Families building on basic plots had to have a mirimum K 5 per month
 
to spend on housing. Using the Western rule of thumb of 207. of income for
 
shelter, 867. of the families could afford a self-help built house costing no
 
more than the loan for materials from the Council. In fact, all interested
 
families were able to participate, since even those without sufficient income


° were able to draw on res- *es of other family members. In a number of cases, 
project staff helped faj" , develop or discover additional sources of in
come so that they could p& ipate. In one family the community development
worker encouraged the man . nd two hours a day as a vendor. In another
 
case contact was made with :e.atives able to help. The benefits of the
 
Zambian extended family system came into play. When on several occasions
 
community development workers sought out the grown sons and daughters of 
people who would be regarded as extreme hardship cases in Western society,
 
the children readily assumed the financial burden for their parents.
 

1. See Appendix C, Exhibit #2, Family Budget Analysis Form. 
2. See Appendix B, "A View of the Kafue Squatter," page 30.
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E. Continued Guidan

study sessions and the preliminary personal meet-
At the completion of the 14 


the construction staff assumed major responsibility 
for guiding each
 

ings, 
 crews.
They usually began by dividing the group into work 

construction group. 

community develon"-s',t worker con-
Throughout the construction process the 

in each family. During the actual 
tinued to maintain a personal interest 

building, innumerable problems arose involving 
relationships among group
 

The community development
members and the families' need for encouragement. 

that problems could 
held weekly group meetings during this period so

workers whose morale
Special effort centered on individual families 

be discussed. 

sagged or who were thinking of dropping out. 



Chapter VI
 

CONSTRUCTION GROUPS IN ACTION
 

A. Work Exchange Agreement
 

The Work Exchange Agreement formulated for the Chawama Self-Help Housing
Project in Kafue, modelled on similar agreements used in other self-help
housing projects, was an innovation in the Site and Service Scheme as originally conceived in the Government plan.1 In essence a contract, it sets
 
out each family's rights and obligations regarding cooperative work. It was
 a key means of keeping costs low, and of including people who could not
build on their own, such as 
those in full-time employment. It also served

the purpose of establishing a formal reference point by which groups of families could develop unity and maintain morale over a drawn-out construction 
period.
 

In signing the Work Exchange Agreement, each family pledged 1000 work hours 
to the group, plus additional hours if necessary, as the family's share inthe total construction effort. 
The group itself was supposed to sanction and
enforce the Agreement. Any family unable to contribute its full share agreed
to pay the group a 40 ngwee (56c) penalty for every hour not worked before
being allowed to move into its house. 
No distinction,was drawn between the

work of an adult woman and the work of an adult man. 
The work of children

under 16 was counted as 
either two thirds or one half that of an adult. 
The
 
key to the enforcement of the Work Agreement was 
the Time Record Sheet kept

by the timekeeper who was elected by each group.
 

All participants signed the Agreement. 
However, none of the building groups

enforced its provisions fuily, preferring to rely on norms and codes prevailing in their own culture rather than on a formal mode of contract put forward
by foreign staff. The adjustments this required of both staff and the

Zambian homebuilders deserve some attention, since the staff had to adapt its

expectations to 
the cultural pattern. The modifications of procedure demon
strate some of the lessons learned in the Kafue project.
 

B. Work Requirements
 

Each family was obligated to work on the following tasks, presented here ap
proximately in the order in which they were carried out.
 

1. 
Clearing plots, which entailed cutting grass, removing stones, et cetera.
 

2. Shovelling laterite soil into a truck and unloading the soil at the
 
building site.

2
 

3. Separating fine and coarse particles of laterite using 
a quarter inch
 
mesh sieve.
 

1. See sample Agreement, Appendix C, Exhibit #6.
 
2. One truckload of soil was required for 400 bricks. 
 This task applied to
the first four building groups only. 
 Laterite for the remaining 16
 

groups was 
loaded by a machine owned by Nitrogen Chemicals of Zambia.
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Self -help Housing Broject
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and t:o attach bricklayingor purlins 
poured and 

put in place, the footings are dug and 
roof is the pur-Lzed iron is completed to 

When the brickwork 
the bricklaying begun. 

are removed for use on another 
lins, the temporary posts and plates 

house.
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4. 	Setting up galvanized iron roof with a 
temporary supporting frame which
 

was done during the four-month rainy season.
 

5. 	Filling in house foundation with larger pieces of stone.
 

6. Mixing fine particles with water and cement 
to make bricks, one house
 

requiring approximately 2500 bricks.
 

7. Pressing bricks with Cinva-Ram machine 
and setting bricks aside for two
 

weeks of curing.
 

8. 	Pouring concrete footings for the walls of the house.
 

9. 	Putting up corner posts for bricklaying guides.
 

10. 	 Laying bricks and keeping them plumb.
 

bricks are laid.
11. 	 Setting window and door frames as 


12. 	 Installing roof sheets and purlins, 
then tying down roofs with.wire.
 

Digging pit privy, building privy walls, et 
cetera.


13. 


14. 	 Installing plumbing on the standard plots.
 

both 	more labor than isthe 	homebuildersThus 	 the Work Agreement required of 

customarily invested in a house and a willingness 
to learn new construction
 

was 	12 to 20 months after the beginning of
 For 	most groups it
techniques. 

construction before their houses were occupied.
 

C. The Beginning of Construction
 

Despite many delays, the last bureaucratic 
hurdles were overcome on January
 

the project
At that time the Kafue Township Council and Chawama 

19, 	 1970. -
staff vworked out the final details for 	obtaining and maintaining a flo1 f_ 

soil, timber, cement, equipment, labor 	and 
trans

necessary inputs, such as 

prior to this date the members of the first 

portation. Some three weeks 
building group had signed their Agreements 

and, unwilling to accept further
 
Thus, the
 

delays, had cleared their building plots and 
the working area. 


workers and the plots were ready for building 
at daybreak on January 20th.
 

The 	 AFSC Field Director described the scene as follows. 

The 	day started off overcast - heavy rains in the wee 

with 	a fine mist falling until midhours of the morning 
morning. It had been arranged that seven women and 

a few 

men would show up at 7:00 a.m.... and it wasn't long un

til at least one representative from 15 of 
the 16 families
 

Some 	measured out
 in group number one were busy at work. 


their plot.., some levelled the land for the roof frame,
 
sawed tim

some 	 carried stone to support the frame, some 

bers, some nailed roofing to the purlins. By mid

the 	roof of the first house was in place.
afternoon... 


the 	roofs of the second and third houses; and 
The 	next day the group erected 

After one week, eight roofs were
 the 	day after that two more roofs went up. roofs 	onwanted to erect 
in place. Members of the first construction group 
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However, project staff were anticipating the comall 16 plots immediately. 

mencement of work by other groups, and so explained that there were not
 

enough temporary wooden posts, used to support the roofs until the bricks
 
1 
 Very soon those famireached roof level, to allow all 16 roofs to go up.


their plots began to grumble; and the first of many
lies without roofs over 

instances of internal group tension appeared.
 

D. Differences in Staff and Homebuilders' Expectations
 

Beyond fulfillment of the requirements for work and other obligations 
spelled
 

out in the Work Exchange Agreement, staff expected adherence to 
certain pat-


These expectations were oriented toward
 terns of organization and procedure. 

They therefore entailed
accomplishing the tasks of building the houses. 


planning___oordination, punctuality, rational use of maerials, purposeful
 

employment of human resources and a system of fairness.
 

All wanted to finish
The Zambian homebuilders had slightly different ideas. 


the tasks before them; but few wanted to ignore the social protocols 
and

human interchange necessary to keep the group-working-harmoliously.-
li

other words, the process of their:'abors was just as important to them"as
 

the end product.
 

-
Reconciling these two orientations meant adjustments that annulled, 

in 


effect, many of the provisions of the Work Exchange Agreement and 
therefore
 

required a revision of staff expectations. This demonstrates the need for
 

such projects to be highly sensitive to the insights of theWestern staff in 
local people in applying fore ign technology.
 

Some instances of adjustment are described below.
 

E. Adjustments in Procedure
 

Keeping up morale had been a major concern of staff from the 
outset, since
 

the momentum and spirit of the first building group could 
shape the prospects
 

for groups that followed. Before the project got under way, it had been de

cided to -eliminate the elemerft of competition, as a means 
of avoiding morale
 

problems. Construction-contests have been used in other self-help housing

projects, such as a government-sponsored project in rural Uganda in the
 

early 1960's. However, the AFSC staff felt that such contests would serve
 

chiefly to introduce conflict into a situation where there 
was already a
 

high potential for it. Thus, group morale took precedence 
over the staff's
 

desire to complete houses as rapidly as possible.
 

1. Construction Schedule Unhappiness grew when it appeared that, at the
 

established pace of brickmaking and -bricklaying,
 

houses of some first group members would be complete even 
before the build

ing of some other members' houses was under way. Initially, the following
 

building procedures had been established. House number one, with just posts
 

and a roof standing, was reserved as a shelter for making 
bricks, house num

a shelter for lumber storage and cutting. -Brickmaking began 
on
 

ber two as 

Ten days later, with enough bricks made for
 the fourth day of construction. 


three houses, the group poured footings for the third house. However, as
 

bricklaying progressed for house number three past windowsill 
height, group
 

1. In June 1971 the use of temporary wooden posts was 
replaced by metal
 

cornerposts.
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members began grumbling once again, saying that the house should not be fin
ished so far ahead of the others. The construction supervisor tried to ease
 
the unhappiness by shifting work to pouring footings for two more houses;
 
but the people were no more happy to finish five houses before all of the
 
others than they had been to finish only one house. Therefore, the first
 
group altered the construction timetables in order to deal with the internal
 
tension which had been growing from the time when eight of its members had
 
discovered that their houses would 	have to wait to be roofed. The construc
tion supervisor described how this 	tension was eased, as follows.
 

Group 1 had a meeting in the evening. After much discus
sion, they decided that they wanted to stop building and
 
just make bricks until there were enough for all 16
 
houses. It's now apparent to me that erecting so many
 
roofs at the start was a mistake - except insofar as the 
appearance of getting a lot done boosted morale ana en
couraged recruitment. The unfortunate thing about the 
evening's decision- is that at present rates of brick pro
duction it will take at least two months for Group 1 to 
make all of their bricks. Also a dfsappointment from thE 
point of view of getting some houses finished to work out 
the bugs in the erection system, and having something to 
help future groups work out plans. But if Group 1 loses 
heart, it could ruin the whole project, so we go along 
with their wishes. 

The first group's decision to complete all brickmaking before beginning house
 
construction established the building pattern which all the other groups fol
lowed. It slowed down the completion of some houses; but it enabled groups
 
to stay together throughout the building process.
 

2. 	Work Crew Shifts and Workers As construction got underway, the community
 
development staff interviewed individual
 

families to find out what time they had available to work. Based on -tis 
information, the staff planned a three-shift day: 7:00 a.m. to 12 noon; 2:00 
p.m. to 5:00 p.m.; and 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. The first group altered this 
schedule, creating two five-hour shifts: 7:00 a~m. to 12 noon, and 1:00 p.m. 
to 6:00 p.m. This worked moderately well for the first two construction 
groups, whose male members were farmers, small entrepreneurs, firewood col
lectors and fishermen who could govern their own work schedules. During week
days these men could contribute time equal to or greater than that of the 
women. Thus, as the first two groups worked they did not have to struggle 
with a major problem comnon to self-help housing projects, namely how those 
with full-time jobs can put in the necessary work hours for reasonabl-y speedy 
construction. 

But as the composition of building groups shifted to include more full-time
 
wage earners, the work schedules had to be altered to accommodate them.
 
Early evening work crew shifts were tried briefly, but with little success.
 
Then weekend shifts for the wage-earning men were tried, but these also were
 
poorly attended. Men who had worked all week long and the wives and chil
dren who had served as their surrogate construction group members wanted
 
time to relax. Thus, a pattern developed whereby the greater part of the
 
construction work was carried on by the self-employed men and the wives of
 
regularly employed men. The burden of work fell by default to women who put

in a six-hour day, 7:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m., Monday through Saturday, for a
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Roughly 60% of all the construction work in the
 total of 30 hours per week. 

project was done by women.
 

To the Western way of thinking,
Means of Measuring Work Contributions
3. 
records of hours worked are a 

of keeping track of contributions to overall group ef
concrete, easy means Thepenalties to slackers. 
fort, and a convenient scale for meting out 

Zambian approach diverged from this type of 
measure, however, toward one 

that made allowances for particular circumstances, 
nuances of behavior and 

The result was a significant shift;
 the attitudes of each group member. 


Western expectations yielded to Zambian norms.
 

The first building groups went through the motions of keeping track of hours
 

on the time record sheet kept by the timekeeper; 
but they genernlly passed
 

The first group
 
responsibility for timekeeping to the construction 

teachers. 


experienced tensions over work hours.within 
two weeks after building began.
 

Some members were, according to the record 
at least, not pulling their
 

weight; but the-group-deferred imposing sanctions 
against the slackers and
 

a public record.of %hat each
 
decided to use the time record sheet merely as dissatisfied
After ten weeks the first group was so 
family was-cofributing. forthat it askedfor family contributionswith this method of accounting 

Despite staff requests that they
the recording of man-hours to be stopped. 

continue recording hours, the first group 
eliminated this procedure and-with
 

it the basic premise of the Work Exchange Agreement. Nevertheless construc

tion teachers did continue to record aggregate group hours.
 

After abandoning the man-hour concept, families continued 
to work together
 

500 hours, and despite
in family contribution as great as 
despite differences forthe penalty chargedcalled on slackers to pay
the fact that groups never 

Moreover, the earliest project participants 
advised later
 

hours not worked. 

building groups not to expel lazy members 

and not to worry about the actual
 

contributed.number of hours 


the homebuilders'
reasons probably stenmed from own 
Why was this so? The 

According to their view a participant's 
attitude,
 

social values and norms. 
 A share of 
of hours worked, was the important consideration. 

not the number 
If one is trying, the hours worked are 

secon
the work cannot be quantified. 


Attitude toward the group and its goal was 
paramount, as shown by the
 

dary. a

scheduled to begin work on the house of 
following occurrence. A group was 


were among the highest in the group.
total hours contributedmember whose 

his plot he was not there. Someone went to find him and 
came toWhen they refusinghall. At this the group went away,

reported that he was in a beer 

to work on his house until all others had 
been finished. His attitude, they
 

for absence, such
 Participants with legitimate reasons 
reasoned, was wrong. 

illness or- ttendance at a funeral, were not penalized. 

However, the
 
as 

groups did penalize those whose absence was 

judged irresponsible.
 

The means of dealing with chronic slackers 
were gradually worked out, al

though not in ways that the staff had expected 
or that the Work Exchange
 

Agreement prescribed. In mid-August 1970, the third and fourth 
building
 

groups were considering how soon to expel 
their slackers, something they
 

At the same time the second group was discussing 
ways to encour

never did. which hadthe first group,
who were slacking. By this time 

age participants 
worked together the longest, had completely 

abandoned the measurement of
 

Thus by accepting each member family's share 
of work in
 

hours worked. 
 the building groups
 
terms of variable circumstances, ability 

and attitude, 


were able to maintain morale and strengthen their unity.
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Chapter VII
 

GROUP LEADERSHIP, DECISION-MAKING AND INITIATIVES 

among people who were 
At Kafue, group cooperation proved to be possible even 

strangers at the project's beginning. Cooperation within each group seemed
 

the chairman, the construction teacher and 
the
 

to depend on three people: 

Too much importance cannot be attached to
 community development worker. 
 Their work
 

their continuous, daily encouragement of the 
construction groups. 


the progress and successful completion of the 
project.
 

was central to 


A. Group Leadership
 

1. Role of the Chairman Each construction group selected its chairman 
dur-


In all cases the

ing the orientation period. 


group's choice was a man, a woman'being 
most frequently chosen for the post
 

The most ob
of group treasurer. Leadership ability of the chairmen varied. 


the group's ability to
 
vious indicator of the chairman's effectiveness 

was 

as the brickmaking


maintain a good pace in meeting construction goals such 
The group's


deadline or building the houses to roof level 
by a certain date. 


ability to deal with problems before they 
became serious depended on the
 

chairman's interest in holding meetingS 
frequently and on his strengths in
 

Chairmen were frequently called on to ease 
group
 

leading group discussions. 

tensions and some of them rose to the occasion. For example, one group was
 

split by a participant's complaint that others 
had done an injustice to his
 

The
 
wife and that the construction teacher had not adequately 

defended her. 


group's chairman, showing great patience 
and sensitivity, helped the group
 

In another
 
solve the problem without breaking stride in 

the work effort. 


case, however, a factionalized group continued 
to suffer tension and poor
 

work performance because the chairman condoned 
the disrespectful treatment
 

which the majority faction meted out to the minority. In all cases the com

munity development staff was on hand to furnish 
support to the whole group
 

In any extremely difficult-situations the 
AFSC staff
 

and to the chairman. 

intervened to settle a dispute.
 

impo
The construction teacher was as 
2. Role of the Construction Teacher 
 the group
tant to group unity as 

He was the staff member closest to
 a quite different way.
chairman but in 


His forethought, for exampl'- in seeing that
 
the housebuilders in their work. 


construction materials were always on hand 
for the homebuilders and his
 

was central to his success with the
 
adroitness in solving work problems, 


Many groups were initially surprised that 
their construction teacher
 

group. 

was not a boss, but rather a considerate teacher 

and helper who listened to
 

them. During the construction period responsibilities, usually those of com-

He
 

munity development staff, frequently rested 
on the construction teacher. 


was encouraged to help the group work out its 
own problems on the job and to
 

A
 
refer only the intractable problems to the co-munity 

development staff. 


.certain amount of rivalry existed at first between 
the construction teachers
 

For example, the construction teachers
 and the community development staff. 


felt that the community development staff did 
not adequately explain to par

ticipants the difference between the Government 
loan and total construction
 

On the ither hand, the community development 
staff were tempted to
 

cost. 

their recruiting difficulties vhen 

blame the construction staff for 
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prospective homebuilders resisted becoming involved because they 
thought
 

In the course of time, however,
self-help construction too time-consuming. 

Also
mutual respect for individual capabilities grew and rivalries dwindled. 


gradually the staff became more mutually supportive.
 

3. 'Role of the Community Development Worker Mobilizing and sustaining the
 
families' interest and energy
 

to house completion were the communitythe time of recruitment throughfrom 
tasks. These three persons, each with experience indevelopment workers' 

working closely with people, were essential to the project's momentum and
 

Their roles in recruitment and orientation of families and
smooth operation. 

in work routine have been previously described.their part in later adjustments 

But their group leadership role was, of central importance to the morale of 

the workers and to the progress of the project. Family and group self-

The community develconfidence and participation grew under their guidance. 


opment workers achieved this through the convening of meetings, mediation of
 

conflict, liaison with other institutions and dissemination of 
information
 

about the project.
 

B. Decision-Making in Construction Groups
 

Groups coalesced not only under inspired leadership from the community devel

opment staff, construction teachers and chairmen, but also through joint
 
Questions most often before a constructicrn group were:
decision-making. 


Whose house should we build next, an oblique way of asking: Whose behavior
 
Which families may move into their
and attitude does the group approve of? 


or that family?
houses? Should we admit or expel this 


the order in which houses were built reflected the group's opinion of
That on
member families was shown by the visible lag in effort before work began 

time a group had to decide 
the last two or three houses of each group. Each 


whose house should be built next, it would put off building 
the houses of
 

In this manner, groups would even single out a laggard 
hus

laggard members. 

that the wife was hardworking. Nonconformity was
 

band in spite of the fact 
For example, a man who had dropped-out
sometimes punished in this way also. 

request to alter the brickmaking pro

of a group because it had refused his 
The group did readmit him on condition that
rejoin.
cedure later asked to 


The original decision not to alter the brickmaking
his house be built last. 
 of 
procedure as suggested by the nonconforming member took up three days 

group discussion.
 

Exchange Agreement, construction group members
Under the terms of the Work 


could invoke sanctions against laggard members. In practice they quietly
 

ignored this option, rarely using a formal, conscious procedure 
to discipline
 

treated individually.
Each case of readmission of dropouts was 
a member. 

Much depended on how far a group's work had progressed 

and on the group's
 

opinion of the individual and of his or her character. 
One woman had to
 

By the time she felt well enough to re
suspend work owing to poor health. 


join, her group's work had progressed too far to accommodate her easily.
 

Rather, she was encouraged to join another
 
Therefore she was not readmitted. 


This she did and with their
earlier stage of its development.
group at an 

The same situation occurred when one
 help was able to complete her house. 


family was obliged to drop out for the prescribed period 
of mourning follow

ing the death of a family member. This family rejoined the project but in a
 

Thus, the system of organizing groups in a staglater construction group. 

latitude of the groups in decision-making, esgered sequence enhanced the 


pecially on questions of expulsion or readmission.
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Group solidarity was evident in the practice of allowing families to move in
to their homes only when the group gave its permission. In effect this meant
 
that ten families might walk past their own finished houses to help four
 
other families complete their homes. Participants gave a flexible interpreta
tion to what might be considered a completed house. With the essential shell
 
complete, meaning the foundation laid, walls built and the roof on, a family

already had something better than their original makeshift squatter dwelling

and usually wanted to occupy it then and there. However, to permit families
 
to move into their houses as they became complete and before all of the
 
group's tasks were finished would have jeopardized cooperative group work.
 
Recognizing this, most groups did not allow occupancy until the work on all
 
of the houses was more or less complete, except for doors and windowglass

which were considered individual concerns.
 

C. Group Coordinating Committee
 

Late in 1970, after nine construction groups had been formed,.the project
 
staff asked the groups if they wanted to form a central committee to represent

all the groups. The staff saw a clear need for this type of body as the scale
 
of the project increased. By that time about 140 families were involved, and
 
matters requiring everybody's attention were arising. As the Field Director
described it, the project participants' response was immediate.
 

They grabbed at the idea. Not only did the staff want
 
a committee but the groups also felt the need. Four
 
reasons for a community-wide grouping were outlined by
 
one of the members: (1) so the groups can talk to each
 
other; (2) so the staff can talk to all of the groups;

(3) so the groups can talk to the staff; and (4) so the
 
people of Chawama can speak with one voice to the Kafue
 
Township Council.
 

Thus the Group Coordinating Committee came into existence. It was composed

of the chairman and two delegates from each building group. Usually, one
 
delegate was a woman and the other a man. Group treasurers, usually women,
 
were frequently chosen as delegates. Half the members had to be present to
 
transact business. However, if a quorum was not present the delegates would
 
often proceed to discuss issues on the agenda even though they could not take
 
official action. The agenda was decided upon by the Committee chairman and
 
secretary with the help of the project community development worker. De
cisions were usually made by consensus. 

This Committee was a means by which groups could share their experiences and
 
gain advice and support. For example, the eighth building group sought hetlp

in dealing with three laggard members. The Committee recommended that they
 
not be expelled from the project. It went further by sending a delegatior of
 
members of other building groups to counsel these families. Similarly, t'ie
 
Committee responded to stafi requests that it emphasize, to individual fani
lies if need be, the importance of paying back the Government loans. In 1972
 
the Committee had to deal with an ecological concern. Kafue residents in 
need of firewood had been cutting down trees on the hillside adjacent to the 
site, thus unknowingly increasing the chances of erosion as well as dis
figuring the landscape. At the behest of the Kafue Township Council the Com
mittee reviewed the problem and ruled that no more trees should be cut, thus 
airing the for such rule in thereasons a course of the Committee discussions. 
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The Group Coordinating 
Comittee was also involved 

in supplying Chawama
 

Under this scheme, pawpaw, 
mango,
 

residents with fruit tree 
seedlings. 


guava and banana plantings 
were moved from the countryside 

to individual
 

In mid-1971 the project 
ordered 100 citrus trees 

from the Zambian
 

gardens. Participants themselves 
paid
 

Agricultural Experiment 
Station near Kasomai. 


for fertilizer.
 
for these at cost, as well 

as 


For the participants, the 
Committee's major function 

came to be that of a
 

public interest group, weighty 
enough to be listened to by the Township
 

The Committee petitioned 
the Township Council on 

behalf of the
 

These included the
Council. number of needed facilities. 

project residents for a 


upkeep of roads in the community, 
shopkeeper's licenses for 

those who wanted
 

establish small stores,. 
the lack of sufficient water 

taps and refuse bins,
 

to 
 and scheduled bus stop on 
the main road, and a
 

marked an adequately cleared, 
health clinic for children-under 

five.
 

Furthermore, the Group 
Coordinating Committee 

carried forward the initiative
 

of the first building groups 
in constructing a primary 

school on
 

of several 
Finishing the school remained 

one of its chief functions 
well in

the site. 

It solicited and received 

a contribution from the 
United States
 

to 1973. 

Embassy, mobilized and coordinated 

the construction of the 
building, peti

ofand the placement
for certificationauthorities

tioned the educational 
and look after school supplies.to acquireand undertookteachers, 

the Group Coordinating Committee
 in 1970,its founding
In the two years after 

month, averaging at least 
one meeting a month.
 

twice a 
met as frequently as 


By 1973 these meetings were 
infrequent at best, being 

called only for special
 
the
 

With the dissolution of the construction groups 
as well as 


purposes. 

rise of other task oriented 

groupings, the Committee's reason 
for being was
 

progressively lessened.
 
Comittee
 an Gru oordinatin 


Constructio
Changes in Gos 

D. Functional 


The Work Exchange Agreements 
of most of the construction 

groups stipulated
 

that they should be dissolved 
and membership cease when 

the terms of the
 

The first four construction 
groups were relatively
 

one

Agreement were fulfilled. 


unified even before their 
recruitment, and their plots 

lay generally in 


Therefore, they maintained 
their relationships
 

corner of the Chawama site. 
 But most construction groups 
dissolved on
 

after construction was completed. 


completion of their houses 
since members were scattered 

throughout the
 

project site.
 

The functions of the Group 
Coordinating Committee were 

largely superseded in
 

For example, the United 
National In

1973 by other community -institutions. and a force 
major channel of communication 

dependence Party (UNIP) 
became a 

Likewise, the Ward Development Committee, 

for unity within the community. 

led by the local Councillor 
elected to the Kafue Township Council, 

became a
 

the Ward includes neighbor-
Although

primary link to the town government. 
became vigorous participants

residentsChawamaChawama, some they nowhoods outside to the point where 
in the Ward Development Committee's meetings 

Kafue town. A Parents' Com
leadership in this area of Coexert strong citizen much of the role that the Group 

school assumedthe communitymittee for 
ordinating Committee had 

played and, in effect, absorbed 
those Committee
 

members whose main focus 
of interest in the cornunity 

had been the school.
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E. Other Cooperative Initiatives
 

In a number of ways the participants elected to invest their labor and some
times their miager financial resources in special construction projects, some 

of which should normally have been provided to Site and Service Schemes by 

the Zambian Housing Board. 

1. Roads As the third building group was about to begin its work, they 

discovered that no access road had been built for their plots. 

After waiting several days without success for the Kafue Township Council's 

grader to do the job, some women from the building group took hoes in hand 

and built the 	road themselves.
 

2. 	Privies The Zambian Housing Board had too many other demands to dig 

pits for privies -for the project residents, as was customary 

for Site and Service Schemes. The participants, therefore, did this work 

themselves. Each group took on the task of digging all pits for its member
 

families, making the extra bricks and constructing the privies.. The AFSC 

subsidized these operations by purchasing a form for molding concrete privy
 

slabs and by hiring a drilling machine for digging pits where the ground was 
too rocky for hand digging. 

3. House Improvements Other cooperative efforts sprang directly out of 
oncommunity needs. Some of these brought together 

ly a few families. Improvements to core houses were encouraged by providing 
transport, tools and supervision to any four families that would agree to 
work together to help build another room, a concrete floor or some other ad
dition. As ok June 1973 homeowners had built extensions on 30 houses. 

4. Demonstration House In 1971 the Zambian Housing Board asked the projec
 
participants to build a demonstration house for th 

Lusaka Agricultural Fair, held in August of that year. A crew of nine par
ticipants made the required 2500 bricks on a contract basis. Seven of the 
construction groups then volunteered a member or members to build the demon
stration house. This all-star construction group represented the Chawama-
community at the Fair. Thousands of visitors to the Fair saw the house go 
up in a record three days, although four days had been allowed to the group 
to do the job. 
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Chapter VIII
 

THE GROWTH OF COMMUNITY
 

A. Meeting a Community Need - The Nakatetc School 

single reed 
Nakatete means "reed." It figures in the Zambian saying "from a 

a great field will grow." Chawama residents point out that one reed is weak
 

and easily broken, but banded together a bundle 
of reeds has great strength.
 

The cooperative effort tu build the Nakatete School demonstrated the 
truth of
 

this saying.
 

school for Chawama children, a fact that 
In 1970 there was no local primary 

The first to announce their interest were the 
spurred the parents to act. 

They were joined by parents from
 
parents in the first four building groups. 


places in a school
for fear their children might be refused

later groups who, 
labor to the undertaking.

which they had not helped to build, pledged their 

the Group Coall families in the project,
As the one organization spanning 
ordinating Committee took-responsibil-ity for mobilizing 

the community in the
 

great, many meetings were
Though the enthusiasm was
school-building effort. 
 result 
to encourage active participation in the construction. As a 

necessary 
the building of the school was 

of this promotion, the community turn-out for 


some times being so numerous as to impede adequate coordina
exceptional, at 

the end of 1971, when the deadline for school 
tion and efficiency. Toward 

opening was approaching, every homebuilder dropped 
work on the houses for a
 

The Coordinating Committee also fur
week in order to complete the school. 
 theirof Education to apply, on 
thered the project by petitioning the Ministry 

from his discretionary
to the American Ambassador for financial help

behalf, 
a result the Embassy provided 90. of the funds 

needed for materials
 
fund. As 


costs for roofing, timbers, vindows and doors. 
and equipment which covered the 

Service Committee. 
funds were supplemented by the American Friends

These 

While the local residents actually built the school, all the bricks were made
 

A workcamp was organized

by secondary school students from Kafue and Lusaka. 


during school holidays in July and August of 1971; and 100 boys and 
girls,
 

took part. The Township Council housed them 
ranging in age from 15 to 20, 

time they
 
in Kafue schools. They were divided into groups, and in two weeks' 


a highly satisfying experience for 
made all the bricks needed, which proved 

them.
 

By the beginning of the school year, January 
15, 1972, the Chawama residents
 

with p-.ivies and two additional rooms 
had completed a four-room structure 

room was equipped to accommodate 40-children.-
Since
 

for teachers. Each 

most schools in Zambia operate on double sessions, the Nakatete 

School could
 

provide for upward of 300 children.
 

Since very high value is placed on schooling in Zambia, virtually all Chawama
 

People from outside
 
parents entered their children in the Nakatete 

School. 


also been able to gain admission for their chil
the Chawama community have 

dren despite the priority given to those of Chawama. The result has been
 

Extra
 
major over-enrollment by nearly half again the 

projected number. 


teachers have been found, including a headmaster. 
The Group Coordinating
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Coriittee initially served as the main channel between the headmaster, the
 
comunity and higher authorities in the educational administration, a role
 
subsequentiy assumed by a Parent Teachers Association. The Ministry of Edu
cation commissioned four more rooms, which were completed by January 1975.
 

B. Construction of a Playground
 

Zambian young people like to 	play soccer; and there are a great many young 
people in the 	Chawama community in Kafue. A piece of ground had been set 
aside for a soccer field and 	government money was supposed to pay the cost of
 
construction. 	However, funds proved not to be available from either national
 
or local sources. So the young people took matters into their own hands.
 
One Saturday 	they got together and started clearing away the bushes. A week
 
later they cleared some more; and the work went much faster because about
 
three times as 	many young people came out to help. In about one month's time 
they had a beautiful playing 	field, right in the middle of the community. In 
preparation for a game with a visiting team, they got paint from the housing 
project and painted lines; they also put up goal posts.
 

As a result, these young people not only provided themselves with a playing

field, but also learned that 	they could do things for themselves without 
waiting for the government to do things for them.
 

C. Community 	 Life for Chawama Residents 

1. 	Community Organization By 1973 the Chawama residents were becoming an
 
active community. With the dissolution of the
 

construction groups and shifts in the responsibilities of the Coordinating
 
Committee, new 	networks of rel- ionships and institutions arose. People

hitherto unknown to one another became neighbors and became active in the 
daily life of 	 the community. Cooperative groups and clubs developed; the 
local branch of the United National Independence Party took on community re
sponsibilities; and a community-wide committee was formed. In such ways and
 
with changes 	 in societal patterns, the process of community formation began 
to take place 	among the people of the project area. 

2. 	Economy Small entrepreneurs among Chawama residents established busi
nesses, for example a tailor who used a foot-operated sewing


machine, a baker and several brewers of maize meal beer. Maize meal, vege
tables and other local products were sold in an adjacent market area. Nearby

three small shops owned by residents sold cigarettes, soap, kerosene, matches,
 
tinned margarine and other manufactured domestic products. Virtually all
 
the household heads in the project were earning money regularly as either 
full-time wage employees or self-employed traders or service workers. Sup
plemental monies also come into Chawama from the sale of surplus garden
produce, part-time skilled service work such as production of concrete privy
slabs, and rental of rooms. In 1973 three households rented rooms for K 5
 
to 7 per month; and one person sublet his entire house for K 12 per month.
 

3. 	Services After the Government decided to build a hospital in Kafue, 
plans for a clinic in the Chawama area were dropped. Resi

dents of the project normally walk about a mile into Kafue city for health 
care at a clinic there; but a nurse does visit Chawama once a week to pro
vide medical 	 services. Police and fire protection services are likewise 
based in Kafue city and are therefore distant from the project and are not
 
easily sunmmoned. However, there has been little call for either. Water
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,ervice is good. With occasional prodding by the Chawama community through 

Sewerage con-

Lts leadership, trash collection proceeds fairly 

regularly. 


iections exist for the 114 standard plots; and 
roads are graded and gravelled
 

periodically.
 

Church membership of project residents is relatively 
high.
 

.. Social Life 
Up to half of the households are believed to 

belong to the
 

United Church of Zambia, with Catholics and several 
smaller denominations
 

The community developmentthe households.accounting for up to a quarter of 

workers have noted, however, that beliefs in traditional 
superstitions per

sist and have played a part in some inter-family 
tensions. Convivial tra

ditional practices also continue. Eating, drinking and passing the evenings
 

Families in the neighborhood, often
 in conversation are hallowed pastimes. 


regardless of clan or tribe, do the cooking 
and other household tasks for a
 

family which has gone into mourning. Funerals and wakes are public events
 

to a greater extent than is the custom inWestern 
ciuntries.
 

5. Land Use Some tensions in the-co"mmunity have hinged on eliestions of 

land use. For example, disputes over plot bot ,daries some

arose when a member of one of the later buildfng groups began to lay
times 
out his plot between the plots of two longer established 

Tesidents, both of
 

whom may have encroached on the middle property 
by planting trees or part of
 

was not an on-going problem, however, al.hough 
the school's
 

a garden. This 

need for more space poses a new source of co-mmunity 

tension over land use.-


D. Participation by Women
 

Zambian tradition severely limits women's voice 
in public decision-making;
 

was the prominent
aspect of the Group Coordinating Committeenotablebut a this Committee was first 

role given to women. At a preliminary meeting when 
Someone suggested


being discussed, project participants took a crucial 
step. 


that two people should represent each construction 
group on the Committee and
 

that at least one of the representatives of each 
group should be a woman.
 

This idea carried. The reason for this was that the women did more than half
 

of all the work on the project. However, when the women participants first
 
their backs at
 

came :, Coordinating. Committee meetings, they would sit with 
so that the speaker

right angles to those of the men, they did not face in 

A first step toward women's participation in 
decision-making was to
 

front. 

and that both should face front. Although theysexesboth men womenconvince 

at meetings, women henceforth faced the speakers.
continued to sit separately 

There are traditional taboos for women on some 
house-building tasks such as
 

However, since in the majority of families husbands
 putting up the roof. 
 some cases children, had
 
worked full time during the day, the women, and in 


As a result the taboos had to
 fulfill the families' work contributions.
to 

give way, and distinctions between women's work 

and men's work diminished.
 

In Zambia a woman's role is traditionally only that 
of wife and mother; there-


The example of how one
 
fore widows suffer discrimination and even ostracism. 


take part in the project and how she eventually re
widow was encouraged to 


an active member of the community is particularly 
inter

instated herself as 
This woman attended 12 preliminary study sessions 

with a group of
 
esting. 


However, when the Work Exchange Agreement
families planning to build houses. 


was about to be signed with each family guaranteeing 
a thousand hours of work
 

to build 16 houses, she said that she was too old and 
too sick to do her
 

sign up on the
 
share. Nevertheless, a member of the group persuaded her 

to 
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theory that she deserved to have one of the 16 houses as much as any other 
member of the comunity, and that the actual number of hours worked was not 
the major criterion for participation. During the 18 months of construction 
she was not sick a single day and was a consistent member of the building
 
group. Thereby she gained acceptance and was no longer an outcast. However,
 
she had no cash income with which to meet the monthly water payments and re
payment of the Government loan. Her one occupation was pounding tobacco for 
snuff for herself. With the help and advice of one of the conunity develop
ment workers on the project staff, she began peddling snuff in small amounts,
 
thereby gradually increasing rbe amount of tobacco she could buy from her
 
earnings. By May 1972, she had her own house, had remarried and was pur
chasing tobacco by the truck-load. She had become an independent and re
spected member of society and a substantial entrepreneur.
 

Thus, in a number of ways the project enabled women in Chawama to alter their 

roles significantly.
 

E. Authority Roles in Community Life
 

Beyohd the example of cooperative work set by the Chwaima residents, they
 
gained additional repute fcr their vigor and assertiveness in local public
 
affairs in support of their needs and rights. For example, they participated 
in the administration of the Ward Development.Co-mittee and took an active 
part in the administration of the local school since it represented the 
chief vehicle of upward social mobility for their children. Public function
aries and municipal councils in Zambia are not accustomed to dealing with a
 
high degree of active interest and participation on the part of the general 
citizenry in public affairs. Thus, the Chawama residento are unique. How
ever, this has not always been the case.
 

According to the AFSC Field Director, in 1969 when prospective homebuilders
 
were being invited to take part in the project at its inception, no one
 
seemed to be interested in making choices or decisions. "They just wanted
 
someo e to tell them what to do. Size of house, cost, facilities in the
 
house - all of these things are of seemingly no concern." The lack of
 
assertiveness of squatter residents confronted with a chance to take part
 
in a cooperative endeavor may be explained by a variety of historical causes.
 
Not the least important was the heritage of the colonial system of subordina
tion of the illiterate to the literate, the pupils to the schoolmaster, the 
African subject to the colonial authority. Thus squatters had long since 
been initiated into their subservient roles. Subservience had been for them 
one of the chief means of getting by as newcomers in the city.
 

Participation in the Kafue project encouraged squatters to alter this atti
tude and to gain self-confidence. For some the exposure to group action
 
oriented toward specific tasks, to planning and to demands that they speak
 
.up and take part stimulated bolder thinking. It produced in them a sense
 
that their lives were theirs to control to an extent greater than they had
 
ever imagined. An important part of developing capacities for critical
 
t.,inking as a means of reaching consensus lay in the study sessions held for 
participants before construction began. Here in most cases for the first 
time they had to confront ordered thinking about budgeting their own incomes, 
about contractual obligations, about adhering to schedules and commitments
 
over a long period of time - in a word about planning. Most important, they 
were obliged to make choices and to assume responsibility for those choices 
themselves; no bosses were going to give the orders. Many found this an 
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was announced that no
 
unsettling experience at first and 

were baffled when it 


But as trust developed within the 
one Afterwas going to tell them what to do. 

participation grew, group self-confidence 
took shape. 

group and as challenged staff suggestions. Within 
the groups sometimesconstruction began, 

less than a year's time they had developed 
the courage and solidarity to
 

loan ea-h family had received and to 
of the buildingquec.ion the provisions teachingsome of the construction 

collective dissatisfaction with
assert and with the -lowness of construc

with project vehicle malfunctionsmethods, 
groups were dissolved, the tradition of speak-

When the constructiontio%. 
ing out and standing up for individual 

or collective rights was continued
 

through the Group Coordinating Committee. 

became 
patterr- of authority and expression were established and 

Thus, new 

an integral part v. community life.
 

Tell Their StoryF. Chawama Participants 

talk abiut their homes, 
Chawama residents have freqOently been called on to 

an informal way. 
community and their cooperative building efforts in 

their from other towns and cities, to.ot 
to people representing the general public 

ready to oblige thehave oeen evervisitors. Theyficials and to foreign 
to questions.visitors with answers 

told about the Kafue self
radio listeners in Zambia were 

For example, in 1972 

help housing and community development 
project, related by participants them

as part of a series called "Self 
in their own words. Radio Zambia,selves for broadcast inKafue homebuilders 

Help in Action," recorded interviews with 
restaff was primarilycommunity development

three national languages. The 

sponsible for promoting and coordinating 
these interviews.
 

In these ways Kafue's story has become 
widely known in Zambia and abroad.
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Chapter IX
 

OF THE KAFUE PROJECTASPECTSSOME DISTINCTIVE 

community development scheme, 
was a pilot self-help,

The Kafue housing project 
n As a vehicle for experimentation, 

it 
project.not just a house const r u c tio

was h0oped that methods and guidelines 
could be developed which could 

be used
 

the growth of cities,
 
in c her programs dealing with human 

problems related to is the
the aims of a self-help project

One ofand elsewhere.botd. in Zambia and experi
of a reservoir of knowledge 

among the participantsdevelopment to the country's development. 
a long term contribution 

ence which can become in it - thefor all taking part 
was a learning experience

Thus this project Zambian and American 
the Kafue Township Council, the 

Zambian Government, 
Friends Service Committee staff, and 

especially the people of the 
Chawama
 

community.
 

A. Some Basic Lessons 

The Kafue project demonstrated 
a number -of requirements basic 

to the success

ful completion of site and service 
projects wherever they may be 

undertaken.
 

Of primary importance to any organized 
self-help scheme is skilled leader-


A large measure of success depends 
upon the on-going planning and
 

ship. 
With instruction, guidance and 

encouragement, unskilled people
 
organization. Daily adjustments and
 
can learn to perform skilled tasks 

of homebuildIng. 


adaptations of methods and procedures 
produce new solutions.
 

Effective Implementation
B. Keys to 

which tipped theand administrationin planningbasic principles fol-A number of 

balance toward the success of the 
Kafue project can be identified, 

as 


lows:
 

the housing situation in Kafue
 
investigation of 

I. thorough advance 
and of the desires and capabilities 

of the people of the community
 

in regard to improved housing; 
plan with national objectives

of the project's
2. careful alignment 

and consonance with the existing legal/administrative/financial
 

program of the national Government;
 

3. close consultation with Zambian 
officiaLs at all levels before
 

initiating the project, thus building 
bridges and assuring co

operation from all sides;
 

carefully planned selection 
and training of Zambian staff, 

drawing
 
4. the training;

locally available to assist with 
)n resource people the basictaken atwith decisionsof local people,Lnvolvement 
level, utilizing a community decision-making 

process;
 

daily provision of needed materials 
and transportation to avoid
 

delays and inconvenience and discouragement 
to the workers;
 

sustained and flexible follow-through 
on all aspects of the project
 

other staff;by Field Director and for the Kafuethe Field Director
of field super'isiGr;continuity 

project remained the same from 
inception tn very near completion;
 

strong par.icipation throughout 
the construction phase by Zambian
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staff and Township Council officers in the promotion of community 
services and organization;
 

10. 	 utilization of local resources and creation of a broad constitu
ency of interest.
 

C. Finances
 

The project enjoyed substantial inputs of money, material, technical and or
ganizational expertise, time and high level attention. Its primary objective
 
was to help squatters in a sub-standard urban settlement develop self-respect
 
and confidence in their ability to improve their lot. Better housing and
 
amenities were the basic needs, and providing them was the focus of the work
 
in the project. But that focus was a means for developing a cooperative
 
and self-reliant community structure which would enable the participants to 
become responsible citizens. House construction costs per se were only a
 
portion of the total. Initial research an-1 training, including literacy
 
courses, organization of community groups, analysis and continuous study of
 
economical building methods and materials,-as well as other administrative
 
and supervisory functions were centrally important cost factors. Additional by
products of the project were the construction of the school and playground 
at minimal cost. These features limit the degree to which the Kafue project 
can be duplicated and used as a model for site and service undertakings
 
which are designed s to increase the supply of housing.
 

i. Costs As set out in more detail in Appendix H,1 the Kafue project re
quired a cash outlay of $351,500, figured at the 1969 exchange
 

rate. Of this amount the homebuilders themselves paid approximately $15,000
 
out of pocket. In addition to thi. outlay, they will have repaid the Zambian
 
Government over a period of four years approximately $51,787, including in
terest on their loans. That amount accounts for about 607. of the Govern
ment's contribution of $90,000. Thus, each of the 228 families will have
 
paid about $293 for their houses over a period of about four years.
 

Roughly 207. of the project's total costs were for provision of water and 
sewer lines, layout and roads, all requiring hired municipal labor. Costs
 
might have been reduced sorewhat if sel!-help techniques had been applied
 
here too, although that would have meant more demands on the homebuilders'
 
time 	and therefore probably a far longer construction period. Owing to in
flation, revaluation and the cutting off of supplies from South Africa and
 
Rhodesia, the total outlay at 1973 prices might have been as much as 25. or 
approximately $88,000 more.
 

2. Manpower At any given time the American staff consisted only of the
 
field director and the construction supervisor and their fami

lies. During the course of the project there were shifts in personnel. Over 
the full period there were altogether two American field directors and three 
American construction supervisors. Families accompanied all of these staff
 
members with the exception of one short-term construction supervisor. They 
were paid allowances for living expenses, rather than fixed salaries, ac
cording to the usual AFSC practice for workers overseas. In all, their con
tribution amounted to about nine and a half man years over the five year 
period from the negotiation stage to completion of construction. Total costs
 
for these overseas workers and their families, including their maintenance,
 
travel and other expenses, came to about i115,000, or about one third of the 

1. Project Finances.
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project's total costs. Three Zambian comunity dtvelopment workers and six 
construction teachers were paid fixed salaries a.ounting to a total of 
$65,000, or about one sixth of the total outlay.
 

It should be noted that the number of construction teachers usually assigned
 
to site and service projects is in a ratio of one to 50 houses; at Kafue the 
ratio was one to twenty-five. This difference reflected the additional re
sponsibilities which the %.onstruction teachers in the Kafue project carried.
 
These included planning, continuous study and adjustment of methods and pro
cedures, training, and day by day supervision and personalized encouragement.
 

This concentration of skillcd manpower ensured that no homebuilder lacked
 
attention and encouragement. Most homebuilders had no knowledge of tech
niques needed in building a-brick house and, moreover, no experience in plan
ning and budgeting or inworking within the new type of organizational struc
ture demanded by this self-help pattern. Therefore greater than usual
 
investment of teaching and supervisory manpower was considered warranted.
 
Staff had responsibilities for providing leadership-to stimulate homebuilder
 
interest, for developing group cohesion, for maintaining morale, for acting
 
as intermediary with the bureaucracy and for continuous follow-through in
 
order to ensure progress on the building schedule.
 

D. Benefits and Outreach
 

The Kafue project was a practical demonstration of urban self-help and of the
 
ability of people of diverse backgrounds to unite effectively o perform spe
cific tasks. It showed the value of involving people in a program, both
 
legally and financially sound, to promote self-help housing. It also demon
strated that the national Government, the municipal Government, industry and
 
a foreign private agency could cooperate with relative ease and efficiency.
 
It has benefitted all involved as well as others who have come to know about
 
the project and its methodj.
 

1. Homebuilders Those who contributed the most in work, planning and out
of-pocket expenses were the homebuilders themselves. They
 

also benefitted the most in gaining solid and easy-to-maintain houses, ade
quate outdoor space, water and sanitary facilities close at hand, a neighbor
hood near jobs, transportation, markets, schools and the security of permanent
 
and legal settlement. More importantly, the families built their houses
 
themselves and thus gained basic knowledge and skills to maintain their homes,
 
to add on to them or to build again should they move. The accomplishment
 
that the Kafue project represents is evident in the pride its residents take
 
in their new community. Many families had dreamed of improving their circum
stances by building their own brick houses with water, sewerage and other
 
services close at hand. Accomplishing that dream by creating this better
 
neighborhood was definitely a step up for them.
 

The homebuilders also benefitted from the learning experience provided by
 
the construction groups. Not only did families learn to overcome a reluctance
 
to work with strangers but they also learned how to make choices for them
selves by using new organizational methods. For example, the idea of family
 
budgeting, of sharing costs and of paying off loans on a regular schedule
 
were unfamiliar to most families before they joined a brickmaking group.
 
Moreover, resident families learned the benefits of acting in concert when
 
presenting a case to officialdom and some of the means of exercising their
 
rights as Zambian citizens. Accordingly, many Chawama residents have become
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vigorous and purposeful participants in public forums and new organizations.
 

The major benefit to the participants as a result of their experience in the
 

project was learning how to re-order the way they think about their family
 

futures, their comunity interests and their roles as urban citizens. These
 

Kafue families presently live together in a mutually considerate way, having
 

created a sound and 	harmonious community.
 

the families participating in
2. 	Zambian Staff Zambian staff, as well as 

the project, gained valuable experience in urban communi

ty development techniques. Their skills and services have already been put
 
For example, in 1972 one community development
to use in other communities. 


worker on the Kafue project staff was released, at Government request, to
 

work in a squatter project in the town of Livingstone. On the basis of the
 

experience gained in Kafue, the construction teachers can now teach others
 

basic housebuilding skills. Also, understanding of new methods of project
 

management and logistics gained by the Site and Seriice technician of the
 
to be useful as the 	Council expands itsKafue Township Council will continue 

housing role.
 

On the basis of the practical training and experience gainea in une ramue 
serve as effective leaders andproject, many of these workers will be able to 


trainers of others This development of an experienced cadre is very impor

tant since the Zambian Government is continuing to plan means of improving
 

the condition of ts shantytown populations.
 

3. The Government More than 80 Zambian officials, including President
 

Kaunda and his aides, visited the Kafue site following 

the beginning of construction. The significance of this project for the Gov

ernment is that it helped to demonstrate the workability of a specific pro

gram, namely the Site and Service Lo-g-Cost Housing Scheme, and of a specific 

principle, namely self-reliance. An important condition for a Site and 

Service project, however, is that steps need to be t&ken to ensure the full

est possible participation and mutual aid by the homebuilders themselves. 

With the Kafue experience as an exasvple, the Government has sought togener

ate similar cooperative, self-reliai : efforts in other communities in order 
1
 

to improve conditions for squatter stttlements.


4. Other Observers Approximately 30k people, most of them from outside
 

Zambia, have visi ed Kafue to learn about the project.
 

Groups from neighboring Malawi and Tanza nia have sought information about the
 

project to incorporate into their own ho sing experiments. Several groups of
 

Zambian, European and American young peol le took part in short term workcamps 

at the Kafue site. Untold others within nd without the country have heard 

of the new community and the processes us ad to build it. 

5. 	AFSC The American Friends Service C.mmittee also benefitted greatly
 
The AFSC field staff and their families became
from the project. 

more knowledgeable and open to adjustments in methods as a result of this 

experience. From their Zambian colleagues they learned a great deal about
 

the people, the nation and the problems of squatters. They can now serve
 

more effectively to 	help educate Americans to understand the problems and
 

needs of developing 	countries.
 

1. Lusaka Sites and Services 	Project, Public Housing Sector 11, pages 2.41
 

the International Bank for Reconstruction and Deto 2.45. Request to 

velopment, July 1973.
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E. Housing Policy at Kafue
 

The specific plan of action chosen for the Kafue project was based on careful
 

study of Zambian urban housing policies and of the 
results of approaches
 

taken in other site and service projects both in 
Zambia1 and in other parts
 

of the world.
 

that the AFSC program conform to national policies concerned 
It was important 

the type of housing called for by those 
with decent housing for all and to 

Traditional village or rural houses were considered 
unsatisfactory


policies. 

for urban Zambia. Furthermore, the Government policies recognized 

that
 

squatter settlements were undesirable eyesores and 
places where the lack of
 

in these settlements precluded any feel
a sense of community among residents 
ings of security, stability and general wellbeing.
 

and the lack of success in the upgrading
existing settlementsEvaluation of 

gave strong impetus to the policy adopted

approach of other housing projects

2 

from the ground up, in a carefulbuild modest dwellingsfor Kafue, namely to 3 
ly spaced pattern less dense than in the squatter 

areas. Furthermore, given
 
of cooperation and

attached to the development of a sense
the high priority a new, rather
 
community, the planners believed this could best 

be achieved 
for 
in 

rejecting the
In Kafue, additional reasons
than upgraded, neighborhood. 

fact that the ground on which the squat

were based on theupgrading approach 
Digging sewer and
 

ter settlements stood was either too marshy or too 
rocky. 

water lines and building roads there would have 
been prohibitively expensive
 

Thus, although access to 
and unwise from an engineering point of view. 

the single most pressing housing need of Kafue squatters 
surveyed


water was 

and other amenities was not deemed a wise 

in l969, 4 provision only of water 
that time.of squatters at Kafue at

approach to meeting the needs 

F. The Kafue Proiect as a Model
 

for the Kafue project had been applied
If the same amount of resources used 

merely to provide amenities to existing housing in squatter areas, some 1000 

been served. Thus a somewhat greater impact on the 
dwellings might have 
housing problem would have resulted. The Kafue project's net addition to
 

housing stock, albeit of high and enduring quality 
with water, sewerage, a
 

school and other community facilities, was relatively 
small.
 

tells only the quantitative, not the qualitative story. 
The
 

However, this 
 A major

Kafue project was not intended merely to add to the housing stock. 


benefit derived from it is its effects on people's 
conceptions of themselves
 

and their roles in society. Such effects may alter the quality of life for
 
The 

large numbers of Kafue residents and urban Zambians in the years ahead. 

several possible methods of housing improve
project demonstrated one amotig 

But more.important than demonstrating an acceri-ble 
type of housing,


ment. 

work when t ° i planning is 

it showed that cooperative self-help can 

I. See Chapter II, Section D.
 

2. See Chapter II, Section A.
 in relation to 
3. An element of upgrading was present in the Kafue project 

on the selected site chose toof the 48 families livingthe fact that 47 
gained improved housing and amenities. See Chapter

participate and thus 
IV, Section A and footnote #2. 

B, "A View of the Kafue Squatter," page 51.
4. See Appendix 
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directed to stimulating the energies and spirit of the people and to support

ing them as they work together.
 

G. The Kafue Experience at Work
 

CommitteeOn the basis of the Kafue experiment, the American Friends Service 

invited by the Zambian Government to participate in a large urban 
hous

was 

ing project in Lusaka, the capital of the country. The AFSC has played an
 

It has provided a staff comactive role in preparation of project plans. 


posed of community involvement specialists, community development 
training
 

in trainingpersonnel, and a construction trainer who are now engaged 
the methods used at

Zambians who will be assigned to the project. Many of 

Kafue for promoting cooperative self-help and for creating a sense 
of com

munity are being applied again to improve the conditions of life for resi

dents in a large urban squatter area. Thus the Service Committee is playing 
as it did in Kafue. a supporting and facilitating service in this project 
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APPLICATION FORM FOR PROJECT PARTICIPATION 

Chawama Self-Help Housing Project 
Kafue, Zambia 

Details of Applicant
 

Surname as per Nat. Reg. Card 

(Forenames as per Nat. Reg. Card)
 

National Registration Card No. 

Date of Birth
 

Place of Birth
 

Full Details of Present Accommodation:
 

Family Details 

Name Relationship Age 

Employer:
 

Name 

Address
 

Weekly/Monthly Wage
 

Have you previously applied for a Council house
 
State YES/NO
 

If 'Yes', number on Waiting List
 

I hereby apply to participate in the Scheme.
 

Dare
 
Signature of Applicant
 



FAMILY BUDGET ANALYSIS FORM 

Chawama Self-Help Housing Project 

Kafue, Zambia 

Wages 1. 

2. 

Income Per Month 

K 

3. 

4. 

Total 

Source of 
Support 
(Estimated 

i. 
2. 

-2 

,4. 

Total 

Other 
Income 

1. 
2 

3. 

4. 
Total 

TOTAL INCOME PER MONTH 

Mealie Meal 

Relish 

Salad Oil 

Vegetables 

Milk 

Soap 

Recreationy 
Chibuku, Etc. 

Clothing 

Medical 

Subtotal 

K 

Family Expenses per Month 

B61ance Forwarded 

Education 

Transport 

Rates 

Licenses 

Personal Levy 

Z.N.P.F. Payments 
Debts 

Savings per Month 

TOTAL EXPENSES 

K 

TOTAL DIFFERENCE OF EXPENSES & INCOME 



Family Budget Analysis, Continued Sheet 2
 

Financing the House
 

Savings
 

Total Savings K
 

Amount Allocated for House
 

Current Savings per Month
 

Savings Allocated for House Each Month
 

Estimated Cost of House 

House Plan Designation 

Cost of Core House K 

Cost of Expansion 

Total K
 

Furnishings
 

1. K 

2. 

3.
 

Total Furnishings 

TOTAL COST OF HOUSE K
 

Funds Available
 

Council Loan K
 

From "Other Sources"
 

i. 
2.
 

3.
 

Lump Sum from Savings 

TOTAL AVAILABLE K 

BALANCE NEEDED (OR SURPLUS) K
 

How Balance Will Be Covered
 

Current Savings: at K per month
 

for Months K
 

Other:
 

NOTES:
 

AFSC Form II, 27/11/69
 



LOAN AUTHORIZATION FORM
 

Chawama Self-Help Housing Project
 
Kafue, Zambia
 

Ref: Plot J
 
To: 
 Date.................
 

From: Kafue Township Council 
P.O. 	Box 21 - Kafue
 

Dear 	Sir,
 
re: SITE AND SERVICE SELF-AIDED HOUSING: ISSUE OF GOVERNMENT 

AND COUNCIL LOAN 

I-refer to your application for a Government/Council Loan of K144.00 re
payable over 4 years @ 5% interest and advise that the Loan has now been author
ized 	as from 
 19 

The rate of repayment is K3.38 per month and the first instalment is due
and payable to the Housing Officer in Beit Hall by not later than - -

. There-after, instalments are due and vavable monthly in 
advance. "
 

The effect of granting this Loan is that the total amqunt indicated is
 
placed to your credit and may be drawn on for the supply of building materials
 
in the following order of priority from 
 the Site and Service Stores on Plot J.6. 

Roofing Materials
 
Metal Door Frames
 
Metal Window
 
Cement 
Sand
 
Stone 
Your attention is invited to the penalties prescribed in the Land Record
 

Card should you fail to maintain these monthly payments.
 

The Schedule of repayments is as follows:

lst Payment ........................
 

Last 	Payment ........................
 

i.e. 	48 instalments @ K3.38 per month. 

Yours faithfully,
 

WF/EHCM 
 Secretary.
 

OFFICE USE ONLY
 

Approved by Finance and General Purposes Committee at 
its ............................. Meeting .
 

cc. 	Accountant.
 
Housing Officer.
 
Site 	and Service Technician. 
Community Development Officer.
 



MEMBERSHIP AGREEMENT FORM 

Chawama Self-Help Housing Project
 
Kafue, Zambia
 

HOUSING GROUP
 

!y virtue of having been assigned Plot No. in the 

Chawama Self-Help Housing Project, and having received a loan of 

K 144 worth of building materials from the Kafue Township Council, 
we are eligible for membership in, and do agree to join with the 
group of families detailed on the attached Work Exchange Agreement, 
to be known as * for the 
purpose of building our own houses. 

To this end it is agreed that at least one adult member of 
the-family will participate in all scheduled and called meetings. 

We agree to abide by the Constitution and By-laws., and all 
decisions arrived at by the group, whether or not a member of the
 
family was in attendance at the meeting at which the decisinn was
made. 

We assume all liability for accident or injury to members oE 
the family sustained during the course of construction.
 

We agree to work for the group as requested by the technical
 
staff and/or appropriate elected member of the group, within the
 
terms of the Work Exchange Agreement.
 

IN WITNESS of this voluntary action for the development of
 
our family, and our nation- we do set our hands:
 

Signed: Husband 

Wife
 

Date:
 



CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS FOR CONSTRUCTION GROUPS
 

Chawama Self-Help Housing Project
 
Kafue, Zambia
 

HOUSING GROUP
 

NAME: The name of this group shall be: 

PURPOSE: This group is formed tr, further the development of Zambia, to 
put the Philosophy of Humanism into tangible practice by helping ourselves 
to build modern houses. 

MEMBERSHIP: Only those persons being granted a lease to a plot in the 
Chawama Self-Help Housing Project by the Kafue Township Council, and sign
ing the Work Exchange Agreement for said group are eligible for member
ship. The group shall be dissolved and memoership cease when the -erms 
of the Work Exchange Agreement are fulfilled-

OFFICERS & DUTIES: .The officers shall be Chairman, Vice Chairman, 
Secretary, Treasurer, Work Coordinator, and Timskeeper.
 

The duties of the first four named shall be those customarily per
formed by said officers. The duty of the Work Coordinator shall be to
 
provide liaison with the technical staff to see that work crews are 
formed and function for the mutual advantage of the group. 

It shall be the duty of the Timekeeper to keep written records of
 
the time each member family puts in on the project. A weekly report is 
to be made to the group. 

ELECTIONS: Officers shall be elected by secret ballot at the first
 
called meeting after action by the Project Management Team on applications 
for plots and loans.
 

Officers may-be recalled by action of 2/3 of the group membership 
present at any scheduled or called meeting.
 

MEETINGS: The group shall determine a regular time each month for sched
uled meetings. Called meetings shall be whenever the Chairman deems it 
essential and verbal notice has been givan to the membership. 

At the request of five members of the group the Chairman must call a 
meeting. 

BY-LAWS: By laws to this Constitution may be made by concensus of the
group and minuted by the Secretary. Where concensus cannot be reached and
 
time is of the essence, by-laws may be adopted by motion duly seconded and
 
carried by the majority of those present at any scheduled or called meet
ing.
 

AMENDMENTS: Amendments may be made in the same manner as By-laws. 

BY LAWS 

TIM OF SCHEDULED MEETINGS: 

QUORUM:
 



WORK EXCHANGE AGREEMENT FORM
 

Chawama Self-Help Housing Project
 
Kafue, Zambia
 

IN ORDER to fulfill the purposes stated in the Constitution of
 
Housing Group of the Chawama Self-Help Housing Project:
 

IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED THAT each family engaged in the Construc
tion of a house will contribute a total of 1000 man-hours to the group
 
for the construction of a house for each member family.
 

IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED THAT should unforeseen difficulties arise
 
my family will contribute such additional hours of labour as are re
quired to meet the average number of hours per family necessary to 
meet the purpose of this agreement. 

IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED THAT a man-hour is the work of one healthy

adult working for one hour. One hour of work by a mature woman shall 
be deemed one man-hour. The work done by children between the ages
 
of to shall be credited at the rate of
 
adults. The work of younget child'en, while encouraged, shall not
 
be counted in the fulfillment of this agreement. The work of the
 
handicapped and aged shall be credited at 
a rate mutually determined
 
by the group in each instance, and noted in the by-laws.
 

IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED THAT only "4ork done under the direction of
 
and supervised by the Technical Staff shall be counted toward the
 
fulfillment of the agreement.
 

IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED THAT hours worked will be reported to the
 
group Time-keeper at least once each calendar week (Sunday a.m. through
 
Saturday p.m.). Only those hours so reported shall be cou0nted toward
 
fulfillment of this agreement. It is understood to be the responsi
bility of each worker to report his time to the Time-keeper and that
 
the Time-keeper may ask for proof of work performed. 

IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED THAT each family will attempt to keep the 
hours worked each week in line with the average number of hours 
worked by other member families.
 

IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED THAT no family shall move into its new 
house until the conditions of this agreement are met to the satisfac
tion of the group and permission has been given by the group. 

IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED THAT only the voluntary labour by members 
of the family shall be counted in the fulfillment of this agreement
 
and that no hired labour, whether to work for the group or on one's
 
own house shall be counted toward the fulfillment of this agreement.
 

IT iS MUTUALLY AGREED THAT there shall be no premium placed on
 
any skill exercised in the fulfillment of this agreement, and that
 
one man-hour is one man-hour, regardless of the duties performed.
 

(over) 



IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED THAT any controversy between a worker and 
the Time-keeper or a worker and ,he technical staff or another 
worker shall be brought before a meeting of the group and that the 
decision of the group shall be final and binding. 

IT IS MUTUALLY AGREED THAT should the work pledged by this 
Agreement not be performed during the time and under the conditions 
agreed upon, that we the undersigned will pay to the group the sum 
of for each hour owed to the group. These funds may 
be used by the group for such purposes as benefit the 6roup as a 
whole. 

AS TESTAMENT to this Agreement, we the MEMBERS OF GROUP 
set our hands. 

HUSBAND WIFE PLOT.NO.
 

1. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 



REPUBLIC OF ZAMBIA 

LAND RECORD 

CARD 

................................. LOCAL AUTHORITY 


........................... RESETTLE NT AREA 


HOLDING No ................... 


AREA OF HOLDING................................. 

(SQ. rr.) 


1r-R75 2-I7 T 

CONDITIONS OF CWNERSHIP 

Memorandum of oral agreement entered into between the 

Local Authority of ........................................................
 

and ................................... .......
 

this ........................ day of .............................. 19......
 

1. 	 The owner paying the rent and observing the covenants 
hereinafter contained shall be entitled to occupy the within 
holding for a minimum period of TEN YEARS com

mencing (n ................................................... as 
monthly tenant pursuant to the said oral agreement. 

2.The rent; shall be the sum of ........................ payable
 
monthly in advance on the first day of every month and 
may be revised from time to time by the local authority 

upon giving notice to the owner. 
3. 	 All rent and other charges (including rates and loan 

charges) must be paid within ........................ days of 
becoming due whether demanded or not. 

4. 	 The owner must not permit the holding to be occupied by 
anyone except his own family and may not sell, transfer 
or sublet the holding without the consent of the local 
authority. 

5. 	 An owner wishing to sell or transfer the holding must 
have paid all outstanding rent and other charge, and must 
have repaid in full the loan from the local authority for 
roofing materials or the intending purchaser must agree 
to continue repayment of the loan. 

6. 	 The " new owner " shall be the person to whom the 
ownership has been transferred with the consent of the 
local authority. 

7. 	 No sale or transfer of 5wnership will take place until the 
name of the new owner has been endorsed on this card by 
the Registry Office f the local authority and the card 
stamped by such authority. 

8. 	 No building or building work may be erected or carried 
out without a written permit from the local authority. 

9. 	 When a building permit has been granted the building 
work permitted must be completed within six months 
from the date of the permit, or the permit renewed. 

10. 	 All buildings must be kept in repair to the satisfaction of 
the local authority, and, if necessary, any part that 
requires re.building must be re-built. 

11. If the owner or new owner fails to pay his rent or other 
charges within the time stated or fails to observe any of 
these conditions the local authority may re-possess the 

(continued on reverse side)
 



__________________________ 

OWNERSHIP 

Owner's Name .................................................... 


Owner's Signature Successor on death 


Relationship
 

Nat. Reg. No .............................................
 

Land Record entry 


Local Authority Stamp 

2 nderred to . 

New Owner's Signature Successor on death 

Nat. Reg. No ..................................
 

Land Record entry 


Local Authority Stamp 

i Transferred to ................................................. 


-4New Owner's Signature Successor on death 

Relationship ............. 

Nat. Reg. No ................... ........................................ 

Land Record entry 

Local Authority stamp 

No z: No entry on this card is valid unless made by the 

................................................... Local Authority Stamp 


LOANS 

Date .............................. Made to ....................................
 

By ..............................................................................
 

Amount£ ........................... Repayable ..........................
 

Entered......... I......... / .......... Recording Officer ..................
 

Discharged ......... / ......... / .........
 

Recording Officer ...........................................................
 

Date .............................. Made to....................................
 

By ..............................................................................
 

Amount £.............. ......... Repayable...........................
 

Entered ......... / ....... .. Recording Officer ...................
 

... I.Discharged ......... 

Recording Officer .............................................................
 

Date.............................. Made to...................................
 

By ...... ............
............................
 

Amount £ ........................... Repayable ...........................
 

Entered ......... I......... /............ Recording Officer ..................
 

Discharged-.........
 

Recording Officer .............................................................
 

By .............................................................
 

Amoun £.................... Repayable...................
 

Entered ......... /......... /...... Recording Officer ..................
 

Discharged ....... /.
 

Recording Officer .............................................................
 

NOTE: When a loan is made this card must be retained by the 
Lender until discharged. The card must be presented to the 
Local Authority when the loan is made and when discharged 
for noting in the Land Recnrd. 



TIME RECORD SHEET 

Showing hours worked each week and the cumulative total
 

Chawama Self-Help Housing Project
 
Kafue, Zambia
 

GROUP Week: Week: Week: Week:
 

Plot This Total This Total This Total ThiS Total
 
Family Name Number 'Week Week Week t Week
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ANALYSIS OF SOILS IN THE KAFUE AREA FOR USE
 

IN THE MANUFACTURE OF SOIL-CEMENT BLOCKS
 

Prepared by the National Council for Scientific Research
 
Lusaka, Zambia
 

7th January, 1970
 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper describes tests which were carried out to determine
 
the suitability of certain soils, chiefly in the Kafue area, for the 
manufacture of soil-cement blocks. The work was carried out as a 
part of a long-term investigation of soil-cement, in the Building 
Materials Research Programme of the NCSR. The work was conducted at 
the University of Zambia Civil Engineering-Laboratory.
 

The programme of tests described was also carried out to assist 
the American Friends Service Committee, who are currently planning 
a self-help housing scheme at Kafue. The object of the tests was
 
therefore to find the soil best suited to the purposes of that housing
 
scheme.
 

The site for the Kafue self-help scheme is a shallow valley, 
bounded on 3 sides by hills, and lying immediately to the east of the
 
Great North Road, about one mile south of the Kafue Township. Two
 
hundred houses are to be built under the supervision of the American
 
Friends Service Committee; plans for the scheme have been drawn up
 
by the Zambia Housing Board, who will also provide the roads and ser
vices for the site.
 

To make substantial savings in the cost of materials, it is pro
posed to use soil-cement blocks for walling. The blocks would be
 
made on site using a CINVA-ram machine. It was agreed that tests 
would be carried out at the University to find the suitability of 
the soil, and the proportions of soil, cement, and water for best 
results.
 

The results given in this paper are preliminary only, since lab.
 
tests are not yet complete, and further production tests will be
 
needed. Its purpose is to give preliminary conclusions, to enable
 
work to begin on site.
 

THE SOILS
 

The soil on the site is classified elsewhere as a silt, but is 
in fact a very well-graded soil containing sand, silt, and clay sizes. 
From samples taken in 3 locations it would be classified as a silty 
sand. Such a soil contains a little too much fine grained material 
to be ideal for soil-cement blocks, as it might be expected to re
quire a substantial amount of cement for stabilization. 

(over)
 



For this reason, and because the geographical restrictions of

the site limit the amount of soil available there, it was decided to
investigate the suitability of a soil obtainable from a borrow-pit
 
near the Kafue river, some 3 miles south of the site. The 2 soils
described above are referred to here as soils 1 and 2 respectively. 

A further soil, consisting of soil 1 mixed with a sand irom the
Kafue river in the proportions of one part san4 to 2 parts soil was
also tested. This soil is referred to as soil 3. 

Finally, for purposes of comparison, a soil which was being
used as a road base on the School of Engineering site was tested. 
This soil is referred to as soil 4. 

TESTS ON SOILS 

For each of the basic soils, a number of tests was performed -toobtain a first estimate of the likely cement and water contents re
quired for satisfactory stabilisation. 

:.In these tests the grading, the plasticity, and the compaction
properties of the material were determined. The results are givenin Table 1. The results were interpreted to choose a likely cement 
content and water content. Blocks were then manufactured using a
CINVA-ram, using one or more cement contents. Mixing was by hand,
and the blocks were moulded as near to the optimum water content as 
could be judged. 

TESTS ON BLOCKS 

The completed blocks were weighed on moulding, cured wet for 3
days, and then stored up to a total age of 28 days. They were then
immersed in water for 24 hrs, 
 after which some were immediately
tested for compressive strength, and others were subjected-to a dura
bility test. 

The compressive strength test was carried out on the laboratory's
.10 ton Amsler Universal testing machine, with the blocks standing onend. The results of this test are therefore lower than they would havbeen had the standard compressive strength test, between bedding faces,been carried out. The difference is probably a factor of 2 or J. The 
failure stress is recorded in pounds per square inch, (see Table 2.). 

The durability test involved a number of successive cycles of
wetting and then drying in an oven, the block being wire-brushed after
each cycle to remove any loose material. The total weight loss after
the test is recorded as a percentage of the initial dry weight,

is used as a measure of the durability of 

and
 
the block. If the block

has been properly stabilised the weight loss should be very'small,
about 5% or less. As these tests are not at present complete, thestability of the blocks is gauged from the compressive strength test;100 psi being regarded as the minimum strength for stability. These
results together with figures for water absorption are shown in Table 
2. 



CONCLUS ION
 

The soil on the site itself varies considerably. Soil from 
location 2 was stabilised in the laboratory with a soil-cement ratio 
of 14:1. But the ratio should certainly not exceed 12:1 in practice,
 
as blocks made on site with this ratio did not appear to be adequately
 
stabilised; though the major reason for this was that the cement used
 
was an old bag which had been exposed and could not properly be mixed.
 
The use of such cement must be carefully avoided in practice.
 

Soil from location 3 on the site had much more clay, and would 
have been uneconomic without the addition of sand. It is likely that 
the mixture of this soil with sand will stabilise with 16:1, though 
the blocks made up with this soil have not yet been tested. 

If soil from a wide range of different points on the site is to
 
be used, more comprehensive soil tests must be carried out. Without
 
such tests, the soil-cement ratio to be used should not exceed 10:1,
 
and soils with a similar appearance to those tested should only be
 
used.
 

The soil from the borrow-pit (soil 2) stabilised.well at 16:1, 
and its use would ensure greater uniformity of properties. If it 
could be obtained free, the cost of transport would probably be offset 
by savings in digging and cement. 

The major factor controlling the quality of the bricks produced 
is the mixing. Every attempt should be made to obtain a small pan
or paddle-type mixer. Drum mixers are not satisfactory. It is 
intended to build a prototype of such a mixer at the Engineering 
laboratory.
 

The water content is best judged by the feel of the soil,
 
rather than measured; the optimum is reached when the soil will just 
bind together when squeezed in the hand. The amount of water which 
should be added depends to a large extent on the water content of 
the soil at the start. 

Finally, it must again be emphasised that the tests so far 
carried out are not conclusive; they give an indication of likely 
results, but it is vital that they be supplemented by regular 
production tests. From each new area where soil is to be used, and 
at least weekly thereafter, blocks should be set aside for testing. 
Some samples should be sent to a laboratory for testing. Others may 
be tested on site, as described below. Inadequate control of the 
material has had disastrous results in the past, as a result of which 
some authorities will not provide loans for soil-cement houses. 
Only by demonstrating that proper control can produce good results 
will it be possible to make progress in the use of soil-cement in 
building.
 

(over) 



A Simple Site Durability Test for Soil-Cement Blocks 

Make and cure blocks in the normal way, i.e. 3 days wet curing,
 
then store dry.
 

At an age of 7 days, immerse in water for 48 hours, and then 
remove.
 

For blocks which are WELL STABILISED, the surface will remain
 
hard so that the finger-nail cannot penetrate.
 

For blocks that are POORLY STABILISED, the surface will soften
 
but the block will retain its shape and uot disintegrate.
 

For blocks which are UNSTABILISED, the block will show signs

of disintegration. 

If blocks are either poorly stabilised or unstabilised, they
should not be used externally. The fault may lie either with the 
mixing, the compaction, or the cement content. 

A quick indication of whether compaction is at fault may be 
got by finding the moulded density of well stabilised blocks, 
or their moulded weight. Any block whose weight falls more than 
about 5% below this is likely to be poorly compacted. Well 
compacted blocks should have a density of at least 120 lb/ft,
and may be as high as 130 lb/ft. 



Table 1 Results of tests on soils 

Soil 

1. 

Location of 

Sample 

Loc. 1 

Loc. 2 

Loc. 3 

Grading 

% Sand Silt 

50 25 

50 33 

27 44 

Clay 

25 

17 

28 

Plasticity 

P.L. L.L. P.I. 

16 29 13 

15 25 10 

15 24 10 

Compaction
Dry 

Opt moisture Density 

12.0 120 

11.5 121 

13.5 113 

Loose 

Density 

83 

85 

78 

Remarks 

Loc. 2 gives best soil 

Quality varies 

substantially. 

2. Borrow-
pit 

55 26 19 12 31 19 12.0 121 86 
Properties indicate 
good for bricks 

4. Lab. Site 53 24 23 15 33 18 14.0 114 74 Clay content too high 

for economy 

Similar to soil from 

3. Loc. 3 51 30 
+ 

19 
sandLoc. 2 



Table 2 Results of tests on bricks to 22/12/69 

Moulded Water Crushing 
Soil Sample Soil/Cement densitN abs.(%) strength Stabilised Remarks 

(lb/ft ) (psi) 

1. 13/10/1-5 12:1 220 YES 

Soil from Kafue 14/10/1-2 12:1 130 11.5 . 300 YES 

site (Location 2) 14/10/3-4 14:1 127 12.8 750 YES 

20/10/1 12:1 N.R. 17.5 40 NO Made on site: 
cement exposed 

2 7/11/1-2 12:1 130 7.4 I 270 YES 

Soil from borrow 14/11/2-4 16:1 123 8.8 220 YES 

pit near Kafue 

river 

3 

2/3 x soil I + NOT YET TESTED 

1/3 x river sand 

4 

Soil from 18/10/1-2 12:1 129 345 YES 

Lab. site 
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TEXT OF PAMPHLET USED TO RECRUIT PROJECT P.0,TICIPANTS
 

"DO YOU WANT A MODERN HOUSE?" 
Facts about the Chawama Self-Help Housing Project
 

of the Kafue Township Council 

Prepared by Robert Abner Manda,
 

Student, Department of Social Service, University of Zambia, 
who did field work with AFSC in Kafue, May 1970 

What Is A Modern House?
 

A modern house is constructed of durable materials so that it will not have 
to be repaired after every rainy season. A modern house is fireproof so that 
the owner is safe from the destructions of-f ir-e . A- modern house is dry and 
warm so that the owner is protected from the rain and cold. A modern house 
is well ventilated so that the occupants can be cool di, -g the hot weather 
and the risks of respiratory diseases are lessened. A .idern house is served
 
with water, sewerage, electricity, and other conveniences of contemporary
society.
 

What Type Of House Do You Have? 

Are the walls built of flattened tins, or cardboard, or pole and dagga? Is
 
the roof made of flattened tins or cardboard? Does your house keep you dry 
during the rainy season, warm in the cold season, and cool during the hot 
weather?
 

Do you have water at your house? Do you have a sanitary means of disposing 
of human waste? Is your rubbish removed from the vicinity of your house?
 
Is there a good road 
to your house? Are you proud of where you are living?
 

Your Council Will Help You
 

If you would like to have a modern house, the Kafue Township Council will help
 
you. With the assistance of the Government of the Republic of Zambia in pro
vidinp, che capital improvements such as roads, water and sewerage, and -he 
American Friends Service Committee providing social and technical assistance, 
the Council is making the Chawama Self-help Site and Service Project available
 
to 228 families who want a modern house. 

The Chawama Self-help Housing Project 

In the Chawama Self-help Project other families like yours are organized into 
groups of about twenty families to share the labour of buiidinE their own 
houses. Through this group action the families put into practice the nation's 
ideology: Humanism. 

Families share labour as they work in groups, making the construction work 



Group work makes it possible to share the provided equipment
run faster. 

if the families worked individually. What more -

more reasonably than 

brick making machines, picks, shovels, sieves, wheelbarrows and other tools
 

are used frealy by the groups.
 

Working Together
 

By working in groups the Leaching of building sklLs ana the mecnnicaL rupcL
efficiently. To

vision to prevent errors in construction can be done more 

the participant's advantage, the group is helped to beat the problem of high
 
These materials are 

costs in purchasing and transporting building materials. 
to tl'e participants at low cost

purchased by the Council in bulk and sold 

from the project store.
 

of meetings under
Before construction begins the family groups have a series 

per
guidance of the couinunity development staff. The various topics
the 

and building are discussed at these meetings. The

taining to home ownership 

groups decide how they will govern themselves and work out solutions to the
 

face during construction. It is through these meetings
problems they will 
It
 

that the family can make up its mind about participation in the 
project. 


is during the group meetings that member families get to know one another.
 

Choose Your Plot
 

be part of the Chawama Self-help Site
When the families are sure they want to 


and Service Project, they make application to the Kafue Township Council for
 

a plot. The plots are of t .o types.
 

tap with one to three other plots, and are pro-
The Basic Plots share a water 

latrine. No deposit is
vided with the concrete for making a sanitary pit 


The monthly service charge is K 0.82, which in
required for Basic Plots. 
cludes payment for 3,000 gallons of water.
 

the
 
The Standard Plot is provided with a street in front, water 

is piped to 


plot, there is a sewerage connection on the plot, the home builder will be 

toilet and shower. When applying
provided with the fixtures for an insid,. 

The monthly service
for a Standard Plot a deposit of K 20 must be made. 


charge for a Standard Plot is K 2.12, which pays for 4,000 
gallons of water.
 

What It Will Cost 

The renewable lease is for a 
The tenure on both types of plots is the same. 

the leaseholder maythe permission of the Councilperiod of ten years. With 
must also be secured from the

sublet his house. Permissionsell, transfer or 

are made to the house.
Council before alterations 

served by a -cad, dust bin collection, police and fire 
protec-


All plots are 
 and 90 feet 
tion, and usual care by the Council. All plots are 40 feet wide 


deep.
 

each participant familythe Council will grant toIn addition to the plots 
loan bears 57. interest per year,
a loan of K 144 worth of materials. This 


and is repayable in 48 monthly installments of K 3.38 
each. Therefore the
 

cost on the Basic Plots is K 6.20, and on the Standard Plots 
total monthly 
it is K 5.50, until the loans are repaid.
 



What Is More ---


Building a modem house in Chawama will give you certain additional services.
 
As you will be living in a legal settlement you will receive the advantages 
that the Council and Government provide. 

There are plans for a school, a clinic, bus stop, shops and markets at 
Chawama.
 

Act Now!
 

If you like the idea of building a modern house in Chawama you should contact 
the staff at the Chawama site office. The staff will invite you to a group 
meeting so that you will have an opportunity to learn more about the project 
and to meet other participants.
 

Act now. It is easy to participate. BUILD A MODERN HOME NOW AND HELP 
DEVELOP YOURSELF, YOUR COMMUNITY, AND YOUR NATION. 



Prepared with the Assistance of the
 

Foundation for Cooperative Housing
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I 

INTRODUCTION
 

A. DEFINITION AND PURPOSE OF A FINANCIAL PLAN
 

A financial plan for a housing development is an
 

organized collection of projections in the form of records
 

that provides a correlation of projected construction work,
 

costs, and cash flow with financing over time. The compo

sition and format of the various categoriep of construction
 

work, disbursements, receipts, and financing should parallel
 

the composition and format of the project monitoring and
 

tracking system.
 

The financial plan provides the benchmarks to which the
 

project monitoring and tracking reports can be compared-

i.e., budgeted vs. actual.
 

B. INFORMATION BASE REQUIREMENTS
 

Four distinct data bases are required to develop
 

project costs and cash flows cumulatively and at specific
 

intervals in time: construction schedule, cost element
 

estimates, sales plan, and financing schedule. Each data
 

base is described in this section. These four categories
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comprise the information base around which the financial
 

plan is organized. 

C. FORMAT AND ORGANIZATION
 

The financial plan presented in this report is a stan

dardized planning package that includes the key pieces of
 

information required by the developer not only to plan a
 

housing project but to manage its construction and opera

tion. The financial plan's composition consists of the
 

following:
 

1. Construction Work
 

2. Financial Management Organization Charts
 

3. Cost Incurrence
 

4. Housing Unit Sales
 

5. Project Cash Flow
 

6. Project Financial Statement
 

This report presents the general composition and format
 

of a housing development financial plan--i.e., the plan for
 

a one-sponsor, one-product housing unit development in which
 

all financing is between the developer and the investor.
 

This plan's composition and format would vary somewhat with 

different housing, construction, and financing schemes.
 

Given the variety of conditions, while the overall 

financial planning composition and format will apply to most
 



EXHIBIT I: COMPONENTS OF A HOUSING DEVELOPMENT FINANCIAL PLAN AND THEIR RELATIONSHIPS
 

CONSTRUCTION
 

WORKI 
COST 

INCURRENCE PJ
 

PROJECT FINANCIAL
 
CASH STATEMENT
 
FLOW (PROJECTED)
 

HOUSING
 
UNIT
 
SALES
 

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
 
ORGANIZATION CHARTS
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projects, the actual components and categories to be inte

grated into the overall framework will have to be developed
 

individually for each project to properly reflect its spe

cifics.
 

D. ORGANIZATION AND OBJECTIVES OF PRESENTATION
 

The core of this report, Section II, presents the
 

generic financial plan reports that should be assembled as
 

early as possible in the preparation of a housing develop

ment plan. Section III examines the steps required to
 

analyze the feasibility of partially assembling a housing
 

development financial plan on the computer.
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II
 

FINANCIAL PLAN FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY
 

This section presents and analyzes the pro forma ex

hibits that are the technical core of the housing financial
 

plan.
 

A. CONSTRUCTION WORK
 

The Construction Work Plan specifies the timing and
 

duration of each construction work task. It graphically
 

indicates the length of time required to complete each task
 

and the sequence of tasks (i.e., to obtain the correct
 

phasing of work).
 

This form is used to develop the proper timing of tasks
 

as well as to specify a reasonable time frame for each task.
 

Overlaying this construction plan is the financing informa

tion in order to assure that construction is not delayed by
 

cash flow problems, and if this type of delay does occur,
 

what financial institution should be consulted.
 



EXHIBIT II: PRO FORMA CONSTRUCTION WORK PLAN 
SCHEDULE 

AND FINANCING AVAILABILITY 

WORK Description of Land 
Development. House 
Construction or 
Public Facility JAN. FEB. 

Development Task 

e.g., 1. Land Develop. ,__
Clsring/Grubbing J[.''!.".... 

MAR. 

_ 

_ 

APRIL 

__ -
. 

MAY 

' 

JUNE 

. 

' 
" 

JULY AUG. 

' 

SEPT. OCT. 

I". 

NOV. DEC. JAN. 

' 

2 

4 

Design/Permits 

2. House Constr. 
- Concrete Footings 

- Frame Installation 

. . 

,M.A_ 

__,i. 

(2) 
IIi 

I" 

i:122 
5 

6 

- Dry Wall 

- Roofing 

I 
j I 
. 

II -. 

I; 

" ' 

, 

"-. 

I 

7 

8 

Etc. -

" 

, 

t 

101ii"' 

j . . . .. 

I I 

. . 

, 

.. 

! .I 

-
•tr 

. 

12 

_ _ _ _ 

IFinI' 

_ 

.. .T.F 
"-T-'11

itt 
n 
V 

I 

45i 

I 

-,i 
H 

I8) 

i -

Source 
2 -Financin

: 

Source _ i _ 

KEY: __ : General, Overall Tasks I-i 

..... j: Components of General, Overall 
Tasks 
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B. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION CHARTS
 

The Construction Work Plan should be supplemented by an
 

organization chart specifying the relationships of the
 

various interests (and groups within the participating organ

izations) involved.
 

Below each organization chart should be a detailed list

ing of the responsibilities of each interest. Supplementing
 

this listing should be a project procedures manual for each
 

organization, company, or government agency involved in the
 

housing development.
 

C. COST INCURRENCE
 

A detailed cost estimation exercise should be performed
 

for three levels of detail: 

0 Entire housing development 

* Per housing units
 

* Per square meter of house constructed
 

Exhibit 3 contains the composition and format of such a
 

cost estimation effort. A cost line item should be devel

oped for each specific component of the housing development
 

project work. A partial listing of such components is pre

sented below as an attempt to better define housing project
 

costs:
 



EXHIBIT III: COST INCE PLAN-PRO FOWIA SChID4ATIC
 

SIZE OR UNIT PARAETERS ESTIMATED STIHATI:D 
 CONTRACroI 
OST AOUNT UNITS PER-O-&"ii UNITS PER PR( ASE DATE COST INANCING CINSTALLED)M .ESLOIB ITOTAL 

CATEGORY RK( IRED UNIT HOUSE OR APT. SQUARE METER LABOR MATERIALS LABOR MATERIALS AJ)OUNT COST COST MATERIALS LABOR (INST.) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (10) (11) (13) (14)(12) 


TA 

TOTAL: 

______________________________________________________________ 
! 

m 
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Land and Site Preparation On/Off Site Infrastructure
 

-Clearing and grubbing -Sewer (underground facili
-Rough grading ities
 
-Soil compaction and field -Water
 

supervision -Storm drain
 
-Backfilling -Underdrain
 
-Landscaping -Roads, walks, paving
 
-Sod and hydroseed -Area connection charges:
 

sewer
 
-Area connection charges:
 

water
 
-Gas and electric under
ground service
 

-Right-of-way acquisition
 

On-plot Housing and Community Development Costo
 

-Architecture -Engineering
 
-Prints -Building permits
 
-Soil poisoning -Concrete footings
 
-Concrete slab -Concrete stoops and front 
-Concrete patios porches 
-Concrete areaways -Drain tile, sump pump, pit
 
-Masonry: labor, materials -Stucco 
-Waterproofing -Metals 
-Wrought iron rails -Wrought iron porches 
-Rough lumber (standard only) 
-Lumber: exterior trim -Lumber: interior trim 
-Weatherstripping -Stairs 
-Carpentry -Labor 
-Roofing -Insulation
 
-Doors and shutters: exterior -Doors: interior
 
-Windows -Trusses
 
-Screens -Nails
 
-Basement windows -Basement vents
 
-Drywall -Kitchen floors
 
-Carpet -Resilient tile (other
 
-Parquet flooring than kitchen)
 
-Ceramic tile -Paint
 
-Toilet accessories -Vanities
 

(medicine cabinet, etc.) -Hardware
 
-Shades -Kitchen cabinets
 
-Disposals -Refrigerators 
-Stoves -Washers and dryers 
-Dishwashers -Plumbing 
-Heating and air -Electrical (including 

conditioning fixtures)
 
-Labor -Cleaning
 
-Equipment rental -Small tools
 
-Maintenance -Miscellaneous materials
 
-Discounts earned
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Sales and Promotion Costs Mortgage Processing and
 
Closing Costs (Paid by
 

-Advertising (Developer)
 
-Advertising refunds
 
-Furniture Land Purchase and Finance
 
-Sales sundries Costs
 
-Cleaning sample houses
 
-Sales salaries Housing/Community Facility
 
-Sales commissions Construction Finance Costs
 
-Insurance for models 
-Interest on construction
 

of models
 

Developer's/Project Monitor's
 
General and Administrative Costs
 

-Rent
 
-Fee
 
-Management insurance 
-Office salaries
 

Developer's Direct Project and Overhead Costs
 

-Auto expense -Gas, electricity, heat
 
-Insurance: builder's risk -Insurance: liability
 
-Insurance: workman's com- -Insurance: performance
 

pensation bonds 
-Insurance: fire and theft on -Insurance: position bond 
office -Miscellaneous expense 

-Office expense -Postage expense 
-Telephone and telegraph -Water
 
-Temporary gas and -General conditions
 

electricity -Legal and accounting
 
-Superintendent -Depreciation
 
-Job Trailers -Taxes and licenses
 
-Credits to overhead -Travel expenses
 

Each of the major cost categories should be documented
 

in the composition and format outlined in Exhibit 3. For
 

each cost category should be an estimate of the size and
 

amount required so that the planner can be sure that various
 

items are being consumed in the right proportion for the
 

size of the housing development. Another check for this
 

concern is columns 4 and 5, where the labor and material 
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units consumed per house or apartment and per square meter
 

would be determined.
 

Column 3 is intended to enable the planner to be sure
 

that the developer is getting economical prices for the work
 

being performed given the local economy. This price is
 

partially dependent on columns 6 and 7: estimated purchase
 

date for labor and materials. With prices for labor and
 

building materials increasing at a fast pace, the estimated
 

date of purchase is significant in terms of estimated unit
 

costs.
 

Columns 10 and 11 provide financing information for
 

each cost category. If a particular cost is being financed,
 

the planner can make sure that the interest rate (financing
 

costs) on the loan is not excessive.
 

The sum of columns 8 through 11 provides the total cost
 

for each cost item. All items related to cost incurrence
 

(i.e., columns 8 through 12) should be totaled (see foot of
 

Exhibit 3), thereby providing the planner with total project
 

cost data.
 

Columns 13 and 14 indicate the contractor responsible
 

for each cost category (labor as well as materials). The
 

planner then will know whom to consult with for explanation
 

in the case of actual cost variances. Each contractor
 

listed should essentially sign off on all of the data on the
 

cost category line in which his name appears.
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The cost incurrence form developed in Exhibit 3 not
 

only provides the financial plan with a plethora of cross

tabulated cost data from which total costs for the project
 

can be derived but provides the foundation for tight cost
 

control monitoring throughout the development of the housing
 

project.
 

D. HOUSING UNIT SALES
 

The anticipated housing unit sales component of the
 

financial plan (Exhibit 4) is designed to give on one page
 

an anticipated schedule of sales by model and 
a calculation
 

of the estimated profits accruing to the developer by a
 

particular date from total housing sales as well 
as sales by
 

housing unit type. Totals are tabulated at the foot of this
 

exhibit.
 

From this exhibit, the planner is not only able to
 

project the progress of sales but is able to 
see how sales
 

prices are expected to be affected by the passage of time.
 

He is also able to control the prices of the various models
 

so that demand does not significantly change the relation

ship of the different model unit prices to one another.
 

Based on what the developer reports, housing models that
 

might be difficult to sell can be identified. In addition,
 

this exhibit permits comparison of profitability between
 

different housing models over time.
 



F I
 
EXHIBIT IV: PROJECTED HOUSING UNIT SALESi GAIN OR LOSS fl) DEVELOPER -

PRO FURIA SCHEMATIC
 

HOUSING UNIT SALES 
 IM PACT UN DEVELO E 

ESTIHATED 9 OF UNITS SOLD UNIT SALES P CE061/ (ESTImATD) TOTAL EXPENDED SALES REVENUE MET CAIN0l LOSSSAI.S DATE MODELS MODELS AVERAI SALES MODELS ___ TOTAAL MODELS TOTALA B C D TUTAL A I C 0 PRICE (BY DATE1 A a C _ B _TOTAL A -a .S n TOTAL 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (a) (9) (10) (ii) (12) (13) (14) (IS) (16) (17) (181 (19 (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26 (21)
 

variation colts 

TOTAL: TOTAL: 

LA 
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Columns 1 through 6 would indicate the number and types
 

of housing units expected to be sold during a particular
 

week in the future. Columns 7 through 11 would provide the
 

projected unit sales price for these houses by week sold.
 

With prices fluctuating, the projected unit sales prices
 

posted on each line should vary. For each week, the total
 

sales anticipated would be computed in column 12. Total
 

housing units sold and sales generated during the entire
 

period that sales are expected to be occurring (partially
 

based on the construction schedule and partially based on
 

market demand) would be tabulated at the end of the
 

appropriate columns. 
 The total house unit figures should
 

clearly approximate or 
be equal to the total number of
 

housing units to be constructed.
 

The "Impact on Developer" component of this exhibit
 

compares total expenditures for housing units sold 
on a
 

particular date with sales revenue generated by the houses
 

sold. The comparison would be made on 
a total basis as well
 

as on a housing model basis. Total expenditures on total
 

revenue generated by the houses sold throughout the
 

projected sales period would be computed at the foot of
 

columns 13-27. 
 This schematic indicates the developer's
 

projected profit from this housing project. 
 The impact of
 

time on his profit picture can also be seen in this same
 

exhibit. Excess or insufficient profit points of the
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project can therefore be identified and the appropriate
 

corrections made.
 

E. PROJECT CASH FLOW
 

The key document of the financial plan is the projected
 

cash flow statement--Exhibit 5. It provides an overview of
 

the developer's project-related financial condition during
 

the project's development and construction, including any
 

anticipated cash flow problems. If negative cash flows are
 

anticipated in the projected cash flow schematic, plans
 

should be made to avoid such an incurrence--i.e., either
 

plan to accelerate the cash coming in or postpone some
 

expenditures. This report includes all the costs in the
 

cost incurrence plan but not on such a detailed basis.
 

The projections for each category of this cash flow
 

plan should be made on at least a quarterly basis for the
 

first year of the project. However, since these projections
 

cannot be made with any accuracy after the first year, the
 

projections during the rest of the project should be made on
 

an annual basis. To date,.tabulations are also computed so
 

that work completed and cost incurred/receipts are kept on
 

line with one another. It should be reemphasized here that
 

the developer and financial institution involved in the
 

project should play an especially significant role in gener

ating these cash flow projections.
 



A. 	CASH DISBURSEMENTS 


Landlord and Interest 

Land Improvements 

Construction 

Option & Other Coats 

Overhead 

Financing 

Marketing 


Total 


B. 	CASH RECEIPTS 

Equity 


Landlord Proceeds 

Construction Loan Proceeds 

Other Loan Proceeds 

base Sales 

Options & Other Sales 


Total Cash Receipts
 

Landlord Payments 


Conatruction Loan Payments 


Other Loan Payments 

Net Cash Receipts 


C. 	 CASH FLOW 

Equity Return 

Profit 


Total Capital 

Transactions
 

UNIT DATA
 
Starts
 

Sales
 
Settlements
 

EXHIBIT V: PRO FOR4A PROJECT CASH FLOW
 

let 	Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year
 

let Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter To Date To Date To Date
 

A
 

B
 
C
 
D
 
E
 
F
 
G
 

A..... . 

H
 
I 
j 
K 
L 
K 
ZtI..... H=Y
 

N
 
0
 

?
 
Y-(N4*OP)-Z
 

z -	X 

11 
Z-(X H)-Q 
z - X 
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This is the tyoe of planning that the developer and the
 

housing development manager need. It provides information
 

as to where a housing project will stand financially in its
 

various stages of development and facilitates a comparison
 

of expenditures incurred with construction work completed.
 

It also provides the base for a cost control system once the
 

project is underway.
 

F. PROJECT FINANCIAL STATEMENT
 

Exhibit 6 is an extension of the preceding cash flow
 

exhibit. I.ts format is easier to follow than the cash flow
 

statement when the planner or developer is interested in
 

focusing on a specified period of time (e.g., one year) as
 

far as the housing project's projected financial performance
 

is concerned. In addition, financial projections are
 

integrated with work-completed estimates so that the twc
 

categories of data are kept in line with one another.
 

A financial statement projection should be prepared for
 

every six-month period during the housing development
 

period. It provides a series of six-month snapshots regard

ing the expected financial condition of the developer as far
 

as this particular housing project is concerned.
 

The data for this statement are worked up directly from
 

the preceding components of the financial plan. If the
 

"bottom line" numbers displayed in this exhibit are not
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acceptable, the numbers in the preceding components of the
 

financial plan from which the financial statement is derived
 

should be modified.
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III
 

CONCLUSION: MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM
 

APPLICATIONS FOR THE FINANCIAL PLAN
 

This section presents the procedures required to deter

mine the feasibility of mechanizing the financial plan
 

system for housing projects. The computerization considera

tion is key to the above material because of the direct bene

fits that can accrue to large housing developments:
 

1. 	The ability to generate information previously
 

unavailable.
 

2. 	The generation of information on a more timely,
 

cost-effective basis.
 

3. 	 The ability to perform large volumes of cal

culations not possible before (due to staff and 

time limitations). 

4. 	 Reduction of clerical activity and overhead costs. 

5. 	Improvements in decision making.
 

6. 	Improvements in image, client relations, and
 

service.
 

This analysis's bottom line for each financial plan
 

computer system alternative (i.e, the evaluation criteria)
 

being evaluated would be the following:
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1. 	Time to implement the system--what is the estimated
 

time required to implement this alternative?
 

2. 	Savings--what are the tangible and intangible
 

savings?
 

3. Percentage of user needs met--what proportion of
 

the 	needs expressed by the users for a system does
 

this alternative meet?
 

4. 	Total and incremental costs.
 

5. 	Impact on existing operations--what effect will
 

this system have on existing operations?
 

6. 	Operating and maintenance costs.
 

7. 	Risk level--what is the chance of failure in
 

developing this system?
 

From the answers to these questions, one of the
 

alternative systems is selected. 
 The 	design specifications
 

for 	the software and hardware systems would then be per

formed.
 

The information systems aspects of a financial plan is
 

considered a central element in future financial plan prepar

ation. This subject is therefore the focus of this conclu

sion, which is intended to introduce housing development
 

financial planners to a faster, more automated system of
 

assembling and managing the barrage of data required by the
 

financial plan components outlined in this report.
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EXThIT VI: PRO FORMA FINANCIAL STATEMENT 

6 Month Period Covered: 

of of 

Per Total Per Units Total 

T Unit Total Income Unit Total Income 

A A.I Gross, Income 


2 Land Cost & Attendant Costs
 

3 Land Purchase Financing Cost
 

4 Land Development Cost 

Land Development Cost 
5 Finnneing Cost 

6 Total Land and Development Cost 

*7 House Construction Cost 

8 House Construction Financing Cost 

9 Total House Construction Cost 

10 Recreation & Other Building Cost 

11 Rec. & Other Bldg. Finan:ing Cost
 

12 Total Rec. & Other Bldg. Cost
 

13 Sales and Promotion Cost
 

Mortgate Processing & Closing Cost
 
14 Paid by Builder
 

15 Bdrs. Direct Project & Overhead Cost
 

16 Total Sales & Direct Overhead Costs 

Elines B. B. 

17 Total Operating Cost B. 2 6 _ A. 

A. - B. 
A - B A. - B.


18 Gross Profit 


C.
C C. A.
 
_ C. A. 

19 Builders Gen. & Adm. Cost 

(A-B)- (A.=B.)- A. = B.== 
Z A.20 Total Profit 
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Agency for International Development
 
Shelter Training Workshop
 

Session on Squatter or "Informal" Settlement Upgrading
 
9:00 a.m. - noon, Wednesday, November 21, 1979
 

Presentation by David Leibson, AID Office of Housing; and
 
members of the World Bank, Urban Projects Department:
 
Anthony Pellegrini, Deputy Chief for Region 2;
 
Braz Menezies, Project Officer for Calcutta and Cairo;
 

Donna Haldane, Project Leader (financial planning specialist)
 
for projects in a number of African countries;
 

Adrian Nassau, Project Officer for a proposed project in
 
Bahamas.
 

Objectives of the Session
 
To introduce workshop participants to a variety of shelter upgrading
 
project experiences in different regions of the developing world;
 

To enable participants to relate the lessons learned through this
 

experience to squatter area conditions in their own countries;
 

To distinguish special issues of upgrading from those of sites and
 
services projects.
 

Description of the Session
 

Overview of the Subject - David Leibson, AID Office of Housing.
 

Where does upgrading as a class of urban projects fit
 
into the overall shelter policy picture? What are the
 
components of an upgrading program? What types of approaches
 
and technical tools have been developed through experience
 
to date? What are some of the emerging issues he sees
 
as important?
 

Lessons from the experience of the panelists in different regions of
 

the world.
 

Panelists will discuss important lessons, issues, or features
 
of the projects they know best. The following subject areas
 
will be addressed, each in turn: Community participation,
 
tenure, institutional and management arrangements and cosn
 
recovery.
 

Participants will be asked to contribute their own cbservations
 
from experience and to raise questions related to their respec
tive country situations.
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Outline for Profile of
 

Existing Informal (or Squatter) Settlements
 

for Workshop Session on Upgrading
 

I. 	Densities
 

A. 	Typical density of the informal settlements, families or house

holds per hectare.
 

B. 	Land area or "plot" occupied by a typical household.
 

C. 	Number of people in household (and profile of household monthly
 
income and sources).
 

D. 	Description of the typical dwelling (dimensions, space enclosed,
 
materials, design, amount of land, number and function of rooms).
 

E. 	If typical household unit (e.g. for an extended family) includes
 
multiple structures, number of structures in the grouping.
 

F. 	Number of hectares covered by the settlement and estimated total
 
population.
 

G. 	How long the settlement has been in existence. Estimated rate 
oZ growth. 

H. 	Are there distinct neighborhoods or social groupings within the
 
settlement?
 

I. 	 Status of Tenure and Structure 

A. 	Is land occupied by the household-

1. 	owned (freehold) by the family
 

2. 	owned by government or freeholder and under a long term
 
leasehold to the household
 

3. 	traditional community-held land subject to some other form
 
of tenure (describe)
 

4. 	under a temporary occupancy permit from government
 

5. 	unlawfully squatted.
 

B. What percentage of the households rent out rooms to non-family
 
members? What proportion of the area residents do such rental
 
tenants comprise?
 

C. 	Are the typical dwelling units classified substandard under
 
existing building and housing codes? (Inwhat respects?)
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III. Shelter Production
 

A. 	Who decides when and where the shelter unit will be established?
 

B. 	Does the design follow some standard prototype? Does it
 
evolve over time?
 

C. 	What site preparation is done and by whom (e.g. clearing of
 
trees, grading, footpath or latrine provision)?
 

D. 	Who builds the dwelling (family members, informal sector con-

tractorE;--from within the settlement or from outside--some
 
combination of these)?
 

E. 	What are the costs per unit?
 

1. 	total initial cost and estimated over time
 

2. 	land
 

3. 	materials component
 

4. 	labor component
 

5. 	monthly cost over time.
 

F. 	Whzut maintenance and/or replacement is required? How is it
 
dote? How frequently? At what cost?
 

G. 	Source of the building matevials--local on-site (e.g. wood,
 
mud), comercial supplier -- new materials, salvage, uzed materials.
 

IV. Infrastructure
 

A. 	Water supply: source and quality, how obtained--e.g. truck
 
delivery to cistern, carried from river or other natural
 
source by family (how far), local standpipe or well (how
 
far from dwelling, how many dwellings served), tap in indi
vidual dwelling, monthly cost to the household.
 

B. 	Household waste disposal:
 

1. 	domestic water (how disposed of)
 

2. 	human wastes (water closet, sanitary latrine, other)
 

3. 	garbage and trash
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C. 	Fuel (what is used, source, monthly cost?)
 

1. 	for cooking
 

2. 	for lighting
 

3. 	for heating
 

D. 	Roads within settlement: 
is there vehicular access, dimensions,

type of surface; are there footpaths; what access to public
 
transportation?
 

V. 	Community Facilities
 

A. 	Distance (in km) from settlement to major centers of employment
 
opportunity.
 

B. 	Estimated percentage of households earning some income from
 
activity conducted within the settlement and nature of the
 
activity (e.g. services, sales of produce or meat grown on
 
dwelling lot, crafts, etc.).
 

C. 	Markets and shops: 
 within the settlement or if outside, distance
 
from settlement in km.
 

D. 	Health facilities: within the settlement or if outside, distance
 
from settlement in km? What type?
 

E. 	Recreation facilities: 
 what is there within the settlement?
 

If none, how far in km to 
some facilities.
 

F. 	Religious facilities: in settlement? 
 If not, how far?
 



AID Shelter Training Workshop
 

Readings for the Session on Squatter Settlement Upgrading
 

These supplementary readings have been selected to reflect a variety of 

perspectives on the subject of squatter settlements.
 

John Turner's paper raised issues twelve years ago about the paradoxical
 

role of high standards for urban development and housing in the formation 

of informal or squatter shelter areas. He argues for incremental
 

improvements in shelter and infrastructure conditions and he stresses
 

the importance of secure tenure (i.e. plot ownership) for the urban poor. 

Lawrence Salmen's paper for the United Nations Center for Housing, 

Building and Planning distinguishes two types of urban upgrading 

approaches--tenement rehabilitation and squatter area amelioration.
 

Upgrading of Slums is an outline prepared for discussion of upgrading 

project issues by L. Menezes and K.C. Sivaramakrishnan of the World
 

Bank. Arguments pro and con the upgrading approach are presented along
 

with bri&f notes on a range of concerns important in project planning,
 

and some statistics on squatter conditions worldwide.
 

Project notes highlight slum upgrading experience in Jakarta (Leonie
 

Menezes), Lima and Lusaka (Margaret Myers).
 

Tanzania's experience in squatter upgrading is described in the paper
 

by Joram M.L. Mghweno. The concluding section points up some significant
 

problems to be addressed in subsequent planning of upgrading projects.
 

K.C. Sivaramakrishnan's account of Indian efforts toward urban improve

ment underscore, among other matters, the importance of techniques that 

address the problem of slums at the appropriate scale. 
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The World Bank's report on status of the Tondo Foreshore Project in
 

Manila illustrates the need for working--from early stages of planning-

with the residents already established in the project area and their
 

crucial role in the success of a project.
 

Naledi upgrading has been a project of the Botswana Government assisted 

by the Canadian CIDA group. The relationship of the project design
 

to its social-cultural context is a particularly interesting aspect
 

brought out in the outline of this project.
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John C. Turner 

Many of the squatter communities of Latin America oder uniquely satisfactory oppor
tunities for low income settlers. They are characterized by "prog-esiive development." 
by which families build their housing and their community in stages as their resources 
permit, the more important elements first. The procedures followed by these self
selecting occupant.budder communities, free to act in accordance with their own needs, 
enable them to synchronize investment in buildings and community facilities with the 
rhythm of social and economic change. Official housing policies and -ro/ects, on the 

other hand, attempt to telescope the development process by requiring mitnimum modern 
standard structures and installations prior to settlement. Such "instant development" 
procedures aggravate the housing problem by disregarding the economic and social 
needs of the mass of urban settlers in modernizing countries. 

To suggest that planning and building codes designed to improve and maintain 
modern housing standards have the opposite effect in many parts of the world 
may seem heretical. While preparing a paper for the United Nations on the sub
ject, however, I found that experience in many developing countries indicates that 
they do. The planning concepts derived from the experience of modernized 
countries are frequently inapplicable under circumstances typical in the modern
izing countries. It thus is clear that the question should be discussed widely and 
openly. 

The argument, briefly, is that the principle of "minimum modern standards" is 
based on three assumptions: that high structural and equipment standards take 
precedence over high space standards; that households can and should move when 
their socioeconomic status has changed so that they can afford to have a larger 
(above minimum) standard dwelling; and that the function of the house is, above 
all, to provide a hygienic and comfortable shelter. While these assumptions are 
valid in the United States, Europe, and the USSR, they do not hold true for such 
countries as Peru, Turkey, and the Philippines. 

Observations of what ordinary families in urbanizing couatries do. when they 
are free to act as they will, show that they prefer to live in large unfinished houses
or even large shacks-rather than in small finished ones. As Patrick Geddes wrote 
half a century ago in India: "I have to remind all concerned 1) that the essential 
need of a house and family is room and 2) that the essential improvement of a 
house and family is more room."' The typical family, earning an uncertain wage 
in an unstable economy which provides little or no social security, depends heavily 
on property for security---especially while undergoing transition from the status 
of recently to fully urhniiied.' For such families, the vast majority in the cities of 
urbanizing countries, housing is a "vehicle of social change."' Geographic stabil
ity is thus often the agent of social mobility than the reverse, which is more 
generll true in he fully ,rticipatlg sectors of modern societ. I have never
 

t... 
come across a horme-building family in barriadas of the kind described in this 
article that was not building for their children and that did not also hope and 
expect their hdren in chive a higher soial status. Charles Abrams, who has 

observed squatters in ccrv co|ntinenr, nrore, that "when tentire seems secure the 
foundations ire ni.c firrner." Thus slUat.crs are "lcvs worricd .Alut what they 

I'q
 



will build than where they will build it and less concerned about initial standards 
than about initial layout. Rancho houses (squatter houses) will improve with 
time and with better economic conditions if the rancheros are given a stakc."'' 

Few planners and administrators agree with Abrams yet, but even fewer of the 
ordinary people would disagree. Secure possession of land where they can live 
now is far more important to them than the promise of a modern house that may 
never materialize. But given the ind and the right circumstances--th2t is, ade
quately located, properly planned, and with secure title-.experience has shown 
that development to contemporary standards will surely take place, even if slowly. 

The imposition of modern minimum standards on popular urban housing in a 
transitional economy is an assault on the traditional function of housing as a 
source of social and economic security and mobility. By requiring a heavy financial 
outlay initially and by leaving little room for the investment of nonmonetary 
resources, modern standards delay the processes of urban settlement and resettle
ment and aid slumlords and land speculators. Unattainable standards increase 
the demand for and the cost of slum housing and worsen slum conditions. By 
eliminating all low income and many middle income groups from the market, 
such standards encourage the tendency to invest in unused building land rather 
than in housing construction. 

In cities where the majority of the population live in slums and cannot build 
needed houses because they cannot afford the costs of land and construction, it is 
hardly surprising to find that a great deal of urban setdement and resettlement 
takes place independently of the legislative and commercial systems. The experi
ences of certain Peruvian cities are typical of urbanizing countries. During the 
past 25 years the population of Lima has trebled from less than 700,000 in 1940 
to an estimated 2,100,000 today. In the same period, the squatter population has 
grown from an unrecorded and relatively insignificant number in 1940 to a con
servative current estimate of 25 percent. As in other urbanizing countries, the situa
tion in provincial cities is even more alarming. In Arequipa, the second largest 
city of Peru with a population of approximately 200,000, 50 percent are reported 
to be living in the urbanizaciones populares, clandestine lower-middle and work
ing-class subdivisions, almost entirely on marginal desert land belonging to the 
State. In 1960, on the basis of a fairly thorough analysis of a previous census 
and a sample survey, I estimated that only 22 to 23 percent of the urban population 
at that time was then resident in this kind of settlement. 

With squatter settlement growth rates of 12 percent or more per annum in 
Mexico, Turkey, and the Philippines as well as in Peru and many other countries
double that of city growth as a whole-it is hardly exaggerating to say that city 
development is out of control. During the past two decades the major towns and 
cities of Peru have trebled in area and population; they now represent approxi
mately 30 percent c;. the country's total population. Two-thirds of r~nis recent 
growth, (about 10 percent of the population or 1,000,000 people) is composed of 
squatters who have done more city building in terms of settlement than has been 
achieved during the previous 400 years." So, in spite of the increasing realization 
of the necessity for urban planning, and the great need for an orderly infrastructure 
for economic development, city growth in the urbanizing two-thirds of &c world 
isbecoming increasingly chaotic. 
This absence of a central concern for the city's role is related to the deepening crisis 
that cities in all parts of the world are facing: massive unemployment, squatting and 
squalor in the developing preindustrial countries . Consequently, the city is a 
poor habitat, not only for man but for industry ind trade. Chaotic in form and 
destructive socially, the mushrooming tirban disarray creates a new impediment to 
economic growth. 

The hypothesis on which the arguments in this artile are based is implicit in 
the claim that the standards required by the authorities (and practiced by institu
tional and capitalist enterprise) conflict with the demands of the mass of urba2 
settlers. The loss of administrative control over urban settlement and the fre
quently chaotic conglomerations of inadequate structures which make up the 
greater part of contemporary city growth in the modernizing countries are a 
product of the gap between the values and norms required by the governing 
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CASE STUDY OF A BARRIADA 
TIMl. INVAsiON 
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IIv . I*he grcair tlil , . l I,.wt II th itiure I tl I Iici.ilIl rcciignlzcd suipl 
(if housing and the nature of the populir demand, il the greater ihc dt'm:ind 
in relation to the police luw'r exercised by the authoritics, the greater is the pro

' portion of uncontrolled scttlement. 

The best and perhaps the only way to illustrate thcsc principles is to dcscribc the 
situations which have lead to their formulation. The following description is a 
compolite case study very largely based on one particular squatter scttlemcnt on 
the otskirts of Lima. Pampa dc Cucvas is perhaps the nearest thing to a model 
barrialaof its type. Established fairly rccently (in 1960), in a more than usually 
favorable, but otherwise typical location, the settlement his a population of 
approximately 12,000. Cuevas is one of the type of barriadas populated by families 
moving out of the city slums, where the adults have lived about ten years before 
moving. Many of them are of recent previous provincial origin, but are not in 
the lowest income groups and are not without some urban experience."0 This 
contrasts with another basic barriada type, formed by people with very low incomes 
and living standards, whether the urban-born pI-ar or rural immigrants, and the 
commercially established tenement slums which have much higher densities and 
are almost always located near employment centers. Settlements of these latter 
types serve as "bridgeheads" or urban toe-holds, enabling the very poor to live 
cheaply and to obtain work more easily by living within walking distance of 
principal markets and employment areas. Cuevas, which is not within walking 
distance of either, is an unsatisfactory location for down-and-outs or for ambitious 
but still very poor migrants. The great majority of its inhabitants are young
families with more or less steady incomes. They are poor but represent the average 
rather than the below average wage-earning sectors and, as the rate of physical 
improvement of the average dwelling indicates, they have maintained an appreci
able rate of upward mobility." I am not, therefore, about to describe a version 
of the classic shantytown: ". . . the rudest kind of slum, clustering like a dirty 
beehive around the edges of any principal city in Latin America" where "living 
almost like animals, the tugurio's residents are overwhelmed by animality. Re
ligion, social control, education, domestic life are warped and disfigured."'" 
Cuevas, along with at least two thirds of the barriadas of Peru, the majority of the 
coloniasprolciariasof Mexico City, or of the Gecekondu of Ankara, can be more 
appropriately described as self-improving suburbs than as "slums.'' 

The history of a settlement must begin with a description of the original settlers 
and their motives for settlement. As is now clear, the necessity of squatting may 
occur in quite different circumstances in the same city or at diferent stages in the 
life of the same family: The recently arrived migraut may be forced to squat if 
unable to find or afford other accommod1ation or, on the other hand, the wage
earning family that cannot afford tolerable accommodation or that desperately 
needs the security of home-ownership r' ay also be forced to squat if there is no 
alternative." The great majority of Cuevas settlers were motivated by the desire 
to escape the tyranny and insecurity of paying high rents for miserably poor con
ditions. For the average family of five or six with an average rrnthly income of 
about $90 (United States dollars) there are only two legal alternatives: to wait 
until the family's income has risen sufficiently (or until it has accumulated sufi
cient savings) to buy and build in the lowest-priced subdivisions, or to wait for 
th, chance to get a subsidized government project house. Many families, for 
reasons explained beiow, reject the latter alternative, even when they are among 
the small minority to whom the opportunity is presented. The great majority 
prefer the illegal alternative of squatting if the prospects of obtaining de facto 
possession are good, even if very considerable sacrifi:es must be made to get a plot 
and to build. 

The original Cuevas settlers, about 500 adults from different parts of Lima, 
formed the "Asociaci6n de Padres de Familia Pro-Vivienda," a community asso
ciation for housing. in December, 1959. Just how this particular group was formed 
I do not yet know."5 but the case of El Ermitafio, adjacent to Cuevas, is typical. 
The Ermitafio association was organized by a self-appointed committee in 1962 
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Pa'1
Squattcr inuadcrs waiting to enter Pampa 

de Cuitas during negotiationsr between 
their hladcr; and the police. The banner 

reads "Union dc Madrcs Neci'itadar." 
Credit: Carctas Magazine, Lima. 

which claimed to be the successors of an earlier association that in 1945 had applied 

to the ministry of Public Works for permission to develop the land the new 

Having received no answer, the organizing comassociation intended to invade. 
the land, though it was somewhatmittee maintained a certain claim to even 

rather than legal character. It was enough, however, to 
tenuous and of a moral 

Unico de las Barriadas del Peru,"-a conguarantee the support of the "Frente 
federation of barriadaassociations which commanded political support andsome 

lobbying influence. With moral reinforcement and Me probability of some political 

support, a group with access to a good site and with enough members to provide 

sufficient funds (to defray expenses and to compensate the organizers for their 

to invade if no other course is open to them.efforts) will be ready and prepared 
The Cuevas invasion took place the night of November 17, 1960. The police 

forced them off the land and the invaders, several hundred men, women, and 

children, camped along a nearby railway embankment while their leaders nego
to avoidtiated with the authorities. The government was particularly anxious 

further invasion at that time because it was about to promulgate a law designed to 

prevent further invasions and squatting by providing low-cost building land."' 

The owner of the adjacent land, a wealthy man with political influence, was also 
saw as a threat to his property. Futurestrongly opposed to the invasion which 	he 

were allowed, however, as a "temporaryevents justified his fears. The invaders 
measure" to set up an encampment on a part of the land on Christmas Eve, five 

weeks later. 
Either unknown to the authorities, or disregarded by them, the association con

tracted five topographers (elsewhere reported to have been students of civil engi

neering) to set out the blocks and individual plots. The plots were to have been 

10 by 20 meters (about 2000 square feet), hut the majority were in fact only 8 by 
for the work, which took two16.5 meters. The association paid about $1,000 

months to complete. Ostensibly, the permission granted to the invaders to camp 

on 	the land was strictly temporary and was to allow time for the allocation of an 

hardly humane--or even politic--to let soalternative site. Over Christmas it was 
to live in the open. The many apparently desperately poor families continue 

families themselves, or their leaders, had timed the operation well and had cor

the land, they would have de facto possession. Therectly calculated that, once on 
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TENURE AND COMMUNITY 

DEVELOPMENT 

invaders, therefore, were prepared to risk their funds for the layout plan and, as soon as it was completed each famil% transferred its temporary shack (made from woven cane mats wired to a light bamboo frame) to the plot allocated to it by the
organizers.
 

During the 
 first five weeks, the squatters had lived, literally, in the open.
Although it was during the summer, when there is no precipitation in the Limaarea, camping with no equipment to speak of was a considerable hardship. But,given the hope of a building plot of acceptable size on level land reasonably near
the city and adjacent to a public transport route, a large number of people wereprepared to sit it out indefinitely, rather than return, defeated and demoralized, tothe city slums and high rents from which they had escaped. As soon as the
encampment on the site was established, the association organized a school whichprovided primary education to adults as well as to children, and many set up shopsfor vermicelli, candles, inca-cola, and other essentials. At first everything, includingwater, had to be carried up a footpath, but once the families had moved to their 
own plots an access ro.d was made through th "ultivated land which separatedthe site from the main road in spite of the lando. 'rs' protests. Shortly after the
invasion many certainly felt themselves to be far better situated than they had beenin the slums. Even with such primitive beginnings, a major part of their housing
needs were satisfied. In the first place, each family had a fair sized plot of landrent free and with little or no fear of evi-tio::. Interms of space, sunlight, andunpolluted air their shacks were a vast improvement over the dark, unventilated,
and crowded rooms on narrow, smelly, and noisy slum courts. There are hardships
and expenses in Cuevas, such as having to buy water from doubtful sources atexorbitant rates (usually about 15 U.S. cents per gallon drum). The lack of electriclight reduces the opportunity for social life and study ind increases a sense ofphysical insecurity (althougl- there seems to be far less violence in the barriadas
than in the city itself). On the other hand, the absence of the extremely inadequatenumber of poorly maintained communal toilets with which the slum co,,rts areequipped is little or no disadvantage when there is plenty of space for individual 
pit !atrines. Transpar 'aron co!;t for the family as a whole is generally greater thanbefore but the extra cost rarely surpasses the saving made on rent as long as there are primary schools and basic shopping facilitie in or near the settlement itself.So, even for the minority of families whose cash expenditures are slightly greater
than before (through having to buy water or spending more on fares) the netgain in improved conditions is generally appreciable and with regard to personal
security it is invariably considerable. 
As the security provided by the possession of a horr, Site is the settlers' first concern,
top priority is given to action 0hat will consolidate tei.ure. If there is no way ofobtaining title legally and !ASaurt notice, and if the precedents show that oncesettled land of low v-!ue 's rarely reclaimed, then the sLrest way of ensuringpermanent tenancy is to httle firmly on the land. The squatter associations therefore demand that their members build as soon as they take possession of theirllocated plots, so all who can do so, even if it is only to place some foundations.
 
A current anecdote in Lima tells how the government sent bulldozers to clear an
invasion of cane matting shacks. The first flimsy shack approached, however,stopped the bulldozer dead in its tracks. It concealed a solidly built structure of

reinforced concrete. Though probably no more than a fable, the moral is none
theless clear.
 

Apart from building to consolidate tenure-and invest savings before there are
further increases in the cost of building materials-there is, of course, the need
for a' permanent house. 
 The possible sequences of operations and orders "6f
priority between the components of the dwelling structure " will be largely determined by the climate and the economic situation or expectations of the settler.Where there is little or no rainfall, as in Lima, it may be more appropriate to
enclose the plot with a perimeter wall than to build two or three rooms withpermanent roofs. The perimeter wall provides privacy and an improved micro
climate in which the discomforts of a shack are greatly reduced; the family is no longer pestered by neighbors' dogs and children, they are more secure against 
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Top: Cuevas in 1961, shortdy after the nvason. 

Credit: Servicio Aereofotografico Nacionai of Peru. 

Bottom: Cuevas approximately one year after invasion. 
Credit: A. Rojas, junta Nacional de I Vivienda, Lima. 
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pilfering, and have, in effect. a spacious living area. even if the rooms are temporary 
shacks. 

During a discussion of priorities of services and structures. one of the leaders of 

the Cuevas barriadaargued forcefully for first maintaining perimeter walls until 
public utilities were installed, then building a bathroom unit, and only after that, 

beginning the rest of the structure. m This man, the secretary of the barriadaasso
ciation, felt that it was important to invest first in the improvement and installa
tion of community facilities, then in public utilities, and finally in individual 
structores. Most barriadasettlers, however, would give the dwelling structure
the first few rooms anyway-a higher priority than the installation of public 
utilities. But judging from the results of a series of conversations held in Cuevas, 
most settlers evidently place as high or even a higher priority on the provision of 
community facilities or services such as schools, markets, meeting rooms, medical 
facilities, a parochial center, and a police post than they do on the completion of 
their own dwelling. These facilities and services, even more than public utilities 
(with the possible exception of electricity), are a greater asset than a finished 

house. Observations of what settlers do in fact agitate for and attempt to install, 
support the statement of the United Nations Ad Hoc Committee on Housing 
in its report of February 21, 1962: "From the faimily's perspective. . . . housing is 
not 'shelter' or 'household facilities' alone, but comprises a number of facilities. 
services and utilities which link the individual and his family to the community."" 

While the order in which community services and public utilities have been 

installed-or attempted-has been partly determined by economic. technical. or 

administrative practicality, there is a close correspondence between the actual 
program of operations and the "practical ideal" formulated by the community 
housing group mentioned a'ove. The indispensible components were provided, 
- beit crudely, at the very stai. Even before the settlers moved onto their owl, 

,lots they had a water supply, public transportation (at the main road), an elemen. 
tary school, retail facilities, and basic shelter (in the encampment). In 1%2, about 
1 months after the invasion, a permanent primary school, a medical post, a police 
post, and a chapel had been built. (The latter guaranteed regular visits from 
priests of a particularly active and highly regarded foreign missionary order.) In 
the following year a secondary school was established and the area became a 

separate parish with resident clergy. In 1963 the association also contracted with 
a private entrepreneur for the installation of electricity. The system was installed 
and put into operation for a short time with generators powered by a second-hand 
diesel ship's engine. Unfortunately there was a disagreement with the contractor 
who eventually withdrew his equipment at considerable loss to himself as well as 

to the inhabitants of Cuevas. Since then the only electricity available has been 
from small generators installed by individuals who supply current (at about 

$2.00 per 50 watt lamp per month) to their immediate neighbors. In 1964 the 

government installed a provisional water supply but this had not yet been put 

into operation by the fall of 1965. During 1964 and 1965 the government built 

several additional schools and a private clinic. A land use survey made in June, 
1965 " revealed a total of 21, retail shops (mostly very modest businesses of 

more social than economic value) and 14 artisan workshops. Dressmakers'. den
tists', and electricians' signs. among others, can b,- seen today. A sample of the 

dwelling structures surveyed showed that permanenv cr nstruction had been started 
on 1%percent of the plots and 42 percent had wails completed to roof height. 

Only 9 percent, however. had a finished first floor structure and only 2 percent 
had started second floor structures. 

In 1965 Cuevas became the center of a new municipality incorporating two 

adjacent settlement areas. In November. 1966 municipal elections were held and. 
' 

administratively, Cuevas became a fully incorporated part of the city. Physically. 

however, much remains to be done. No public utilities are operating yet. only a 
few houses are structurally complete. no roads have been paved, and there is 

not a single tree because water is not yet piped in. 

More serious isthe fact that all along the perimeter, creeping up the surrounding 
hillsides, is a steadily expanding belt of new shacks. many of which are occupied 

by the poorest sector. This peripheral growth (which in fact started soonas as 
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View slowing the various stages of house dcuelopment. 
Credit: I. C. Turner 

Main Street of Cuevas, March 1963. 
Credit: Eva Lewitus, Foto Art, Lima. 
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POPULAR VERSUS OFFICM 
SING NORMS 

thelarea waS OLL.Ul., pil. l.AIq 1 s10td not pay thethose vh"%c dues or whn 
were laie-comers) now threatens ih.. ful rc %atus ,ad devhelomu,ent of the entire
settlement. The resident pri,,t, estimated that the population of the burriada had
increased from 9,(%) to 12,000 between 1% and 1965. This is partly accounted
for by a normal and healthy increas in the density (f the planned area where a 
proportion of plot; remain unoccupied, but part is also due to the ring of "sub.squatter settlement." Its existcnce could well frustrate efforts to bring the rest of 
'hc area up to modern standards-which should be only a matter of time-by
reducing the status of the neighborhood and the value of the properties. Those 
with the greatest expectations and social mobility are therefore likely to leave,
further downgrading the . and perhaps leaving it to degenerate into a slum
before it can develop its potential. Thus, in spite of the remarkable progress that
Cuevas (and many other similar areas) has made to date, its future is by no means 
assured. What happens now depends very much on the nature and the effective. 
ness of the aid it receives from the municipal and central government authorities.

Whether the settlement as a whole will down-grade the adjacent and as yet
undeveloped urban land, or whether its presence will hold potential de elopment
in the area at a low level, also remains to be seen. Presumably, Cuevas' influence
will depend on the nature of its development. f the community achieves the 
level it is at present capable of reaching--that of a working and lower middle
class ncighborhood-there is no reason why adjacent land values or development
should be damaged. Both the public and private sectors, therefore, as well as the 
actual inhabitants, have a considerable vested interest in Cuevas' continued devel. 
opment. 

The most striking thing about this type of development is the spontanous mobili
zation of human and material resources-spontaneous in the sense that it has
taken place independently and even in spite of the public institutions. If govern
ments could induce the same initiative, efforts, and sacrifices for their own 
housing and urban development policies, both living conditions and the rate of 
economic growth would be immensely improved. " Scarcely less striking is the 
contrast the spontaneous popular settlement process makes with the "normal"
subdivision and construction procedures required by law and practiced by capitalist
and state enterprise. If the latter procedures were preferred by squatters and
would-be squatters the differences might be dismissed as being the inevitable 
consequence of the violation of law and the failure of the government to provide
low-cost housing. But the more traditional popular procedures not only aare 
logical response to the economic and social circumstances of modernization, they 
are actua~Iy preferredby the great majority of the people concerned. 

This fact is less surprising after one has examined the main differences between
"popular" and "official" norms in the light of the human situations and experience
involved. If we start by comparing the typical programs of operations, the ad. 
vantages of the popular program are immediately clear: In a ikxiety that does 
not possess, or which cannot mobilize, the necessary material resources to build 
complete modern minimum standard units for all who need them, each family
must wait its turn. Generally, the wait is very long, the best part if not the entire
time that the applicants are parents of young children. The squatter's procedure of 
occupying his plot as soon as he obtains possession, living initially in any sort of
shelter he can manage, allows the family to improve its living conditions and to 
become far more independent at a much earlier and a more active stage of life.
Even if they have to pay for the land at commercial rates, the typical family will
still jump at the chance to follow this procedure (as a recent clandestine sale of
building land adjacent to Cuevas has shown). : The sequence of operations sub
sequent to occupation is also radically different. Official norms give priority to
residential construction and the installation of public utilities. The popular pro
edure is to provide community facilities and services before either dwellings or

utilities. Since security of tenure is more important than physical comfort (espe
cially in this favorable climate) and since security of tenure is enhanced by a 
reduction in the cost of living and the presence of medical and police services, 
the advantage isclear. 
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Finally, the disadvantages of orthodox modern "instant" as opposed to initially 
primitive "progressive" development are considerable, both economically and, 
once again, from the social security point of view. If capitalization takes place at 
one fell swoop it mus-. be financed on the basis of long-term credit. Credit is very 
scarce in a developing economy and thus the cost of an instantly built, fully or 
semifinished housing scheme is very great. Even if the interest rates are heavily 
subsidized by the state (greatly reducing, of course, the number of units the state 
can finance) the cost of the most economic orthodox housing schemes still impose 
a long amortization period on the beneficiaries.' A long-term mortgage can 
also greatly reduce the occupants' security of tenure. The official procedure, 
therefore, is doubly disadvantageous: it forces the great majority to live in rented 
slums for many of the years that the need to own a home is greatest, and once a 
home is obtained they are saddled with a long term debt which threatens the 
very security which they seek through ownership. 

The outstanding physical advantage of "progressive development" over the 
"instant development" procedure-apart from an early escape from overcrowded 
and unhealthy slums-is that the families' living areas are generally much larger 
at an appreciably earlier stage of construction. The progressive developer often 
provides much more living space than in the average, low-cost instant development 
scheme. If given the choice, many of the readers of this article would prefer a 
living area of 700 or 800 square feet enclosed by cane mats lined with newspapers 
rather than a brick or concrete house half that size and 15 times the cost. Besides 
offering more living space, the great majority of barriada dwellings have roofed 
areas of over 1,000 square feet per floor, and virtually all are designed to take a 
second floor. In one barriada begun some 12 years ago, a large proportion of the 
dwellings have second floors under construction already habitable. From 
analysis of six typical barriada dwellings it is evident that after approximately 20 
years of construc.ion without any outside financial assistance, a two-story house 
with a total floor area of over 2,000 square feet can be completed for the same 
outlay that a government sponsored instant dwelling of half the size or less would 
cost, even when the administrative overheads Jand credit financing are heavily 
subsidized. 

It has been stressed that the investment programs naturally reflect both these 
differences and the advantage of reducing the need for credit to a minimum or 
of eliminating it altogether. The other vital economic advantage of progressive 
development is that it permits and stimulates the investment of nonmonetary 
resources-those that are in most abundant supply in a developing economy. 
The cause of the great difference in the financial costs of "instant" and "progres
sive" construction (the former costing at least 100 percent more than the latter) 
is that the owner-occupier-builder provides other resources in the form of initiative, 
skills, and time. The time, patience, and bargaining skills of most wage-earning 
families together with the myriad contacts through workmates, friends, and rela
tives often results in remarkably good value for precious money spent on materials 
and on hiring skilled labor. This is true in spite of the fact that substantial help 
from relatives or even neighbors seems to be quite rare as a spontaneous or tradi
tional attribute of these newly forming communities. 

An additional "product" of progressive development is its stimulation of social 
development through the cultivation and strengthening of the family and of the 
positive attitudes and relationships to society that the satisfied family acquires. 
These are qualities which elude quantification but which are, perhaps, the ultimate 
test of the validity and value of any activity. Anyone who doubts the reality or 
existence of such "products" has only to spend a little-rime among people who are 
working in these ways. 

A further very serious problem often created by "instant" housing projects and 
one that is now receiving the anxious attention of many authorities,'- is the social 
stratification and subsequent stagnation of the communities formed. An impor
tant difference between the groups formed by olficially sponsored projects and 
squatter settlement communities is that of the criteria and procedures for partici
pant selection. The financial liabilities and scciopolitical risks )f projects that de
pend n tihe recovery of capital from people with low .,n1 uncertain incomes 
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automatically imposes a demand by thosc rcsponsibl fur the careful screening 
of the prospective "beneficiarics." The taxpayer. representatives are likely to 
require that accommodation be provided only for those who are either financially 
able to afford the costs involved, or politically acceptable by being the "deserving 
poor" who most need subsidies. The resultant social groups are stratified either 
way: if selected on the basis of economic capacity they are narrowly lower-middle
class or, if on the basis of need, they are narrowly lower-class. 

In neither case will one get the mix necessary for social change and development. 
Squatter settlement selection is more orthodox in the commercial sense because no 
attempt is made to match precisely the consumer and the product." Anyone who 
decides that he would do well by parriripating in an invasion is free to do so. A 
mid-wife, a dentist, or a retailer, for example, might well decide that their livelihood 
could be ensured by becoming a participant member of a squatter community. In 
this way the initial socioeconomic composition of the squatter community is far 
more likely to include the necessary elements for social and economic balance and 
development than a screened project community. Furthermore, as long as the 
squatters, as an auto-selected community, experience a reasonably continuous rate 
of progress, diversification will increase. In an adequately located progressive 
barriadawhere the basic land use pattern is sufficiently flexible (as the simple grid
iron systems generally employed usually are) social diversification will be matched 
by a growth of industrial and commercial activity. The more there is going on and 
the more people there are with whom one can have contacts, the more opportuni
ties the poor have of improving their status. The policy of limiting the allocation 
of housing units in specific projects to specific income groups-and of imposing 
specific housing types-naturally limits the social mix and inevitably increases the 
administrative costs both in the short and in the long run. The progressive 
development procedure virtually eliminates the necessity for direct subsidy, 
however, and therefore eliminates the motives for socioeconomic 'selection. 

Contrary to the beliefs and arguments of many opponents of "progressive" 
developmeni, the process provides for relatively high urban densities. It is fre
quently held that progressive development procedures, which demand one-family 
housing, is uneconomic because of the immense areas required and the consequent 
increase in the spread and costs of urban services. In the case of Lima, this argu
ment collapses on close examination. In the first place, during the earlier phases 
of development, the demand and need for urban services are very limited. Initially, 
sewers and even water mains are unessential. The difference in time for public 
transportation, if only a matter of minutes, is negligible in cost terms. An efficient 
bus service requires very little capital and, in any case, is usually a commercial 
proposition. By the time sewers and water mains are essential the densities are 
great enough to justify them. The potential density of the average progressive 
development settlement, like Cuevas, is 160 persons per acre, in single-family 
dwellings and in structures of no more than two floors. This is assuming that no 
structures are higher than two stories and that every purely residential property 
would house an average of one and a half families, a reasonable assumption 
considering that the majority of second floors are built for children's families or 
for rent. 

If this development procedure is adopted by the planners, and its admiiistration 
is given over to local authorities, there is no reason why a proportion of land should 
not be put in public ownership to ensure some flexibility, particularly th: attain
ment of higher densities when circumstances justified them. In the earlr stages, 
for instane, a market could be a collection of stalls on an open plaza, lter to be 
occupied by shops and apartments. Similarly, cheap one-story rental ttnements, 
municipally owned and administered, could be later replaced by multistory apart
ments. Land values, in any case, are likely to rise as metropolitan expansion leaves 
the neighborhood relatively closer to the city core. 

Normally the walk-up apartment solution imposes a relatively low density, but 
in fact there is very little difference between the residential densities of typical 
walk-up apartment projects and the potential and probable future density of 
Cuevas."- Exceptionally, as in the case of the 7-story walk-up, one-room apart. 
ment blocks of Hong Kong, very high densities can be achieved. Only very 
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rarely, however, are such solutions likely to be socially and politically viable. The Turner 

more orthodox and socioeconomically practical "high-density" developments for 

families with very low incomes rule out the "progressive development" procedure. 

In relation to the incomes and amortization capacity of the beneficiaries, low-rise, 

relatively high density developments require excessively high initial capital out

lays. That the financial economies achieved through a slight--or even appreciable 
for the financial-increase in residential density will be sufficient to compensate 

and social economies of the "progressive development" procedure is very doubt

ful. The spatial economy of initially high density residential development (for 

owner-occupiers) rests on the false assumption that the residences must be fully 

equipped to modern standards, whatever the economic situation and real needs of 

the inhabitants or, alternatively, on the so far unjustified fears of excessive land 

consumption by modern growth. 

and against "instant" developmentCONCLUSIONs The argument for progressive development 
based on modern minimum standards can best be summarized by considering the 

priorities between the basic functions of the dwelling environment in relation to 

the changing life-situations and consequently changing priorities between the 

physical components of the environment."5 It has been argued that the order of 

priorities between the basic components for popular housing-in the wider sense 

-are the reverse of those required by official standards. The average lower income 

family seeking a home in an urban environment wants secure land tenure, com

munity facilities, an adeqtate dwelling, and utilities in that order. The state offers 

the exact opposite: a modern (but minimum) house in the first place, some com

munity facilities (generally at later stages), and eventually, title to the property 

after the mortgage has been paid off. This latter procedure, however, is generally 

preferred by the middle income groups, whose social and economic security de
pends far less on home possession than it does on occupation and social status. 

Further, in a developing free-market economy, they also have access to insurance 

as well as to banking services and financial credit seldom available to the lower 
income sector. Since the socioeconomic security of the middle-income family 

depends more on the material status of the dwelling they occupy than on actual 

ownership of it, the "progressive development" concept is, understandably, 

anathema. The unconscious transference of middle-class values to the designs and 

plans for the lower classes is, undoubtedly, the main reason for the emotionally 

loaded opposition of most technicians and administrators to the idea of permitting 

-still less of encouraging-people to live in an only partially completed environ

ment, and of their apparent blindness to its obvious potential. 

The significance of the cultural change that takes place over time and in the 

same barriadalocation not only confirms this kind of dwelling environment as a 

vehicle for social and economic development, but also points to the connections 
between the different demands of various social levels. It is clear that the relative 

priorities and demands of the low-wage earner and that of the high-wage (or 

low-salary) earner must be different though not as different as the levels compared 
above. Preoccupation with material status is as evident in the barriadas as it is 

elsewhere. The typical home-building family, for example, may finish the facade 
and a "parlor," often to quite high standards and at considerable expense, before 

the rest of the dwelling is complete. As the family becomes more secure, so will 

their dependence on the proximity of community services diminish. The pattern 
of upper-lower or lower-middle income level priorities will be an intermediate 

link between the lower and the upper-middle priority patterns." 

If over-capitalization and the consequent strains on the inhabitants and the state 

are to be avoided, and if the maximum contribution from the inhabitants is to be 

obtained in order that the state can serve the greatest number, the interpretation 

put forward in this article points clearly to the progressive development principles 

practiced by squatters-and city builders from time immemorial-as against the 

principles governing housing and urban development policies based on the direct 

construction of minimum modcrn standard dwelling units. The modern minimum 

standard concept, which acts as a harrier to development by attempting to prohibit 
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the intermediate stages, must give way to a concept which uses standards as 
guides toward the progressive achievement of minimum goals. 
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rspment. 1966). 
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space of one month, bas sold every plot (report
cdly 800) for 5500-50 percent cash, the balance 
in 12 monthly payments--to low-income families 
with sinilar status to those that establish the 
/,arrada.,. The plots measure 25 by 60 feet. No
services or utilities were included in the agreemcnt
and no legally valid title could be given as the 
sulxhiion and sales are illegal. 
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anti 10 percent. Where the loans are made with 
frcign currencies such low rates (rrlative to the 
commercial bank rates generally between 15 and 
20 percent) imply a direct subsidy of about half 
the financing cost. 

25 The "Josc Maria Cairo" district of Santiago 
tic Chile. with a total low-income population of 
over 100.000 is an illustrative case. This is dis. 
cus%,l in 1. C. Turner, Uncontrolled Urban 
Settlement. 

26The typical agency project is "sold" under 
circumstances that no free market producer ,r
distrihutnr would dream of imposing: both the 
buyer antI the article are predetermined. Few, if 
any commercial manufacturers or distributors 
would care to risk investments on such narrow 
margins: if the producer wants to decide what to 
make then he must ofer the product on the 
widest possible market. If he wants to sell to a 
given sector of the market, then he must pro
duce what that rector demands. Official housine 
V",licics commrinlv attempt to define both and 
cornmonlk encounter serious consumer problems.

27 V\alk.-u apartments (one room dlvelings) 
hays' Isien buil in lar:e numbers in %cven-%tnry 
structure in Hong Kong and, at 12 ,.quare feet 
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typical 4-4tor. apartment block protect in Peru
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(Tacna) has a planned density of 160 persons 
per acre-the potential (and probable future)
density of Cuevas.

2lTurner, A New View of the HousinR 
Deficit. 

"The very low income sector is not discussed 
in this article. In 1. C. Turner, A Ne, "iew of 
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the Housing Deficit. arguments are put forward the wage earners on community facilities (and 
to justify the priorities shown on the chart: since 
the very poor are primarily concerned with feed-
ing themselves and of getting employment, it is 
argued that they ate even more dependent than 

proximity to sources of employment) but that 
they are consequently less concerned with stable 
residence having little or nothing to invest or gain 
by investment. 

for early completion of the dwelling." Both the 

ADDENDUM After this article went to press, my attention was 
drawn to the U.5. Department of Urban Develop-
ment publication "The Unfinished but Habitable 
Home" by William M. Shenkel. This report sur-
veys the existing unfinished house market in the 
USA-which "In recent years ...has absorbed 
a significant share of the housing market"-from 
30,000 to 100,000 units a year. The report con-
cludes that the system is economic and should be 
supported and extended. In principle, it is similar 
to the procccures discussed in this article, al-
though the savings achieved are proportionately 
much les-rarely exceeding 25 percent. "Un-
finished," however, refers mainly to dwellings 
that lack only the finishes and fittings. On 
page 73, Shenkel writes: "Four room houses sold 

potential economy of "progressive development" 
and the institutional barriers to its achievement 
are thus confirmed. 

In another very interesting report that has just 
come to m" attention: A Proposal toDemonstrate 
Financing and Constrruction Techniques for De. 
reloping Low-Income Hotsing in Rural Cali
fornia, by Bellow, Lorenz. Powell a4d Goldes for 
the Rural Development Corporation of Los An
geles, the relevance of these principles is further 
confirmed. Quoting from the 1963 State Report 
on Hounng in California. the authors point out 
that 40 percent of farmworkcr families (of the 
survey sample) own or were purchasing their 
own homes in spiteof average monthly incomes 
of only $222.50! Having demonstrated that the 

with open stud interiors with no interior walls demand exists, the report goes on to specific pro
would probably not conform to the minimum posals for financing, technical assistance, and 
property standards. But it is most doubtful that 
houses unfinished to this point would be regarded 

designs--illustrasng the 
house" and "core house" 

rather advanced "roof 
concepts derived from 

as adequate loan security without some provision experience in the developing countries. 

Letters to the Editor 

I would like to raise a question pertaining to the validity duction. Neo-classical economists define these as the 
of Dr. James C.T. Mao's analysis for assisting in the exertions (i.e., disutilities) of labor and the abstinences 
public decision-making process as presented in his article, from consumption (i.e., saving) that were required for 
"Efficiency in Public Urban Renewal Expenditures creating the capital needed to produce goods. According 
Through Benefit-Cost Analysis," which appeared in the to their view, the ultimate basis of cost was a set of 
March 1966 issue of the Journal. I feel that Mao has psychological concepts based on a hedonistic philosophy. 
committeed an error of omission which would render his In the case of land, since neither the disutility of labor nor 
analysis misleading if public resource allocation descisions the abstinence from current consumption accounted for 
were to be founded upon it. either its existence or quality, no real cost was thought to 

In both his article and the research report from which be present. In general, land was considered to be a "gift 
it isdrawn, Efficiency in Public Urban Renewal Expedi- of nature." 
tures Through CapitalBudgeting,' Mao omits from the Few economists today employ the "real cost" doctrine as 
cost side of the ledger the dollar amounts expended for stated above. The notion of opportunity cost, that is, 
land purchase by the public urban renewal authority. He that the cost of any particular course of action isthe 
justifies this exclusion (rather vaguely in the lournal amount of gain which could have been obtained by pur
article but quite explicitly in the research report) on the suing the next most desirable alternative, iswidely 
assumption that the only "real" costs to society are those accepted by contemporary economists. In its modern 
which are related to the "using up" of resources in form, the opportunity cost doctrine would probably ap
the renewal process. Mao feels that, for society as a pear as a statement that the cost to society of producing 
whole, an exhaustive payment cannot be made for an a unit of any given product (for example, an urban re
indestructible site resource. He then views the dollar newal project), isthe amount of the next most desirable 
expenditure for land by the public authority as merely a product (whatever product that market forces indicate 
transfer payment which should not be treated as a cost to should be produced), which could be produced with the 
be weighed against benefits in the decision-making given marginal resource input. Wherever choice is 
process. involved, the opportunity cos, doctrine may be employed. 

My question is,simply, isthis distinction between ex- Where there isno real or close alternative use for a 
haustive versus transfer payments relevant to resource resource, the opportunity cost doctrine isuseless, or at 
allocation decisions in the public sector? I feel that it least misleading. Such asituation does not usually exist 
is not. Mao isattempting to draw on modern economic in the case of urban land sites. 
theory and analysis to make resource allocation decisions I am not supplying this definition of opportunity 
in the public sector more rational and efficient. This is cost for Mao's edification, nor am I accusing him of not 
an admirable objective, and [ think that, aside from applying it elsewhere in his analysis. He isobviously well 
the question Iam raising, he has done an excellent job. aware of its existence. However, he chooses to apply it 
However, I fail to understand the justification he makes only when. as he states it, real resources are used up. 
for not including land costs in his benefit-cost scheme. Even if it is true that an urban land site may still exist 

Neo-classical economic thought of the nineteenth fifty years hence, while the brick and mortar structure 
century does contain reference to the real costs of pro- erected upon it may not, is this relevant to a public 
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LOWER-INCOME URBAN SETTLEMENT TYPES,
 

PROJECTS AND POLICIES
 

The statistics on the gap between the need and supply of world housing 

are as bleak as they were 10 and 20 years ago. In the mid '60's, governments
 

and international institutions began to realize that adequate resources to fill
 

this gap were not going to appear in the foreseeable future. Attention shifted
 

from production of finished houses to lower-cost, semi-finished, "shell" or 

"core" houses, There was even talk of merely providing serviced land and 

materials, "sites and services," though this was rarely done in practice.
 

More recentlyb in the last few years, the public sector has seen that even
 

these minimal solutions have their problems, due the scarcity of conveanently
 

located land and to the difficulty of uprooting pre-existing urban communities
 

and attempting to create instant neighborhoods. Rousing alone, in whatever
 

state of completion, does not a viable community make. Finally, then,
 

attention has focused o-, preserving and upgrading existing lower-income com

munitiesb to the extent possible, thereby maintaining the housing stock and 

respecting the communities which have generally taken years to evolve to
 

their present state.
 

Having recognized that the most viable way to better the shelter for the 

poor is to improve what they have, questions are legitimately being raised 

about the particular characteristics of their existing situation. Implicit 

in these questions is a recognition that "slum" is a catch-all word which 

encompasses widely divergent physical and sociological forms of settlement. 

Anthony Leeds has developed a fairly exhaustive typology of the various 

settlement forms appearing in Latin America which may well have applicability 

to other developing areas. The purpose of this paper will be to relate 
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certain differences between two lower-income settlement types observed in 

one Latin American city, to draw on the experiences of the Foundation for
 

Cooperative Housing which relate to inner-city slums in another Latin
 

American city (past), and two lower-income settlement types in a Middle
 

Eastern city (proposed), and to discuss certain policy implications which
 

derive from but transcend these particular experiences.
 

Two Types of Slum in Rio de Janeiro
 

A study done in '60's the dethe later on Casas Comodos, or inner-city 

tenement slums of Rio de Janeiro, revealed living conditions in this type
 

of housing to be quite different from that reported 
for the favelas, or
 

squatter settlements of Rio.1 In this Brazilian city the poor generally
 

live in either one or the other of these two slum types.
 

Multi-family, single-room occupancy tenements have been a major type
 

of slum dwelling in Rio de Janeiro since 
 the mid-nineteenth century. 

Originally taking the form of corticos, which were built for this purpose,
 

this kind of housing has increasingly been made up of casas de comodos, large
 
buildings built originally as town houses for the rich and subsequently
 

subdivided for low-cost rental to many familiesb all of whom share the 

facilities of water, toilet, shower and washtank. 
These casas were found
 

to be generally two-story structures with an average of 17 rooms each and 

a mean occupancy rate of 3.1 persons per room. 
There are at present roughly
 

150 to 200 thousand persons living in these houses throughout the centrally 

located districts of the city of Rio, more than in any other city of Brazil 

except Sao which has threePaulo, over times this number. This latter city, 

I Lawrence F. Salmen, "The Casas de Comodos of Rio de Janeiro; A Study ofthe Occupants and Accon=odations of Inner-City Slums and a Comparisonof the Characteristics with the Favelas," Ph.D. Dissertation, Colmbia 
University, New York, 1970. 
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however, has almost no favelas, which first sprung up in Rio in the 1920's
 

and now shelter close to a million of the city's population.
 

The major problems associated with the cases de comodos evolve from
 

the deteriorated physical condition of the buildings and the overcrowding of
 

the occupants. These include infestation by rats and vermin, poor health and
 

lack of privacy. While 70 percent of the tenement residents expressed
 

dissatisfaction with their housing, well over half of thesa persons (66 percent:
 

did not feel financially able to move to another kind of housing. The sharing 

of bathrooms and overcrowding in the rooms were the features of the casas
 

most disliked by the esidents.
 

The study reported three major advantages to living in a casa de comodos:
 

1. Most important, it is the cheapest accommodation which provides minimal
 

plumbing facilities and is close to the centers of work, commerce and
 

education. More than half of the employed casa resiaents either worked
 

at home or walked to work, and the great majority of the remainder lived
 

within short commuting distance of their place of work. 2. The casas de
 

comodos are generally located very near the residences of the middle and 

upper-classes and thus many of the residents of tlii housing are well-situatedt 

to gain favors and economic opportunities from the affluent members of these
 

classes. 3. Due to the close proximity of residence in the casas, there
 

is a considerable amount of exchanged favors and services which is not
 

present in other forms of habitation.
 

Though itwould appear that the resident of the casas de comodos might
 

naturally want to leave his rented room for a 
house in a favela, not one of 

the sample expressed a desire to do so. This is so despite certain definite 
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advantages which fa -%lasoffer, notably: low-cost housing which can be built
 

over time as resources become available, lack of threat of eviction for failure 

to pay rent, land near the house for small agriculture or animals, credit
 

and other favors from favela shopowners, and fuller coamnunity life. It 

may be that part of the reason for the casa residents' lack of desire to 

move to the favelas a - e from the little familiarity they had with them

only four percent of the sample of 300 were very familiar with the favelas 

or their residents; this ignorance would make for a greater gullibility 

regarding the general bias against favelas in Brazilian society. 

The reasons given by the residents of casas de comodos for not wanting 

to move to a favela fell into two general categories, social and physical: 

the people o the favelas were felt to be socially inferior and the favelas 

to be dirty, distant from work and schools and poorly serviced. The social 

bias had little factual foundation: there is remarkably little crime in the 

favelas and social disorganization is less in these comumities than in 

the casas de comodos. However, an authoritative survey of the favelas 2 

taken at that time does give data which show the favela population to be 

considerably less educated, less fully and stably employed and, most important,
 

more poorly paid than are persons living in casas de comodos. Confirming
 

the impression that the standard of living is lower in the favelas than the
 

casas is the fact that the average casa domicile has more major appliances 

than does that of the favela. Physically, favelas appear to be somewhat
 

worse than the casas de comodos. Though less densely settled, they are oa 

the average farther removed from places of work, and more important, far 

less adequately serviced for sewage, water and-electriclty.
 

2 Companhia de Desenvolvimento de Comunidade (CODESCO), Pesouisa sobre 
tres favelas, Rio de Janeiro, 1967 (Xeroxed).
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An Improvement Program in a Tenement Slum in Panama City 

At about the same time this study in Rio was being conducted, the 

Foundation for Cooperative Housing (FCH), a non-profit, private organization 

working on housing problems in the U.S. and the developing world, was 

assisting the Panamaian Housing Agency (VU) in implementing an ATD-financed 

project aimed at improving the living conditions of residents of multi-family
 

tenement houses in Panama City which were similar to the casas de comodos. 

In Panama this form of housing is known as casas de inquilinato. Many blocks
 

of these houses had been constructed in downtown Panama City at the time of 

the building of the Panama Canal to house the canal workers. They were
 

built as two-story structures around a small courtyard with 12 rooms and one 

wash/toilet area to a floor. Once these buildings became tenements, they were
 

occupied by a family per room, with the result that the high density gave
 

rise to many of the same serious health and crowding problems reported for 

the casas of Rio.
 

The intention of the AID project was to improve the conditions of the 

residents of two of the worst tenement slum areas, Curundu and Maranon, by 

providing the residents various alternatives for lower-density yet low-cost 

housing. The program also included upgrading of selected existing squatter 

settlements. A survey was conducted to determine the number of persons desiring 

to remain in the same area of the city and those who preferred to move to a 

new settlement, Nuevo Veranillo, located within the development area of Panama
 

City at a distance roughly 25 minutes by bus from the tenements.
 

Selected blocks of tenement housing were razed (using labor from the
 

communities) to allow for construction of new low-cost yet more fully serviced
 

housing and commercial structures in the vacated lots. Residents of the
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to minimal housingnew 

in New Veranillo or to the new housing built in their same neighborhood. The 

structures which remained were rehabilitated to allow each family two or tbree 

- loms, water and sanitary facilities in place of the one unserviced room it 

demolished tenements were given the choice of moving 

h. d had. Nuevo Veranillo was planned as a modified sites and services projeci 

with 1,200 core and shell housing units which the residents could finish as 

their incomes allowed. In addition, there were health education facilities 

and vocational training programs in the new community and a housing materials 

production center which employed 50 persons and produced enough to generate ar 

income of $4,500 (net) a month. By 1971, 1,500 families had voluntarily 

relocated to Nuevo Veranillo and the densities of Maranon and Curundu had beer 

reduced, with some blocks cleared for new development. The Nuevo Veranillo 

site had been planned to accommodate those desiring the amenities of a more 

suburban location (land, single-family residences, clean air, etc.). Most 

important, several alternatives were made available to the slum residents, to 

be selected according to residential preferences and economic ability. The 

key factor in the success of this program was the involvement of the residents 

through community associatLons--participating in the design, promotion and 

implementation of the project--and relocation by voluntary as opposed to forca 

methods. Upon completion of this AID-funded project, IVU developed a new 

area near Nuevo Veranillo providing similar core house alternatives to 2,500 

additional families.
 

Proposed Iprovements for Selected Slum Areas of Cairo 

Drawing on its experience both overseas and in the U.S., FCH became 

involved very recently in the development of multi-faceted demonstration 
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projects affecting both inner-city and peripheral area lower-income settlements
 

in Cairo, Egypt. In March of this year, the Egyptian Ministry of Housing
 

and Reconstruction (MOHR) and AID requested FCH's help in preparing a pre

liminary report "Housing and Community Upgrading for Low Income Egyptians.
 

The FCH team worked jointly with MOHR counterparts in selecting several sites
 

for demonstration projects, now under consideration by AID for financial
 

support.
 

The principle followed in all target areas was to preserve the existing
 

housing stock, respect present community organization and improve or build 

on 	both to allow for increased and better serviced shelter. A brief account 

of 	the sklection of sites in Cairo3 , and of the development plans for two 

types of lower-income settlements illustrates an approach to the question of
 

how to improve differing types of lower-income communities.
 

The three areas of Cairo tentatively chosen for upgrading were Al Gamalia,
 

a section of Old Cairo in the -center city, Ain Shams, a growing area of low

cost housing and 3mall industry in the northern part of the city , and Helwan, 

a major industrial complex to the south of Cairo.
 

The criteria for this selection was as follows: 

1. High concentration of poor
 

2. Availability of employment
 

3. Commercial center
 

4. Growth pole, north and south - to relieve congestion at the center 

5. Location on desert rather than agricultural land
 

6. Cultural significance (Al Gamalia)
 

7. Potential for self-generating development.
 

3 	Sites were also selected in secondary cities with a view to slowing
 
immigration to Cairo and spurring regional development.
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The last two of these criteria played a major part in the selection
 

of Al Gamalia as an area for improvement. Lczated in the old section of
 

Cairo and containing many mosques and other historical monuments as well as
 

a part of the old commercial center, or Bazaar, Al Gamalia appears to offer
 

a Major potential for revitalization, once provided with a small impetus of
 

capital and technical assistance. The hope is that as the physical aspects 

of the area are improved, tourism, which already comes to the bazaar, may 

increase; this growth in tourism will raise the demand for goods and
 

services which will, in turn, generate increasing employment. As more
 

people get better paying jobs, they will be able to pay for increasing
 

physical improvements and invest in better productive enterprise, which
 

will attract more visitors, and thus the self-generating cycle proceeds. 

For this optimistic vision to become reality many hard problems wil1 

have to be dealt with. Suffice it here to name a few: rent control laws, 

very low income and educational levels of much of the population, lack of 

vacant land and insufficient space for needed improvements in transportation,
 

sewerage and -rater facilities.
 

The proposed demonstration rroject would include the following 

components: Water and sewer improvement, loans for repair and expansion 

of residential structures, construction of new multi-family dwelling units, 

additional community services--health, family planning, nutrition, improved 

circulation for vehicles and pedestrians, restoration of monuments, small
 

scale tourist facilities--restaurants and rest areas. There should also be
 

a program of vocational training, loans and technical help to small business
 

enterprises to help produce more jobs and increase incomes. A community
 

based savings credit system would also make a major contribution to the
 

upgrading process.
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There is no easy answer to the rent control problem which inhibits
 

landlords from making repairs and improvements. However, several possibilities
 

should be considered.
 

A number of old residential buildings are owned by the Government and
 

these could be rehabilitated and sold to residents as cooperatives or
 

condominiums, allowing recuperation of the investment with long-term mortgages. 

The mortgage could be on the property only, with the Government retaining 

title to the land, making it available on a long-term lease to the cooperative. 

This would help prevent speculation on unearned profit to the cooperative, 

since land values will increase dramatically as the upgrading program progresses.
 

It would also reduce the monthly payments on individualapartments.
 

Another possibility which should be considered to reduce monthly charges 

would be the use of very long-term mortgages, perhaps 40 years. This is not 

uncommon in developed countries and might work in Cairo. The security is in 

the building and the certain appreciation of the land. Monthly payments could 

also be stepped for younger families, increasing ,, their incomes increase. 

The Government also owns vaca-,t lots in the area which would allow for 

new construction of cooperatives at i condominiums which would also be sold 

with a land-lease arrangement, avoid.ig rent control problems. 

In both the new and rehabilitated tk its the street level space would be 

reserved for commercial shops o, the front "nd small "factories" in the 

rear, following the traditional pattern of the area. These areas would be 

rented by the cooperative, and the income would help subsidize the monthly 

payments of the residents on the upper floors. 

Both new construction and rehabilitation work would be done by private
 

contractors, with encouragement to use small contractors who already do ouch
 

of the repair work and small new consiruction jobs. There would be a need
 

http:avoid.ig
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for helping them to upgrade their management and administrative capabilities
 

and to improve the quality of their work through training and apprentice
 

programs. They would be encouraged to hire from the community.
 

In addition to the physical improvements-tourism cycle mentioned
 
above, improved health, education, vocational training and childcare centers 
would also contribute to increased incomes as residents benefitting from
 
these services would be better able to find meaningful employment outside 

the project area.
 

The other two areas to be upgraded, Ain Shams and Helwan, are both
 
located in desert land, thus signifying a Government attempt to encourage
 

city growth away from the scarce arable land needed for agriculture. Loth 
settlements, at opposite ends of Cairo, have grown up over the last twenty
 
years in relatively unplanned informal fashion. Housing in these two areas
 
is generally 
of inferior quality and poorly serviced by water and sewerage
 
systems. Some of the housing in each is
area squatter. Like newly growing
 

suburban fringe areas 
 in o.ther cities of the developing world, these areas 

also lack social and community services.
 

Comprehensive, integrated urban development is often recormended though 
rarely put into practice due to competing, sometimes conflicting and un

.coordinated bureaucratic structures both within the municipal and national 
governments of developing countries and within foreign assistance agencies of 
donor nations. It is hoped that the projects for and.L. qhams Helwan will 
be an exception and achieve an integrated develop,. ith this as a goal, the, 
are to include the many and varied components of water, sewer and electric 

lines, home expansion and improvement loans, "roof loans," vocational training. 
and other methods of employment generation, a community credit system, adult 
education programs in health, nutrition and family planning.
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The hope is that these two outlying new slum areas, with a full com

plement of physical, social and economic improvements, may become, like Al
 

Gamalia, communities with the potential to generate their own development
 

process.
 

Policy Implications
 

A general conclusion that can be derived from the foregoing is that 

the poor are where they are due to their own assessment of what is best
 

for them, given the severe constraints within which they live. The inner

city tenent slums are home for people who cannot afford to move to better 

housing; they have chosen their habitat largely for its convenience to
 

places of employment. Squatters, who pay no rent, are generally poorer 

than the residents of the tenements; they do, however, enjoy the benefit
 

of a small plot of land which allows for future improvement and a more
 

cohesive community, both lacking in the tenements.
 

What is becoming the conventional wisdom is born out by the research
 

and experiences cited here: good urban development policy is that which
 

reinforces and builds upon the existing social and physical structures of 

the poor. The best policy would not only improve what is already in place
 

but do so in such a way that the poor may increasingly affect the decisions
 

which touch upon their own lives..
 

Center-city multi-family tenements are favored by location and plagued 

by overcrowding and inadequate services. Improvement in these center-city 

areas should not displace persons away from their job markets. It should 

lessen densities. on a voluntary basis. as was done in Panama- nrovidinz
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new housing in the same general area for those for whom the center-city
 

location is important, while facilitating the transition to low-cost housing 

and land farther removed from the center for those who desire and can afford 

the transportation to and from work which this move generally entails. It
 

is important that tenants of the down-town converted tenements be assured
 

of continuous provision of adequate services. Once water and sewerager
 

facilities are provided to these buildings, the municipality needs to keep
 

constant surveillance over the landlords to assure adequate maintenance and 

delivery of these services. Whenever new structures are built, the physical 

design should facilitate the constant close interactioa which has been 

shown to be of great importance to the poor's struggle to survive. 

Each of the major slum types, downtown tenements, squatter areas and 

newly-settled peripheral settlements, all benefit far more from the kind of 

integrated, comprehensive approach proposed for Cairo than piecemeal uni

sectoral programs. Poverty is caused by many factors, bad health, low 

educational levels, poor motivation, squalid physical environment, etc. 

Not one but a combination of these problems must be remedied for any real 

benefit to accrue to the poor. 

More important, any improvement which is carried out in any type of 

slum will only have a lasting value to the people affected if they ultimately 

come to determine the scope and direction of the improvement effort.
 

Development is only effective if it becomes internalized such that the 

objects or recipients of improvement become the subjects or promoters of 

change. In policy terms, this means that urban development efforts should 

be dedicated to building up community organizations, in the form of coopera

tives of all kinds (consumer, production, housing), credit unions, neighbor
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hood associations, and other such network linkages. Unless there is the 

opportunity to enter into the decision-making process with the transfer of
 

power which these forms of community associations allow, any development 

effort, be it physical amenities, jobs, health centers or whatever will
 

fail, in that the poor will still passively depend upon rather than become
 

an active force in changing the social and economic system from which they 

receive so little benefit.
 



UPGRADING OF SLUMS
 

By 

huezes and K.C. Sivaramakrshnan 

Introduction
 

A large portion of urban residents 
poor and in the developing countries are
many live in unserviced settlements 
without security of tenure.(See Tables) These settlements represent a considerableexisting housing part of thestock. The qualiry of this stock could be improvedthe residents were ifprovided with basic services. Many residents arewilling to improve their dwellings if theyThe upgrading are given security of tenure.of slums is an approach zn the provision of low income shelterwhich is being used with manysuccess in QC's. 

Ba kgrouad 

Large squatter settlements, other types of slums ,havecharacteristic 
or become aform of development in the LDC's within these(See Tables) last 20 years.In many countries governments tried to control this settlements by demolition e.g., Peru, Brazil, Kenjaacknowledge their existence etc.: or by refusing to 

made e.g., Philippines. In addition, attemptsto remove werethe squatter population to rural areas or the urban fringee.g., Philippines, Brazil, Tanzania, etc. None of these methods couldprevent the steady increase of slum growth. 
 Where attempts were made to
provide alternative accommodation for slum dwellers they provedeffective. no moreIn Madras a clearly defined slum clearance programin 1971. was begunThe Tamii-Nadu (the provinceClearance Board was established with the 
of which Madras is Capital) Slumtarget of clearing all slum by1977. All residents were photographed and identified and a building program 
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was established on the required scale. Between 1971-75, 20,000 units were 
completed. The dwellings cost approximately Rs 10,000 (US$1,100) per unit 
but were let at only Rs 10 (US$1.1) per u onC which recovered only -10Z -of.
the cost. It became increasingly difficult to sustain the program. Hopes 
of recovering the capital cost on the completed units were abandoned in 
1975 when the state government decided to treat the investment as a grant 
to the Slum Clearance Board. Recently the State has adopted a complementary 
program of slum upgrading and sites and services development. (For more 
information on slum clearance/upgrading programs in India see K.C. Sivarama
krishnan, Indian Urban Scene: Chapter V attached). Th: history of demolition, 
deportation and refusal to accept any but the standards of conventional 
housing, has been co=n to most countries. However, in the face of the 
increasing growth of squatter settlements and severe resource constraints, 
many governments have begun to look to the less expensive, more affordable 
approach of slum upgrading. 

The Rationale for Slum Upgrading 

(1) 	 Given the scale and spread of slums in most cities, it is
 
not politically or financially feasible to remove them.
 

(2) 	 Squatters or slum dwellers are generally among the poorest
 
any relocation attempt removes them farther from sources oL
 
employment, reducing their cauacity for economic survival.
 

(3) 	 Upgrading existing settlements enables an overall improvement

in living conditions at less cost and with less disruption
 
than other m&p;-&aiLes.
 

(4) 	 Once occupants are given security of tenure and access to credit
 
their savings can be mobilized and directed into shelter. Sig
nificant improvements have been noticed in several settlements
 
once secure tenure is established. Existing resources are used
 
and the principle of continuous improvement is established.
 

(5) 	 Established community organizations do exist within many slum 
settlements and can save administrative effort for project management 
and form a strong support system necessary for the social and 
economic survival of low income urban squatters. (See Philippines
Tondo Foreshore attached). 

Arguments Against Upgrading 

The arguments that have been used against this form of development are 
as follows: 

(1) 	 By giving squatters security of tenure, future illegal invasions
 
by others are encouraged (see Issues on Land Tenure by Doebele).
 

(2) 	 The legal owners of the land mmy uw6 get adequate compensation. 



(3) Recovering costs from the occupants is difficult. 

(4) The existing site may not make the most efficient use of land. 
Other forms of development might yield higher rates of return. 
Alternatively, the sites may be too difficult to service (e.g., 
ravines, floodplains), leading to a more costly overall development. 

(5) Defacto regularization of squatter invasion is not the best method 
to accomodate urban growth. In the long run planned sites with 
good access to employment and services may be a less expensive 
and better alternative. 

Operationa. Tsetias 

The operational issues in slum upgrading are: 

A. Criteria for Site Selection 

B. Eligibility 

C. Aproaches to Land Tenure 

D. Cmtent of Program
 

E. Commnity Participation 

F. Cost Recovery 

A. Criteria For Selection 

In establishing an order of priority for upgrading of squatter areas 
a number of factors require consideration. In Jakarta, areas of high
density and poorest living conditions were developed first. High density
settlement is characteristic of older, centrally located areas. These may 
prove difficult for development requiring demolition of structures and 
displacement of residents. Older areas, however, are more likely to have 
an established, organized community structure which can assist in the 
decision making process, e.g., Tondo Foreshore, Manila. Centrally located
 
settlements have frequently created friction with authorities by nature of 
their conspicuousness and occupation of highly valued land. Alternatively 
areas of low density may provide greater opportunities for planned develop
ment. In addition, ownership of land, comunity pressures, to rrunkaccess 
services and compatibility with adjacent development should all be con
sidered in selecting areas for upgrading. 



B. Eligibility 

Once an area has been selected for upgrading it is to be assumed
 
chat all the residents of that settlement are beneficiaries. An identi
ficatir'm program is required at this stage to record existing structures
 
and residents. A survey of this kind should establish 'ownership' of
 
structures and prevent speculation and invasion by tesidents and outsiders.
 
Not all residents may benefit equally and local leaders and community

development workers can help resolve the issues arising from demolition
 
or displacement and determining the rights of landlords and tenants.
 

C. Approach to Land Tenure 

Tenure issues are complex but their solution is important for the 
success of an upgrading project (see Doebele Land Policy Issues, Vol. 1).
Security of tenure is the prime benefit derived from a slum upgrading: This 
is usually established by conferring legal title on the resident following 
some form of payment. In Jakarta, where basic improvements u-re made with
out conferring legal terure, upgrading itself represented a defa,:to regulari
zation of the squatters' status. Doebele states - the critical element 
in tenure may not be "the precise legal category involved ... rather the 
perception of the occupant of his security in relation to the investment 
contemplated. The amount of investment in housing seems to be closely
correlated with the perception of risk of removal irrespective of the 
technicalities of legal title." A distinction can be made between the 
rights of use, and the ownership of land and the right of compensation for 
any improvements made on that land. -In most upgrading programs regulariza
tion of tenure is of prime importance. In Lima, legalization of tenure was 
the first issue to be tackled, in 1963, prior to improvements in infra
structure. In the Tondo Foreshore the purchase price of the land which will 
confer legal tenure has not been satisfactorily decided. In Cartegena,
Colombia, a distinctior is made between ownership and tenure. The resident 
has right of tenure without purchasing the deed which confers ownership.
This deed is on17 required if the resident wishes to sell or transfer his 
plot. 

D. Content of the Program 

Improvement programs may vary widely in content, from provision of 
basic infrastructure as in early K.I.P. Jakarta to a complex reorganization
of the settlement as in the Tondo Foreshore reblocking exercises. The 
content will be determined by the priorities and needs of the residents, 
the resource constraints and the nature of counity and governmental
organizations. Health education, recreation, etc. are other items which 
need to be integrated within the upgrading program. 
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E. Community Participation 

The participation of the residents is particularly important in

uperading. In fact, in established settlements the initiative for slum

improvements has frequently come from 
 the slum community itself. The
 
experience from many projects suggests that the success of the 
design,
implementation and particularly future maintenance o? a project, dependi
greatly on the degree of comunity participation. Experience in Manila 
suggests that comn.mity groups can deal successfully with the issues of
removal of dwellings to facilitatd reblocking and questions of compensation.

The degree and nature of comim.cy participation will vary from area to
 
area and-co-untr to country.
 

F. Cost Recovery 

Cost recovery can be more difficult in slum upgrading than in alternative
forms of development. A program of this nature will contain families of 
very low income who would be ineligible for any other form of development.

However, oubstantial cost recovery from beneficlaries is essential to
 
replicability of programs. It is important to determine the extent to
 
which costs can be recovered directly from the beneficiaries, for what 
services and by what techniques. Some programs may facilitate subcross
sidy of the poorer beneficiaries by the richer. In Jakarta have notcosts 
been recovered directly from the beneficiaries but from an increase in the 
general tax revenues, In Lima the majority of costs were recovered from 
tariff charges and monthly payments for utilities and site purchase. Thecost of health and nutrition centers, technical assistance and some access 
roads are recovered from general tax revenues.
 

Conclusion
 

Given the rapid urbanization rates and wide spread slum growth,
upgrading of slums alone should not be regarded as an exclusive instrument. 
It is important that new sites are prepared and developed to absorb low 
income migrants and overspill families from upgraded slum areas. Sites and
services and slum upgrading should be regarded not as mutually exclusive but 
mutually supportive. 
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OF SLUMS AND SQUATTER AREAS IN SELECTED LDC CITIES1!UCIDZNCE 

Slums and Squat.ter Settlements
Count' City 
as Pecen of City Poculation 

Subgsaharan Africa 

80 (1970)
Cameroon Douala 

90 (1970)
Yaounde 

90 (1968)


Ethiopia Addis Ababa 

53 (1968)
Accra
Ghana 

60 (1964)

Ivory Coast Abidjan 

33 (1970)


Kenya Nairobi 

66 (1970)
Mombasa 
50 (1970)


Liberia. Yonrovia 
33 (1969)


Madagascar Tananarive 
56 (1966)Malawi Blantyre 
75 (1971)

Nigeria Ibadan 
60 (1971)Senegal Dakar 
77 (1967)
Somalia Magadishu 
55 (1971)
Port Sudan
Sudan 

50 (1970)
Dar as Salaam
Tanzania 

75 (1970)


Togo Loci 
70 (1966)


Upper Volta Ouagadougou 

60 (1969)
Zaire Xinshasa 
48 (1969)Za=bia Lusaka 

Iraq 
Jordan 
Turkey 

Bagdad 
A:an 
Ankara 
Istanbul 

29 
14 
60 
40 

(1965) 
(1971) 
(1970) 
(1970) 

Iz-ir 65 (1970) 

Lebanon 
Morocco 

Beirut 
Casablanca 
Rabat 

1.5 
70 
60 

(1970) 
(1971) 
(1971) 

Low Tnco Asia 

21 (1971)
Afghanistan Kabul 

33 (1971)
India Calcutta 

25 (1971)
Bombay 

30 (1971)
Delhi 

25 (1971)
Madras 
19 (1971)
Baroda 

26 (1972)
Indonesia Jakarta 

27 (1972)
Bandung 

33 (1972)
Makassar 

22 (1961)
Nepal Katmandu 

23 (1970)
ikistan Karachi 

43 (1968)
ri Laka Colombo 



Co-m--r7 City 


Middl- Tnccne Asi~a 

Eons :o=g Hong Kong 

Korea Seoul 


Busan 

Malvsia Kuala L, pur 

Philippi.es Manila 

Singapore Singapore 


Latin A._ericz and Carib'ezn
 

Brazil Rio de Janeiro 

Belo orizonte 
Recife 
Porto Alegre 

Brasilia 

Chile San:iago 
Colo=bia Bogot! 

Cali 
Buenaventura 

Ecuador Guayaquil 
Gua:a=ala Guatemala Ci:y 
Rondu:as Tegucigalpa 
ramico Mexico City 
Panam= ?anaa City 
Peru Lima 

Arequipa 
Chizbote 


Venezuela Caracas 

Maracaibo 

Barquis-ato 

Ciudad Guayana 

Slums and Squatter Settlements
 

as Percent of City Population
 

16 (1969)
 
30 (1970)
 
31 (1970)
 
37 (1971)
 
35 (1972)
 
15 (1970)
 

30 (1970) 
14 (1970) 
50 (1970) 
13 (1970) 
41 (1970) 
25 (1964) 
60 (1969) 
30 (1969) 
s0 (1969) 
49 (1969) 
30 (1971) 
25 (1970) 
46 (1970) 
17 (1970) 
40 (1970) 
40 (1970) 
67 (1970) 
40 (1969) 
50 (1969) 
41 (1969) 
40 (1969) 

1/ Defnitiocs vary from country to country and from city to city, 
therefore, these data only present the roughest of impressions 
regardi=g the housing proble= in these cities.
 

Source: Crizes (1976).
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PERCENT OF .POPUIATION U111 ACCESS TO WATER SUI'PI AND EXCRETA DISPOSAI: 
1970 AND RECENT YEAR 

Accesa to Water Accesa to Excretn Disposal
 

1970 Recent Year 1970 Recent Year
 

Urban Rural Urban Rural Urban Rural Urban Rural 

Subanarun Africa 

1. Benin 83.0 20.0 100.0 20.0 83.0 1.0 

2. Botawana 71.0 26.0 95.0 39.0
 
3. Brundi 77.0
 
4. Cameroon 77.0 21.0
 

5. Central Afr. Emp. 64.0 96.0 100.0 100.0
 

6. Chad 47.0 24.0 43.0 23.0 7.0 9.0 1.0
 
7. Comoro9
 

8. Congo 63.0 6.0 81.0 9.0 8.0 6.0 10.0 9.0
 

9. Equitorial Guinea
 

10. Ethlopla 61.0 58.0 1.0 67.0* 8.0 56.0 8.0
 

11. Gabon 6.0
 

12. Cambia 97.0 3.0
 

13. Ghana 86.0 14.0 86.0 14.0 92.0 40.0 95.0 40.0
 

14. Guinea 68.0 69.0 70.0 2.0
 

15. Guinea-Biaau
 
16. Ivory Coast 98.0 29.0 23.0
 

17. Kenya 100.0 2.0 100.0 4.0 85.0 45.0 98.0 48.0
 
10.0 51.0 12.0
18. Leaotho 100.0 1.0 65.0 14.0 44.0 


19. ibaria 100.0 6.0 100.0 9:0
 

20. Madagascar 67.0 1.0 76,0 14.0 88.0 9.0
 

21. Malawi 29.0 63.0
 
100.0
22. Mali 98.0 10.0 


23. auritania 
22.0 51.0 99.0 63.0 100.0
24. Mauritius 100.0 29.0 100.0 


30.0 7.z

25. Niger 37.0 19.0 36.0 26.0 10.0 


26. Nigeria
 

27. Ruanda 81.0 66.0 84.0 68.0 83.0 52.0 87.0 56.0
 

28. Sao Tome & Principe
 
29. Senegal 87.0
 
30. Seychelles
 



1970 ACCESS co Excreta Disposal
Recent Year 
 1970 
 Recent Tear
Urban Rural 
 Urban Rural 
 Urban Rural 
 Urban Rural'
 
31. Sierra Leone 
 75.0 1.0
32. Somalia 
 17.0 14.0 
 7710 22.0
33. Sudan 77.0
61.0 13.0 35.0
59.0 26.0 
 100.0
34. Togo 4.0 100.0 10.0
 
35. Upper Volta 

5.0 49.0 10.0 1.0 36.0 12.0
4.o 

35.0 10.0 50.0 
 23.0
36. Zaire 49.0
33.0 4.0 47 0
38.0 12.0 
 5.0. 0 0 67,. 6.0
37. Zambia 
 70.0 22.0 86.0 16.0 
 12.0 18.0 
 87.0 16.0
 

EHEHA
 

1. Cyprus 
 100.0 
 92.0 
 94.0 
 96.0 
 100.0 
 92.0

2. Greece 94.0 95.0 
3. Portugal
4. Turkey 


3L.U 
 53.0 
 74.0 
 64.0

5. Romania 13.0 5.0
 
6. Yugoslavia
7. Algeria 
 84.0 
 100.0 
 61.0 
 13.0 600
8. Bahrain 100.0 50.0
 
9. Egypt


10. Iran 87.0 63.0
68.0 11.0 
 76.0 30.0
11. Iraq 83.0 
100.0 48.0 100.0 59.0


7.0 
 100.0 
 11.0 
 82.0
12. Israel 75.0 1.0
 
13. Jordan 
 98.0 59.0
 
14. Kuwait
 
15. Lebanon 

16. 95.0 85.0
Libya 
 100.0 
 42.0 100.0 
 82.0 100.0 54.0
L. Florocco 100.0 69.0
92.0 28.0
LU. Oman 15.0 4.0
100.0 48.0 100.0 
L9. Qatar 10010 5.0 
!0. Saudi Arabia 
!1. Syria 98.0 50.0
!2. Tunisia 


92.( 
 17.0

3. UAB 100.0 34.o 
4. Yemen (ADAD) 45.C 2.o 
 51.7 6.7.s
 
!5. Iceland
 
6. Spain
 

anoa, This and Ilodaidah only. 



Access to Excreta Disposal
Access to Water 

1970 Recent Year


1970 Recent Year 

Rural Urban Rural
Urban Rural Urban
Urban Rurat 


Low Income Asia
 

5.0 69.0 16.0 63.0 15.0
40.0
18.0 1.0
1. Atghanist~sn 
22.0 61.0
2. Bangladesh 13.0 17.0 40.0
 

38.0. 32.03. DuL1tai3 45.0 32.0
31.0 14.0
35.0 13.0
4. Burma 

5. Cambodia .
 

18.0 85.0 1.0 81.0 2.0
60.0 6.0 80.ff 5.06. India 60.0
50.0 4.0
41.0 4.0
10.0 1.0
1. Indonesia 


8. Lao 14.0 
5.0 12.0


9. Nepal 53.0 85.0 1.0
 

77 A. 436. 7513. 576.1261.21.0
10. Pakistan 
 68.0 55.0 
11. Sri Lanka 46.0 L4.O 36.0 13.0 76.0 61.0 

12. Vietnam
 

Iliddle InCOML
 

1. China. RO 
80.6 50.0
2. Ilona Kong 59.0
1.0
84.0 38.0 95.0


3. Korea, RO 100.0 43.0
100.0 43.0
100.0 S.0
100.0 1.0 44.0
4. Halayad 46.0 76.0
90.0
62.0 k.0
67.0 20.0
5. Philippines 
99.0
96.0 100.0 100.0 36.06. Singapore 6 0 65.0 8.0 58.0

69.0 .60.0 10.0
7. Tiailand 

87.0 79.0 100.0 83.0
Latin America 

1.0 19.0 100.0 13.0
 

1. Argentina 69.0 12.0 76.0 26.0 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
95.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
2. Barbados 


92.0 2.0 81.0. 0 0 25.0 4.0 9.0
 
3. Bolivia 


16.026.5 86.3 39.0
 
4. Brazil 77.0 29.0 83.0 52.9 


33.0 10.0 36.0 11.0
 
5. Chile 67.0 11.0 78.0 28.0 

75.0 73.0 13.0
86.0 33.0 8.0
6. Colombia 88.0 28.0 93.0
6. Cola iac 98.0 59.0 100.0 66.0 43.0 94.0 




Access to water 
1970 bacent Year 

Access to Excrete Iiluposal 
1970 Recent Year 

Urban Rural Ubnn Rural Urban Rural Urban Rural 

8. 
9. 

10. 
1. 
12. 

Dominican Republic 
Ecuador 
El Galvador 
Guatemale 
Haiti 

72.0 
76.0 
71.0 
80.0 

14.0 
7.0 
20.0 
12.0 

88.0 
67.0 
09.0 
05.0 
46.0 

27.0 
0.0 
28.0 
14.0 
3.0 

63.0 

66.0 

54.0 

18.0 

74.0 

71.0 
11.0 

16.0 
7.0 

17.0 
16.0 

13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
10. 
19. 
20. 

londuras 
Jamaica 
1inxIco 
Hicuragr:. 
Panama 
Paraguay 
Trinidad & Tobago 
Uruguay 

99.0 
100.0 
71.0 
50.0 

100.0 
22.0 
100.0 
100.0 

10.0 
48.0 
29.0 
16.0 
43.0 
5.0 

95.0 
59.0 

99.0 
100.0 
70.0 
100.0 
100.0 
25.0 
79.0 

100.0 

13.0 
79.0 
49.0 
14.0 
63.0 
5.0 

100.0 
97.0 

64.0 
100.0 

92.5 
16.0 
51.0 
1.0 

9.0 
92.0 

66.2 

96.0 
13.0 

100.0 
13.0 
6.0 

97.1 
28.0 
83,0 
97.0 

91.0 
14.0 
24.0 
75.0 

97.0 
17.0 

21. Venezuela 92.0 38.0 45.0 
22. Surinam 
23. 
24. 

Guyana 
Peru 

100.0 
58.0 

63.0 
8.0 

100.0 
72.0 

75.0 
15.0 

95.0 
52.0 

92.0 
1610 

99.0 94.0 

J 

sources Vorld Dank, aial Indcators Data seete Sapt., 1978
 



ANNEX 1
 

Notes on the Experience of Slum Upgrading Programs in Jakarta. 

These notes have been prepared by Mrs. Leonie Menezes based on the
 
World Bank Appraisal Reports:
 

Indonesia Urban Development Project 1974
 
Indonesia Second Urban Development Project 1976
 
Indonesia Third Urban Development Project 1978
 

Necessary modifications have been made to suit EDI teaching purposes. 



JAKARTA, INDONESIA 

SLUM UPGRADING PROGRAM 

Background 

Indonesia is the fifth most populous country in the world with a 
population of 135 illion (1976). Two thirds of Indonesia's population
-is concentrated on the island of Java which is only 77 of the total land 
area. The average rural density of 663 persons/km i.s nearly as high as 
in many urban areas in the industralized nations. This situation has 
created intense pressures on available agricultural land and consequently 
pushed thousands of unskilled, uneducated farmers into urban centers. 
faster than the latter have been capable of absorbing them. 

With a present population of five million and annual average per 
capita income of about US$ 160, the clty of Jakarta is one of the largest 
as well as poorest in tb. world. The rate of natural population increase 
in Java has been 2.1% a year in the last decade: but, in addition to this, 
Jakarta has experienced a rate of Iigration of 2.5%a year over the same 

2period. The current average density in the city is about 8,000 persons/km . 
Because most people live in single-story dwellings and not apartment buildings 
density is a particularly accurate indicator of crowded living conditions. 

The Kampungs 

With imigration, thousands of rural families moved into crowded 
quarters with friends or relatives; thousands more. hastily erected temporary 
shelters on land they did not own. This population influx increased 
densities and added to the number of exLsting kampungs (low income neighbor
hoods) which had been settled in a haphazard manner throughout the city for 
more than a hundred years. The provincial government recognizes these 
kampungs as permanent settlements even though few residents hold legal title 
to the land or houses they occupy. Kampungs now encompass more than 65% of 
the city's urbanized area and contain 80% of the population. 

Although recognized by the Government and having an organized social 
base, in 1969 kmpunas lacked all modern amenities such as pive'i drinking water, 
drainage, paved roads, proper sanitation, schools and clinics. Most of the 
inhabitants of the kampungs are squatters either on private or public land. 
They hold no legal title to the land or houses they occupy, although cases 
where the squatter intends to improve his dwelling, a temporary license for 
a ma-- of five years can be given. The continued growth of the kampungs 
has meant steadily increasing demands on an already grossly inadequate 
infrastructure, which was designed to mainly benefit the upper income groups. 
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There are serious deficiencies in water distribution, sewage and waste
 
disposal throughout Jakarta. There is no water borne sewerage. More than
50% of the population rely on groumdwater wells which are contaminated by 
sewage seepage and increasing salinity. Approximately 40% are totally
dependent on water vendors whose charges are five times greater than piped
 
water charges.
 

Kamoung Improvement Program 

The Kampung Improvement Program (YKIP) initiated in Jakarta in 1969 
represents the authorities' efforts to deal with the provision of minimum 
services for large numbers of the urban poor at a reasonable cost. This 
program has been successful in social, technical and financial terms. The 
approach to the problem of provision of minimum infrastructure has allowed 
the Government to proceed on a large scale and its impact in Jakarta can 
be seen from the table below.
 

Urbanized area (1969) - 12,000 hectares
 
Area in. kampungs (1969) - 7,200 " (60Z)
 
Area improved 1969-1974 - 2,400 " (20%)
 
Area improved 1974-1976 - 1,980 " (16.5%)
 
Areas to be improved 1976-19.79 - 3,000 " (25%)
 

Total Improved (by 1147Q) 7-R " -- - IAI -T 

Source: Appraisal Report Second Urban Project Indonesia 1976
 

The World Bank has supported this program since 1974 with three urban
 
development projects. 
 Under the third urban project 750 further ha in
 
30 kampungs will be improved between the years 1979 and 1982 benefiting
 
an approximate population of 210,000. In addition, water supply and
 
sanitation would be provided to the kampungs which were inupgraded
1969-74 to bring their level of improvement to the standards adopted in the 
second urban project under (Repelita II). 

Scope and Objectives (Third Urban Project) 

The first urban project upgraded sites in Jakarta. The second included
 
improvements in Surabaya. 
In the third urban project the improvement program
 
was extended to three additional secondary cities, Ujung Pandang, Semarang
 
and Surakarta.
 

No. of % of Total Population Per-Capita Per-Hectare
 
Area (ha) Kampungs Kamnung Area Upgraded Cost (US$) Cost (US$)
 

Jakarta 750 30 8 210,000 69 19,400

Surabaya .580 27 20 275,000 35 16,675

Ujung Pandang 375 13 34 137,000 39 14,200

Semarang 310 15 15 95,000 44 14,200

Surakarta 170 10 16 49,000 35 10,150
 

http:1976-19.79
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This project will address critical short and medium term problems in 
solid waste management in Jakarta and Surabaya and drainage problems in
Surabaya. Technical assistance is directed towards strengthening local 
government capabilities to sustain these improvement programs. Conmmity
health service will be supported and a pilot program is included to 
develop small businesses. 

Target Population 

The urban kampungs in Tnddnasia are populated by a relatively wide 
range of income groups. However in Jakarta, surveys have demonstrated 
that approximately 702 of kampmng dwellers fall into the defined poverty
level (income of US$750 and below p.a.). In the secondary cities 75-80Z 
fall in the group. Kampimg selection and eligibility criteria for these 
programs are espediilly tailored to ensure that the focus is on service 
to low income groups. 

Design Standards (Third Urban Project) 

Although hard and fast standards for KEP are not possible or
desirable, given the considerable variation in existing conditions, levels 
of service and varying population densities, some guidance and control is 
necessary to maintain a reasonable balance of services within budget con
straints. The functional standards adopted for the Second Urban Project have 
been maintained but modified in view of the experience. In addition to a 
minimum standard, a target and a maximum standard have been introduced for
roads. The standards for water supply have been increased slightly to improve
the coverage. The proposed functional standards have been defined follows:as 

(a) Roads. All dwelling within a maximum distance of 100 m
 
from a one-way road and 300 m from a two-way road. Length
 
per ha may range between 50-100 i/ha for one-way roads
 
and 15-35 m/ha for two-way roads; the target standard for
 
the two types would be 60 m/ha and 20 m/ha respectively.

Pavement widths will be 4 m or 6 m on a right-of-way of 6,
8 or 10 m, depending on traffic conditions. 

(b) 	 Footpaths. Paved footpaths to within 20 m of every dwelling 
not located on a road. The footpaths will have variable 
pavement widths depending on site conditions but ranging
from 1.5-3 m with 3-6 m right of way. In addition, narrow 
footpaths of 1 m width will be provided where feasible to 
link groups of houses in the interior of kampungs with the 
.main footpath system. 

(c) 	Drainage. Open secondary drains along road and footpaths.
 
PriMAryV drnini a -nowr4 
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(d) 	Water Supply. Connection to city main supply or deep vells 
as appropriate. Design standards for the reticulation 

system will be about 60 lpcd. One standpipe will be pro
vided to serve each RT (about 20 to 50 families). Where 
sufficient supplies are available, private connections will 

be available along the reticulation system. 

(e). 	 Sanitation. Pit privies for individual families and house
hold groups will be provided wherever the appropriate soil 
conditions exist. In other areas community toilet and 
washing facilities (MMCK) will be provided at a rate of 
1 toilet seat per 12 families. 

(f) 	 Solid Wastes Disposal. Hand carts and bins will be provided 
in all cities, and motor vehicles and trailers in Jakarta 
and Surabaya. 

(g) 	 Primary Schools. Primary schools (with furniture) to make 
up the deficiency of facilities in the kampungs and will
 
provide enough space. for about 75% of. school-age children. 
In Jakarta, the schools will be financed from the INPRES 
program. 

(h) 	 Health Clinics. In the secozdary cities sall health 
clinics (sub-p~skesmas) with 3 to 6 rooms and a total area 
of up to 300 m , with necessary furniture and equipment. 

The functional standards defined above represent the desirable level of
 
service. An overall per ha budget limitation in each city is maintained 
which, along with the existing service levels, determines the achievable 
level of service in a particular kampung.
 

The comunity facilities to be provided in the project cities,
 
taking into account the availability of existing facilities. are estimate 
as follows: 

Primary Schools Sub-Puskesmas Population 
No. Classrooms No. Rooms Upgraded 

l/ 
Jakarta By INPRES none 210,000 
Surabaya 15 90 10 60 275,000 
Ujung Pandang 6 36 10 60 137, 00 
Semarang 4 24 8 48 95,000 
Surakarta 2 12 4 24 49,000 

1/ In Jakarta the schools will be financed by the INPRES program (Nationi 
subsidy for local development)
 



Community Participation 

There has been little initial community participation in the
 
implementation of improvement. 
 However, surveys of residents have been 
conducted to ascertain the effects of the program and to refine the 
approach. 
The residents have responded to the program by improvements

and extensions to their dwellings. The responsibility for maintenance
 
rests with the kampung committees which are composed of residents and
 
local government officials.
 

Cost Recovery
 

The financing mechanism for KIP in Indonesia, which has evolved overthe past 5 years with the 2 Bank-financed projects, relies entirely onmunicipal resources. There are no direct levies like a betterment tax or plotcharges imposed on the residents. There are various reasons for GOI and the
Bank adopting this %echanism. First, the types of urban 
 services providedunder KIP are similar to those routinely provided to the higher-income neighbor
hoods without levying any charges. The Governent has taken the view that toinstitute a special tax on lIP beneficiaries would be inequitable. Second,the argument in favor of direct levies on beneficiaries rests on the desire to
 assure that the 
program can be sustained over the long term so that the
services can be provided to all kampung areas. 
 The Goverment has addressedthis issue by: (a) an explicit focus on the standards employed, with aiman to
keeping these at a minimum level consistent with achieving health
the objectives of the projct and (b) ensuring that the municipal taxes increase at a

sufficient 
rate to pay for an expanding program. Third
 
and most importantly, impositIon of direct 
levies (e.g. plot charges),on
beneficiaries would arequire massive effort in cadastral surveys and in
clarification and registration of tenure for each of the large number of
families benefitting annually from the program. 
Such an effort is beyond the
administrative capacity of the local governments and the Central Government.
Finally, collection would have to be spread over time and, in many instances,
the cost of collection may exceed the revenues generated.
 

At present, the municipal governments levy no direct charge on theresidents for solid wastes collection, since the municipal services cover onlythe transportation of solid wastes from the collection points to the disposalsites. 
 The residents themselves organize the collection for which they use
either self-help 'generally in the poorer neighborhoods) or make contributions 
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to a community fund, which in turn pays for private collection services.
 
However, under the proposed project, the collection responsibility would

gradually shift from the community to the municipalizy thus requiring increased
 
outlays from the municipal budgets. The most appropriate mechanism for
 
charging for this service is not clear. 
It is estimated that a direct charge

of about Rp 250-375 (US$0.40-0.60) per mot.:h per family would be sufficient to
 
pay for the collection services. It 
 is not clear whether it would be adminis
tratively cost-effective to collect such small individual charges. 
Also,

there is concern that the low-income families may not be willing/able to pay

for these charges, since they may not fully appreciate the need or benefit of

door-to-door collection service. Interruption of services for even a few
families in a neighborhood would 
cause public health problems for the entire
 
community or for others who are affected by water pollution resulting from
 
garbage dumped in the waterways. Because of Lhese reasons, many cities prefer

to finance garbage collection and disposal services from general revenues.
 
During the first 2 years of the project, a study will be carried out in each

city to dete~rmine the most appropriate mechanism of charging for solid waL,
services. One or more different methods will be tried out on a pilot scale
 
before making final recommendations for the city as 'awhole.
 

C. Replicability
 

The approach to kampung improvement being .'ollowed by the Government 
has already demonstrated In Jakarta its ability to sustain the program at r
desirable scale of operation. The Jakarta KIP is unique in having been suc
cessful in providing basic services to virtually all of the unserviced areas
in the city in 12 years. Each of the other cities included in the project has
developed a 5-year program of kampung improvement. An estimated 35% of the
population living in unserviced areas in Surabaya (including the 15% served 

under the second project), 34% in Ujung Pandang, 15% in Semarang and 16% in 
Surakarra would have been covered 
If 

at the end of the project period (1981/82).
the pace of the program is maintained in the future, all unserviced kampung


areas in these cities could be serviced in a period of 10-15 years.
 

Based on the unit costs estimated for the proposed project, a national
 
program covering 65% of the country's urban population (assuned to be living
in unserviced areas) would cost roughly $550 million, taking into account the
 
investments which have already been made in Jakarta and Surabaya. A 15-year
program of kampung improvement would, therefore, require capital investments 
amounting to about $35 million per annum in 1978 prices. 
Assuming growth of

5-7% per year for the slum area population following the present trends, an

addition-.I $20 million would be required each year during this 15-year period
to deal with population growth. 
Thus the total annual outlay required would

be roughly $55 million (December 1978 prices). This level of investment wotddbe about 1.5% of total Central Government development experditures and less
than 0.2% of GDP. This is considered to be well within the level of invest
ments on shelter affordable by countries at Indonesia's stage of development. 

http:US$0.40-0.60
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Future Policy
 

The success of the Kampung improvement programs has been the focuson provision of minimum infrastructure. This has enabled the authorities 
to proceed on a scale large enough and pace rapid enough to be effective.As the program has developed it has become more complex with the addition
of other comunity facilities but the emphasis has always been on homeownership and replicability. The Central Government has now incorporated
kampung improvement as part of a comprehensive housing and settlement 
policy in other Indonesia cities. 

The prime advantages of the approach are the low overall costs, theuse of local materials and labor and the exploration of existing housingstock. The expansion of their program is propored in the next five yeardevelopment plan (1980-84). The development of sites and services asa complementary program to kampung improvement has lagged behind primarilybecause of land acquisition problems. The Government has recognizedconstraint and is undertaking 
the 

steps to strengthen legislation governing
its powers of land acquisition. In addition, other approaches to urban
land development such as land consolidation and in-fill or low density
kampungs are being considered.
 



ANNEX 2
 

Notes on the Experience of Slum Upgrading Program in Mima 

These notes have been prepared by Mrs. M. Myers based on the following 
sources : 

Peru: Appraisal of the Urban Sites and Services Developmnt Project. 
World Bank. May 24, 1976.
 

Urbanization in Peru: International Urbanization Survey Report to
 
the Ford Foundation.
 

Lewis, R.A. EmployMnt, Income, and the Growth of the Barriadas in 
Lima', Peru. Cornell University. May, 1973 



LIMA - PERU 

SLUM UPGRADING PROGRAM 

Background
 

Peru is South America's third largest country. It has an area of 
514,059 square miles and it is divided into three regions: the coast, 
the highlands, and the eastern jungle. Traditionally, net migratory move
ments in Peru have been from the highlands to the coastal area because of 
the pressure of a fast population growth in the highlands, where arable 
land is limited, and governmental policies for rapid industrialization 
have favored the urban centers. A large proportion of the popula
tion moving to the coast has traditionally settled in Lima. Estimates 
are that Peru's population-will increase from 14.1 million in 1972 to 27.2 
million in 1990. The urban population as a whole is projected to increase 
from 8.4 to 18 million and Lima's population alone from 3.6 to 8.1 million 
over the same period.
 

The Barriadas
 

The barriadas are a characteristic urban phenomenon of Latin 
America. The barriadas of Lina began some 30 years ago right after World 
War II when the national economy began to shift from agriculture to manu
facturing and other urban activities and when population rates began to 
increase. Most migrants could not afford to rent or buy space in the tra
ditional housing market. The imediate result was the overcrowding of 
existing tenements in the central city. The next result was a move to the 
urban fringe. Migrant and other poor income families saw the possibility 
of occupying through invasion vacant land that was close enough to the 
existing city and employment opportunities. Such settlement by invasion 
was not new in Lima, but in numbers and extent it became all but revolu
tionary in character during the 1950s. In 1955, the berrieda population of 
Lima had reached 10 percent of the city's total, and in 1965 it had climbed 
to 20 percent.
 

The barriada cannot be compared strictly with slums, shanty towns 
or squatter settlements. They are more accurately described as a process
of urban settlement and accommodation. It develops on vacant land, which 
may be legally or illegally occupied, may be publicly or privately owned, 
and may or may not comply with municipal regulations; it may be the result 
of a swift invasion or a slow expansion of settlement; its structures may 
be of woven matting, adobe or of substantial brick; it may have initially 
no urbau public services and it may ultimately acquire the whole range 
lighting, water supply, sewage, paved streets, schools, and health centers. 

The barriadas that had existed before 1961 had already been legal
ized by the 1961 Barriada Law. Under that law the Junta Nacional de 
Vivienda or JNV (National Housing Board) was formed in 1963 to ceordrate 
aid to the barriadas. The Junta consequently began an improvement program
which involved the survey of each barriada, a basic development plan and, 
upon completion of the plan, the granting of legal titl to the residents 
of the barriada. Finally, with the resident already owning a piece of land, 
he became entitled to improvement loans extended by the JKV for housing 
purposes.
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The Pueblos Jovens 

In 1968 a new government agency was created by the mi itatry regimecalled the Of icina Nacional do Desarrollo do Pueblos Jovenes (ONDEPTOV).
The official title of the barriadas that could be physically improved 
 was
changed to "pueblos jovents" ("young sittlmaent"). The population in
Pueblos Jovenes had been increasing at 13.7 percent in 
 the last decade.In 1975 it was estimated that about 2.4 uillon people lived in PueblosJovnes, of which 1.5 million wore in the Lima Metropolitan Area and about 
200,000 in Arequipa.


Because of the magnitude and expected increase of their population,Pueblos Jovenes are a social and political factor in the pol 4 cies of the
Peruvian government. The present Government continues with 
a program tolegalize land tenure of Pueblos Jovenas residents, which had already begun
in 1963. The legalization of ownership 
has fostered a sense of coumunityand encouraged the planning efforts of the residents. A local selfgovernment system has evolved focusing in successive stages on a) organizedland invasion, b) economic development through the creation of cooperatives,c) urban comunity social development, asd d) self-managed comunal social,economic, and administrative development. The structure of self-government
within the Pueblos Jovenes has been formalized, and the Peruvian Governmenthas given acceptability as well as promotion and direction to the institutions of the Pueblos Jovenes through the establishment, in April 1972, of
the Sistema Nacional do Apoyo a la ovilizacion Social (SINAMOS), 
 an agencyfor support of social mobilization. Through SINAMOS, the Pueblos Jovenes
have made 
 their priorities known to the Government and have made it clearthat they attach a uch higher priority to job creation than to housing.Other basic requirements urgently called for at this time include the up
grading of services, particularly water supply.


Another agency which plays an important role in the Peruvian slumupgrading program is the BVP, Banco de la Vivienda del Peru, a semiautonomous agency under the guidance of the Ministry of Finance and Economy. In 1971,the 3VP began to upgrade inner city slums (tugurios) and to provide urbaninfrastructure and services to the Pueblos Jovenes on the fringes of LimaMetropolitan area. About 37,500 dwelling units in Pueblos Jovenes are being
provided with services.
 

BVP lending procedures for pueblos jovenes projects are wellestablished. BVP lends money directly to the that isauthority providingthe service to the project area, for example to ESAL, a regional water company, or to the Ministry of Housing and Construction. The authority thenbecomes responsible for repayment of the loan by the individual beneficiariesof the project. BV? makes a loan on the basis of a plan from SINAMOS,which includes the names of 70 percent of the families who will participatein the project as well as the name of the authority that will executeplan. After BVP's technical department reviews the plan it 
the 

conducts athorough :echnical and economic evaluation. If the project proven feacible,BVP signs a contract with the Authority which then becomes the supervisor,executor and collector for the loan. BVP provides a model of the contractto be signed by each individual family for the receipt of services and burdenof debt. The Authority, ESAL for example, ensures collection by includingamortization installment for the loan in the monthly ptyment for service.In the event of default, the service is cut off. 
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BVP makes disbursements to the authority or, for certain small
 
Ite=, 	 to the supplier on the basis of invoices. The authority is respon
sible for selection of the contractor, and for reviewing with SINAIOS 
and ZVP's technical department the contractor's value of authorized work. 
Disbursements are made on work progress. The conditions of BVP loans for
 
pueblos jovenes programs are: 8 percent interest and 20 years repayment
for housing.

In summary, present Government programs to upgrade Pueblos Jovenes 
include credits to individual residents for housing construction and/or

materials; loans 
for sewage, water, and electric connections within Pueblos 
Jovenes, to be amortized, along with construction costs, through bills 
for service to individuals on a monthly basis; improvement of roads both 
within the community and outside to connect it with employment areas;

construction and staffing of health facilities; and building of schools
 
and coummnity centers.
 

The underlying policy of these programs is to keep 
 costs 	within the
capacity of the Pueblos Jovenes residents. Consequently, the use of self
help and mutual aid to Pueblos Jovenes dwellers constitute a major factor 
in all construction and public 	work activities within the communities. 

Recent 	Efforts
 

Recently 	 athe World Bank hAs agreed to assist in implementing 

program which focuses on institutional development. By providing assis
tance for projects in Lima and 
Arequipa *it will help to strengthen Govern
ment's program to work with the urban poor 
 to achieve basic services and
 
employment opportunities, and increased productivity. The components of
 
the Bank assisted project are outlined below: 

a) Infrastructure: 

i) 	 water and sewage for pueblos jovenas in Lima and 
Arequipa providing about 7,200 household 
connections; 

(ii) 	 electrification of 16,300 households in pueblos 
j ovenes in Lima and Arequipa; 

(iii) 	 access roads of 86.1 ka to connect pueblos jovenes 
to main roads and upgrade existing roads in these 
settlements; and
 

(iv) 	 health and nutrition centers in pueblos jovenes
 

in i4ma.
 

b) Productive investments:
 

(i) 	 industrial sites and services, about 63.5 ha in
 
Lima and Arequipa; 

(ii) 	 housing and commercial sites and services in Lima; and 

(.ii) 	 supervised credit in Arequipa. 



c) Technical aeistance: 

() 	 to establish a technical assistance unit in the 
Ministry of Housing and Construction to assist 
settlers primarily in self-help construction; 

(ii) 	 to provide advisory assistance for the pla...nn , 
management, and monitoring of the industrial 
sites and services in Lima; 

(iii) 	 to assist in the review of plans and in'the 
preparation of a water supply and sewerage priject
 
in Arequipa;
 

(iv) 	 to provide advisory assistance as well as 
vehicles and equipment for the development of 
a training program for commity health and 
nutrition in pueblos jovenes; and 

(v) 	 to assist the Banco de la Vivienda del Peru in
 
overall project implementation, financial plan
ning, and related studies for the mobilization 
of additional resources for urban development 
programs and future projects. 

The Bank loan of US$21.6 million would cover 50 percent of the
 
total project cost (US$43.2 million) of the three-year project. The
 
balance of the project -cost would be provided by the Banco de la Vivienda
 
del Peru (US$19.1 million) and down payments from project beneficiaries
 
(US$2.5 million).
 

Cost Recovery 

It is 	 an accepted 	principle in Peru that investments made for the
improvement of the living conditions of Pueblos Jovenes are to be recovered 
from the beneficiaries insofar as feasible. The project is not an exception
to this general rule; recovery of costs for the project comes mainly from 
final users. In this connection, BVP will relend a portion of the proceeds
of the loan ro individual households to finance a) 90 percent of their por
tion of projects costs related to water supply and sewage (mainly tertiary
distribution and household connections); b 90 percent of their portion of
 
project costs related to electrification (low voltage networks and home 
connections); a) 90 percent of their portion of project costs related to 
construction and development of sites and services, and construction of 
core dwelling units and core shop/stores in Lima; and d) the construction 
of core housing units in Arequipa, within a framework of mutual aid, through 
supervised credit.
 

Extracts 	for this report have been taken from: 
1. Peru: Appraisal of the Urban Sites and Services Development Project. 

World Bank. May 24, 1976.
 
2. Urbanization in Peru: International Urbanization Survey Report to 
the
 

Ford Foundation.
 
3. 	 Lewis, R.A. Employment, Income, and the Crowth of the Barriadas in 

Lime, Peru. Cornell University. May,1973. 



AjNEX 3 

Notes on the Experience of SlIm Upgrading Programs in Lusaka. 

These notes have been prepared by Mrs. M. Myers based on Lusaka'-
Sites and Services I, 1974. Necessary modifications have been made to 

suit EDI teaching purposes. 



LUSAKA - ZAMBIA 

SLUM UPCRADING PROGRAM 

Background
 

Zambia is one of several landlocked republics in south central
 
Africa. It has an area of 290,586 square miles, a population of about
 
5,000,000, and is one of the richest states 
on the continent. It is
 
bordered by a number of courtries: Angola, Zaire, Tanzania, Malawi,

Mozambique, Rhodesia and Botswana. A wedge of Zaire juts so far into
 
Zambia that the northern and eastern regions of the country are united to 
the western and central parts by only a narrow corridor. Zambia has been
 
one -,f the few African countries that has had sufficient income to finance 
most of its economic and social development. One of the largest copper
producing ce' 2tries in the world, its copper output is exceeded only by

that of thL United States, the Soviet Union and Chile. Although copper

provides more than 90 percent of domestic expor's, some 40 percent of net
 
domestic product, and up to a qv rter of government revenue, the contri
bution of copper production to Aid employment is relatively small, only

about 13 percent. Agriculture rovides the livelihood for about 60 percent

of the population, but little ! its agricultural produce is exported.

Zambia's per capita national I ,come, approximately $430 per year, is one of
 
the highest in Africa.
 

Urbanization
 

Over 50 percent r'. Zambia's total population and 95 percen of its
 
urban population are co- .entrated in the Copperbelt and along the line of
 
rails where some 84 pe cent of the total national wage employment is found.
 
However, there is no one dominant city. Lusaka, though Zambia's capital
and largest urban rinter, is not a primate city like so many other African 
capitals.
 

Urban ,jemployment in Zambia has been low, but with ccntinued urban
 
growth and 7%eater female participation in the labor force, however, un
employment is likely to become a problem with increasing reliance on self 
and casual employment. 

The rapid influx of population into Zambian cities has given rise 
to spontaneous squatter settlements. Two separate urban environments have 
emerged: one modern, well equipped, expanding gradually in an orderly

fashion; the other poor, unserviced and proliferating rapidly. Over 300,000

people or one-fifth of the total urban population live in these unserviced 
settlements. Zambia has emphasized agricultural productivity and improve
ent in rural living standards to slow urban migration. However, the 

Government recognizes growth continue at a level.that urban will significant 

Lusaka Squatter Problems 

Founded as a railway siding in 1905, Lusaka became the capital o(Zambia (then Northern Rhodesia) in 1931. The city sprawls over a 360 km 
municipal area and divides into five major districts. Lusaka squatters 
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occupy 15 unique @ites encircling the comercial and industrial area, themajority of vhich may be groupd Into four aor complexes. Apart from onearea which has been provided with piped water and an access road, the remaining settleaents are unserviced. Water is obtained from shallow wellsshared by ten or more families, which are heavily contaminated by seepagefrom pit latrines, the sole form of sanitation. Drainage, especially duringthe rains, is a problem making penetration by emergency vehicles difficult.
Squatter housing ranges from traditional mud and thatch to quitesubstantial stone dwellings, well-spaced in planned and controlled areas.
The United Independence Party (UNIP) is generally responsible for internal
planning and administration of these areas  a role far beyond the normalresponsibilities of a political party. 
New corars are required to register
and must receive approval before starting to build. 
Althoug'i constructionstandards are not normally controlled, certain ares have teen "zoned" for 

stone or concrete construction only.

Despite inadequate services, the vast majority 
of residents in
squatter area are generally satisfied with their settlements. Almost 90
percent indicated their satisfaction with the social environnt, 
lowcosts and location. 
Piped water dominated the list of desired improvements,

followed by roads and drainage.
Lusaka is the fastest grawing city and has the most pressing squatterproblem. The population more than tripled in the past decade to sa381,000 in 1973, an annual growth rate of over 13 percent. During this
period the Lusaka City Council developed an average of 1,000 sites
services plots compared 

and
 
per annun to 5,000 new households formed annually.As a result the proportion of the city' s populatioh living in unservicedsquatter areas 
rose from 16 percent to 42 percent. Lusaka's shelter needs .are, therefore, tvofold: to consolidate existing self-help housing investment (including security of tenure, piped water to comunal stand pipes,gravel roads, etc.), and provide sufficient planned serviced area 
 to reduce
 

tmrgence of squatternew settlements.
 
Land tenure regulations are contained 
within the housing legislation which a) enables the establshment of tenure of at least 25 years inupgraded area 
where none existed before and increase the length of servicedplot leases from the current 10 to 30 years; b) simplifis registration oflaud title and regularizes plot transfers and inheritance; and c) enables
the goverment to adm-Inster by regulation specific terms tenureof andsale, building standards, and commercial plot uses in both types of areas. 

Goverm ntProgrim 

Regarding shelter, the national gover mnt has developed 25,000site and services plots for self-help housing construction since 1965.The SNDP estimated that some 85,000 site and services plots were needed to
accommodate urban growth during the 1972-1976 period, an average annual
requirement of 17,000 units. 
 In addition, improvements and services wererequired for the majority of Zambia's 50,000 squatter dwellings.
The goverment has identified those areas of the city that containthe major portion of the squatter population. An effort to upgrade theseareas would h4ve, therefore, a significant Impact on Lusaka. In addition,


other areas have been identified as potential locations for large scale
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site and services projects. While not meeting Lusaka's total shelter 
needs, a program that included both the upgrading of the major existing 
squatter areas and accommodated prospective low income newcomers to the city 
through sites and service projects, would substantially service existing 
and 	anticipated housing requirements of low income families. 

World Bank assistance, starting with the project in Lusaka and later 
projects in other cities and towns, is designed to promote changes in national 

urban and services programs. 
The I= project consists of: 

a) 	 site preparation and servicing: 

- servicing of 17,000 dwellings in four major squatter settlements; 

- preparation of 7,600. residential plots in three overspill areas 
located adjacent to upgraded settlements and serviced to the 
same level as the settlements themselves; 

- preparation and servicing of 4,400 residential plots in six
 
sites designated for site and services under the Lusaka Master
 
Plan;
 

b) 	building materials loans for house improvement/construction; 

c) 	 primary infrastructure (water, sewerage, roads) essential to the project; 

d) 	 community facilities including schools, health clinics, multipurpose 
comunity centers, markets, and demonstration houses; and 

e) 	 technical assistance, including project unit operations, construction 
supervision, training of community development workers, studies and 
further project preparation.
 

Squatter settlements to be upgraded were selected on the basis of 
nearness to employment and infrastructure, suitability for progressive im
provement and conformity with the Lusaka Master Plan. The number of site 
and services plots to be developed is based on estimated demand for plots 
at various service levels, and the sites were chosen on the basis of 
accessibility and proximity to existing infrastructure. 

The total cost of the project is estimated at US$41.2 million 
equivalent. Of the total, $8.2 million is for preparation and servicing 
of the upgrading and site and services areas, $9.1 million for building 
materials loans, $4.7 million for primary infrastructure, $4.0 million for 
cornunity facilities, $5.6 million for technical assistance, $187,000 for 
land, and $9.4 million for contingencies (physical: $2.0 million; price: 
$7.4 million). The World Bank will finance US$20.0 million of the total 
cost, and the Governmnt will provide the remaining US$21.2 million. 

Cost Recovery
 

Lusaka City Council would recover the full costs of on-site ser
vices from project participants. In accordance with Government policy 
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there would be no charge for land. Project participants would also pay
recurrent charges for vater and sewerage, property taxes, administration 
during and after construction. In addition there would be a building
materials charge for those taking loans.. Monthly charges would range from 
US$4.30 In upgraded areas to US$30.95 in the most expensiye plotm. Up
gradd and overspill ares will be affordable to over 90 percent of the 
squatter households and site and services plots would be within the means 
of up to 86 percent of all low-income households. 

These notes have been prepared by Mrs. Margaret Myers based on the 
World Bank Appraisal Report: Lusaka Sites and Services 1, 1974. Necessary
modifications have been made to suit EDI teaching purposes. 

http:US$30.95


I{UMAN SETTLEMENT UPGRADING PROCESS:
 
PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS (BRIEF ON
 
SQUATTER UPGRADING IN TANZANIA)
 

by Joram M. L. Mghweno, Director, National Sites and Services Squatter Upgrading 
Project, Tanzania 

This brief endeavors to analyze the squatter upgrading process in Tanzania as 
experienced in the first phase of the National Sites and Services Project and squatter
upgrading which is at the moment in its completion stage. Furthermore, the brief brings 
out problems encountered during the execution of this project and attempts to offer 
solutions towards better courses of action. 

The frame of reference of this brief includes an explanation of the historical land tenure 
system, the existing nature of the squatter areas in terms of physical and socioeconomic 
characteristics and the strategies adopted by the government in tackling the problem of 
squatter settlements. Finally, the writer dwells on the squatter upgrading process which 
has been chosen as the best approach. 

The brief, however, is not intended to offer an international working guide or manual for 
squatter upgrading. Yet in this regard the material presented offers the conference 
delegates operational observations and working experiences which are deemed to be of 
help to colleagues engaged in similar project operations. 

LAND TENURE 
In order to understand the squatter development and upgrading process in Tanzania, 

one has first to understand the system of land tenure in the country. 
Before colonial rule, land in Tanzania was held under customary laws, whereby land 

was entrusted to the hands of society. The pillars of the traditional land policy were: 
I. 	Land belongs to society, not to individuals, though the role of the trustee or 

caretaker passes to the government. 

2. 	One's right to land is dependent on the use he makes of it. 

3. 	Land is not a commercial commodity. 

After the Berlin Conference of 1884-1885 and the Scramble and Partition of Africa. 
Tanganyika began to experience a series of imported land reforms which destroyed the 
fundamentals and spirit of communal land ownership and institutionalized the private 
ownership of land. Initially, local chiefs granted the foreigners land in exchange for small 
gifts, but with the enactment of the imperial ordinance in 1895, all land in Tanganyika
became Crown lpnd save for land already in private ownership or possessed by chiefs or 
indigenous communities. Henceforth the German Administration was empowered to 
alienate land on freeholds. Since that time, land alienation and land tenure became major 
objects to consider. 

In 	1919, Germany renounced all rights over her colonial possession in favor of the Allies 
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who then conferred a mandate on Britain to administer Tanganyika. However, during the 
42 years of British rule of Tanganyika, few freehold grants were made. 

In compliance with the League of Nations' article on land in trust territories which 
called for safeguarding native laws, customs, rights and interests through Cap. 113 (The
Land Ordinance), Britain declared all of the lands in the territory, whether occupied or 
not, to be public lands. Under that law, land was acquired through "Rights of Occu
pancy." However, freeholds and leaseholds granted earlier were honored. 

In 1953, the colonial government issued what is known as Circular No. 4. The circular 
laid down in clear language the government policy toward land rights and in particular
provided that "an African or African community lawfully using or occupying land in 
accordance with African Customary Law has a right of occupancy to that land, even 
though no documentary title is issued." This same Right of Occupancy continued to 
determine and regulate the rights of Africans to their lands, including the suburban areas 
which were later termed squatter settlements. 

Tanzania achieved Independence in 1961 with a government committed to building a
socialist state. In 1963, freeholds were found to be misused for they had an element of 
owning the land in perpetuity. Therefore, in that year the Freeholds Title (Conversion and
Government Leases) Act, turned all freehold land into government leaseholds. That 
means development conditions were attached to the leaseholds, and each was to be for a 
term of 99 years, effective July 1, 1963. 

In 1968, the customary type of land ownership that varied and was of an exploitative
identity was investigated. In the same year, the customary Leasehold Enfranchisement Act 
(47) abolished all forms of feudalistic ownership of land. In other words, Tanzania had 
re-adopted the traditional land tenure system with necessary modifications and improve
ments for attainment of socioeconomic justice. Now all land in Tanzania is public land. 

The year 1969 saw the introduction of only one type of ownership, i.e., right-of
occupancy system in lieu of three types which existed hitherto, i.e., freehold, leasehold 
and Right of Occupancy. The 1969 Conversion Act took effect on April 1, 1970. The 
right-of-occupancy system does not bestow on the occupier the status of being an 
exclusive owner of that piece of land but simply an owner of his property on that piece of 
land. He, therefore, cannot turn that piece of land into a commodity for sale. He can only
sell his property (unexhausted improvement). The government is empowered to acquire 
any land for the public interest and pay compensation for crops, buildings and other 
unexhausted improvement. No compensation is paid for the land itself. This type of land 
policy enables the government to implement easily any development projects for the 
improvement of the quality of life in human settlements. 

URBAN SETING 
Although Tanzania, with an estimated population of 15,000,000 (1977), is one of the 

least urbanized countries in the world, it has been experiencing a rapid rate of 
urbanization. The urban population is currently estimated to be growing at 9% per annum,
and the proportion of the population living in urban centers increased from 5% in 1967 to 
about 9% in 1976. 

A byproduct of these high rates of urbanization is a severe nationwide housing shortage, 
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particularly among the nearly 80% of urban households in Dar es Salaam earning less than 
Tsh.500 per month, and proliferation of unplanned s-,uatter settlements. In 1969, more 
than 40% of the housing containing an estimated 65% of Dar es Salaam population (Dar es 
Salaam has over a third of Tanzania's urban population) was located in unplanned squatter
settlements. It is estimated that squatter houses in Dar es Salaam grew at an average
annual rate of 16.6% during 1963-1973 and at 24% per annum during the last half of the 
decade. Between 40% and 70% of the residents of Tanzania's main towns now live in 
unplanned squatter settlements. Although these settlements are not dense by international 
standards and much of the housing is sound or improvable, the infrastructure in these 
communities is often inadequate or completely lacking, and their residents have less 
access to community facilitieethan other urban dwellers. For example, in 1969 it was 
revealed that in Dar es Salaam about 25% of the households had piped water to their plots,
38% had access to water kiosks (standpipes), and 37% had no access to piped water. 
Nearly 73% of the houses had no electricity. This situation, however, may have changed
since the launching of the squatter upgrading program in 1972. 

LOCATION OF SQUATIER SETTLEMENTS 
Most of the squatter settlements in Tanzania towns have grown in what used to be 

periurban areas. Due to the extension of the town boundaries, such areas now fall within
the township jurisdiction. Therefore, development of squatter settlerlents should be seen 
as two phases. The first is the development which occurred before wae expansion of the 
town boundary and the second is that which occurred within the township boundaries 
after such boundaries had been extended. 

As has been presented in the section under land tenure, natives who occupied *public
lands were lawfully occupying such lands under deemed rights of occupancy, provided
they occupied and used such lands in accordance with Africa law and customs. However,
upon the creation or extension of the city, municipality or town boundaries, urban lands 
ceased to be subject to native law and customs. 

It is, therefore, assumed that the former owner who then becomes asquatter must apply
for a right of occupancy permit which could only be granted if it fits in with the 
government's plan for the redevelopment of the area in question. 

Under the Freehold Title Conversion and Government Lease Act of 1963, land owners 
were required to take up long-term leases. Many individuals who farmed and occupied
suburban fringe land, under tribal or traditional law, did not understand the new act and 
therefore did not apply for, or receive leases. As urbanization took place, these
individuals continued to subdivide "their" land and "sell" it off in small parcels at very
reasonable rates for housing. This practice has continued unabated and large urban areas
have been occupied in this way. Because the government was not able to offer an
alternative to this informal procedure, it was politically and socially difficult to stop. 

SOCIOECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
The socioeconomic characteristics of squatter development greatly influence the 

process of squatter upgrading. The squatters tend to gather and live in regional or even 
tribal grouping thus maintaining much of their accustomed lifestyle. A study carried out in 
1976 in Manzese, one of the squatter areas in Dar es Salaam with a population of about 
100,000 people, showed that about 50% of all the people were of two tribes originating
from three regions (Tanzania has about 122 tribes with 20 administrative regions). 

Each regional grouping tends to act as a reception area for incoming rural migrants, 
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which eases problems of urban adjustment and provides a community framework. As has 
been stated before, many of the squatter areas are former suburban villages that have 
simply been swallowed by the expanding city. These village units, though visually 
intergrated with the city, retain much of their physical and social structure. The new 
settlers, while settling the fringes of these villages, have often maintained and extended 
the existing structure. 

Hence these expanded villages have been endowed with character and a sense of order, 
as well as a feeling of community, which is irreplaceable in newly planned communities. 
Most of the houses in squatter areas are owner occupied, although there are some rentals. 
This factor, coupled with the potential compensation factor, causes owners to keep
maintenance up, hence the visual impression of squatter areas is that of constant building 
and rebuilding. 

As regards employment, a large proportion of the heads of households in the squatter
settlements are emplkyed. out in 1976 in Manzese,A study carried a settlement that is 
now being upgraded, showed that about 65% of the household heads are employed
full-time in the formal sector, 22% are self-employed and the rest are unemployed. About 
22% of those employed work in the manufacturing sector and 17% work in administrative 
services. The rest work mainly in communications. Under manufacturing, about 80% 
work as manual laborers. 

Of those employed full-time, about 55% earned between Tsh.380-500 a month, 24% 
earned between Tsh.500-750. About 10% still earned less than Tsh.380 a month although
this figure is taken to be the official minimum wagt. These people are those working in 
jobs where the minimum wage regulation is not so easily enforceable. In addition to 
regular income, most of the house owners have rental incomes through the subletting of 
some of the rooms in their houses. About 30% of the households live in rental 
accommodations: 

GOVERNMENT POLICY: UNTIL 1972 
Until 1972 when the squatter upgrading program was launched, the government, and in 

particular the planners, deplored the unplanned, somewhat disorganized, character of 
squatter settlements. They looked at the use of traditional housing materials as inferior 
and very temporary. In other words, they considered squatter settlements to be slums. 
The bureaucrats insisted on high-standard housing knowing very well that the demand for 
housing was very high. Coupled with limited resources the bureaucrats fell far behind in 
meeting demand and placed little or no housing on the market for the lowest-income 
groups. 

It goes without saying that while deploring squatter housing, the bureaucrats, in fact,
reinforced the growth of squatter communities. Thus, ironically, the same rising expecta
tions thai shaped the government's negative view of squatting, reinforced its continued 
proliferation. 

As a follow-up of the government's attitude toward squatter communities, consultants 
recommended the idea of extensive clearance in the 1967 Dar es Salaam masterplan. This 
recommendation was reinforced by a German study team in 1967-1968 who produced a 
report on slum clearance in Dar es Salaam. Acting on this report, the West German 
government undertook to provide aid for a clearance and renewal program for Buguruni, 
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one of the squatter areas of Dar es Salaam. The area covered about 70 acres on which 
there were about 1,400 houses containing about 5,600 dwelling units with a population of 
about 22,000 people. Estimated compensation for the property stood at about Tsh.4 
million. The renewal program recommended construction of about 2,800 dwelling units, 
housing about 11,200 people. If the program were to be fully implemented, the net result 
would have been a reduction of housing stock by approximately 2,800 dwelling units and a 
displacement of about 11,000 people. 

Although it was recommended that in allocating the newly constructed houses the 
former squatter settlers would be given priority, it is very unlikely that such would have 
been the case. The life style of the squatter settlers, coupled with the fact that very little or 
no housing subsidies were provided would have rendered them ineligible for the renewal 
program. 

Implementation of the first phase of the program, which started in 1975, involved 
demolition of about 450 houses. Compensation for property totaled about Tsh.2 million. 
The urban authority put in all the infrastructure required. 

The National Hcosing Corporation, which was given the responsibility of redeveloping 
the area, started with about 10% of the cleared area. The remaining cleared area has 
remained vacant since then, and even the units started by the National Housing 
Corporation are less than 50% complete. While this exercise was going on, the govern. 
ment was revising its housing policy. In 1972, the cabinet endorsed the squatter 
improvement policy. Fortunately, the remaining phases of the Bugunruni program will have 
to be developed on the principles of the new poficy. 

GOVERNMENT POLICY: 1972 AND AFTER 

In arriving at the squatter upgrading policy, the government realized that: 

1. 	Thei , would be significant savings since the domestic savings of the people repre
sented by their investment in existing housing would not be destroyed. 

2. 	 There would be significant savings on the part of the government, since the government 
would no longer be called upon to pay large amounts of capital for compensation, nor 
would it have to find money for low-income rental subsidies. 

3. 	 Manpower and recurrent expenditures would not have to be stretched to rapidly 

expand government institutions established to construct residential houses. 

4. 	 There would be savings in social costs in that existing viable communities would not be 
destroyed. 

In 1972, the government established a unit in the Ministry of Lands, Houing and Urban 
Development to oversee the implementation of the new approach. In addition to 
implementing squatter upgrading projects, the unit was assigned the duty of undertaking a 
National Sites and Services Project. 

As regards squatter upgrading, the unit was commissioned to: 

1. 	engage in the process of legalizing squatter land holdings by giving them long-term 
leases and at the same time removing the stigma of "temporary classi'rcation" from the 
squatter houses. This would totally legalize the status of current squatters and remove 
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the threat of future clearance. With this load lifted one would expect to see housing
improved beyond the minimum standards required for compensation; 

2. prepare layoeis for squatter areas respecting existing communities and provide
substantial services to include roads, drainage, water supply, electricity and commu
nity facilities to include community education centers, markets and health posts; 

3. find some means of getting low-interest funds to low-income people who wish to 
upgrade their existing houses. 

SQUATTER UPGRADING PROCESS 
The Sites and Services and Sq-,ater Upgrading Unit planned to approach this national

assignment in phases. The first phase, which was launched in 1973, involved upgrading of 
squatter settlements in Dar es Salaam and Mbeya. The sqlected area in Dar es Salaam 
covers about 500 hectares with about 10,000 housing units housing about 80,000-100,000
people. The selected area in Mbeya covers about 78 hectares with about 1,200 housing
units housing about 10,000-13,000 people (1973 studies). The project is implemented
through a US$8.5 million IDA credit which is also used for sites and services project and 
technical assistance. 
Site Selection 

Having been assigned a planning budget, the Project Unit set out to select the squatter
areas on which to operate. This was necessary because even for Dar es Salaam, resource 
allocation was not adequate to cover all squatter areas. 

The project unit did preliminary feasibility studies. These involved selling the idea of 
squatter upgrading to the leaders in the squatter settlements. Since the idea of squatter
upgrading was being introduced for the first time, it was necesrary to start in areas where 
there was likelihood of maximum cooperation from the local leaders and residents. The
danger to such an approach is that one may raise expectations of all the squatter
settlements thus creating havoc when the actual final priority list is established. 

Having established the priority ist for each squatter area, the following was inves
tigated: 

(a) As much of the area as possible should satisfy the requirements of the town's 
long-term development plan, i.e., it should have been designated for residential purposes.
However, if the area was not so designated and is heavily squatted, long-term implications
of recognizing the squatter settlement as a permanent residential area are investigated. 

(b) The settlement should be of a reasonable size to allow for economies of scale during
provision of required services. Further, most of the houses should be improvable. 
Design Criterion and Standards 

In preparing the plan, provision was made for vehicular circulation throughout the site,allowing easy access to residential areas, community facilities and the main truck roads,
while protecting the settlement from excessive through-traffic. A safe, convenient 
footpath network was also provided, linking plots to public areas and to the transport
system. In addition to utilizing open spaces for community facilities, the same are grouped
to take advantage of their interrelationships and permit multiple use of the buildings and 
surrounding areas. 
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The design standards for infrastructure services were adopted after considering the 
requirements of the squatter upgrading project as well as the prevailing standards in the 
country. The standards are kept low enough to bring per plot costs within reach of the 
lower end of the household income scale. However; provisions are also made in the design 
for improvement at later stages. 
Roads 

Four classes of roads have been provided in the project. ClasL A roads, which are 
classified as collector roads, are designed to accommodate the heavy bus traffic. The road 
reserve is 33 meters with an initial carriageway width of 6 meters. The road will have a 
treated dry macadam surfacing on a mechanically stabilized gravel base. Shoulders, 4.5 m. 
wide, are provided to allow for future expansion of the carriageway. Class B roads which 
are class;fled as primary roads are designed to serve as main vehicular access to the 
settlement. These have a 20 m. road reserve and a 4.5 m. wide carriageway of rolled 
gravel. Shoulders of 3.25 m. are provided on each side of the carriageway for cyclists and 
pedestrians. Class C roads, classified as secondary roads, are dirt roads which serve as 
vehicular and pedestrian access to the individual housing units. The road has a 10 m. 
reserve width and a 5 ni. wide roadway which can be surfaced in the future to form two 
lanes. 

Drainage 

The drainage system is designed to carry storm water and domestic water exclusive of 
latrines. The system consists of open ditches with culverts at vehicular crossings. The 
ditches are unlined, except in steep areas where erosion could occur due to high 
velocities. Sanitary services are provided through improved pit latrines which are 
constructed by the house owners. 

Water Supply 

The design has assumed that ultimately all houses will have private water connections. 
Initially, however, the plot occupants are being served by water kiosks, one for every 50 
houses or a maximum walking distance of 150 meters. Kiosks serving 50 houses are 
provided with four taps while those serving less are provided with two taps. The 
distribution system follows the road layout and is divided into different supply areas 
controlled by valves. There is also provision for fire hydrants. 

Power Supply 

The design of the power supply system assumes that power will be required mainly for 
lighting purposes and that ultimately, through conversion of transformers to larger units, 
each house should have individual power connections. Initially only street lights along 
main roads and power to community facilities are provided. 

The planning of sites for community facilities (markets, community education centers. 
health posts) has very much adhered to national standards. These include a three-stream 
community education center (one stream contains 45 pupils) for a population of 4,500
5,000 people, a dispensary for 15,000 people and a health center for 50,000 people. The 
standard for education assumes 50% enrollment of the school aged. The standards are now 
being revised following the government declaration of universal primary education. 
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The project unit has not managed to satisfy the stated requirements, since drawings for 
all the community facilities are designed to allow for future extension when conditions 
allow. In instances where even initial construction cannot be met, land has been reserved 
for the future. 

The design standards for infrastructure have been questioned in several instances: 

(a) The system of unlined ditches requires continuous maintenance, :jnl mosquito 
breeding is possible. However, this system has been worked out as an economical first 
stage of development. A second stage, which can be embarked upon when resources 
allow, would be the lining of all ditches and provision of a central sewerage system 
handling all domestic sewerage. 

(b) The design of roads assumes a local authority capable of undertaking constant 
maintenance; otherwise, after a short span, all the investment will be wasted. The project 
unit is now planning to provide minimum maintenance services following failure by local 
authorities. 

(c) The provision of water supply through public kiosks is creating administrative and 
financial problems. According to government poficy such water is free. The maintenance 
of the kiosks (fittings and the stand) is the responsibility of the local authority. It is being 
argued that, in the long run, the maintenance bill will be too high and that additional 
expenditure for installation so as to provide water for each house and bill the individuals 
for maintenance could have been cheaper. However, technically this is difficult to provide 
in a squatter settlement. People in squatter settlements will have to share such facilities. 
Maintenance bills can be reduced through community education on the proper use of such 
facilities. 

Physical Investigation 

In most cases, the physical investigation necessitated commissioning a fully fledged 
preliminary engineering exercise. Such an investigation was required to provide informa
tion on issues including: 

(a) Base map indicating the extent of possible contours, prominent topographical 
features, existing buildings and services. 

(b) An assessment of on-site and off-site existing facilities to include roads, water 
supply, power supply, sewerage and stormwater drainage. 

(c) An existing land use map. 

(d) A soil investigation report to establish sketch design criteria for roads and 
recommendation on the form of sewerage. 

(e) A recommendation on the modifications to the standards set with a view toward 
reducing costs. 

Planning 

In planning for infrastructure in squatter settlements, planners have been called upion to 
compromise a number of well-established planning principles. While a reasonable level of 
infrastructure has to be provided, there should be minimum demolition of houses. 
Planners have also had to avoid expensive houses to cut down on the compensation 
bill. 
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In planning for community facilities, planners have had to make the best use of the 
existing open spaces to be able to cut down on the compensation bill. 

Having produced the preliminary plans, the planners took them back to the community 
leaders. Before discussing the plans, the planners explained in detail the proposed 
services to be provided and the principles followed in the planning exercise. The plans to 
be discussed with the community leaders are prepared on enlarged up-to-date aerial 
photographs. It has been established that whereas the community leaders cannot very 
easily understand a drawing, they can very well orient themselves when an enlarged aerial 
photograph is used. The same aerial photographs are used to walk the infrastructure lines 
and to locate the proposed sites for community facilities. 

While discussing the proposed plan, the residents concentrate more on which houses 
will be demolished or how far their houses will be from the proposed community facilities. 
The planners have to strike a balance between applying inevitable planning principles and 
securing the blessing of the community leaders. 

The preliminary plans are then finalized and submitted to the relevant local urban 
planning committees for approval. 

While planning the squatter settlement, the planners have had to simultaneously plan 
for an overspill area or area for resettling those people whose houses would have to be 
demolished to give way to infrastructure services and community facilities. Those affected 
had to be given a plot the very day they received compensation for the demolished prop
erty. 

The overspill area must be as close as possible to the squatter settlement. This has 
reference to the stated socioeconomic characteristics of squatter communities. Experi
ence has shown that a squatter would prefer securing a piece of land within the same 
community than a well-serviced plot in a newly planned distant site. The planners have 
not yet established the maximum distance at which a squatter is willing to be resettled and 
the socioeconomic inconveniences that a displaced squatter can tolerate. 

Detailed Engineering Design 

After approval by the relevant local authorities, the plans are submitted to the engineers 
who have been commissioned to undertake detailed engineering design for all infrastruc
ture. So far, the unit has had this work done by consultants. The consultants are selected 
through international competitive bidding, a system followed in World Bank-financed 
projects. In performing this assignment, the engineers are required to undertake: 

(a) Field surveys including traverse, setting up of beacons and bench marks properly 
referenced for infrastructure works. 

(b) Additional soil investigation. 

(c) Detailed designs and drawings and specifications for infrastructure works based on 
field surveys. 

(d) Strip maps for all right of ways for identifying house/crops for compensation. 

(e) Surveys to demarcate and clearly establish boundaries by beacons for community 
facilities areas. 
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(f) Bills of quantities for each component of work. 

(g)Tender document. 
During detailed engineering design, the layout as conceived in the preliminary engi

neering stage is expected to be followed in most cases. However, minor changes may have 
to be made to the layout during approval procedures to suit the actual situation of the site 
at the time of detailed field surveys. The consultants may also recommend revisions on the
standards. These suggestions should be to improve upon the original design always
keeping in mind that the project is essentially for the low-income and, as such, suggestions 
should be aimed at lowering the costs. 
Valuation and Compensation 

The government valuer or an appointed representative of the government valuer moves 
in to value all property marked in the strip maps. A valuation report is then prepared on a 
compensation schedule. The information prepared includes the name of the owner,
address, property valued and monetary value of the proprty. 

Based on the valuation report, the project unit prepares individual checks which are 
paid to those concerned on a set date and time. 

(a) The payee has to produce documentary identity and has to be further presented by
his local leader as the rightful owner of the property under which compensation is being
paid. The local leader will by then have cleared all conflicts regarding the rightful owner of 
the property which is being compensated. 

(b)The very day an individual is paid for his property, especially a house, he should be 
alternative plot in the overspill served with noticegiven an area and to vacate. This 

arrangement has been found to be necessary, otherwise individuals spend all the money
on items other than a new house, and it later becomes very difficult to make them 
move. 

(c) According to law, once individuals are paid compensation, they are required to move 
out with only their belongings and to leave the buildings intact. Because of the fact that the 
incomes of the individuals affected is very low and that compensation is not based on
replacement value, the project unit has allowed such individuals to demolish their own 
houses and carry with them all the usable building materials to their new sites. It is 
believed that such materials plus the amount of money paid out as compensation can be 
enough to allow for a construction of a livable new house. 

(d) At the beginning, the project unit left all the moving arrangements to the individuals
concerned. As an additional assistance, the project unit will now provide transport and 
related assistance to those Who will be affected with. demolition and resettlement. 
Construction or Infrastructure 

The project unit does not have a construction wing. The work so far carried out has 
been let to private contractors through competitive bidding. 

The consulting engineers have been working as agents of the project unit in preselection
of contractors, advertisement of tender proposals and evaluation of the same, including
recommendation of suitable contractors. 
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After award of the contract, the consultants do undertake general and site supervision 
until the project is completed. In so doing, the consultants on behalf of the project unit, do 
ensure that the work is carried out as per the terms and conditions of the contract and 
submit certificates of payment to the project unit which makes payment to the con
tractors.
 

It has been argued that the project unit could make some savings if the contractors 
would undertake their work in partnership with residents of the squatter communities. 
The communities would do all the prelimin ry work through self-reliance. Such work 
would include digging ditches for the water pipes and other related tasks. The contractors 
would bring in the materials and undertake installation of the same. Such an arrangement 
has not yet been tried by the project unit. It is felt, however, that such an undertaking 
would be administrat iely cumbersome especially as regards the need for very close 
coordination between timing of the contractor and the work schedules of the local 
communities. Further, it is argued that the squatter communities have enough work in that 
in addition to working as employees in either the formal or informal sector, they also have 

to build their new houses or engage in rebuilding their existing houses. 

Community Facilities 

Detailed drawings for community facilities have been prepared by a team composed of 
consultants, staff' of the project unit and staff from the Buildings Department of the 
Ministry of Works. The design standards very much reflect the existing nationai stan
dards. 

As in the case of infrastructure, the project unit assigns construction of community 
facilities to private contractors through tendering. Supervision arrangements are similar to 
those provided under the construction of infrastructure except that in place of consultants. 
the Ministry of Works and Regional Civil Engineers serve as the project unit's agents. 

The country has had a long experience in the construction of community facilities 
through self-help. The people are provided with building materials, and they provide all 
the labor, actually organize themselves and undertake all construction work. This 
arrangement which has been operating well in the rural areas is not well-established in 
urban areas especially in planned areas. There are signs of such undertakings in squatter 
settlements. 

The project unit has realized this potential and is experimenting with the provision of 
community facilities. The arrangement will, of course, require more administrative input 
from the project unit than that required when dealing with an individual contractor. 

Maintenance of Infrastructure and Community Facilities 

Operation and maintenance of the infrastructure and community facilities are the 
responsibility of the local authorities, and funds for the purpose are supposed to be 
provided in their annual budgets. For the infrastructure, operation and maintenance work 

are carried out by the regional field staff of the respective ministries and parastatals (i.e., 
Ministry of Water Development, Energy and Minerals, Ministry of Communications and 

Ministry of Works). For community facilities, staffing, operation and maintenance are 

carried out by the staff in the regional administrations under the direction of the regional 
development director. 
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In the first phase of the project, experience has shown that there is a need to establish 
maximum coordination between the project unit and the bodies that will be responsible for
the maintenance. If funds are not reserved early enough so that they are available for this
work as soon as construction is completed, chances are that most of the services will 
degenerate quickly,'and it will be very expensive to bring them to good condition again.
The degeneration is attributed to the fact that most of the services offered are of low 
standard and need frequent maintenance. 
House Consolidation and Socioeconomic Services 

House consolidation in squatter upgraded areas is pursued on two levels. The first is the 
individual level covering all those people who resided in the area before improvement.
Those individuals who have old improvable houses are offered credit facilities to improve 
their houses. 

The Tanzania Housing Bank handles these clients through a house improvement loan 
system. It has been necessary for the project unit to monitor and recommend to the bank
wha should get such loans so that control is put on possible overcrowding through infill 
and construction proliferation due to new immigrants. 

Another level of consolidation is at ehe community level. Here the people are
encouraged to form housing cooperative societies which mostly take on the form of 
residential neighborhood groups. These societies are primarily formed to provide houses
for their members, and can be the basis of multiple socioeconomic improvements through
self-help activities. 

There is technical aid which is offered to builders in the squatter upgrading areas.
Advice on the use of cheap and locally produced building materials is offered to the people
in consultation with the Building Research Unit of the Ministry of the Lands, Housing and
Urban Development. A program which will result in the building of material depots in all 
project areas is being worked out jointly with the Tanzania Housing Bank. These depots
will serve to provide building materials more conveniently to the builders. 

With regard to the general improvement of the social welfare of the squatter settlers, the
project unit has a component dealing with the nutritional requirements of the people. The 
pilot nutrition program covers education in nutrition and home economics, mother and 
child care classes and demonstration gardens in several centers in the respective areas. 

There is an element of income generation whereby small-scale industries are envisaged
for construction around the upgraded areas. These cluster industries are intended to serve 
as employment opportunities to respective residents. This provision to be effected in the
second phase of the project will aim a? increasing income levels and hence a better 
standard of living among the population in the respective upgraded squatter areas. 

CONCLUSION 
In a developing country like Tanzania where quite a large proportion of the urban 

population live in squatter areas, urban development must deal with the problems of the 
squatters. A good urban development policy should entail an approach which aims at
alleviating the poor living conditions among the majority of people who stay in squatter 
areas. 

Tanzania has adopted a policy approach which basically recognizes and accepts the 
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existing squatter areas and aims to improve ana upgraae nem. i nis nas come aner 
realizing that earlier approaches such as squatter clearance only serves to escalate the 
poor living conditions in a vicious circle. 

The implementation process of squatter upgrading in Tanzania has enabled us to learn 
and experience several problems. Some of the most pressing problems connected with 
squatter upgrading include: 

1. Resettlement Problems. When squatters are displaced to make way for community 
facilities, roads, etc., they are resettled in other areas which are usually planned. Yet in 
reality, many of them do not move to these new areas but sneak in and return to the 
original areas to locate themselves in the improvement areas. Some of them use the 
compensation money to put up cheap houses in other squatter areas in another part of 
the town. 

2. 	 Maintenance Problems. Community facilities which are installed in the upgraded 
areas, such as water taps, get damaged easily because they do not receive the 
communal care and proper maintenance. The infrastructure designed and put in the 
areas also wears out due to lack of proper maintenance. 

3. 	The insecurity of tenure in the squatter areas prohibits the plot owners to put in 
developments which need legal rights. The people cannot be issued long-term rights of 
occupancy because the area cannot be easily surveyed to demarcate the individual 
plots. 

4. 	 The self-help approach has not been worked out fully as expected. It is administratively 
cumbersome, and there is a lack of close coordination which is needed between the 
contractors and the local communities. Self-help efforts which could have been utilized 
in the construction of community facilities and the maintenance of infrastructures so 
far have not been used. Moreover, the self-help process at individual and group level is 
limited with tight work schedules, lack of expertise and lack of effective motivational 
variables. 

5. 	 Whereas the people are expected to improve their poor houses through the house 
improvement loan system, some of them fail to meet the Tanzania Housing Bank 
conditions. Employment security and the maintenance of a bank account are some of 
the conditions attached to the loans. Many of the people in the squatter areas who are 
petty tradesmen and casually self-employed fail to get the credit facilities because they 
do not meet the Tanzania Housing Bank requirements. 

Despite the mentioned shortcomings, the project unit intends to use the vast experi
ence which has been gained in the first phase of the project to tackle the upgrading 
process more rationally in the second phase. Several alternative courses of action are 
to be implemented as attempts to overcome the already mentioned problems. Thus the 
project unit intends to make sure that: * 

(a) 	The people in the project areas are made to understand that the project is for their 
own benefit and they have the obligation to guard the infrastructure and community 
facilities against damage or misuse. This can only be possible by involving the 
people in the planning and implementation of the project. An effective way of 

educating the people in the project areas is essential, and it must be done with the 

cooperation of the local authorities. 
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(b) Since the squatter area population has been basically recognized and the banking 
credit and other development agents need them to have security of land tenure, 
renewable short-term rights of occupancy should be offered to the plot owners. 
This could also curb the problem of new immigrants to the upgraded area. 

(c) 	Low-standard infrastructure which is installed in the upgraded areas need frequent 
and proper maintenance. In order to achieve this, ther; should be very close 
coordination between the project unit, the local authorities and the people in the 
respective area. Minor maintenance works such as clearing of water trenches and 
ditches can be done by the people on a self-help basis. Major repair works will have 
to be dealt with by higher authorities. 

(d) Self-help can work better and be of meaning if it is done by committed cooperative 
groups. Cooperative housing societies in the squatter upgrading areas can be 
established if the people are made to understand that the societies are nucleus 
groupings for social and economic development among the respective members 
and the community in general. There is need for a massive community education 
and campaign for cooperative activities among the people. 

(e) 	 One way by which squatter residents can be assisted to raise their income levels 
and uplift their standard of living is to create employment opportunities for them. 
The establishment of small-scale industries in their vicinity will offer many of them 
jobs. These enterprises would comprise of carpentry, blacksmithing, shoemaking, 
etc., depending on the demand of the local markets. Capital, equipment and 
technical know-how can be taught to them on terms agreed upon at its start. The 
groups can later be self-supporting in their activities. 

The implementation of the squatter upgrading process entails the existence of a clear 
urban policy. How to reconcile the technical views and the freedom of individuals is 
indeed a hard task. Thus the problem of displacement of squatters and their resettlement 
remains a major bottleneck. Planners have yet to agree on what is the maximum distance 
from his original home that a squatter is willing to be resettled and the degree of social and 
economic inconveniences that he is willing to tolerate. 

The process of squatter upgrading is fundamentally an activity which touches people's 
way of life both socially and economically. The success of such an endeavor which aims at 
improving the well-being of the poor majority of the people in our countries' urban areas is 
a result of the overall consideration of national resources vis-h-vis our people's aspira
tions. Thus, the justification of choosing the squatter upgrading approach as a permanent 
way of solving the squatter problem will be associated with the elevated socioeconomic 
status of the people in the squatter upgraded areas and the general improvement of their 
standard of living. 
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Slums and the Urban'Poor 

"Slums, semi-slums and super-sluns, is. how Patric 
Geddes-once described the evolution of cities. Undeniably 
a product of the industrial society andrapid city growth. 
the urban slum first emerged as a significant phenomenon 
In, the nineteenth century western-world. The early indus-
trial slums of England have received mucha'ttentlon from 
historians and social reformers. Lewis Mumford traces the 
origin of the slums to the fact that in the evolution of 
industrial cities the factories got the best sites. The effects 
on the environment are aptly described by a contemporary 
account of nineteenth century Manchester. "Nothing seems 
more characteristic of the great manufacturing city than 
the river Irwell which runs through the place: a pretty 
enough stream a few miles up loses caste as it gets among 
the mills and the print works. There are myriads of dirty 
things given it to wash, wagon loads of poison from dye-
houses and bleach yards, seething contents of boilers, fetid 
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impurities of drains, and sewers, till at length it rolls on
here between tall dinghy walls, there under precipices of 
red sandstone...".' Engels wrote with more passion on the 
living conditions of the workers and urged the seizure of 
the commodious house of the big wigs. England and many 
countries in the West have come a long way since then. 
Social reforms and humanitariun legislation commenced in 
the nineteenth century, and the large scale housing efToris 
from the twentieth have helped change the face of indus
trial England from the appalling working and living con
ditions in the first few decades of the industrial revolution. 
But the previous disarray has also characterized the early 
industrial exertions and consequent city growth in the 
developing countries. Unfortunately, the initial approach to 
the industrial order has been the same as in eighteenth 
century: that costs meant what the industrial entrepreneur 
could not avoid paying. 2 Housing and amenities have been 
usually the first casualties in the process. Even in the non
industrial cities the rigours of the land market and the 
high costs of services have tended to price the poor out of 
reach. No part of the developing world is free front slums. 
Indeed they constitute the more numerous components of 
urban increase and in many metropolitan cities of the deve
loping countries, usually one out of three or four people 
is in a slum as in Dakar, Rio, Lima, Djakarta or Manila. 
Even the much vaunted, 'brand new' creations like Brazilia 
or Chandlgarh have about the same proportion of slum 
households. A recent U.N. study concluded that slum build
ing was about the fastest growing activity with a 12 per
cent increase, on an average, in developing countries.3 

In India slums do not figure separately in the census 
counts. A Planning Commission Working Group estimated 
'that as of 1972 around 22 million out of the total 108 million 
'urban population were living in slums.4 Traditionally, the 
definition of a slum has been derived from a definition of 
a hut In engineering terms. A hut, in the parlance of the 
Calcutta Municipal Act,5 for instance, is "any building no 
substantial part of which, excluding the walls up to a 
height of 18 ft. or up to the -floor levels constructed of 
mnzrv rPlnfnrrPA' ennerato tPPl irnn nr nthar mptnl'* 
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Based on this a Bustee In Calcutta Is defined -as a collec-
tion of huts in a given area. The environmental aspects as a 
measure of slum definition is contained in the Slum Areas 
Improvement and Clearance Act 1966 which applies to 
Delhi and other union territories.u The relevant section 
reads as follows: 

3(i) Where the competent authority upon report from any of Its 
offlcers of other information In Its possession is sautisled, as respects
tny arc, thut the buildings in that are,-

(a) 	are in any respect unfilt for human haiitnton ;: or 

(b) are by reason of dilapidation, overcrowding, faulty arrange-
ment and design of such buildings, narrowness or faulty arrange-
ment of. streets, lack of ventltici, light or sunltution facilities, or 
orany combination of. these are tomorals, factors detrimentul safety, healthIt may, by notillieatlon in the Omfcial Guzette, declare 
such area to be a slum erG. 

Fitness for habitation Is to be determined with regard toitems like repair, stability, natural light and air, water 
supply, drainage etc. If the laws were to be applied strictly 
most dwellings would perhaps be dec!ared unlit. It Is a com-
bination of the engineering and environmental aspects that 
has been guiding the demarcation or definition of slums. The 
Maharashtra Slum Areas (Improvement, Clearance and 
Redevelopment) Act, 19717 reproduces the Central Act's 
criteria. A similar Act of Tamil Nadu adopts the Central 
Act's-definition in respect of slum structures and adds that 
any area which "is or may be a source of danger to the 
health, safety or convenience of the public of that area or 
its neighbourhood by reason of the area being low-lying, 
insanitary, squalid or otherwise", may be declared sluma 
area.$ The West Bengal Slum Areas Improvement and 
Clearance Act 1070, has summarized the main features of 
the Central Act. It also has some social overtone in the 
sense, that if conditions In an area are "injurious to public
health, safety, health, hygiene or morals of its inhabitants" 
it may be declared a slum area.' 

While statutory definitions may help quantification o 
slum growth, a major element of complexity is the owner 
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ship and tenancy patterns prevailing in slum areas. Briefly, 
on the basis of ownership and tenancy criteria, slums in 
Indian cities could be classified as fallows :10 

(a) 	 Squntter settlements such as Jhuggis and Jhompris In Delhi. 
Cherls In Madras. or Jopad-Patt s In lombay, where the sluin 
Is n collection of Individunl iutments erected by the dweller 
himself, usually o,) land belonging to the Government or the 
local authority, without permission;

(b) 	 Squatter settlements with a slight variation of the category
above, where the hut Is erected by one person but is sublet 
to nnother: a more organized version of squatter settlements 
are those Inspired by some people who seize a sizeable stretchof public or munic4pal land and organize large scale unautho
rized construction by pro.pective hut dwellers, In return for 

someeonsideratlon;(c) 	 Tenancy settlements such as Dustees In Calcutta and Ahatas 
in Knnpur, where the title to the Innd Is held bythe structure belongs to 	 one person.a pecond perton and the thirdperson is the dweller who Is a tenant of Ihe. hut owner, 

(d) 	 Parts of a city with a group of buildlnqs where the title tothe land and structure is valid but the structure Itself is divided 
by the owner nnd sublet to a very large number of people 
with the resaulinnt overcrowding and In sanitation. lhe Chawls 
In Bombay or Ahmedabad and. the buildings in Central Calcutta 
or the Kntrns of Delhi which are divldrsl Into numerous cubby
holes end let out to the poor are of this type. 

Usually the settlements of the first and second category 
are found on the fringes of the city, or alongside highways 
and drainage canals, i.e. on lands which are not required 
for any construction in the near future and which are not 
guarded too closely. The settlements of the third category 
could be anywhere. For instance, in Calcutta the tenancy
type bnstees exist in 97 out of the hifl municipal wards."1 
It is also to be noted that In the first two categories the 
huts are regarded as transient compared to the huts in 
the bilstees or ahatas. Of course, the type of slum dwell-
Inas vary -from one part of the country to another. In the 
south, slum huts are Invariably single stories with roofs 
of 	hay or palm leaf. The bustees of Calcutta are a mixtureof single dwelling or multiple dwelling huts usually with 
bamboo walls packed with mud and fire proof roofing like 
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tiles or G.I. sheets. The chawls In Bombay might, of course, 
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kind of laissez-faire for the slum landlords. Improvements,be of brick and mortar but wJuuld present all the feature.
of congestion and blight. 

If any, were left to be done or undone at the discretion ofI ' . . .. ,,,Given the extent and spread of slums in our cities It has 
the slum laiidlords or hut owning middlemen, depending 

to be recognized that these are not an anamolous and patho, 
on the potential for additional rent income. As a fall-out. 

logical phenomena 'on the urban landscape but a mani. 
from the freedom movement and increasing participation of

festation of the poverty that is still preponderant in the 
Indian leadership in municipal Institutions, some attentionbegan to be focusedurban economy. According to a Government of India report 

on slums from the 1930's. The onus
51.34. percent of urban households for action, however, wres shifted to the landlords.have a per capita Under 
monthly expenditure of less than. 

the Municipal or Corporation Acts the landlords were calledis. 30.12 Even this upon to eirect some improvements in slumsaverage figure obscures the situation In some metropolitan the failing
cities, which is still worse. In Calcutta, for Instance, it is 

which, the local body reserved the right to catry out suchimprovements on its own and realizeestimated that out of 14.35 lakh households in the Metro., the costs from the
landlord. A righteous standpolitan District, about 6.6 iakh households have monthly indeed, but it was hollow 

incomes :evertheless, considering thatof less than Rs. 200 while a substantial portion of theanother 2.42 lakhhouseholds have incomes up 
slums were located on Government or municipal lands forto Rs. 300. Thus nearly 03percent of the households are below the poverty line.'3 
which the onus for reform, if any, had all along been with 

The position may vary slightly the Government or local authorities. In the caseIn other cities, but. It Is of Cal. 
E that when cutta, the Thika Tenancy Act, which secured for the tika- we talk of metropolitan or large cities InIndia we tenants or the middlemen the rights of the structures theyare referring, in essence, to large concentrations
of the poor. By any contemporary standard of housing or 

bad erectpd, further removed, in effect, the Interest or thelia :urban services the urban poor are priced out. 
of the landlord. The measurable gains, if any,-At currentcosts of land and construction all households 

during the decade before Independence were confined toearning lessthan Rs. 300 such marginal Improvements,a month are virtually beyond the reach of like street lights or handtube-wells that could be securedthe cheapest pucca dwelling for some slums throughwhich Is priced around the efforts of local councillors.is. 6,000. And even for the semi-pucca or kutcha dwellings The first responsethe poor have to pay a much larger portion of their income, to the slum Issue after Independencewas one of anger. "They areA sample survey in Calcutta reveals that households occu- a blot on the society's con
pying on science", Jawaharlal Nehru hadan average once remarked, "It is bad80/90 sq. feet with monthly Incomes enough to inherit slums but to allow themof upto Rs. 100 have to pay about 16 percent of that Income to grow is the 
as rent. 4 At the next bracket where monthly incomes 

society's fault: the Government's fault"." The Initial
are efforts were aimed
Rs. 101 to 300, for an average of at the removal of slums and rehousing175 sq. ft., the rentspaid worked out to of the slum dwellers. A programme with Central assistanceabout 14 percent. .Invariably, 'at the was commencedtop of the bracket housing expenditure 'accounted 
under the Slum Clearance and Improvefor 10 ment Scheme whichto 12 percent only. To use another Indice of the grossly In-

sought to rehouse slum dwellers insmall two-roomed pucca tenements of aboutadequate services, out of CMD's 14.37 lakh households only 180 sq. ft.
32 percent had a floor area with individual bath and latrine.separate kitchen, 16 percent a separate The ceilingcosts initially adopted varied Rs.water tap and only II percent a separate toilet. 5 . t.' from 2,700 to 4,000,depending upon the city concerned. These have been raised."Given the size and spread of the problem what has beenthe response ? In the pre-independence period -there was a 

higher from time to time and, by 1971, they ranged fromRs. 5.340 to 8,000. All the same, in these fifteen years i.e. 
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1950 to 1971. the sum total of tenements constructed In tEcountry remained at 88,804 i.e. less than half percent of tf 	
provide for all squatters in the urban area. While illegaltransfers, unauthorized usestotal slum households 	 and poor maintlnance ofin the cities. More Important, tlf 	 the 

tenements remained, by and large, beyond the reach of tU 	
services continue to plage the j.j. colony programme in 

slum dwellers, for even 	 Velhi, it is to be recognized that the Delhi elort representsafter subsidies of 30 to 40 rupe 	 by far the largest programmethe rents varied from 20 to 40 rupees, far above the cape 
in bringing sites and ser

city of the slum dwellers."1 With the restilt that.the 
"vices within the reach of the poor. 

ments were sublet unauthorizedly to income 
tene The size and spread of the slums in Calcutta has been

above the slum dwellers. 
groups we] 	 mentioned earlier. A survey carried out by the Slate Statis-The fact that in most cases threhousing tenements were 	 tical Bureau in 1058, had revealedcited at city fringes, disruptin 	 that in Calcutta city

long established links 	 alone, excluding Tollygunge, there wereto employment, rendered them 3,010 registered
less attractive 

eve ustee holdings." The distinction betweento the slum dwellers. 	 a 'bustee' and,The 1956 scheme also envisaged 	 'bustee holding' shouldthe provision of oper 	 be noted. A bustee, usually iden
developed plots ranging from 1,0i00 to 	

tifed by the streets or other prominent features at its boun1,200 sq. ft., (in size) diis, may comprise one orwih an earthen platform to limit the area 	 more bustee holdings whichof constructiona pucca latrine and an enclosed pucca bathing and washin 
in turn may consist of one or more huts. Bustee holdings 

platform with are distinct entitles for tax paying purposes. Not that mucha tap, wherever possible, leaving the housinj
structure tax is paid. The system of registering bustee holdings sepato be raised by the slum dweller. This approaclwas adopted mainly in Madras and Delhi, both being radio 	

,rately came into vogue, mainly because the property tax inrespect of these holdings was to be limitedin structure and lands were available between 	 to a ceiling ofthe arteries 18 percent, of the rateable vae 1 stead of the usual ceil-Prior to 1970, Madras managed to provide about 8,500 suct open, developed plots measuring on an average 22x40 ft. 
ing of 33 percent. 2" Nevertheless, there were several un

but thereafter further allotment registered bustee holdings as %,ell,not taken into thewas given up due to scar. ac
a much larger effort 

count of the SSB survey. In fact there have been no reliablecity and the high pricei:, i land."6Delhiwhat are calledwas able to mounlthe j.J. ,cc'lonies. estimates of the bustee population In Caicutta city or otheretmtsoIally, h'larg e : wa-t 	 h uteppltoInitially, plo t s 80 sq.alledse a n was. 	 nClut iyo tethe plot size was ':)ut 80 sq. yards, 	 parts of the metropolitan district. The Calcutta Slum Clearand It was anceenvisaged that the plots would be given on a 99 years lease 
avd Rehabilitation of Slum Dwellers Act 1958, had 

upon payment of half the price in 
envisaged the gradual clearance of the bustees and rehousa lump sum, or In tenyearly instalments, the other half being subsidy. However, 	
Ing of the bustee dwellers within specified distances but .nview of the enormous costs involvedin the face of large scale illegal transfers, the scheme 	 the Act could not be 

reviewed and plot sizes reduced 
was 	 applied in any significant scale. Nor was any major fieldto 25 sq. yards, to be given survey taken up under the Act.on a rental basis. A special

ried out in 1060, 
census of Jhuggi dwellers car-	 Tie Basic Development Plan of160, advocated for therevealed that there were about 50,000 first timefamilies squatting on 	

a massive bustee Improvement programme basedpublic lands." on the following udgementsremove them to camping sites within a year from 1900, andto provide them developed plots in phases. By 1970, not 
more than 20,000 plots had 	

(n) That, In the Interest of public health and publicbeen developed and allotted. weltare, a 
The pace quickened thereafter and by the end of 1974, 

massive attack must be undertaken without delay to improveover53,000 plots had 	 living conditions In the densely populated centralbeen provided.2 0 It is a measure of the areas of the 
problem that at least an 

metropolis, and particularly to eradicate (endemic and epidemicequal number will be needed to . 'diseases such as cholera.... 
(b) That. total clearance of all the bustees In Calcdtta and flowrah. 
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und the provivion of adequate salltary housing for the 9.12,000
b u.e; c clvl s, must l ie1 tir'zmr tills total clearance, Itlaiiito long-tern uosl; but bewitlh tile acCCmpnlying enormousre-housing Programme, in nil lkrllhe ill ilot be conpoedfbir reveral dcndes, a prngrntn, of bustee Iniproveinctit mustbe devised to bring the bric atnenitics 'at snillilatlonvIronnlleitnl dcrelcey and en-to tile hundreds of tlbousands of bustoedwellersyealle to whocollie must renlitill Innalice),their fprest nt. bustees for many 

(-') 'lhnl, tile per calill coats w4, (uve-elHI,i (in saniltation,water supply. drainage, IIIIing 6f insanltary tanlts,'pavnln ofpassageways, 
lively 

and Installation of street lighting) are .zompara-low, and that a programme LoverIhg several hundredthousand bustee Ink'bitnnts Is flnancilly feaslble.. 

The Plan was not wholly in favour of Improvement. Itsought to make a distinction between slums in the centrecity and slums elsewhere. The -Plan's approach was tocombine 'intensive' bustee clearance In the central areas ofCalcutta and Howrah for "economic as well as urgenthealth considerations" and 'exten.ive' bustee improvementin the remaining bustee areas. Subsequent'experlence has,however, shown that for a variety of reasons this distine-tion could not be maintained. Even the so called 'massivebustee Improvement' programme could not be given a startdue to a lack of resources. Despite the clear logic for, andenunciation of, the improvement approach, oppositionthe concept itsei. to was prominent in the State and CentralGovernment circles. A pilot scheme commenced In the Pil-.khana bustee of Howrah did not achieve much convincingprogress either, due to meagre funding. But the situatiohaltered rather dramatically in mid 1970 with the decisionto take up a large-scale development programme for Cal-cutta. On the assessment that an outlay of about Rupeesten crores would be needed, based on 'a per capita expendi-ture of Rs. 100, a scheme covering about ten lakh busteedwellers in and around Calcutta and Howrah was taken upas a first effort of the Calcutta Metropolitan DevelopmentAuthority set up in September 1970. In sharp contrast tothe doubts and fears expressed about the programme in thepreceding years the Government of: India announced InOctober '70, its generous decision to give eight out of the 
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ten crors needed. Within a few months the Met'opoitj, 
Authority set up a Bustee Improvement Wing and commenced work in several bustee concentrations. After someinitial reservations the Calcutta Corporation also decidedto join the effort as an implementing agency of the CMiDA.The West Bengal Slun Areas (Improvement and Clear-Act was passed to enable easement rights to be 
secured for effecting Ihe improvements nnd to acquirerigilts to the land and the structures as necessary. Despitethe highly disturbed law and order condition prevailing inthe city it was possible to make an effective beginning atthe numerous sites.1 

The scheme has been In progress for about six years now.Out of the estimated twentyfive lakh bustee indwellersthe metropolitan district about twelve lukhs have beenbrought under its purview. In brief, the improvements inelude items such as the conversion of existing service latrines into sanitary latrines on the basis of one latrine pertwentylive persons either with septic tanks or connectionto street sewers (where available), surface drainage, potable water supply at the rate of 20 gallons per head per day(usually one tap for 100 persons), paving of the bustee pathways and street lighting. Till June '70, nearly 30,000 sanitary latrines and about 12,000 water points had been pro-.vided. Sewer and drainage networks provided so far exceedsix lakh meters and paved pathways would cover aboutseven lakh sq. meters. Out of 310 clusters where the improvements were commenced, work has been completed in270. Since the beginning a little over lis. 15 croes havebeen spent under the programme, initially at a per capitarate of about Is. 120 and later at Rs. 140.2" 
In size and scope the Calcutta piogramme for bustees hasbeen unprecedented. There is no doubt either, that in mos;of the bustees this has been the first ever attempt to provide the basic amenities of water supply and drainage. ItIs too early to assess in quantitative terms the effects ofsuch 'sanitizing' on the health of the dwellers. There arenumerous other factors such as nutrition, child care, medical facilities, density of living, quality of air and so on,which are important in health care but these are not direct
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th cwhat 
being implemented. A modest nutrition programme for the
Iy the concern of the bustee improvement scheme currentlybustee children up to five years in age was commencedalong side the scheme for physical improvements throughthe Metropolitan Authority's social workers and voluntaryorganizations, but the scale of the effort is still too smallcompared to the need. The physical environment of the.bustces, however, is showing signs of changes for-the betterbut several nagging questions remain which,'in.turn, woulddetermine whether the Improvements gained will endure,The most important relates to maintenance of the facill-ties. It is fair to say that many of the development schemestaken tip by the metropolitan authority have been nece:i,;I-fated by long accumulated, maintenance deficlls. The recordof the maintenance of public utilities in the city has rarelybeen good and in the years after independence it-has visibly-declined. The bustee scene is no exception to this generalphenomenon. In fact It is worse, for the line of distinctionbetween capital and maintenance works in a bustee, Is verythin indeed. It has been a sad experience of the Authoritythat as more is built In the bustees, less is maintained. The-Calcutta Corporation and other local bodies which wereexpected to take over the maintenance of the improvedfacilities have declined to do so citing many reasons, themore prominent one being a lack of funds. And this ple.icannot be brushed aside either because municipal taxes,low and poorly collected as they are, areipractically non-
existent In the case of bustees. As mentioned earlier, under
the Calcutta Municipal Act, consolidated 
rates in respect ofbustees are limited by a ceiling of 18 percent of the annualvalue compared to 33 percent in other eases.. In othermunicipal areas like Howrah, bustee holdings hardly pay
any tax at all under one pretext or the other. It is not that
the bustee dwellers themselves are always unwillingpay. In real terms they might be paying far more 

to 
to reachwhat few services are available to them. In the summer*months, for instance, It is not uncommon for 'bistis'. orwater carriers to charge ten or fifteen paise: for a bucket-of water. While accurate figures are not available for the 

rents paid for bustee dwellings, it is safe to assume that 
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little municipal taxes are being paid are pai'ed onIn full by the landlords or the thika tenents to the dweller.Thus the poor tax yield from the bustees is not so muchthe re[usal to pay as the absence of asystem that wouldhelp quantify services rendered, identify bcneliciaries andhelp recover charges from them. Very recently the StateGovernment has passed legislation which has removed theceiling of 18 percent In bustees where the MetropolitanAuthority has carried out improvements"' One hopes thaLlegislation would be followed quickly by the action neededto revise assessments on the improved bustee holdings.Maintenance of improvements made in slums has been avexing issue not only in Calcutta but in other-metropolitan
cities as well. For instance, in Delhi the maintenance of tileimproved j.j. colonies has been a lung debated issue between the Delhi Development Authority and DelhiMunicipal Corporation. Even 

the 
where slum improvementshave been carried out by the municipal authorities themselves, their subsequent maintenance has not been adequate.Despite poor maintenance and other problems that havecharacterized slum improvement schemes in the country,the concept and the programme have been widely appliedin-recent years. Till 1973-74, i.e. end of the Fourth Planperiod, about Rs. 14.21 crores had been spent under thecentrally financed Slum Improvement Programme, covering in all about twenty laki slum-dwellers in about twentycities.21 The extension of the scheme to so many cities canein the wake of the All India lto4sing.Ministers' ConferenceIn 1973, which urged that sl:m improvement schemesshould be taken up in all towns with populations of threelakhs and more, and in each State at least one slum-improvement scheme should be taken up. It is difficult to resist thefeeling that the rapid extension of the improvement concepthas been nearly as arbitrary as its rejection In earlieryears. While in the case of metropolitan cities like Calcutta.Bombay, Madras etc., environmental Improvements to theexisting slums might well have been the only feasiblealternative, its adoption in towns like Rohtak, Ludhiana,Jaipur or Srinagar Is open to question. A programme of sitesand services might have been more relevant to these towns. 

http:cities.21
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Apparently the temptations of acceptinged scheme have been a centrally n too strong to resist. A Planning Can-
mission's Working Group had stiggested a provision ofis. 100 crores in the Fifth Plan period to cover about sixty
lakhs slum dwellers in the selected cites, but the scheme
Itself ceased to be centrally linanced from 1074-75.== Pur-
suant to a decision of the National Development u, 

the slum improvement scheme wits transferred to the-
'Minimum Needs', programme under the respective State 
Plans. 'Minimum Needs' cover many Items like health, pri-
mary education, roads etc., and many States have not been 
able to sustain for slum improvement even the outlays that 
were earlier provided, when the scheme was centrally fin-
anced. For instance, compared to an average of Rs. 2.5 to 
3 crores given annually for the Busee Improvement Pro-
gramme In Calcutta, the provision under Minimum Needs 
in the State Plan has not exceeded Rs. 1.5 crores since 
1975-70.29 ... ,.,. , 

In. determining alternative strategies for housing the' 
urban poor, it is worthwhile to consider the recent experi-
ence in Madras. As mentioned earlier, the strategy of open, 
developed plots, was pursued till about the sixties. Accord-
Ing to the 1961 census there were about 4.12 lakhs slum 
dwellers in Madras city, comprising about 08,000 families, 
By 1971, the number had increased to about 7.37 lakhs in 
163,000 families." The Tamil Nadu Slum Clearance Board 
was set up in 1971, under the Tamil Nadu Slum Areas (In., 
pr9vement and Clearance), Act. The Board's origin had been 
marked literally by flame and ashes. A month after the 
DMK party had come to power In the State (in 1967), a 
series of fire accidents occurred-in different parts of the 
slums. Strange as it may seem, this ordeal by fire for the 
slum dwellers continued for a few years. In each case, with 
admirable speed, usually within a month, the administra-
tion managed to rehouse the slum dwellers In fireproof 
sheds. The concept of the Board to provide permanent 
dwellings to the slum dwellers was devised in these cir-
cuinstances, and when the Board was set up the listing ofits functions specifncaliy referred to relief and rehousing, 

of slum dwellers affected by the fire. The principal objec-
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e of the Board, however, was to clear all the slum within 
Cecity limits within seven years and to prevent the furer growth of slums."' Soon after its foration, the Board
ok up an elaborate socio-economlc survey. A major pur
)eof the survey was to clearly identify the families liv
g in the slums. Each family was photographed and an
entilication, or a Puss Book, was issued to that family. 
e survey revead there were 1,22 slunts, where about 

13,U04 families lived. The average monthly Incomc of the 
mily was about Rs. 164 vith less than twenty percent 
irning more than Rs. 200. The survey also indizated about 
I percent of the families lived in self-erected huts, and the 
-st in rented huts. The rents paid averaged between Rs. 5 
o 10, in sixty percent of cases, and between Its. 11 to 

for the rest.32 

Commencing with grants from the State Government. 
ie Board set to work on construction of rehousing tene
sents. After the enumeration and issue of Pass Books, 
ach family was given an ex-gratia payment of Its. 50 to 
iable them to shift their huts to a temporary rehabilita
on site, while construction work was taken up at the 
riginal site. The tenements ranged from 197 to 215 sq. 
.., in carpet area and consisted of a multi-purpose room, 
kitchen, a bath and a lavatory closet. The pace of con-

Lruction was remarkably quick and In many cases the 
[um dwellers were shifted to the rehousing tenements 
,ithin about nine to twelve months of commencing the 
rork. Since allotments were confined to the slum dwellers, 
arlier identified and provided With Pass Books, a kind of 
ested interest grew among slum dwellers in ensuring the 
Dmpletion of the tenements and In preventing new iamilies 
rom setting up huts in that particular slum. By 1971-72 
lie ?oard managed to deliver about 3,500 units. The pace 
a3 stepped up to 4,700 units in the next year. At the end 
f 197576, 17,000 units had been constructed and another
,300 were in progress. And schemes for an additional 
6,0Q0 units had been sanctioned. Out of about Rs. 18.5 
rores provided, the Board had been able to utilize about 
ts. 15.15 crores.3

3 It is obvious this degree of success would 
ot have been achieved but fqr th State Government 

http:crores.33
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managing to elevate the slumn clearance programme as animportunt DMIC party platform. Tile involvement of theparty cadres at Lhe grass roots level appear to have been in.strumental in ensuring the temporary shifting of the huts,the timely completion of the housing estates and the reason-able state of their upkeep. The Board's Chairman, a mene-
ber of the Legislative Assembly, also bi-ought to the scene'his commendable organizational skills.' What the Board,hs done, undeniably is a good record for any organizationin less than six years but tha achievenents have to be'measured against the size of the problem. Even with thecompletion of over 36,000 units in another year or so theBoard will be nowhere near its first objective of rehousing163,000 families and clear all slum within seven years ofits founding. On the financial side the costs at the rate ofls. 8,000 per unit on an average, have been prohibitive,Initially there was a hope that half the capital cost at leastcould be recovered through rents, but this worked out to'about IRs. 45 per month, clearly beyond the reach of thedweller. A license fee of Rs. 15 per tenement is now being 

collected which just about provides for the maintenance 
expenses. While the rate of collection 6)f licensehas been quite good, all this fee'hopes of amortizing the capital:were given up quietly when the Tamil Nadu Government 
passed orders in 7:3ne '75 treating the entire amount pro-vided to tile Board as a grant. The Board had also hoped
that some surpluses would be available from'rernunerative
schemes such as shops and other comme-cial' facilitles'set up in the redevelopment areas but the actual earnings fromsuch schemes have been meagre, amounting to less than
Rs. 2 lakhs In 1975-76.34 


As for the prevention of slum growth, 
 .vhlle the recordof vigilance and protection of public lands has been rea-'sonably good so far within the city limits,"elsewhere
the metropolis the slums have proliferated.' 

in 
New slumshave come up especially In those areas where major Indur..tries have been set. up. The Slum Clearance Board's acti-vities have not gone beyond the city limits as yet. Giventhe financial picture, It Is most unlikely that the State Gov-erninent would be able to sustain annual grants 'of two to 
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three crores for slum ciearance schemes in the future without any possibilities of reasonable return ant guLrantv...of even adequate maintenance. Opinion is already veeringaround to the view that the earlier approach of open, dcvvloped plots was better and, at any rate, any houising construction would have to be based no self-help, at drastically
reduced costs and standards.
 

As in other metropolitan cities, Bombay 
too has tudergone a change of approach in these years with regard to theslum problem. Chawls (low to medium rise buidings partitioned Into several portions and let out), have been a majorproblem in Bombay for years. Most of the buildings wherechawls were located were old and prone to collapse [requently. In the fourteen years after 1956 nearly 1700 buildings collapsed killing over 200 people, Injuring some 9300and rendering several hundred families hoincless. :,' Inmany cases the homeless persons moved to slums or'jhoppad-pattis', as the squatter hutments are called inBombay. The rapid Industrialization of Greater Bombayled to further influxes (one estimate places this at 350 perday), and the slums began to proliferate on municipal, 

government and private lands. The initial approach to theproblems was clearance of slums and rehousing of the dwellers in. tenements. In the ten years between '55 and '66,
Greater Bombay added 175,000 dwelling units at the annualrate of about 17,000.0 Itemarkable pace no doubt, butnearly 55 percent of these units were built by privateagencies, most of which were in the middle and high income categories and luxury flats. Against the ambitioustarget of about 40,000 tenements for slum dwellers whichthe Greater Bombay Development Plan had urged, by1966 the aggregate of all tenements put up by all the oMcial agencies, such as the Maharashtra Housing Board, was a meagre 17,340.3? There seemed very little chance ofdoing anything about the 200,000"odd hutments scattered
all over Greater Bombay with its million dwellers.

When the Slum Improvement Programme was launchedby the Government of India as a centrally financed schemeIn 1971. Bombay readily adopted it. The Slum Improve
ment Board was created to fund and coordinate the im

http:1975-76.34
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provement work. Tle Bombay Municipal Corporation, asthe principal implementing agency commenced work inmost of the slums located on municipal lands..By the endof tile Fourth Plan period (1974-15), about 200 slum pocketswith about five lakh slum dwellers were covered under theimprovements scheme at a cost of about Rs. 8.5 crores."Towards the maintenance of improved facilities, tile Muii-cipal Corporation also decided to realize -a 'compensation.or a 'license' fee ranging from lis. 5 to D.per hut.,,: ..The Maharashtra ,.Government, however, wanted to pro-ceed further than just providing improvementsslums. Early in In. the,1076, a massive survey of all the slum,pockets on the State Government, Municipal and Housingl-oard lands was carried out, which placed ile number ofslums (on these lands), at about 850, consisting of aboutL,260,000 hutments with a population of about 15..lakhs. In addition it was estimated that slums on the,central government and private lands accounted for at leastanother 120,000 huts, with a population of about six lakhs.In the wake of the survey, all slum dwelling families wereidentified and given a 'patch holder' or 'hut o:cupler' card,,similar to the pass book in Madras, containing particularsof the patch/hutment, the family, occupation, income etc.,and also providing for the recovery of compensation, license,fee or service charge ranging up to Rs. 20 per hut. Inessence, this is only a transfer of what used to be paid eitherto the hut owner or, In most cases, to the local toughs ororganizers as kinda of protection money. The fee Is tobe realized by the Slum IJniprovement Board, and the pro-ceeds invested in improvements not only of the slum areas.but of the slum structure Itself.3 9 The slum census had re-vealed that at an average cost of about Rs. 500 per hut, the .260,000 huts enumerated, represented, an investment ofabout Rs. 13 crores. If slums on the central government andprivate lands are added, the Investment would be double.,Irrespective of architectural and engineering standards thisis an Investment that a massive number of people hadmade in devising their own shelters. It would have beengrossly unrealistic to ignore this and exclude this Invest-
ment from the total housing stock in the city. The first. 
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contribution of the slum census hits, therefore, been therecogniitio it brings to their fact. By the acce.ptancethrough a hut-wise enumeration and a cwnmhtlentdevise means toof improving the structure itself, ;aiact firmthe environment, the Bombay effort marks a major initiative In truly integrating the slums In this cityscape.
The realism of 
 the approach should be apparent if weconsider the present level of housing costs and the i-msiblenurket for puccu dwelling units in the lower in'.ne groups.Tihe gross disparities in incomes in the urban economy as awhole and the preponderance of poor income households has been stressed before. The difference may be onlyslight, but between 60 to 65 percent of the households inthe Metropolitan citics report a monthly income of less thanls. 300.10 At the current cost of about Rs. 8,UUO per puccadwelling unit of about 250sq. ft. including proportionateland cost, amortization works out to over Rs. G0 per month,assuming 20 percent down payment and the rest payablein 20 years at the lowest available Interest rate of 5.75 percent. If a housing expense-income ratio of 15 percentadopted It will be seen is
that all households with monthlyincomes of less than Rs. 400 are priced out straightaway.Even if by a tremendous saving in land and constructioncosts, -the per unit price is 6rought down to As. ',000, andmonthly costs on the same financing pattern to Rs. 40,households with incomes of less than Rs.275 are still pricedout.4 1 But even at this reduced price construction, outlayson an adequate scale would run Into several hundredcrores. At the end of the Fourth Plan, housing shortagewas assessed at six million dwelling units. Taking theadditional requirement of four million units, about 10 million units in all were required to be constructed during theFifth Plan. The most optimistic assessment, however,places possible construction at moreno than 21 millionunits." If pucca dwelling units are to be taken as the soleindice of housing stocks or addition, It is obvious we shallbe worse off than before. The Fifth Plan document recognizes the anamoly of the situation and has rightly calledfor p change of appioach." 
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(;iveIi the constrbilts it Is extrteuicly difficult -for, any. developingnuntry Even with the highest idcd o octlal welftru to implemeatfil aubitious progroaini. of housing 	 In the various schemes taken up sowhich In uuirhuted to th eL-	 far dealing with theorie)it level and the saving capacity of the people (or) prcse,-	
slum problem, three basic approaches are discernible. One 

v ,tion anld 	 is traditional, and that Is to view tae slum asIflP'ovelment of existing housing slock.... As regards 	 incompatible'per -e' and as such seek to removeIlc vingfor the urban pior the c mny bIu nced for orientotion 	 it altogether and retcwards the provision 	 ue e d w s Is ee t enemoe hhig cnd ofofl developed plots with kutclhn and f t.vu
ven'tauction. 	 house the dwellers in storeyed tenements. The high cost ofland acquisition and construction, the Inability of Ih slum
The acceptance o slum Improvement as a concept and 	 dwellers to pay the economic rents for the rehousing units.the inevitable subsidies involved, the numerousa programme, is part of this preservation strategy. Perhaps, 	 constraints

faced in the re-development of land and the serious limilsIn scope and content, the programme could go farther thanjust sanitizing the 	 to any cross subsidization that can be achieved, are factorsslums. In many cases the settlements.badly need 	 that continue tosome realignment of the pathways, some crea-	
plague any slum removal and rehousingattempt from the beginning.tion of open spaces, some determined removal of a few acti- On the whole the size and

-ALies. like cattle keeping or noxious trade. This would cer-
record of this programme has been insignificant.

tainly involve some demolition and some displacement but, 
The second approach of environmental improvements to 

5iven a well-ordered scheme, it should be'possible to secure 	
existing slums clearly recognizes the magnitude of theproblem, especially In the larger cities, and concedes it isthe neeled public support. Improvements to the environ. Impossible to mobilize thenient apart, elorts to organize improvements 	 resources needed for clearanceto the shelter •and rehousing. This approach seeks to ensureitself have some rewarding potential as the Bombay experi- that at least 

ence Indicates. This is, of course, cohnected with the issue 
some minimal conditions of environmental hygiene are pro

of land ownership. When 	 vided in the slums. To many, this may seem no more thanthe slums are on governmentlands, conferment of title and 	 an Interim palliative but, given the'scale of the problemits use, as a colateral for and its concentration, this is perhaps the only importantIsnancing house improvements should be possible. In place3like Calcutta, the complex 	 and feasible courseweb of landlords-niddlemen, 	 of action open to larger cities. There
rights and titles have to be broken. The 	

is no need either for taking too limited a view about thefirst effort toapply the provisions of the West Bengal Slum Areas (Im-
scope of the environmental improvements. Apart from In

provement and Clearance), Act 1971, which enables the' 
puts such as piped water supply, sanitary latrines, drains.
pathways etc., physical Improvementsacquisition of such rights upon payment of compensation, 	 could also be ex

based on 	 tended to the provision of play lots for children and thethe net annual income and payable in bonds,landed the Metropolitan Authority in 	
nucleus of a community space which could serve multiplea series of Court uses such as health care, maternity and child welfare, priactions that has taken more than four years to resolve. The mary and adult education, community gatherings etc. Therecently enacted Urban Land Ceiling and Regulation Act,
does not oiler a breakthrough either, in the particular in-* 
convergence of investments for physical improvements and
social, services, arestance, for, the bustees are already built up and" there is' 

not always easy to accomplish but thedifficulties are due, in the main, to a lack of inter-departhardly any vacant land to come by. Calcutta's, and for that , 
 mental co-ordination rather than to a lack of funds.matter, West Bengal's land and tenancy problems are ofcourse unique, dating back 	 The third approach, which Is Inherent in the programmeto Cornwallis, but this neednot deter other cities more fortunately placed from 
for open, developed plots, recognizes that at the presentgoing economic level certain income groups are priced out of theahead. 
pucca city. The approach favours the creation of settle
ments with minimum sanitary requirements, but allows 
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flexibility as regards the housing structure itself. The set-
Ilement Is viewed not as transitional lo:be replaced by 
something else in the future but ratheras!evolhtlonary 
where the dweller himself expnnds or transforms his dwel- 
ling from 'kutcha' to 'pucca' depending on his own needs 
and his income. Of course, such an approach is contingent 
upon the land being available at locations which can pro-
vide gainful employment to the isettlers.IThere Is also the. 
need to take a view of the cityscape:as a, whole in deter-
mining possible areas for these evolutionary settlements so 
that options for the future are not preempted by indiscri-
minate squatting. Squatting as such need not be regarded 
as a crime in Itself, but as a measure of the extent to which 
poor people are prepared to provide their own housing. The 
open, developed plot to use the more sophisticated con-
temporary word 'sites and services': only seeks to engage 
this enterprise and initiative effectively. ..- 1.. .1 

The sites and services approach is particularly relevant-
and s-uitable for rapidly growing Industrial towns where 
migration is high, land Is available and options for their 

use are still open. Though India's New Towns are less than 

two decades old, In the more populous cities of Durgapur, 

Rourkela or Bhilai slums account for nearly a fifth of the 

population. Planned mainly as residential colonies for the 

industrial workers, these townships have failed to perceive 

the secondary and tertiary employments triggered off by 
massive Industrial Investments. Physical' outgrowths have 

in most cases encircled the so called planned' townships, 

The housing provided by the industry Itself has rarely ex-

ceeded half the requirement and in the absence of any ima-

ginative ideas for self help housing, the slim growth has 

proliferated. Surprisingly, in the earlystages when land 

was acquired for the Steel Plants' considerable imagination 

was shown in resettling the villages affected by the acqui-

sition. In Durgapur, for instance, where a dozen villages, 
big and small had to be acquired a reasonably self con-

was set up with facilitiestained settlement i.e. Gopalmath 
like water supply, drainage, roads and street lights, schools, 

to service about 10,000 people. Similar-health centre etc., 

ly in Rourkela, Jalda and Jhirpani were set up as rehabili-
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tatlon villages with some services. The same con-ept could 
have been extended to plant labour as well instead of con
fining Investments to the construction o expensive und 
highly subsidized rental housing. Semi plicca colonies were. 
of course, set up for labour construction but (in most ca.es), 
at temporary sites used up later for Industry. in Bokharo 
the present author came across some elorts to provide 
ulbout 3,00{}0 developed sites to the steel plant employees at 
a low cost where they could erect their own buts in a 
planied layout. About a thousand have. been put up but 
the project has not been pursued further. A vast construc
tion colony of about 15,000 people is located close by, where 
the contractor provides some amenities. The colony hus the 
potential to evolve into a good-sized settlement but here 
again the site will be taken up when the steel plant ex
pands. Unfortunately, the plant's management and the 
planners do not seem to comprehend the value und realism 
inherent in their own efforts and seem to prefer a fruitless 
struggle for funding highly expensive housing construc
tion. Even where sites and services have been addressed 
to middle income groups, the locations have been care

fully chosen at the peripheries rather than within the so 
called planned sectors of the township." 

There is much to learn from the experience of some Latirt 

American countries in dealing with slums and squatter 
in Lima, Peru, probablysettlements. The 'Barriadas' are 

the world's most organized squatter colonies. There are 
oneseveral hundred of them in the captial city and esti

mate is that 100 out of the 140 sq. miles of the city are 

covered by the Barriadas. Each Is a community of 5 to 6,00() 
people; each has been preceded by a group or an action 

Committee on behalf of the prospective squatters banded 

together, which had sent 'scouts' to look out for vacant 

lands, preferably Government-owned or disputed. The 

land would have been surveyed secretly and plans for the 

'occupation' drawn up in advance. On the appointed day, or 

night, the squatters would move in strength with straw 

mats, tin sheets and canvas rolls and set up a settlement 
with the speed of 500 huts per night. For years, a see-saw 

battle was waged between the authorities and the squat
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ters until the Architect, Belatunde Terry-look over as Pre-
ildent of Peru In 1963. President Terry ,v.ewed the d!sputeas a futile exercise and ordered a phased regidarization ofthe Darriadas. The National Housing Corporation (JuntaNacional de la Vivienda, established earlier was asked tooperate a scheme to confer titles to the land on the squat-ter, then use the title as a mortgageable asset to meet partno the cost of providing basic utilities in the barriada (usual-ly water, sewers and lighting: not drains, for it never rainsin Lima). Later, as land values Improved further, mort-

gages were beto allowed towards imirovamPntq fn ih-
hutment itself.4

6 

San Martin de Porres Is a barrladin of 300 hectares and 9,5Wrmlilles. The land had been n farm till the late forties. Its planned'Invasion had taken 15 years to accomplish. The J.N.V. moved Intothe area :ix years ago to bring
then 

light and sanitary sewer tirst; anifollowed with loans for house Improvemenim.' By 1068, San 
Martlin was not a festering slum but several rows of gaily coloured,riotourly dllTerent, single doubleand storeyed houses which thodwellers themselves had put up. The J.N.V. does not hope to re-crive more than a third of Its investment but tie principle of 'slumIntegration' is established-of letting the..luins change on their ownwith Government funds the catalysts. Thereas are at least 150 bigand small 'barriadas' in Limn today covered by J.N.V.. where 
han:,nf' i! taking place, each hasnnd he people its own Council. Its own 'mayor'of the barriadas are prcud to report that electionset Ihe 150 unofficial 'mayors' are mro regular Ihnn one to timr-flb-Inl position. 

The barrinda experience Is reported In varying degrees
The ra daoseofpCraecs eporved of vrinthe dCiu sin the ranchos of Caracas, the Fascias of Rio, the 'CiudadoLivre', or free cities, around Brazilia andl the receptionaeas near the new town Ciudad Gueyana in Venezuela. Inthe last named, as major Industries began to take shape,low cost sites were Included as part of the New Townslayout where migrant workers were encouraged to put uptheir own dwellings, often a simple strtucture of wooden 

rosts and corrugated tin sheets. A credit system operatedto provide these materials, and cheap transport to thesesiles was emphasized from the beginning. As the workers' 
income increased, they were expected to improve their own 
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dwellings with mortgage funding. Aptly the process is
known us 'Urbanisation Popular'.


At a scminar held in DelhI 
 (1967), on squatting, a participant lamentrd "this is an industry squatting) whichknows no strikes or lockouts; shortage of raw materials
and administration hurdles do not impede its course: likeTennyson's brook it g;jes on for ever". The concern inherent in this lament is one of legitimacy. The view thatsquatting and slum growth are somehow not legitimate hasundermined, or prevented more than any other factor, anyserious effort towards positive solutions. Political pressures
have often tended to soften the positive attitudes towards 
squatting but here again some escapes have been sought onthe time scale: e.g. a decision. In Delhi to confine allotmentof Jhuggi resettlement plots to migrants till 1960, declaringthe post-'60 migrants as 'ineligibles'. In highly respectedcircles the view is still held that sites and services or slumimprovement schemes would only encourage further migration. As Konigsburger" points out, this is perhaps the 
ron. As thnihs bre n t aisperhahsone view that has been te

tested and disproved time andagain. The rapid pace of slum growth In most cities of thedeveloping world is in itself ample evidence that migrationis not halted by any lack of water supply and sewerage,shelter or housing sites. Deplorable as living conditions in 
most cities are, in the past 25 years 300 million people havemigrated to cities in the developing countries of the world.In India between '51 and '61, nearly 20 million people 
moved Into cities.47 The concern for the level or quality of 
urban services ranks far below the concern for employ
ment and food; it does not even feature In the reckoning of 
the migrant, 

What is irreversible need not be a tragedy. Theenterprise and inltie'ive shown by the migrant or the slumdweller in devising his own shelter is not an impedimentto city growth, but could well be an Instrument for positivedevelopment. Contrary to popular imagination slum dwel
lers often display a much higher degree of social adjust
ment and sharing than middle class nelghbourhoods. Theirclosely packed dwellings and the low oflevels services
often dictate this. Thereis no evidence that slums and 

http:cities.47
http:itself.46
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squatter settlements are any more unsettling to the body 

politique than other parts of a cily. What Is neededclear recognition that indigent migrants 	 is a are noLtof 	 a society but only the inevitnble phenomenon
the 

of
dregs

its
urbanization. Innovation and organized effort could verywell transform the migrant force from liabilities into assets,
A special report45 prepared for the U.N., neatly sums lip
the requirements that any programme for slum Improve.
ments or sites and services should fulfil: 

.	 The Programme must be a wholciieurted contribution to city
Ueveiopnent: an essential part of an overall andplan not a makcsisirt method of getting the squatters out of sight.2. 	 The scitlcment chosen must be 	 acessible to emnla'ment 
possibilities and transport. 

3. 	 Services provided must be adequate hnu'anove all must be 
Properly maintained and service t e 

4. 	 Public services sucha s schools. health centres nd commu-
participation. should allow lul community 
par oppin h4.

Spaceh for shoppn should be sufficient and ensure gains tothe 	community. b. 
0. 	 AIlottcr. shouldsafeguards be granted secturity of tenure with neededto prevent speculation and tramicking in land.7. 	 Selection of settlers should reflect the socio-economic picture

that prevails: nt confined to Just migrants or lilgibleV
dctermined with reference to 	a particular date, but to thosegenuinely In need of shelter, 


I.. Rents should cover as much of land costs and
the services 
as feasible. 

9. 	 Transport costs should be minimized by careful sitting.
10. 	 While settlers should be allowed to build any firm struc-or 

ture they choose assistance should be on hand for easy credit 
to build walls and roofs, and for technical assistlce. 

This is by no means a etlecklist Of lmPossibles. Theexpertise afor 
and the sensitivitygrammes are 	 needed to fashion such pro-not In short supply'either. ; In Its plans forNew Bombay; the twin city across the Thana creek, CIDCO 

has demonstrated the feasibility of attractive and well-
canserviced, single-storeyed but high density settlements 

which can accommodate more than 300 people an acre."The houses of the poor in the developing world have always 
been bui[. by the poor themselves. The image of the con-
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temporary city of.glass nnd stee l ~.spliento 	them an nsc 
Indices of progress they are just as Irrelevant to pblicpolicy. Sheltering the urban poor is of course not a matterof just design and layout. There are other compelling
circumstances such as income, and how for this occupation
corresponds to, ' dHfers from, thQ pattern of the economy
itself as convei.l.ioqly viewed. evertheless recognition
of the marginal settlement as a part of the cityscape could 
be a major advance In thinking. 
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Status of the Tondo Foreshore Development Project 

This material has been extracted from various World Bank Appraisal
Reports. Changes have been introduced to suit EI teaching purposes. 



C' THE TIDO FOEMSH(RE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
3.- STAT1S 

upgrading of the Tondo loreshore is a major component of the 
The 	 approved by the Executive

(Loan 1272/1282 PR* 
Manila Urban Development Project 

in May 1976).Directors 
with missions visitintensive,the Project has been 

ii. Supervision of 	 since loan signing.
at three or four monthly intervals 

ing the Philippines 	 of slumthe processthe Project about 
Uluch has already been learned from 	

social services. Particularly
of health and otherthe provision 	 This isupradnL and 	 to be known as "reblockltua".comeIs the process which has 	 accessnotable 	 as a basis for providing

?reparifn a subdivision layout
the process of 	 This processlanA. tanure.as for establishing
and basic services as well 	 in Tondo, on athe families living

and intensive planning with
involves formal 	 fully in pares 16 to 22describedbasis. This is
neighborhood by neighborhood 

in Manila has already influenced
 
and in Annex 4. The rablocking experience 

by the Bank.
urban projects financed
the design of subsequent 

the most important contribution of the Project is the impact 
iii. Perhaps 	 area (populationThe metropolitan Manila 
it has had on Government policy. 

income livingby great disparities in and 
5.5 million) is characterized 

the city live in slum and
that almost one third of 

standards. f"atimates are 
facilities, and charactrized by high 

areas lacking in sanitationsquatter 	 and intestinal diseases.
Infant mortality and parasiticmalnutrition, 	 tolevels of 	 devotedof its resources werein which much

Following an initial period 	
other vatervays in metropo

from drainage canals and
relocation of squatters 	 and is 

the National Rousing Authority (NIA) has established 
litan Manila, 450 candidateslum upgrading. Some 
actively expanding a natiomide program of 	

millionone
in Manila involving a population of about 

upgrading areas metro 	
and health conditionswith sanitation 

persons have been identified, most 	 of In
two Presidential Letters 

On June 11, 1977 
to those in Tondo. 	 law, were signed to establiah slumsimilar which carry the force of

struction (LOI), 	 that relocaspecifyIn addition, these LOIs 
upgrading as national policy. 	

for public infrastruc
will only take place if nacessitated

tion of squatters 	 of 14 citiesLocal governments
ture, And not to distant relocation centers. 

area already have established
in the Manila metropolitanand municipalities 	 forfeasibility sudies
teams to undertake design and 

permanent technical 	 have also 
in their respective unicipalities. Similar team 

upgrading slums 	 Oro andCagayan de 
been established in the regional cities of Cebu, Davao, 

Baguio. 

a very high level of 
iv. 	 The Tondo Foreshore Development Project enjoys 

being implemented as originally agreed 
support by residents of the area and is 	

towardsresults of -wuonity attitudes
Initisl survey 


the Project indicate that almost 90Z of
With the Government. 	 the residents are satisfied With the 

(see para 43). While several important steps have to be 
Project to date 	 the Projectlabled success,
cospleted before the Project can be finally a 

and the lank.
merit strong support from the Governmentcontinues to 



3•ckground 

1. 	 Consideration by the lank of an urban project in the PuI.&ippIS&. 
an urban sector mission visited Ninila. The sectorbegan in late 1973 when 

mission highlighted certain consequences of past growth patterns in the 

metropolitan Inila area including imbalances between the locations of rust, 

dunces and work places and extreme income differentials and service level 
disparities. 

a 
of a project 

2. Sarly work on 	project identification involved a review of long 

list of major infrastructure projects Tesulting in the selection 
in the Tondo Foreshore as prototypical of important urban problems requiring 

solution. 

3. A Government task force was established with technical personnel 
from 	 several agencies to develop plans for the Tondo, a 180 ha site with a 

topopulation of about 180,000 located directly behind the Port and close the 

comercial centers of Mnila. In December 1974, this task force recomended 
a plan, subsequently abandoned, that involved converting approximately half the 

land to industrial and comercial uses and significantly reducing the resi
dential density on remaining land. That earlier plan would have resulted in 

approximately 70% of the families being displaced from the area. Nev housing 

construction proposed for the remainder would have necessitated high levels of 
subsidy. Comuity groups strongly opposed the plan. Following a review by 
a Bank mission in February 1975, egreement was reached with the Government on 
a completely different approach, which involved provision of services to 
families in place, i.e. water supply, human waste disposal, surface water 
drainage, paved footpaths and streets, schools and clinics. The project was 
specifically designed to keep relocation to an absolute minimunm consiaaent 
with satisfactory installation of basic services. 

4. A revised "framework plan" for the Toodo, based on this nev approach, 
was prepared and discussed with collOnity groups and other govern=ent offi
cials, during staff visits in 1975. The comity groups, including Zoto/ 
Ugnsyan I/Sreeted the revised framework plan for Toudo and Dagatan with a 
great deal of enthusiasm. 

5. Subsequent to Project appraisal, and In consultation with Bank 
staff, the National Housing Authority (VRA) was established in October 1975 
and absorbed the Tondo Foreshore Development Authority (TYDA) which previously 
had responsibility for the Project. The head of the TFD was named as General 
Manaser of the NRA. In November of the same year, the Mtro Manila Commission 
(OML was established. One of the first major programs of the MIC was to 
atteppt to obtain relief from chronic flooding in Manila by clearing obstruc
tions from rivers and drainage canals in the city. A crash program wae estab
liphed under the NBA to remove all squatter families living on waterways. 

1/ 	 There are many organiued cmmnity groups in the Tondo, of which Zoto
 
(Zone One Tando Organization) and Uguayan (Ugmeyan ng aga Samahan ng age
 
Y1 ayan) are two of the mre politically active groups.
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This wag given extra impetus Ln the Sumer of 1976, when fatalities occurred 

fron flash flooding. Since sites for permeanent settlemma close to the 
temporary relocation centersurbai core were unavailable, the MU established 

on land med by local governmmnts In the NHC and also expanded two distant 

relocation centers. Thes, the maot visible activity of the VUA during the 

first year of its existence was the prorgm of relocating thousands of 

families from waterways. While clearing of the flood control canals was 

needed, the severe time constraints imposed on the program precluded the 

preparation of permanent relocation settlements in suitable locations. This 

program very severely soured relations between the NZA and city-wide squatter 

groups, many of vhich are headquartered in the Tondo. Apparently it also led 
in fulfillingsome co-iunity groups to express doubts about lEA's sincerity 

promises of not relocaring families out of the Tondo Dagat-Dagatan Project 
a rea. 

6. Because the vatervay relocation program wes Initiated after the 

1975 appraisal of the Tondo Project, it was not reflected in discussions 

with the Government that led to the Project. The discontent expressed by 

squatter groups during the time of the 1976 Bank/Fund Annual Meetings sern 

not to have been brought about by discontent with the Tondo Project (though 

the residents expressed strong Feelings about being able to purchase the land 

at a low price) but by anger at the VIA over the ciry-vide waterway relocation 

program. While no families in the Toudo Project area Itself were affected by 

this program, families living along drainage chanels and rivers adjacent to 

the Project area were affected. 

7. It has previously been alleged that families in the Tondo Project 

area had been or vould be relocated to Dasmarinas (a distant relocation 
center). Any such relocation would have been in violation of public co t

wants made by the General Manager of NU eand in violation of agreed Project 
implementation procedures. To our knowledge, no such relocation took place. 

Within the Project area, the only relocation that has taken place that could 
be considered inconsistent with the developument plan was the widening of 
Zaragoza Street, which took place in September 1976. Thirty structures were 

affected by the widening of this road, twenty-four of which were squatter 
houses and six of which were titled. 7miiies affected were resettled within 
the Project area. The Zaragosa widening relieved a major bottleneck to Port 
traffic access. However it was not envisaged for widening under the agreed 
development plan, because by 1979 the congestion would have been relieved by 
the construction of RIO roadway. Although the widening of Zaragora could 

possibly be justified as a needed interim traffic relief mseasure, it was 
hurriedly done and was a cause of local resentment. 

8. Other projects have been undertaken in the general Tondo Dagat-

Dagatan Project area which the Bank Is not financing but with which Press 

reports have associated the Bank. These are: 

(a) Expansion of the International Port 

(b) The Kapitbahayan Housing Project 

(c) International Design Competition Area 
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International Port Ixansloo Se three thousand squatter familaes live Mthe sAte being reclaimed for the Internatowal Port (see ap), which
financed with German bi-latoral support. These fam les ean m to be 
in 

relocated as Port conscruction proceeds. we
Although are not involved withPort development, we agreed, as a mas of amisting these 
the 

failles, tofinance sites In Dagat-Dagatan for 1,500 fmlies who would be affected by thefirst phase of the Port construction. Fasilles living in the InternationalPort area have fully endorsed the plan for permanent settlement- In the Dasat-Dasatan area, which Is about four kilometer, away. In fact, co Anity leaders
have indicated that they are anxious to be able to move, because their current 
location is subject to severe typhoon and flood ezpocure. 

Kaibahaan This project is a high standard, relatively high cost (reportedly about P45,000 or US$6,000 per dwelling unit) development in the )agt-
Dagatan area adjacent to the Project site (see amp). It wea construcred by
the NHA'c Tondo Project Office prior 
to the Vancouver Habitat Confewrnca.
The Bank is not financing this development. To the contrary, Bn&.staffbeen critical of the high 

have 
unit costs and high design standards. Rental unitein Xapitbahayan were offered to residents of the Tondo who 2old afford thesomewhat high (P70-120 per month or US$9.46-US$16.20) but heavily subsidizedrent. While the residents ar generally haipy with thes units, om comanity groups were concerned that the Governsent had chang d its mind about
lower cost sites and services 
units to be built at Dagat-agatan, and expressed fear chat the more expensive Kapitbahayan nodel would be replicated
under the Project. 
 These fears are now allayed by the near completion


the q!rst 500 sites and services units at Dagat-Dagacan under the Project
of
 

(48 m-lots with monthly charge averaging about P 47 or US$6.47).
 

International Design co2Metition In an1974 international competition was
held for the design of Improved settlement for low-income and resettled

families. The winning design was to have been constructed in a 5 ha site inDagat-Dagaetan (see map). During the Habitat Conference in Vancouver
1976, the Government was criticized by various 

in
 
participants for holding a


competition 
at all, since by its nature such an international competitionresults in technical solutions being developed abroad precludesand conityparticipation. significance, however,Of more wae criticism of the Govern
ment for not permitting a spokesman for Zoto/Ugnayen to participate tieinConference or in judging of the entries. It now appears that the design
selected by the award panel will not be conecructed. 

I=mleuetacion Status 

9. " Construction under the Project is now proceeding reasonably well.After ,-slow start caused by difficulties in hiring experienced technical
staff, che upgrading of the Tondo is expected tonow be completed approui
mately on schedule. The Dagst-Dagetan component is approximately nine months 
behind m.hedule.
 

http:US$9.46-US$16.20


A. Tondo VqsradinA 

10. Saitatigg Infrestructure -Work Is progressing oan several. primry 
infrastructural components i the Tondo Includinsg man surface drainage 
(801 completed); secondary watetmin (70Z completed); and the interceptor 
sever (502 completed). Also, substantlal fill materials have been added to 
low-lying artas. In addition, 450 new sites and services units on the former 
Public Works Compound within Tondo vil be completed In December. 

11. Work has also begun an "tertiary Infrastructure" In an 18 block 
section of Tondo that has been designated for completion on a priority basis. 
This tertiary Infrastructure includes connections for water and sewrm, paving 
of streets and footpaths and uinor drainage. 

12. Health Facilities and Proarame - The new health clinic In Tondo 
has been completed and upgrading of another ezi ting clinic will start after 
February 1978. Nealth progr assisted by the Project are under way in the 
following areas: mother and child care, nutrition programs, devorning, TB 
X-tay, verLin and rodent control1 , improved garbage collection and health 
education (leaflets, filme, paphlets, etc). In addition, saw 98.barangay 
health work;ra, and 285 nutrition aides who were trained under the Project, 
are actively working on a part-time basis. These health workers in the Tondo 
Project are considered a model for similar health workers being considered 
under other proposed population and health projects and have resulted in a 50% 
increase in referrals to clinics and hospitals. 

13. Education .- Families in the Tondo area place a high priority on 
education. The now Tendo Sigh School Is expected to be completed in December 
and construction of additional classrooms for the four existing elenmetary 
schools In the area will begin in February 1978. Toilets and piped water 
have already been added to two existing schools. 

14. Materials Loans and Small Business Loans - Approximately 463 loans 
for building materials averaging 1930 (US$52) each have been awarded. Appli
cations have already been received from 99 businesses for smll loans. Of 
these, about 44 appear to have sufficient merit for continued follow-up. 
Applications are pending the completion of the layout and lot awarding in 
the blocks within which the busineesesxist. 

3. Dazat-Dazatan Sites and Services 

15. Construction has started on 1,500 out of 2,000 sites and servicas 
units to be constructed in DaSat-Dagatan. The first 500 units will be ready 
for occupancy In December 1977. 

Rablockint 

16. The mot interesting and Important aspect of the upgrading program 
in the Toed. is the process that has come to be known as wreblocking". This 
is the process of preparing a subdivision s1-7ut as a basis for providing 



a ees and other ServIcee a well a establshing
plot bedaries. land tere and Iw~vMmelThe Toudo Project, as the first aak-Uinaced SIm Upurad-Ing Project that Involves provision Of 6erVicS toprovision of land temre indiviunal late as theto bemftcires,

direct eperlenca in reblocking. As a 

is the first Project Lwolving

result, etch has been luazeedappropriate approachas rearding

to this process. 
17. louses In the Tondo have

irregular fasieon. 

been built in an extreuly dense and
Access to msny propertieswinding footpaths. is by way of very earra andlank mlssims to the Philippinesfor an upgrading procedure In the past had arguedthat was essentially "aspaths would is, where 4-n ego footbe paved wherever they were and to whateverstreets would be width scstad. Newadded only to provide aces"Covermeant Project Office to fire protection vehicles.staff, however, argued farwould reslt in a ozre regular street 
an upgrading proces that

and lot layout pattern andmovennt and involverealigument of structures within blocks. Streets wouldstraightened bein the process. This Issue was resolvedabout the by leavin the desiondegree of remularization of streets and plot ahapes to eachnainhbarhood. 

is. For plannin purpoees, the Tono ms divided itocouisting of area 24 mouperblockm*bounded by min roads within which planning for faclitescan ms easily be focused. Each of the "superblock "into neighborhood blocks La in turn dividedInvolving 100-250 families within whichLag" occurs. the "reblock-The process includes the presentation to the block residents ofthree alternative plans forneighborhood, street layout.. and house locations withinfrom which the residents of theirthe neighborhoodpreferences in an designate theiropen foruma. The three plans presented to the residentsinclude: 
leaving 'the

(i) Plan "A", Involving minimal changeseisting Irregular pattern of 
in property allgiments and 

"a". creating lot shapes and footways; (.)ore regular street Plannd property ligments than currently existbut Involving =o changes In property layouts; and (111)regular pattern of Plan IC". a fairlystreets with rectangularstantial skifts of houses within blocks. 
lot shapes, which requires sub-

L9. The alternative 
residents 

block layout plans are enplained to the blockIn comunity eetin&* where the differencesare explained. In the various optionsThe Project Office establishes compositea technical tmurto work with the failies comprising an architect, awrker, and a member of comity relationsthe socio-econogic developmentProject Offica. group within theThe community votes onwa their preference and iseaver modifiction free to propoethey desire as a Comuity. Themembers architect eandof the othercomposite team assist inplats. preparing modificatinA more complete outline of to block 
4. 

the steps in reblocking is given :InThis Annex illustrates Annexthe complexity of the reblocking processIntensity of ead thethe comunity work required to maka It a success. 
20. It baes bs Interesting to observe that in eI.:eToedo, the resident. have voted for Plan PC", 

all blocks of
quires from 50-70Z of even though this uallythe houses within the block to re-

PZion crates be realigned. Thisa residential lyont *which mst closely resenbles that of other 
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more pereamently established neighborhoods, which is me of the aspiratis of 
the residents. Another reason for the selection of the regular block layout 
appears to be the desire to create a neighborhood which has better access and 
is therefore less susceptible to fire and health hazards. Ime mov-ment 
necessitated by commnity selection of Plan *C" ie the responsibility of the 
residents and Is usually undertaken through "Bayanhans" or comunicy self-help 
by neighbors. The NlA also provides some additional smi-ekilled mempower. 
Materials loans under the Project are made available at the time of the 
movement. 

21. To date, attention hs focused on 18 contiguous blocks in the 
"priority" area (see %&p) with a population of about 13.500 person, al
though some reblockitw has occurred 
 in 22 blocks out of a total of 97 blocks. 
Annex 3 shows the numlier of blocks in various stages. Five blocks have 
completed all movemot4 of houses, and four additional blocks are almost 
completed. Sample surveys of families that have been involved in reblocking 
reveal that 27% of houses either have been or expect to move a fw lots away,
and another 321 involve a shift within approximately the some site to confeior,i 
to street and lot subdivision plans. 

22. It had been originally hoped that realignment of structures, award
ing of lots, and completion of construction in the "priority area" would be
 
completed by September 11. However, because of persistent rais, errors in
 
surveys, and slaver than expected movement of structures, this priority area
 
is now expected to be completed by December 11. Initial work is shown in
 
attached photographs. In blocks whefe permanent locations and lot boundaries
 
have been already agreed, there is alredy substantial evidence of house 
improvement and axpansion through self-help means. Each such block has 
several substantial buildings under construction - some to two stories. 

Outstanding Issue: Purchase Price of Land and Lea late 

A. Purchase Price
 

23. Many Tondo residents feel very strongly about the question of 
land ownership and tenure. Except for a small area called "Old Tondo", 
where property is fully owned, the Tondo Foreshore (Project area) is mostly 
inhabited by squatters, who, after years of residence feal entitled to full 
legal ownership at a nominal price compared with the current macket value 
of the land. 

24. Legislative acts passed in 1956 (particularly &.A. 1597) provided
for the subdivision and sale of part of the Tondo Poreshore ar at P5 per 
square meter, a fraction of the current market value. In Implementing the 
program, families in what is pow called the "Old Tondo" section of the Project 
area, were offered lots of 96 square mters. This relatively large lot size 
meant that many families would be dislocated because there was insufficient 
land to provide all of the families in the area with lots of that se. Am a 
result, only a few Tondo residents took advantage of the proviaons of the 
earlier acts, and most were not able to do so. 
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25. Presidential Decree (PD) 814 01e leaned in October 1975 rmafZ:iL=mvthe Goveromet's Intentionm to provide all Tomd residents with security
of tenure ead the right to purchase land; 
 it Also e*pauded the geographicalarea of land available for lese and purchase to cover the Degat-Dapatenarea. 1V 814 provided that residents of Toedo would lease their property fromthe Hati nal lousing Authority under 25-year leses, renwable at the optionof the leaseholder. Lease rates would cover develophmnt costs and mount toabout US$6.40 per mouth for a typical 48 square mter lot. Families were tobe allowed to purchase their lots after five years under a purchase plan whichvould require higher monthly payments than under leases. Those vising to
continue the lower-cost lasses vll be able 
 to do so with security of teureassured. The purchase option in PD 614 specified that purchase will be at themarket value at the time the purchase option is exercised. Government technical staff insisted on this provision to uiniase land turnover and speculation. The residents of the area, hamever, argue strongly for a lower thanmarkat price. In an effort to resolve this difference, we have been inconsultation with Philippine authorities during the past year, and the NEA hasnow devised a formula whereby the charge for services will be d4stinguishedfrom the charge for land, and the total purchase price for land and servicesvill be lower than merket values. The fozuala adopted by VU has the twinobjectives of providing full cost. recovery within the Project area (therebyensuring Project replIcability), while at the same time establishing apurchase price which can be afforded by the current residents in Tando. 

26. On several occasions, Bank staff and NRA have discussed the deterelacin. and ti ing of the announcement of the purchase price to the residents.NHA has bees concerned that. If an announcement of a price significantly belowmarket valne were made prior to the co pletion of the legal subdivision andassigment of lots to all families, excessive disputes by famiiies o'er thesize of lots to be obtained might occur. Discussions between the Ton.o ProjectOffice and cmmn ty groups (including Zoto/Ugnayan) on the question of thepurchase price were scheduled to begin in November/December. It is expected
that an announcement of the revisions to 
PD 814 will be made shortly. 

B. Lease ates !/ 

27. During appaisal, the proposed monthly lease payment of roughlyPO.95 (US$0.13) per mouth (on average) per square mter was widely discussedIn a series of moetings with all commnity groups. All groups, at that
time, indicated that the amount was affordable; this was confirmed by careful
analysis of the income distribution of families in the Tondo Foreshore (TableV-4, Staff Project Report). The analysis In the Staff Project Report assumesthat families can spend 18Z of income on housing and related services includingvattr and property taxes. 3/ The analyses also Indicate that an average size 

.1/ :he +.astlo of affordability is discussed In pares 62-63 of the President's Rmport and 5.15 to 5.17 of the Staff Project Report.
 

L/ Nost Bank-supported sites and services projects asse that families can afford to spend between 15Z and 252 of family Inome on housing and
services. 
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lot (48 square moters) 	 could be afforded by about 75Z of the Toads residenta, 

that a somewhat smaller lot could be afforded by 85, and that the vast 
the 	f ftemth percentile are trasients or reuters.majority of families below 

The poorest group Is expected to contime restis rom In the area and 

should receive substantial indirect besmf Its fron the Project. 

recovery scheme for a slum upgrading28. Developing an affordable cost 

project requires a series of difficult judsmntus and camprclmes. It is inr-

Also, there is inevitably ame degree of
possible to make everyone hapy. 

the 	part the favourable a deal as possible.bargaining on 	 of residents for as 

29. 	 The debate over wherether P0.95 (US$0.13) per square mater per mouth 

my turn out to be soot. Current estimates of Projectis affordable however, 
of sipraisal and NL iscosts (seo Anne 2) are lower than those at the time 

espectedcurrently revising its estimates of the le price. It Is that when 

the final lease rate is announced the amount ry be 15-20Z below oriial 

eastaes. 

Relocation
 

The amount of relocation in the Project in still substantially30. 
the some as described in the appraisal report. However, the concept of 

relocation and coinnity attitudes towards relocation need to be clarified. 

As the Project is now being implemented, the number of houses affected by 

construction of streets and footpaths within the Toodo depends largely on the
 

noted earlier, faailieo are electing to
decisions of the comunit itself. As 

shift the location of houses to permit construction of a fairly regular
 

pattern of streets and footpaths. Thus, although certain nintm circulation
 

patterns and street accase standarde for fire safety purposes are dictated by
 

general planning considerations, the commnity is electing a degree of house
 

movement 
 far In ezcess of minimas requirments. FTmilles affected by the 
block though there is allorealignnat are generally accomdated in the same 

movement f rom denser blocks to loss deee blocks and ocher open space (e.g.
 

former Public Works Storage Compound). Relocation in this sense is voluntary
 

and based on commnity consensus and therefore does not generate social
 

and 	 political problems. 

Itms that do not fit this pattern of movement31. The infrastructure 

through coummity choice are the RIO and C2 roadways and the International
 

Port. RIO and C2 are Important national roadways vhich pass through Tondo
 

and are financed under the Project. The alignment of both roads has been
 

designed 	 to keep relocation to a minimum, but the construction light-of-ay
 
and that
of the R10 will nevertheless affect an estimaed 422 L/ families 

of the C2 an estimated 69 families. Channel reclamation associated with the 

C2.will affect another 200 families. The International Port Expansion (not 

financed by the Bank) will cause the eventual relocation of som 3,000 squatter 

/ 	 The NIA would prefer to relocate families os the remintmg ROW of the
 

RIO roadway (another 450 famlies) even though construction of future
 

laws vould not be required for about 15 years. This proposal is st U
 
under discussion between ask -staff and XNL.
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families living rithln' the Port boudarias and acomat had to be taken ofthis fact Ubea planning the development Of Dagat-Oagzan and assigning lotsthere. As a means of assisting these families, the Project Includes financefor about 1,500 lots in Dagat-Dagatan for families affectedPort expansion. by the first phaseAs noted earlier (pain 8) the families living in the lnternational Port area fully support the idea of permanent resettement inDagat-Dagatan, which they regard an a desirable area. 
32. It had ben expected earlier that, apart from the Internatconal-Port families, only 500 families from the intarior of Tondoresettled in Dagat-Dqgtan. However, the options 

would need to be 
being elected by neighborhoc-s in-the reblocking process are utilizing existing vacant land to agreater extent than previously envisaged and there may be anfamilies the additional 200from Interior of the Tondo Project area whoDagat-Dagatan, are resettled ina total of about 700 femiliesfor (out of a total in the Tondoof about 27,000 families). Total 

is 
movement to Dagat-Dagatan under thetherefore estimated Projectat 2,200 (comprising 1,500 families from the International Port 700plus families from the Tondo itself). 

33. The amount of relocation in the Project agreed withasment, is the Governnot and has not anbeen issue within the commnity. Wbere concernabout relocation has been expressed, it been concernhas the etar rh, "awould not be Implemented as agreed.
 

Our discussions 
with squatter34. 
families in the )MMC, Includingoutside the Project area indicate wayin fact that these families do not torelocation to nearby area, when 

object
necessitated

provided their needs are 
by public utility construction,

taken Into account. What these families ask for isthat the relocation site be a permanent one (so that unnecessary investmenttemporary homs building inand public services and facilitiesand are not required)also that sites be located within reasonable comuting distanceUnder such circumstances, to jobs.it Is our impression that squatterfact f-ailies arepleased with resettlement in
and feel that they theare beneficiariespositive program under which they are 

of a 
finally being given a chance to settlepermanently.
 

Current Status of CMunity 
Relations 

35. The Commnity Relations and Information Organization (CRIO)a department within isthe Project Unit which serves=unity residents and NHA staff. CR1O, faced with 
as a lialson between comn
an extremely difficultdellcate andtask because of the history of political unrestGovernment In Tondo and changingpolicies affecting the Tondo

build.g trust with the 
area, appears to be succeeding incomnity residents. CRIO is responsiblecussing for disthe objectives and implementation schedule for the Project withcomunir7, for assisting thethem at the time of relocation,conta : vti and for mintainingall leaders of the community about problem as they ay ariseduring the ofcourse implementation.

"Pahayag" which 
CRIO also publishes a Project newsletterIs written In Tagalog and which discusses various aspectsthe Project. This newsletter Is distributed 

of 
at ast mothly and usually more

of ton. 
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36. The exact position towards the Project of some of the more radical
 
groups within the area such as Zoco/Ugnayan is unclear at this time. They
 
seem supportive when Bank missions discuss the Project with them but on other
 
occasions, they are alleged by both NEA and moderate citizens groups to be
 
lobbying against the Project. It Is hard to tell how many residents belong to
 
each group; nevertheless, moderate groups, (e.g. the barangay chairmen, the
 
Vomen's League and the Don Bosco Fathers) are quite Influential awcu the
 
residents and are supportive of the Project.
 

37. As far as Bank staff are concerned, relations with all comnity 
groups including Zoto/Ugnayen have been good; during one of the missions 
Zoto even referred to the bank as its "hero" becaes of revisions in Project 
brought about by the Bank's Involvement. It was perhaps in large part because 
of the Bank's interest in what Zoto and Ugnayan had o esy that after loan 
signing in Kay 1976, letters began to be written to the Sank requesting 
intervention in activities not related so much to the Project as to other 
happenings in the Philippines. It appears that Zoto/Uguyan began to lock to 
the lank for non-project-related assistance for the following reasons: 

- The Bank staff had proven Its capacity for listening
 
carefully to the problem of the mt vocal comunity
 
groups;
 

There was confusion in the minds of many as to the 
lank's participation in other projects in the Tondo area, 
such as the architectural competition project and the 
KapitbahaTyn project, which were not designed in con
sultatlon with comunity residents; and 

The Bank was a participant in the Vancouver abitat 
Conference, which Zoto comaunity leaders were not 
allowed to attend. 

38. Although it has avoided being Involved In discussions not related to 
the Project, the Bank has continued to meet with counity representatives 
during supervision missions. Each mission holds meetings with groups ranging
from barangay leaders to religious groups, to Zoto/Ugswyan and representatives 
of the Fishermen's Channel Association. The =etinge usually take place in 
the Project Unit's office. lepresentatives of the Tondo Project Office are 
always asked to attend. The sole purpose of the meetings are to serve as a 
forum for the residents to express their feelings about Project implementation. 
The primary concerns most recently expressed by all community groups are that 
the final purchase price of the land and the terms of payment be announced. 
The Zoto/Ugnayan also believe that more frequent meetings shoLld be held 
between thenseaves and the Project Office. On the latter point, the NlA 
considers the berangay leaders I/ to be official representatives of the 
community and directs Its comnications through the barangay organization. 

rangey Is the smallest political unit c€oprising 500-2,000 fmilies. 
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The Lu0u Is a& one difficalt becmuw the lSAbe ancl-osvernmiest conLiders Zoto/Ugmayan toad does not masc tocamnlJty. enmee their credibility inMil. for regular mecIs have 
the 

with Zoto/VgTgan apart from 
been bald during the past yearthose requested bynow bein made to lank staff.*arranemsats haveschedule metins an bL-eikly basismnaths. These metings for the next severalwould focus primarily an tenure, lease, and purchase

price options. 

ProjectHonitorins and Evaluation 

39. As part of a larger effort of monitoring and evaluating Bankfinanced urban development projects in El Salvador, Senegal and Zambia,Back, with co--funding from the. International Development 
the 

Canada (IDC). is sponsoring research to assess 
Research Centre of


the overall soc0-econoumi
impact of the Project on the Tondo population
and effectivenes and to comeint an the efficieancyof the Project components.
composed A local field research teamof Filipino social scientists, has been establishedunder the leadership within the NRAof a Filipino sociologist on- an DRC consultancy. Itsfindings are to be reported simultaneously to
ment; they are also discussed In periodic 

the Bank, ZUC and XNA manage
conferencesof the evaluation progrs held with the researchersand project amaagers of the three other countries. 

40. The evaluatiou unit is charged ith two main. tasks.seek to determine the overall Impact 
First it will 

characteristics of the Project on the socio-econouicof the Tondo population; i.e.and expenditure dmographic comosition, incomepatterns, eiployment, housing conditions, and health.do so by noting changes in these variables through 
It vill 

over time sets of surveys appliedIn the Tondo. These changes
in other areas 

will then be compared with developmntswhich have conditions sLalar to the Tondo but which notaffected by the Project. areWe expect reports periodica.ly, depending on the
timLng of the surveys.
 

41. Second,
components the unit will also evaluate the appropriatenes ofto local conditions, their efficiency In delivering Project
and Chair effectiveness in achieving the Project goal 

the seices, 
of Improved housingmLnmLi cost to atthe maximum number of low-income residents.report on the reblocking exercise is currently being 

For exmle, a 
cOanMoutn finalized which willits eIff icency as a means of improving earviesaffordable in a way that Isby the bulk of the populatic- (see pare 43results). for Initial sarmyThe unit will also produce Interim reports on the general pirogressof the Project each calendar quarter. 

The evaluation42. unit started its work infar, the full cooperation of NU general nsgant 
the 

has 
Sumer of 1977. Thus 

establishing the tam.s it Is hoped 
been received inthat as the unit's reportsProject eanagement will perceive thm Inputs into 

are submitted 
as making informed policy

decis Ions. 

43. Suroi u _ Attrtudesurveys of ca=MitY Toard ablocklna - Initialattitude In the areas that have been reblocked have been 

http:periodica.ly
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These 	surwvlo reveal a 
(se pars 39).

the evaluation unit 	 constuconducted by 	 the fact that 
eatifactioup despite 

fairly hig level Of cImlty 
there is considerabe disuption beig caused 

andstill in progress. 	 of this survey aretlon is 	 The results
in the comiaity.

the works underwayby 
sumtansed below: A/ 

ProclsI Approximately 652 of 
with lbloeki 

nt 

(a) SatlsfacAtoo 	 with the very satisfiedthey were
failie stated that 	 they were22Z stated that

and anotherprocessreblockifi 	 Only 6.4Z'vere very
for a total of 87Z. 

slightly satisfied 
slightly dissatisfied.5.4Z weredisatlifled and 

92% otated that theyAboutPoect:
(b) Infoeation About the 	 and in responseof reblcklng,of the objectivesweret aware 	 felt that

75Z stated that they
about,to another question, 

lformation.
NRA had provided adequate 

72% of families feel 
kinIr Soein Decisi(c) Participation 	 in decision

warm given a chance to participate
that they 	 and 8.0% 

14.5Z believe decisions were made by RM, 
making 	 made by barangay leaders. werethat decisionsbelieve 

Sow 55Z have expressed high
LotSize:vth 	 ex(d) 3stilf5CtlOO 	 and another 33Z have

lot sitewith theirsatisfaction 	 dissatisfled withareOnly 62 
pressed slight satlfaction. 	 in lotdecreasessuffered

lot size (mostly those who
their 
size). 

their 	abilityasked 	 about
When families were 

(e) Affordabilit: 	 afford the 
that they could well

indicatedsow 332 	 at PO.95to pay, 	 estimatedcharges (curlentlydevelopent 	 theyproposed 	 55% indicated that 
per mouth). AnotLer 

per square mater 	 stated that they(1.62)Only three respondents
would 	manage. 


not afford the proposed charges.

could 

a s beenof Residents 
t tO whih theWelfareof En(f) Perception 	 e About 64.5%

"bloekn"hi Durina the!NUConsidered 	 to a great extent
of residentsthe welfare was 	

tofeel that 	 it was31.2Z believe that
and anotherinto account,taken 	 3.8Z believe that it 

into account. *Only
som extent taken 

it allinto accountwas not taken 

Issuesnd ImlementationRisksRenualnina 
is the pending revision to 

among the outstanding issues 
44. Toremost 	 the purchase price for land 

for establishingannounced policythe previously 

to various questions do not total to 1002 
for responses"_/ Percentages opinion expressed.or noeither non-responsebecause of 
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and the charge for services (see paras 23-29). This issue could catime
to be p.cked up by awm of the mote polIticAl1y minded caunity $romps,
who my attempt to use bargaining for lower prices 
as a mean of Incresing
local ,upport. Our discussions with a wide range of communLty groups, hianser,lead L.; to believe that the formula vorkad out by NBA will be acceptable to
the residents and wll be seen as fair by then. 

45. Misinformation about the nature of the Project and -the attitude ofresidents towards the Project continues to persis mostly oucside the Philip
pines. The start of the reblocking process and the assignment of lots to
residents has had a very positive imiact on the attitude 
of the residentsvithin the Project area. On the other hand, It must be recognized that sa groups vwil see in toit their interests complain whatever happens. Toimprove information about the Project, this status report could be distributedalong with the appraisal report, in response to all serious inquiries. 

46. Other implementation problems exist, but are of a more normal typefor a project of this size and complexity. These relate to staffing, trainingand manageent difficulties and are bling discussed with the NA In the course,
of Project supervision. 

grb . Pz_.. a .eparment 
Decmtber S. 1977 
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STATISTICAL REVIEW OF TNDO FORZSORZ/ 

DAGAT-DAGATAN PROJECT STATUS 

(As of October 31, 1977) 

Coaponent 	 St atus
 

Land Reclamation
 

1. Reclamation (Tondo Channel) Not designed
 

2. Survey 	 (1) Preliminary sur"ey work
 
and boring tests on 
Channel;
 

(2) Work in progress in re
blocking area 

Civil Works
 

1. 	Surface Drainage 802 completed; remaining york
 
depends on the reclamation of
 
Channel and infrastructures of
 
the reblocking
 

2. 	Secondary Water Mains 70Z completed, the rininder 
to be completed by uid-Decomber 

3. 	Interceptor Sever 50% completed, the remainder 
to be cor',leted by March, 1978 

4. 	Tondo Pump Station Out for Bids by Decmer 15,
 
1977
 

5. 	Area I Infrastructures General Design Work completed;
 
to be revieved and updated
 

6. 	Area II Infrastructures Designs to be reviewed and
 
updated
 

7. 	Area III Infrastructures Part of this work included in 
Area IV, the remainder will go 
to a Contractor to be selected 
in end-December, 1977 

8. 	Area V Infrastructures 4 blocks in progress and designs 
for 4 more given to Contractor 
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C 0 a p O n a t S t a t u 0 

9. Ares V Infrastructures Design york not comnced, 
selection of contractor and

work to cOInce In January 

10. Civil Engineering Plant Bids being evauame 
11. Experimental Area nfre- 60Z completed, Nplatron 

structures and Core Units projected in aid caimber 
12. taer Meters Preparation of contract documents 

not yet started
 

Comity Facilities (Tndo)
 

1. EZlmetar7 schools Deguns to be completed by late-
November; construction to begin
on January 1978 on A. V. Hernandez, 
February for General %.i, med inMarch for the M.L.Q. and Megat 
Salamat schools 

2. High School 85Z complete, completion date
 
?ojected in mLd-December, 1977 

3. Toamdo Health Center (new) Completed 
4. Health Center Upgrade Designs under reviev, york expected 

to commence early February 1978 
5. Barangay Recreation and Design complet"d


Comunity Center
 
6. Fill Materials Ma-orIals being suppl.Ied on demand 

for areas subject to re~locking and
 
Ilooding areas
 

Dagat-Dagatazi 

1. Sewer Xnterceptor Phase I completed 
2. Stabilization Ponds Plans & Specifications issued to 

Cantractors: 
 Bids due October 31,

1977 

3. Phase I Developmsnt 25Z completed 
120 c 'e utits completed; extension 
posu':ly granted: To be completed
by sod of mhy, 1978
 
500 units to be ready by early
December, 1977 

N.lt h Canter (Annez to Tondo Design under review

camral Hospital)
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ESTIMATE WITH CURIRET ESTIhATF.SCOMPARISON 0? APAISAL 

Project onntAppraisal Current 1/ 
As of August 1977 

-411~lion) 	 (P million) 
Foreshore
1. Tondo 

1. Land, Reclamatlon and
 
7.80
Survey 	 12.87 


106.80
2. Civil Works 	 130.62 


40.,5
3. Comunity Facilities 34.45 

4. Model Comnity 4.25 	 3.96
 

5. 	 Purchase of Civil
 
Engineering Plant 3.81 3.81
 

3.80
6. 	 Land Fill Materials 


13.48
7. 	 Housing Materials loans 13.54 


3.29
a. 	 Small Business loans 3.19 

183.49
Sub-Total 	 202.82 


II. Daxat-Dagatan
 

1. 	 Land, Reclamation and
 
Survey 16.79 16.79
 

2. 	 Civil Works (2000 core
 
units) 16.72 23.50
 

8.0 1/
1.82
3. 	 Stabilization Pond 


4. 	 Comunity Facilities 8.12 2.18
 

5. 	Housing Material loans 14.2..7 14.27
 

64.74
Sub-Total 	 57.78 


1/ Iet ar. costs are cdargeable to beneficlarles. See appraisal report for full 
Aiu,cussiqn of method of computation of leas, rate. 

2/ A larger pond capable of serving a larger populatio vwil be built. 
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1. Statue of lablock u 

As of October 1977 

There are a total of 97 blocks in the Tondo Foreshore area,
of which 18 are in the Priority Area. Thee 18 plus 9 others from 
outaide the priority area, a total of 27, are In the process of being
rablocked. The 	 folloing chart shows the stages of their rablocking: 

18 Priority Areas + 9 Other Blocks Completed In Process 

1. 	Collection of Socio-Econamic data 27 0 
2. 	 Preparation of Initial Design 26 1 
3. 	 Counity Deliberation and Approval 26 1 
4. 	"Nonuminning" i.e. staking of lot
 

boundaris 
 11 15
5. 	 moveient 5 22 
6. 	Awardin of Leae Purchase
 

Contracts 
 5 
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PRDCEDURAL STPrS POR mLOCEMG 

1. 	 Based on the eaperience gained In the let block, a reblocking 
procedure composed of 13 basic steps was developed by the Tondo Project 

Office. The sequential steps are as follows: 

Step 1. 	 Biock Identification - The Block is identified from the 
structural map of the area and block boundaries are 
established by the architect and surveyor. Each 
reblocking team works vith one block composed of 90-150 
families. 

Step 1I. 	 Information Campaign - CR1O conducts an information 
campaign through distribution of the "Pahayag", a news
letter published by-the TFDDP and mass meetings. The 

- Information campaign is intended to inform the 
community of the objectives, nature, scope and implications 
of reblocking. "the requirements of prospective lot z-vardoes 
and to elicit commmity participation and involvsmxr.. 

Step MII. 	Ocular Structural Surve - The structure map is updated to 
ensure tha mal. pertinent data about the block Is Included. 
The team verifias/identifies the following: 

(a) structures reflected in the map but not in the block;
 
(b) structures not reflected In the mep4 
(c) tag numbers reflected in the map against actual as 

claimed by occupants of the structure; 
(d) present lot size occupied by structure;
 
(e) present structural quaity; 
(f) exact positions of structure; 
(g) titled lots;* 
(h) block area; and 
(1) block boundaries.
 

Step IV. 	Census Verification and Interview - A survey of the block Is 
undertaken by the Research group to: 

(a) verify untagged structures and census status of
 
residents of the block;
 

(b) determine affordability levels of households;
 
(c) determine recommended lot size; 
(d) determine total number of people occupying
 

the structure; and
 
(e) determine place of origin of structure owners.
 

Step V. 	 Verification of Eligibility - Letters of Inquiry 
..
are sent by the Legal Division of the Project Office
 
to the Register of Deeds of various provinces end
 
cities requesting information on urban lend mmerhi.
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of houahold !eads and spouses. Omwership of other urban land 
disqualifies a prospective lot mardee. 

Step Vt. 	 Plaing of Alternative Designs - The architect prepares

the preli inary alternatlve plans to be presented to the
 
esommity, utilizing the data on present occupied lot size

affordable lot size, recommded lot size and other
pertinent information gathered from the intervieva and
eUNv. * Three alternative plans are designed: Plan A
which allows for a minimum dinlocation; Plan 3
which allow* for 252 - 502 dislocation and Plan C vhich 
provides for regular shaped lots with a uniform lot size 
of about 48 sq. states. The alternative design areprepared to provide the comunity some planning alternatives 
for their consideration. The omw:ity my opt for my of
the three alternative designs, propose modifications, or
develop an entirely different plan. 

Step VIZ. 	 Approval of Preliz nary Alternative Desims by Project ana e.r -
The Project Manager sigma the alternative plans to be presented.
The approval of the plan by the Project Mager signifies the
approval by NU of the plan as v el as the intention and
capacity of NlA to implemaent the plan. 

Step 	VIII. Community Discussion of IBlock Plan. 

(a) 	 Plans are presented to the community.
(b) 	 People discuss among themelves and vith the tem the 

alternatives.
(c) 	 People ill vote on the alternatives to be chosen.
(d) 	 People tll propose modifications on the alternative 

chosen.
(e) 	 The architict vill consider modifications and make 

changes accoredingly.
(f) 	 Project Manager approves revised plan..
(g) 	 Revised plan is again discussed vith the comiedty. 

Step IX. 	 Final Subdivision Plan - Surveys computes for exact lot 
areas, prepares technical description of lot and prepares
final subdivisLon plan. Final subdivision plan is 
approved. 

Ste X. 	 Movemnt Into Assigned Lots - Tem assists structure owner in moving
 
structures.
 

Step XI. 	 Preparation of Certificate of Avarde 

(a) 	 Estate Management checks if subdivision plan is8m 	&a approved by the comuity.
(b) List 	of proposed lot sardees is prepared.
(c) List 	of proposed lot mwardees is endorsed by Project

Manager and approved by General Manager and Bureau of
Lands Director of Subdivision Plans.

(d) 	 Certifici tes of Ards are prepared. 

Step M-. 	 Awrd na of Lots 
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Steet and Footpath Costruction 

Bttom photograph shovs substantial $pgradingof buldings already 
uadervay 



In three locations within TondoI.mtullat o of streets and footpaths 
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Sites and Services Units (Fire Wall and Sanitary Core) in vacant land 

of former Public Works Compound In Tondo 

Substantial Rouse Under Construction 
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INTRODUCTION 

This paper provides -n Outline
entatbon oF the history, p1~nninof the Naledi and tm] eSqutter Upgrading Project .hich isunder construction currently

in Gaborone, Botsvana.
 

In many ways 
 Naledi is typical"ettlements of most oF the squiatterone finds oron the edges oF large third-'worldough smaller than cities.Usual, having .ltha 
persons, it too has been densely 

total POpulation oF on2y, 10,000
settledservices. and is devoidAgain, typically, OF most 1ihrhirit camerapid urbanization into being as the result ofof a ti-hpreviously rural-basededi lies at economy.the As suchheart of certain Fundamental _ 

in the years issues facingto come. Rot.Aw.nThese include the future relationship oFP icultutal an trial development,
c settleme the role of traditional patt-nq
ive roles uture urban planning, and,o overnment above all, the respectand the indiviItpl in the provision oPh ousing. 

Botswana is 
one of the few places in Southernernment is actvely engaged 
AFrica where the govin a process of npgradingsquatter settlements. existingIn addition to flaledi,currently undervpay similar programmesin Francistovm, areLobatsethese programmes and Selehi-Phikwe. are based All opof the fundamental principle oF self.-helD,that is, the abili:y of groups and individuals to directly engage in
 

the Drovision of their own housing. This being the case, the primary
objective of the Naledi Project is to provide a framework of urban
services which will not only permit, but also encourage,
tion of a continuaindividual and group initiatives, the ultimate focus being
self-constructed 
housing.For,

cognized, it 

as the Covernment of Botswana has remust be remembered that over the past fifteen years theinhabitants of Naledi themselves have demonstrated their ability to
 
Provide affordable housing for almost 10,000 people 'ithout any official aid Yhatsoever.The true significance of the potential benefitsof the upgrading approach are demonstrated by the fact that the estimated total number of squatter plots to be upgraded throughout Botswana by 1981 vill constitute about 28 % of the estimated totalnational housing demand for- this per'iod. 
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The original twenty-year plan J7r Gaborone, the new administrative
 
capital of the Bechuanaland Prno ectorate replacing Mafekinr, was 
drawn up in 1963. In 1966 Gaborone became the capital of the new 
country of Botswana. The construction of the new capital began also 
in 1963 based on designs prepared in Britain. With the commencement 
of construction there was a great demand for labour end G'.borone 
soon became as attractive a source 09 income for the rural _atsw-na 
as the South African mines. As construction workers began to erter 
Gaborone labourtemporary "camps" established. Onewere of these vq 
located on the site oF present-=y ?aledi, lying between the Yhori
esian Rail line and the Lobatse highway, southoP tho main pert oP 
town.This camp was located on land which,accordingto the new oPFici,, 
plan, was zoned for industrial development.
 

While the camp grew slowly for the next tkree yeirs, folloving Indep
endence, in 1966, r'aral migration to Gaborone increased tremendous'v. 
In fact, Gaborone's growth rate up to 1971 was 24 %, one oF the hirgh
est in the world.While, on the one hand, the need for construction 
workers continued to grow, on the cther, the relocation of the old
 
colonial bureaucracy from Maeking had the effect of creating a whole 
new range of lower-income jobs for office-workers, cleaning staff,
 
housemaids, etc. Many of these people also moved to Naledi. By 1971
 
there were 17,718 people living in Gaborone and almost one third oF 
these lived in Naledi. However, no new low-cost plots were being dev
eloped during this period in Gaborone, and, consequently, in 1971 thp
Ministry of Local Government and Lands in conjtunction with the Town 
Council introduced the first site-and-service area to Gaborone. Coun
cil partially expected that this new area, knovn as Extension 14, 
would attract many of the residents of Naledi to move from their tem
porary structures into "town". However the growth rate of the town 
still stood at 16 ' and site-and-service plots were shortly taken up
 
by new immigrants.. 

The first direct attempt to address the so-called problem of Naledi
 
came in 1973 with the announcement of a large-scale resettlement sch
eme. According to this plan, the Dotswana Housing Corporation, the 
para-statal national housinq authoritv. wnq nhmrTPH vrtl tl raoen -4 
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construction of a new low-income ho"--ing development lying acroq- the 

road from Naledi. This ai'ea, called 'INew Naledi', was to be specifi

cally set aside for families from the existing squatter area. Once 

they had all moved it was further proposed that 'Old Naledi- would be 

bulldozed. Once again, however, little account was taken of the 

actial number of people living in the squatter settlement which was 
by then almost 8,000 persons. As there was little pos!ibility of 

accommodating all these people and given that few could afeord to 
pay even the sutlsidized rents this scheme also failed. Y'oreover B4C 

alre3dy had an expanding list of applications for houses From new
comers to Gaborone. 

".,wever, the failure of the New Naledi scheme did expose once and For 

all the true magnitude of the housing problem in Gaborone. Tt was 

clear that the national and local governments could no longer choo,:e 
to ignore the presence of Old Naledi in h6pes thu"" it wouild zomehow 

,disappear. By that time it wis also clear that the 8,000 inhabitant 
had created,on their own initiative, a subtanti.al settlement which 
was no longer temporary in nature. Indeed, the area waq n:ov rpfered 
to by its inhabitants as the "villace" and the strength of their
 

committment, let alone their sheer number, were something to be reck

oned with,
 

Thus, in early 1975, the President armounced th0 : the industrial des
ignation was to be withdrawn from the Old Naledi site. No longer -,a'n 
it to be an illegnal settlement, but rather a bona-Fide residential 

extension of Gaborone. In technical terms this decision meant that 
the site automatically reverted to state land, to rem-ain as siich 

utttil a plan incorporating an upgr'ding scheme had been deposited
 

with the Director of Surveys and Lands who in turn would attend to
 

the is-,iance oF legal certificates securing residential tenuro For 
the residents.
 

http:subtanti.al


EXISTING CONDITTOIS 

Following the Presidential deci,'Lon, attention was turned, for the 
first time, to Naledi itself. Fcr, in order to commence -rith the up

grading it was, essential, first of all, to determine what was to be 
upgraded- what were the existing characteristics and structures which 
were capable of supporting the settlement in the future.
 

Naledi covers an area of about 116 hectares lying between the Rhode
sian Rail line in the west and the Lobatse.highway in the east. Its 

northern boudary almost touches the southern end of Gaborone's larg
est industrial estate where many of the residents are employed.'rom 

hcre it stretches almost two kilometres to the Kgale Quarry Road in 
the south. These boundaries are very well defined and between them 

live about 10,CO0 persons occupying about 2,000 plots. Thus the cur
rent density is about 17 plots per hectare with an average of 5 per
sons living on each plot. 

First settlement took place at the northern end which currently has 

a density of about 40 plots per hectare. However, as Naledi has grown 
southward densities have decreased to a current level of about 12 
plots per hectare at the extreme southern end. This pattern can, per
haps, be explained by the fact that as the number of residents grew
 

so also did their sense that they were here to stay. Consequently,
 
newer residents have claimed larger plots, similar in size to those
 

located in traditional villages' This observation is strengthened by
 

the fact that these people have also built their houses of more dir

able materials. 

Throughout the area groups of plots are separated by an extensive 

network of lanes and paths. Indi-ridual plots are well. defined by 
hedges, trees and fences. The quality and design of individual str
uctures vary tremendously. hile the majority oF houses are built oF 
temporary materials there are qome substantial homes, particularly 
in the south. In addition, while there are some traditional hoiseq,
 
bilt of wad bricks with thatched rooves, there are also an increa
sing number of of contemporary rectangular structures built of con
crete block with cnr,'ugated i:on rooves. Most of the temporary 
structures hover somewhere between these two types. 
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In comparison with the older villag s of Botswana it is clear that
 
Tswana traditions have greatly infl-enced the settlement pattern and 
house form of Naledi, such as they (.xist today.Given that these 'were 
determined by the inhabitants themselves and that the majority oF 
these people have come to Naledi From outlying traditional villagns, 
this is not surprising.To a large d-Tree, Naledi must be vieved al 
an extension of traditional Tswrana culture. 

Unlike the majority of the indigenous peoplps of Southern Africa, 
the Tswana are predominantly urban-" orientated. Traditionally, each 
tribe settled in and around a central tribal capital where the roial 
family lived. W.hile historically these capitals were often relocated 
on accontt of wars, famine or drought, at no time this urban patwas 
tern of settlement ever abandoned and it has remained relatively Fix

,ed since the turn Qf the centuryo 

In the founding of a new capital village the royal head first select
ed a site for his own quarters and one for the tribal council-place
 
(kgotla). He would then assign other residential areas t6 the princi
pal families of the tribe. These areas were known as 'wards' and
 
were often occupied by up to 500 persons. The wards were seprated
from each other by lanes and roads of varying width. Each family head 
was allocated a household plot whichi although they were densely 
organized, were usually large enough in themselves-to accommodate
 
successive generations. Each family was also allocated a number of
 
fields lying beyond the village For the production of subsistence
 
crops. Finally, each household was allocated a cattlepost at some
 
further distance from the village, usually close to a relie'ble source 
of water. Livestock constituted the principal family assets.
 

The village-lands-cattlepost relationship established a framework for
 
the daily, monthly and yearly cycles oF activity of both the tribe
 

"And the individual. For example, villages were virtually abandoned 
for the period of November to June when families left to plough and
 
seed their lands*
 

ihile on the one hand, the settlement pattern of Naledi is closely
linked with that of the traditional. villages, on the other its role 
as part of future urban Bot.wana canntot be denied. 

http:surprising.To


17aledi's most obvious similart- ,ith the past lies in the oreraul 
organization of plots Hoviever, ,Aile individual structures are opten 
arranged within each plot in a :-raditional fa.hion, that is, add-e-.s
ing an open courtyard or 'lapa', contemporary buildinr -aterials have 
been absorbed into traditional uildinT methods. Ioad-bearina walls 
are constructed today of concrete block instead oF mud brick and cor
rugated iron is attached to a framework of rafters and purlins in
 
place of grass thatch,
 

what links Naledi most clearly with future development in Botswana, 
aside from its overall location, is the unusual perception of it by 
its inhabitants. For the majority of the residents of Naledi continie 
to view their residence here as a second or third home, not unlike 
those located on the lands or at the cattlepost. The sina]e most 
important attraction of naborone is industrial or commercial employ
ment, and the subsequent incomes resulting from these. Their primary 
Home is still perceived to lie within the village of their birth and 
they often return here for week-ends or to the lands or cattleposts 
for longer periods of time depending on the season.Large portions 
of their incomes are being returned to their original holdings to 
build new houses, refurbish old ones, improve their fields or enl;rYe 
their herds. In other words, the traditional village-lands-cattlepost 
cycle has simply been extended to include Naledi, which serves as a 
base for employment in Gaborone.
 

The situation outlined above has a number of iinportant conerienmcs. 

First, it establishes a strong relationship between the agricultur

al and industrial/ commercinl sectors of the country as a whole, a 
major onjective of the government since Independence. Voreover, in 
terms of the latter alone, Naledi is an important source of labour 
and self-generated production.In 1974, only about 18 % of the male 
population and 48 % of the female were unemployed. OF those employed 
about 70 % worked in Gaborone, 5 % were employed directly in agri

°'culture and 25 ° were sClE-emDloved. Many of the latter often zork on 
their plots selling food, homemc:de beer, Chibuku (the national beer) 
or various other groceries. Others were also home-employed in the
 
p.roduction of bricks, pottery, furniture tinwares, clothes,etc. 

http:production.In
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Second, the village-lands-cattlepos.-.4aledi cycle, and variations of 
it, partially account for the tempc'ary nature of many of the homes 
in Naledi.To be sure, other factors also come 
Lnto play. For, in
 
spite of the fact that Naledi may serve as a Inrcond place of resid
ence, most people would like to build a sound house here of permanent
 
materials.Furthermore, many people already have an idea of the kind
 
of house they would like to build. However, with the absence of ten
ure many have felt they could be forced to move at a moment's notice 
and they have, thereforebeen reluctant to invest a lot of moneyaTt 
is anticipated that once they are given long-term tenure house con
struction will flourish. 

Th:rd, and this is largely accounted for by the fact that people
 
from all tribal backgrounds have come to Naladi, the community ir
 
still in the formative stages of political organization. There is no
 
single headman, nor is there a single kgotla. At the moment, Naledi
 
is represented by a single resident Town Councillor and an offic
ially-appointed Village Development Committee. Certain otlhr iinoF.F
icil 'headmen' erc sought out in instances oF Family or plot dis
putes and there are four or five witch doctors.
 

All these consequences suggest that, currently, Naledi occupies I
 
critical, although somewhat precarious position in the lives of 
not
 
only its inhabitants but also the Fiiture of Botswana as 
a whole.
 
Moreover, it is the eople themselves who have brought Naledi to
 
this position. In iniating the upgrading 
 scheme the government hope
to establish a framework capable of re-inforcing and ercoiragincr t:,e
 
continuation 
of this search for a more stable future. 

http:Naledi.To
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THE PLAIT
 

All urban development in Botsw na proceeds within tfr - , tion
al Development Policy which is revised every Five yeas..*!!e -policy
statement most aFfecting the Naledi Project, 
.as drawn From the TMP
 
for 1973-78, reads as follows:
 

"The cost of urban developments must not be suhbsidized by Covern
ment. The reasons for this are-first, that development priority

within the plan period is to upgrade the standard of life in

the rural araes, and revenue surpluses should be used for this
 
purpose. To achieve (this) policy 
.... land will be sold at pri
ces •;hich cover the cost of development of the land. In order to

reduce the costs of development of land to the poorer urban in
habitants, fully-serviced land will be sold at a price soinevrh't
 
higher than cost, and the difference applied as a 'cross-stbsidy,
 
to reduce the charges of semi-serviced land.,,
 

With approval be'ig granted to proceed with the upgrading of Vhledi
 
the aspired-to level of improvement was that of a typical site-and
 
-service area, such as was being built in other Parts of Gaborone
 
at that time.
 

Occupants of a site-and-service area do not purchase plots, but are
 
given a Certificate of Rights guaranteeing their right to occupy the

plot for 99 years and permittin7 them to bequeath it to other family

members, provided certain condit,ons 
are met. These conditions in
clude the construction of a sound house and regular payment of char
ges levied by the Town Council to jiArtially defray the cost of road

maintenance, water supply, streetlig, ting, refuse pick-up, etc.
 
Building Material Loano are made avail~ble at lot, interest rates to
 
be re-payed over a period oF fPFteen yeai-.
 

While the ostensible odjective is to upgrade Naledi to this level it

is also realized that these standards are neither wholly applicable

nor wholly implementable. Above all, 
there is 
a danger of imposing

standards which are to high in the event of which people are likely
 
to begin to squat elsewhere.
 

Nevertheless, the first .plan for the upgrading of Naledi which was
 



prepared by the Department of T wn and Regional Planning in 1976 did
 
contain two major components- f rst, a physical framework of urban
 
services and, second, a proarc-n 'efor the provision of Certificates
 
of Ri'hts and subsequent 8uild*.g Material Loans. 

The Physical Plan
 

The proposed physical plan (see attached diagrams) calls for two
 
stages of development vrith Stage I serving as a completed entity cap
able of supplying a 
minimal level 6f service to all residents. St:.ge

I includes the construction of four new Main Distributor Ro-ds (15
 
m. width) with corresponding open drainage channels, a main water
 
supply loop serving 25 standpipes distributed throughout the area,

the installation of a power and streetlighting system along the cep
tral Main Pedestrian Way and the erertion of two primary schools, two
 
health clinics and a conmunity hall*
 

Stage II comprises the construction of a supplementary ret-,!mo- oF 
secondary and tertiary roads (6-10 m. width) and storm drainage
 
channels, the installation of an additional 75 standpipes 
 (brir-ir
 
the level of service to 1 standpipe per 20 families), the installa
tion of toilets on each plot, the development of market and small
scale industrial plots and, finally, ° the issuance 
of Certificates oP 
Rights and Building Material Loans. 

In an attempt to re-inforce the existing pattern of settlement, 
without causing an inordinate ntunber of eislochtions, the road and 
water networks have generally been aligned trith existing paths and 
lanes. The four Maih Distributor Roads run east-west across the site 
giving access to the Lobatse highway. These are in tmrn linked by a
 
north-south secondary loop road which serves as a collector of the
 
numerous tertiary roads which give access to clusters of plots.The
main water main follows the secondary loop road and secondary water 
lines lead to standpipes located off the tertiary roads. Not all the 
existing paths are being upgraded, and those which are not will con
tinue to serve as bycycle and pedestrian ways i4 -,t to the Vain 
Pedestrian Way. This central path leads to most .'te public fac
ilities such as the schools, health clinics end markets. 

As it was anticipated that it would be neccessary to move some hous
es either to make way for new roads or to reduce overcrowding in 
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certain areas, a Resettlemr-st Ar a containing 150 serviced plots hr's 
be e r established at the southerr end of the site. Plot-holders who 
lotse all or part of their plots. during construction receive monetary
 
compensation based on the estime.:ed costs o2 labonr and materials
 
for the structures involved. It is estimated that between 250-300
 
families will have to be relocated over the life of the project and
 
the additional 100-150 will be allocated new site-and-service plots
 
elsewhere in Gaborone* 

The new main roads and the Main Pedestrian Way divide Naledi into
 
nine well-defined 'wards'. Each ward has chosen a name for it]J.F ard
 
a public meeting place. Moreover, the residents of each ward partic
ipate in a series of "walks" which serves to-establish the exact loc
ation of the roads and standpipes.
 

Most of the public buildings are located on existing open areas oF
 
land lying either within or directly adjacent to the settlement. Ex
.ceptions are the central Health Clinic which is located on* the site
 
of an existing smaller clinic which was started by one of the local
 
churches, and the Community Hall which is located directly adjacent
 
to an existing central market place f along the Main Pedestri.'n "-ay.
 
Development of the commercial and industrial plots is still '.,n-ler
 
discussion with the residerts and has not been finalized.Tn prin
ciple, however, it is likely that the two larger, centrally-located,
 
sites will be supplemented by smaller stands located at major i.nte 
sections throughout the community.
 

Toilet construction has also not been finalized and is subject to the
 
outcome of detiled soils investigations currently in progress. It is
 
likely that the Reed's Odourless Earth Closet will be used wherever
 
possible and ROEC units have already been installed throughout the
 
Resettlement Area.
 

Land Tpnure "\dBuildi.nrr Material Loanq
 

On completion of each of four ph ses oF socond ary and tprtiary'ro,d
 
construction, low-level aerial photographs n.Il he flowm. P1'ns
 
showing all plots eligible to receive a Certi eicte of Right ,ii
 
then be plotted on 1:1000 enlargements of these, thus eliminating
 

the need for lengthy on-the-ground surveys. In most cases exictinq
 
plot bou.ndaries will be'followrnd as *these are well-defined and, 

http:finalized.Tn


obviously, are acceptable to mc-t residents. However, in crowded
 
areas, smaller plots will be co,-solidated into larger holdinrs hnq
ed on a minimum plot size of 32? square metres. Interviews h-, be-n 
held -11 persons claiming -nmership of the whole or p an 
existi .j3 1)ot. All disputes whi..:h arise will be placed a,tan Ad
judication Tribunal prior to the issuance of Certir-.P es oP '
 
While more than one related family may be permitted to occupy a
 
single household-area, only orne head of thp hnucphold may receive a
 
Certificate of Rights.
 

On receipt of a Certificite the plot-holder commences with the paiy
ment of a monthly service levy. The levy rate which has been set For
 
Naledi is P 2.50 until the completion of construction at which time
 
it will be equalized with that for other site-and-service areas ir
 
Gaborone. At the same time, the plot-holder automatically becomes
 
eligible to receive a Building Material Loan of up to P 600.00 which
 
is to be payed back over a fifteen year period.
 

The cornerstone of the Building Material Loan scheme is a face-to
 
-face interview conducted with each 
 applicant. The focus of these 
interviews is 
a modelling device which was developed (1) in the
 
belief that most plot-holders have a pre-determined idea of the kind
 
of house they would life to build, now that they have tenure. The

objective of the model is to provide a medium for the expression of
 
these ideas. As such, it consists of a base, scaled to the size of 
-n
 
individual plot, which is composed of a arid of grooves at 
a scale
 
of 0.5 metres. Vertical metal sheets can be slotted into these
 
grooves to act as 
'walls'. Scale furniture is also provided and man
netic doors and windows can be attached to the walls. At the same 
time, discussions are held with each applicant to determine the
 
amount of loan he or she is Pligible to receive. This amount is

then added to any savings the applicant might have. with the help oF
 
various measuring device,;, 
 a technical assistant can calculate the 
approximate cost of the proposed design and the amount oF mate2ials 
-required. 

Costs are based on the construction oF the house being carried ovt

by either the owner himself or a contractor hired by the o=,mr. 'otb 
are considered eqnally as vilid although, in the c.se of the latter,
 
the owner must pay the contractor From his on pocrket. T!,e technir:0

assistant also checks 
 to-ensure that certain bisic standards are met 



rprarding setba.cks From pi.ot bound: ,i e.f, ditance ..rom toiiJet, vont
ilat.on a-nd Fenestration. The model. i.s then modified or the buildirg 

staged according to the amount of money the plot-holder will. have 
access to. Once the Final version haq been modelled a '.iMnpe plan 

is dram up and registered with the loan application. 

On approval by the Tomrn Council, the loan is payed out in install
ments of actual building materials which are issued From a varehouse 
in Naledi. No cash exchanges hands. Plot-holders mpy vish to purc'lase 
cprtain materials elsewhere but, again, these must be payed out oF 
their own pockets. The same technical assistant that participated in 
the initial interview il liase with the owner-builder throughoiit
 
the construction period, offering advice when requested and gener
ally ensuring that the house is being built in accordance with the
 
agreed-upon plan.
 

In summary, the proposed Building Material Loan Scheme is based on 
the Fundamental belief that plot-holders are not only capable oF
 
designing affordable reconstructions of, or additions to, their pre
(.-nt hoies, but also that they are the ones best equipped to carry
 
out the actual construction, either on their own or through sub
contracts. Hence, the primary object of the scheme is to provide
 
plot-holders ,rith improved access to the 'tools' and money they way 
need to continue what is essentially their o-n upgrading.
 

IMPLEMENTTATTON 

The INaledi Upgrading Project is being implemented by the Ministry nE
 
Local Government and Lands and the (Gaborone Town Council through 
its Self Help Housing Agency. This agency has constructed an admin
is'trative office and materials warehouse in Naledi and they are
 
primarily responsible for the administration of the Certificates of
 
Rights and Building Material Loans and the collection of service
 
levies. The SHHA office also employs community development workers
 
who assist residents with day-to-day problems and assistant works
 
foremen who are responsible For providing technical aid to home
 
builders.
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Constrt'ction began on the project j, January, 1978 and is currently
 
nearing the completion of Stage I. ';tage II is due for completion in
 
mid-1980. Total costs for the project are estimated to be about P ?.0
 
million and the majority of the capital costs are covered by a srant
 
received from the Canadian International Development Agency.
 

Throuahout the design and implementation procpss regul ar eetinge 
have been held vrith Naledi remidents. As a restlt, each oF the ninc 
wards has elected 2-3 people to represent it on )n overall "7ard Dev
elopment Committee which meets once a month. Furthrmore, worl: rrowvn 
comprising 6-8 residents from each vard are being selected and 
!,red 
on a part-time basis to assist with the construction of loc-al ro,-(Is 
and the maintenance of public areas in their ward.. This has th 
eFfect of returning certain monies to the community and alleviating
 
many of the day-to-day problems %Vhich outside crews would be likely
 
to run into* Above all, the local residents take more pride in 
con
structiono
 

Finally9 a monthly newslette" is printed and circulated to all reti-.
 
dents.
 

CONCLUS ION
 

Faced with problems of rapid urbanization and a corresponding short
age of low-income housing, the Government of Botswiana, through its
 
initiation of the Naledi Upgrading Project, has recognized the pot
ential for existing squatter settlements, when provided with en
 
adequate framework of services, to serve as viable communities. :!ilc 
much has still to be learned, the government has also realized tho 
fundamental importance of involving the community in reaching solii
.. problemseFor laledi, by its very existence, den'onsttions to its o,-


rates the inherent capabilities of individuals and groups to come to
 
grips with problems which have otherwise frustrated entire governments.

Given long-term tenure and access to new building tools, it is antici
pated that the quest for dignity and self-respect on the part of the
 
inhabitants of Naledi will unveil some entirely new solutions to the
 
accommodation of rural migrants in urban Botswanas
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FOOTNOTES 

(i) This modelling device wa- invented by Mr. Graeme Hardie, an
 
architect and anthropologist currently in Botswana on a
 
Fullbright Scholarship (U. S. A.)to study the settlement patterns
 
and house form of the Tswana. Mr. Hardie is also affiliated with
 
the Department of Town and Regional Planning.
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OUTLINE
 

Economic and Social Components of the Shelter Project
 

2 p.m. - 4 p.m , Wednesday, November 21, 1979
 

Speaker: Mr. Jack Hjelt
 
AID Housing Officer
 

"What is Meant by Economic and Social Components of a Shelter Project?"
 

More than merely a place to eat, sleep and be protected from the rain,
 

the dwelling unit is a base of activity for the family's economic and
 

social life. It is a financial investment and sometimes a source of
 

cash income (from rentals) as well. In developing these shelter projects,
 

we often take too limited a perspective if we see them simply as providing
 

a physical setting for shelter. What we are really initiating is a
 

process of community-building.
 

The range of basic needs considered in planning these communities must
 

be broad enough to encompass immediate and future provisions for
 

earning a livelihood. Although shelter programs do address concerns
 

of basic social welfare, t-iey are, after all, not welfare programs.
 

The ultimate objective is development--people moving toward self

sufficiency and capability to generate their own improvement.
 

Provision of child-care facilities may enable secondary wage earners
 

to contribute to household incomes. Labor training can widen the range
 

of available job opportunities. Small enterprise credit can be a stepping

stone to establishment of trades, services, businesses and independent
 

commercial activity. These and other activities could enhance the
 

economic and social cc dition of the residents by helping people to
 

develop themselves.
 

This may mean providing space within the project where these services
 

and enterprises may function. It may mean, perhaps. going farther
 

to organize the building of facilities.
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Coordinating the budgets and programs of the agencies which cffor :cial
 

services may be another step in the process. It may be preferable or
 

necessary in some cases to assist in creating new community-based
 

institutions.
 

Technical or management assistance to formal and informal small-scale
 

enterprises may be incorporated in a project along with credit to the
 

entrepreneur to help him get started--possibly in the production of
 

building components for the project itself or in providing a service
 

such as solid waste disposal.
 

Job training provided in the context of the shelter project could be
 

the basis of later employment, and prospects for the trainee enhanced
 

through a locally-based job placement service.
 

Family education in nutrition, child care, budgeting and financial manage

ment could likewise contribute to the welfare of family members and the
 

soundness of their financial position.
 

Organizing public transportation between the project site and employment
 

centers might also be an important contribution for the residents.
 

Over and above these sorts of measures that could be undertaken actively
 

to stimulate income-earning opportunities, it is important in shelter
 

projects to refrain from placing obstacles in the way of enterprise
 

that the comunity itself generates. Over-regulation, for example,
 

should be avoided. Zoning which prevents use of the residential plot for
 

small-scale fabrication of furniture or the raising and sale of poultry
 

or vegetables, would close an important channel through which families
 

could supplement their incomes. Lot sizes, that by their small size,
 

preclude the construction of extra rooms to let to non-family members
 

also eliminate an important source of extra money for some families.
 

Inadequate or absent market facilities and excessive licensing fees
 

would also suppress local business initiatives.
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Of course, there are the standard components of social services to be
 

adequately provided; schools, health clinics, recreation fields,
 

religious and community gathering places. These may not require that
 

special, new "delivery systems" be established, but they could require
 

organizational effort toward a self-help or mutual-help building construc

tion. They all require space.
 

Finally, the much stressed point: The shelter project itself--by
 

maximizing the use of self-help labor and labor intensive technology-

absorbs unemployment. In exchange, the workers and their families gain
 

a much needed service (shelter) and savings or capital value in the
 

form of their improved plots. They gain the security of a tangible
 

asset--a visible one, capable of being embellished and improved and
 

the stimulus to ambition that can come from such a symbol of status and
 

progress.
 

Why the Economic and Social Components are Important to the Shelter Program
 

When a number of development activities are conducted in the growing
 

community at the same time they tend to reinforce each other. It is
 

important that the residents' interests be engaged and that their
 

aspirations receive support in several ways.
 

Improved income-earning capacity enhances self-esteem of the resident
 

families, and also their ability to meet financial commitments.
 

Over time, the continued upgarding of public services in the community
 

will likely depend on the ability of residents to pay for them through
 

property taxes (rates) or service charges. Employment and income-

whether through the formal wage sector or informal entrepreneurship-

will, therefore, be crucial.
 

The speaker (Mr. Hjelt) will draw from his own experience and background
 

knowledge of the participants, focussing on such points of reference as:
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--assessing the problems and opportunities--surveys and interviews.
 
(use of present inhabitants as potential beneficiaries)
 

--reviewing and evaluating existing institutional arrangements for
 
assisting small-scale enterprise and for vocational training.

(includes project management structures)
 

-identifying existing sources of initiative, evidence of entre
preneurial talent.
 

-the staging of efforts to generate economic activity and reper
cussions for management
 

-development of specific projects, case examples covering how the
 
target population was identified, how the implementing agency was
 
selected or created, how the sources of financing were found,
 
how the projects were implemented, how well they succeeded.
 

-resources for assistance in job stimulation programs (e.g. ILO,
 
Unicef, local government, etc.)
 

-training for the shelter sector specifically.
 



Selected Readings
 

The Urban Edge, Vol. 1, No. 3, December, 1977
 
(Earning an Urban Living)
 

The Urban Edge, Vol. 2, No. 2, February, 1978
 
(Urban Transit)
 

The Urban Edge, Vol. 2, No. 1, January 1978
 
(Health Problems of the Urban Poor)
 

Final Report on Low-Cost Cooperative Housing Project
 
in Lesotho, UN Project LES/74/C31, June, 1979
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Earning An Urban-Living 
Long lines of job-seeker3 ior-a few positions are 
 . • 2 ,-,
a common sight in the developing -world. .-The J
scarcity of jobs has 
not discouraged the flood ofurban migrants, however, causing many cities togrow at more than twice the rate of the general

population. Recognizinq that the success of squatter upgrading and site/service schemes-previously discussed in The Urban Edge-depends
upon substantially reducing urban poverty, governments 
are trying various approaches to increasing
urban employment and income. The current issue
will consider some 
of these approaches, with theunderstanding that most are relatively recent andawait full evaluation of their effectiveness. Widerapplications must take into account the degree to 	 " ,-/	 " 
which local conditions are comparable. 

Lusaka Selt-Employment: Father and makeson charcoal 
-Small-Scale Enterprises burners In upgraded squatter settlemenL 
greater and their need for imported capital goods,

Small-scale enterprises (SSEs) tend to have fixt. raw materials, and skilled labor is lower than that ofasnets 	 larger firms.below $100,000 and employment below 50. 	
The type of goods and servicesproduced, moreover, generally are more suitable toThe:y include one-man shops, family businesses,cottage and handicraft industries, etc. In many 

the needs of the poor.
 
developing countries, Actually both large and small firms are important
SSEs acrunt for at leass: to90% of total* manufacturing and service'sector 

urban development, and they can often work 
establishments and about half of total employment, 	

together through subcontracting relationships. Asthe ownersAuthorities in the past have tended to ignore or 
and managers of small firms improve

discriminate against SSEs. thelr skills, widen theirLarge-scale industries contacts,..expand their 
are preferred markets, and increase theirbecause of their prestige, access 	 savings, the gapto between thecredit, higher wage-payments. stability, political 

two can be narrowed. 
influence, and revenue-earning capacity. As a rule, 

Typically. SSEs have weaknesses preventing
monetary and fiscal them from developing their potential. Their accesspolicies, elitist preferences, to
protective tariffs, the salesmanship- of foreign. 

supplies, credit, specialized personnel, and

businessmen 	 technical informationand local legislation-all have 	 tends to be limited. Conen- sequently,couraged large-scale 	 their purchasing, production,projects requiring heavy 	 book
capital expenditures and a 	

keeping, and marketingskilled labor force. To 	
are likely to be unreliable. overcome these weaknesses, a numberOf late, however, there is a growing recognition 	 ofcountries have instituted programs thatin developing countries that SSEs are desirable. On 	 meet theparticular needs of their SSEs. The following techa comparative basis, their output and their job-
creating capacity per unit of 

niques appear particularly noteworthy:
capital are often 
(continued on page 3) 



The ILO's Campaign

for Employment Generation 


by
Darwin Bell 

Special Assistant to the Director General 

As we enter the last quarter of the 20th century,
and in spite of the immense efforts that have been 
made both at the national and international levels,significant proportion of mankind continues toa sinifcantproortino manindcontnue to 
eke out an existence in the most abject conditionsof 	material deprivation.

Pof til epvaon oprojects
Productive employment opportunities must be 

found not only for the approximately 300 million 
people at 	 present unemployed or inadequately
employed, but for a total of 1,000 million, if those 
who will be entering the employment markets of 
the Third World over the next 25-years are 
included. The pressure on natural resources, 
including land, and on the environment will further 
intensify and may constitute additional obstacles-

It therefore seems cear mat major eforts will be
Ithre or mst major 	 baend changesrwillneedt 

required and major changes will need to be made
in national development strategies and in the 
international economy if the world employmentsituation is to be improved within a generation and. 
a substantial aeioron brought about in the

asbstana ofliofathenwokigtmass,
standards of 	 itheliving of the working masses. 

The International Labor Office is one of the inter-
national organizations that has been deeply con-
cerned about these problems for some time. In 
addition to establishing an employment unit in the 
Geneva headquarters, regional units were estab-
lished in the regions to assist with individualcountry problems of unemployment and underem-

Eployment 
The Regional Employment Program for Latin 

American and the Caribbean (PREALC) has its 
origin in the resolutions adopted by.the EighthConference of Member States of the ILO held at 
Ottawa, Canada, in September 1966. The agree-
ments reached and the mandate conferred on the 
ILO at that time point to the need to create a 
regional program, to encourage the application of 
national policies aimed at improving the employ-
ment situation. 

PREALC's fundamental objectives, therefore, are 
to promote and assist national and regional actions 
aimed at generating employment. This is done 
through: 

a) Giving technical assistance to governments
and subregional institutions responsible for 
the definition and execution of policies and 
programs directly affecting the level of pro-
ductive employment.

b) Training of personnel required bV-hatTinal 
and subregional bodies to analyze the em
ployment situation and to formulate and 
execute policies and programs with high em-
ployment effects. 

c) Promoting and coordinating research pro-
jets in employment, poverty and income dis-
tribution carried out by various academic 
centers and research institutions. 

d)	Providing assistance to countries in designing
projects which depend on international financing and are aimed at raising the rate of 
employment growth. 

Similar regional programs have been established 
for Africa (JASPA-Jobs & Skills Program forAfrica) and Asia (ARTEP-Asian Regional Teams 
for Employment Planning).

The extensive research of the ILO has resulted in 
man books musand pape O aasets ofmany books, manuals and papers on all aspects ofthe employment problem. This research effort is 
now einloento Thsoper e ianow being moved into the operational phase via 

in developing countries. (Note: We begin 
our review of notable ILO employment generation
projects with a look at the Kenya experience.)
 

The ILO Study of Nairobi 
It has been observed that there are two Nairobis. 

There is the one admired and peopled by the 
tourists, expatriates, and local elites. Here are 
situated parks and gardens, tall public buildings,
impressive hotels and theatres, good sewage and 
drainage systems, an adequate" water supply and
other public services, notably lacking in mostAfrican cities. The--other Nairob, consists ofinhabitants without an officially licen~ed 'occupa
tion, paid jobs, or an approved residence. They are 
collectively referred to as "the informal sector" by

International Labor Office in its 1972 study ofK 	na 
Kenya. 
The ILO proposal 
In its study, the ILO emphasized the need for 

governmentt take a more positive approach 
towards the informal sector, including the hawkers. 
The self-employed in Nairobi earn about US S140annually and provide real services for the low
income segment of the population: selling, ex
changing, repairing, transporting, and even making
or assembling much-ofwhat is needed by those
unable to afford the amenities enjoyed by the elite.Consequently, the harassment of the informal 
sector, consisting of more than a third of Nairobi's 
population, is counter-productive as well as futile. 
It hurts the poor who patronize the informal sector,
increases unemployment, diminishes national out
put, and frustrates those anxious to succeed in the 
urban environment. 

As an alternative, the ILO sugges'ed a major
reform of existing trade and commercial licensing
practices, removing unnecessary licenses, substi
tuting health and safety inspection for licensing,
and issuing licenses to any applicant able to pay
the license fee. It wa., felt that such a reform would 
eliminate the existing black market in licenses of 
all types, while lowering the prices that stemmed 
Jrom the monopolistic profits of license holders.
 
Recent Deveopments
 

The Nairobi City Council, along with the Kenyan
Government, eventually accepted most of the ILO
recommendations. As a consequence of the 
reforms, there has been asignificant shift away from 
retail trading into all aspects of manufacturing,
repair, construction, and maintenance, thereby 

(continued on Dace 5) 



carning (continued from page 1)
 
Access 
 to raw materials 

Because SSEs have difficulty competing with
larger firms in importing, purchasing, transporting.
and processing adequate raw materials, they need
special assistance. The Government of India,among others, has taken steps to give SSEs at ieastequal access to imported or scarce raw materials,
including: bulk purchase; storage and resale of key
imported raw materials: the treating and process-ing of raw materials to reduce perishability: and the
provision of credit and logistical support to assure
availability in remote areas. 

Exclusive purchase arrangements 

Under its Store-Purchase Program, the Govern-ment of India has reserved 220 manufactured items
for exclusive purchase from the small scale sector.In addition, it has reserved to the small scale sector
177 items for exclusive manufacture. More than
21,00 SSEs are reported to be participating inthese programs. 

Tanzania has attempted to assist SSEs through a
Small Industries Development Organization
(SIDO). Following a 1974 directive, government
agencies have been encouraged to buy from small 
industry producers. In 1974, over T Sh 3.2 million(S384,000) worth of goods produced by small-scale 
industries were purchased through SIDO.In Botswana and Lesotho, thriving exporters ofgarments, sponsored by the local SSE inter-
mediary, got their start through domestic contractsfor police and school uniforms, 

Technical assistance 
The Government of West Bengal will expand itsDirectorate of Cottage and Small-Scale Industries

(CSSI) to meet the needs of business in Calcutta.Initially about 20 officers are to be hired to: (a)
coordinate the activities of various agencies cater-ing to the small scale sector; (2) identify new 
entrepreneurs and investment possibilities: (c)
assist in provision of raw materials and in market-ing. (d) promote associations/cooperatives so that
purchase of raw materials, production, and market-
ing can be pooled; (e) help in filling out loan

applications; (f) conduct 
 statistical surveys: (g)
identify training needs of small entrepreneurs and 

enlist them in 
 training programs. Each officer 

will be expected to service about 
80 loans per
year, covering businesses in both residential areas
 
and the industrial estates.
The hope is thit the extension workers will serve 

as a catalyst 
 between the low-income urbanpopulation and the SSE sector. In doing so, they
will act as intermediaries 
 between the social
workers who are most knowledgeable about thelow-income areas and the commercial bank man-
agers who need more information about socio-
economic conditions in these areas.

The effectiveness of technical assistance hasalready been demonstrated in Botswana. Here, 
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small construction jobs, previously monopolizedby foreign-based firms. 

Work sheds and core shops

Urban development projects 
 have started toprovide adequate land and credit for work sheds

and/or core shops. In the Madras Urban Development Project, for example, plots are provided with
work sheds which have a living area on an upper
level. These sheds. together with a loan program, 
are estimated to generate 5,000 jobs at a cost of US$800 per job.

In Lima's sites and services project, 161 corner 
lots (200 ml double-fronted) have been set asidefor expandable core shops. Sufficient credit
provided for the construction by self-help of 

is
amultipurpose shelter, including a small storage

room and water, sewerage and electrical connec
tions. The site is well suited for the small industrial
and commercial establishments such as shoe andelectrical repair, metal and woodworking shops,
etc. They are located near the central market, thetraditional site of such activities, and across the 
street from over 70 different industrial firms. 

Industrial parks 

The advantages of industrial estates include
possibilities for joint raw-material purchase, sharec
equipment, asinter-firm well astechnical marketing partnerships andassistance. Firms can thusachieve economies of scale in procurement, 
duction, and sales. However, 

pro
these advantages

may be offset by the costliness of industrial estatesand their distance from the prime commercial 
aeras on which SSEs depend.

The Tanzanian government is now seeking to
mitigate the frequent problems of industrial parks.Those being planned in Tanga and Tabora
relatively small 

are 
in size and adjacent to urbandevelopment projects. Expensive buildings are

being avoided by using a combination of traditional

building materials and tamped 
earth floors, withcement slabs as needed for machinery. In order to
minimize costs, project participants assume theresponsibility for actual construction of sheds,

following the introduction of basic infrastructure.

Building costs consequently are expected to be 
only US $84 per m2. 

The city of Jakarta has recently initiated a major
program to help SSEs by providing large coveredmarkets with electricity, water, sewerage, and access roads. These market places are designed to
accommodate a variety of trade activities.

A year from now, 38 markets in 14 areas of the
city are expected to be ready for operation,
providing space for about 35,000 enterprises.
Eventually most of the trading enterprises inJakarta are expected to be located in such markets. 

(continued on page 4) 



* Covered Markets (continued from page 3) 
The covered markets will make it possible for 

enterprises both to improve their earning capacity 
and to better serve the surrounding neighbor-
hcods. Banks and government agencies will find it 
easier to deal with a cluster of enterprises rather 
than, as is now the case, many scattered small 
shops. Clustering will also facilitate the develop-
ment of programs for upgrading the skills and 
technology of production. Insofar as enterprises 
will be anxious to maintain their privilege of 
operating in the markets, they can be trusted to 
repay loans, thereby reducing risks and collateral, 

The Provision of Credit 
In the center of a Calcutta slum there is a 

entrepreneur whose business it is to assemble 

incense sticks. He buys all the components from 
wholesalers, i.e., the wooden sticks, the actual 
incense paste and the dry powder inwhich the 
stick has to be rolled before it is ready for sale. 
Some12 months ago he employed nine people 

Soe1"onh g heepoydnn-pole 
to do the work for him. His working capital was 
so short that he had to sell a batch of the product 
before he could buy the raw material needed for 
the next operation. The volume of raw materials 
he could buy did not allow him to expand 
employment. He was indebted to the money-
lender and had to pay interest rates that ran as 
high as 200% on an annual rate. 

At about that time, he approached a social 
worker active in the slum for a loan of Rs 200 or 
about $22 to buy himself out from under the 
moneylender. Within three months he had paid 
back this loan. A few months later, he ap
proached the social worker again for a larger 
loan of Rs 1,200 or approximately US $130. As he 
obtained the loan he expanded his employment 
to 21 people. Regardless of the merits of incense 
sticks, he has no marketing problems and can 
sell all he produces. His problem now is to find 
people who are dexterous enough and who will 
agree to work for the minimal wages he pays. 
Nevertheless, he believes he could expand his 
operation to twice its present size. 

If there is a moral to this story, it is not that all 
the'Calcutta slum populations, let alone the rest 
of the poor in urban India. should be employed 
making incense sticks. There are, however, 
many similar examples of how a small injection 
of capital can turn marginal operations-Tnto 
success stories. They provide a persuasive 
argument for trying. 

-@Llatter 

Note: Readers personally familiar with the 
progress or problems of projects discussed in 

The Urban Edge are invited to comment on the 

statements made and opinions expressed. We 

will share them with the audience. 

Learning How to Earn 

While many countries are greatly increasing the 
percentage of their budgets on education, they are 
also increasingly concerned about the relevance of 
teaching programs. The education provided gen
erally tends to be conservative and formalistic, with 
an emphasis on rote-learning. It neglects scientific 
and technical subjects and is directed at preparing 
students for office work, despite limited opportuni
ties for administrative skills. At the same time, the 
demand for technically skilled manpower cannot 
be met. Consequently, severe unemployment 
among the educated is often accompanied by 
critical shortages of skilled manpower in certain 
occupations. 

However desirable, vocational and-technical
education is not easy to provide. It lacks the 
prestige to attract motivated and qualified stu
dents. Those interested may have such a low level 
of education and technical sophistication as to 
waste much of the training offered. Competent 
trainers or technical assistance personnel tend to 

as scarce as training machinery. Courses are 
ofte too long an tooigeneralhone ore use 
often too.long and too general to be of direct use to
 
students. Usually there is no standardization of 
course content and instructional methodology. 
Training programs seldom include adequate as
sessment of the labor market and student needs. 
They are usually costly and difficult to evaluate. 

Despite these problems, a number of developing 
countries are making a determined effort to raise 
the skill level of their labor force. They are 
experimenting with some imaginative approaches 
to upgrading technical competence. Among them: 

The combination of training and financial assis

tance 
In El- Salvador, the Federacion de Ca/as de 

Credito is now establishing a training section 
within its Urban Credit Department in cooperation 
with the Salvadorean Foundation for Development 
and Low-Cost Housing (FSDVM). Courses will be 
offered within communities at local schools or 
community centers, emphasizing basic administra
tion and management, simpleaccounting systems, 
inventory control, purchasing and marketing. The 
courses will be publicized in every major city and 
designe to meet the particular needs of local 
businesses. - 

"While businessmen generally will be eligible to 
participate, the Federacion may require a borrower 
to receive training or assistance before and/or 
during the term of his loan, particularly in cases of 
high arrearage or a previous business failure. In the 

case, specialized efforts will be undertaken to 
identify and rectify the specific source of his 
business problem. 

Training and production centers
 
In Madras, the Tamil Nadu Handicraft Develop

ment Corporation (TNHDC) is planning to set up 
100 training centers, generating about 5,000 jobs 
per year. At each center, about 50 persons are to be 

(continued on page 5) 



Training (continued ffOm page 4)
trained in selected trades for about one year. After.....-'
the training, the centers would be converted into 
*production units, including families in the area 

working at home. 
During the training period, the trainees will beprovided a stipend of Rs 50 per month. After thetraining period, when the center goes into production, each trained worker will earn not less thanRs 4 per day, with higher earnings gearedproductive capacity. Earnings can 

to 
be furtherincreased if several family members work as apro'duction unit. 

The production centers will be initially owned byTNHDC, which will provide the necessary. investment for sheds, tools, equipment, raw materials,salaries of instructors, and working capital.Each center. is expected to be fully profitablewhen it starts the production of products made out
of palm leaf, cane, bamboo, papier-mache, andvarious fibers. After two to three years of successful operation, it is intended to convert the centers tocooperatives. The training and production centersmight become the basis for industrial types ofcottage industry more profitable than the tradi-
tional handicrafts. 
Pedagogic enterprises 

In South America, Brazil has led the way in thedevelopment of vocational and technical trainingprograms. The National Service for IndustrialApprenticeship (SENAI) offers different levels ofcourses in its 245 training centers and in its in-planttraining programs. Some 420,000 people wereinvolved in 1975. In addition, the National Service
for Commercial Apprenticeship (SENAC) operates 

Nairobi (continued from page 2)offering a wider range of openings to young peoplewith limited capital and education. The rapid growthof the informal sector has exceeded expectations.
In a recent report on Nairobi's informal sector,Malcolm Christie, a consultant to the World Bank,notes the extenteating to which the informal sectorinto modern sector ismarkets by replacingtheir production methods and capacity. Because ofthe lower. wages paid, the avoidance of insurance,rent, and taxation costs, the re-use of scrapmaterials, and the availability of inexpensive tools,informal sector businesses, particularly those inmetal work, are becoming increasingly competitive
with some of the well-established manufacturing
enterprises. Consequently, they can hardly be said
to be in the "informal 
 sector" any longer. Whatseems to be happening is a diversification of theinformal sector, with a growing number of self-employed artisans being absorbed into largerproduction units, 

Based upon his observations, Christie makes anumber of suggestions for helping Nairobi's small-scale enterprises: (1) a wide variety of market stalls,workshops, industrial plots, and premises forpersonal services: (2) technical assistance, loans,and machinery for rent to self-employed artisans; 
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A small-scale enterprise in El Salvador 

76 training centers, concentrating on secretarialskills, nursing, and hotel service.In recent years, SENAC has been experimentingwith so-called "pedagogic enterprises" for trainin 
in hotel service and catering, beauty and barberingoccupations. These training programs are financedout of the profits of the services provided
public. Trainees receive graduated stipends duringtheir training. At full operation in 1981, the annualoutput of the SENAC hotel-schools is expected to 

to the 

be some 200,000 persons nationwide. To permitmaximum flexibility, the training programs arearranged on an individual basis, including the useof programmed instruction for the theoreticalsubjects together with on-the-job training andexperience. 

(3) a low-cost artisan training program for unemployed youths. 

The Problems of 
"The Barefoot Borrower"The barefoot doctor may be welcomed in a community, but the barefoot borrower, wh: ,.my alscbe illiterate, is likely to be shown the door if he
enters a local branch of a commercial bank or even
a development bank. This type of lending therefore
involves reshaping of attitudes 
as well as procedures and policies. Large problems remain.
Institutions 
catering to smaller firms generallyhave greater arrears than those financing largerenterprises. Even with good repayment performance, the cost-per-dollar of administering loans of$50,000 is higher than that for loans averaging Simillion. Because SSEs tend to keep inadequaterecords and cater to volatile markets, their risks andreturns are hard to evaluate. While these factorsjustify charging SSEs higher interest rates orrequiring larger collateral, to do so increases theirdebt service burden and engenders social andpolitical resistance. (continued on page 6) 



Borrower (continued from page 5)

Innovative credll delivery programs 


To meet the special needs of SSEs, innovativetypes of assistance programs need to be devel-oped. Incentives and guarantee schemes may benecessary to Increase bank-lending to SSEs,
including credit for working capital as well asbuildings and equipment. New methods must befound to decrease the administrative costs of many 
small loans, while streamlining the procedures for 
smlllobtanswhilestrmining
interest them. ptand collateral e dres orrequirementsobtaiinng them. Likewise, alternatives behaveto tohigh
considered. Some innovative programs include: 

Integrated support programs 
Upper Volta, through its decentralized Serviced'Ajsistance, Conseil et Soutine (SACS) providesassistance largely in kind, including raw material,tools, and equipment. Loans, averaging about$400, are also made to cover working capital andthe costs of constructing unsophisticated struc-tures for individuals or groups of artisans. Thistechnique simulates the positive attributes oftraditional middlemen: flexible, low-overhead or-ganization; commercial incentives combined withstable marketing arrangements: linked sales andshort-term credit repayments, without the tradi-tional usurious interest rates. 

So far, recovery has been satisfactory. This is
partly because loan terms are designed to suit theindividual borrower. Most are made at 7%, withflexible terms up to 5 years and with 18 monthsgrace. Loans for raw materials and tools tend tohave relatively short maturities (3-36 months),while those for construction carry longer terms (upto 10 years). Another reason for the success of loanrecovery is that loans are combined with skilltraining, assistance in marketing output, andfollow-up supervision. As repayments are made byartisans, these resources are retained by the SACS 

to establish a permanent revolving fund. 

The group liability concept 
The Federacion de Ca/as de Credito is a limitedlbTye cooeraivethe Government societhat asestalihedoy El Salvador to provide smallliability cooperative society that was 
established by .....enterprises with loans and technical assistance,The popular credit scheme is a segment of the
Federation's program to serve stallholders in small
retail markets. The average loan is about US $60,
and is repaid within 2 months,

Loans are extended to groups of approximately10 individuals who constitute an informal borrow-ing unit, in which members guarantee each other'sloans. The system has a collective responsibility
feature as all group members lose their borrowingprivileges if one of them defaults.While no form of collateral is required, risk hasbeen minimized by the mutual guarantee. The baddebt reserve surcharge has been reduced to 1.6%and a net return rate of over 10% attained on loansoutstanding in rt -ent years. 

Borrowers are selected on the basis of theeligibility for permanent stalls in the public markets 
and on their record In paying taxes. The pricing c'small loans Includes a compulsory savings plhthat helps the borrower establish his own operatin-Is borrowed, sIe 
capital. These savings,toamountingsecure to 12.8% of wh-"additional loans. 

orrow s o secu addCollection normally on 
it lansis a daily basis, with eachuser making instalmnt Payments that

punched on a card, dated and initialed. Because ofare 
the high cost of alternative private credit sourcesmebrmanintecdtsadngothgou(12% per day), ample incentive exists to insure tha:members maintain the credit standing of the groupas a whole. 

Hire-purchase programs for machinery
Tanzania's 
 Small Industries Developmentganization (SIDO) Or
has a hire-purchase program,under which equipment is made available to smallindustries, together with installaticn funds andtechnical training for the more unfamiliar- machinery. An initial deposit of 10% is required priorto delivery. The balance is lent at 5% for three toseven years, with up to one year grace period,depending on the size of the loan and type ofmachines. Inasmuch as the repayment recordappears satisfactory, with arrears to date less than10%, the budget for this program is to be increased. 

Cooperative programs

While small industry cooperatives 
 have notworked out in most developing countries due tolack of management skills and mutual trust,occasionally small operators can be persuaded to
cooperate for their mutual benefit.
The rickshaw-pushers' cooperative 
 in Comilla(then East Pakistan) showed the effectiveness of 

internal leadership and external reinforcement inthe early 1960's.Academy Inspired and assistedfor Rural Development, by. thethe rickshaw
pushers, who had been paying nearly 60% of their
daily earnings as rent
them. Their combined for their vehicles, bandedtogether to collect a few pennies each day to buy 

savings, supplemented by
loans from 
the central cooperative federation.made them all independent operators within
made the aaine nd oeat withineacouple of years. Having learned what miraclescompound interest could accomplish, they went onto become joint-owners of a repair shop, truckingcompany, and commercial firm. We would like tohear how they have fared in recent years sinceBangladesh attained independence. 
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Urban Transit: Quickening the Flow 

The analogy is sometimes made-that public
transportation is the lifebloiod of urban artibries;
Inadequate transport undermines the capacity of
cities to fulfill their functions and it -negates the-
advantages that cfidsely-populated areas enjoy by'
virtue of their concentration of skills and purchas-
related.ing power. Poor transport and poverty are inter-

In many countries roads often are badly located,built, and maintained. So dusty are they in some ofthe pueblos jovenes in Peru that road traffic isconsidered responsible for the high incidence of
respiraory disease. In Recife, Brazil, some of theurban arteries cannot be used at all by public
transport as long two months during the rainyas 
season. 

ruse 
nLany oember in the first issue THEof 


URBAN EDGE we set ourselves thesiobjec
tives:to provide information to interested tr 
 i ..fessionals and decision-makers in urban

development concerning the delivery of
basic services and job creation for the 
poor, and 

Lto provide the medium for a "network" 
whereby experiences can be share 
among interested professionals,
Itwas then notelddeo ebe publish-


ing this newsletter on an expdrimental basis

for six months. Based 
on the many favorab:e 
reactions to the first four issues, we hope and
plan to continue this endeavora 


An-g the topics that we are considering

for future issues are: Urban Administration,
Urban Women, Education and Welfare, Crimeand Punishment, Firefighting and EmergencyCare Low-Cost Housing and Road Construc-Appropriatetion s Technology, Waste and 
Sewage Disposal, Housing Policies, Recrea-
tion and Culture, and CommunAdminitrza-
tion and Participation. We also oek forward to
covering more carefully the acities of inter-
nationa Crandions and agencies con-

cerned with urban problems. I 

2,.No. 

2- February 1978 
Poor roads, combined with poorly maintainedvehicles and inadequate traffic -control,are also 

reponsible for the high fatality rates from accidents
in many developing countries. A recent study of some of the cities of these countries found-these 
rates to be 8 times greater than in Great Britain and up to 30 times greater than in I - ' I.S. The highest
figure was found to in Bombay, with, 53 fistalitiestiespe10,0esper 10.000 vehicles. in Great Britain and 1.6 inThis compared with 4.2 fatali
the U.S.Most urban poor are dependent on their own feetto get fare they have to go. In many cities half ofall wo , trips are made on foot, often for long
distances. For poor people, the cost of motorizedtransport can be severea impediment to finding
employment. Of those able to afford motorized 
transport, between two thirds and three quarters

the bus, but services tend to be unreliable and 
inadequate. 

et Are tyao gn- anytiNe.A pr ah....What an-ra sp rcan be done to improve urban transport inthe developing world? Traditional transport plan
ning methods, with their emphasis on deciding
when and where to build the next road. do notprovide the answer. Even in developed countries,
the costs of urban road construction are becoming
unacceptable, nt only in monetary terms but alsoin social disruption and environmental destruction.

Traditional approaches alsohave encouraged
private automobiles leading to intense cofgestion
of urban streets, air and noise pollution, and theallocation of scarce foreigndexchange on fuel,

gasoline stations, and repar facilities. In terms of
costs pereil.epassenger buses are clearly much
 
more economical than automobiles. A bu 
 nttin.(in 1975) $40,030, or 13times more an a typicalautomobile, may average 40 times the automobile'sfannual passenger mileage. 

Because of their .oncern to make maximum useof limited resourcs and to avoid past mistakes ofNorth America wthere resources went to improving
facilities fo privi0te transport at the expense of o lmed r an t ransportation, leaders in 

developing counries are looking to innovative 



The Paratransit Alternatives
 
"Paratransit" is the Liometirnes given to aname 

range of vehicles from mini buses to carts, poweredby motors, animals, or humans. Paratransit ser-
vices are privately owned. Beyond that, generaliza
tions are difficult. Often, these vehicles have nofixed hours of operation or destination, and theirdrivers charge whatever can be negotiated ordemanded. Yet, their flexibility, accessibility, and
relative cheapness make them highly competitive.Because of their importance, a number of coun-tries are trying to regulate ine-various forms ofparatransit without discouraging them-i.e.. toenhance their positive features while controlling 

bysome of their les desirada grant from Canada'sInternational Development Research Center is nowwinding up an 18 month effort by researchers fromfive developing -nations to determine how theselow-cost and demand-responsive vehicles can bet-ter fit into the total urban transportation systems oftheir respective-countries
conclusions We will report o thefcociosfctive stdyrins. aWfue ise.r Penng 

of the, study in a futureissue. Pendinghehicle 
a more comprehensive reporthere is a wrapup ofrecent paratransitexperiences of developing coun-
tries involvingered vehicles: minibuses, jitneys and pedal-pow-

Minibuses 
Minibuses are often nothing more than pickup,
trucks fitted with benches for 10 to 14 passengers


and a rack on the roof for goods. In case of rain,roll-down plastic she.,s may be provided forprotection. 

In many countries, bus companies 
are in finan-

cial difficulties. Costs of fuel, vehicles, spare parts,
and labor have risen more rapidly than fares, which
need to be kept low for political-reasons. There is
also the requirement to operate buses 
at times or on routes where there are few passengers,

Minibuses, cn the other -hand, can operateefficiently with fewer passengers. The typical mini-
bus is estimated to need only 25% 
 of the fuelrequired by a 60 passenger bus. It also makes
.better use roadof space in congested areas.
Because minibuses are generally privately owned,
they are not a drain on local government resources 

as are those bus companies that are plagued by-
costly overheads. 

• .. ......:.;:T -....=, .... 6.  ..... ;:. 
Minibus on outskirt, of Ethiopian town (IDA photo) 
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Shared tals In Agara, 
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Ehlops (10A photo) 

The efficiency of minibuses makes financing orowning them a good business in many developingcountries. The cost/return ratios of these vehiclessuggest that they can be financed at commercialrates of interest of about 18% per annum. Such aloan could be amortized without too much difficulty even where gasoline prices.were high andleaving enough- for insurance and a take~homepassenger utilization was-only 60%, still 
income of equivalent to US $1,200 per year.Inaddition to creating employment and incomefor owners-operators. minibuses stimulate the development of small engine and repair shops and 
other businesses in poverty areas. Other positive
side effects include the spread of mechanical skills 
and vocational-technical education.

The usefulness of minibuses often makes officialopposition to them counterproductive as well asfutile. In Hong Kong, for example, over 2,000 illegalminibuses were estimated to have carried 17% of allbus passengers. By 1970, after being. legalized,
minibuses here numbered 3,800 and were carrying
1.2 million passengers a day. -Kuala Lumpur is -another.major-city which hasrecently encouraged minibuses, licensing 400 ofthem between 1975 and 1977. Direct-observation,
inquiries among residents, and published accounts
all indicate that the minibuses are providing avalued service, particularly in reducing congestion
in central Kuala Lumpur. It is 
 estimated that by
1980 they will handle about 8% of peak hour trips
and 6% of all trips. By then the average trip time willbe reduced to about 35 minutes, substantially
increasing revenues to operators as well as be,,e
fiting passengers.
 

Contributing to the success of the KualaLumpur
licensing project has been 
 the effectieness of

certain regulations: (1) the requirement of a 
stan
dard color for the minibuses; (2) the display of
route numbers recognizable from a distance of 50
yards; (3) the designation of 28 routes (averaging12.4 miles), each passing through the central area;(4) the fixing of a maximum fare, double that of(4) the fixing of a maximum fare, double that of buses
parable distance; and (5) the prohibition of standing passengers. Fourteen terminals have been setup at which passengers have a choice between atleast two different routes through the central area. 
However, passengers can hail a minibus anywherealong the route as well. 

continued on page 4 
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Urban Transil from 1
solutions, This issue of THE URBAN EDGE willreview the following approaches to urban transportin developing countries. 

(1) The giving of priority to projects that improvepublic transport; 
(2) The orientation of public transport to theneeds of residents in low-income areas;
(3) The development of traffic engineering andmanagement measures that make better use of theexisting street system;
(4) The application of organizational and finan-cial techniques to improve the efficiency of busfleet operations; 
(5) The encouragement of low-cost, fuel-saving 

systems of transportation; and(6) The changing of social attitudes and prac-tices, such as staggered work hours, facilitatingmobility. 

In many developing countries, 
 the poor lackincome to pay even the most basic of transportcosts. Thus, a balanced approach is needed thatwill create jobs closer to homes and thus reducethe need for travel. The achievement of greatermobility throughthe subject of a future issue.better physical planning will be 

Making Better Use of Roads 
Roads are often inefficiently used. Making betteruse of existing roads requires more attention totraffic management than to the physical improve-ment or enlargement of existing roads. Likewise,the building of new roads is only sensible if theyare properly integrated with existing roads. Some 

of the possibilities include: 
Better organization of traffic flows 

Calcutta is attempting to rea,ice traffic tie-ups
by:(a) restriction of certain streets to pedestrianuse; 

(b) improved traffic islands in the center of wide
roads, particularly at junctures;

(c) introduction or improvement of road mark-
ings, signs, and traffic signals;

(:) more effective parking controls; and(e) exclusive bus lanes with indented bus stops
or other protective measures to facilitate Passenger
pick-up. 


This combination 
of oetter road markings, in-tegrated traffic signal systems, intersectionprovements, pedestrian crossings, footpaths, 
im-

and 
priority lanes for buses is becoming more widespread. San Jose Cos:a Rica, for example, is
avoiding an extensive, expensive road construction
program. Only one section of new road will be built
to 
link up with a new inter-city highway In fourcorridors the streets will be widened, where oossi-ble within existing rights-of-way, to allow theintroduction of exclusive bus lanes during peak 
hours.b 
attention to the developmentnumber of Brazilian cities are paying particularof bus lanes. In 

bageRecife, about 40 km of exclusive rights-of-way forbuses are being constructed in four radial corridorsleading into the central area. The work involvesrepaving or constructing new sidewalks. curbs, busstops, and shelters and signals.
In addition to over 20 km of exclusive and prioritylanes for buses and taxis, Manila is planning toprovide or improve over 20 km of footways, together with 200 crosswalks in mid-block positions.Madras is another city recognizing the importance

of both foot and cycle paths. The project here callsfor the improvement of about 200 km of footpathsand about 50 km of cycle tracks, together with theconstruction of nine pedestrian underpasses andthe lighting of 24 dangerous intersections. 

Inexpensive road upgrading
The effect of unpaved roads on publicT he is o n r od pse transpration is long remembered by passengers requito use such vehicles during a rainy season. But aroad-paving program aneed not be expensive.Where soil conditions are reasonably stable-, thepaving can take the form of a simple macadamsurface dressing,tdo that can cost as little as 2 0the cost of traditional road construction. ofIn El Salvador, a totally new two-lane road isbeing planned to allow bus services to penetrate 

projectneighborhoods with about 60,1700 inhabitants. The 

for the first time into the heart of one of the poorestalso includes about 
., km of two-laneaccess roads with very simple design standards forservice vehicles, such as garbage and utility trucks.To improve access from houses to the bus lines,about 18 km of current tracks will be paved-awidth of 3 meters-as pedestrian footpaths. Finally,a series of concrete stairs will be provided to 

pedestrians to scrambleeliminate the need for bus passengers and otherup and down muddyhillsides. The project includes surface water rim
offs. 

Staggered work hours

In Madras, 
 in 1976, it was estimated that 40% of
all daily passenger trips were made between 8 a.m.
and 10 a.m. and between 4 p.m. and 6 p.m. 
Thisresulted ir, severe congestion during these hours
and the overloading of buses by as much as 100%.
To alleviate this situation, thv siate gbvernment inAugust of that year implemented a system ofstaggered work hours for government offices,private businesses, factories and schools. The
impact of this change is currently being evaluated.
A similar experiment is being carried out in Bombay by the state government of Maharashtra. 

Area licensing
in the middle of 1975, Singapore became the firstcountry in the world to systematically curtail theuse of private automobiles in congested areas. Bythen, the need was c!ear: within a radius of 8 kin,over one and a half million people were using over 

a quarter of a million registered motor vehicles, ofwhich 150,000 were private cars.continued on Daoe 5 



PeratranslI from page 2 
,
Jitneys 

The jitney, jeepney. or shared taxi did not - _ ._.-',
originate in the developing world. A jitney wasearly slang for anickel said originally to have comefrom the French jeton or token. Jitneys seem tohave originated in San Francisco, picking upj
passengers for a nickel along a more or less fixed
route before World 
War I, before becoming thevictims of mass transit opposition. Shared taxis are .,"1 -now starting to come back in a few American cities. --.-The distinction between jitneys and minibuses is ;,.-. 

,,

not an easy one to make inasmuch as the largerjitneys carry as many passengers as the smallerminibuses. However, usually they are 

Pedal power In Singaore (World Bank photo)passenger- Osaka, Japan,carrying automobiles rather than converted trucks 
a taxicab company that started outwith 12 "jumbo" cars at the end of 1976, now hasor vans. They differ from conventional taxis byoperating on fixed routes stopping to pick up and 

nearly 300 operating, using a computer-assisted 
discharge passengers along the 

dispatching service. The nine-passenger cabs pick 
buses, they 

way. Like mini- up and discharge passengers along their routeare hailed from the street.In many developing countries, jitneys 
charging each new user the equivalent of US $1.25are aneffective response to the inadequacies of public 
for the first km and 25C for each additional third of 

transit. Indeed, they a km* The cabs may.also be hired by the hour formay be the only practicalalternative for the majority of those who 
about $10, and they are being increasingly used bycannot companies to pick up employees and for companyafford private cars. For example, in Lagos, which outings.suffers from serious transportation inadequacies, Many countries have hadthe kia-kia service is crucial to the operations of the jitneys. 

a problem regulating
In Manila, public agencies, while concity, although frowned on by officials because of its trolling thefree-wheeling nature. entry of new operators, have beenrelatively unsuccessful in introducing service cri-In Tehran, some 2,000 jitney-taxis running on teria and follow-up enforcement. As a result, thefixed routes carry about 100 million passengers a Police Department estimates that three quarters ofyear, compared with 700 million carried by buses, local accidents are caused by poorly maintainedIn Manila, an estimated 18,000 "jeepneys" carry asmany passengers as do buses. Here buses and 

and badly driven jeepneys.
In Caracas, on the other hand,jeepneys charge the same where jitneysfare and operate along serve about half athe same routes. The major distinction is that buses 

million people daily, effective 
are perceived to controls are maintained on the number of vehiclesbe more comfortable for longer allowed on the streets and the rates charged.journeys, while the jeepneys are-faster." Owners are required toFor countries anxious to discourage private 

(1) obtain permits and 
automobiles, jitneys licenses from a Ministry; (2) be approved by a citycan prove quite useful. In department; and (3) be accepted by an associationMexico City, for example, they carry more pas- (a formsengers of transport union). Specific routes arethan private automobiles, though much determined by the morefewer in numbers. The popularity of jitneys seems 

than 50 existing associa
to 

tions (each with 150 to 300 jitney-owners).be extending to industrialized countries. In 
Pedicabs 

Pedicabs (three-wheeled, muscle-powered ve-I. * 
, .4 hicles) have been going strong since invented 
n.1047 by an American Baptist missionary, concerned with public transportation difficulties inJapan. They now go under many different names:trishaw in Hong Kong and.4 Malaysia, samlow in." Thailand, and becak or betiak in Indonesia."Until recently, pedicabs were very common in 

most Indonesian cities. There were an estimated
300,000 in Jakarta alone. Gradually, however.governments have discouraged them because theyare blamed for accidents and traffic congestion.
Moreover, leaders such as the late Ayub Khan ofPakistan viewed them as undignified and degrad
ing and, therefore, banned them back in 1961. The 
Bangkok government alsooperating prohibited them from 

Horsepower within the metropolitan areain Africa (IDA photo) in 1961. InJakarta. they were banned from the central area in'The Jeepneys of Manila. by I. Sigurol Grava.terly, Oct. 1972 Traffic Ouar- 1972. 
cantinuarl on page 6 



Roads from page 3 
A number of alternatives were considered: im

port duties, gasoline taxes, city street tolls, higher 
parking fees. etc. The solution eventually adopted 
-area licensing-has proven more effective than 
any of these alternatives could possibly have been, 
though It required significant political courage and 
planning, 

Area ilcensing in Singapore initially involved the 
following steps. (1) the designation of a restricted 
area containing 62 hectares and 22 entry points; (2) 
the requirement of a dated windshield sticker for 
privately owned automobiles with less than four 
passengers to enter the restricted area between 
7:30 and 9:30 a.m.; (3) the opening of 10,000 spaces 
in car parks around the periphery of the restricted 
zoine; (4) the operation of shuttle buses from the 
fringe car parks to the central areas; and (5) the 
doubling of parking charges at public car parks 
within the restricted area, making them especially 
high for all day parking. Based upon experience, 
minor modifications have been made, including 
better bus services, restrictions on taxis, and 
upgrading of roads. 

The success of the Singapore experiment soon 
became apparent. Since its introduction two years 
ago, speed within the Restricted Zone during the 
restricted hours has improved by an estimated 
22%, and on inbound radials, by 10%. The number 
of cars entering this zone during the restricted time 
dropped by 73%! Approximately 18% of the vehicle 
owners chose new options. Of these, about the 
same numbers changed to the bus, joined car 
pools, and made the trip at different times, 

The total capital costs have already been re-
covered almost entirely from the sale of stickers 
costing US $26 a month or $3 a day. Above all, the
public has been pleased with the experiment.
According to public opinion surveys, Singaporeans 
note the improved conditions in the central area; 
less congestion, safer streets, reduced pollution, 
etc. Even business leaders agree that the scheme 
has not had the adverse impact on sales that wasinitially feared.

The 'success of an Area License Scheme de-
onanumof Licpeent 

pends on a number of factors; competent man-
agement, comprehensive policy making and plan-

e ss area c m 

ning. attention to administrative details, prepara-
tion of the public, and flexibility. While Singapore 
has a number of advantages in this regard, other 
cities could, with suitable modifications, follow the 
example set. (Kuala Lumpur is doing so this year.) 
What is essenr'al is the conviction that such a 
scheme would be worthwhile, and the political will 
to carry it through. D 

Evaluation Status Report 

As we go to press we have received well 
over two hundred individual responses to our 
evaluation survey. More are coming in every 
day. The cut off date for our report is the end 
of this month and we will share the results 
with readers in a future issue. 
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Keeping the Buses on the Road 

It is not uncommon to find one third of the buses 
in a given bus system out of service at the 
beginning of the day, and another breaking down 
during the day. For example, in the Tunis metro
politan area only 58% of the fleet were available for 
service on an average weekday during a recent 
year. Almost 40% of the buses departing from the 
depot experienced breakdowns, of which half 
required towing. 

Part of the problem in Tunis was the age of the 
bus fleet owned by the Societe Nationale des 
Transport (SNT). One-third of the bus fleet were 
more than 12 years old and about 1/10 could not be 
used any longer. The lack of preventive main
tenance was another aspect of the problem, wor
sened by the inadequacy of the existing depot. 

With World Bank assistance. 210 new buses have 
been added to the SNT fleet, and a new bus main
tenance depot is under construction. These new 
buses, together with technical and managerial 
reform, account for the fact that, by 1977, 85% of 
the SNT buses were available for service every day. 
Moreover, breakdowns have declined to less than 
20% of the former totals and greater service 
regularity has been achieved. Between 1973 and 
1977, bus ridership increased nearly 150% over 
projected figures prior to modernization. 

Innovative management measures 
The Pallavan Transport Corporation (PTC) of 

Madras has introduced an effective system of 
financial and r, inagement controls. Each bus 
depot has been d&.ignated as a cost center and a 
close check is maintained on performance indi
cators, such as: utilization of fleet, completion of
scheduled service, trips lost, breakdowns, acci
dents, fuel consumption, maintenance costs, fare 
collections, etc. An incentive wage system links the 
performance of the depot to staff compensation.

As a result, there has been a significant i
provet fee aiblt a 90%)iand
provement in fleet availability (above 90%) and 
utilization (indicated by the increase in the kilo
meter run per bus in service). This has meant that 
PTC has been able to keep its cost increases to 
12% per annum between 1972 and 1975, when pricelevels rose an average of 14% annually and when 
fuel prices were doubled. 

Anoterimeasre beed b 
schedule older buses during morning and evening 
peaks only, using newer buses for the entire day. 
With this rescheduling of bus use, it is estimated 
that bus replacement can be postponed until after 
about 12 years of service. This contrasts with the 

present policy of replacing buses after eight years.
(A detailed report is available to practicing 

professionals through the Council.) 

C@ 



Paratranslt from page 4 
With the outlawing of pedicabs, they have increasingly been replaced by motorized rickshaws 

(three-wheeled motor taxis). As withpedicabs, the 
superstructures are produced in local workshops, 
often with elaborate canopies including silver, 
gold, and mirrored surfaces.

In Karachi, the auto rickshaws operate in the taxi 
mode, but are much less expensive. At the sametime, they can go much faster than buses. Their
maneuverability allows them to penetrate even the 
narrow back alleys of residential districts. Thus,short or long hauls throughout'the metropolitan 
area can be undertaken on demand.

Motorized rickshaws obviously create noise and
air pollution, particularly when not properly fueledand maintained. Drivers tend to be reckless and 
unconcerned with traffic regulations and speed
limits. The instability and fragility of the vehicle causes accidents. There are also complaints about
rigged meters and refusals to make short trips.
Nevertheless, motorized rickshaws could become 
increasingly important in many places. 

Low Cost Parking Controls 

Bring Tel Aviv Revenue 


An ingeniously simple parking coupon system
operating in Tel Aviv over the past six years has
eliminated parking meters theirand associated 
costs while raising money for the city. Anyone
d esiring to ob ta in a h u nting license for pa rk in g
space in the inner city may purchase a booklet 
containing 10 detachable tabs. On finding a vacant 
space the driver parks, detaches a coupon, tears off 
a tab indicating his arrival time, punches out the
perforated date, and displays the card against the
inside pane of his side window by rolling up the
window against the folded upper edge. Each card 
can be used only once, being invalidated by the
perforations. Some drivers keep them to document 

parking expenses. 


After several years of operation the Tel Aviv 

system takes more
in than 1.2 million Israeli
pounds ($80,000) annually, as against parking
meter revenues less than a quarter of this total at
the time it began operating in October 1971. The 
expense of purchasing, maintaining and collecting
coins from meters, which exceeded the revenues 
collected, was completely eliminated. 
Tel Aviv deputy mayor Ramot told the city council
after the system had been in operation a few years: 

we got rid and relieved of the complaintsagainst broken meters, their bothersome supervi-
sion, criticism of inspectors, vandalism and burg-
lary. We introduced the parking card patiently ...
and we are now completely relieved of the 'drivers' 
arguments'." E 

*See Nancy Grace. "The Stubborn Pedicab Goes On andOn." TRAVEL & LEISURE, October/November 1973 

a 

Pedal Power
 

&100 bicycles can be made from the materials 
needed for one automobile 

eThe annual costs for a bicycle are 50, for an 
automobile $1,170 
autombie $fa70
 

20 bikes can be parked in the space of 1 auto
mobile 
2 billion gallons of petrol would be saved
each year if trips of less than 2 miles were 
taken by bike 

* 	 Bikes get the equivalent of 1,100 miles per 
gallon
Ina the U.S. more bikes have been sold than 
autos each year since 1972 
Inner city trips are taken faster by bike than by
taxi in New York, Hong Kong and Bangkok. 

These are among the facts presented by
TRANET, a newsletter-directory of, by and for
those individuals and groups around the world who 
are actively developing appropriate/alternative 
technologies. A copy of their issue on bicycles and
low-cost transportation can be obtained from P.O. 
Box 567, Rangeley, Maine 04970, USA. 

In a background paper presented at the OECD
Conference on "Better Towns With Less Traffic"(Paris, 14-15 April, 1975) T. Bendixson suggests
the need for action onwheel transport: four fronts regarding two(a) facilities for movement and 
parking, (b) regulations covering the use and
maina of ehles c ove d or me
 
specialized designs of bicycles and mopeds, and
 
sp 	e ca tid in i n a n t p e ntio n . 
d) education and training in accident prevention.
A low cost approach to- urban transport, he

points out, may be made by creating cycle tracks in 
areas where the use of bicycles and mopeds (low
power motor cycles) is well established and where
the quality of public transport is low. Dangerous
crossings may be dealt with initially by changing
road layouts and traffic signals. As funds become 
available, tunnels or bridges can be built, creating
cycle tracks that pass over or under heavy traffic 
flows. 

Follow Up? 
As part of our editorial responsibility to

wards our readers who are working ".ard to 
improve life at the urban edge we will seek to
obtain detailed, technical background on 
projects, products or techniques discussed in 
these pages. Practicing professionals are invited to write the editor. Where this informa
tion supply function involves a charge, we willbill it at cost after checking with you. 
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January 1978The Urban Poor Are Also Sick
 
DiseTse 

Tuberculosis 

gastrointestinal
Cholera and otherillness 

Typhoid and other 
gastrintetina 

gastrointestinal vomiting 
Vitamin A deficiency Infections increase 

Syphilis and 

Anemia 

That health 

Symptoms 

Cough, fever, physical 
deformities, paralysis, 

death 
vomitingFever, diarrhea, 

Fever, diarrhea, 

and eye lesions and 
blindness develop 

Venereal diseases 

Lethargy, reduced 
work output, sus-
ceptiblo to infections 

resources should be primarilyrected towards di-the rural areas is an almost universal assumption. After all, the city already con-tains the best medical specialists and facilities. Andin many developing countries, over halfnational health budget of the
is spent in urban areascontaining less than one-fifth of the population.Moreover, the death rate in the urban areas of thedeveloping world is estimated by the United Na-tions to be 15.4 per 1,000, compared with 21.7 per 

1,000 for rural areas. 

Incidence 

Affects about 10% of 
thepeop[je in slums, 

Variable according to 
year and area. In 

Indonesia, Bengladesh,
India and Pakistan is 
endemic. About 200-300 
deaths a week in some 
Slums during periodicepidemics.
 

Carrier rate may 
 be asratemitinga 

areas,high as 30% in some 

About 1% to 
4% of chil-
dren in slums world-
wide showtoms some sym-of this deficiency.
About 1% to 5% in 

rnost of the world's

slums. 

About 50% of. slum 
population world-wgoL 
(present in around 80% 
of all women and
children). 

Intervention or Prevention 
Detection, inoculation, 
drugs, lower densities 

(better housing).Nutrition, rehydration,

tetracycline, and most
 

important, better water

supply and sewerage.
 

Better water supply, 

sewerage, hygieneeducation. 
Nutrition education, 
vitamin A. Mass does
injections (twice a year). 

Education and detection, 
follow-up treatment. 

Better iron nutrition 
and removal of parasites, 
if present. 

(Table continued on page 2) 
But these statistics are misleading, according to
Samir Basta, in a recent article in Ecology of Food
and Nutrition (Vol. 6, 1977) insofar as they arebased on everage figures for the city. For the poor,urban life is extremely-Gnhealthy, even if treatmentis more accessible. Data

Madras, Karachi 
from Manila, Calcutta,

and other cities in developingcountries show the prevalence of most diseases inthe squatter settlements to be more thanhigher than for the city as 
50% 

a whole. In Manila, for 

continued on oaaae 



Disease 	 Symptoms 

Worms (Hookworm, Lethargy, reduced 
Ascaris, etc.) work output, some-

times death 
Protein Calorie Failure to grow. 
Malnutrition Lethargy, susceptibility 

to infections, and 
eventually, death 

Measles (adult and Fever, eye infections, 
childhood) rashes, pneumonia 
Malaria 	 Fever, inability to 

work, death 

example, the rate of tuberculosis is ten times 
higher in the squatter settlements than the rate 
given for the entire city. In Madras, the death rate 
from dysentery in the squatter settlement is three 
times higher than the average death rate for this 
disease. 

In reality, the squatter or slum dweller, despite 
his greater income and closer proximity to health 
facilities, has greater problems maintaining health 
than his rural counterparts. Only a minority in the 
urban areas of countries with per capita incomes 
below US $150 have adequate access to both 
unpolluted water supply and sanitation facilities. 
While this is also true in the rural areas, densities 
are far lower, allowing for a reduced impact from 
communicable diseases. 

Access to food, shelter, and clothes tends to be a 
bigger problem for the poor urban settler than for a 

Incidence 

About 50% prevalence 
can go up to 90% in 
some areas. 
About 50% of children 
in developing world's 
slums. 

About 10% serious cases 
worldwide in slums. 
Varies in different 
countries-at the 
moment, severe in 
South india, *S.E. Asia 
and some Latin American 
and.African countries. 

New Approaches 

Intervention or Prevention 

Better sewerage, water
 
supply, food and hygiene
 
education.
 
Detection and follow-up
 
treatment. Nutrition
 
education for women.
 
Better use of foods in
 
home and for children.
 
Breast feeding for
 
infants.
 
Better nutrition, inocula
tion, and -treatment
 

Better drainage.
 
Spraying,
 
detection and treatment.
 

to Health Care 

There is a growing recognition that the conven
tional institutional health system, oriented towards 
curative medicine, is inadequate. This model 
puts a premium on expensive equipment and 
facilities and highly trained professional personnel 
capable of doing difficult surgery and curing 
unusual diseases. The wastefulness of this ap
proach stems from the fact that, however success
ful, the conditions giving rise to diseases remain 
unaffected. Curative care is also-very expensive. 
Hospitalization of a child suffering from complica
tions of malnutrition, for example, will cost at least 
200 times more than preventive treatment. On the 
other hand, the prevention of Vitamin A deficiency 
blindness is-calculated to be 1,250 times cheaperthan thecost to a developing country of maintain
tn a to ev i u on 

peasant. Surveys in Pakistan, Thailand, Columbia. ing a blind person.rveaorocotht por uban amiiesConsequently, developing countries areand 	 placing
and Morocco reveal that poor urban familiesconsume an average 10 to 25% less calories, iron, 
calcium, and vitamins than do either the "very low 
or low" rural socio-economic class. The proportion 
of babies under one year of age from the Bangkok 
slums, for example, who suffer from protein-calorie 
malnutrition is enormously high compared with 
babies in the rural population. 

The diseases of the urban areas (see Table, page
1) are often classified according to their origin: 
fecally-related, air-borne, vector-borne, and mal
nutrition. Of all of these, malnutrition seems to 
have the most serious consequences. The urban 
poor suffering from calorie deficiencies are esti-
mated to be 360 million, among which infants, 
children, and pregnant women are particularly 
vulnerable. 

The subjects discussed in previous issues of The 
Urban Edge-squatter upgrading, site-and-service 
schemes, increasing employment and income-are 
all relevant to improving the health of city dwellers. 
Indeed, raising the health status of a community 
requires attention to all aspects of the environment 
and socioeconomic development. G) 

an increasing emphasis on rapidly trained primaryhealth workers, simplified medical technology, 
healt workersiimplified meal ten 
local cultural patterns, community participation in
 
health activities, public information and mobiliza

ti vitis, publicrinforation an obiliza
tion programs, and a reallocation of resources to 
areas of greatest need. The following are some of. 
the approaches that have particular relevance for 
the urban poor:
 

The use of voluntary workers 
In Calcutta, voluntary workers are being re

cruited from womens and youth clubs or from non
government agencies in the low-income (bustee) 
areas under a pilot program designed to be applied 
throughout Calcutta and other Indian cities. They 
are being trained to perform periodic health check
ups as well as treatment for minor ailments. 
referring cases to medical personnel when neces
sary. In addition, they are to provide nutrition and 
family planning education and to follow up on 
patients discharged from hospitals. 

continued on page 3 
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Health Care from page 2 

worker In Brazil tends a newborn, aby underA traine health 
the supervision of a qualified nurse. (WHO phoic 

osaeThe voluntary workers arhome ,he family 
health records with routine home visit' every four 
months. They will receive the nece' ary super-
vision, equipment, and medicine. Aft Ir one year's 
service and additional training, vK!lunteers may 
advance to the salaried public hr,.th position of 
multi-purpose worker, 

In Mani/a'sTondo project, 3, volunteers (called 
Barangay Volunteer Medics or BVMs) are to be 
used. The trainnig of each "h.VMwill take about two 
months and include th'. recognition and first-aid 
treatment of malnutron, communicable diseases, 
and worm-infectir,,; the administration of drugs 

and statistical information. In addition to dis-

pensing certain medicines and injections, the 

BVMs will be expected to refer those in need of 
special care to clinics and then to follow-up on 
referrals. In their visits to families, BVMs are to 
provide information on nutrition, family planning, 
and sanitation. They are specifically directed to 
instruct mothers how to weigh their children and to 
keep a record, using a .simple weight chart. 

Community health workers 
In Jakarta, health workers, chosen from among 

the community, are being trained in the Local 
Health Centers to deliver integrated services. Each 
of the 30 health posts that are being established in 
a pilot project area are to have 12 health workers, 
so that there will be one health worker on duty for 
every 500 persons. There will be two shifts, with 
someone "on call" at all times. Health workers will 
be paid US $18 per month. Eventually, it is hoped 
that neighborhoods will fund their operating costs 
via a small "health insurance" contribution, 

While using the Health Centers as their opera-
tional base. the health workers will spend most of 

their time home visiting in the community. Their 
responsibilities are numerous: first aid and emer
gency services, immunization, registration of births 
and deaths, collection of data on diseases, moni
toring of the nutritional status of mothers and 
children, referral to the health centers, dispensing 
of contraceptive devices, etc. Above all, the health 
workers are expected to provide information to 
local families on many aspects of health, including 
childbirth, nutrition, including vegetable garden
ing. family planning, personal hygiene and en
vironmental sanitation. 

The community health workers will usually have 
had nine years of general education, a two-month 
basic health program. and a refresher course 
starting 4 to 6 months after being in the field. They 
will be given a procedural manual after success
fully completing the training as well as a certificate 
and uniform. Six full-time supervisors are to be 
appointed for the project, together with a training 
coordinator. 

Small health centers 

In*Jakarta,simple two-room health facilities are 
being built: one - room for -health activities in 
general; the other for a young child center, which 
will focus on nutrition, disease prevention, and 
education of pre-school children. There will be one 
such health post in each community of 0.'out 3,000 
people. 

These facilities, it is hoped, will overcome the 
condition revealed locally by an international 
health agency which discovered that most clinics, 
even in areas of high disease prevalence, were little 
used by the local population. The obstacles to 
more frequent usage included household and 
marketing chores, the need to care for small 
children, transportation costs, crowded waiting 
rooms, and socially distant health personnel. The 
treatment given tended to be rapid and superficial, 

andwith no time available to explain causes 
prevention of disease. 

Nutrition: The Key To Health 
While malnutrition does not have the dramatic 

impact of a plague, "the day-in, day-out erosion of 
health it causes may reach epidemic proportions," 
to quote Alan Berg.' In parts of Latin America, it is 
considered the primary factor in more than half of 
childhood deaths, particularly those under five 
years of age. Combined with malnutrition, rela
tively minor childhood diseases become fatal. And 
insofar as malnutrition adversely affects both the 
learning ability of children and the productivity of 
adults, it can seriously undermine a country's 
standard of living. 

Because of the growing realization that much of 
the expenditure on health care will be wasted if 
nothing is done about malnutrition, developin q 
countries are trying various ways to cope with tht' 
problem. Each of the following approaches have 
limitations but, in combination, they represent an 
effective approach to overcoming the threat to 
nations posed by malnutrition. 

continued on page 5 



The State of the Art 

In 1976, the American Public Health Association 

(APHA) conducted a unique study of low-cost 
health delivery systems in 54 countries, under the 
direction of Dr. Barry Karlin. Detailed descriptions 
were obtained from 180 projects serving an esti-
mated 150 million people in Asia (75 projects),
Africa (56), Latin America (44) and the Near East 
(5). Based upon this data, the APHA is in the 
process of preparing a series of selected case 
studies following site-visits by teams of health 
experts. In addition, a series of in-depth technical 
monographs are being prepared on such topics as 
manpower utilization, consumer participation, and 
program evaluation.' 

The initial monograph (The State of the Art of 
Delivering Lowv Cost Health Services in Developing 
Countries) summarizes the results of the question
naire survey. It concludes that project goals and 
objectives tend to be vague with few and varying 
measures of progress. The major obstacles faced 
by these projects include too few paramedical
workers, inadequate human waste disposal, illit-
eracy and superstition. Of moderate importance 
were the lack of safe water, physicians, funds, 
supervision, and public transportation. While pri-
marily devoted to the rural areas, some of the 
efforts are relevant to urban areas. Examples: 

Training of paraprofessionals 
A family health project in Nigeria isattempting to 

prepare clinic-based auxiliaries and anew cadre of 
community-based auxiliaries to take over such 
routine work as the weighing of children, immuni-
zation, health education, and the dispensing of 
drugs, thus freeing nurses to provide ahigher level 
of primary health care. 

In Lampung, Thailand, a large-scale, ambitious 
project involves the training of Thailand's first 
group of Medex workers called "Wechakorn" or 
doctors' hands. Six months of classroom and 
supervised clinical training is followed by a six 
month preceptorship prior to assignment to rural 
health centers and the provincial hospital. 

(photo courtesy of Voluntary Health Association of India) 

Nutrition programs 
In India, where scales are not available, a bangle

bracelet four centimeters in diameter made of 
cheap material available in the area has been used. 
If the bracelet slips easily over the child's elbow, it 
is certain that the child is underweight. This 
technique seems to work for children up to four 
years of age (see photo). 

InGhana, it has been found that many children 
discharged from the nutrition rehabilitation center
continue to suffer because their mothers canno! 
afford to buy appropriate food. A sewing school 
was therefore established to provide vocational 
education for mothers. Those who finish the course 
are placed in jobs, thus supplementing the family
budget. 

Architectural Innovations 

In Kenya and the Philippines, it iscommon to use 
movable bamboo room dividers in health centers. 
Floor space can thus be easily rearranged to meet 
the need for offices, treatment and conference 
areas, thereby improving services to the staff and 
providing privacy for patients.

In Bangladesh, India, and the Philippines, in
expensive housing, using local materials, has been 
built adjacent to in-patient facilities. -Families can 
assist in food preparation and in care of their sick 
members. Cost of care may be reduced, while 
attention by the patient's family provides more 
personal care within a familiar environment. 

In Ghana, an "adventure-playground" has been 
added to a health clinic for children not in need of 
medical attention. In addition to providing space
and facilities for chldren waiting for their mothers 
and siblings to be cared for, the playground serves 
as an immunization and health education center. 
Administrative Innovations 

In New Guinea, at the suggestion of local 
leaders, fines are imposed on mothers who fail to 
visit the mother/child clinics with their children. 
After a six-months trial, clinic attendance is up to 
80-85% and increasing. These leaders also sug
gested that medical workers accompany census 
officials and tax collectors in order to immunize 
and check for communicable diseases. As a result, 
more than 90% of the population is receiving
immunizations. 

In the Philippines, a "Special Integrated Fi
nancing Program" has been established through
which people may borrow money and receive a 2% 
rebate on the loan interest if they meet the 
following conditions: (1)no birth for one year, (2)
the planting of avegetable garden, (3)the improve
ment of environmental sanitation, and (4) the 
nutritional upgrading of their diet. The two percent
rebate is placed in a special savings account to 
meet medical expenses.

In -a Bangladesh health center, medication is 
being pre-packaged in standardized amounts by
using old newspapers and magazines made into
small bags. This method has proved less expensive 
in that there is no need to hire an additional 
compounder because people with little or no
training could perform the packaging. Likewise, 
the dispensing of medication is carried out much 
more quickly, enabling the center for the first time 
to deal efficiently with the large numbers of people 
waiting for medication. 

Further information about this project can be obtained from 
the Council or directly from APHA. 1015 Eighteenth St.. N.W.. 
Washington. O.C. 20036. USA. 
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Nutrition education 


The use of radio and other mass media is most 
directly useful if the message is short, simple, and
sustained. The clearer the message, the more likely
it is to be spread by word-of-mouth. particularly it
consistent with cultural patterns and suggests
practical course of action. 

a 

In Manila, the use of mass media is combined
with face-to-face persuasion in the Barangay cen-
ters and in schools by personnel from the Nutrition
Foundation of the Philippines. Particular emphasis
is given to breast feeding and the preparation ofnutritious foods. The design and distribution of 
posters and advertising is handled by the National
Media Center, which is also responsible for carry-
ing out surveys to evaluate the effectiveness of
nutrition and health education programs,

In Madras, literacy programs are combined withnutrition programs for an estimated 20,000 women.
These programs are aimed at bringing illiterate 
women of child-bearing age up to the level of
education which will allow them to make use of the 
health and nutrition materials presented. Thesematerials promote an awareness of nutritional
needs generally but particularly those of pregnant
and nursing mothers. In addition, the health impli-
cations of hygiene, sanitation, immunization, and
family planning are covered, 

Nutrient-dense foods 
In Manila (Tondo), as part of the infant nutrition 

program, mothers are taught the use and prepara-
tion of a simple nutritious food mixture using local
ingredients. The mixture contains mango nut pow-
der, rice, red palm or coconut oil, and unsalted
anchovy or shrimp powder in a proportion of
2:6.1:1. For a one-year old infant, about 50 gm/day 
are needed, in addition to breast feeding and the 
usual mixtures of strained fruits and vegetables.The mixture costs about US 7 cents per day at
current retail prices. It can be prepared at home by
grinding the ingredients. 

On-site and take-home feeding 

In Jakarta, each health post (Pos Kesehatan) is
reponsible for improving the nutritional condition

of the young children in the communities being

served. Young children are brought to the post

several 
 times a week for nutritionally balanced

meals prepared 
 from locally available foods,

Mothers are involved in meal preparation to give

them a lesson in better nutrition. At the same time,

children suffering from severe malnutrition are
identified and referred to hospitals or health cen-
ters for treatment. Every six months, massive doses
of vitamin A are administered to prevent blindness,

In some of the urban areas of India, Mexico, andPeru, large central kitchens prepare food not only
for schools and clinics but also for mothers and
children to take home. Pick-up times can be as-
signed or selected in such a way as to avoid long
waits for the recipients. However. considerable 
care must be taken to minimize infestation orrodent damage and pilferage or leakage to non-
target groups. 
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Food processing and forlifIcatlon 
In Algeria, Brazil, Columbia, Ethiopist, India, 

Lebanon, and Tunisia, among other countries,
blended cereals are being widely produced and
distributed by governments, commercial firms, and
international agencies to meet the nutritional needs
of adults as well as children. Two of these prod
ucts, CSM (corn-soy-milk) and WSB (wheat-soy
blend) were developed in the United States forinternational distribution. Outside of the U.S., India
is the largest producer. Not only are these blended
cereals substantially less expensive than most
conventional forms of animal protein, vitamins andminerals but also they do not require cold storage.

For many years, the majority of states in theUnited States have required flour and bread sold tothe public to be enriched with iron, calcium,
thiamine, niacin, and riboflavin. The effect of doing
this in Newfoundland starting in 1944, in combina
tion with adding Vitamin A to margarine has been aremarkable improvement in public health. By 1953,
infant mortality had dropped 63% and stillbirths,
59%; tuberculosis was reduced 81% and beriberi 
had disappeared. 

In the developing world, the fortification of food
is also becoming more common.. Taiwan has
instituted a large scale project to introduce thia
mine-enriched rice. India and Guatemala have
successfully reduced the prevalence of goiter in 
certain areas through the iodization of salt. Brazil,Costa Rica, Chile, and Turkey have added vitamins
and minerals to margarine; India, to wheat and
cooking oil; and Thailand and the Dominican
Republic, to rice. Considering the benefits, thecosts of fortification are extremely low: a fraction of 
a cent per pound of cereal grain or quart of milk. Tothe extent that urban dwellers buy from shops
handling fortified food, they can benefit from these 
measures. 

Ration shops and coupon programs
Government-operated stores that distribute staples at subsidized prices exist in urban areas in 

many countries. The difficulty of this arrangement 
is to keep food intended for the poor from going to
the more affluent segments of the population. To overcome this difficulty, governments often locate

shops in low-income areas and require ration cards
 
or similar identification. Special market packaging

is used to reduce resale to high-income groups.


The United States, though not thought of as 
adeveloping country, has had a long experience

with a food stimp program. By using the existing

network of stc. 
 .is, it avoids the expense of mount
ing a new government network. The objective is to

distribute enough 
 food to those most in need to
meet nutritional requirements without an excessive
financial burden on the government. In practice,
however, the proper targeting of the population,
distribution of food stamps, prevention of resale tohigher income groups, and reimbursement of store 
owners are difficult to administer. 

'The Nutrition Factor (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings
Institution, 1973) 



Fp;,flly Planning:For Health and Wealth 

There is agrowing recognition that family plan-ning Is important for public health. In Rwanda, 20%of infants who are the fifth-born In their famlies diewithin ayear of birth. For the ninth born, the risk of
death is 40%'. In Punjab, India, infants born lessthan two years after the previus child were 50%more likely to die by age one than were infantsborn two to four years after the previous child. 

In many countries, children in large familiessuffer more from malnutrition. In Zaire, for example, members of families larger than nine consume an average of 50% fewer calories than thosein families with four or fewer members. Medicalrecords in Hyderabad, India show that 61% of allthe severely malnourished children were the fourthor later offspring, 

For teenage mothers and those over forty, child-birth is especially hazardous. In Sao Paulo, Brazil,for example, 104 of every 1.000 babies bornteenage mothers todicd before the age of one,between the ages of 25 and 29.compared with only 53 per 1,000 born to mothersIn Thailand, 
twen eth aes 25 g naof 9In Th ila ,maternal death rates among women in their fortiesfan 

were more than three times greater than among 
women in their twenties, 

Family planning is as important for economicdevelopment as for public health. While many ruralresidents continue to believe in the usefulness oflarge families, urbanaware of residents are increasinglythe expense of feeding, clothing, andhousing each additional family member. Likewise,leaders increasingly realize that the more rapid thepopulation growth, the more difficult it is for acountry to raise per capita incomes and to improvethe quality of life. 

Because communication and transportation are
easier in ur.jan .ireas and medical facilities more
widely availhble, iomily planning programs would
seem to be more successful in urban than in rural
areas. Yet, there is little evidence of this being the
case in developing countries. The rate'of naturalincrease in the urban areas equals that of ruralareas. Nevertheless, an increasing number ofcountries are taking family planning seriously, and,as here suggested, some of their most interesting
efforts are being made in urban areas. 


The techniques employed 
 to promote familyplanning include the use of a bonus system.distribution of birth control devices by shop-keepers, a telephone information service, publicitycampaigns, volunteer workers and organizational
education programs. We will take a look at spe-
cifics in a future issue. CD 

Eric Eckholm and Kathlene Newland, Health: The FamilyPlanning Factor. Worldwatch Paper 10. January 1977 

Replies Needed by January 311 

Under separate cover, readers of The UrbanEdge will have received an evaluation questionnaire this month. To keep this newslettercoming and to make it most directly useful toyou, it is important that we get your views andanswers to the questions posed. Please remember the January 31 deadline. 

Managing Urban Growth 
The March 1978 issue of The Urban Edgedealing with urban administration will be based onmaterials and student/faculty contributions generated by the Economic Development Institute'sCourse on Managing Urban Growth, being heldJanuary 16-March 17, 1978 in Washington, D.C.The main objectives of the course are (1) to giveParticipants who are senior government officials 
understanding of the use of information andsystematicanalysisfordecision.makingonurban 

programs and projects; (2)to expose participantsto a range of urban policies, programs, andprojects in developing countries;strengthen and (3) tothe working relationships betweenparticipants from different agencies and disci
plines. 

Among thesubjects to becovered are: financingand pricingof urban services, land policyand use,mass transit, shelter and related services. increasing employment and earnings, and implementation and management. Based on lectures,m n a i n a d m n g m n . B s d o e t r sreadings, discussions, and field-trips, the participants will have the opportunity to apply theanalytical approaches and techniques covered inthecoursetoworkproblemsbasedonactl 
studies. 

The 26 participants selected from among a largenumber of nominees include: Adolfo A.NavarroFlores (Bolivia), Ricardo Militao de Morais and
Albert M.R. Paranhos (Brazil), Mohamed T.E.D.
EI-Sahly (Egypt), Francisco R.Altschul Fuentes(El Salvador), Andrews Narteye Nartey (Ghana),Dilip K.Roy and Kewal K.Sachdey (India), Kismet 
Kosasih and Suwarno Prawirasumantri (Indonesia), Ansel C. Mahabir (Jamaica), Gibson G.Maina and Isaac G. Wanjohi (Kenya), Young H.Cho and Joo-Sok Suh (Korea), Abdulla bin HajiMasud (Malaysia), Vijaya Lakshmi Saha (Mauritius), Olusegun A. Jawando (Nigeria), Syed M.Shah (Pakistan), Augustino S. Changani (Tan

zania), Sukree Coompanthu (Thailand), Kelvin M.Romero (Trinidad and Tobago), Fatma UlkeArenand Mate Atac (Turkey), Peter M. Changala andLawrence F. Mulenga (Zambia). CD 
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CHAPTER 1
 

PREFACE - "THE WAY IT IS" 

Because it captures much of the spirit cf the man and oi
 
the chemistry of technical assistance, we have lifted from
 
of Eduardo Galindo these two paragraphs which,highlight his wo.
 

My modest success, if one may call it that after a proper evaluation, 
has not been because of my skills but rather because of my human 
background as a Mexican'belonging to the Third World. After working
with my own people, under .hunger and.humiliation, _I have learned the 
lesson. When_ you work with;people the-first thing to do is to try to 
understand them. "Communic-tion is the key." - "Sharina vour heart is 
the tool." "Pushing gently'is the strategy." 

My type oT work is a very complicated one. You have to deal -with a
 
range of different social strata from the poorest to the richest and 
from a family to even the President-of a nat'on; and in this case the 
King and the Prime Minister, the Ministers,- Permanent Secretaries, 
suppliers, contractors, engineers, lawyers, auditors, architects, 
accountants, etc. You have to play the role of a politician without 
being one. But it's a beautiful experience, I would not change for 
anything.
 

Eduardo Galindo
 
ICHDA Advisor
 
Cooperative Low Cost Housing Project
 
Maseru, Lesotho
 
1974 - 1978
 



CHAPTER 2
 

- MASERU, LESOTHO
LOW-COST DEMONSTRATION PROJECT 


an extended report on the initiation, develop-
Enclosed with this summary is 

ment and accomplishments of a low-cost cooperative 

housing project in Maseru,
 

Lesotho, developed between January 1974 and December 
30, 1978.
 

The Plot Program
 
The pilot program was undertaken on invitation 

of the Government of Lesotho 
Fund (COF); technicalCapital Developmentwith funding by the United Nations 

assistance funded by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and 

provided through the International Cooperative Housing Development Association 

(ICHDA).
 

This rilot project is now completed in its first phase and incTudes
 

190.homes built on a self-help basis by t:e 
families who are living in the
 

the Mohalalitoe Cooperative.project kn.,wn as 

were wel l-buiIt with."sweat equity" -fronr the participants and 
These; nomes The 

a mile of the center of the capital city of Maseru.
located within sewerageregular infrastructure including water,
well-planned community includes 

roads and electricity.. It's the largest housing projectfacilities, access 
ever built in the mountainous Kingdom of Lesotho.
 

Background of aof the early recommendations
The Mohalalitoe Cooperative grew out 

a century in Lesotho organizin4a quarter ofvillage priest who worked for Villagewas the inspiration of the Roma 
credit unions, and cooperatives and who 

scheme, a smaller'cooperative housing project completed earlier.
 

combined with
 
Lesotho has faced a.housing shortage for many years which, 


recent and rapid urbanization, led to a-crisis 
in the shelter sector in
 

one of the steps to meet this need the Government 
of Lesotho
 

Maseru. As 

requested a feasibility study which was undertaken 

by Mr. Lloyd rorris and
 

Mr. Eduardo Galindo of the International Cooperative Housing Development
 

The feasibility study and its recommendations 
were
 

Association in 1974. 

accepted by the CDF which provided a grant of $845,000 to provide the costs
 

of water and sewerage facilities, roads and other infrastructure for the
 

new housing development and a-revolving 
mortgage fund to finance the.self-help
 

housing project, 

Creation of the 15U
 
Eduardo Galindo was sent to Lesotho as 

project manager with responsibility for
 

capable of providing the 
creating a technical service organization (TSO) 

site spTectionin architecture and planning,
multi-faceted supervisory needs The 
and -development, and supervision of the pilot self-help constructi ff-

as LEHCO-
TSO which was created was the Low-Income Housing Company, best known 

lobalalitoe Cooperative
This was followed i.nediately by the formation of the 

which drew members from qualifying familids in the Maseru 'area; families with 

dependent children, with a severe housing 
need, and yet with the ability t .pa
 



a small down payment and maintain monthly charges for their house until paid

for. The families provided the initiative and manual labor for the actual
 
construction of their own homes and those of their neighbors with technical
 
assistance from skilled laborers employed and directed by LEHCO-OP.
 

Creation of Production Systems

A third institution known as Production Systems (PS) was created as a
 
subsidiary of LEHCO-OP. Unfortunately this was done without adequate prior

approval from COF In New York. PS was set up to manufacture the building

blocks, bricks, doors and door frames, window frames and other joinery

products essential for the project. The Resident Representative of the UNDP,
 
together with the Project Director for ICHDA saw a great need to produce

building materials in Lesotho instead of importing them from South Africa.
 
The Government of Lesotho encouraged this new aspect of the program because
 
it provided additional jobs -inLesotho and conserved foreign exchange in its
 
balance of payments with South Africa.
 

The steps taken in the formation of the cooperative and in the construction
 
of the homes is outlined in dptfil latpr in thic r~port. 

Supplementary Technical Assistance
 
At several stages in the development of the pilot project Mrs. Ruth Senior
 
was sent to Lesotho as a consultant sponsored by ICHDA to assist with the
 
training in organizing community development and management, her professional

field in the United'States. The Foundation for Cooperative Housing (FCH)
provided the services of Jack Edmondson who took overall responsibility for the 
project. He arranged later for FCH, with financing from USAID, to provide fora
the expansion of Production Systems and management for its development to serve 
the housing supply needs for individuals and builders throughout Lesotho who 
needed a local source of building materials. Mr. Lawrence Marchese was sent to 
Lesotho by FCH early in 1978 to implement the expansion of Production Systems.
 

As the families worked on their own housing they were encouraged to plant

small gardens and fruit trees and do some basic landscaping on-their homes
 
when they were completed.
 

The problems involved in the pilot cooperative project were many, and a
 
number of mistakes were made from which much can-be learned for subsequent

housing developments in Lesotho. These are examined in the body of the report
 
itself.
 

The Outreach of the Pilot Project

In addition to providing home ownership for nearly 200 families, the technical
 
service organization and the cooperative provided the basis for an outreach
 
of even greater significance.
 

To build on the example of the Mohalalitoe Cooperative, the Economic Commission
 
for Africa, working with the Government. of Lesotho, sponsored a seminar in 
Maseru in June 1978 for representatives of cooperatives, housing officials and 
government officials from nine East and Southern African countries. Leadership
for the seminar was provided by the UN Habitat and Human Settlements FoundatioA
 
ICHDA, FCH, and LEHCO-OP itself for the "on the spot" study of how low-cost,
 
cooperative self-help housing can be produced.
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The outreach of the project is illustrated by Production Systems which
 
now provides jobs for 50 people and a dependable source of locally produced
 

building materials. The project director and other officials of ICHDA and
 

FCH were responsible for securing the funding for Production Systems from
 
USAID.
 

In addition, LEHCO-OP, the Lesotho Housing Cooperative and the Government 
of Lesctho were responsible for persuading the Canadian International Develop
mnent Agency (CIDA) to provide funds for a $2.6 million program of low-cost
 

sitesand services and cooperative housing in Maseru and several other towns
 

in Lesotho.
 

The World Bank is now looking at the possibilities of embarking upon an
 

even larger progrm of shelter and housing to begin early in the 1980's.
 

Continuing Role of the Goveinment of Lesotho
 
full and complete cooperation of the Governmentof -Lesotho is-illustratedThe 

by the fact that various high-level 	officials of the Government serve on 
and the Minister of Education, thethe Board of Directors of LEHCO-OP, 

Honorable A. S. M6hale, serves as its Chairman. 

The King of Lesotho dedicated the first six prototype houses completed in 
the project in 1976. The Prime Minister and his Cabinet made a formal visit 

to the,project when it was nearing completion in 1978. Government agencies 

such as the Lesotho National Development Corporation, the Lesotho National 
Bank, the Ministries of Commerce and Cooperatives, etc., have all played vit 

roles in the achievement of the success of this venture.
 

The Prime Minister told the President of ICHDA when he visited Maseru in
 

May 1978 that he was "proud of the cooperaitve housing project and that the
 

people developing the program could count on his complete support in carrying
 
In the long run, it is the people
it through to the point of completion." 


who live in the cooperative from day to day who transform the buildings into a
 

community. The process seems well underway.
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CHAPTER 3
 

BACKGROUND
 

The Country
 
The Kingdom of Lesotho is a constitutional monarchy surrounded by the
 
Republic of South Africa. The entire country is at a high altitude with
 
the "low lands" varying between 5,000 to 6,000 feet above sea level. This
 
is the main agricultural zone. The rest of the country is highlands that
 
rise to 11,000 feet.
 

Lesotho won its independence in October-of 1966 and isgoverned by an
 
executive department including the Prime Minister and his Cabinet. A
 
National Assembly carries legislative powers and a Court of Appeals an.
 
subordinate courts comprise the judiciary.
 

The principal industry is agriculture withproduction of corn, wheat and 
sorghum, beans and potatoes. Industry is limited principalTy-to carpets,
 
woolen articles, candles, pottery and jewelry with major exports of wool.
 
mohair, cattle and diamonds.
 

The population of 1.2 million people in 1976 is made up of about 85% Sotho
 
and 15% Nuguni or Bathetu, less than 1% of the population is white. English

the official language with Sesotho as a second official language.
 

A shortage of adequate shelter and an increasing population with an annual
 
growth rate of 2.2% have precipitated a housing crisis.
 

The Pilot Project
 
Against this background the Government of Lesotho invited the UN Development

Programme; (UNDP) and the"UN Capital Development Fund (CDF), to provide a
 
feasibility study and undertake a program'of -low-cost housing in Lesotho.
 

The feasibility study was carried out by the International Cooperative Housing 
Development Association (ICHDA) in the persons of Lloyd Morris and Eduardo 
Galindo. This feasibility study was the basis for a grant of capital from the 
CDF of $845,000 with a parallel grant from-the UNDP for the technical assistance 
to aid the Government of Lesotho in implementing a pilot low-cost housing 
project. The program began in early 1975 with the arrival of Eduardo Galindo 
the ICHDA Housing Advisor. Galindo is a citizen of Mexico; an architect who 
had a background of cooperative housing in his country and had served with the 
Foundation for Cooperative Housing in the United States before undertaking 
the present assignment.
 

The TSO
 
Galindo's first assignments were to create a technical service organization (TSO

and a pilot cooperative housing project in cooperation with the'various depa

ments and divisions concerned with low-cost housing. The Lower Income Housirlp'
Company (Pty.) Limited, commonly known as LEHCO-OP, was formed with representati 
of the National Development Corporation (NDC) and the Ministries of Commerce
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and Industry, Education, Cooperatives and Planning represented on the Board
 
of the TSO. LEHCO-OP is a non-profit organization which has skills and technical

know-how as well as experience in the promotion, organization and administration
 
of cooperative housing programs. The functions of a technical service organi
zation normally include site selection, land acquisition, fiscal planning and
design, general contracting and construction, site planning, c6nstruction
 
inspection:and control, legal services, promotion of savings programs among

the members, education, training and organization.
 

The technical service organization is a parastatal organiza ion with the
principal board members 
 appointed by the Ministries of Government; the

Chairman is the Minister of Education, the Honorable A. S. Mohale.
 

The incorporation of the TSO was handled by the Ministry of Planning, §Yt
for purposes of convenience the shares of stock in the-company were assigned
by the General Counsel of the Lesotho National Development Corporation to
 
two individuals, the ICHDA project advisor and an official of the Central

Planning Agency. 
This allocation of shares has,-unfortunately, led to
 
continuing confusion and a local investigation.- The -confusion was settled

when it'Was agreed that the shares should be reassigned to the Minister and

Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of. Commerce and Industry. 

Throughout its history the TSO'has had the advice and support of the ResidentRepresentative of the UNDP and itrong advice and counsel from that office. 

LEHCO-OP has become a continuing technical service organization which assumedresponsibility for the construction of 190 homes in the pilot project and
 
is now working with the Government and with the World Bank and the Government
of Canada on a substantial extension of the program described elsewhere in
 
this report.
 

The Mohalalitoe Cooperative

Almost in parallel with the founding of LEHCO-OP was the formation of theMohalalitoe Cooperative Housing Society as the pilot project in Maseru. Thelessons learned in the creation- and continuing operation of the-cooperative
are described in some detail later in this report.. The cooperative members 
were chosen from eligible families defined in part by the project agreementwith a careful selection process to reach families in lower middle income
levels currently without adequate housing and with dependent children and

with a source of income to repay the mortgaqe loans qranted to the members.
 

Although a predisposition of LEHCO-OP was.to minimize the number of families ofGovernment employees admitted to the cooperative, this program was modified
during the course of member selection. Many of the eligible families outside 
the Government service were unwilling to risk the down payment and the
commitment to monthly payments which seemed to them too large a commitment 
to be feasible. On the other hand, Government employees and blue collar
workers in industry felt assured of their ability to Day and were anxioms to
 
achieve home ownership.
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Program Objectives
 
The specific program objectives that 

guide LEHCO-OP are as follows:
 

a) To establish housing cooperatives 
for lower income families
 

Within this overall goal the program 
establishes certain
 

in Lesotho. 
 the Government of Lesotho 
limits and guidelines approved by the donors; 

and CDF.
 

i) Establishing a revolving fund 
which lends the cooperative
 

money to be used in construction.
 

a period of time which allows
 
ii) These-funds to be returned in 
 within a
 

the funds to be used for subsequent 
projeft 


reasonable time span.
 

iii) The establishment of an interest 
rate high enough so that
 

the fund-will not be dissipated 
by inflation.
 

iv) The selection and training of 
a-management staff in the
 

TSO to insure professional administration.
 

b) To assist other enterprises 
of a parallel nature which will 

help
 

the Lesotho economy and furnish employment 
opportunities.
 

c) On-the-job training of local 
personnel to upgrade their skills;
 

and finally the TSO undertakes 
an ongoing program of cooperative 

education
 

and orientation.
 

of ReferenceProject Terms 
The manager is the chief executive 

officer of the TSO with overall 
responsi-


These general responsibilitie
 
bility for program execution and 

administration. 


include (a)setting operating policies 
for all TSO activities in accord 

with
 

the general guidelines established 
by the Board of Directors within 

-the
 

terms of the project agreement; 
(b)recruitment, training and direction 

of
 

of funds of theGTSO or
 
TSO personnel; (c)the overall 

budgetary control 
CDF and the Government
 

monies held in trust by it; and (d)liaison with 
UN, 


of Lesotho concerning provisions 
of agreed program implementation, 

program
 

and adjustment of implementation plans.
progress 

must have substantial experience in self-help cooperatil 
The manager of the TSO 

housing desig;.or construction and TSO
 
organization and housing finance, 

administration.
 

was the
 
*A principal objective of this technical assistance endeavor 

of local personnel during the early years of actual 
preparation and promotion as project manager while selectin 

The ICHDA advisor served
project operation. At the end of a training period, 

winich 
local deputy manager.
-and training a as manager and tarned 

ended January 1, 1978, the ICHDA 
advisor stepped down 

asnowVincent Makhele, who serves 
over responsibility to his deputy, Mr. 

chief executive officer.
 

http:desig;.or
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CHAPTER 4
 

THE TECHNICAL SERVICE ORGANIZATION (TSO)
 

The Lower Income Housing Company, or LEHCO-OP, as the Technical Service 

is a non-profit organization which has 
Organization (TSO) is known, 

the promotion, organizationfor
capability and technical expertise 
and other related societies 

and administration of cooperative housing schemes 
is a cooperative apex organi-

In many countries the TSO or organizations. the country. But 
all cooperative housing societies in 

zation-representing as such mainly because -of 
in Lesotho it was not-possible to register it 

and also because there-was already I-registered cooperative.
donors' demands 
housing federation, which unfortunat)ly was dormant. 

The Board of Directors -- Policy: 

are Permanent Secretaries 
has a Board of Directors, the majority of whom

LEHCO-OP and Industry,to housing such as Interior, Commerce 
from ministries related 

The Chairman is the Minister of Education, the Honorable 
A. S. Mot
 

Finance, etc. 


policy issues aremeets only when
The Board of Directors sets policy and 

An Executive Commitiee meets regularly 
to interpret the Board's 

involved. them. The Committee 
a view to helping management to implement 

arepolicies with related ministries whb willing 
up of those people from housing and

is made 
to devote a substantial amount of their 

time in attending meetings that help
 

Normally these people are not permanent 
secretaries or managers
 

solve problems. 

which means that they can afford to attend 

more regular meetings.
 

Management - the Operations Level: 

Director
level the management is composed of the Managing

At the operations deal with differentdepartmentstheir direction variousand his Deputy. Under 
areaspects of the program. These 

Headed by the General Administrator
 a) The Administration Department: 
 and administrative 
with responsibility for day-to-day personnel 

matters.
 

Social 0erations Department: Headed by a Senior 
b) Community and 

sales progam, education and
in charge of theCommunity organizer and after construction; 

training of cooperative members before,. during 
This departmentetc.

production of a newsletter for the members, 
social leadership 

must always have a strong cooperative background and 

Headed by the Controller has custody of all 
c) The Finance Department: accounts.keeping appropriate books of 

company and cooperative funds background inhave
This department is staffed with people who 

The Finance Department purchases and 
and accounting.bookkeeping 

to the member families.
issues buil.ding materials 
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d) The Technical Service Department: Headed by an architect, theDepartment is in charge of programming, scheduling, designing,
construction and delivery of the completed homes and community. 
e) Production Systems Department: This department was set up in
1977 to manufacture building components and materialsproject. for the.This is described in ranm 4n+-; "*i Chapter 7. 

The Managing Director and the Deputy Managing Director carry responsibility
for all five departments. 
But their responsibility doesn't stop there.Initiation of long range planning and the outreach of the Qrganization --official responsibility of the Board of Directors an 
ment often comes' from the manageand the implementation of those policy decisions usuaTy-'cons -back tomanagement.- Board and management are necessarily a team.
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CHAPTER 5
 

.PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
 
Land Tenure 

In Lesotho, the right to use and occupy land is by leasehold; all land is
owned by the nation with the King serving as trustee.
 
This system of land tenure may look very convenient from the outside, but
if one looks at how the system has been working, one can see the limitations,
shortcomings and misuse. In general,-land is allocated by theUnfortunately without priorities, without a framework 

chiefs.
 
land of proper planning,
is often given to individuals with no guidelines and controls.practice has resulted in Very low densities Thisin the use of land for housing inall urban areas especially ?4asiru-

The , Q'Ic 
 ,u size 31 located to individuals ranges from 1000 square metersup to 3000 square meters 
 (1meter = 3.3 feet). This trend has caused land
shortage inMaseru-, making it extremely difficult to obtain land for low-cost
housing. 
 It was by. fortune that the site used for the Mohalalitoe Cooperativewas earmarked and actually allocated to the Lesotho Housing Corporation (LHC).
As the Government was committed',to provide land for the project underGrant Agreement, itwas easy to obtain from LHC the transfer in the name of
 

the GOL/CDF
Mohalalitoe. 
LHC at that time was dormant and had no plans under consideration
for the use of the site.
 
When plans to go 
 ahead with Phase I, within CDF/GOL agreements,a site adjacent to Mohalalitoe were okayed,was applied for to accomnodate the 70to fulfill the agreement's houses
after persistent pushing 

limit of 270 units. An application was filed andand with the'backingDevelopment Office (CPDO) and the LEHCO-OP 
of the Central Planning 

a Board, the site wasyear later in the name of LEHCO-OP. finally aTlocated 
was found with no Again it-was fortunate that this sfteallottee, although it was supposed to have been reservedfor Lesotho High School situated adjacent to the site.
 
The high school did not have the resources to make proper use of the siteand also it was found that the site in which the school is locatpd waclarge enough for them to satisfy any future plans.
 
This was a small scheme of 270 houses and yet the struggle to obtain the
site was incredible. One has to put a question mark onto happen with the Canadian International what is goingDevelopment Agency (CIDA)with 1100 units out of which more than 400 will be 

project
time of the initial draft of this report 

built in Maseru. At theno land asallocated, although an application for 
yet has been officially

presented to 10. hectares at White City had beenthe Town Clerk.
services in Maseru (500 

If and when the World Bank scheme for site andplots) decides to pump in
resources of capital for
housing through LEHCO-OP land allocation may well be the bottleneck.
 



On-Site 

Infrastructure
 

By mid-July 1975 LE
Colquhoun, Hugh, O'Donnej and Partners) to prepare the layout for the
 

c
Op engagedsewerage, 
 a firm Of consultant engineers (Brlan,were open for contractors. 

water and road works.
h After they
ree~ a 
completed y utender and preparation thewener Opnd porepaconatoseJohn Ward 

pe o _edr
(Pty.) the

Ltd. Company was awarded 
to begin With the work started in September 1975.
thewas completed with a reasonable speed and almost on schedule. 


After some delays that occurred due to rain and supply of materials the job
 
cost was reasonable, measured against the rate of inflation at the time of
 
construction. The total


Each plot cost about R750 ($820)?
The on-site infrastructure 
was a straightforward

a 
 grant, non-repayable
Pilot project 

including street lighting and electrical reticulation
at a 
This task was 
carried out by Lesotho
cost of R26,000 

from CDF to the first project as
(about $30.nnni Electrica 
orporation

Electricity
Plannin, 
Construction 
,nUrroduction Activities
LEHCO.OPSiteBuildn s: 
 -When-the ICHDA Project Director arrived in the
Board Room Of the 

The only option forLe the first month, with threeBrdas oto n t 


count-ry, one of the first problems he faced was that Of office accohodation
Rm h, it tha 
s n - ce c mm od t o
 
of te Lesotho National Development Corporation (LNDC).. A few
 

later, two rooms at the Victoria Hotel the
per month. 
, 


After consultation With Central Panni
with a l 


were rented at a rate Of R310 ($350)
 
an attempt was made to get some cheaper accomodation Offic
Board of Directors' decision e (CPDO)
but with no success.
in the middle of Mohalalitoe site. 

LEHCe0aP started building its 
Then
to use itas a
prototype house and also for training the labor force before
 

office
starting construction of the houses. 

The first idea inbuilding the office was
the organization giving a 
 Today the office is the headquarters
sense of Permanency for all the employees. of
 
At the
underway to expand it.
 

moment the office is too small to provide room for all the staff and n7lis are
 Another major problem was the difficulty of obtaining buflding materials

Ninety-.five~ percent of building materials 
South Africa. 
The only available materials inLesotho were burnt bricks,
 

sand and crushed stone. came from acrossUnfortunately the border inlocally made itdifficult to get them in bulk thus causing problems with
 

schedule implementation. 
the high demand for these products
build storage facilities 
or 

To 
a 
solve this problem inpart itwas decided to

supply depot.
one of the crucial decisions in the program, namely the creation of a 


This decision 
soon precpitatea

supply depot now known as 
 building
Production Systems, of-which more will be said
 
later. 
 , oa id
 

*Rand (R)
=
U.S. $1.20)
 

http:LEHCO.OP
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CHAPTER 6
 

THE OUTSIDE AGENCIES
 

The ICHDA Role:
 

The Institution 
The cooperation between ICHDA and the UNDP has been one of the factors 
that contributed to the success of the project. ICHDA is the International 
Cooperative Housing Development Association owned by -seventeen national 
cooperative housing organizations in fifteen countries with headquarters in Lonc 

Steps in Operation 
Much of the report is devotedto the ICHDA role but to outline it here 
the steps were as follows: 

a) -Preliminary negotiations;
 
b) Preparation of the feasibility study - made by Lloyd Morris
 

and Eduardo Galindo; 
c) Negotiations for budgets and operations; 
d) Providing the Project Director who carried the major responsi

bility over the years.,1975-78 including the selection and 
training of a deputy who became managing director to complete 
the process independent operation of LEHCO-OP the TSO for completion 
of the pilot project and continuing operations; a--se,.
 

e) Supervision; and
 
f) Special supplementary technical assistance.
 

Supervision 
ICHDA provided tne rrojec- uirec-or wiLn supervision from Mr. Jack 
Edmondson of the Foundation for Cooperative Housing headquartered in Washington, 
D. C., a founding member of ICHDA.-- He personally made six trips to Lesotho 
including the initial development of the project paper for the CDF and continuir 
liaison with New York. ICHDA also provided all the administrative backstopping 
for the personnel. 

Supplementary Technical Assistance 
ICHDA also made available Mrs. Ruth Senior's first visit of six weeks to 
help in the preparation of legal documents that were already delaying the 
overall progress and causing certain problems with the newly-formed cooperative 
society. Another purpose for Mrs. Senior's visit was to make recawTlendations 
to the Government about setting up a revolving fund. These and other financial 
recommendations made it possible to correct some of the problems 
concerning the cooperative. 

Because of her important role in the cooperative housing development in 
Maseru it is important to know a little about her background. Ruth Senior 

served for many years as director of management for the Association for 
Middle Income Housing in New York City. She later served as advisor to 

in Puerto Rico for the Foundation for Cooperativecooperative housing programs 
Housing; and later made several trips as advisor on management, finance and 
member relations for cooperatives in Jamaica, Chile and other countries on
 

request of the Foundation for Cooperative Housing with financing from the 
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Her second mission to Lesotho from 25/2/77 to 4/5/77 was intendea to work
very closely with the Community Department of LEHCO-OP in areas such as postoccupancy education, with emphasis on the loan repayment. 
Mrs; Senior had
frequent discussions with individual members of the cooperative on the issue
of loan repayment and the rate of interest which seemed to be bothering them.She also advised and assisted LEHCO-OP's Finance Department to formulate aformat to remind the defaulters that they are in arrears. (Editor's Note: Sincethe important role of Mrs. Senior is not described elsewhere in this report,
it is reported fully in this section.)
 

With Mrs. Senior's assistance the Community Department was able to providea monthly newsletter for the cooperative, containing cooperative news, reports
of committees, coop education and other relevant material of valuA tn thpcooperative and its members. 

Mrs. Senior's third mission to LEHCO-OP was divided into two fields. First,she helped the coordinating team for Phase II in preparing the sales program.
She also helped the coordinator of the team to improve the self-help element,
trying to eliminate the deficiencies that occured in Phase I- Her most
important task, however, was her input 
to Production Systems (the building
materials production center) in training methods.
 

UN Development Programme: 

As reported earlier, the UN Development Programme (UNDP) provided the fundingfor the technical assistance requested by the Capital Development Fund (CDF)
and implemented by ICHDA. 
 This support from headquarters was supplemented in
Lesotho.
 

The support from UNDP Maseru to the project as well as to the Project Directorhas been unequalled. The former Resident Representative Mr. A. Kabbah andhis Deputy Mr. F. Mallinckrodt strongly supported LEHCO-OP operations. Theirenthusiasm and support for the project made it possible for the project to runsmoothly especially at the beginning when things were very tough. 
 They were
the first ones to welcome the initiative of Production Systems and gave theirblessings to the operations. Unfortunately the concept of Production Systems,which those on the scene felt was essential to the successful-self-help projectwas not spelled out in the original documents. 
As these plans were developed
and implemented, UNCDF in New York was not consulted adequately. Resourcesthe mortgage fromfund were used to activate Production Systems without advanceapproval from New York. This was a mistake even though the responsible personsin Maseru were convinced *that the action would speed up construction and benefitthe entire program in the long-run. 

UN Capital Development Fund:
 

The United Nations Capital Development Fund (UNCDF) was the key factor inthe funding of the low-cost, self-help, cooperative housing project with acapital grant of $845,000. 
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CDF was officially established in 1966 although the plans for a Capital
Development Fund had been under debate at the UN for many years.
coordinating purposes CDF was placed under the supervision of the 
For
 

Administrator of the UN Development Programme. 
 Itwas initially given
only token resources and very general direction; however, following the
reorientation of the Fund's functions as 
requested by the UN General Assembly
in December 1973
providing it 

the principal governmentswith of the United Nationsa level of useful contributions which began
allowed itits novel operating practices. to implementThe objective of CDF is to provide capitalassistance to smaller, high impact projects benefiting the poor in ways
often not available from traditional sources or from the very large institutions
 

CDF addresses the needs of smaller demonstration type projects. 
 It seeds
relatively small amounts of money directly into the grassroots of local
economies and societies to provide simple agricultural equipment, irrigation
and food storage systems, to establish cottage industry centers, to construct
village schools, functional training facilities, health clinics, low-cost housin(
farm to market roads and to set up credit unions and cooperatives.
 
In Lesotho CDF attainea its aim' of achieving quick significant development in
productivity, jobs, community services and human opportunities.
 

Agency for International Development(AID)-:
 
One of the important outgrowths of this project has been a multiplying
effect in generating additional external and internal resources for shelter,urban and related activities. The establishment of Production Systems (seeChapter 7) as an integral part of LEHCO-OP in 1977 for the purpose of producingbuilding material which would be used in the project was assisted through anAIG grant of $325,000. 
These resources are being used to provide a full-time business manager/advisor
to PS as well 
as $75,000 of capital for the construction of a
the joinery and cement manufacturing activites. 

new plant for
 
considering an additional $100,000 grant to further assist this activity.
 

At this writing AID is
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CHAPTER 7
 

PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
 

(Note: A crucial decision made in the field without consultation with the
 
UNCOF in New York led to the creation of Production Systems. The examination 
of the background of this action is an essential factor in this report.) 

Background of the.Decision
 
The project document signed by the UNOP and the Government of Lesotho in 
the chapter "institutional framework" article "k" states ..."to support 
the promotion of builder and construction material production cooperatives." 

Although the article does not give details as to how to implement the idea, it
 
was clear from the beginning that Lesotho was dependent on South Xfrica
 
specifically in the building materials industry, especially the most basic
 
raw materials.
 

Lesotho only produces small amounts of crushed stone, sand and burnt bricks
 
which are not sufficient to meet the internal demands. As a result, it is
 
obliged to import from South Africa to supplement these materials. Lesotho
 
requires cement, steel,.timber and other materials which the country does no
 
produce. These constraints, plus the fact that more than 200,000 Basotho
 
work in the mines and industries in South Africa, 
leave the country handicapped in essential skills. Underemployment
 
and unemployment in Lesotho, even withall these workers in South Africa, is
 
still very high.
 

Implementation
 
After a thorough analysis the project management took the initiative and
 
proposed to UNDP Maseru and the Central Planning and Development Organization
 
to build facilities within LEHCO-OP to produce wooden windows, door frames and
 
concrete blocks. The idea was to provide and deliver these components which
 
could be.lpcally produced to the family members of the co-op with no delay and
 
with savings on transport, which would have to be paid if the materials were to
 
be transported from across the border. Apart from these savings there would be
 
reliability of supply. The source of supply in South Africa is sometimes not
 
very reliable. But perhaps the most important point in setting up Production
 
Systems was the employment generation accompanying its establishment. At this
 
moment Production Systems has 45 employees.
 

The implementation of this aspect of the program by LEHCO-OP was controversial
 
with the funding agency, UNCDF. Their main concern was that LEHCO-OP hid not
 
informed them in an appropriate formand in a timely way. The only source of 
funds that could have been used for establishing Production Systems was 
earmarked for construction of the houses. These funds were to be used to 
produce those materials cited above in Lesotho instead of buying them in the 
Republic of South Africa. In other words, the same money available for the 
of materials for the houses was invested in buying machinery, financ_in the
 
building and purchasing the raw materials. The only items which tied down
 
the UNCDF funds were the small building and the machinery, but the products
 
manufactured in PS were delivered to the beneficiaries about 300 cheaper tha 
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correct from the procedural point of view. Nevertheless, ProductionUNCDF was 
have benefitted in the

Systems and LEHCO-OP,and most importantly the country, 
to 

long-run by the creation of this very successful enterprise. In addition 

supplying the pilot project, Production Systems is already providing building
 

materials for the general market in Lesbtho; and perhaps with the forthcoming
 

Government of Lesotho support, will be able to export 
to other countries.
 

The Outreach
 
as an important link in
 In addition to this initiative of Production Systems, 
 An illustration


the housing program, it was possible to attract other donors. 

The Foundation
 

of the multiplier effect of this initiative came early 
in 1978. 


for Cooperative Housing (FCH) and USAID, after being 
approached by.LEHCO-OP
 

a feasibility study to determine
 through the Government, came to Lesotho to make 
the possibility of funding Production Systems. 

By the time the ICHDA advisor had left Lesotho, appropriate 
request for assist

ance from AID had been prepared. FCH in consultation with USAID Maseru
 

proposed an AID program to support PS with technical 
assistance and capital
 

mainly the joinery carpentry
investment to upgrade the installation of PS --

shop and the concrete products. 

Expansion and Tightening of C ntrols 
The USAID-funded Operational t rogram Grant (OPG) was initiated in February 

of 1978 with the arrival of the FCH resident technician. 
Under the terms of
 

the OPG, FCH is providing 30 months of technical assistance and $75,000 
in 

capital assistance for the development expansion of production Systems 
(PS), 

the manufacturing division of the Lower Income Housing 
Organization (LEHCO-OP). 

concrete
 
Currently, PS employs 45 people in two distinct manufacturing areas: 


products including bricks and blocks, and j61nery products ranging from door
 

frames and window frames to household, office and 
institutional furnishings.
 

Recently PS began offering interior joinery and design 
services to local
 

During 1978, PS sales are projected
architects, builders, and contractors. 

to R180,000, or $208,800. Already the outreach is in effect. Most of its
 

sales volume will be obtained from private and 
public sector clients.
 

During the initial nine months of the resident technician's 
scheduled 30-month
 

assignment the following key tasks have been accomplished:
 

a) Streamlined and made current PS accounting 
system in preparation

31,
for financial audit covering the operating period ending March 

1978.
 
installed financial reporting systems which generate

b) Designed and 
monthly budgetary control statements, and quarterly profit and 

loss statements..
 
planning for financial year 1978-1979 including

c) Executed financial 
projected profit and loss statements, etc 

sales and operating budgets, 
d) Analyzed, streamlined, improved PS manufacturing 

operations
 

including design and installation of manufacturing 
cost control
 

system.
 
policies and procedures and established
e) Developed employ 


program of twice 4eekly informal discussion 
groups to transfer
 

policies and procedures to employees.
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f) Designed and implemented non-formal skills training program to
assist the development of skilled Basotho joiners employed by

PS,


g) Obtained short-term technical assistancr from FCH/DC to research
and develop materials for a non-formal training program geared to
LEHCO-OP and PS administrative and management staff.
h) 	Implemented staff development training program utilizing group
dynamics, participating management and experiential learning
techniques. 
 Twenty LEHCO-OP and PS staff personnel participate in

weekly training sessions.


i) Obtained short-term technical assistance from FCH/DC in marketing.
j) Obtained technical assistanre 
 rom 	US Peace Corps/Lesotho in
formulating marketing, sales, rid advertising programs for PS
products; these programs include budgets, direct mail materials,

advertising logo and copy.


k) 	 Coordinated the construction -of-150Om2 
2 

block-making facility witha productive capacity of more than 500,000 -units vpK year.1) 	Construction of a modern joinery equipped with semi-mass Droductionequipment completed early.1979. 

In the coming year, emphasis will be given to consolidating and improving
the work accomplished by the resident techniciin and his staff, and to
strengthening the financial viability of PS as a small on-erprise.
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Deitdabove is an early photo of .the -Procductfon-Systemsjoinery operation at the project sit6. 
Asca' be-seen, conditios
are extremely cramped, requiring some operations to be carripd

on outdoors.
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Shown above are two women employees of Production Systems finishingspecial order-of furniture which represents one of -a-variety ofwood products, building materials and other items which are
manufactured by this department of LEHCO-OP. 
 -
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CHAPTER 8
 

MOHALALITOE COOPERATIVE - HOW IT WORKS
 

The Mohalalitoe Cooperative Housing Society
According to the Work Plan in the Project Document under the heading Project
Activities, the first six months of project activity was to consist of 
preparator activities among which was the setting up of the Technical Service 
Organization and formation of a cooperative housing society which was to be
 
the recipient of the loan from the CDF.
 

A sales program was to be outlined for the project to be presented to the-public
 
in general; and one of the major aspects of this program was the selection
 
criteria which were to serve as guidelines for selecting eligible beneficiaries: 

Applications
 
The sales program soon brought applications from the public. The application
 
form was always filled by a community organizer who explained fully the-" 
conditions of the project to all those who came to apply. Only those members
 
of the public who fulfilled themajority of the selection criteria, especially

that of income range, were allowed to complete an application form. All the 
qualifying applicants were later interviewed at their residence for a deeper
 
and thorough interview as a family unit. This family survey follow-up method
 
also enabled the community organizers to have an opportunity to assess the 
applicant's conditions of living, i.e., how poor or how good his or her dwelling
 
quarters were. This included assessment of availability of social amenities
 
such as water, sewer or sanitation system, electricity, etc. Beyond this
 
physical check-up of the dwelling conditions, this practice was intended to
 
build a sense of confidence in the community organizers by the would-be
 
beneficiaries so that from that point onward they would be in a position to 
discuss potential or real family problems which could otherwise lead to 
difficulties i'n the-repaying of the loan in the future. For-this reason the 
community organizers always insisted that both parents and their children and
 
other dependents be present during the interview.
 

The data from both the application and the -family survey forms were compiled
 
on one form with major headings which were based-on the primary selection criteria. 
The selection of any particular family depended on how high that family scored 
on the selection criteria and also on the recommendation of the cd-nfunity
organizer who interviewed the family at home. The latter was-found necessa. 
because often families have a tendency to exaggerate the inadequacy of their
 

-living conditions and their ability to repay the loan just to gain acceptance. 

Pre-Selection
 
Because of the difficulty of determining fully those who -qualified until 
applications haye been filled, there was a pre-selection stage whereby a
 
first screening of all applications filled out in a day was made. At this 
stage applicants that failed to fulfill the majority of the selection criteria 
were discarded forthwith while those who qualified were put on a pre-selection

list. All those in the pre-selection stage were due for a family survey described 
above.
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Final Selection
 
The family survey stage was followed by the final selection and notification.
 
To reach this stage was not easy with the phase-one development; first, the
 
demand was higher than expected; second, the majority of applicants were
 
government employees; third, between that period of selection and the formulation
 
of the project there had been about two salary reviews; and fourth, the number
 
of divorcees, widows, and single or unmarried mothers was much higher than
 

bexpected. To have a balanced group which would result in a harmonious community 
under these circumstances was not easy.
 

Of major difficulty was the determination of the household income. According
 
to the Project Document the income criterion was to be on total household income*
 
but in the case of Lesotho this was found to be terribly lacking because of its
 
unreliability.' It was soon discovered that because of meagre job opportunities,
 
both man and wife were employed. This rendered household income as a selection
 
quite a weak base since itwas often irregular. In addition, Lesotho has
 
one of the most progressive forms-of-taixationrin the world. All these reasons,
 
plus the fact that most familiesJ'hd numerous dependents because of the extended
 
family systems, left the project management with no choice but-to use the income
 
of the breadwinner as the major selection criteria. The merits of such a
 
decision may not be fully appreciated by anyone who has not been close enough to
 
the real situation. Assessment of economic conditions in a developing country
 
is complicated because statistical data is inadequate or unreliable. The assess
ment of real incomes is even complicated in an African setting where the extended
 
family is common. Here you find that even an unmarried young person from school
 
is as burdened as a married one in terms of number of dependents that he is oblige(
 
by tradition to maintain. This is exacerbated by rife unemployment that exists
 
in countries like Lesotho.
 

At the very outset the Project Manager encouraged selection primarily from the
 
private sector, the rationale being that Government employees could resort to
 
Government for assistance in solving their housing problems. This thesis soon
 
proved to be inappropriate for Lesotho. According to a recent report on "Proposed
 
National Housing Policy" by Robert S. DeVoy, Housing Consultant in May 1978 for
 
the Lesotho Government, only 20% of the Government employees live in Government
 
houses while the rest either rent or provide their own housing. In the
 
absence of a formal lending institution in the housing field when the project
 
started, it was therefore not possible to exclude civil servants from the
 
project without meeting widespread public protest. There were also oter
 
factors which made it even harder to exclude Government employees; the project
 
being Government sponsored, the civil servarits were the first to know of. it and
 
rushed in large numbers. Their exposure to mass media compared to the average
 
man in the street also gave them an added advantage.
 

Of utmost importance was the fear of the avera;ge factory employee to get involve( 
in a relatively big and long-term mortgage agreement. --This kind of loan 
agreement is most unusual in Lesotho and as a result many people with relatively
 
low incomes and insured jobs were hesitant about getting into what seems to be
 
a large debt with long-term maturity. This was even further complicated by
 
the interest element which was akin to traditional ways of lending money. To
 
illustrate the points mentioned above the following statistics show the
 
composition of beneficiaries in our Phase I development.
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Households
1. Group earning from R50 to R60 per month 
 68
 
2. Group earning from R61 to R70 per month 
 36
 
3. Group earning from R71 to R80 per month 
 37
 
4. Group earning.from R81 to R90 per month 
 24
 
5. 	Group earning from R91 and over 


20
 

.185 

Final selection of beneficiaries was made byI
the Project Manager initially 	 .aselecttQn -panel,-head~d-by
to gi-e him -anopportunity-to train the-Senior
Connunity Organizer and his staff. 
A
Project Manager gradually withdrew. 
this t'am got .used to their job the
Later when the cooperative committee was
sufficiently trained in cooperative principles, by-laws and administration of
 

their society, they were-asked to name representatives to the selection panel.
These steps were taken to give the committee a say in the selection of their

future neighbors. 
It was also felt necessary to do so, so that LEHCO-OP could
share responsibility for selection of beneficiaries.
 
As indicated above, final selection was made on the basis of data from
applications and family survey-forms 
 Selection was granted only to those
who appeared to have the greatest need in addition to being in the right
income range. 
Of particular importance was that the prospective beneficiary
presently lived under poor conditions which could be hazardous to his or her
health and that of his family.- Another reason was that he or she had a

relatively large family-to maintain. 
Those families who were not successful
in the final selection were put on the waiting list. 
This meant that those on
 
the waiting list were in fact qualified and could be used to fill any vacancies
that could occur later in the life of the project if his family was still
interested and still at the same income level.
Plot Allocation
 

Right from the beginning the intention was to be as impartial as possible in
 
the allocation of plotS to those selected.
of the same size, 350m , 

While the plots were more or less
they differed here and there interms of location,
type of soil and ease with which to work them.
they It should 	also be noted that
were substantially smaller than any other civil servant, private or

government housing developed prior to that date. 
To avoid being accused of

favoring certain individuals, a lottery system of allocation waswere assigned numbers and a 	 used. 
 P.lots
accepted'whatever number he or she drew from the lot. 


draw was made, and the condition was 
that everycie

The syste worLd we-l
and there was never a complaint on that account,
 



Orientation of Beneficiaries 
Beneficiaries were trained in separate groups because they were also selected 
in groups of 60 per group minimum and 70 maximum except at the latter stages * 
of the program when numbers ina group were slightly lower for various reasons 
After final selection and plot allocation those selected underwent an 
orientation and training program, The education program consisted of 
cooperative principles, by-laws, subscription and occupancy agreements, self-help 
methods including minimal training in construction. The duration of the educatior 
program was right through the stages of construction and was meant to continue 
into the post-occupancy period because itwas felt that for.any cooperative 
society to succeed Lhere must be continuous education. 

The education program was to be undertaken jointly with w,,%VL, 

Department staff, who were the only ones that could recommend registration 
once satisfied that members understood basic cooperative prInciples and their 
responsibility to administer the affairs of the society. Unfortunately due 
to lack of staff, or perhaps of staff trained incooperative housing, it was 
not possible to include them in these training sessions until the society was 
actually registered. This shortcoming perhaps contributed to the problems 
that later sprang up in the cooperative. Subsequently, when problems surfaced, 
the Department of Cooperatives staff were as ignorant as thi members of the 
Mohalalitoe Cooperative inmany aspects of the project. If:they had been 
included inthe training program they could have learned from the project 
team and be able to mediate inthe event of disputes. 

Administration of the Cooperative
 
According to the Cooperative Law operating in Lesotho, each society is
 
expected to run its own affairs through elected committees. The Department

of Cooperatives ischarged with the responsibility of promoting and guiding
 
cooperative societies and also auditing their books at the end of every

financial year. Cooperatives like Mohlalitoe which are promoted and developed
by private initiatives can only be registered with the blessing of the. Department
of Cooperatives. According to the by-laws of Mohalalitoe Housing Cooperative,
there is only one major committee or Board of Directors whose main responsibility
isto administer and run the affairs of the society. Pursuant to the by-laws

of the same articles, LEHCO-OP acted as the business secretary and
 
manager for the cooperative. This proviso was included in order to give the
 
lender an opportunity to monitor the use of funds and as a result monitor
 
the repayment of the loan.
 

The first committee*of Mohalalitoe was elected on the 29th of August, 1975,
 
which isthe official anniversary of the society. The election of the
 
committee was democratic and was held after the members had been taught

thoroughly about the procedures and responsibilities of the management committee.
 
The method used was that of appointing a connittee which was charged with the
 
responsibility of nominating the best would-be committee members. These were
 
to be people with outstanding leadership qualities. The nominating committee
 
then presented seven names (as by-laws sDecifv) at an annual
 
member meeting as candidates for the Board of Directors. Members were also
 
given an opportunity to nominate additional candidates. Then the names were
 
voted on.
 

* Board of Directors 
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The merits of the above system, especially in a situation where people did not
know each other well, 
cannot be questioned. 
LEHCO-OP developed the project
right from its inception and had an advantage of knowing which members could
-make good leaders given the necessary training.. Secondly, this method assisted
the members in electing their leaders without any whims or prejudice and in
addition it eliminated any hit-and-miss that would otherwise occur if people were
elected unguided. 
Although the present and third committee since Mohalalitoe was
founded, was not selected in the same manner as outlined above, it was however
informally selected on the same manner as outlined above.
 

LEHCO-OP undertook the training of all committees elected by the members as
it was important for the.societies to be able to run their affairs. 
 It was
LEHCO-OP's philosophy to educate and gradually hand over to the members of
the society the right to run their affairs. Training did not -center solely
on cooperative principles but also.included management principles as well
principles of leadership. Because-LEHCO-OP believed that the respective 
as
 

committees should have a say in who becomes a member.of .the cooperative,- threemembers of the management committee were new beneficiaries of the cooperative. 
included in the selection panel forThis-involved training-the committee on
all selection criteria and the subtle aspects that have to be taken into
account before selecting anyone into the cooperative.
 

http:member.of
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RESIDENTS OF MOHALALITOE COOPERATIVE WELCOME
 

LESOTHO PRIME MINISTER AND CABINET MEMBERS
 

L to R:-- Hon.- K.T. J. Rakhetla, Minister of Inforna
(at time of visit was Ministertion and Broadcasting 

Hon. A. S. Mohale, Minister
of Commerce and Industry); 

Youth and Culture, and Chairmanof Education, Sports, 

of the Board of LEHCO-OP; The Right Honorable Dr. Lebua 
of Lesotho;Jonathan, Prime Minister of the Kingdom 

Program Director, LEHCO-OP; P. Phamoli.Vincent Makhele, 
Treasurer of Mohalalitoe Housing Cooperative, holding 
tjis son; Margaret Mokhoto, Senior Community Orga.nize!-, 

LEHCO-OP; and Eduardo Galindo, LEHCO-OP Advisor.
 



CHAPTER 9
 

CONSTRUCTION AND SELF-HELP
 

and technical sections of LEHCO-OP were satisfied that 
beneficiaries
 

When the community 
trained in the workings of a cooperative society, under

had been reasonably then 
-,standing of their responsibilities and basic skills in construction, 

construction of the houses started.
 

The Family and the Cluster System
 This means that
 
The organization of construction was 

on the cluster basis. Members were
same week.to start construction the 
those forming a cluster were 
always encouraged to work as a team to 

accelerate progress and maximize
 

self-help providing people with skills in construction in their respective 
was interesting to watch some
 

clusters. Initially this worked very well and it 


of the LEHCO-OP staff actually helping 
members dig and fill their foundations.
 

this spirit of "do it together" _fizzled out and
 
However, as time went on, more ependence on
 
people started to be individualists and hence requiring 

numbers odf suchBecause of the relatively-smal-ILEHCO-OP skilled labor. 
skilled labor, serious problems-resulted with. families giving less and less 

Although steps were taken to rolve the 
problem, LEHCO-OP
 

self-help every day. tasks would be 
never did fully solve it until we defined very clearly what 

the rest. Although many
labor while the families perform

performed by LEHCO-OP that more work couTdthe assessment is
families did their share of the work, 

LEHCO-OP is currently 
be done to increase the self-help input 

from families. 

looks like the option is for 

this policy issue very seriously and it
reviewing Already stepsproject.
at least 90 percent self-help starting with the CIDA 

a few skilled teachers
release all the site labor leaving

have been .takev, to 
and supervisors.
 

Issue of Materials to Families
 
The issuing of materials to families 

was handled by the site clerk who issued
 amongthe families. The waybill,
waybills itemizing all materials needed by 

site number, name of the brigadd
the name of the family,other things, had All the 

foreman and signature of both the clerk 
and that of the family. 


physical issues were handled by the storekeeper and his-assistants from LEHCfl-OP 
at the gate by countercheckinggoods

stores. The Gatekeeper checked ill the 

with the copy of the waybill.
 

cost cards for each individual member 
later entered on houseThe waybills are forms theThe house cost card 

by 
basis 

a clerk 
for future 

employed
analysis 

specially
of the 

for 
actual 
this task. Both thecost of -each housing unit. 

waybill and the house cost cards are attached.
 

one of the major problems This 
was


The issuing of materials to families 
of a separate consultant who produced a store's 
necessitated the employment 

to control • especiallywarehouse or supply depot manual which 
was to guide the handling of supplieS.
 

handling and issuing of materials was hard 
Prior to this, bricks, etc. The 

as sand, crushed stone,
to bulk materials suchwhen it came 

that they usually ofi-loaded straight on site for fear 
wasdifficulty with these 

originally off-loaded everywhere on site 
of double handling. Also.they were 

abuse and was
This type of system resulted in 

where there was activity. 



difficult to control because families could easily use materials such as
sand, crushed stone, bricks, etc., on off-hours. This problem was later
solved by actually having a fenced site compound in which all bulk materials
 
were off-loaded.
 

Loans to Families
 
According to the Project Document which was written in 1974, loans to the
families were to be limited to R1000 ($1200). An analysis of the economic
situation as soon as the Project Director arrived in Lesotho in May 1975
showed that for the size of units anticipated to be built, the loan had to be
raised to R1300 ($1560) for materials in order .to absorb the *effects nf inflation.So when construction started in January 1976 
material loans of up to R1300 ($1560). 

families were entitled to draw
 
Labor was expected to be not so,high
because families were expected.to put in labor estimated at R250 ($300) per
unit. 
 The loan of R1300 ($1560) was to be repaid in 10 years at 9% per annum
which is R16.47 pee month rounded up to R16.50 ($19*80). This is what-families
 are paying back now. 
Even with this upward revision it was still not possible
to cope with inflation whichup to now is estimated at 40%or approximatelyR2000 ($2400) on the average-including labor.- This means that both material andlabor costs- rose higher than budgeted. An.upward revision of-monthly repaymentswill have to'take place and,-in fact, the exercise iswell unde-rway. It isexpected that the loan will now be repaid in 15 years at 9% per annum. Themonthly repayment resulting thereof is R19.20 ($23.04) which will still be


relatively affordable to the families.
 

Apart from the effects of inflation it must be realized that estimating costs
for self-help is very difficult. Wastage and misdirection of materials 
results
in more materials being issued to each family than was estimated. Where a
contingent of skilled labor is provided, it is hard to control rising costs of
labor because they say that it is 
more difficult to help f3milies build rather
than building outright for them. 
As a result, it has been extremely difficult
to draw a line between what was done by families and by our skilled labor.
Families did not put up their best knowing that skilled labor was there to
build when they did not turn up. 
 It'was again costly to-keep the labor
idle when families did not turn up.for self-help. Inevitably, this ended up
in increased costs both for material and labor.
 

Because of these considerations, it has now been dezided to cut down skilled
labor so that families will be expected to produce almost 100 percent
self-help. 
 It is hard to assess whether this will succeed or not because it

has not been tried before in Lesotho.
 

Repayment by Families
 
As stated above families now in Occupancy are expected to pay back R16.50
($19.80) per month as amortization of a R1300 ($1560) loan for ten years. 
Families
were expected to start repayment of the loan as 
soon as they moved in. This
meant that families started repaying at different periods. The cooperative
also started to repay the global loan into the revolving funds as soon as
families started repaying. All 
this was done in order to avoid having families sta
in their houses for free until the official repayment of the loan started. Thiswas scheduled for August 1, 1978, which was the time that all the 200 units
 
were expected to be completed.
 

http:expected.to
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was in full control of all financial
During the initial stages when LEHCO-OP 

were very good. This was becausematters repayments by families and the coop 
of the time educating and guiding families

the community organizers spent most 
Also, since families often occupied their
by sending reminders on time. 


houses before they were completely finished, LEHCO-OP used to enforce repayments 
by
 

not issuing materials and service until .amember was up-to-date in his or her
 

monthly payments.
 

The Problem of Delinquencies and Its Solution
 
But the above' picture changed drastically when disagreements between the TSO 

This was when the presentand Mohalalitoe started to emerge late in 1977. 

committee attempted to take power from the former committee, accusing the
 

They first got themselvesformer committee of too much allegiance to LEHCO-OP. 
elected ille-ally but this was rectified. This was not without cost. A lot of
 

people were cbnfused and felt insecure while others took advantage of the
 
coop by-not paying anything. As a result,
cinflict between LEHCO-OP and the-


the default rate rocketed.-- It had always-been possible to keep default below
 

the 20 percent mark but as the confusion spread, the default rate jumped to
 

the 70 percent mark within a matter of two months, i.e., betwee March and 
anything into LEHCO-OP.revolvingApril when tie committee decided not to pay 

fund.
 

on which the Commissioner ot LooperativesHowever, the!LEHCO-OP Board of Directors 

serves, took'a firm stand to have the problem solved. Long regular meetings
 
were held between LEHCO-OP and the cooperative committee to try to iron out 

It took a long time to resolve the problems. At this point 4differences. 

it is worth mentioning that the March/April problem was the peak of a
 

year-old problem between the cooperative and LEHCO-OP. It is now gratifying.
 

to mention that by the end of September, 1978, all major grievances between
 

the two organizations were resolved. The cooperative has paid all the arrears
 

into the revolving fund iid the default rate is declining. A sense of confidence
 

between the connittee and LEHCO-OP management is developing very fast and
 

there is stronger cooperation in many aspects of the project.
 

Education as a Basis for Cooperatio,
 
It is indeed true that education takes a long time to get into people's heads
 

but once it has, it stays. This is true of Mohalalitoe. The struggles were
 

nothing but a slow process of education which is now solidly planted in the
 

hearts and minds of all cooperators at Mohalalitoe. After these struggles,
 

they have emerged as mature men and women capable of running their affairs 
with
 

minimum assistance from LEHCO-OP and the Department of Cooperatives. It is
 

indeed an achievement for the cooperative movement.
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CHAPTER 10 

THE CONSTRUCTION EXPERIENCE
 

Lessons from the Construction Experience 
The pilot project in Maseru produced some interesting experiences from which 
we draw several lessons for later use. The major experiences have led to 
organizational changes in the following fields: 

a) allocation of skilled labor;
 
b)- allocation of materials;
c) house design; 
d) pre-construction education.
 

The remainder of this section deals with how these changes were made.
 

a) Changes in Skilled Labor Allocafion
 
The first group of families went through tne proceaure wnicn was aaopmea
 
as standard. On site they became. part of a brigade of other families who 
were led by the brigade foreman. Each brigade consisted of this group of 
families, their self-help input, and theskilled worker assisting them to do
 
the more difficult jobs. Skilled labor only helped families if they were
 
present, which was mostly over weekends, with a few present during the week.
 
Families simply asked the brigade foreman for skilled labor assistance. Labor 
used was recorded.
 

On the surface this all seems quite straight forward, but there were problems 
hidden beneath the simplicity. These began to show themselves especially when
 
LEHCO-OP had gotten over the hectic start and had time to stand back to see what
 
had happened.
 

The first observation had to do-with the efficiency of our skilled labor. They
 
were tremendously busy over weekends and harassed by families all waning
 
assistance at the same time. They did not have much to do during the week
 
when.there was an understandably poor attendance from working families. The
 
conclusion was to work on the corners of the brickwork, or do other difficult 
jobs during the week in the families' absence, and get-the families to fill in
 
between corners during the weekend. They had to sign the record sheet to agree
 
that the work had been done.
 

The problem should have been obvious but wasn't fully appreciated until sometime 
later. As soon as families saw their house progressing without their effort, 
they relaxed. The initiative now was no longer with them, but with the skilled 
labor. The result was a general fall off in self-help input. One can imagine 
that if tie...family--aid not see their house progress they now could blame the 
skilled labor and not themselves. Lack of progress did not drive ttrm to put
in more intensive self-help efforts but to push skilled labor to worl more on 
their houses. 

This led to the first major change: a re-organization of the allocation of 
skilled labor with a view to increasing the self-help input. Clearly what had 
to be done was to transfer the initiative for p-bgress back to the families. 
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Somehow they had to take the decision that their own work was the way to
progress; but LEHCO-OP still had to use 
its skilled labor efficiently. The
system developed was using coupons.. As a family pays their deposit they
get coupons to that value. 
As the total deposit is R250, this is the total
value of the coupons that they may obtain. 
This gives them something like a
check, or travellers check, which they can exchange for skilled labor jobs on
their house. Coupons are limited, and are kept by the family. 
This system
transfers the conflict of value for money and the initiative for progress of

'>)nstruction back to the families.
 

b) Changes in the Allocation of Material

Giving the members the opportunity to push LEHCO-OP skilled labor to get
their house built faster, naturally gave them the opportunity of exercising
certain power in conflict with LEHCO-OP. 
 It took time to deal with the
skilled labor allocation problem in the way that has been described. 
In the
meantime, it caused polarization of members 
versus LEHCO-OP and a "we-they"
situation resulted. 
The very basic conflict was the members on the one hand
wanting to obtain the house of their dreams as soon-as possible, and LEHCO-OP
on the other hand trying to restrict expenditures to within the.-budget.
 

Families began to want more materials, and material of what we might call "dream
value. For instance, families wanted more doors, bigger windows, special roofin
patterns and so on. 
 The conflict situation arose out of this because of two
factors. 
One was the fact that the members had been given a choice of designs
and they were led to believe that there would be choices of materials because it
was 
believed important for people to decide for themselves. The other was to
fact that when offering a choice of materials LEHCO-OP had been unable to
control material supply effect'vely or to keep individual records eafficiently.
The system worked for the choice but not for the cost records. Consequently
the member wa "not'presented with the house cost statement that would have contr
his choice by making him conscious of the limit of his budget-
 The member
was given the power to choose freely but not the responsibility for choosing
within the budget. The system would have worked well if the family had been
made to struggle with their budget limitation.
 

This pointed the way to a stricter solution wherein the materials for the basic
house form a quota. 
 The amounts of material are accurately specified and are
delivered in carefully counted batches. 
This is a firm-handed solution and
yet one which provides certain choices of finishes, color, etc. as well 
as
the choice of where to place windows, doors, etc. 
For those who can afford the
"more,' "bigger" or "better" materials they can pay the difference between what
 
they want and the standard item.
 

c) Changes in House Designs
Through the skilled labor allocation experience and the material allocationexperience LEHCO-OP began to know what real needs of the members could besatisfied. Of course they needed a house and that was being provided. But
within these there were other needs. 
 They wanted early occupancy; they wanted a
smooth supply of material and they wanted a simple building system. Sympathy
with their problems led to a reevaluation of the house designs that had been

initially used in terms of both the members' and LEHCO-OP's

needs. 
The six house types had some faults. 
 These were mainly an inefficie.
 

0 
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aimproved, and problem 
ratio, a roofing system that could be 

iall-to-area to store material during the construction process. 
could be usedthat no room 

slow because of these failings.
:onstruction was 

was made by the architect and tested on the 
The revision of the design 

(Remember in the first deisgns 
the ideas came from
 

future occupants. number of advantages by They all approved. It had a 

the members.) 


the switch to
incorporating both less construction 
problems than the first types, 

and a
 

Its main advantages were: 

solution to the members' needs. modular
 
blocks from bricks which speeded 

up construction considerably; 
a 


self-pinning roof system that 
was quickly erected; the option 

to build the
 

phased construction process whereby the
 "shell" first and move in; and a 


bathroom was built first and 
used as a storeplace for materials.
 

Once the family built the.
 also incorporated. 

outside walls and had the r-oof 
on, then they decided what internal partitions
 

or four rooms in

The choice of design was 

two, three,The options were 
arrangement they needed. 

One organizational change which increased construction 
Various arrangements. take le-ive during the stage of 

that a--family was encouraged to 
from start to occupancyprogress was Construction .ime

and roof construction.-external wall 

-Was reduced to a possible 9 
to 12 weeks. 

, Chne in Preconstruction Education 

The last reflection that will 
bp dealt with in this report is something
 

Allocation of skilled
 

which stems from all three experiences 
just described: 


labor; allocation of materials; 
and speed of construction related 

to house
 

All three problems pointed 
to gaps in the pre-construction education.
 

design. They didn't under-


Families did not fully understdnd 
the building process. 


stand fully that there was 
a limiL to the budget. So LEHCO-OP had to revise 

the
 

families startedlecturer-type education system (where they had been told about these. things), 

a more effective way before 
the 

and get the ideas across in
building.
 

What LEHCO-OP did was to go 
through the whole construction 

process beforehand,
 
used to
 

Families obtained-loans of 
paper money which the 


using game form. 

to be most valuable.buy materials-from the storehouses 

and pay for skilled labor help 
while they
 

The exercise provedblocks.build a house'out of Logo 


realized that the technical aspects of organizing a self-help project
 
andWe They are interwoven with community dynamics 

are not only technical. 
The results produced are also 

not only technical
 
personal psychology. 

assistance in helping the families to suffer 

through sweat and work, to
 

get past their oppressive housing 
problem but also build personal 

and family
 

fulfillment, the basis of community.
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Pictured here is one of the 
Mohalalitoe co-op_.members putti 
the finishing touches on an
 
exterior wall of his co-op uni 

-"~~~" ".j":, 

'15

2J 

Above is another member of the co-op w~orking on her umit.
 
Self-help takes place inlate afternoons and on weekends.
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This co-op member is shown learning new skills. Many members
 
are women heads-of-households whose husbands are working as
 
contract labor in the mines in the Republic of South Africa.
 



CHAPTER 11
 

.RELATIONS WITH THE GOVERNMENT OF LESOTHO
 

The Government of Lesotho initiated the low-cost housing project and
elements of the Government working with the people followed the project
through to its completion and to the extension of the project into other
programs.
 

Departments Involved in Pilot ProjectThe fl. and coplt cooperation of the Government of Lesotho is illustrat
by the fact that various high level officials of the Government serve on
 the Board of Directors of LEHCO-OP; and the 'Minister of Fdir'--,Honorable A. S. Mohale, serves as Chairman. 
The King of Lesotho dedicated the first six prototype housesthe project in 1976. completed inThe Prime Minister and his Cabinet made a formalvisit to the project when it was nearing completion in 1978. 
Among the
Government agencies which worked with the ICHDA resident specialist and
LEHCO-OP were the Lesotho National Development Corporation, the Lesotho
National Bank, the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, the Ministry of Financ
and the Ministry of Agriculture, Cooperatives and Marketing. 
 All of these
have played vital roles in the achieving of the success of the venture.
The Ministry of the Interior, which was also involved in the development of I
the project, has now established a Housing Section whose responsibilities ar(
to coordinate the various shelter and development aspects for the government. 
Assistance at the HighestLevel
The Prime Mini.ter met with the President of ICHDA during his visit to
Lesotho inMay of 1978. 
 During these conversations the Prime Minister
declared that he was proud of the cooperative housing project and that
the people developing the program could count on his complete Suon 
 -nrt
-in
carrying it through to the point of completion.
 
Evaluationof 
Suort and Cooperation
One of te:! few........
diappon 
 was the lack of cooperation with theof Cooperatives, later renamed the Cooperative Development Counission,during
 

Registrar

the early days of the project. 
This lack of cooperation stemnred from the
fact that the major work of the Ministry was in the field of agriculture.
The specialists in cooperatives were specialists in agricultural cooperatives
with no previous experience in cooperative housing. 
As a result the development of full and complete cooperation in the Mohalalitoe had to grow as the

cooperative grew. Training programs were slow in starting and there may have
been a 
temptation to undertake more familiar tasks, particularly when they
seemed'to have more immediate results.
 
By-the time the project was completed the Commission on Cooperative Development was playing an active role and may be equipped to undertake the housing

cooperative role along with its knowledge and experience in the agricultural
cooperative field.
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CHAPTER 12
 

ACTIVITIES OUTSIDE THE PROJECT
 

In the project document the TSO Project Director's terms of reference calledfor extensive work in housing above and beyond the pilot low-cost housing
project.
 

Activities Growing out of the Pilot Project

The Project Director followed his terms of reference as they were spelled
out. 
Probably the major achievement besides the setting up of a permanent
organization was (a)pushing for formation of a national housing policy, and
(b)creating an institution for building materials production. The 1CHDA
Project Director has also been engaged in other areas, e.g., (c)coor-dinatingand preparing a master plan for the second industrial town,-Maputsoe, completedin May 1978; (d) full participation including 'paper"a in the 1977 seminaron low-cost housing sponsored by the UN Economic Comnission for Africa andby ICHDA; (e)preparation of the proposal for USAID/FCH for funding of ProductionSystems; (f)collaboration with the USAID team in the shelter sector analysisin 1976. The Project Director also assisted in (g) obtaining funding ofR500,000 ($600,000) for the Lesotho Building Finance Corporation; and (h)puttingtogether with Government a proposal to the World Bank for site-and-services 
project of R4.5 million ($5,400,000). 

Continuing Services of the TSO

LEHCO-OP has also emerged as an organization capable of providing services
in the field of planning and architecture not only to LEHCO-OP projects butto the public as a whole. As of the date of this report it is busy doing

jobs for CARE, World University Services, etc.
 

Other activities at the moment are the coordinating role to prepare a joint
program for housing and employment generation in the rural areas with CARE
and LCCUL (Lesotho Cooperative Credit Union League); also assisting in
preparing a 
plan the CARE/GOL joinery shop for manuracture of school desks

formerly manufactured in South Africa.
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CHAPTER 13
 

Ku%'.IL,1PROBLEMS AND LESSONS FOR FUTURE 


as well
 _ W _r-.le-flsto take a lOUOis useful 
In this summary report it 

be learned from the problems that were 
as the accomplishments 

and see what was done 
to correct some of the 

problems
 

can 
to project the lessons that

and 
encountered in Lesotho.
 

on the Pilot Project
and Its Effect 

The World Problem of Inflation a conhilon -problemworld 
At this writing, inf. tio.is.uc thabut its impact was such 
wide that it might be brushed off as commpacein their own homes 

families who would otherwise be living 
many 
. . ... without housing. 

completedand ato have been 
so structured that 210 

nomes 
additional 70 homes 

The original grant was and an 

in the first section of the Mohalalitoe Cooperative Inflation was a
 a second section. 
were to be produced in 190 homes instead of the planned 

lower in cost, production to 

principal factor in holding down 


build theirThe people who 


Inflation, of course, 
was not the only factor. 


homes almost automatically 
escalate the level of 

those homes making everythir
 

own are confident they can carry 

a little better than was intended 
because they 


seems to be a fact of 
life that the
 

In the developing world 
it 

costly than planned.
the costs. a little more

wind up beingcost homeslower by a groupbe done 

With inflation rampant 
and worldwide, very little can 

basic causes of inflation; but 
far off from the down the level of the 

of people in a land so holding
there could be tighter contr 

undoubtedly a high priority.this were madehousing if 

oicy
National Housing Several
LackSome ofea d encountered in Lesotho grew out of the fact that there 

was no strong counterpart 
housing agency in the 

national government. been 

of the ministries were 
concerned about housing 

but no determination 
had 

responsibility.
 
to the point or points 

of chi 


made at the highest 
level as 


AID sent a
 

During the time that the ICHDA 
pilot project was underway er outside agencies

housing policy. C 

specialist to draft a proposed national 
*nt has msved low-cgoven

have assisted and a policy determination within the 

a high priority and outside agencies have been vught in to assist 
housing to in this field
with financing of an extensive housing program 


of Land Tenure the land is owned
theS ystem state of LesothoProblems with o the independent

Under the constitution 
Use of land in the early days was passed out fairly 

easily with a result 
that more plots of 

land for housing were 
much 

by the state. 

had there been a land-use 

plan withiW
 

larger than might have 
been necessar 


http:tio.is.uc
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national housing policy. Fortunately, the government held land which was
 
almost ideal for the pilot cooperative housing project. However, a great deal
 
needs to be done in the land-use field. If there is to be adequate land for
 
the homes needed in the urban areas; and if effective use of land for agriculture

and industry is to be possible in accessible sections of Lesotho a firm policy
 
and effertive implementation is necessary.
 

Reaching the Lowest Income Families
 
One of the top priorities within the United Nations and within the national 
assistance agencies is the priority for serving the lowest income families 
in the poorest nations of the world. The pilot project in Lesotho was aimed
 
at reaching low income families, but because it was designed as a self-supportins

project the families selected had to be capable of making repayment on the mortga
 
funds loaned to them for their housing construction, This automatically
 
eliminated the lowest of the-low income families who are without a continuing
 
source of income to make payments no matter how small. Many families who would
 
otherwise be eligible felt that their source of income was so undependable that
 
they could not make a long-term mortgage commitmeot.
 

U':*er a "minimum shelter plan" or a "sites and services plan" it is possible 
to start a project for very low income families whose only resource may be 
the manpower to build a simple shelter and over the years to maintain and 
improve their dwelling. This may have to replace the aided self-help approach
used effectively in Lesotho if the "poorest of the poor" are to be served. 

Cooperative Education
 
No matter how effective is the planning and construction of the homes in a
 
pilot cooperative project, this still can be an ineffective project if people

do not have a thorough and continuing education in their opportunities and
 
responsibilities as members of the cooperative. Not only does the spirit of
 
the cooperative sag, but opportunities are lost for the many correlary projects
that can be undertaken if the cooperative is effective. These include small 
income-producing enterprises, community facilities for better recreation and 
health, handicraft projects, and individual or group gardens and other 
enterprises.
 

Fortunately, LEHCO-OP and the government representatives on the Board of 
Directors stimulated and undertook extensive education programs. So Mohalalitoe 
is quite well-established and can be expected to grow in importance and influenc 
in the community.
 

Financial Control in Management
 
Almost from the beginning the ICHDA advisor -andhis counterpart called fnr
 
assistance in the field of financial controls. The ICHDA representative was
 
an architect who realized his lack of expertise in financial controls. But
 
the hiring of specialized financial management had not been autborized in the 
basic grant. Arrangements were made part-way through the program to squeeze 
out-funds for short-term financial assi'stance, but this fell through for 
personal reasons with the expert then currently available. A short-term 
consultant who did assist to some extent in this field was a specialist in 
management and community development Finally the advisor sent by
FCH through an AID grant to assist with the development of Production Systems 
brought some financial expertise to the situation. 
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Legal Form of a Corporation

One of the problems of LEHCO-OP was created when the organization was
 
established and the form of ownership of the project was not thought to be
 
a problem of overriding importance.
 

LEHCO-OP, as the technical service organization, was planned as a parastatal
organization under state ownership and control, but with freedom of operation
and eventual cooperative participation in ownership which could give it the 
combined strength and freedom needed for a continuing program of technical
 
assistance. When the legal work was done it was deemed essential for speed

of operation to turn the two shares of ownership over to a representative of a 
government agency and to the housing advisor provided by ICHDA as initial
 
project manager.
 

Two years after incorporation the question was raised as to the suitability

of this arrangement and after lengthy discussions the shares were turned over
 
to the minister and the permanent secretary of Ministry of Commerce and
 
Industry.
 

The rumors that the organization was privately owned and was organized for the
 
benefit of two individuals was quite destructive to the reputation of the organi
zation. It is clear, with 20/20 hindsight, that a little more time addressed
 
to the legal organization structure would have saved time and eliminated problems

in the long run.
 

The Use of Housing Funds for Building Materials Production
 
Earlier in this report much has been said about Production Systems, Ltd., whi
 
was set up by LEHCO-OP to produce building materials for use in housing

construction for the Mohalalitoe Cooperative. The experience of housing

cooperatives in both thedeveloped and newly developing countries has indicated
 
the importance of building materials production with contir-lina aKuranr of 
adequate supplies under the control of the cooperative. 

Such production systems not only are a factor in lowering the cost of 
materials but they also assure their ready availability.
They also produce jobs.
 

In Lesotho the problem was lack of advance consultation with UHCDF in New York ar 
this created strained relations and exacerbated problems of cash flow. 
Regardless of the overall success of the project, the matter could have been 
handled more effectively with better communications. However, the results
 
seem to warrant the initiative that was taken.
 

It is hoped that the problems encountered in Lesotho and the stepts taken to 
overcome them may be useful in other projects and in other cotnitries as steps 
are taken to encourage further development of cooperative, self-nelp, low-cost 
housing construction.
 



SHELTER SECTOR WORKSHOP: WEEK #4 LOGISTIC NOTES
 
November 26-30, 1979
 

Day and 
Date Time Code Program Event 

Person 
Responsible Location Notes 

Monday 
Nov 26 

9-12 WORKSHOP IV Alfred Van Huyck George Washington University 
800 21st Street, N.W. 

Thailand, Jamaica, 
Barbados, Ghana 

--------- ------------ -- --- --- --- --- --- --- -Marvan-CenterL Rom 413 & 414 - - -  - - - - - - -  - - - - 
2-5 S3.TW/ Team Exercise David Oakley Team 1, Rm 413 Team 2, Rm 414 George Washington University 

SE Team 3, Rm 401 Team 4, Rm 407 Marvan CenterTeam ls.409__Team Rm 418.. 800 .2;= =..... 

7:30 Film Night Alfred Van Huyck Park Central Hotel 
Room 1101 

Jamaica, Barbados 

Tuesday 9- 54.1 Scheduling and Charles Dean Marvan Center, Room 413 & 414
 
Nov 27 10 30 Construction
 

Managment
 

10:30- 56.r Community Theodore Priftis 	 Marvan Center, Room 413 & 414
 
12:00 	 Participation


in the Management of
 

12-2 Luncn with Congressioal Leaders Marvan Center. Room 405
 
Metn2wt AD3~ca Marvan CenterRRom Ta -------------------

3-5 55.TW/ Team Exercise David Oakley SAME TEAM ASSIGNMENTS OF
 
SE 	 ROOMSAS SHOWNONMONDAY 

5:30- FCH Reception Charles Dean 	 Foundation for Cooperative Out of Marvan Center to the
 
7:30 	 Housing left, up 21st Street. FCH
 

2101 L Street, N.W. is on 21st Street, just past
 
Suite 409 L Street, on the left side
 

of 21st Street.
 

Wednesday 9-11 52.1 Project Performance Edward Robbins Marvan Center, Room 413 & 414
 
Nov 28 Tracking.Network
 

11-1 Country Presentationa Alfred V.anHuEck 	 Mr.an Center_ Room 43 & 414 Somalia .Indonesia......
 

3-5 57.TW/ Team Exercise David Oakley 	 SAME TEAM ASSIGNMENTS OF
 
SE ROOMS AS SHOWN ON MONDAY
 

-

6:31 Year 2000 Dinner Roy Mason George Washington University Main Dining Room
 
9:OC Club, Marvan Center Third Floor
 

Thursday 9-12 59.TW/ Team Exercise Dorn McGrath Marvan Center, Room 413 & 414
 
Nov 29 SE Presentations
 

3-5 60.TW/ Team Exercise Dorn McGrath Marvan Center, Room 413 & 414
 
SE Evaluations
 

Friday 9- 61.S Workshop Evaluation Participants Park Central Hotel
 
Nov 30 10:30 b- articigants Room 1104
 

10:30- 62.S Report to Faculty Participants 	 Park Central Hotel
 
12:00 	 of Workshop Room 1104 

Evaluation 
12-3 63.S Closing Luncheon Peter Kimm International Club Room to be announced. 

Address -- -0-KStreet- N...... . AmbassadorofKen o. gea. 
3-- DEPARTURES 
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PROJECT
 

EVALUATION AND MONITORING
 

A. POLICY FRAMEWORK
 

It is a central purpose of this workshop to consider
 

ways to affect government policy so that new institutions
 

are created or existing ones adapted to mobilize and apply
 

resources in increasing proportions to the shelter problems
 

of low-income people. Around this fundamental purpose pro

grams will be designed. To be able to determine, quanti

tatively, the progress made toward full or partial achieve

ment of an institution's (or government's) objectives and
 

policy goals, these programs must regularly be monitored and
 

evaluated.
 

Monitoring and evaluation are important tools for
 

effective management of shelter delivery programs. Beyond
 

their beneficial effects on management effectiveness, moni

toring and evaluation also serve to generate an organized
 

body of information upon which improvements in the design 

and implementation of future programs can be based. 
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B. UTILITY IN HOUSING PROGRAMS
 

The processes suggested here form the nucleus of a
 

standardized evaluation system for housing or 
shelter
 

programs. When applied, these tools will provide for an
 

orderly system of recording information that is critical to
 

0 	 appropriate and rational program design;
 

• 	 efficient and economical program implementation;
 

and
 

0 	 generation of quantitative dat, against which to
 

measure project succe,3.
 

Spe~ifically, monitoring will provide an 
almost con

tinuous flow of information about the financial and physical 

progress of the project; evaluation will provide periodic 

information on progress toward the achievement of goals or 

objectives. Both ca. help identify the need for adjustments
 

in technology or approach on a 	 beforetimely basis, serious 

problems develop.
 

When adapted and made operational, evaluation and 
mon

itoring techniques can furt!her 
ensure the development within
 

an institution of the cpacity to replicate effective
 

shelter schemes for low-income populations.
 

C. RESPONSIBILITY FOR MONITORING AND EVALUATION
 

The responsibility for an effective monitoring and
 

evaluation program lies as much with senior management as
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does contract negotiation, major purchasing decisions, and 

personnel selection. If the monitoring and evaluating tasks 

are left as lower priorities, they are forgotten, or con

sidered bothersome; as a result project implementation 

proceeds on an "ad hoc" basis with scheduling changes and 

financial adjustments compounding in such a way as to make 

recovery of control very difficult. 

D. 	 MONITORING AND EVALUATION ELEMENTS OF THE
 

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT PHASE
 

Monitoring and regular evaluation begin in the
 

formative stages of a project. Each step establ~shes with
 

increasing specificity:
 

* 	 the goals and objectives that are sought in the
 

project;
 

0 	 the benchmarks (expressed quantitatively) against
 

which progress toward achievement of goals and
 

objectives is to oe monitored and evaluated;
 

0 the time during which these functions are to be
 

performed; and 

* 	 the required completion dates.
 

The documents to be prepared In the project development
 

phase are outlined below, with riference given to those
 

points critical to evaluation and monitoring.
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1. Logical Framework
 

The Logical Framework is a technique employed in the
 

deve )pment of AID projects. In a general form, it is a 

technique which can be easily adapted to all manner of
 

project design and can become, from the point of view of
 

program design, monitoring, and evaluation, one of the two
 

most important tools available to agency managers. A
 

"Logframe" may set forth the overall Goal or 
Goals and
 

objectives of a project, the Outputs of the project, and the
 

Inputs required to achieve those Outputs. Arrayed against
 

each of these categories of information are the quantitative
 

dimensions of Inputs and the quantitative targets which the
 

project seeks to achieve. Arrayed against each of these
 

dimensions ,f the project Eire their means of verification.
 

Finally, the Logical Framework attempts to identify those
 

events beyond the control of management which must occur to
 

assure the success of the project. These are called
 

assumptions.
 

The relationship of the quantitative expression of the
 

End-of-Project Status Indicators to the project's objectives
 

forms the base for project design and project management
 

(monitoring) as well as project evaluation. 
 For project
 

evaluation, the quantification of these indicators provides
 

an unambiguous and noncontroversial standard against which
 

to measure the success of a project. Moreover, a clear
 

statement (or publication) of these indicators makes them
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the fully sanctioned standard against which the project is
 

to be evaluated. 

The End-of-Project Status Indicators are, moreover
 

critically important to the development of a Project
 

Performance Tracking Network (PPTN).
 

The sample "Logframes" which have been developed draw
 

on the experience of the Office of Housing. As mentioned
 

earlier, Office of Housing projects are drawn up to deal
 

with problems of a national scale and therefore have a broad
 

scope. The process of considering a project not only in
 

terms of the specific acts of building and financing shelter
 

solutions, but also in terms of the project's impact on in

stitutions and the potential for generatidn of processes
 

which may be applied over and over again, is appropriate for 

projects of a more narrow scope as well. The "Logframe" and
 

the PPTN, when supported by regular evaluation, will permit
 

the design of more comprehensive projects whose impact goes
 

deeper than the one-shot effort of constructing and selling
 

units on a certain site. 

It is hoped that the examples drawn up for this presen

tation will be studied in this context.
 

In broad terms, the objective of every AID shelter
 

program is to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of
 

the shelter delivery system in providing decent shelter for
 

lower-income families. More specifically, AID shelter
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programs are designed to streghthen institutions and to
 

demonstrate techniques of delivery which can ultimately be
 

replicated by the host country institutions without
 

continued reliance on development assistance. The sample
 

Logical Frameworks of hypothetical projects attempt to
 

reflect these considerations in program design.
 

In each of these examples, it should be noted that
 

attention has been given to developing or expanding the
 

shelter sector institutions that would be primarily
 

responsible for replicating the particular type of shelter
 

solution being demonstrated by the project. Moreover, the
 

project objectives and the End-of-Project Status Indicators
 

are structured to reflect the extent to which host country
 

institutions have incorporated the concepts and techniques
 

developed for the project into their regular operations.
 

Most of the Outputs and End-of-Project Status
 

Indicator* are given time dimensions to indicate the time
 

when the targets are expected to be achieved. These time
 

dimensions mu3t coincide with those contained in 
the PPTN.
 

Virtually all of the Objectively Verifiable Indicators 

(column 2 of the Logical Framework) are expresser in quanti

tative dimensions in order to facilitate: 

" The assessment of the adequacy of Inputs.
 

* The determination of project feasibility.
 

* The conduct of monitoring and evaluation.
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The particular quantities expressed in the sample
 

Logical Frameworks must not be taken as standards; these
 

quantities are hypothetical and illustrative. First and
 

foremost, they illustrate that with few exceptions all of
 

the Objectively Verifiable Indicators of project performance
 

can be expressed quantitatively.
 

The three sample Logical Frameworks are designed to
 

depict the principal types of shelter programs sponsored by
 

the Office of Housing. Example 1 is applicable to projects
 

employing either core units or serviced sites as the
 

physical solution to be demonstrated and employs a National
 

Housing Authority (NHA) and a National 'Housing Bank (NHB) as
 

generic institutions; other types of institutions, such as
 

credit unions or cooperatives, might well perform the role
 

of shelter development and shelter finance.
 

Similarly, in Example 2, which is a prototype for
 

upgrading projects, the Sewer and Water Authority (SWA) is
 

the generic name for the agency responsible for the
 

installation, maintenance, and collection of user charges
 

for the sewer and water system. Applied to a particular
 

project, the SWA could be the Ministry of Public Works,
 

public utility companies, or several municipal authorities.
 

Example 3 depicts the type of Logical Framework which
 

might be prepared for a country almost totally lacking in
 

shelter-related institutional infrastructure. The
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hypothetical project addresses the need to prepare and adopt
 

a national housing policy and to establish the principal
 

operating agencies responsible for shelter delivery.
 

The sample "Logframes" are least detailed in specifying 

the Means of Verification. Nevertheless, the project 

managers must determine at the program design stage whether 

or not the information required to verify the achievement of 

Outputs, Objectives, and Goals is regularly collected and 

readily available. If such information is not available, 

the project management must make provisions for its collec

tion and be prepared to monitor the cognizant institutions 

to assure that.the the information is, in fact, being 

collectid. Alternatively, the management must restate the 

performance indicator in terms of data which are available 

and which would reflect essentially the same level or 

quality of performance. 

Particular attention should be given to the Assumptions 

column. For purposes of monitoring and evaluation, the 

failure of Assumptions to be realized is likely to be the 

principal reason for a project's failure to achieve its 

stated objectives. Comprehensive and explicit statement in 

the "Logframe" of all the project's Assumptions strengthens 

program design by identifying for management those actions ' 

to which they must be sensitive in determining the adequacy
 

of Inputs and in estimating the time required to go fcrward
 

with interdependent phases of the project. Moreover,
 



Example 1 LOGICAL FRAMEWORK 
PROJECT 1i1E AND NUMBER: TOTAL U.S. FIIOING: 

TYPE OF PROJECT: Core Iouling, Serviced Sites; Institutional Development DATE PREPARED: 

NARRATIVE SUMHARY OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS MEANS OF VERIFICATION IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS 

GUI.; IASURES OF GOAL ACiIEVEMENT: 

Increamse Liteavailability of 
safe., sanitary shelter afford-
able by low-Income families. 

Production of low-income shelter 
units reaches 302 of total shelter 
Hilt production by 1988. 

Records of Ministry of 
Iousing and Ministry 
ef Planning. 

National ousing Policy accordit nece 
nary priority to lay-incame ashelter. 

i'ROJELT PUR1OES: END-OF-PI)JECT STATUS INDICATORS: 

I. Expand Lite production of 
inm'ume shelter. 

low- I. iS.000 units per year of low- 
Income shelter, Including serviced 

siten, produced by 1985. 

1. Records of the Ministry 
of Housing and Ministry 
of Planning. 

In. I)emnstratlon project is successful 
amid persuasive to toat country 
government. 

b. Adequute land, labor, and capital 
available. 

c. Sufficient effective demand exists. 

2. Increase the flow of financing 
for low-income sulelter. 

2s. 252 of time mortgage portfolio of 
the MIII devoted to lm-Income 
sieler financing by 1985. 

b. Savings. base of NOR expanded to 
100.000 account, by 1985. 

2a. Records of MB. 

b. Records of 1I1. 

2a. 

b. 

(1) Delinquency rates and adsmaitra-
Live costs on low-income loans 
comparable to those on middle-
Income loas. 

(2) Sufficient qualified loan demamd 
exists. 

(3) Appropriate number uf low-inome 
unuits produceO and available for 
financing. 

(I) Real economic growth continue. In 
tle range of 5-62 per year. 

(2) MiR savings mobilimation program 

continues. 

3. Reduce direct subsidization 
of low-income shelter. 

3. Direct subsidization of low-
income shelter reduced to 52 
of unit coat by 1985. 

3. Records of Ministry of 

Housing. Ministry of 
Planning. and Ministry 
of Fin.-.ce. 

3. National Housing Policy revised to 

employ minimum subsidy approach to 
low-Income shelter. 

Ln 



EXAMILE I (continued) 

NARRATIVE SAIMARY 

OUTPUTS: 


I. 	 iow-incame shelter demon-
straLlon projects. 


2. 	 Expanded branch network for 

MiU. 


3. 	 Expanded planning amid produc-
tion capability for HIIA. 

INPUTS: 


1. 	lIGProgram loan. 


2. 	IX.for trainling. 


3. 	Host contry capital. 


4. 	 Tecinical assistance. 

5. 	Training. 


OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS 

MACITUDE OF OUTPUTS: 
Is. 	 10.000 loy-income shelter solutions 

completed and occupied by 1982. 

b. 10.000 home mortgages granted by 

HilB by 1982. 


2a. 	 10 new branches of NHUBestablished 
by 	 1981. 

b. 20 IS staff members succeafully 

complete training program by 1980.
 

3. 	 20 MiIA staff members auccesfumlly 
complete training program by 1980. 

IMPLEMENTATION TARGET: 

I. 	US$15 million liGloan: 


US$14.9 million for shelter; 
US$100.000 for technical 
assistance. 

2. 	US$500,000 IG. 


3. 	US$5 million hoat country capital. 


4. 	90 man-days shelter planning and 
production specialist. 

b. 90 man-days shelter finance
 
specialist. 


Sa. 60-day program In low-income 

shelter planning and production, 


b. 	 60-day program In management of
 
Joy-income shelter financing.
 

MEANS OF VERIFICATION 

In. AID mid NilA records. 

b. AID and MISirecords. 


2a. 	 iMBirecorda. 

b. AID records.
 

3. 	 AID records. 

i. 	AID records. 


2. 	AID records. 


3. 	Records of Ministry of 
Finance, MHA, and MiSe. 

4. 	AID records. 


5. 	AID records. 


IMPORTANT ASSIMPTIO1IS 

Is. (I) 	 Suitable land acquired by IA. 
(2) Local contractors complete york
 

In accordance vilth specifications
 
mi advertised prices.


(3) 	 Sutficient effective demand exists 
among tile low-Income population. 

b. (1) NHB tas adequate administrative 
capacity to originate and service
 
loans.
 

(2) Sufficient loan demand exists 
among qualified low-income 
families. 

2a. (I) 	 Suitable branch locations identi
fled and acquired. 

(2) 	 Sufficient equipment and staff 
available to operate branches. 

(3) 	 MIg commit* resources to branch 
expansion.
 

Is. IHGloan authorized by Regional 

Buareau. 
b. Host country signs loan agreement 

witle U.S. lender by end of FY 79. 

2. DG resourcea available and are com
mitted to project by end of FY 79. 

3. Host country resources available and 
are ccom itted to project by end of FT 79. 

4. Tecimnlciana available. 

urn 

5. Qualified candidates and Instructors 
available. 1-4 

I-A 
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Example 2 	 LOGICAL FRAMEWORK-
PROJECT TITLE AND NUMBER: TOTAL U.S. FUflDING: 

TYIE OF PROJECT: Urban Upgrading; Institutional Development 	 DATE PREPARED: 

NARRAJIIVE SLM4ARY 	 OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS HEAMS.OF VERIFICATION IMPORTANiT ASSUMPiIONS 

COAL: 	 MEASURES OF GOAL ACHIEVEMET: 

Improve living conditions ia 1. Potable water, sanitary sewerage, 1. Records of Ministry of National sousing Policy remains i
 
existing low-income settlements. and drainage available to 75X of Public Works. effect and continues to be consclen

low-income urban population by tiously implemented, giving priority
 
1988. to upgrading solutions.
 

2. 	752 of low-income dwellings con- 2. Records of Miniatry 
structed of durable aterials. of Housing. 

PURP SIS: 	 1M'D-OF-PROJECT STATUS INDICATORS: 
I. 	Expand availability of potable I. Potable water, sanitary sewerage, i. Records of Ministry Is. SWA upgrading program obtains nsece

water, sanitary sewerage, aid and drainage available to 502 of Public Works and sary financial support.

drainage among low-lncome urban low-income urban population by Ministry of Health. b. Mechanism established to assure
 
popaulation. 1985. 	 acquisition of rights of way on a 

routine basis.
 

2. 	Expund and Improve adelniatra- 2a. SWA user charge delinquency re- 2. Records of SWA. 2a. SWA collection procedures diligently 
.tive capacity and financial duced to 5Z of monthly billings enforced.
 
viability of SWA. by 198S.
 

b. SWA generates net cash flow of b. SWA fee structure remains consistent 
US$5 million per year by 1985. with objective of financial viability. 

3. 	Improve access to existing 3. 50Z of existing low-income 3. Records of munlci- 3a. Municipality acquires and Installs
 
settlements. settlements accessible to garbage pality. necessary equipment.


collection and emergency equip- b. Municipality provides necessary staff
 
meat by 1985. to assur_- frequent, regular collection. k"
 

c. Emusrgejcy equipment (fire, rescue, bi 
police) obtained and staffed by host 1"4 
count ry. 

s-a 
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EXAMPLE 2 (continued) 

NAIRATIVE SUHARY OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICAIORS HEMS OF VERIFICATION IMPORTANT ASSWIPIIONS 

PURPOSES (coat.): KHID-OF-PROJECT STATUS INDICATORS (cont.): 
4. Improve the durability of 

exlting low-income shelter. 
4a. 50Z of exiating lo-income shelter 

constructed of durable materials 
4a. Records of Ministry of 

Ilousing. 
4s. (1) Self-help commnlty groqna and small 

contractors become and remain 
by 1985. effective. 

(2) Adequate supply of building mater
iale available at costs affordable 

b. 10.000 home Improvement loans 
granted by MUB per year by 1985. 

b. Records of HtB. * 
by lou-income families. 

b. (I) Sufficient qualified lost. demand 
exists. 

(2) inlha sufficient financial 
resources. 

5. Expand Win financial rwurces 
and Improve access of LI-
income families to home 
Improvement loans, 

So. 10.000 new savings accounts opened 
by HUB in low-income settlements 
by 1985. 

b. 5.000 home Improvement loans made 
by Win to low-income families per 
year by 1985. 

S. Records of MUD. 5a. (i) Mi exptinds branch network and con-
LinUe8 *svings mobi~lzatlon campaign.

(2) Real economic growth contines In 
the range of 4-51 per year. 

b. (I) Sufficient qualified lou-Jncoee 
Josn demand exists. 

(2) Delinquency rates and administra
tive costs of lou-income home 
improvement loans below levels which 
would induce losses. 

6. Improve efficiency of land 
transfer and title regisatra-
t11w procedures applied to 
low-income famtlle. 

6a. 10.000 land transfers per year 
effected by laqd authority by 
1985. 

b. Average processinK time of land 
transfer and title registration 
reduced to 3 months by 1985. 

6. Records of land 
authority, 

6a. Legal mechanism. for land transfer 
streamlined. 

b. Land nuthority formulates and Imple
mentlS a reorganizatiun plan. 

uL 

H 



EXAMPLE 	 2 (continued) 

NARRATIVE SUHIARY 

OUTPfS: 

I&. 	Potable water mid sanitary 
newer connections, 

b. Storm water drainage. 


2. 	Improvements In SWA adminia-

trative capacity. 


3. 	improved access to target 
area aettiement. 

4. 	Home Improvements. 


OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS 

MAGNITUDE OF OUTPUTS: 

1&. 	5.000 potable water and sanitary 
sever connections In target areas 
by 	1981. 


b. 50,000 feet of storm sewers and 
drainage canals Inatr tied In target 
areas by 1981. 

2a. 	SWA user charge delinquency reduced 

to 101 of monthly billings by 1981. 


b. SWA operating deficits eliminated 

by 1981. 


3a. 	50,000 feet of paved walkways 

(5 feet wide) Installed by 1981 

In target areas. 


h. 200 garbage collection facilities 

Installed In target areas by 1981. 


4a. 	5.000 low-income unita in target 
areas Improved with permanent 
materials by 1981. 

b. 5,000 home improvement loans 
granted to low-income families
 
in target areas by 1015 by 1981.
 

MEANS OF VERIFICATION 

Is. AID 	and SWA records. 


b. AID and SWA records. 


2a. 	SWA records. 


b. SWA records. * 


3a. AID and SUPA records. 


b. AID and SWA records. 


Ua. AID 	records. 


b. 	 HlI records. 

IMPORTANT ASStWilTIOlS 

1. 	(I) Rights of way are obtained by SwA. 
(2) Local contractors complete work on 

mchedule according to specifications 
and advertised prices. 

b. (i) Rights of way are obtained by SUA.
 
(2) Local contractors complete work on 

schedule accordihg to specifications 
and advertised prices. 

2a. (1)	SUPA reorganizes collections dprart
sent.
 

(2) Courts enforce SUA authority to dis
continue service because of non
payment. 

b. (1) SWA prepare. and implements
 
reorganization plan.


(2) SWA fee structure revised to provide
 
for full lost recovery.
 

3a. 	(1) lights of way are obtained.
 
(2) Community groups organized to carry
 

out self-help operations.
 
(3) Paving materials and equipment made 

available to commuuity groupa. 
b. Host country purchases necessary equip

ment and provides staffing for regular
 
collection.
 

4a. (1)	Community groups organized to carry
 
out self-help operations.
 

(2) Competent small contracting firms
 
available.
 

(3) Sufficient effective demand exists
 
for home Improvement mem low
income population In target areas. 

b. Sufficient qualified loa demand exists. 

U' 
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EXAMPLE 2 (continued) 

NARRATIVL SWIARY 

OUTPUTS (coiC.): 
5. 	Expanded NtIB facilities and 

financial resouzccs. 

6. 	 Secure land tenure for target 
area beneficiaries. 

INPUTS. 

1. UIGProgram loan. 


2. 	Hloat country capital contri-

bution. 


J. 	Technical assistance. 


4. Training. 

OBJICTIVELY VERIFIABL[ INDICATORS 

HAGNITUDE OF OUTPUTS (cont.): 
5a. 	Two HIB branch offices establiahed 

in the target areas by 1979. 

b. 	 NIBlopens 10.000 savings accounts 
In the target areas by 1979. 


c. 20 Hil staff members complete 
training program In low-income 
financial adminiatration and 
anvinga mobilization by 1979. 

6. 	5,000 land titles registered to 
low-income residents of target 

areas by 1980. 


IHPILJMTATION TARCETS: 

I. 	US$15 million lG loan: 

US$14.7 million for shelter; 

US$200,000 for technical; 

US$100,000 for training, 


2. 	US$5 million host country capital 
for right-of-way acquisition. 

3a. 	120 man-days urban planning 

specialiat.
 

b. 120 man-days self-help construc
tion specialist.
 

c. 90 man-days public utility manage
went speciaUst. 

d. 90 man-days soclo-economic and
 
aurvey reaearch specialist. 


e. 60 man-days land law specialist. 
f. 60 man-days shelter finance 


specialist.
 

4a. 	 60-day program in management of 
low-income shelter financing, 


b. 	 30-day program In low-income 
savings mobilization and adminia
tt4,.
 

MEANS OF VERIFICATION 

5a. HiIl 	 records. 

b. 	 Nill records. 

c. AID records. 


6. 	Land authority records. 

1. 	AID records. 


2. 	Records of Hiniasry of 

Finance and SWA. 


3. 	AID records. 


4. AID records. 

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIOHS 

5a. (1) 	Suitable branch locations Identi
fled and acquired. 

(2) Sufficient equipment and staff
 
available to operate branches.
 

(3) Hill commit@ resourcea to branch
 
expansion.
 

b. 	 (1) Real economic growth continues in 
titerange of 4-S per year.
 

(2) 	 MIS formulates and lmpl .amentv 
savings 	mobilization campaign

geared to low-income families. 

c. Trainees successfully complete train-

Ing 	program and remain fittme employ 
of 	Hill.
 

6. 	 Legal restrictions on title trnafer 
modified to facilitate low-income 
land acquiaiti-rn. 

Ia. IIG loan authorized by Regional
 
Bureau.
 

b. loat country signs loans agreement
 
with U.S. lender by end of FT 79.
 

2. 	Host coutry resources available and 
are comltted to project by end of FY 79. 

3. 	Technicians available.
 

US
 
i'd
 

4. 	 qualified candidates and Instructora 
available. 

db
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LOGICAL FRAMEWORK[xample 3 
PROJECT TITLE AND NUMBER: 


TYPE OF PROJECT: National Housing Policy & lnstitutional Dvelopment 


OF VERIFICATIONNARRATIVE SUIARY 	 OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS MEANS 

MEASURIS OF GOAL ACHIEVI3.,T*COAL: 
HIIA I. Records of MIIA. 

Increase Like flow of resources 1. 	502 of renourcee available to 

devoted to low-income shelter
devoted to Improving shelter 

production.
condiLlona for low-Income 


fami lea.
 
2. 	302 of resources available to HilI 2. Records of Ne. 

devoted to low-income shelter 
f inance. 

END-OF-PROJECT STATUS INDICATORS: 

Iousing Policy adopted by I. Official gazette or 
PURPOSES1 


1. 	NationalI. 	 Eutablish a rational Natiomal records 	of Ministry of
1980.
Iluuimmg 	 Policy. Construction. 


2a. 	Records of HIA.
2a. 	2.000 oonaubaldised lou-Incomb 

shelter solutions completed by MIA


2. 	EuLablish taie Institutional 
Infrastructure thirom gh which 


and occupied by 1982.
the National Dousing Policy to 

to be Implemented. 


b. 5.000 savings accounts opened by b. Records of MPi. 

UB by 1982. 

c. Records of MRSl. 
c. 2,000 nortgage loans granted by 

NI by 1982. 


d. 15% of the total number of HNB d. Records of MIS. 


loans granted to low-income 
families by 1982. 


TOTAL U.S. FUlDING:
 

DAlE PREPARED: 

IMPORTANT ASSIUPTIONS 

National Housing Policy remains in
 
effect and continues to k onsc'an
tiously impleamenLed.
 

1. 	Host country government perceives tile
 
policy to be politically and
 
economically feasible.
 

2a. () 	Demonstration projects are success
ful.
 

(2) Adequate land, labor. ammd capital
 
available.
 

(3) Sufficient effective drmad exists.
 
b. (i) Real economic growth continues in
 

tie range of 4-5Z per year.
 
(2) 	 NUB aevingsa mobilizntion program 

contniues.
 
c. (I) Savings mobilization effort Is
 

s
mucceasful.
 
(2) Sufficient qualified loan demand
 

esaits.
 
d. Delinquency rates ani administrative U1 

coats on low-income loans comparable 

to those on middle-m ome loan.-

UL 



EXAMPLE I (continued) 

NARRATIVE SUMMARY OBJECTIVELY V(RrIAULE INDICATORS MEANS OF VERIFICATION IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS 

OUTPUTS: MAGNITUDE OF OUTPUTS: 

I. National liousaing Policy 
document. 

1. Final draft of National Iousing 
Policy document presented to host 

I. 318D0 certification. I. Policy document completed on schedule. 

country governme:t by 1979. 

2. Operational National Dousing 
AutLhority and opera.tional 

2a. MIA staffed by core of 25 trained 
professionaels by 1980. 

2a. AID and IIArecords. 2a. Trainees successfully complete train
lg program and continue in the employ 

National Housing Sas;k. of NUA. 
b. MIS staffed by core of 30 

professionals by 1980. 
trained b. AID and ile records. b. Trainees successfully complete train

lg program and continue in the employ 
of MIn. 

c. Low-income shelter planning and 
production unit of lA staffed by 

c. AID and NIIA records. c. Unit established and appropriately 
staffed by MIA. 

10 trained professionals by 1900. 
d. Low-Income shelter financing unit 

of Hil staffed by 5 trained pro- 
d. All and MIS records. d. Unit established and 

staffed by MIN. 
appopriately 

fessionals by 1980. 
a. 3 shelter projects totaling 750 

wilts, 200 of which are nonsubst-
a. NIA records. e. (I) Suitable land available and 

acquire/j by IA. 
dized low-Income solutions, 
designed and Implemented by NIA 

(2) Local contractors complete work 
According to specifications and 

f. 
by 1981. 
3,000 savings accounts opened by 
NiIB by 1981. 

f. MIS records. f. (1) 
advertised prices. 
MIS Implements successful savings 
mobilization campaign. 

(2) *eal economic growth continues In 

g. 1,000 mortgage loans, of which 
200 are for low-income families, 

S. MUM records. 
the range of 4-51 per year. 

g. (1) Appropriate types of units produced 
and available for financing. 

granted by MUB by 1981. (2) Sufficient qualified loan demand 
exisat. 

U 
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comprehensive specification of events outside the project
 

manager's control or influence (Assumptions) which must
 

occur to produce a successful project provides convenient
 

points of inquiry in determining the causes of shortfalls in
 

2. The Project Performance Tracking Network
 

The PPTN is the master overlay of the project's planned
 

performance. It provides the quantitative basis for monitor

ing, or tracking, the actual progress of all of the elements
 

of the project toward the achievement of its Outputs,
 

Objectives, and Goals according to the preestablished bench

marks.
 

The PPTN is intimately connected to the Logical Frame

work in that, using Critical Performance Indicators (CPIs),
 

it schedules the sequence and timing of the events, includ

ing evaluations, that must take place to achieve the targets
 

specified in the Logical Framework. The PPTN is prepared as
 

follows:
 

a. Select the most critical indicators of performance
 

for the project: Survey and select those events or circum

stances that will most realistically show the progress of
 

the project. Here the Logical Framework and the PPTN tie
 

closely together, with the "Logframe" focusing on the Goals,
 

Objectives, Outputs, and Inputs, and the PPTN laying out
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intermediate indicators of performance. These could be
 

described as "strategic control points" where performance
 

can be measured. They must account for at least the
 

principal financial activities (e.g., loan disbursements)
 

and are important elements of monitoring and evaluation.
 

is critical to
b. Estimate the date at which each CPI 


the success of the project: The next step is to consider
 

the timing of each CPI. It is the date when the CPI is
 

scheduled or expected to occur.
 

c. Put these planned performance indicators onto a
 

gr-aphic format: The PPTN should be drawn up to make clear
 

the events and activities which are of particular interest
 

to project managers. Care should be taken to avoid plotting
 

events and activities which are not of vital importance to
 

the project monitoring effort.
 

The events are specific points at which an objective
 

may be reached or an important action set in motion. They
 

are the essential time points in project progress. All CPIs
 

are events. The events mark the points at which project
 

management may make a formal evaluation of project progress.
 

Activities are of a more general character. They
 

indicate general movement from event to event and are less
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time critical. (A PPTN could be run for each comoonent of a
 

project--unit construction, for example--but such an effort
 

should be employed only by the manager of a specific com

ponent lest it obscure the project flow.)
 

E. EVALUATION DURING IMPLEMENTATION
 

Regular evaluation of project performance must be
 

carried out if the planning tools (the "Logframe" and t]
 

PPTN) are to be of any value. Plans are inevitably sub,
 

to adjustment. Evaluations give project managers the
 

opportunity to keep project plans and schedules realist:
 

and up-to-date. No evaluation means no plan updating,
 

consequently the trees obscure management's view of the
 

forest.
 

Evaluations must be scheduled according to project
 

design. Critical decision-making moments (identified as
 

"events" on the PPTN) should follow an evaluation that
 

provides the base data required if management is to
 

determine the need for adjustment to project plans.
 

A form of regular evaluation may be accompanied by
 

special evaluations as deemed necessary. A final evaluation
 

may also be scheduled following project completion.
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1. The Regular Evaluation
 

Basically, the Regular Evaluation will contain two
 

levels of analysis: 

" The progressive impact of the project on target 

populations; and 

• Qualitative and quantitative measurement of the 

performance of the shelter and related service 

delivery system. 

The Regular Evaluation provides a detailed summary an
 

analysis of the progress of the project in the context of
 

the Critical Performance Indicators contained in the PPTN.
 

The quantitative elements of the Regular Evaluation,
 

keyed to the PPTN provide the objectively verifiable frame
 

work of the evaluation. The evaluation must, however, go
 

beyond the collection and presentation of data. It must
 

also explain, insofar as possible, the deviations of the
 

project's actual performance from its planned performance
 

and present a detailed, factual basis for such revisions of
 

the project Inputs as may-be necessary.
 

The Regular Evaluation thus enables management to
 

reflect systematically on the performance of the project and
 

to determine revisions in the course of action in the year
 

ahead. For example, some elements of the project may have
 

performed above expected levels while others may have
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performed below expectations, thus warranting a reallocation
 

of project resource Inputs. External events may have
 

rendered some Assumptions of the "Logframe" invalid. The
 

effect of such events on the project must be assessed in the
 

evaluation and new Assumptions formulated to guide the
 

future progress of the project.
 

Each Regular Evaluation should result in a revised
 

PPTN, simply because no project is ever likely to perform
 

exactly as planned. Note, however, that the stated Outputs,
 

Objectives, and Goals of the project and the quantitative
 

target levels of achievement of each of these, wi~ich are
 

given in the "Logframe" and reflected in the PPTN, may not
 

be revised. These targets are parameteri of the project and
 

represent the permanent standards against which the success
 

of the project is to be judged. 

In this context, the Regular Evaluation and the PPTN
 

revisions which result therefrom are designed to maximize
 

the degree to which the originally stated objectives of the
 

project are achieved while minimizing project costs.
 

2. Special Evaluations
 

The concept and purpose of evaluation extend beyond
 

systematic and effective project management. The Regular
 

Evaluations provide the basic information for generalizing
 

experience and advancing the state of the art. From time to
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time, however, certain projects, or components of a project,
 

will be the focus of a specialized evaluation. Such evalu

ations would be called for if, for example, it became clear
 

the project was having unexpected side effects (positive or
 

negative) and a more exact understanding was needed to chart
 

the future course.
 

3. Final Evaluation
 

The Final Evaluation comprises a comprehensive
 

assessment of the success of the project in achieving its
 

sta-ted Outputs, Objectives, and Goals. It should be
 

scheduled to coincide with the estimated date of the End of
 

the Project.
 

In addition to summarizing the events described in, and
 

actions resulting from, the series of Regular Evaluations
 

and PPTN revisions, the Final Evaluation will focus on the
 

overall institutional and beneficiary impacts of the
 

project. Beneficiary questionnaires administered during the
 

initial stage of project implementation should be readmin

istered on a sample basis and the data derived therefrom com

pared with the baseline data obtained from the initial
 

questionnaire. Similarly, current data will be developed on
 

the performance of the target institutions and be compared
 

with the baseline data presented in the original project
 

iesign documents. 
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These data and such other quantitative indicators as
 

may be shown in the "Logframe" as End-of-Project Indicators
 

will then be compared against the quantitative targets
 

expressed in the "Logframe" to provide concise statements
 

about the success of the project. For example, the Final
 

Evaluation should state the percent of anticipated, or
 

planned, achievament of the project actually accomplished-

e.g., 110 percent of Objective One, 75 percent of Objective
 

Two, etc.
 

the Final Evaluation should also report on the level of
 

Inputs actually required to achieve these performance levels
 

to provide the basis for an assessment of the project's cost
 

efficiency.
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IMPLEMENTATION TECHNIQUES FOR SITE AND SERVICE
 

AND SELF-HELP SHELTER PROJECTS 

Prepared by: C.F. Dean
 
Foundation for Cooperative Iousing
 

I. 	 COMPARISON OF "SITE & SERVICE" WITH CONVENTIONAL SYSTEMS 

It is important to recognize that the physical implementation of "site and 

service" and self-help shelter programs differs greatly from the implementation 

of conventional "low cost" housing projects. 

A. 	Conventional Low Cost Housing Projects
 

1. The basic approarji is to design and construct a standard house
 

which meets pre-determined technical standards and has a minimum number of 

rooms, minimum room size and includes standard utilities, all at the lowest
 

possible costs. However, total costs are usually higher than the very poor
 

can afford so conventional housing isheavily subsidized for the poor or sold
 

to middle income families.
 

2. Design and construction procedures are relatively simple. The
 

sponsoring agency calls for competitive bids, selects a construction contractor,
 

then awards the houses when construction iscomplete.
 

3. Because the conventional system issimple, and the role of the 

sponsoring agency can be minimal, local architects, engineers and construction 

contractors are familiar with the system and look favorably upon it. 

B. Site & Service and Self-Help Shelter Projects 

1. The site & service approach isbased upon the idea that because the
 

participants are poor they can afford very little for shelter. The objective
 

is to help them improve their own shelter over a period of time by providing 

a lot, minimum services, a core unit and access to building materials. The 

participants are given maximum responsibility for the actual construction 

either by their own self-help or by hiring their own skilled labor. 
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2. Costs must be kept low and conventional construction standards and
 

builaing codes should not be applied. The sponsoring agency should be con

cerned with the safety or the construction and with conformance to lot lines,
 

set backs, etc. The exterior appearance should not be a major concern of the
 

sponsoring agency. 

3. The time frame for a site & service project is quite different from 

that required in the construction of a conventional housing project. In ,I 

new site & service project, installation of infrastructure and constructiof, 

of expandable core units may be done in a period of 1 to 2 years allowing 

initial occupancy fairly quickly. The residents must then start the.self

help construction process with support from tht sponsoring agency. This 

process is continuous and 3 to 5 years is a normal time period before the 

houses and community begin to look complete and exterior appearance improves. 

4. The sponsoring agency will normally contract out installation of
 

infrastructure and construction of expandable core houses as well as 

community buildings. After occupancy, a building materials credit and 

distribution syetem must be established along with provision for technical 

advice, control and monitoring of the self-help shelter construction process. 

5. Site & Service projects often have additional goals such as employmei 

generation which must be taken into consideration during the design and 

construction process. 

6. Site & Service projects are often initially more difficult for a 

sponsoring agency to develop and implement thar conventional housing projects 

Local architects, engineers and contractors may be negative on this approach 

because it reduces their potential for profit, and projects initially do not 

look attractive. For this reason it is important that the sponsoring agency 

conduct a "public information" program during the planning and design phase 

to convince the local construction industry and the policy level officials 

of the validity of the approach. 
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II. ALTERNATE APPROACHES WITHIN "SITE AND SERVICE" SYSTEMS
 

The "Site & Services" lable has been used on a number of different types of
 

projects.
 

A. New Sites
 

Site and Service projects are normally located on relatively inexpensive
 

land on the edge of a large metropolitan area, but near major employment
 

centers. Lots may simply be staked out and awarded by the sponsoring agency
 

with a bare minimum of services initially, such as public water taps. 

Residents may be left on their own to obtain materials and build a house, 

in much the same way they do in illegal squatter settlements. At a later 

date, the sponsoring agency will install water, sewer and electrical systems. 

In other projects, utilities are provided initially al.ong with core houses 

or building material loans and comunity facilities such as schools and 

health centers. 

B. Upgrading Existing Areas
 

Another approach is to provide services to existing dwelling ("sites")
 

in established squatter settlements which have been designated for upgrading
 

by the sponsoring agency. The area is first mapped, locating each house
 

and then replanned to lower densities and to introduce streets, utilities
 

and community buildings. Legal land tenure is arranged for the residents
 

and then building material loans are provided for self-help dwelling con

struction or expansion.
 

C. Scattered Sites
 

Another approach under study but not yet widely used is a "scattered
 

site" approach whereby the sponsoring agency would establish a city-wide
 

system of credit for building materials, distribution of materials and
 

some technical help. Residents from any neighborhood could apply for a
 

loan and arrange for their own construction.
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III. 	 DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION RELATED TO PROJECT GOALS 

A. 	Affordability
 

Because "affordability" is a major project goal, the design must
 

produce solutions which fit the e Flity to pay of the residents. This
 

may dictate latrines instead of water born sewage, public water taps and
 

unpaved streets initially. Only one room or a sanitary core may be all
 

that 	can be provided for a dwelling at occupancy.
 

B. 	 Incremental Improvement 

The design of the infrastructure, the site plan and tl 

should all allow for incremental improvement in a planned way In thA futurp. 

C. 	 Resident Participation and Design Flexability
 

Designs 
 should reflect the culture living patterns of the residents 

using familiar materials and construction systems. Residents "participate" 

in the design process by expressing their views of model houses and by demon

strating what they want in construction of their own houses in nearby areas. 

Project architects should seek to make gradual improvements over the existing
 

dwelling designs and avoid introduction of radically new shapes and materials. 

Designs and construction systems should allow maximum flexability so that
 

each 	individual family can vary its house to fit its needs and desires.
 

D. 	Employment Generation
 

Residents can be hired to produce building materials and for work in
 

installing water, sewer and other community facilities. The sponsoring 

agency can specify that contractors hire unskilled labor from the community
 

and minimize use of heavy machinery in favor of a "pick and shovel" approach. 

E. 	Training of Small Contractors and Skilled Labor
 

The construction program can include a training program for small
 

contractors and for skilled labor hired from the community. After completion 

of project construction, they can use the experience for employment elsewhere.
 



IV. DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION OF "TYPICAL" SITE AND SERVICE PROJECT 

Following is a description of the design and construction process f%- a 

"typical" project on a new site. Clearly' many adjustments are needed in each 

actual project to fit local conditions. 

A. Planning & Design Phase 

1. Workshops: The sponsoring agency should hold a series of planning 

workshops to explain the site and service concept to local architects
 

and engineers, contractors, community groups and representatives of
 

cooperating government agencies (Health, Education Ministry, etc.)
 

2. Training: Local architects & technicians as well as officials of
 

the sponsoring agency should receive training in the site and service
 

approach and should visit projects in cther countries to learn from
 

past experience.
 

3. Construction Standards: Conventional construction standards and
 

building codes should be reviewed and modified to fit the site & service 

approach. 

4. Institutional Framework: Because an "integrated approach" is needed, 

the sponsoring agency may need to reorganize its departments to relate 

the physical design and construction offices more closely with the 

community development, social and management offices. There may also be 

a need for an inter-ministerial committee to coordinate inputs of health 

and education facilities, credit services, etc. 

5. Implementation Plan & Scheduling: The sponsoring agency should prepare 

a detailed implementation plan showing the responsibilities of each depart

ment and related agencies. The plan includes cost estimates and schedules.
 

It should be revised quarterly to reflect changes and adjustments. 

Construction contracts should be written in such a way as to allow for 

design modifications after each section of 50 to 100 core units has been
 

completed.
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6. Community Organizations & Surveys: Detailed social-economic 

surveys of the future residents of the site & service projects are 

essential. In new projects, some form of community organization 

should be established, either a housing cooperative, a homeowners 

association or other resident groups which will be democratically 

controlled and assume major responsibilities in project development 

and management. During the planning phase, leaders need to be 

trained and involved in the planning of the project. They in turn 

should hold meetings with future residents- to get their inputs on 

house design, materials preference and priorities for community* 

services.
 

7. Design: Site plans and core house designs should be prepared by 

local architects & engineers with back-up assistance from others with 

experience insimilar projects. 

8. Design & Costs Pre-Test: In a large project, a small pre-test
 

of the core house designs should be done by construction of 20 to 100 

units and allowing immediate occuparicy to get resident reactions &
 

cost data for modification of the designs before letting contracts 

on larger sections. Data on material costs and labor should be
 

precisely recorded during the pre-test. 

B. Construction Phase
 

1. Infrastructure: Infrastructure (water-sewer-streets-electricity) 

contracts should be let for the whole preJect or large sections of 500 

to 1000 units. Each component should be planned for expansion and
 

improvement inthe future, i.e., gravel streets to be pa ,ed later,
 

public water taps to be converted to individual service later, small
 

simple schools planned for expansion, etc. Community self-help should
 

be encouraged. For example, the extension of the water system to a new
 

block might require that block residents first dig the t.rench for the
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2. Core Houses: Most projects will include the construction of some 

type of expandable core house by a contractor to allow residents to 

move onto their lot and live there while self-help expansion and 

improvement takes place. Small contractors who hire from the .community 

should be included inthe construction of the core houses. Responsi

b.ility for completion of each core house should rest with the individual 

family. Mutual self-help systems should be encouraged but not imposed 

on the residents. Often the individual owner will prefer to pay for 

skilled labor so that he may pursue his normal job to earn a living. 

3. Production and Distribution of Buildii'j Materials: In large projects,
 

on site production, storage and distribution of building materials
 

should be seriously considered. Materials should be available for
 

delivery insmall quantities and on weekends to fit self-help con

struction patterns. A number of different systems have been used for
 

providing building materials on credit for self-help construction:
 

a. Sponsoring agency provides cash or purchase orders to
 

participants to buy their own materials from private sources.
 

b. Sponsoring agency furnishes materials and delivers to each
 

lot.
 

c. Sponsoring agency provides funds to intermediate organization
 

such as a credit cooperative or housing cooperative to purchase, 

store and distribute materials.
 

d. Sponsoring agency provides area within project for private
 

profit motivated business to store, sell and deliver materials.
 

Before starting a new program, sponsoring agencies should carefully
 

study the experience of others to adapt the most successful techniques.
 

4. Monitoring and Controls durina Self-Help Construction: The
 

sponsoring agency should establish a construction monitoring and control
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system.(inspection) The major concerns should be control for safety
 

and location (set backs). The tendancy to impose very strict
 

controls over the self-help design and construction process should be
 

avoided. Design considerations which relate to appearance should be
 

left up to the residents. This approach produces greater variety and
 

avoids the "housing project" look. It also allows people to build to
 

fit their needs and produces a much higher level of "user satisfaction".
 

5. Evaluation--Phasing of Work and Modifications: The implementation
 

plan should include funding and staffing for a full time evaluation
 

unit within the sponsoring agency. The primary goals of the evaluation
 

work should be to measure the impact of project on the residents, to
 

verify true costs, to identify bottlenecks and discover more efficient
 

techniques. Checkpoints should be established between work phases in
 

the project schedule to allow for modifications in design and con

struction as a result of evaluation feedback.
 

V. DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION OF TYPICAL UPGRADING PROJECT 

There are some important differences to be considered in upgrading existing
 

squatter settlements compared to construction of new site & service projects.
 

A. Planning & Design Phase
 

1. Institutional Framework: Local community based organizations should 

be linked into the institutional framework for the project. There may 

a'so be a need to strengthen these existing organizations or to help 

establish new ones during the planning phase. 

2. Site Planning: Detailed mapping of the area should be done by aerial
 

photographs and by on-site survey crews. Residents should then be
 

consulted on changes proposed in new site plans.
 

3. Priorities of Residents: Detailed house by house surveys should be
 

conducted to determine priorities of the residents before assumptions
 

aamara nn +ha nkhcirn1 IflmPWnflf+e nfP 4hn oinni-sel4nnr,^"n 
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4. Densities & Relocation: If densities must be reduced, incentives 

should be used to encourage voluntary relocation. An alternate approach 

is to design the pruject for increased vertical expansion, allowing 

the same or higher densities and at1the same tie, creating open space 

for streets and community facilities. 

5. Self-Help Pre-lest: The interest and capacity of the community to 

carry out self-help improvement projects should be tested by small 

projects such as a new community center or sports field prior to any 

attempt at a large-scale program.
 

6. Hire from the Community: Hiring residents from the community to 

participate in the project can be a key element in obtaining community 

approval and in developing an appropriate imnlementation plan. Residents 

can be hired and trained to help with social & physical survey work, as 

employees in new community facilities and to begin training for the 

construction and maintenance activities.
 

B. Construction Phase (upgrading)
 

1. Infrastructure: Water, sewer and electrical systems must be designed
 

and installed to allow for individual "hook-ups" over a long period of 

time. For example, water and -ewer lines should be located beside the 

roadway and not under the street itself to avoid constantly disrupting 

traffic. The sponsoring agency may want to consider direct construction 

of infrastructure by "force account" system instead of letting contracts 

to private contractors. This allows greater use of community self-help 

and more flexability during construction. 

2. New dwelling construction: In some projects, lot sizes are large
 

enough for a new core unit to be constructed next to the old dwelling,
 

which might later be torn down or improved. "Model" core units might
 

be constructed by the sponsoring agency on each block for self-help 

builders to imitate. In other projects, self-help construction takes 
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place around the old hut, which is then torn down.
 

3. Home Improvement & Expansion: A building materials storage &
 

distribution system must be established as with new site & service
 

projects. Controls should be established for safety and conformance
 

with set-back lines.
 

4. Community Facilities: N|ew schools, health clinics, market places, 

etc. built by private contractors within upgrading projects should 

also be designed for future expansion and improvement by community 

self-help.
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COMUNITY PARTICIPATION INTHE MANAGEMENT
 

OF LOW-INCOME PROJECTS
 

Prepared by:
 
Foundation for Cooperative Housing
 

I. 	NEED FOR PARTICIPATION
 

In conventional low-cost housing projects, beneficiaries rarely parti

cipate in a meaningful way either in project development or management.
 

This paternalistic approach often results in poorly maintained projects
 

with low recovery rates of monthly payments and a number of related social
 

problems. When residents are allowed to participate and take major res

ponsibilities for management, dramatic improvements have occurred. The
 

need for participation in self-help and site and service projects is even
 

more evident.
 

II. 	FORMS OF PARTICIPATION
 

A. 	Informal Participation
 

Inmost site and service projects, residents participate at least
 

informally in community meetings and through their self-help construc

tion efforts. After moving into the project, an informal process often
 

takes place where groups are formed to solve specific problems or to
 

voice community concerns to this sponsoring agency and other govern

ment agency.
 

Sometimes this informal process works well, in other cases the
 

groups become negative factors in project development.
 

B. Formal Participation Through Housing Cooperatives and Homeowners
 

Association
 

Housing cooperatives and homeowners associations are the main
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formal methods for transferring maximum responsibility to residents in
 

conventional low-cost houwing projects. 
 Housing cooperatives have also
 

been used in a number of self-help, minimum shelter projects.
 

III. 	 TYPES OF HOUSING COOPERATIVES
 

A cooperative is a non-profit enterprise formed to supply its members
 

with 	goods or services at the most reasonable cost and in the most effective
 

manner. 
The essential feature of a cooperative is that it is owned by its
 

members and operated on their behalf. Based on this concept, a housing coop

erative is a non-profit organization formed by a group of people to acquire
 

mutual ownership of a housing project.
 

-There are many types of housing cooperatives and variations on the
 

cooperative housing system, but all of them have certain things in 
common.
 

The forms that housing cooperatives have taken in different countries
 

have been influenced by local customs, laws and social and economic factors.
 

Housing cooperatives can generally be grouped under the following classi

fications:
 

A. "Limited Objective" Cooperatives
 

These are organized to perform certain specific services on behalf
 

of the members. 
 This often involves only acquiring and subdividing
 

land with title to the lots given to the individual members.
 

In some cases, the cooperative may go further and arrange for the
 

installation of streets and utilities and even the design and construc

tion 	of the dwellings. However, once the members' objectives have been
 

met, 	the cooperative usually dissolves.
 

B. "Mutual-Ownership" Cooperatives
 

These are sometimes known as "single mortgage" cooperatives and are
 

those in which the cooperative may perform all the services described
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under A, but in addition retains title to the land, dwellings and faci

lities. In this case, the cooperative, which is mutually owned by the
 

members, manages and maintains the property on behalf of the members after
 

it has 	been completed.
 

C. "Multiple-Mortgage" Cooperatives
 

These 	are a type found in some Latin American countries ana in israei.
 

They are a form of condominium or "horizontal peroperty", in which the
 

members hold legal title to their individual apartments or dwelling
 

units but with all common property and facilities owned in condominium
 

by the owners of the dwelling units.
 

D. "Tenant" Cooperatives
 

These 	are found in Europe particularly in France and some Easterl,
 

European countries, but are less well-known elsewhere. In this type,
 

a non-profit cooperative builds dwellings and leases them to its mem

bers. 	 The occupants do not have equity in, or own any share in the
 

property but do have a voice in its day-to-day management.
 

IV 	 HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION
 

It is an irorporated, non-profit organization conirised of residents
 

owners in a described land area or community.
 

A. Primary objective of a homeowriars association is to conduct and
 

and regulate the use of property in the community, including any lands
 

or facilities owned in common by all the residents.
 

B. The association operations are financed by a charge for expenses
 

by virtue of recorded land agreements and covenants.
 

C. Within the association framework it is possible to include various
 

types of housing and ownership. This has become an extremely benefi

cial tool for owners of condominiums in meeting common n eds for services.
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ROLE OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
 

Frequently, community residents are not organized, or the organization
 

is weak or embryonic. Assistance is frequently required to accelerate the
 

process of community organization and development.
 

A. Motivation of the orgdnizers should be clear; namely, the group is
 

being organized to facilitate their participation and heighten their
 

effectiveness in satisfying common needs and goals. Collaborating agen

cies must avoid creating the impression that the group is being organ

ized solely to perferm an unpaid construction role or task programmed
 

by the developing agency engineering staff.
 

B. Assistance available to the group should be multi-faceted, de

pending on the groiJp needs; e.g. legal, group organization, task ori

entation, leadership training, group dynamics and procedures, etc.
 

C. Technical assistance should continue long enough to assure a sound
 

organization. It is not sufficient to create the form alone, and cut
 

the organization loose prematurely.
 

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT WITH PARTICIPATION
 

While the degree to which the participation is legally organized and
 

established will vary from case to case, ranging from legally constituted
 

and registered cooperative at one end of the spectrum, to the informally
 

constituted neighborhood committee with no juridical standing whatsoever, at
 

the other end, the thrust of community participation is usually along three
 

main arteries: community development, property maintenance, and financial
 

administration.
 

A. Community development
 

1. Looking inwardly, committees of indigenous leaders and concerned
 

beneficiaries can be extremely useful at the point of project design or
 

design of upgrading, in focusing and surfacing target group priorities,
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desires, and the relevant form such solutions should take.
 

2. Committees can be organized to work around specific needs or
 

desires, e.g. need for child care center, sports facilities, health fa

cilities and/or programs, community mass purchasing, credit union lend

ing, etc.
 

3. Self policing of the larger habitat to avoid types of economic
 

or social behavior considered unacceptable to the larger community is
 

more easily, more economically, and more successfully managed than when
 

attempted by outside institutions.
 

4. 	The organized community can more accurately articulate its own
 

can
needs and wants before Interfacing public and private entities. It 


act as a channel and facilik.aior of public and local government inputs
 

to the community.
 

B. Building Operations and Property Maintenance
 

1. During the various stages of the incremental construction pro

cess, individual family self-help, and community participation in cer

tainforms of mutual and/or aided self-help results in significant cost
 

economies, and more viportantly for the beneficiaries, either reduces
 

the actual cash outlay or avoids costs being monetized. Community col

laboration or loose monitoring of the process also results in signifi

cant local employment by assisting in placing local unskilled or semi

skilled labor with small contractors operating on site.
 

2. Community orientation and participation in the development
 

process can produce enhancement and maintenance of common areas and
 

community property.
 

3. Community participation, with specific leadership assigned to
 

committees conducting orientation on the subject, can produce lower
 

levels of property abuse, theft, cannibalizing of equipment, vandalism
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and general abuse of physical plant.
 

4. Participation by residents in the determination of type, level
 

and form of execution of property maintenance increases effectiveness
 

and level of satisfaction with the habitat.
 

5. Participation of the community, via committees or individuals,
 

in monitoring performance by hired maintenance or cleaning staff, can
 

also assist management and reduce administrative costs.
 

6. Receiving and processing of maintenance/service requests can
 

also be more effectively and economically handled by residents.
 

C. Cost Recovery and Debt Collections
 

1. The period between project promotion and actual occupancy must
 

be utilized to match client and solution in a financially viable and
 

realistic arrangement. Though selection and subsequent orientation/
 

education of the applicants, attitudes and performance relative to debt
 

amortization or rent payment can be made more positive, with obvious
 

benefits for collections and replicability.
 

a. Socio-economic studies of applicant families should pro

vide the basis for the design and adoption of family income
 

criteria which produce reasonable payments and predictable
 

compliance.
 

b. Orientation sessions must convince applicants of the finan

cial seriousness of the proposal; i.e. that payments are in

tended to be collected, and that the terms stated are in effect
 

the only terms.
 

c. The orientation/education program message regarding finan

cial seriousness, must be reinforced by consistency on the part 

of the project developer regarding applicant compliance with the 

conditions of participation. This might take the form of 
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carefully monitoring attendance at the orientation sessions,
 

or periodic savings towards a down payment, etc. These are
 

opportunities to demonstrate that compliance with the conditions
 

of participation is a serious matter, and that failure to comply
 

brings penalties, perhaps even expulsion from the program.
 

2. Prior to commencement of the amortization or rent schedule, the
 

machinery to effect collections must be in place and the respective
 

obligations of all participating institutions and individuals clearly
 

defined and communicated.
 

Given the tremendous pressures on the very limited monetary
 

family budgets of the target-group families, ease and the possibility
 

of prompt payment must be designed ito the system.
 

a. Payment responsibilities must commence Punctually with oc

cupancy, or in the instance of materials or infrastructure
 

services loans, as contracted. The object here is to incorpor

ate the obligation into the family budget together with enjoy

ment, or receipt of the service, or benefit.
 

b. Billing, receipt procedures and data processing must be suf

ficiently synchronized to avoid the creation of fictitious
 

arrears.
 

c. Offices where payments can be made must be accessible, both
 

in terms of location and hours of operation.
 

3. In some instances, public or private utility companies under
 

contract to the financing entity may be making collections to amortize
 

service or utility upgrading loans employing the same billing system as
 

that to collect for service comsumption. In these instances of multiple
 

institutional layers, care must be taken to get effective reporting, and
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agreement on arrears policy and treatment.
 

4. High unit cost of collection, or the existence of a housing
 

cooperative of the beneficiaries would point to employing an intermediate
 

institution to effect collections. In the instance of a housing coop

erative of the beneficiaries, cost of collection will probably compare
 

favorably, even after payment of a fee for such service.
 

5. Housing cooperatives, home owners associations and similar com

munity institutions not merely represent a potential for increased cost
 

effectiveness, but through their very nature, permit a greater variety of
 

payment forms, and the formation and use of reserves to smooth out and 

compensate for irregular income on the part of their membership.
 

6. Community institutions involved in debt collectiois and adminis

tration frequently produce better results because the operation is now
 

viewed as a form of self government, the debt a common obligation, and
 

peer pressure a potent factor in budget allocations.
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1. URBAN GEOGRAPHY 

A) Geographic Setting
 

The city of Tunis is located on a narrow neck of land between
 

two bodies of water: the Sebkhet of Sedjoumi to the west, an interior
 

salt water lake filled during the rainy season in the winter; and the
 

Lake of Tunis to the east. The lake is separated from the Mediterranean
 

by a highway between Tunis and La Goulette, a distance of about 13 km.
 

B) Population-size
 

In 1975, the population of the city of Tunis was 925,000, but at
 

an annual growth rate of 3.2%. s certainly in excess of I million.
 

The city occupies an area of ,080 square km or 803 square miles.
 

C) Central Tunis
 

The patterns of setr'.ement resemble an hour glass fanning out
 

from the neck or centr' I city to the northwest and southeast. Within 

the central neck ar. located three distinct areas: the ancient city
 

or Medina in t center and a string of low income or spontaneous
 

housing settlements along the Sebkhet of Sedjoumi. The principal
 

settler:ents are Nclassinu to the north and Saida Nanoubia to the 

south. To the cast along the Lake of Tunis is located the principal
 

commercial and administrative center.
 

The largest spontaneous settlement, Melassine, was settled in
 

the period 1945-1954 and in 1975 contained 55,000 people while Saida
 

Manoubia which was settled primarily between 1956-1966, has a popu

lation of 35,000. There two areas comprise fully 9.7% of Tunis'
 

population. Melassine in particular has received a great deal
 

of attention over the past years as an area sorely in need of
 

upgrading. Due to the area's proximity to the lake, the land is
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undesirable for any other type of activity save squatting. 
The area 

is often subject to flooding, due to 3 high water table, and to 

pollution. City sewers quite literally dump into the backyards of
 

the Nelassine residents. 

The Medina with 160m people or 17% of Tunis 1975 modulation is
 

the Historic Center of the city occupying 87. of the land area. The
 

area is heavilv built up, conjested and serviced primarily by walkways. 

At the present time the Medina is in the process of a loss of functions 

to the new urban center along the Lake of Tunis with a consequent 

depreciation of the commercial and residential stock. 
 As a result,
 

the area is becoming a major receiver of new migrants. 

D) Northern Tunis 

The upper Qlobe of the hour glass is a broad expanse of middle 

inco7;e hoUsi nZ stretching from the north shore of the S,bkhet of Sedjoumi 

above :.helassine and the 'Medina; bordered to the northwest by Lhe 

third major spontaneous settlement area, Djebel Lamar. 
 This
 

northern middle income a:'ea which centers around the government
 

complex at Le B;ardo is the major middle income area of Tunis in
 

terms of size. Other middle income areas 
are located to the northeast
 

towards the airport; in the southern globe of the hour glass and
 

across the 
lake along the shore road to Carthage.
 

Djebel Lamar, 
the third major and newest of the large spontaneous
 

settelements draws its name from the hill to 
the north of Tunis near
 

the university overlooking the city. The population was 39,000 in
 

1964, but had grown to 57,000 by 1975 deriving its origins largely
 

from the north of Tunisia. 
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Djebel Lamar is bordered by the Parc Belvedere to the east,
 

beyond which stretches a large high income area towards the airport.
 

As mentioned earlier this area encompassing the north central globe
 

of the Tunisian hour glass contains several fairly -izeable middle
 

income districts as well. Beyond these middle income areas and the
 

airport itself is an industrial park. This zone with developed
 

infrastructure and employment opportunities has attracted new
 

resettlement dwellers and offers considerable 
room for future
 

development as a low income area.
 

E) Southern Tunis
 

To the south of the center city there are scattered middle and
 

high income areas centered in the vicinity of Beh Argus and Megrine.
 

This area is the major industrial area of Tunis and again offers
 

excellent sites for future development of low income housing.
 

Across the causeway, the coastal road to Carthage, once thu
 

center of summer homes, has developed into a major enclosure of middle
 

and upper income homes.
 

II. POPULATIO'; - DENSITY 

The average density in Tunis for all systems of housing is approximately
 

219 inhabitans per hectare. 
There are however, wide discrepancies due
 

to the variance in the socio-economic character of the neighborhoods.
 

The spontaneous settlements of Melassine and Saida Man 
ibia combined with
 

the urban center occupy approximately 764 hectares or 
197 of the total
 

area occupied by housing but contain almost 50 
 of the city's population.
 

Densities in the city center approach 457 persons per hectare while 
to the
 

north where one finds the high and middle income areas north of the Parc
 

Belvedere densities are 126. To the west which is predominantly middle
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income bordered by resettlement, densities are at 229 and in the south
 

which is largely industrial and middle income they are 182. In the
 

Melassine densities are as high as 636.
 

Upper and middle income areas comprise 61% of Tunis' land area and 

31% of its population. The spontaneous and resettlement areas comprise 

23% of the available land area and 42% of the population. If one adds 

the Medina to this figure, Tunis' lower income group would inhabit 31% 

of the land area with 607, of the population. The upper and middle income 

group with 317 of the population inhabits 38%, of the available dwellings 

with a density of 13 people per hectare for upper income and 23 for 

middle income. Thie poor occupy 48% of available dwellings with 60,% of', 


the population. Densities in the spontaneous settlements are 385 persons
 

per hectare, in the resettlement areas 281 and in the Medina 550.
 

II. 	POPULATION - DI-.OGRAPPICS 

Two salient facts about the population of Tunis are its youth and the 

preponderance of migrants. According to official statistics over half
 

of the population is under 20 and, as mentioned earlier, 42% of the
 

population lives in either spontaneous settlements or relocation areas.
 

Tunis with 14% of Tunisia's population and 507, of the county's jobs
 

in commerce and industry is a natural magnet for migration. Fully 2.5%
 

of the population growth comes from new migration.
 

Tunis has tended to attract migrants from the north with the majority
 

coming from the three provinces of Beja, Jendouba and Kef.
 

At any given time 127 of the city's population is comprised of recent
 

migrants living with friends and relations.
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Medina and spontaneous settlement population patterns reflect a greater
 

number of males than the average for the whole district. This is not
 

surprising in view of the fact that a high proportion of migrants will
 

bring their families only after a period of'time has elapsed. The
 

average number of dependent children for those that have their families
 

with them is 3.4.
 

Household size in these areas is largely a function of the number of
 

dependent children because their structure is characterized by conjugal
 

families (85%), and living conditions in such districts are not
 

conducive to more complete households. Here the average household size 

is 5.5, the same as for the city as a whole. Whereas households are not 

different from city averages, their distribution is different when taking 

into account the number of households per housing units - and such house

holds are often related by blood - 1.4 as against 1.2 in the district. 

In Melassine this figure reachs 1.9 households per housing unit. 

V. 	 INCOME 

The monthly median income in 1975 for the district of Tunis was D91 

(estimated at DI15 in 1978). A survey completed in 1976 for the Melassine 

area indicated that 25. of all of the residents earned less than D30 

per month with 6074 between D30-D80 and 16% over D80. Median monthly 

income in the area was D46 and 957. of the households earned less than 

the average median for the district as a whole. 

For 1976 income ranges fromthe first 257. to the 75% range of each 

area was as follows: 

Spontaneous Settlements D32 - D75 
Resettlement Areas D52 - D97 
Medina D40 - D89" 
Middle Income )57 - D147 
Upper Income D201 - D333 

Tunis District D46 - D120 
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V. EMPLOYMENT 

Despite its urban context economic life in Tunis centers around
 

agricultural trade and production. Olives, and cereals are the principal
 

crops grown in the vicinity of Tunis. Much of the light industry is
 

concentrated in the manufacture of olive oil and various foodstuffs
 

though textiles, carpets and cement are also produced. There are in
 

addition chemical, metalurgical and electrical plants as well. Tourism
 

is also becoming increasingly important accounting for the bulk of
 

Tunisia's foregin exchange generation.
 

For Tunisia as a whole as of 1973, there were some 18,000 manufacturing
 

entities with 1,116 employing more than 5 workers and 285 employing more
 

than 50. 437. of the firms were in the food processing area with 19% in
 

textiles and 137 in the mecliancial and electrical areas. (607/ of these
 

firms are in the Tunis area with 71% in the northeast corner, a further 

inducernenL to im;:iigration froi the southern cities.) 

Government is by far the predominant employer in the country. Fully 

one-half of 1976 GPD of 1.4 bil. Dinars was in the service industry of which 

25' consisted of the civil service. VILyond this, according to the World 

Bank, the public sector has retained control of a sizeable number of large
 

industries and will participate either alone or in joint ventures in the
 

majo-ity of large projects in the 5th Plan. (Cement, refineries, fertilizers,
 

steel, textiles). 

The labor force for Tunisia as a whole was 1.9 mm in 1979, or 337 of 

the population. This is expected Lc- grow to 2.2 mm by 1981. Despite 

impressive growth in the industrial and agricultural sectors, unemployment 

remains a serious problem, in 1975 some 14% of the labor force was 

unemployed with underemployment in agriculture running at 40%. In the 
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non-agricultural sector unemployment in 1976 amounted to 22% of the registered
 

work force. Of this number some 54% were young persons looking for their
 

first job.
 

This problem is exacerbated due to the closure of many of the European
 

outlets for surpluj labor coupled with an increasing number of women
 

searching for work.
 

The outlook for amelioration of this situation is not good as the
 

5th development plan envisages the creation of 263,000 jobs as against
 

a growth in the labor force of 304,000 through 1981.
 

Within the District of Tunis itself the active labor force was some 

300-325m in 1975, with 76m unemployed or 25%. Fully half of the heads 

of households within the resettlement areas are employed onl a non

permanent basis. This classification includes laborers, seif-employed 

tradesmen and craftsmen. The working population consists essentially 

of skilled and semi-skilled workers in industrv, transportation and 

construction, service sector personnel, small tradesmen and craftsmen. 

,mployment opportunities available to the residents are located 

outside of the communities. For example, only 14' of those employed work 

within the Melassine area while 717, worl in the center of town and the 

Medina. Women account for 77. of the regularly employed population and 

many of the households are supported by a member employed abroad.
 

II. GOVERNZIEN' 

The city of Tunis itself is composed of nine administrative units
 

called delegations and 22 communes. It has at its head a governor, appointed
 

br the central government and funded through the Ministry of Interior who
 

presides over the municipal council of the city of Tunis. The communes
 

have financial resources of their own, funded from local taxes but these
 

are very limited.
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VII. PUBLIC FACILITIES
 

The provision of infrastructure to new urban residential settlements
 

is coordinated and carried out for nearly all Tunisian towns by means
 

of municipal master plans prepared by the DIirection d'Amenagement du
 

Territoire in M.0.E.
 

This planning process requires input from a broad range of institutions
 

concerned with urban development activities, and involves not only the
 

towns themselves but also government agencies, including, among the
 

most important, tht STEG for gas and electricity, the SONEDE for 

water and the OLN:\.V for stewers. 

A) SL-'w. r:: 

The etropolitan area of Tunis has pumping stations, one treatment 

plant and two drainage networks. In principle; one of these networks 

collects rain wat.r and empties into Lake Tunis; the other one collects 

waste water V.licii i, treanted h'. the hCr(,urgiin treatment plant. The 

system is old and inadequate. Approximately 65^' of the homes in the 

commune of "unis and 50.? of the metropolitan area are served by the 

main sewer s'stem. 

V!'ithin thL. ar.as of the spontaneous settlements the need for 

additional sewerage capacity is acute. Fully 907, of the homes are 

without adequate sewerage. Melassine, which is located along
 

the lake is very vulnerable to unsanitary conditions as the sewer
 

outlets of nearby middle income areas are located along its lake front.
 

A limited sewera,e systeni does exist, however, it serves little 

purpose as pipes have been placed in a maze draining from one part 

of the area into another. A pumping station has been installed but 

as of 1975. was not functional nor hnd it been for sonic time. previoislv. 
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isi und ilg Lo tipgrade Lilt sewe'r of the ci t y.mrtah network 


but will tiav'e severe problems in coping with additional units.
 

Sewerage capacity is clearly the most pressing problem in Tunis' low
 

income airea.
 

B) lealith Services
 

Health srvices are primari Iv provided by the Ministry of Health 

and secondarily h- the communes and Lilt, private sector. in 1975, 

there were 10 hospitals, 2 auxiliary hospittls, 25 local and 21 rural 

dispensaries. Tunis has an average of 5.56 hospital beds per person 

'as aIiint lh : avu r0 of 2.4.n oInl 

(. TrlI rort:atioTl 

Mass transit is extru.mely important to Tunis. About 76'7 of all 

jiourney's in tht ,::tropolitan ar,as are Iv,' his or train, 10: by taxi, 

motor c'cl. or bicycle and only 14" by private car. Public trans

portation is handldd by two companies (1) Societe Nationale des
 

Transports (SNT) which operates a fleet of' buses and a railway and 

(2)Societe N"ationale Chemins de Fer Tnisians (SNCFT) which operates a 

a The SN' is state-owned. formed in 1962 and in 1975 operatedrailway. It was 


a fleet of 350 buses and a 9 km railway from Tunis to La Narsa via
 

La Goulette.
 

The SNCFT is state-owned. One line in their national network
 

serves as the major comnuter line to hllmman Lif along the eastern
 

shore.
 

A new harbor complex was cremated at Halq al Wade in 1967, by cutting 

a canal from Tunis itself through the Lake of Tunis. According to thC, 

World n, capac Uv shoild IW adtq(a1 I for the nI' 5-10 v ar.xt 
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During the 4th development plan the governwent made large expenditures
 

in the area of developing transportation infrastructure. Again
 

according to the World Bank the present, road and rail network for the country
 

as 
a whole appears to be adequate. Unfortunately, urban transport
 

needs, particularly in the Tunis area 
are lagging behing population
 

growth. In particular, rapid growth 
in private car registrations
 

despite government attempts to limit it is 
placing considerable strain 

on the road systems of th metropolitan area. 

D) iater Supnl%" 

Tunis' water is supplied from an artifical lake and various wells, 

springs and subterranean sources from as far away as 60 miles to the 

south. It is carried b%, pipe]inc to a reservoir in the Biab al Jazirah 

( I Lr. '' rc:.:i:.i,.v th 'I)L lioaj , I d,.si n b:i, riI ,i.i:
 

water while the remainder have access to wells.
 

SONEDE has in the past required title deeds as 
proof of ownership
 

before hooking up units to the water system. This had created problems
 

in the spontaneols settlemUnts 
 due to the hi.hl level of illegal
 

occupancy.
 

This has been alleviated in recent years as 
the municipalities
 

have issued occupation permits which SONEDE accepts in 
lieu of a deed
 

thus permitting squatters access 
to water supplies.
 

In addition, 
those homes which cannot gain access to individual
 

water supply do have access 
to public water fountains. These are
 

common in the resettlement areas and are paid for by 
the municipality
 

though they are considered a sign of low status.
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ONAS (The Waste Removal Agency) has concluded that the country's
 

present sources of water and waste removal are at present over exploited
 

making cooperation between SONEDE and ONAS critical. The two agencies
 

are at present embarked on a major program"to further exploit the
 

Medjerdah River, Tunisia's best water resource.
 

VIII. 	 SHELTER SECTOR
 

A) Present Housing Stock
 

Tunis in 1975 contained 174,000 households occupying 147,000
 

dwellings: 457 of which were individual homes; 19Z apartments;
 

247 collective houses and 127, Ghourbis.
 

Thirty-seven per cent of the total number of units were located 

in the upper and middle income areas with 317.of the population while 477/, 

were located in the poorer areas of the city and the Nedina with 60. of 

the population. The remainder consisted of the urban center and rural 

areas within the district.
 

Twenty-two per cent of the houses have no electricity, 23% no
 

kitchen, 297 no running water and fully 357, were not connected with the
 

sewerage system. The majority of these units are to be found in the
 

spontaneous housing areas. Some 12' drew water from a well or cistern
 

while 177. had no direct access to water.
 

Dwellings with only one or two rooms made up 47% of the total
 

and they were occupied by 3-5 persons per room.
 

OCUPANCtr BY 1IOPSTNC 'I'l': 

lhll..lol d Occupaiicv (I'cLlpj nlt c 

Per Unit Per Unit Per Room 

Upper Income 1.03 5.1 .75
 

Middle Income 1.1 6.2 1.7
 
Resettlement Proj. 1.2 7.2 2.5
 
Spontaneous Settlement 1.4 8.2 3.8
 
Urb.an 	 Center 1.1 3.9 1 ., 

Historic' Ceter 	 1.3 0.0 1.7 
Rural Housing 1.2 b6. 3.3
 

Average 1.2 6.0 2.06
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V tli in t1he sponl.,tn(.ous set tLIviicnt s 497 of the occupnt S IoI (I 

title to their home while 18% are illegal occupants who have built 

their own shelters without a building permit. Most of the illegal 

structures are however on government-owned land.
 

B) Housing Plans
 

Tunis itself has almost tripled in size since 1956, with about
 

35,000 new migrants arriving each year. Thu net effect has been a
 

densification of the old city, new squatter communities and resettle

ment prolects, hig1h levels of rent and strain on existing puiblic
 

utilities and transportation.
 

Bv 1985 AID ustimates that there will be 207,030 households in Tunis
 

:ith ,0Oi rrn,; H' iit rom th(- Pr.sent .s'.och of 100,000 units of 

minimal and above housing. This excludes substandard and temporary units. 

Non-rep acerint of Tunis' current stochi would increase the number of 

substandard/temporary units from 47,000 to 116,000. On the other hand 

a program to upzrade all units to minimum standards would involve the 

upgradiii ' or .. cr,..tin of 157,001) units hY 1985. 

I'or 	IIll.county ;is - whole there is an est.imaLed need of 

503,000 new inits throj$tc 198q if evervon( in an iirhan area is to
 

live 	in a minimall\' accetable dwelling. 

Auainst this the 4th and 5th development plans will have involved 

the construction of 198,000 new units with the 5th and 6th plans
 

prod 'CiTi 339,000 ,units in total for the country as a whole.
 

"!, 4th !,in targ;,t or 71,000 nie. ,niIs wil. in fact cxc..ded
 

by 47, but overall demand was of course still not met. Tie must
 

important difficulties encountered by the sector were shortages of
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building materials, and the limited capacity of the construction
 

industry. In addition, there were financing bottlenecks that were
 

only partly relieved by government subsidies. About 58% of the new
 

units were constructed by the private sector.
 

According to the World Bank, subsidized conventional housing 

continued to be the cornerstone of shelter programs although major 

institutional changes have been undertaken. In 1973, the Government 

established a land development agency for housing (AFH), endowed with 

wide powers of land acquisition, expropriation and infrastructure 

development. in 1974, the Government also established in Caisse 

Nationale d'Epargne Logement (CNEL) as the main financing institution 

for public housing programs and instituted a savings and loan scheme 

for individuals seeking to finance their housing. These two 

institutional changes somewhat diminished the former predominant 

role of the SNIT (Societe Nationale Immobiliere de Tunisie), 

the public housing developer. SNIT should act mostly as any other 

housing building buying serviced land from the AFH and having other 

instituttions finance ,mortgnes to individuals. 

The 5,h P]nn forescLus an inV, str%2nt program of D(00 raillion for 

the construction of 125 thousand new housing units, 64 purcL-ut of .ich 

are planned to be executed by the p,,blic sector. However, investments 

amounting to some D500 million of the program have not yet been 

identified. Tunisia's new housing policy, as reflected in the 5th 

Plan, basically consists of shifting the bulk of public sector housing 

to the lowest two categories, known in Tunisia as "logements ruraux 

et suburbains". In contract to the 4th Plan, when these two categories 

together accounted for 58 percent of all puvblic SecLor units built, 
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the 5th Plan would raise this proportion to 81 percent. This sli ft 

would take place at the expense of the so-called "logements economiques" 

and "logements standing", addressed to higher income groups. 

The shift away from housing programs for higher to lower income 

urban groups and the increased stress on "rural" housing, represents 

a major step in meeting perceived demand pressure and social needs. 

It seems, however, that the housing needs of urban low income group have 

not yet been fully recognized by the Plan. Instead, the Plan apparently 

approaches the problem in terms of shifting low income urban residents 

).ic1 to n:-;! rt.f1cted il ( L shar, incr,;:ist, "rural"r frlT,,: as iii 

housi n'. 

CONCLUSIO1,
 

Despite a tremendous increase in the population of the urban poor in the 

district of Tunis the government's approach to sheter solutions in the city and 

in the country as a whole i the past has been geared more towards the middle 

income groups rather than to the 507, of the urban families nationwide whose 

income are estimated to be belo: 77D per months. 

Given the approaching saturation of existing poor areas and the tremendous
 

inadequacies in existing infrastructure far more attention will have to be
 

paid to the specific shelter needs of this group. In the present five year
 

plan the Tunisian Government has indicated a willingness to shift the scope
 

of its programs in this direction. In order to serve these families in
 

increasing numbers GOT shelter programs in urban areas will need to be designed
 

to lower standards, which may mean less habitable space or minimal levels
 

of public utilities in order to result in lower initial costs. Greater
 

reliance on self-help construction and gradual community development must
 

be considered.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE WORK STUDY EXERCISE
 

The objective of the work study exercise is to provide an
 
opportunity for the participants working in six small multi
disciplinary teams to prepare a project brief for a sites and
 
services project utilizing the basic data and maps from the
 
Tunis Case Study. Each group is asked to establish the shelter
 
sector policy framework, set appropriate physical standards,
 
select a site, prepare a sketch outline physical plan, identify
 
the shelter solution, indicate appropriate social and economic
 
program components, and prepare a financial and administrative
 
plan.
 

A Project Brief
 

In essence, the objective can be summarized as being the
 
production of a project brief. The constituents of this have
 
been reviewed during the presentation and seminars of the course
 
but are listed in skeleton form in an accompanying paper, "Items
 
to be Presented in the Final Presentation of the Tunis Case
 
Study."
 

References
 

The material presented to date in the Shelter Workshop
 
is the basic resource. Additional references issued with the
 
exercise, in addition to the Tunis Case Study by Edward Robbins
 
are: 

Study Note 1: 

Study Note 2: 

Study Note 3; 

Maps of Tunis 

Housing Market Information 

Housing Finance Policy Information 

Unit Cost Information 

Where there is any inconsistency between data in the Study
 
Notes and the paper by Edward Robbins, then, for the purposes
 
of the exercise, accept the figures given in the Study Notes.
 

Organization of the Exercise
 

The exercise is conceived as a group study to give oppor
tunity to:
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Apply concepts offered in presented
 
papers to a simulated problem: a sites
 
and services project.
 

Share participants' knowledge within
 
work groups to increase overall and
 
personal effectiveness.
 

Work through the project preparation
 
process in outline form so to gain an
 
appreciation of the parameters to be
 
considered and of the nature of their
 
interaction.
 

Faculty members will be in attendance at announced times

during the exercise period. 
 Each member of the faculty will be

allocated as tutor to two working groups: 
 Malcolm Rivkin,

Alfred Van Huyck, and Edward Robbins. David Oakley will visit
 
all six groups during work sessions.
 

Products to be Produced
 

The project brief that each group devises is to be presented
 
as follows:
 

1. 	An overview statement of project development policy

covering selection of target group, financing,

unit costs, environmental standards, etc.
 

2. 	A declaration of the housing market and finance
 

policy.
 

3. 	A declaration on site selection.
 

4. 	Site plan layout.
 

These items are expanded in the paper "Items to be

Presented in the Final Presentation of the Tunis Case Study."

No lengthy written paper is looked for. 
Many elements of the

scheme can be presented by the completion of questionnaires and
 
statement sheets which are issued with Study Notes 1, 2, and 3.
 
There is no right answer to the Tunis Study. What is looked


.for is a clear presentation of 
a project brief that is supported

by policy decision, data, and supporting evidence. The layout

of the scheme can be presented schematically. Written and

drawn presentation material should be completed by 5:00 p.m.,

Wednesday, November 28.
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Presentation and Evaluation
 
of the Final Presentation
 

This will take place commencing at 9:00 a.m., Thursday,
 
November 29. Details will be given later, but groups should
 
plan their verbal presentation to take place in a period of
 
30 minutes before a committee that will be constituted to behave
 
"as if" it is the project approval committee of a housing
 
ministry or corporation. A final 30 minutes will be available
 
for 	the committee to question the presenters.
 

How 	to Proceed
 

Groups should meet under their chairpersons and then plan
 
work time and the allocation of tasks within the group. David
 
Oakley will attend a meeting of chairpersons at the commencement
 
of the exercise. The Daily Bulletin will give place and time.
 

One item to discuss will be the benefit or disbenefit of
 
holding interim mini-presentations, one group to another,
 
during the period of the exercise. Such interim presentations
 
might review:
 

1. 	Alternative development policies.
 

2. 	Analyze and describe trade-offs between
 
finance, standards, and land use.
 

3. 	Target groups and unit costs.
 

Details of rooms available for group use will be posted in
 
the Daily Bulletin.
 

Equipment to aid site planning work will be available from
 
a room as described in the Daily Bulletin.
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ITEMS TO BE PRESENTED IN THE FINAL
 
PRESENTATION OF THE TUNIS CASE STUDY
 

A. Project Brief
 

The prime product of the study exercise focused on Tunis
 
is the 	preparation of a project brief. 
For ease of reference
 
the main elements of a project brief are listed below and can
 
form the structure of the overview statement. The four other
 
products asked for in the presentation are specially featured
 
aspects of this brief:
 

Housing market and financial policy
 

Site selection
 

Site plan plus land use summary
 

Cost estimates
 

Elements of the Project Brief
 

1. 	Description of the project area
 
- data review
 
- maps
 
- surrounding urban context
 

2. 	Physical plan
 
- proposed land use map
 
- site plan
 
- plot plan
 
- engineering services provision
 
- cost 	estimate specifications
 

3. 	Social and economic program components
 
- selection of social and economic components
 
- objectives
 
- program content
 
- expected benefits to target group
 
- timing of installation
 
- physical structure and equipment required
 

4. 	Administrative plan
 
- relationship to overall administrative
 

procedures
 
- implementation scheduling
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5. 	Finance plan
 
- cost estimates
 
- recovery projections
 
- subsidy elements if any
 

6. 	Maintenance and estate management factors of
 
importance
 

7. 	Special factors to be considered
 

B. A Declaration of Housing
 
Market and Finance Policy
 

The housing market and finance policy declaration of each
 
team should address the following questions:
 

1. 	The range of income groups that should be
 
reached by the project.
 

2. 	The percentage of household monthly income
 
these groups can be expected to dedicate
 
to financing the purchase of sites and
 
services plots.
 

3. 	The financial terms to be offered for plot
 
purchase (interest rate, repayment period,
 
downpayment).
 

4. 	The types and levels of subsidy that this
 
might imply.
 

5. 	If a subsidy is used, how can it be
 
justified?
 

6. 	Should a cross-subsidy be considered to
 
reduce the cost to the lowest-income groups?
 

Elements to be Reviewed in
 
Preparing Project Marketing
 
and Finance Policy
 

1. 	Trade-offs between monthly payments, financial
 
terms, standards, unit costs, and gross
 
residential densities
 

- characteristics of target households
 
- financial terms
 
- total recoverable capital per household
 
- allocating capital among various costs
 
- selection of standards and unit costs
 
- selection of the dependent variables
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2. 	Trade-offs between gross residential densities
 
and land use parameters
 

- selection of land use parameters
 
- plot size as a dependent variable
 

3. A precise determination of design standards and
 
infrastructure 	costs
 

- the specification of design standards
 
- specification of infrastructure costs
 

4. 	Project identification: the selection of
 
standards and site location
 

- target groups and financial terms
 
- alternative land use standards
 
- alternative infrastructure standards
 
- unit costs for alternative standards
 
- plot size affordable with each combination
 
- selection of a combination of location
 

and 	standards
 

5. 	Project preparation and layout design
 
- plot distribution between target popula

tion income groups
 
- site potential and calculation of
 

differential land pa ices
 
- differential land prices for new standards
 
- preliminary layout design
 
- standard adjustment for each group:
 

land distribution parameters
 
basic land costs
 
infrastructure costs
 

Elements that Relate Directly to
 
Site and Project Proposals
 

1. 	Means of extending financing to low--income areas
 
- the instruments such as variable payment
 

mortgages
 
- mechanisms such as payroll deductions
 
- use of formal sector housing finance entities
 

as 	collection agents to familiarize low-income
 
households with housing finance
 

- mortgage insurance: possibilities for wide use
 
- housing coc.eratives as means of community
 

organization, credit processing, education,
 
and debt recuperation.
 

2. 	Specific financial arrangements for sites and services
 
- building materials loans
 
- separate ground rents
 
- financing of infrastructure/utility payments
 

through user c- .rges
 
- land taxes and rL.Its
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3. Specific financial arrangements for urban improvement
 
- direct allocation of capital costs and loans
 

to beneficiaries and/or community organizations
 
for 	repayment
 

- user charges (electricity, water, street
 
lighting, sewerage)
 

- land taxes and financing through local governments
 

4. 	Use of cross-subsidy mechanisms for allocation of
 
project costs
 

C. A Site Selection Declaration
 

The maps distributed to the working groups indicate eight
 
possible sites for sites and services development. The Minister
 
has already decided that four of these sites could not be
 
acquired because the owners are not willing to sell. The
 
following data has been collected on the remaining sites which
 
are still open for consideration:
 

Cost Cost of Cost of Trunk Monthly Cost
 
of Site Infrastructure/m 2 of Commuting
 

Site Number Land/m 2 Preparation/m 2 Water to Employment*
 

1 	 2.70 0.50 0.25 0.35 3.20
 
3 	 8.00 1.25
 
5 	 5.50 0.50
 
7 5.20 1.00 0.20 	 5.00
 

*Assumes an average of one weekly transport ticket
 

per family.
 

The site chosen should be justified on the basis of site
 
selection criteria presented earlier in the training seminar.
 
The advantage of relatively low cost land in some sites but
 
high trunk infrastructure and commuting costs should be
 
weighed against the advantage of more centrally located, more
 
expensive land. The potential of using a cross-subsidy in
 
each site should also be considered.
 

Elements to Be Reviewed When
 
Making a Site Selection
 

Stage 1: The Preliminary Selection
 

Preliminary selection should be conducted well in
 
advance of the year in which a shelter project enters the
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program. This has been done for you and presented on a map.

Four of the marked sites remain available.
 

The preselection discussion should identify the target
 
groups for which each site is appropriate.
 

Stage 2: Site Selection
 

The choice from among identified possibilities is a
 
more precise exercise. For the Tunis study, it has been
 
reduced to a choice among four sites.
 

The site selected should be ripe for development and
 
as close (in time and cost of travel) as possible to downtown
 
activity and employment. The primary criteria include:
 

1. 	Readiness for development
 

2. 	Closeness to job opportunities
 

3. 	Access to downtown or other centers
 

4. 	Closeness to existing (and planned) roads and
 
utilities
 

5. 	Integration potential with other low-income
 
neighborhoods nearby
 

6. 	Developable topography
 

7. 	Evidence of pressure for early development
 

8. 	Unencumbered land ownership and ease of acquisition
 

9. 	Free exposure to hazards such as hurricane winds,
 
flooding, industrial nuisance (such as noice or
 
cement factory dust)
 

Economy of Site Selection
 

After it has been established that the site contains
 
building land of a suitable kind and is well located for
 
shelter use, a preliminary appraisal of the inherent economy of
 
the development proposed should be made. Establish whether the
 
cost of the land that is to be charged to the shelter develop
ment will be low, medium, or high, compared with similar
 
schemes, undertaken or proposed.
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Consider if the land is such a nature, swampy or
 
rocky, that utility costs will be above average despite

engineering economy in concept and detail design.
 

D. Site Plan
 

A rough site layout plan should be developed by each team
 
in accordance with the methodology presented earlier in the
 
seminar. A land use summary should be prepared. A format for
 
this is attached as page 49.TW/SE 12.
 

Elements to be Considered When
 
Preparing a Site Layout Plan
 

Layout Plan
 

The layout plan is perhaps the single most important step

in project preparation since it must reflect how people

live and provide a framework for all activities on the site.
 
The layout plan must be suited to the topography and other
 
physical characteristics of each site. It is a key determinant
 
of the costs of each project. The main organizing ideas for
 
shelter layouts are:
 

1. 	An appreciation of family life
 

2. 	An appreciation of social life (i.e., interaction
 
between individuals and families)
 

3. 	The cultural pattern
 

4. 	The organization of economic activities (i.e.,

small industry, shops, cabins, hawkers, storage)
 

5. 	Building with nature and topography
 

6. 	Geometrical arrangements that reflect or influence
 
social and cultural patterns
 

7. 	Geometrical clarity and sense of place
 

8. 	Ideas expressive of themes (i.e., closeness or
 
apartness)
 

9. 	Three-dimensional ideas (i.e., apartness, proximity,
 
shade, balance, etc.)
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10. 	 Buildings arranged to form an outdoor room or
 
precinct; roads and footpaths as corridors
 

11. 	 Symbolism, particularly in the relationship
 
between plots (i.e., small plots in less preferred
 
locations imply something about status; alternatively,
 
all plots in equally desirable locations says some
thing about status)
 

12. 	 Economy 'f development
 

Standards
 

Standards measure the quantitative and qualitative rela
tionships between the various components of each shelter layout,
 
particularly as they affect project effectiveness. They are
 
the basic means of describing the project and may be organized
 
under the following headings:
 

1. Land and its use
 

2. Community planning standards
 

3. Residential planning standards: plot size
 

4. Dwelling planning standards
 

5. Building design standards
 

6. Control of building development
 

7. Water supply and distribution
 

8. Sanitation and drainage
 

9. Economy
 

The approach to achieving standards may have to be evolu
tionary and profit from incremental experience. It must be
 
adaptable to permit variations for different groups. If
 
standards are set too high, they will fail to meet the needs of
 
people most in need. If set too low, nothing is achieved.
 

Infrastructure or Engineering Standards
 

These are so significant to improving living standards, and
 
in the cost build up of the project, that they are specially
 
detailed here.
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1. 	Identify the elements of infrastructure to be
 
provided.
 

2. 	Allocate available budget to infrastructure costs and
 
establish the essential trade-offs with other
 
elements of a project.
 

3. 	Define objectives of infrastructure in projects.
 

4. 	Sewage solutions: a wide range of alternatives
 
- conventional sewer systems
 
- treated alternatives:
 

ponds and lagoon systems
 
septic tanks, aqua tanks, and package units
 

- untreated alternatives (pit privies)
 
wet
 
dry
 

5. 	Water supply
 
- conventional house-to-house connections
 
- communal supply (water stand pipes)
 
- trucked water and water vendors
 
- wells (deep and shallow)
 

6. 	Drainage
 
- degrees of protection
 
- open and closed drains
 
- lined and unlined drains
 

7. 	Solid waste collection
 

8. 	Roads, footpaths, and bridges
 
- determining appropriate standard required
 
- alternative materials
 

E. Cost Estimates
 

Suggested formats for cost estimates are attached as
 
pages 49.TW/SE 14 through 17. These illustrate the types of
 
information that would be required by financial institutions
 
interested in financing the project. For convenience of
 
reference the types of issues that might be reviewed in
 
preparing a cost plan are given below. Not all can be
 
considered during the time available for the exercise.
 

1. 	Define project costs
 
- land
 
- site preparation
 
- on-site infrastructure
 
- off-site infrastructure
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SUMMARY OF LAND USE
 

Area Percent of
 
(m2) Total Area
 

A. 	 arketable land (to which
 
costs are allocated)
 

1. 	Residential*
 

Zone A
 

Zone B
 

Zone C
 

2. 	Small-scale commercial/industry
 

3. 	Community Facilities
 

TOTAL MARKETABLE LAND
 

B. 	 Nonmarketable land
 

1. 	Park and open space
 

2. 	Vehicular and pedestrian
 
circulation space
 

TOTAL NONMARKETABLE LAND
 

TOTAL LAND USE
 

*Classified in terms of the income levels of households.
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- on-plot development 
- community facilities
 
- other (e.g., materials loans, loans
 

for small enterprise, etc.)
 
- administration, design, and supervision costs
 
- contingencies
 

A format or formats should be presented which show the
 
above costs on a per square meter basis and apportion them to
 
each type of plot. (A breakdown of locally-financed versus
 
foreign-financed costs is also useful for international lending
 
agencies.)
 

2. Financing plan
 

This should show the details of the expected disbursements
 
of funds during the project implementation stage. It should
 
clearly identify the types of expenditure anticipated, the time
 
period of the expenditure, and the anticipated sources of the
 
funds.
 

3. Project cash flows
 

This should show the projected cash flows resulting from
 
the project both during the implementation period and during
 
the period of project financing. (If time is available.)
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UNIT COSTS AND AFFORDABILITY
 

Household or Cross-Subsidy

Groups or Range of Plot
 
Sizes Related to Income
 

A. 	 Costs per plot I/ 
 Group A Group B Group C
 
Land cost 2/ 3/
 
(average cost of land)
 
Infrastructure cost 2/
 
Core house cost
 

Connection cost
 
Special feature cost
 
(e.g. pit latrine)
 
Community facilities 4/
 

TOTAL
 
Building materials loans
 

B. 	 Downpayments required
 

C. 	 Monthly payments
 

For plot
 
For capital cost of utilities
 
For materials loan
 

TOTAL
 

D. 	 Affordability
 
Percent of income spent on
 
housing
 

Monthly income
 

Percentile reached
 

Number of plots
 
Percent of plots per type
 

1/ Should include prorated physical contingencies, management costs, interest during construction.
2/ Should include prorated costs applicable to nonmarket
able land.


3/ Any cross-subsidies 
can be allocated to land cost 
(see
separate cross-subsidy table).
4/ Cost of facilities divided by the number of families
sharing them. 
Only 	if paid by beneficiaries.
 



DETAILED COST ESTIMATES
 

A. Land acquisition
 

B. Off-site infrastructure
 

C. On-site infrastructure
 

D. Connections
 

1. Water
 

2. Sewerage
 

3. Electricity
 

E. Core units
 

F. Building materials loans
 

G. Community facilities
 

1. Schools
 

2. Health centers
 

3. Markets
 

H. Design and supervision
 

I. Base cost
 

J. Project management
 

K. Interest during construction
 

L. Physical contingencies
 

M. Price contingencies
 

N. Total Cost
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uBeiuL Dut not essentiai tor
 
this exercise
 

SOURCES AND APPLICATION OF FUNDS
 
Format for cash flow projection
 

Total
 
1980 1981 1982 1983 
 1980-1983 1984 1985 1986
 

I. 	 SOURCES OF FUNDS
 

A. 	 Government funds
 

1. 	 National government
 
(by agency)
 

2. 	 Local government
 

B. 	 Borrowed funds
 

1. 	 Local borrowing
 

2. 	 International borrowing
 

C. 	 Loan repayments
 

TOTAL SOURCES
 

I. 	 APPLICATION OF FUNDS
 

A. 	 Project dispersals
 

B. 	 Loan repayments
 

C. 	 Administration
 

TOTAL APPLICATION
 

II. 	SURPLUS (DEFICIT)
 

A. 	 By year t 

B. 	 Cumulative
 

I

I 



CALCULATION OF CROSS-SUBSIDY 

(if proposed by working group) 

Target Group/ 
l.and U-e 

Plot 
Size 
(m2 ) 

No. 
of 
Plots 

2 . 

Total 
Arva 
(m2 ) 
(lx2) 

3_ 

Cost 
of 2/ 
land-2 
per m 
(TI)) 

4 

Cost 
per 
Plot 
(I') 
(Ix4) 

5 

Total 
Cost 
(TD) 
(2x5) 

6 

Price 2 
per m 
of Plots 
Generating 
Surplus 

(TI) 

7 

Total 
Price 
of Plots 
Generating 
Surplus 

(T) 
(3x7) 

Surlplu; 
011) 
(0-,) 

989 

Proposed 
Di.tri-
bution of 
Total 
Surplus 
Amonq Low 
Income 
Plots (M) 

10 

Distri-
bution 
of Sur-
plus 
(Total 
of 9x10) 

11 

Total 
Price 
of Low 
Income 
Plots 

(T) 
(6-11) 

12 

Cost per 
Plot of 
low Income 
Plots 
(22) 

13 

Cost 
per m 
of Low 
Income 
Plots 
(1341) 

14 

Low Income: 

A 

B 

Surplus 
Generating: 

C 

C 

c:nmntercial/ 

Industrial 

Community 1" 
Faci lities

1/ tf marketable. 

h olI,,ul1 incluI de 

If these are sold, they ar(e usually sold at cost to public authorities. 

pro ratLa slh.re- of nor-marketbl|,] land. 

En 
ti 

-j 
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STUDY NOTE 1
 

HOUSING MARKET INFORMATION FOR THE TUNIS CASE STUDY
 

1. Population
 

Forty-seven percent of Tunisia's 5.6 million inhabitants
 

lived in urban areas according to the latest Census conducted in
 

1975. The median age is 18.3 years and the distribution between
 

males and females is almost equal. Life expectancy is estimated
 

at 57 years for men and 58 years for women. The 2.7 percent rate
 

of natural increase between 1966 and 1975 was somewhat
 

offset 	by the emigration of about a quarter of a million workers to
 

European and Arab countries resulting in a net average annual
 

growth rate of 2.3 percent. Demographic development has also
 

been characterized by large rural to urban migration as under

employed rural workers seek jobs in the cities. Between J966
 

and 1975 the rural population increased at an average annual rate
 

of 0.5 percent while the urban population increased by 4.7 per

cent. In 1975 one-third of the population was in the four largest
 

urban centers -- Greater Tunis, Sousse, Sfax, and Bizerte. The
 

District of Tunis, with a population of 925,000 accounts for 17.3
 

percent of the national population and 38 percent of the urban
 

population. It's population is growing at a rate of about 3.2
 

percent per year. The average household size in Tunis is 5.5
 

persons.
 

i_ Most of the data presented here is actual or approximated for
 
this example. This sites and services example is, however, hy
pothetical.
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2. 	Income Distribution and Expenditure Patterns
 

seen from Table 1 and Figure 1 that 11 percent of
It can be 


the population of Greater Tunis is below the 1978 World Bank de

fined urban poverty threshold of TD45 per month./ it is inter

esting to note 	the wide income range of the spontaneous settlement
 

zones of Saida 	Manoubia and Jebel Lahmar. Some medium income
 

families are forced to live in these areas by the acute housing
 

shortage.
 

The "Budget/Consommation" survey carried out in 1975 by the
 

Institut National de Statistique reports that the average Tunisian
 

household devotes 27.9 percent of its income to housing; the per

centage spent by rural households (23.9%) is slightly below the
 

urban percentage (29.0%). The average expenditure for housing
 

in the Tunis District is 31.3 percent of household income. Rent
 

and acquisition 	expenses alone consumed 19.3 percent of the
 

household budgets in Tunis District in 1978 according to USAID
 

estimates. (See Table 2 for 1975 figures.)
 

Mortgage amortization payments may not exceed one-third of
 

the client's income a-cording to CNEL regulations. When a family
 

accepts a mortgage payment of 30 percent of its income, actual
 

housing expenditure may reach 45 percent when the other costs
 

of utilities, mainentance, etc. are included.
 

The percentage of income spent on housing is higher for
 

the lower income groups as can be seen in Table 3.
 

Y The absolute poverty threshold is calculated by taking the cost
 
of a basic diet for the average adult male -- 2,000 calorig per
 
day -- and multiplying it by 2.5. (US$1 = TD 0.42.)
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Table 1 
Tunis Income Distribution, 1978 

Monthly Income Range 
(Tunisian Dinars) 

Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 

Number of 
Households 
(Thousands) 

0 - 39 8 8 13.4 
40 - 59 19 27 37.0 
60 - 79 23 50 38.7 
80 - 99 13 63 21.9 

100 - 119 9 72 15.1 
120 - 159 11 83 18.5 
160 - 199 4 87 6.7 
200 + 13 100 21.9 

Total 100 168,2 

Exchange rate: US$1 = TD 0.42 

Figure 1 
Tunis Income Distribution, 1978 

Tunis Saida Manoubia 
100 Jebel Lahmar 

90 I./ 10000 -

I GOODow Tunis 

'°'do 
7C 

60g .

40 / 

30 

#1 00" .0p Monthly 
20 40 L 60 -0-e - .'Household80 100 120 140 160 180 200 income 

Source: The World Bank TO
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Table 2
 
Detailed Breakdown of Household Budget
 

(in percents of total budget)
 

LARGE URBAN * MRALPRINCIPAL EXPENSE CATEGORIES CITIES AREAS AREAS 

FOOD____"__ 

FOOD: 	 3406 47.6 
HOUSING: 	 3. 20 " _3_ 

Rent 	 13,0 7,5 7,3 
Energy 	 4,7 4,3 2,6 

Repairs 	 5,0 7,7 6,9
 
Furniture 	 2,1 2,5 1,6 
Appliances 0,8 0,6 0,3 
Kitchen Utensils 0,4 0,5 0,7 
Linen 0,5 0,7 0.7 
Other 0.6 0,2 0,3 
Acquisition of a home 4,2 . 5,0 . 3,5 

CLOTHING: 	 8.3_ : 9.6 

5j9 	 57 4.6RYGIENE: 

TRANSPORT. & COMUNICA.: : 	 : , 

c-rrERTAIN.*,: 	 .9: 8,0: 9 

, "TER 	 : .2,4 4,2 3,9
 

TOTAL 	 : 00,0 : 300,0 : 100,0
 

Source: 	 Institut National de la Statistique, Ministere du
 
Plan, Recessement General de la Populai:"on et des
 
Logements du 8 mae 1975, Tunis 1976.
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Table 3
 
District of Tunis,
 
Housing Expenses as a Percentage of
 
the Total -- By Type of Housing
 

" P~ercent,f Total 
of Total1 

Type of o-1 5-10% 11-15%0 16-20% 21-30 31-40% 4o% TOTAL 
sousing _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I__ _ _ _ 

Izfensive - 63.8% 6.3% 4.51% _4.2% 8.5% 12.7% 100 

Addle Income 13.5 27.3 12.4 9.3 14.0 10.2 13.3 100 

' .1aettle ent 
, Areas 1.2 24.9 14.5 .10.5 17.4 12.2 16.3 100 

,l.ms16.o 31.6 20.0 15.0 17.2 6.3 10.0 100 

Mina 0.3 26.4 16.3 13.3 23.5 7.4 12.8 100 

,m~tcn 36.2 .20.8 10.7 15.5 8.1 8.7 100 
f 

hal 5.2 42.2 5.2 26.4 5.2 5.2 1o.6 100 

iz 4.14 30.7 15.6 11.5 16.T 8.T 12.4 100 
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3. Employment
 

The major problem facing the Tunisian economy is open and
 

hidden unemployment. Some form of unemployment or underemployment
 

still affects close to one-third of the labor force. Twenty-two
 

percent of the registered non-agricultural labor force was unem

ployed in 1976. Of these 265,000 registered unemployed, more than
 

half were young people seeking their first job.
 

It is difficult to assess the employment oppor

tunities of the low income population because a significant pro

portion work in the informal sector. A survey conducted in the
 

Tunis District in the early 1970s found that about half of the
 

household heads in the spontaneous settlement zones were employed
 

on a non-permanent basis. A 1976 study shows that 42 percent of
 

the heads of households in the spontaneous settlements are indus

trial workers, day laborers and unskilled laborers, while another
 

17.7 percent are service employees.
 

Most employment for the residents of squatter settlements
 

is located outside of the area of residence. For example, only
 

14 percent of the employed residents of Melassine work in the
 

Melassine area itself, 71 percent work in the center of town and
 

in the Medina and the remaining 15 percent are employed in
 

various other peripheral sections of town. Employment in Melas

sine consists primarily of small scale trade and artisan activi

ties located along the main thoroughfares in addition to a large
 

central market. Business and industrial operations provide 680
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jobs while government agencies supply 180-200. It should be noted
 

that the spontaneous settlement zones are located relatively near
 

to employment centers. If the new sites and services project is
 

developed far from existing employment centers, round-trip com

muting must be affordable to the residents. In addition, new low
 

income settlements should be designed to enable some informal
 

employment on-site.
 

4. Housing Occupancy
 

The Medina, or "Old City," its two suburbs and the spontaneous
 

settlement zones contain the majority of the Tunis poor. 
These
 

areas, which include 45 percent of the Tunis population and cover
 

one-fifth of the inhabitable area of the District, are the main
 

receiving areas for migrants. The fast pace of population growth
 

has resulted in high densities. Densities have reached 550 per

sons per hectare Cin the Medinal and 630 persons per hectare in
 

Melassine, the largest squatter area. By comparison, the density
 

for the District as a whole is about 220. 
 Table 4 shows populatiol
 

area and densities in Tunis by housing type.
 

In the low income areas there is a greater proportion of
 

males than the District average because many migrants move to the
 

city without their families. Eighty-five percent of the families
 

in the spontaneous settlement zones are nuclear as living condi

tions are not conducive to extended family patterns. The average
 

household size is 5.5, the same as for the District, but the
 

number of households per housing unit is 1.4 as against 1.2 in
 



rable 4: Population, Area, and Densitites by Tunis Housing Type
 

HOUSING TYPES 
POPULATION SIZE 
HOSN YEEFFECTIFS DE 

OCCUPIED AREAS DENSITIES BY TYPE PNDALA 
AND AREAIPOPULATION ET N 

UNITS 

POPULTION 
POPULATION 

SUPERFICIES DENSITES PAR SYSTEMES SUERICNESUPERFICIE LOGEMENT 

Population Population Housing Popu- Nuiber 

size_ Area/ha Total % density/ha density/ha lation Area of D.U. _ 

Effectifs de % Superficie % Densite Densite Popu- Super- .Parc 
population habitant logement lation ficie logement 

HlIGHI INCOMEH INCOMU 
HAUT REVENU 

29,675 3 540 13,4 58,5 13 3 13,4 7,782 5,4 

MIDDLEINCOME 270,000 27,8 1,930 48 133,9 23 27,8 48 43,743 30,3 
REVENU MOYEN 

SPONTANEOUS 
SETTLEMENTS 275,000 28,31 452 11,2 384,8 47 28,6 11,2 17,743 12,2 

HABITAT 
SPONTANE 

RESETTLEMENT 
PROJECTSCITS 
CITES DE 

133,376 13,73 460 11,4 281,8 40 13,7 11,4 20,034 20,4 

RECASEMENT 

NEW83,312 8,57 230 5,7 401,3 102,7 8,6 5,7 20,852 14,3 
CENTRE URBAIN 

HISTORICAL CENTER 160,469 16,52 312 7,8 550 90 16,5 7,8 22,000 15,2 
CENTRE HISTORIQUE 

RURAL HOUSING 
HABITAT RURAL 

19,350 2,00 102 2,5 121 16 2 2,5 13,106 2,2 

TOTAL 971,182 100%TOTAL~~~0 4,026 ha4, 100% - --- 100% 100% 145,260 100%Alb2I0% 

Source: PADCO. A prefeasibility Study for Upgrading the Spontaneous Settlements of 01%0 

Tunis. Tunisia, Washinqton, D.C. " 

LnE 
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the District. In Melassine there are 1.9 households per housing
 

unit. Households in the Medina are more complex and older than
 

those in the squatter settlements. The number of dependent
 

children is lower and 25 percent of the households are axtended
 

families.
 

Table 5 shows a rough correlation of 1975 household incomes
 

and the types of housing occupied. Households beneath the 50th
 

percentile live in "sub-standard" or "minimal" housing. Table 6
 

shows a rough breakdown of the principal characteristics of each
 

housing type.
 

In addition to providing for expected increases in population
 

new sites and services developments should strive to eventually
 

relieve some of the current overcrowding and poor conditions in
 

low income settlements.
 

5. 	Spontaneous Development
 

The present system of spontaneous development provides an
 

indication of how sites and services communities could develop.
 

The traditional Arab house with interior courtyard is still the
 

predominant dwelling unit in the spontaneous settlement zones.
 

The basic plan, three or four rooms around an inner courtyard, is
 

the same building that composes the medina. The difference is
 

simply evolution. Those in the older sections have often been
 

raised to two or more stories to maximize space usage.
 

In the spontaneous settlement zones the older units are
 

asually of stone and mortar, while the newer ones are of concrete
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Table 5
 
Summary of the Housing Situation in
 
the District of Tunis, 1975
 

Stylized Cross-Tabulation of Households by Income
 
Dwellings by Quality
 

Dwellings 	 H0 Hl H H3 H F Index 

Households 	 Substan in"- Basic Modest Good/

(monthly income) Temp. 	 Luxury 

F0 Below 46 D 28,900 	 28,9ob 
I, 	 19.6% II I 	 I 

F1 46-91 D 18,280 27,870 46,150 1 80
 
31.3%
 

F2 92-183 D 21 520 2,860 44,380 1 
I 30.11 g 76 

I I, I 
F3 184-367 D I2,500 .6,670 1 19,170 1 

I \I 13.0% 93 

j 
I I I 	 a 

F4/5 368 D or more 	 1,910 6,930 8,840 89 
I l \. 6.0% 

• 	 I , 

H 47,180 1 49,390 125,360 i18,580 6.930 147,44o 81
 
32.0% 33..5% 17.2, i 12.6% 4.7%
II 	 I . 

Source: 	 Tunisia Shelter Sector Assessment. Agency for Inter
national Development, Office of Housing, January 1979.
 



Table 6 
Characteristics of Major Housing Types in Tunisia, 1975
 

1o 
Substandard or 
Temporary 

HIi. 
Minimal 

112 
Basic 
Low-Cost 

H3 
Modest 

H4./5 
Good/Luxury 

. Construction cost 
withouL tie site 

1975 dinars 

TD500 TDRnO-1.)nn TDl,500-2,500 TD3,000-5,000 Over TDS.000 

2. Number of rooms 1-2 1-2 3-11 3-5 5 .or more 

3. 

I. 

Plumbing 

Electricity 

Well, cistern 
or no water 
No sewage connec 

About half have 

electricity 

Piped water, 
WC, Sewerage. 
Some rudimen-
tary 

Almost all 

W.C. or bath-
room, incomplete 

All 

Finished bath-
room and all 
utilities 

All 

Finished bath
room, all util
ities, some cen
trhl heat 

All 

5. Materials About 1/3 sticks, Permanent 
clay, sheet materials 
roofs, etc. 

Permanent 
materials 

Permanent 
materials 

Permanent 
materials 

6. Typical floorspace 

M 
30 30 h5 67 Over 100 

7. Construction cost 
per M2, estimate TD17 'D33 TDh5 TD6G TD80 or more 

t 

'W
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block. The older ones often have flat roofs covered with a coat
 

of cement or mortar. Newer units often have a roof of poured
 

concrete or are built with tile held in place by reenforced con

crete.
 

The pace of the building process in the informal sector de

pends on the income of the family. Figure 2 illustrates the typical
 

phases. However, smaller plots may be necessary in this project
 

than that illustrated here in order to reduce costs.
 

Census statistics show that 77 percent of urban units had
 

three rooms or less. In rural areas, 84 percent had two or less
 

rooms. One-room units comprise 19 percent of urban area totals
 

and 57 percent of national totals.
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Figure 2 : Phases of Construction
 

O8IS, 

000, 

1O 
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STUDY NOTE 2
 

HOUSING FINANCE POLICY INFORMATION FOR THE TUNIS CASE STUDY
 

The government is the major source of housing finance, ac

counting for 52 percent of the total planned for the Fifth Plan
 

period. Caisse Nati)nale d'Epargne Logement (CNEL) is the most
 

important housing finance agency. Initiated in 1974 it is sup

posed to finance the purchase of housing and the expansion of
 

existing units and programs for real estate developers. CNEL
 

provides most of the financing for SNIT's projects. It is
 

anticipated that CNEL will provide the short and long term
 

financing for the sites and services program.
 

CNEL's cost of funds varies from the 4 percent it pays for
 

contract savings to 8.3 percent for HIG loans, an average cost of
 

about 5 percent. Its administrative costs require a 2 percent
 

spread. With housing loans being made at 5.5 percent, it oper

ates at a deficit. Because most of the beneficiaries of the
 

sites and services program are not participants in the contract
 

savings program, it is estimated that the average cost of funds
 

for that program will be 6 percent plus a 2.5 percent spread

1/
 

for administration,- a total of 8.5 percent. Funds for sub

sidies are extremely limited. The Government would like to elim

inate the annual deficits caused by the interest rate subsidy.
 

If possible, the new project should be planned to accomplish this
 

goal, but all arguments for and against subsidies should be
 

thoroughly considered.
 

1/ Tnis is greater than present costs because of the additional
 
cost of processing a large number of small loans.
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CNEL is also the principal source of construction financing.
 

As of March 1978 it had lent nearly 300 million for pre-financing
 

of real estate development projects, of which 95 percent was
 

borrowed by SNIT. Interest is 7.5 percent and the average re

payment period is 18 months.
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STUDY NOTE 3
 

UNIT COST ESTIMATES FOR CONSTRUCTION
 
FOR THE TUNIS CASE STUDY
 

I. Infrastructure Costs 


Standard 1 


Circulation -- 25% asphalt; 50% compacted
 
stone/asphalt spray; 25% graded a:id
 
compacted.
 

Water -- Individual connections.
 
Sewerage -- Individual water borne system.
 
Drainage -- Stormwater drainage with open
 

ditches.
 
Electricity -- Individual electricity
 

connections.
 
Street lighting -- Light and pole every 50
 

meters on main roads.
 

Standard 2 


Circulation -- 25% compacted stone/asphalt
 
spray; 75% graded and compacted.
 

Water -- Individual connections.
 
Sewerage -- No system (requires individual
 

pit latrines).
 
Drainage -- Stormwater drainage with open
 

ditches.
 
Electricity -- Individual electricity
 

connections.
 
Street lighting -- Light and pole every 50
 

meters on main roads.
 

Standard 3 


Circulation -- 25% compacted stone/asphalt
 
spray; 75% graded and compacted.
 

Water -- Community standpipe for every 10
 
families.
 

Sewerage -- No system (requires individual
 
pit latrines).
 

Drainage -- Sotrmwater drainage with open
 
ditches.
 

Electricity -- No individual connPctions.
 
Street lighting -- Light and pole :very 100
 

meters.
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Cost per m
2
 

(Tunisian Dinars)
 

0.72
 

0.45
 

Unit costs include estimates for design and supervision (3.3
 
percent), project management (2.5 percent), and physical. contin
gencies (5.0 percent).
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II. House Construction Costs*
 

No house
 

Sanitary core 


Cost/additional square meter 


Building materials loans 


III. 	 Connection Costs
 

Sewerage 


Water 


Electricity 


Total (if all 3 used) 


Size Cost/m2 

(Tunisian Dinars) 
Total Cost 

10 56 

45 

560 

250-500 

93 

51 

35 

179 

IV Special Features and Community Facilities
 

Pit latrine 


Community fountain 


Schools 


Health centers 


60
 

125
 

850/room (each room for 40 pupils
 
and operating on double shifts). Cost
 
of building paid by Ministry of
 
Education.
 

20,000 each to serve 8,000 families.
 

Cost of building paid by Ministry
 
of Health.
 

*All overheads included, i.e., unit costs include estimates
 
for design and supervision (3.3 percent), project management
 
(2.5 percent), and physical contingencies (5.0 percent).
 


